County of Santa Clara

Planning Commission
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

June 13, 2019, Special Meeting
1:30 PM
Isaac Newton Senter Auditorium, County Government Center
70 W. Hedding Street, 1st Floor, San Jose, CA 95110
AGENDA

In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Brown Act, those requiring accommodations in this meeting
should notify the Clerk of the Planning Commission no less than 24 hours prior to the meeting at (408) 299-6714, or TDD (408)
993-8272.
Please note: To contact the Commission and/or to inspect any disclosable public records related to an open session item on a
regular meeting agenda and distributed by the County to all or a majority of the Board of Supervisors (or any other commission, or
board or committee) less than 72 hours prior to that meeting, visit our website at http://www.sccgov.org or contact the Clerk at
(408) 299-6714 or 70 W. Hedding Street, San Jose, CA 95110, during normal business hours.
Persons wishing to address the Commission on a regularly scheduled item on the agenda are requested to complete a request to
speak form and give it to the Deputy Clerk. (Government Code Section 54953.3.) Individual speakers will be called by the
Chairperson and are requested to limit their comments to two minutes. Groups of speakers on a specific item are asked to limit
their total presentation to a maximum of twenty minutes for each side of the issue.
COMMUTE ALTERNATIVES: The Board of Supervisors encourages the use of commute alternatives including public transit,
bicycles, carpooling, and hybrid vehicles.
For public transit trip planning information, contact the VTA Customer Service Department at (408) 321-2300 Monday through
Friday between the hours of 6:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., and on Saturday from 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Schedule information is also
available on the web at www.vta.org.
Bicycle parking racks are available in the James McEntee, Sr., Plaza in front of the County Government Center building. If this
Board or Commission does not meet in the County Government Center, please contact VTA for related routes.

Notice to the Public
The Planning Commission may take other actions relating to the issues as may be
determined following consideration of the matter and discussion of the recommended
actions.
Opening
1. Call to Order/Roll Call.
2. Pledge of Allegiance.
3. Public Comment.
This item is reserved for persons desiring to address the Commission on any matter
within the subject matter jurisdiction of the Commission that is not on this agenda.
Members of the public who wish to address the Commission on any item not listed on
the agenda should complete a Request to Speak Form and place it in the tray near the
podium. The Chairperson will call individuals to the podium in turn.
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Speakers are limited to the following: three minutes if the Chairperson or designee
determines that five or fewer speakers wish to address the Commission; two minutes if
the Chairperson or designee determines that between six and fourteen persons wish to
address the Commission; and one minute if the Chairperson or designee determines that
fifteen or more persons wish to address the Commission.
The law does not permit Commission action or extended discussion of any item not on
the agenda except under special circumstances. If Commission action or response is
requested, the Commission may place the matter on a future agenda. Statements that
require a response may be referred to staff for reply in writing.
Time Certain - To Be Heard No Earlier Than 1:30 p.m.
4. Continued Public Hearing from May 30, 2019 (Item No. 4) to consider the following:
Stanford University General Use Permit (GUP) Application (Application), Stanford
GUP Environmental Impact Report (EIR), Stanford University Community Plan
amendments, and Zoning Ordinance amendments. Location: Stanford University
Community Plan Area. Zoning: A1 General Use, R1S Low-Density Campus
Residential, R3S Medium-Density Campus Residential; OS/G Open Space and Field
Research; SCA Special Conservation Area. Supervisorial District: 5. File Nos. PLN987165 (7165-98P-99GP-99EIR) and PLN16-7165 (7165-16P-16GP-16Z-16EIR).
(ID# 97428)
Possible action:
a. Forward a favorable or unfavorable recommendation to the Board of Supervisors
regarding the Stanford University Final Environmental Impact Report;
b. Forward a favorable or unfavorable recommendation to the Board of Supervisors
regarding findings for the significant environmental impacts of Alternative A,
authorizing up to 2,807 student beds and 2,892 housing units, including adoption
of a Statement of Overriding Considerations, as set forth in a forthcoming
Attachment A;
c. Forward a favorable or unfavorable recommendation to the Board of Supervisors
regarding the proposed Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP),
as set forth in Attachment B;
d. Forward a favorable or unfavorable recommendation to the Board of Supervisors
regarding text amendments and land use map amendments to the Stanford
University Community Plan, as set forth in Attachment C, based on findings
as set forth in Attachment E;
e. Forward a favorable or unfavorable recommendation to the Board of Supervisors
regarding the Zoning Ordinance Map amendments, as set forth in Attachment D,
based on findings as set forth in Attachment E;
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f. Forward a favorable or unfavorable recommendation to the Board of Supervisors
regarding the General Use Permit, based on findings as set forth in Attachment E
and subject to Conditions of Approval, as set forth in Attachment F;
g. Forward a favorable or unfavorable recommendation to the Board of Supervisors
regarding the Water Supply Assessment, as set forth in Attachment G; and
h. Forward a favorable or unfavorable recommendation to the Board of Supervisors
regarding the Development Agreement Application.
The Board of Supervisors is required to affirm certain findings of fact to approve or
deny the subject applications. As a recommending body to the Board of Supervisors,
the Planning Commission is being asked to review all information in the record,
receive public testimony and provide a recommendation to the Board of Supervisors.
The required findings of fact for approval of the Community Plan amendments, Zoning
Ordinance Map amendments, and the General Use Permit are located in Attachment E.
In making a recommendation, the Planning Commission shall carefully consider the
findings.
The Application submitted by Stanford requests authorization from the County of
Santa Clara to construct up to 3,500,000 additional net new square feet of academic
space/student beds, 550 faculty/staff housing units, 40,000 square feet of childcare/trip
reducing facilities, and 50,000 square feet of temporary surge space.
The Stanford University General Use Permit Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
was published by the County in December 2018 and evaluates potential environmental
impacts from the project as proposed by Stanford University in the Application. A
complete environmental analysis for Additional Housing Alternatives A and B was
also prepared and circulated for public comment by the County, and included in the
EIR, to evaluate the environmental impacts of constructing additional housing to
accommodate the academic development proposed in the Application. Additional
Housing Alternative A evaluated the environmental impacts of constructing an
additional 2,549 units/beds above what Stanford proposed in its Application, analyzing
a total of 2,892 housing units and 2,807 beds. Additional Housing Alternative B
evaluated the environmental impacts of constructing an additional 1,275 units/beds
above what Stanford proposed in its Application, analyzing a total of 1,825 housing
units and 2,600 beds.
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The Department of Planning and Development is recommending to the Planning
Commission to forward a favorable recommendation to the Board of Supervisors to
adopt Additional Housing Alternative A, and to condition the project to require a
minimum of 2,172 housing units and a maximum 2,892 housing units, and a minimum
of 2,600 student beds and a maximum of 2,807 student beds.
The Planning Commission may consider and recommend Additional Housing
Alternative A, the project as applied for by Stanford University, or one of the other
alternatives in the EIR. If the Planning Commission recommends the project as
applied for by Stanford University or one of the other alternatives evaluated in the
EIR, the Department will return to the Planning Commission with a revised set of
Conditions of Approval and findings to reflect the Planning Commission’s
recommendation.
Adjourn
5. Adjourn to the next regular meeting on Thursday, June 27, 2019, at 1:30 p.m. in the
Isaac Newton Senter Auditorium, County Government Center, 70 West Hedding Street,
San Jose.
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County of Santa Clara
Department of Planning and Development

97428

DATE:

June 13, 2019

TO:

Planning Commission

FROM:

Sylvia Gallegos, Deputy County Executive
Jacqueline R. Onciano, Director, Dept. of Planning and Development

SUBJECT: Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals
RECOMMENDED ACTION
Continued Public Hearing from May 30, 2019 (Item No. 4) to consider the following:
Stanford University General Use Permit (GUP) Application (Application), Stanford GUP
Environmental Impact Report (EIR), Stanford University Community Plan amendments, and
Zoning Ordinance amendments. Location: Stanford University Community Plan Area.
Zoning: A1 General Use, R1S Low-Density Campus Residential, R3S Medium-Density
Campus Residential; OS/G Open Space and Field Research; SCA Special Conservation Area.
Supervisorial District: 5. File Nos. PLN98-7165 (7165-98P-99GP-99EIR) and PLN16-7165
(7165-16P-16GP-16Z-16EIR).
Possible action:
a. Forward a favorable or unfavorable recommendation to the Board of Supervisors
regarding the Stanford University Final Environmental Impact Report;
b. Forward a favorable or unfavorable recommendation to the Board of Supervisors
regarding findings for the significant environmental impacts of Alternative A,
authorizing up to 2,807 student beds and 2,892 housing units, including adoption of a
Statement of Overriding Considerations, as set forth in a forthcoming Attachment A;
c. Forward a favorable or unfavorable recommendation to the Board of Supervisors
regarding the proposed Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP), as set
forth in Attachment B;
d. Forward a favorable or unfavorable recommendation to the Board of Supervisors
regarding text amendments and land use map amendments to the Stanford University
Community Plan, as set forth in Attachment C, based on findings as set forth in
Attachment E;

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
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e. Forward a favorable or unfavorable recommendation to the Board of Supervisors
regarding the Zoning Ordinance Map amendments, as set forth in Attachment D, based
on findings as set forth in Attachment E;
f. Forward a favorable or unfavorable recommendation to the Board of Supervisors
regarding the General Use Permit, based on findings as set forth in Attachment E and
subject to Conditions of Approval, as set forth in Attachment F;
g. Forward a favorable or unfavorable recommendation to the Board of Supervisors
regarding the Water Supply Assessment, as set forth in Attachment G; and
h. Forward a favorable or unfavorable recommendation to the Board of Supervisors
regarding the Development Agreement Application.

•

The Board of Supervisors is required to affirm certain findings of fact to approve or
deny the subject applications. As a recommending body to the Board of Supervisors,
the Planning Commission is being asked to review all information in the record, receive
public testimony and provide a recommendation to the Board of Supervisors. The
required findings of fact for approval of the Community Plan amendments, Zoning
Ordinance Map amendments, and the General Use Permit are located in Attachment E.
In making a recommendation, the Planning Commission shall carefully consider the
findings.

•

The Application submitted by Stanford requests authorization from the County of Santa
Clara to construct up to 3,500,000 additional net new square feet of academic
space/student beds, 550 faculty/staff housing units, 40,000 square feet of childcare/trip
reducing facilities, and 50,000 square feet of temporary surge space.

•

The Stanford University General Use Permit Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
was published by the County in December 2018 and evaluates potential environmental
impacts from the project as proposed by Stanford University in the Application. A
complete environmental analysis for Additional Housing Alternatives A and B was also
prepared and circulated for public comment by the County, and included in the EIR, to
evaluate the environmental impacts of constructing additional housing to accommodate
the academic development proposed in the Application. Additional Housing Alternative
A evaluated the environmental impacts of constructing an additional 2,549 units/beds
above what Stanford proposed in its Application, analyzing a total of 2,892 housing
units and 2,807 beds. Additional Housing Alternative B evaluated the environmental
impacts of constructing an additional 1,275 units/beds above what Stanford proposed in
its Application, analyzing a total of 1,825 housing units and 2,600 beds.

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: June 13, 2019
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•

The Department of Planning and Development is recommending to the Planning
Commission to forward a favorable recommendation to the Board of Supervisors to
adopt Additional Housing Alternative A, and to condition the project to require a
minimum of 2,172 housing units and a maximum 2,892 housing units, and a minimum
of 2,600 student beds and a maximum of 2,807 student beds.

•

The Planning Commission may consider and recommend Additional Housing
Alternative A, the project as applied for by Stanford University, or one of the other
alternatives in the EIR. If the Planning Commission recommends the project as applied
for by Stanford University or one of the other alternatives evaluated in the EIR, the
Department will return to the Planning Commission with a revised set of Conditions of
Approval and findings to reflect the Planning Commission’s recommendation.

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: June 13, 2019
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The matter before the Planning Commission is to provide a recommendation to the Board of
Supervisors regarding several approvals and actions related to the Stanford University
General Use Permit (GUP), including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Certification of Environmental Impact Report
Stanford University Community Plan amendments
Zoning Map amendments
General Use Permit, subject to conditions of approval
Water Supply Assessment
Development Agreement application

The Stanford University GUP Application is the largest development application in the
County’s history – 3.5 million square feet of new academic space/student beds and 550
faculty/staff housing units. This proposal would increase the total development building area
on the Campus to 20,400,000 square feet. The Stanford Application is significant and unique
in unincorporated Santa Clara County in terms of the amount of development, the extended
timeframe of its implementation, and the project’s environmental impacts affecting the
region.
The Stanford GUP proposal addresses approximately 4,017 acres of Stanford University
lands in unincorporated Santa Clara County located adjacent to the Cities of Palo Alto and
Menlo Park, the Towns of Woodside and Portola Valley, and unincorporated areas of San
Mateo County. This includes the main Stanford campus area located generally north of
Junipero Serra Boulevard (approximately 1,800 acres) and the largely undeveloped Stanford
foothills located generally south of Junipero Serra Boulevard (approximately 2,200 acres). It
does not include other Stanford lands located in adjacent jurisdictions.
Community Plan Amendments
The existing Stanford Community Plan (SCP) provides a strong policy framework to ensure
that the University’s proposed growth does not negatively impact the surrounding
communities. The Department also provides recommended amendments to the Community
Plan, based on County ordinances and policies and Board direction, and general updates to
bring the SCP up to date with current conditions. These updated Community Plan policies,
considered for adoption in tandem with the proposed General Use Permit, address updates to
background text and figures to reflect current information and updates to policies and
implementation measures to reflect current conditions. The recommended Conditions of
Approval for the GUP are consistent with these Stanford Community Plan amendments.

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: June 13, 2019
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General Use Permit
The Department is recommending that the Planning Commission forward a recommendation
to the Board of Supervisors to adopt the General Use Permit for Stanford, as modified under
the Conditions of Approval. These modifications to the General Use Permit will require
Stanford to:
• Provide a minimum of 2,172 Housing Units to meet housing demand associated with
the proposed development of 3.5 million square feet of new academic space/student
beds at the campus;
• Ensure that ongoing development at Stanford avoids worsening traffic congestion in
the region by adhering to the No Net New Commute Trips (NNNCT) standard, in
addition to standards minimizing new reverse commute traffic and average daily trips,
subject to ongoing monitoring and enforcement;
• Limit growth in on-campus parking, consistent with the proposed requirements for
reduction of automobile trips;
• Preserve open space and natural resources by focusing new development within the
Academic Growth Boundary (AGB) and limiting development outside the AGB;
• Obtain phased authorization of development within the General Use Permit, ensuring
that Stanford complies with the Conditions of Approval before authorizing additional
development phases;
• Fund a Municipal Services Study to identify service needs of the Stanford community,
and provide for those services;
• Fund an updated El Camino Real Frontage Plan for Stanford lands along the south side
of El Camino Real to identify standards for future development;
• Prepare and implement an updated Master Drainage Plan to achieve a storm drain
system that avoids increases in frequency, severity, or lateral extent of flooding in San
Francisquito and Matadero Creeks; and
• Fund a Parks study to determine the types and acreage of park facilities needed to
serve the population associated with future development, and provide those facilities.
Development Agreement
On June 19, 2018, the Board approved a Zoning Ordinance generally authorizing the use of a
development agreement (DA). A development agreement is a voluntary contract entered into
by a public agency and applicant to enable a public agency to obtain community benefits
from an applicant beyond a level that can be obtained through existing regulations and the
exercise of its police powers. Because a DA is a voluntary contract, it is not required for
purposes of the County’s processing and consideration of the GUP application.
On October 16, 2018, the Board authorized County staff to enter into a negotiation process
for a possible development agreement with Stanford University. The Board also appointed
Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: June 13, 2019
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two members of the Board to serve on an Ad Hoc Committee to provide guidance to County
staff.
On April 16, 2019, the Ad Hoc Committee suspended development agreement negotiations
with Stanford as a result of the University reaching a tentative agreement with the Palo Alto
Unified School District (PAUSD) for school benefits. The tentative agreement between
Stanford and PAUSD was conditioned on approval of a development agreement between the
County and Stanford. On May 10, 2019, the University suspended its actions on the
agreement with PAUSD.
While there have been communications between the County and the University about the
terms in which DA negotiations may resume, at the time of the preparation of this report,
there is not currently a plan to resume negotiations. Therefore, the Administration
recommends at this time that the Planning Commission forward a recommendation to the
Board to deny Stanford’s application for a development agreement. If, in the future,
negotiations result in a proposed development agreement, the County Administration would
present it to the Planning Commission at a hearing.
In summary, staff recommends that the Planning Commission recommend to the Board of
Supervisors the following:
a.
b.

c.
d.

e.
f.

g.
h.

Certify the Stanford University Final Environmental Impact Report.
Adopt the required findings pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act
regarding the significant environmental impacts of Alternative A, authorizing up to
2,807 student beds and 2,892 housing units, including adoption of a Statement of
Overriding Considerations, as set forth in a forthcoming Attachment A;
Adopt the proposed Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP), as set
forth in Attachment B;
Approve the text amendments and land use map amendments to the Stanford
University Community Plan, as set forth in Attachment C, based on findings as set
forth in Attachment E;
Approve the Zoning Ordinance Map amendments, as set forth in Attachment D, based
on findings as set forth in Attachment E;
Approve the Stanford General Use Permit, based on findings as set forth in
Attachment E, and subject to the Conditions of Approval, as set forth in
Attachment F;
Approve the Water Supply Assessment, as set forth in Attachment G; and
Deny the Development Agreement Application.

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: June 13, 2019
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Department’s Recommendations
Nineteen years ago when the Board of Supervisors approved the 2000 Stanford GUP, as
modified by Conditions of Approval, and adopted a Community Plan, innovative Growth and
Development, Housing, Circulation, and other pioneering strategies were incorporated to
effectively address impacts from proposed development in the Community Plan area. The
Housing Linkage Policy, for example, which linked the construction of housing in tandem
with development of academic space, based on a ratio of one housing unit per 826 gross
square feet of academic space, set a new standard, along with the other housing strategies, in
addressing the supply and affordability of housing in a region that already had a significant
jobs-housing imbalance. The 2000 GUP and Community Plan have served both Stanford
University and the surrounding communities very well during these past nineteen years and
continue to be strong foundations for guiding future development.
The Stanford proposal, if approved, would result in an additional 3.5 million square feet of
new academic space/student beds, increasing the total development building area to 20.4
million square feet. Since adoption of the 2000 Stanford Community Plan and GUP, housing
affordability has worsened in Santa Clara County to the point of crisis, which is most acute in
the communities and neighborhoods surrounding Stanford University.
Currently, there are 3.49 jobs for every housing unit in Palo Alto, the worst imbalance of
cities in Santa Clara County, and the median home value is over $3 million. The
construction of over 3.5 million square feet of new development by Stanford would intensify
demand for housing in this area as new workers who are either directly employed by Stanford
or provide services to the Stanford community seek housing in the area. Recognizing both
the existing housing affordability crisis in the Stanford area and the acute housing impacts
associated with Stanford’s additional growth, the Department is recommending Conditions of
Approval for the Stanford GUP requiring that the University provide 2,172 housing units to
fully meet the demand created from its ongoing growth.
Correspondingly, the Community Plan and recommended Conditions of Approval also
provide foundational policies and requirements regarding traffic management associated with
Stanford Campus development. The 2000 GUP contains conditions requiring that Stanford
adhere to a No Net New Commute Trip standard to avoid worsening congestion in
surrounding neighborhoods and the region. The recommended Conditions of Approval for
Stanford recognize that traffic congestion has continued to worsen in the neighborhoods and
region surrounding Stanford University.
The recommended Conditions of Approval thus require Stanford to adhere to the No Net
New Commute Trip standard and require ongoing traffic management and monitoring in
additional traffic control measures, including Reverse Commute Trips and Average Daily
Trips – two types of traffic that could substantially worsen traffic congestion in the
Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: June 13, 2019
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surrounding neighborhoods. In addition, given the worsening congestion on roads
surrounding Stanford, the conditions mandate that ongoing development at Stanford would
be suspended following a public hearing process if Stanford does not adhere to the No Net
New Commute Trips standard.
Comparison Table
Stanford’s Proposal and Planning Department Recommendations
Project Item

Stanford’s Proposal

Departmental Recommendation

Faculty/Staff Housing
Units -TOTALS
• Faculty/Staff
Housing; Market
Rate Units
• Faculty/Staff Housing;
Affordable Units

550 faculty/staff units

Minimum of 2,172 units
Maximum of 2,892 units
Minimum of 1,041 units
Maximum of 1,646 units

550 faculty/staff units

Pay $20 per square foot inlieu fees

Min. 933 mitigation units
Min. 198 inclusionary units
1,131 Total
Student Housing - TOTALS 2,600 student beds
Min. 2,600 beds
Max. 2,807 beds
Min. 1,700 beds
• Undergraduate Beds 1,700 beds
900 beds
Min. 900 beds
• Grad. Student Beds
Half
of
the
graduate
student
The matter of counting graduate student
• Affordable Student
beds to meet Housing
beds as affordable will be reconsidered
Housing
Element affordability
during the next update of the County’s
requirements
Housing Element in approx. 2022 - 2023
Traffic
Continue No Net New
Continue NNNCT and add:
Commute Trips (NNNCT)
• Peak 3-hour Periods
standard
• Reverse Commute Trips
• Average Daily Trips
Traffic Exceedance
Pay a portion of the fair share Pay fair share fees for intersection
fees for intersection
improvements plus suspend development
improvements (based on a per following the procedures set forth in the
trip over the limit fee basis)
conditions of approval
Parking
Allow up to 1,480 net new
Allow up to 1,480 net new spaces. No
spaces plus a 2,000 space
“parking reserve”
“parking reserve”
Open Space
No change to existing policy Extend policy for 4/5ths vote of the Board
for 4/5ths vote to modify
of Supervisors to modify AGB to 99
AGB, which expires in 2025
years; to expire in 2118
Community Plan Changes
Change the golf Driving
Accept Stanford’s request and update
Range site from Medium
maximum academic development from
Density Residential to
17.3M to 20.4M square feet.
Academic Campus and other Update background text, figures, policies,
minor changes in the San
and implementation plans to reflect
Juan District
current conditions.
Zoning Changes
Change the golf Driving
Accept Stanford’s request and create and
Range site from R3S to A1
apply a new Campus Open Space zoning
and other minor changes in
district to the existing campus open space
the San Juan District
areas consistent with the Community Plan
Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: June 13, 2019
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The Department is recommending adoption of the GUP with the Conditions of Approval
requiring Stanford to build 2,172 housing units to address the housing demand associated
with the construction of 3.5 million new square feet of development. The environmental
impacts of constructing this additional housing were evaluated as Alternative A within the
Stanford GUP Environmental Impact Report (EIR) prepared for the project. The EIR
discloses that construction of Alternative A would have more significant environmental
impacts than the proposed GUP application submitted by Stanford. Specifically, the EIR
discloses that the construction of this additional housing would have additional significant
environmental impacts related to air quality emissions and traffic impacts. These additional
environmental impacts are related to potential additional traffic and construction activity
associated with the additional housing units and on-site residents at Stanford University.
Despite the potential for these additional environmental impacts, the Department is
recommending the Board of Supervisors adopt the Conditions of Approval requiring the
construction of 2,172 housing units to ensure that Stanford fully addresses housing demand
from construction of an additional 3.5 million square feet of development. If the County
does not require Stanford to provide sufficient housing to address housing demand, ongoing
development at Stanford would exacerbate the housing affordability crisis that acutely
impacts the areas around the University.
Resulting impacts would include an increase in the percentage of families living in
substandard housing and longer commute times as workers are compelled to find affordable
housing outside of the region. This deficiency in housing and decrease in affordability
worsens social inequity throughout the region, creating more displacement and socioeconomic fragmentation in local communities. The need to address these broader socioeconomic impacts by ensuring that Stanford fully mitigates the housing impacts of its
increased development outweigh the significance of the additional environmental impacts
disclosed within the EIR.

I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The proposed project consists of an application by Stanford University for a new General
Use Permit (GUP) and associated amendments to the Stanford Community Plan and Zoning
Map to authorize new development of academic, housing, and other associated uses on the
Stanford campus to meet the University’s facility needs through the year 2035, and an
application by Stanford for a Development Agreement.
Additional project approvals, not a part of Stanford’s application, include Amendments to the
Stanford University Community Plan proposed by the Department, and a Water Supply
Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: June 13, 2019
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Assessment required for the project pursuant to State law. Each of these project elements is
summarized below.
A. Stanford University General Use Permit Application
Stanford’s GUP Application seeks programmatic authorization of specified levels of
academic, housing, and support uses within the Stanford University Campus located within
unincorporated Santa Clara County, subject to site-specific approvals at the time each
individual building project is proposed. This framework and approach are consistent with the
2000 GUP in that the GUP is a programmatic approval for a scale of development over a
specified time period.
The GUP Application is intended to replace the approved 2000 General Use Permit (2000
GUP) for the additional development requested by Stanford to be authorized under the new
GUP. The GUP Application also requests specific provisions in regard to the location of
development, housing linkage and affordability, trip credits, alternative mitigation, and
parking, and makes specific commitments regarding safe routes to school improvements,
sustainability programs, and off-site park maintenance, as described further below.
Proposed Development
Table 1 provides a summary of Stanford’s proposed development in the GUP Application
and the remaining authorized, but-not-yet-constructed, development from the 2000 GUP. In
summary, Stanford is proposing to construct 2,275,000 net new square feet of Academic /
Support space and 3,150 net new housing units/beds on the campus.
Table 1. Stanford’s Proposed Uses and Development Levels
Development Type

Academic/ Support
Housing Units/Beds
Childcare Space/Trip
Reduction Uses
Temporary

Proposed
GUP

2,275,000 sf
3,1502
40,000 sf

Proposed
Carry-Over
from 2000
GUP
182,920 sf1
N/A
N/A

50,000 sf at a

N/A

Total Proposed

2,457,920 sf
3,150
40,000 sf
50,000 sf at a

1

Of the total 2,035,000 sq. ft. approved under the 2000 GUP, this is the remaining amount, as of February 2019, that
has not been constructed and for which no application for architecture and site approval or building permit has been
submitted. The actual carry-over amount will be determined on the effective date of the GUP.
2 No more than 550 of these proposed units/beds would be housing units for faculty and staff.
Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: June 13, 2019
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Construction Surge
Space (Trailers)
Development
Outside AGB
Parking

time

time

0

N/A

0

2,000 space
reserve3

1,480 spaces

3480 spaces

Distribution of Development
The GUP Application proposes distribution of new academic/academic support and housing
by the development districts indicated in Table 2. The configuration of these development
districts, as set forth in the 2000 GUP and including proposed minor changes to the district
boundaries in the current application, are shown in Figure 1 of Attachment J.
Approximately 80% of the development (1,800,000 s.f.) is proposed to occur in the Campus
Center district. Similar to provisions within the 2000 GUP, the application proposes
allowance for shifting of development between districts, subject to County review and
approval. The GUP Application proposes a process to transfer development to the Foothills
District, but not to the Arboretum District.
Table 2. Stanford’s Proposed Development by Development District
Development District

Quarry
Arboretum
DAPER &
Administrative
Campus Center
East Campus
West Campus
Lagunita
Lathrop
San Juan
Foothills
Total

3

Housing
(# Units/Beds)
550
0
0

Academic/Academic
Support Space (net new
sq. ft.)
200,000
0
200,000

200
1,600
0
800
0
0
0
3,150

1,800,000
20,000
35,000
0
20,000
0
0
2,275,000

Stanford proposes Planning Commission review and approval prior to implementation of these spaces.
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Housing Linkage
The GUP Application proposes to link construction of housing to occur in tandem with
development of academic space based on the same ratio included in the 2000 GUP: 1 housing
unit/826 gross square feet (gsf) of academic space. Table 3 shows the proposed requirement
for housing unit/bed construction for each 500,000 square feet of net new academic
development. The proposed housing linkage applies to 2,753 of the total 3,150 units/beds
proposed by the GUP Application. There is no proposed timeframe for construction of the
approximately 400 units/beds not linked to academic development.
Table 3. Stanford’s Proposed Housing Linkage
Academic and Academic
Support Space (net new
gsf)
0-0.5M
0.5-1.0M
1.0-1.5M
1.5-2.0M
2.0-2.275M

Housing Units/Beds
at 1/826 new gsf

Cumulative #
Housing/Beds

605
605
605
605
333

605
1,210
1,815
2,240
2,753

Affordable Housing
The GUP Application proposes construction of affordable housing units and payment of fees
as indicated in Table 4. Stanford’s proposed affordable housing fee is $20 per square foot,
which is lower than the current affordable housing fees paid by Stanford as part of the 2000
GUP.
Table 4. Stanford’s Proposed Affordable Housing Contribution
Contribution Type
Affordable Housing
Units
Affordable Housing
Fees

Contribution Amount
450 (of 900 total) graduate student housing units
that meet the affordability requirements for
Moderate Income residents.
$20 per s.f. of academic space contribution to the
County’s Stanford Affordable Housing Fund

Transportation
In the GUP Application, Stanford states a continued commitment to the No Net New
Commute Trips standard implemented through the University’s Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) Program, and proposes traffic conditions of approval as summarized in
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Table 5. This standard seeks to hold constant the number of commute trips to the Stanford
campus during the AM peak hour and from the Stanford campus during the PM peak hour
(measured at campus gateway intersections along a cordon) as compared to 2001 baseline
counts.
Table 5. Stanford’s Proposed Traffic Conditions of Approval
Traffic Monitoring Equipment
• Allow installation of automated equipment (such as, imbedded loop
detectors, video detection, or license plate recognition) to facilitate traffic
monitoring at the 16 specified campus gateways.
Trip Reduction Credits
• Allow trip reduction credits for trip reduction efforts where only one of the
two trip ends is located within the trip credit area (Figure 2 of
Attachment J) boundary. (As an example, based on this provision,
Stanford could apply for trip reduction credits for funding a shuttle bus
route where one end of the route is located in the trip credit area, but the
other end extends outside the area.)
• Allow funding of off-campus circulation improvements located within the
trip credit area (Figure 2 of Attachment J) to qualify for trip reduction
credits so long as the improvements enhance safety or increase mobility
for pedestrians, bicyclists, or transit users.
Traffic Mitigation Funding
• If Stanford cannot achieve the No Net New Commute Trips standard,
allow Stanford the option of funding other entities’ trip reduction
programs rather than funding its proportionate fair-share of intersection
improvements. The amount of the payment would be based on Stanford’s
share of the improvement costs that would otherwise be required.
• If Stanford exceeds the No Net New Commute Trips standard, the GUP
Application proposes a payment calculation methodology that does not
ensure full payment of Stanford’s fair-share of the intersection mitigation
improvement costs, but rather, requires that Stanford pay a portion of the
fair share costs based on the number of trips by which Stanford exceeds
the No Net New Commute Trips standard.
Vehicle Parking
Stanford’s GUP Application proposes to “carry over” unused parking from the 2000 GUP,
create a new parking reserve, and change how parking is counted, as summarized in Table 6.
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Table 6. Stanford’s Proposed Parking
Proposed Parking
2000 GUP Carry Over
1,480 spaces
Parking Reserve*
2,000 spaces
Total Net New Parking
3,480 spaces
Maximum On-site Parking 23,651 spaces
Proposed Parking Reserve Activation Process
Activation of the parking reserve requires Planning Commission approval
based on one of the following:
• Stanford is achieving the no net new commute trips standard; or
• Such parking serves a purpose that is not likely to result in
substantial increase in peak hour commute trips; or
• Unforeseen circumstances occur due to changes in background
conditions that require provision of additional parking.
Types of Parking Spaces Proposed to be Exempted from the Parking
Count
• Trip-reducing program spaces (examples are rental car and zip car
spaces)
• Electric vehicle charging station spaces
• Spaces for police and fire department use
• Spaces for on-campus high density housing
* The parking reserve consists of parking spaces that may be added to the parking cap with
approval by the Planning Commission.
Other Commitments
The Stanford GUP application makes specific commitments relative to infrastructure
improvements, safe routes to school, and sustainability programs. These commitments are
summarized in Table 7.
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Table 7. Stanford’s Proposed Improvements, Sustainability Programs
Safe Routes to School On-Campus Infrastructure Improvements
• Circulation improvements on Stanford lands in unincorporated Santa Clara
County, in and around Nixon Elementary School, which could include such
items as improved crosswalks with high-visibility yellow markings,
pavement markings, additional signage, and wayfinding signs.
• Circulation improvements in and around Escondido Elementary School,
which could include such items as improved crosswalks with high-visibility
yellow markings, pavement markings, additional signage, and additional
traffic control. Specific improvements on Stanford property could include
an enhanced mid-block crosswalk on Escondido Road.
Sustainability Programs
• For the life of the GUP, all construction equipment, except for chainsaws
and paving phase equipment, will meet final Tier 4 air quality standards.
• All Marguerite buses will be electric by 2035.
• 70% of Stanford Land Buildings and Real Estate and Bonair fleet vehicles
will be electric by 2035.
• During the life of the GUP, Stanford will rely heavily on low-water
demand, native plants for new landscaping.
Contribution for Off-Campus Parks
• Provide to the City of Palo Alto a one-time payment towards improvements
identified by the City of Palo Alto ($375,000) for tennis court upgrades at
Terman and Weisshaar Park and upgrade and renovate safety and
accessibility of the playground and other features in Cameron Park.
B. Land Use Map and Zoning Map Amendments - Proposed by Stanford
In association with the GUP Application, Stanford proposes to amend the Stanford
University Community Plan (SCP) Land Use Map and the Zoning Map designations for the
driving range and nine housing sites. The existing and proposed land use designations and
zoning districts are summarized in Table 8. The proposed land use designations are shown
in Figures 3 and 4 of Attachment J and the proposed zoning districts are shown in Figures
5 and 6 of Attachment J.
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Table 8. Stanford’s Proposed SCP Land Use Map and Zoning Map Amendments
Community Plan Land Use
Location
Map Amendments
Existing
Proposed
Designation
Designation
Driving
Campus
Academic
Range Site Residential –
Campus
Medium
Density
Faculty
House
Sites

Academic
Campus

Campus
Residential
– Low
Density

Zoning Map Amendments
Existing
Designation
R3S –
Medium
Density
Campus
Residential
A1 – General
Use

Proposed
Designation
A1 – General
Use

R1S – Low
Density
Campus
Residential

C. Stanford Community Plan Text Amendments Proposed by Stanford
Stanford proposes minor changes to the text of the Stanford Community Plan (SCP) Housing
Chapter that would generally remove information identifying specific housing sites and
instead refer to the housing site information in the General Plan Housing Element 2015-2022.
Stanford notes that the Housing Element contains a more frequently updated description of
planned housing on Stanford lands. The proposed amendments are summarized below:
• Under Strategy #1, remove and revise outdated text regarding future housing;
• Remove Figures 3.1 – Potential Housing Sites; Tables 3.2 – Proposed Housing
Development Potential and 3.3 – Planned Housing and Sites; and references to these
Tables.
• Add statements under Strategy #1A, indicating that the SCP can be amended in the
future to add low and medium density housing areas and that no SCP amendments are
needed to identify housing sites in the Academic Campus land use designation.
Stanford’s proposed amendments to the SCP, with revisions shown in underline and strike
out, are provided in Attachment H.
D. Development Agreement
On June 19, 2018, the Board of Supervisors approved a Zoning Ordinance authorizing the
use of development agreements and establishing procedural standards for their adoption and
maintenance. A development agreement is a voluntary contract entered into by a public
agency and applicant and enables a public agency to obtain community benefits from an
applicant beyond a level that can be obtained through existing regulations and the exercise of
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its police powers. Because a development agreement is a voluntary contract, it is not
required for purposes of the County’s processing and consideration of the GUP application.
The Ordinance requires “[a] public hearing on an application for a development agreement
must be held by the Planning Commission and the Board of Supervisors.” The Board of
Supervisors is the designated approving authority for a development agreement.
Stanford University submitted a development agreement application on July 27, 2018. The
application was determined incomplete by the Department of Planning and Development.
Stanford University submitted a supplemental application on September 14, 2018. The
application was deemed complete by the Department on October 17, 2018.
On October 16, 2018, the Board of Supervisors authorized County staff to enter into a
negotiation process to negotiate a possible development agreement with Stanford University
relative to its GUP application. The Board also appointed two members of the Board to serve
on an Ad Hoc Committee to provide guidance to County staff. The Board directed the
Administration to report monthly to the Housing, Land Use, Environment, and
Transportation (HLUET) Committee on the status of negotiations with Stanford University.
The Administration and County Counsel convened a negotiation preparatory meeting with
the Board’s appointed Ad Hoc Committee on November 5, 2018. At that meeting, the Ad
Hoc Committee considered a proposal by Stanford University with respect to a proposed
process and schedule for negotiations. The Ad Hoc Committee and County Administration
met with Stanford University officials on November 30, 2018 to develop ground rules for the
negotiations, which were approved by both parties on February 1, 2019 and expired on April
15, 2019. The process was structured with the hope of having a draft term sheet available for
the Board to consider in the first half of 2019. On November 29, 2018, the County also held
a public workshop to inform the public of the development agreement process and receive
input on various community interests.
On April 16, 2019, the Ad Hoc Committee suspended the development agreement
negotiations with Stanford as a result of the University reaching a tentative agreement with
the Palo Alto Unified School District (PAUSD) for school benefits. The tentative agreement
between Stanford and PAUSD was conditioned on approval of a development agreement
between the County and Stanford. On May 10, 2019, the University suspended its actions on
the agreement with PAUSD.
While there have been communications between the County and the University about the
terms in which DA negotiations may resume, at the time of the preparation of this report,
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there is not currently a plan to resume negotiations. Therefore, the Administration
recommends at this time that the Planning Commission forward a recommendation to the
Board to deny Stanford’s application for a development agreement. If, in the future,
negotiations result in a proposed development agreement, the County Administration would
present it to the Planning Commission at a hearing.
E. Water Supply Assessment
Senate Bill 610 (SB 610) requires the preparation of a Water Supply Assessment (WSA) for
certain large-scale development projects, such as the subject Stanford project, that require an
EIR. The WSA is required to include a discussion of whether the total projected water
supplies, determined to be available for the project during normal, single dry, and multiple
dry water years during a 20-year projection, will meet the projected water demand associated
with the proposed project. Since there is no “public water system” serving the Stanford
campus, the County, as the CEQA Lead Agency for the project Environmental Impact Report
(EIR), is the approving jurisdiction for WSAs for the proposed project and Housing
Alternatives A and B.4 The WSAs were prepared by Stanford University and its consultant,
peer reviewed by the County’s consultant, and were determined by the County to adequately
assess water supply availability. The WSAs are located in the Appendices to the EIR
(Appendix WSA and ALT WSA) and are included as Attachment G.

II. DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATIONS – COMMUNITY PLAN
The Department recommends that the Commission first consider the Department’s
recommended amendments to the Stanford Community Plan as they provide a policy
foundation for the review of Stanford’s GUP Application. Subsequently, the staff report
describes the recommended conditions of approval to be applied to the GUP, based on
conformance with the General Plan, Community Plan, County Ordinances, and the Use
Permit findings that must be made by the Board to approve the GUP application. Reasons
for the Department’s recommendations concerning Stanford’s proposed amendments to the
Community Plan and Zoning Ordinance, the Development Agreement, and Water Supply
Assessment, are also described.

4

WSAs are a part of the full environmental analysis prepared for Alternatives A and B in order to identify the
implications of constructing additional on-campus housing.
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Department’s Recommended Community Plan Amendments
The Department is recommending the County update and amend the Stanford Community
Plan in several areas, including (a) updating background text and figures to reflect current
information, and (b) updating policies, and implementation measures to reflect current
conditions. Following is a summary of amendments proposed by the Department. The full
text of the SCP is included in Attachment C and a summary is provided below in Table 9.
The findings to support the SCP amendments are set forth in Attachment E.
The Community Plan amendments identify a maximum development build-out for Stanford,
consistent with the principles of General Plan growth modeling and the consistent with the
square footage applied for by Stanford and evaluated in the EIR. Finally, the amendments
incorporate applicable policies from the County’s adopted 2015 Health Element, addressing
Social and Behavioral Health and Climate Change/Adaptation.
Table 9. Summary of Stanford University Community Plan Amendments
Maximum
Development

Academic
Growth
Boundary

Public School
Site
Designation
Alignment of
Zoning and

Growth and Development
Context: Development proposed by the GUP Application
exceeds the 17.3 million square-foot limit established by the SCP
(adopted SCP-GD 2).
Proposed Amendments: Establish a new development cap of
20.4 million square feet of academic/academic support
development and student housing.
Context: The adopted SCP establishes the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) in its current location for a minimum of 25
years (until 2025) and until development levels reach 17.3
million square feet. It specifies that any decision to amend the
AGB requires a 4/5 vote of the Board of Supervisors (adopted
SCP-GD 3). Stanford is expected to reach the square footage
threshold by approximately 2023.
Proposed Amendments: Extend the duration of the AGB for 99
years (until 2118), retain the 4/5 vote requirement for
amendments to the AGB, identify specific factors that would
need to be considered prior to any future decision to change the
location of the AGB (proposed SCP-GD 3)
Land Use
Proposed Amendments: Add policy acknowledging that
identified potential future school site may be relocated to a
different location if warranted by future development patterns
(SCP-LU 23)
Proposed Amendments: Add policy language that the County
should periodically evaluate zoning designations to ensure that
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SCP
Designations

they conform and are consistent with SCP policies and land use
designations (proposed SCP-LU 4) and specifically for
evaluation of the A-1 District (proposed SCP-LU (i)1) and the
Campus Residential-Low Density areas within the San Juan
District (proposed SCP-LU (i) 2) to determine if they are
appropriately implementing SCP objectives, and to create a new
Campus Open Space Zoning District and apply it to areas
designated Campus Open Space on the Land Use Plan (proposed
SCP-LU (i) 3).
Housing
Housing/Jobs Context: Current SCP policies call for housing types and supply
Housing
adequate to meet the needs of Stanford faculty, staff, students,
Balance
postgraduate fellows and medical interns (adopted SCP-H 1),
including affordable housing (adopted SCP-H 6); recognize the
connection between expansion of academic facilities and the
increase in housing demand and the immediate need for
additional on-campus housing (adopted SCP-H 5); and require
that new housing development occur commensurate with
academic development approvals (adopted SCP-H 7).
Proposed Amendments: Add policy language that requires that
affordable housing be provided at all affordable income
categories documented (proposed SCP-H 6); clarify that housing
requirements apply to “other workers” as well as faculty and
staff.
Health and Safety
Social and
Context: In 2015, the Board of Supervisors adopted a new
Environmental General Plan Health Element.
Health
Proposed Amendments: Incorporate the County’s Health
Climate
Element addressing social and environmental health and climate
Change and
change into the SCP for ease of reference.
Adaptation
Housing to Address Demand from Academic Development
The proposed amendments to the Community Plan addressing housing are needed to address
vital housing supply and affordability issues that are most acute in the communities
surrounding the Stanford campus. During the continued economic expansion that has
occurred since the Great Recession ended in 2010, the Bay Area has added 722,000 jobs, but
constructed only 106,000 housing units, exacerbating a long-term imbalance between jobs
and housing. Furthermore, from 2010 to 2019, the population of Santa Clara County
increased 9.7% (from 1,781,642 to 1,954,286), but the number of housing units only
increased 6.25% (from 631,920 to 671,439). This imbalance significantly impacts housing
availability and affordability.
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Because of the shortage of affordable housing units in Santa Clara County, many households
overpay for housing. According to the 2015-2023 Regional Housing Needs Allocation
(RHNA) determined by the Association of Bay Area Governments, Santa Clara County had a
total housing need of 58,836 units through 2023, which included the need to add 10,636 new
Moderate Income, 9,542 new Low-Income units, and 16,158 Very Low-Income units within
Santa Clara County. Although the current RHNA cycle is more than halfway over, only 48%
of the allocated units across all income levels have been completed countywide. The
percentage of allocated units countywide that have been completed are progressively worse
the lower the income level: 23% of moderate-income units completed to date; 13% of lowincome units; and 10% of very low-income units.
The Harvard Joint Center for Housing Studies found that only 22.3% of all households in the
San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara metropolitan area (which includes the City of Palo Alto and
Stanford University) could afford the typical monthly payments for a median-priced home.
According to the National Low-Income Housing Coalition’s Out of Reach 2018 study, the
San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara HUD Metropolitan Fair Market Rent Area is the second
most expensive metropolitan rental market in the United States. As result, tens of thousands
of people in Santa Clara County are ill-housed or homeless. The severe housing shortage in
the Bay Area has reached crisis proportions.
The housing supply and affordability concerns in Santa Clara County are the most acute
around Stanford University due to the high housing prices in the area and the employment
opportunities generated by Stanford. As documented in the County’s Affordable Housing
Nexus Studies, both development of academic space and new residential units on the
Stanford Campus directly and indirectly create new jobs, including service workers who
require affordable housing. Because affordable housing is in short supply in the Stanford
Community Plan Area and environs, these workers are forced to pay a disproportionate share
of their incomes for housing, live in substandard housing conditions, or commute long
distances to the Stanford area from more affordable areas outside of the region.
Reasons for Community Plan Recommendations
1. The recommended amendments extend the horizon of the Stanford University Community
Plan to ensure that it continues to provide long-range General Plan guidance for Stanford
lands in unincorporated Santa Clara County and increase the academic development cap
(academic and student housing development) from 17.3 million to 20.4 million square feet
to allow for the additional 3.5 million square feet of academic space/student beds pursuant
to the recommended General Use Permit.
2. The recommended extension of the term of the Academic Growth Boundary (AGB) for an
additional 99 years is consistent with the conclusions of the 2018 Sustainable
Development Study Supplement, which indicate that the campus area within the AGB
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could support up to 44 million square feet of total development over a period of 100 years
or more, almost three times the level of development existing at the time of the Study.
3. The recommended housing amendments support existing General Plan policy which
specifies that planning for supply and diversity of housing in the urbanized areas of the
county should provide for existing and expected employment and household needs and a
diversity of affordability that matches the diversity of household incomes (Policy HG-1);
and calls for reduction in the separation between housing and employment by strategic
location of housing, including location of increased housing density along transit corridors
and provision of on-site housing for employment centers (C-GD 39).

III. DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATIONS - GENERAL USE PERMIT
The Department recommends that the Board of Supervisors approve the proposed
General Use Permit for Stanford University, subject to the Conditions of Approval
prepared by the Department. The Conditions of Approval are intended to implement the
Stanford Community Plan policies and minimize the potential socio-economic and
environmental impacts from the development of 3.5 million square feet of new building
area as proposed under the Stanford GUP. The Conditions of Approval are included as
Attachment F. The findings to support the Conditions of Approval are set forth in
Attachment E. The main areas addressed by the Conditions of Approval include:
A. Overall Development
B. Phased Academic Development
C. Housing and Affordable Housing
D. Traffic and Transportation
E. Vehicle Parking
F. Other Recommended Requirements
A. Overall Development
The recommended Conditions of Approval establish the requirements for the carry-over of
development authorized under the 2000 GUP (but not yet constructed) if implemented within
three (3) years of the GUP’s effective date; provide for construction of net new academic,
housing, and associated development distributed by specific development districts, and
establish the new GUP as a program-level document that sets forth a framework for
development but requires additional discretionary land use approvals prior to development.
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Carry-over development identified in the Conditions of Approval (Condition A.3) includes
182,920 square feet of academic and academic support space and 3,638 square feet of new
childcare or community center space. The GUP also carries over 1,540 square feet of
building area authorized by the 2000 GUP for the Foothills Development District. These
square footage amounts may continue to decrease during the County’s consideration of the
GUP and new projects are applied for by Stanford under the current 2000 GUP. The carryover development would be allowed in addition to the development authorized by this GUP
if it is constructed within three years of GUP approval. After three years from GUP
approval, any remaining carry-over development would be deducted from the amount
authorized by this GUP (Condition A.3).
Net new development addressed in the recommended Conditions of Approval is identified in
Table 10. The 2,275,000 square feet of academic development, 40,000 square feet of
childcare/trip reducing uses, and 50,000 square feet of construction surge space are as
proposed by Stanford in the GUP Application. In order to implement the SCP Housing
Linkage Policy, the minimum required 2,172 housing units/2,600 student beds exceeds that
proposed in the GUP Application (550 units and 2,600 beds). Further discussion of housing
requirements is included in the housing section below.

Table 10. Recommended Net New Development
Development Type
Academic/Support
Housing Units
Student Beds
Childcare/Trip Reducing
Facilities
Construction Surge Space

Minimum
Required
N/A
2,172 units
2,600 beds
N/A
N/A

Maximum Allowed
2,275,000 sf
2,892 units
2,807 beds
40,000 sf
50,000 sf at any one
time

The Conditions of Approval distribute net new development by development district based
on recommended boundaries shown in Figure 7 of Attachment J. These development
district boundaries include Stanford’s proposed boundary adjustments (between the San Juan
and Campus Center Districts, and the Campus Center and DAPER and Administrative
Districts) and an additional adjustment recommended by the Department which expands the
Arboretum District to incorporate all of the contiguous land designated Campus Open Space
on the Community Plan land use designation maps. (See further discussion below.)
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Table 11 shows the proposed distribution of academic and housing development. In the
West Campus, Lagunita, Campus Center, Quarry, DAPER & Administrative, and East
Campus districts, academic development may be increased by 20% over the amount
identified in Table 11 or by 20,000 square feet, whichever is less. Any greater redistribution
of square footage requires additional environmental analysis and authorization by the
Planning Commission. Any redistribution of development resulting in an increase in one
development district must be offset by an equivalent decrease in another district (Condition
B.3). No development is allowed in the Arboretum District. Housing distribution
requirements are discussed in the housing section below.

Table 11. Distribution of Development
Minimum Max.
Proposed Housing Housing
Maximum
Housing Required Allowed
Academic
Development
550 Units
Acres
2,172
2,892
Development
District
Units
units
2,600
(sq. ft.)
Beds
2,600
2,807
Beds
beds
Quarry
25
200,000
550
914
1,100
Arboretum
186
0
0
0
0
DAPER &
164
200,000
0
554
666
Administrative
Campus
361
1,800,000
200
200
200
Center
East Campus
234
20,000
1,600
1,885
2,267
West Campus
89
35,000
0
554
666
Lagunita
183
0
800
665
800
Lathrop
36
20,000
0
0
0
San Juan
446
0
0
0
0
Foothills
2,293
0
0
0
0
TOTALS

4,017

2,275,000

3,150

4,772

5,699

Reasons for Development Recommendations (GUP)
1. The recommended Conditions of Approval governing overall development of academic
space and housing provide for a mix and distribution of uses that is consistent with the
policies and land use designations of the Stanford University Community Plan.
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2. Development authorized by this GUP, including 2,275,000 net new square feet of
academic development and 1,225,000 net new square feet of student housing (2,807 beds)
(Condition B.1) totaling 3,500,000 square feet, is consistent with the maximum
20,400,000 square feet of academic and student housing development that the amended
Stanford Community Plan (SCP) identifies for the site.
B. Phased Academic Development
Due to the duration of the GUP and the importance of periodically assessing conformance
with project requirements, Condition B.2 establishes a formal review of Stanford’s
compliance with the Conditions of Approval at intervals of five (5) years or more by the
Planning Commission. Under this formal review, if the Planning Commission determines
that Stanford is not complying with its Conditions of Approval, Stanford will not be able to
continue the next phase of academic development as proposed under the GUP. Each phase
consists of 25% (up to 568,750 sf) of the total 2,275,000 square feet of academic
development and academic support space and would extend for a minimum period of five
years (Table 12).
The first review by the Planning Commission would occur no sooner than five years after the
effective date of the GUP or at the end of development of the first 25% of total academic
space (up to 568,750 sf).
The Planning Commission must hold a public hearing and make the following findings
(Condition B.2):
1. Stanford University and all development pursuant to this GUP is in full compliance
with all conditions of approval and mitigation measures of this GUP.
2. Stanford University and all development within the Stanford University Community
Plan area that was authorized by the County pursuant to permits and approvals other
than this GUP is in full compliance with all conditions of approval and mitigation
measures applicable to that development.
3. Stanford has achieved the No Net New Commute Trips (NNNCT) standard with
respect to peak hour and peak period trips in the commute direction for each year in
the prior Phase. (See Condition F.2.a).
4. Prior to Phase 2, 3, and 4, Stanford development under this GUP has not resulted in a
2% or greater increase in reverse commute trips in any two (2) years within the prior
Phase. (See Condition F.2.b).
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5. Prior to Phases 3 and 4, Stanford development under this GUP has not resulted in a 3%
or greater increase in Average Daily Trips in any two (2) years within the prior Phase.
(See Condition F.2.c)
6. Stanford is in compliance with the Housing Linkage requirements. (See Condition C.7)
If the Planning Commission makes the findings listed above, the GUP would proceed into its
next phase of development. This formal review by the Planning Commission would occur at
the end of Phases 1, 2 and 3.
Table 12. Phasing of Academic Development
Academic
Development
Phase

Earliest Date
Authorization
May Occur

Phase 1

Effective date
of this GUP
5 years after
effective date of
this GUP
10 years after
effective date of
this GUP
15 years after
effective date of
this GUP

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Maximum
Allowable
Increment of
Academic
Development (s.f.)
up to 568,750
up to 1,137,500

up to 1,706,250

up to 2,275,000

Reasons for Phased Academic Development Recommendations (GUP)
1. Phased authorization to draw down square footage for academic development allows for
full implementation of the development proposed by Stanford while simultaneously
providing a mechanism to ensure that Stanford is in conformance with all Conditions of
Approval, including housing and transportation requirements, as the GUP is implemented.
2. The required findings for authorization to draw down a subsequent development phase
provide accountability for the ongoing development under the GUP.
C. Housing and Affordable Housing
The well documented jobs-housing imbalance and severe shortage of housing and affordable
housing in Santa Clara County is particularly acute in the area around Stanford University
due to high housing prices in the area and employment opportunities generated by Stanford
and the surrounding high technology companies. Stanford’s proposed development of
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3,500,000 square feet of academic space/student beds and 550 faculty/staff housing units has
the potential to exacerbate the existing housing shortage by substantially increasing housing
demand and not providing the commensurate level of housing needed. In addition, the new
employees not eligible for the 550 faculty and staff housing units will be required to either
drive long distances or displace other persons demanding housing in and around the Stanford
community.
The Stanford GUP Application estimates that buildout of the academic space would add
5,556 employees (2,438 staff, 789 faculty, 961 postdoctoral scholars, 57 janitors, 72 thirdparty contract workers, 966 casual and temporary workers and 273 contingent workers). In
response to comments submitted on the Draft Environmental Impact Report on the
environmental impacts associated with the increase in the employees at Stanford and traffic
impacts, the County prepared an Alternative to the Draft Environmental Impact Report
evaluating the environmental impacts of full housing.
The Affordable Housing Nexus Analysis Addendum for Stanford University Campus
prepared for the County in April 2018 by Keyser Marston Associates (KMA), estimates the
housing demand associated with the additional workforce created by Stanford’s new
academic space and new residential development. For academic space, the affordable
housing demand is associated with workers who work within or provide support services to
the new academic space uses. For new residential development of faculty and staff housing,
the affordable housing demand is associated with the workforce that provides services to
residents.
The Nexus Analysis Addendum indicates the proposed GUP development would result in
4,0105 net new workers and a demand for 2,172 new housing units, including 964 housing
units affordable to workers with incomes between 0% and 120% of the Area Median Income
(AMI) (Table 13).

5

The KMA Nexus Analysis adjusted the number of workers identified by Stanford to reflect part-time
workers (i.e. less than 50% of a Full Time Equivalent).
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Table 13. Housing Demand
Housing Category
Number Units
Market Rate Housing
1,208
Below Market Rate Housing
• Moderate Income 389
429
• Low Income
• Very Low Income 108
38
• Extremely Low
Income
Subtotal 964*
Total Units
2,172
* The total number of Below Market Rate Units as identified in the Nexus Study was adjusted downward to
933 to account for overlap between the Housing Impact Mitigation Fee Ordinance and the Inclusionary
Housing Ordinance.

In September 2018, the Board of Supervisors adopted the Housing Impact Mitigation Fee
Ordinance and the Inclusionary Housing Ordinance to mitigate for future impacts on
affordable housing within the Stanford Community Plan area. The Ordinances were based
on the affordable housing needs identified by the Affordable Housing Nexus Analysis
Addendum (Nexus Addendum). The Housing Impact Mitigation Fee Ordinance establishes a
mitigation fee of $36.22 per square foot of academic development in the first year and a
$68.50 fee in the second year and thereafter.
The initial first-year $36.22 mitigation fee is the same as the current 2000 GUP in-lieu
affordable housing fee, which is tied to the City of Palo Alto Housing Mitigation Fee
(previously referenced as the Below Market Rate fee). The ordinance allows an applicant,
including Stanford, to obtain fee credit if the applicant chooses to construct affordable units,
based on the fee rate in effect at the time. After the first year, the $68.50 fee would mitigate
approximately 60% of the affordable housing demand generated from future development of
academic space within the Stanford Community Plan area.
The Inclusionary Housing Zoning Ordinance requires 16% of all market rate housing units
constructed within the Community Plan Area to be below market-rate. For rental units, 15%
must be affordable to low or very low-income households, 45% to low-income households,
and 40% to moderate income households. For sale units must be affordable to moderate
income households. The two ordinances are operative on July 1, 2019 and will apply to
Stanford development under the proposed GUP.
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Housing and Affordable Housing Recommendations
The Conditions of Approval require Stanford to provide housing sufficient to address 100%
of the housing demand resulting from implementation of the proposed development.
Following is an overview of the recommended housing requirements:
1. Amount of Housing. Require Stanford to provide housing units and student beds in
conformance with Table 14. The total required housing units, 1,239 market-rate and
inclusionary units and 933 below-market rate units, reflects the estimated demand from
the Nexus Analysis Addendum. The number of below market-rate units has been
adjusted downward slightly to eliminate overlap in demand associated with the
inclusionary ordinance and the academic space affordable housing mitigation impact
fee.
2. The total 2,172 required housing units significantly exceeds the maximum of 550 units
proposed by Stanford in the 2018 GUP Application. The required 2,600 student beds
amounts to the same figure as requested in the GUP Application. The maximum 2,892
allowed housing units and 2,807 beds (1,225,000 square feet) is based on the
development assumptions for Housing Alternative A, which was fully addressed in
Environmental Impact Report.
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Table 14. Housing Requirements
Faculty/Staff
Housing Units
Market-Rate and
16% Inclusionary
Units
Below Market-Rate
Units By Income
Category
Moderate
Income
Low Income
Very Low
Income
Extremely Low
Income
Below Market-Rate
Units All Income
Categories
Subtotal

Minimum
Required
1,2396

347

Housing Location

Construct a
minimum of 70% of
1,959
all units, by category,
on campus.

N/A

133

A minimum of 70%
N/A of constructed units
shall be located on
N/A campus.

72

N/A

381

933

N/A

2,172

2,892

Student Housing
Student Beds
2,600
TOTALS

Maximum
Allowed

4,772

Construct 100% of
2,807 all student beds oncampus
5,699

3. Housing Impact Mitigation Fee Ordinance. In compliance with the ordinance,
require Stanford to pay mitigation fees or receive fee credit for construction of deedrestricted (for a minimum of 55 years) below market-rate units based on fee rates in
effect at that time. Because the current mitigation fees address 60% of the
affordable housing demand, such fees could be used to provide not more than 60%
of the required below market-rate units.
4. Inclusionary Housing Ordinance. In compliance with the ordinance, require
Stanford to construct 16% of the required market rate units as deed restricted (for a
minimum of 55 years) inclusionary units that meet the specified affordability

6

Based on the 16% requirement, 198 of these units would be inclusionary, deed-restricted below-market rate housing
units.
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requirements. Construction of these units is in addition to, and would not be
credited towards the 933 required below market rate units, by income category.
5. Housing Linkage. Require Stanford to provide housing concurrent with
construction of new academic facilities based on the linkage benchmarks identified
in Table 15. Assess conformance with the linkage requirement for Phases 1 to 3
prior to authorization of the next phase of academic development. In Phase 4,
enforce annually provision of one net new faculty/staff housing unit for each 1,047
square feet of academic development and one net new student bed for each 875
square feet of academic development.
Table 15. Required Housing by Increments of Academic Development
Phase
Academic
Development
(S.F.)
Phase 1
Up to
568,750
Phase 2
Up to
1,137,500
Phase 3
Up to
1,706,250
Phase 4
Up to
2,275,000

% of
Housing
Required
per Phase

25%

50%

75%

100%

MarketRate and
Inclusionary Units
Required

Below
MarketRate Units
Required

Total
Units
Required

Student
Beds
Required

Net
Increase

310

233

543

650

Sub-Total

310

233

543

650

Net
Increase

310

233

543

650

Sub-Total

620

466

1,086

1,300

Net
Increase

310

233

543

650

Sub-Total

930

699

1,629

1,950

Net
Increase

309

234

543

650

TOTALS

1,239

933

2,172

2,600

5. Housing Location. Require Stanford to provide all student beds and a minimum of 70%
of constructed housing units on the campus (see Table 14). Allow a maximum of 30% of
constructed housing units, by income category, to be developed off campus, within a sixmile radius of the area subject to the Stanford Community Plan. Allow the Planning
Commission to grant an exception to this requirement if the Commission finds that it is
infeasible to develop the required housing within the 6-mile radius due to lack of adequate
housing sites. Require any housing authorized outside the six-mile radius to be located in
Santa Clara County, within 2,000 feet of a major transit stop, and require Stanford to
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demonstrate compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act for the proposed
off-campus housing.
6. Housing Distribution by Development District. The recommended Conditions of
Approval (see Table 11) identify the minimum required and maximum allowed housing
within each Development District compared to the distribution of housing units/beds
proposed by Stanford. In all development districts, the amount of housing may exceed the
proposed distribution by 20% of the maximum number of units or 200 units, whichever is
less, based on an equivalent reduction in another development district. In a district where
no proposed distribution is identified, the maximum number of units allowed to be
redistributed is 20. Any greater change requires authorization by the Planning
Commission and additional environmental analysis. No housing is allowed in the
Foothills, Lathrop or Arboretum Districts. Most of the additional required housing is
distributed to the Quarry, DAPER and Administrative, East Campus and West Campus
Development Districts. Figure 8 of Attachment J illustrates how the required housing
could be accommodated within these Districts.
Reasons for the Housing Recommendations (GUP)
1. The recommended GUP housing requirements are consistent with General Plan policies
which specify that planning for supply and diversity of housing in the urbanized areas of
the county should provide for existing and expected employment and household needs
and a diversity of affordability that matches the diversity of household incomes (Policy
HG-1); and call for reduction in the separation between housing and employment by
strategic location of housing, including location of increased housing density along transit
corridors and provision of on-site housing for employment centers (C-GD 39).
2. The recommended housing requirements are consistent with SCP policies that
acknowledge the connection between expansion of academic facilities and the resultant
increase in housing demand (adopted SCP-H 5); call for provision of a variety of housing
types and supply adequate to meet the needs of faculty, staff, students, postgraduate
fellows, hospital residents and other workers (adopted SCP-H 1 and proposed SCP-H 1);
specify that through the General Use Permit, the County should permit development of
additional on-campus housing, including housing for designated extremely low-, very
low-, low- and moderate-income persons, including faculty, staff, other workers, students,
postgraduate fellows, and hospital residents (adopted SCP-H 6 and proposed SCP-H 6).
3. The required full mitigation of the housing demand generated by the proposed
development will avoid exacerbating the existing jobs-housing imbalance and resulting
affordable housing crisis in the county and region.
4. The required on-campus housing will reduce commute trips that would otherwise be
associated with Stanford’s proposed development, and the location of this housing in
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proximity to the Palo Alto Intermodal Transit Center will provide non-automobile travel
options during the commute and non-commute hours for Stanford residents, including
household members of Stanford affiliates who commute to off-campus jobs.
5. Based on the Sustainable Development Study Supplement, the 1,028-acre Academic
Campus area can accommodate significant additional academic and student housing
development beyond that proposed in this GUP Application, 44 million square feet –
almost three times the development existing on the campus as the time of the study. This
is significantly more development than allowed on the Stanford campus by the 2000 GUP.
As conditioned, the proposed GUP allows a maximum of 20,400,000 square feet of
academic development and student beds, and assuming that all housing units are built on
the campus, a maximum of approximately 4,338,000 square feet of new faculty and staff
housing7 (2,892 units) resulting in total net new development of 24,738,000 square feet.
6. The Environmental Impact Report (EIR)8 analyses of the Proposed Project and Housing
Alternative A fully address the environmental impacts of locating all or a portion of the
maximum recommended 5,699 unit/beds on the Stanford campus, in conformance with
CEQA. The EIR analyzes the impacts of Alternative A based on the assumption that all
5,699 units/beds would be constructed on the Stanford campus with the option of Stanford
providing the units off-campus if approved by the County. In addition, the EIR analysis
of the Proposed Project indicates the traffic and transportation-related air quality impacts
of locating only a portion of the housing on the campus. This analysis assumes
construction of 550 housing units on the campus and that Stanford affiliates not housed on
the campus would commute to the campus from housing in other locations determined
based on commute information provided in Stanford’s Annual Commute Survey. The
EIR concludes in regard to both the Proposed Project and Alternative A, that construction
of off-site housing would result in significant and unavoidable environmental impacts.
D. Traffic and Transportation
Since adoption of the 2000 GUP, the No Net New Commute Trips standard has been the
framework for addressing traffic associated with new development on the Stanford campus.
Compliance with the standard is assessed annually by monitoring peak hour, commute
direction traffic (i.e., traffic entering the campus in the morning and leaving in the evening)
at gateway intersections along a cordon. The threshold for lack of conformance with the
standard is an increase in total traffic levels at the gateway intersections of 1% or more as
compared to the baseline established in 2001.9 Stanford may reduce monitoring counts that
exceed the baseline through application of trip reduction credits awarded by the County

7

The housing square footage assumes an average of 1,500 square feet per unit.
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/dpd/programs/stanford/pages/gup2018_ceqa.aspx
9
For example, the baseline established in 2001 for total commute trips to the campus passing through the
cordon gateways in the AM peak hour is 3,439 trips. An increase of 1% or more (i.e., 35 trips or more)
would constitute a violation of the standard.
8
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based on Stanford’s contribution to efforts in the surrounding area that result in trip
reduction.10
The EIR identifies the no net new commute standard as the first-line mitigation for the
project’s traffic impacts. If Stanford is not successful in achieving No Net New Commute
Trips, alternative mitigation in the EIR requires the University to make fair-share payments
to partially fund mitigation improvements identified in the EIR that would mitigate traffic
impacts.
While the EIR identifies that neither of these mitigations is sufficient to mitigate the traffic
impacts, which remain significant and unavoidable, previous Transportation Demand
Management programs implemented by Stanford to achieve the No Net New Commute Trips
standard have been very effective in reducing peak hour commute trips in the commute
direction. As traffic has increased over time in the area around Stanford University, there is
growing concern that focusing only on traffic in the peak direction during one hour in the
morning and one hour in the evening is not sufficient, and that additional controls are needed
for the reverse commute direction and for non-commute hours. Additionally, the findings for
the General Use Permit require a showing that the project “will not substantially worsen
traffic congestion affecting the surrounding area” and, thus, impose an additional heightened
standard above the requirements of CEQA.

Traffic and Transportation Requirements
In order to ensure that Stanford development does “not substantially worsen traffic
congestion affecting the surrounding area” (a required finding for approval of this GUP), the
Department recommends Conditions of Approval that retain the No Net New Commute Trips
standard, establish new trip reduction and monitoring requirements, and withhold additional
phases of development until Stanford is able to meet the standard. Following is an overview
of the recommended traffic conditions.
1. No Net New Commute Trips – Peak Hour and Peak Period. Require Stanford to
achieve the No Net New Commute Trips standard during both the AM and PM peak
hours and peak periods (i.e., avoid exceeding the commute direction peak hour and
peak period baselines (established in 2001) by 1% or greater in any year). The peak
hours consist of the one-hour period in the morning and the one-hour period in the
evening with the highest traffic volume. The peak periods consist of the three-hour

10

For example, if Stanford funds a trip reduction project in Palo Alto, and can demonstrate that the project
would reduce 10 peak hour trips, the County could award Stanford 10 peak hour trip reduction credits and
those credits could be used to reduce peak hour trip exceedances.
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period in the morning and the three-hour period in the evening with the highest traffic
volume. Violation of these standards results in the following:
• If the standard for either the AM or PM peak hours or peak periods is violated in
any one (1) year, the County will suspend approval of new development, pursuant
to the public process in Condition A.11, until Stanford demonstrates compliance a
minimum of one (1) year preceding authorization of the next development phase
(Condition F.2.a.3).
• If the standard for either the AM or PM peak hours or peak periods is violated in
two (2) or more years during a development phase, no subsequent development
phase will be authorized until Stanford demonstrates compliance with the
standard a minimum of one year preceding authorization of the next development
phase (Conditions F.2.a.3 and F.5.b).
• If the standard identified for the AM and PM peak hours is violated in any one (1)
year, Stanford is required to make fair share payments to mitigate its impacts to
off-campus roadways and intersections as required by Mitigation Measure 5.152(a)(6) (Condition F.5).
2. No Net New Commute Trips – Reverse Commute. Require Stanford to use its best
efforts to achieve no net increase in reverse commute trips during the peak hours and
peak periods. Upon authorization of Phase 2 and thereafter, there shall be no net
increase in reverse commute trips during the peak hour or peak period (i.e., avoid
exceeding the reverse commute direction peak hour or peak period baselines by 2% or
greater in any two (2) consecutive years after this standard takes effect). The
baselines will be established by the County before authorization of any Phase 2
development (Condition F.2.b, Condition F.1.m, and Condition F.1.q.) If the standard
is violated, the consequences are as follows:
• If any of the reverse commute trip peak hour or peak period standards that
commence upon authorization of any Phase 2 or Phase 3 development are violated
in any one (1) year, the County shall immediately suspend approval of any new
development projects pursuant to the process in Condition A.11 until Stanford
demonstrates compliance a minimum of one (1) year preceding authorization of the
next development phase (Condition F.2.b.3).
• If any of the reverse commute trip peak hour or peak period standards are violated
in two (2) or more years during Phase 2 or Phase 3 (see Condition B.2), the next
development phase shall not be authorized until Stanford demonstrates compliance
with the standard(s) for, at a minimum, one (1) year preceding authorization of the
next development phase through subsequent annual traffic counts (Condition
F.2.b.3).
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3. Average Daily Trips. Require Stanford to implement all feasible measures to achieve no
net new increase in Average Daily Trips (ADT). Upon authorization of any Phase 2
development and thereafter, there shall be no net increase in ADT (i.e., avoid exceeding
the baseline by 3% or greater in two (2) consecutive years during a development phase).
If this standard is violated, the consequences are as follows:
• The County will not authorize the next development phase until Stanford
demonstrates compliance with the standard for a minimum of one (1) year
preceding authorization of the next development phase through subsequent annual
traffic counts (Condition F.2.c.3).
4. Traffic Monitoring and Annual Report Requirements. The Conditions establish methods
for conducting independent and verifiable annual traffic counts to determine compliance
with the GUP’s traffic standards (Condition F.3). The Conditions also establish
regulations for the County’s granting of trip credits as a result of Stanford’s funding
programs or off-campus improvements that shift travelers away from motor vehicles
(Condition F.4). They include requirements for disclosure in the Annual Monitoring
Report of annual traffic monitoring information regarding compliance with the traffic
standards of this GUP, and information regarding trips credits granted and used
(Condition F.6).
5. Safe Routes to School. Based on Stanford’s offer in the GUP Application, the Conditions
require Stanford to make on-campus safe routes to school improvements near Nixon and
Escondido Elementary Schools (Condition F.7). In addition, if a new school is required or
school attendance boundaries are changed to accommodate the increase in Stanford K-12
students, the Conditions require Stanford to make fair-share contributions to fund safe
routes to school studies and improvements (Condition F.8).
6. Special Events. The Conditions of Approval require that Stanford prepare a Special
Events Management Plan that addresses traffic control, obtain a Special Events Permit for
any event with an attendance of 10,000 or more, notify surrounding cities regarding
special events, and notify the public via newspaper advertisement, telephone hotline,
publicly accessible website, and opt-in email and text notices (Conditions G.2 and 3).
The recommended Conditions of Approval do not incorporate two of Stanford’s requested
traffic conditions:
• Automated Monitoring Equipment. The Conditions do not authorize automated
monitoring equipment as proposed by Stanford. The decision regarding installation of
such equipment is a technical one that would more appropriately be made by the
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Department Director with advice from the County’s traffic consultant once Stanford
has provided specific information regarding proposed equipment.
• Fair-Share Payment Calculation. The Conditions do not incorporate Stanford’s
proposed fair-share mitigation payment calculation, which allows for less than the full
fair-share intersection mitigation contribution. If Stanford does not meet the no net
new commute trips standard, the Director will determine the schedule for payment of
the full fair-share intersection mitigation contribution.
Reasons for Traffic Recommendations (GUP)
1. The recommended traffic requirements are consistent with existing and proposed Stanford
Community Plan (SCP) circulation strategies and policies that call for Stanford to achieve
no net new commute trips (Strategy #1); avoid worsening traffic congestion in the
surrounding area; alleviate local traffic congestion (Strategy #2); reduce automobile
dependency (adopted SCP-C 2); limit travel at non-commute times, and in the noncommute direction (adopted SCP-C 7).
2. The traffic Conditions of Approval supplement the traffic mitigation identified in the EIR
to ensure that the project “will not substantially worsen traffic congestion affecting the
surrounding area,” consistent with the required use permit findings.
3. The recommended Conditions of Approval establish traffic standards, independent and
verifiable traffic monitoring, and clear consequences for failure to meet standards to
ensure that development under the proposed GUP does not substantially worsen traffic
congestion affecting the surrounding area.
4. The recommended Conditions broaden trip reduction requirements to address traffic
throughout the day and in off-peak directions, including traffic associated with non-workrelated trips and residents commuting to off-campus jobs.
5. The recommended No Net New Commute Trips requirement and other trip reduction
standards promote alternative modes of travel, which reduce traffic congestion and air
emissions and offer community health benefits.
6. The recommended provision for trip reduction credits encourages Stanford to continue to
fund trip reduction efforts in the area surrounding the campus.
E. Vehicle Parking
The 2000 GUP established a parking cap of 21,651. The Stanford GUP Application
estimates that after completion of development authorized by the 2000 GUP, Stanford will
have constructed 820 net new parking spaces, leaving 1,480 spaces not yet implemented.
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Based on 2015 parking ratios and a 15% vacancy factor, Stanford estimates it will need 3,480
spaces for the new GUP, and proposes to carry over the 1,480 remaining spaces into new
GUP and add a 2,000 space parking reserve. Stanford also proposes that certain types of
parking be exempt from counting towards the parking cap (i.e., trip reducing spaces,
electronic vehicle charging station spaces, police and fire spaces, and spaces for high density
housing), which would, in effect, further increase the parking cap.
The total number of active campus commuter and residential permits has declined from a
high of nearly 21,000 permits sold in 2004-2005 to fewer than 18,000 sold in 2015-2016.
During this timeframe, enrollment in the Commute Club has steadily increased, more than
doubling since 2004-2005. These two trends reflect Stanford’s development of a robust
TDM program to contain traffic growth in response to the No Net New Commute Trips
standard. Notably, permit sales declined, even as the square footage of the campus increased
under the 2000 General Use Permit. Additional TDM measures that continue to reduce the
drive-alone rate and associated parking ratios are needed for compliance with the trip
reduction requirements of this GUP. Notably, the Fall 2015 Stanford parking inventory
indicates that approximately 86% of campus spaces were occupied on a typical day when
Stanford was in session.
Recommended Parking Requirements
The recommended parking requirements (Condition H.1) retain the 21,651-space parking
cap, which allows for up to 1,480 net new parking spaces, but do not provide for a 2,000space parking reserve. The recommended Conditions of Approval exclude the following
types of parking from the parking count:
• Parking provided for residents in parking garages or structures associated with oncampus housing for faculty, staff, other workers, postgraduate fellows, and medical
interns, up to a maximum of one space per unit;
• Parking restricted to buses (shuttle, tour, charter) and oversized vehicles and
equipment; and
• Parking restricted to emergency vehicles (police, fire, ambulance).
The recommended Conditions do not exclude trip reduction or electric vehicle charging
station spaces from the parking count.
The Conditions of Approval also require Stanford to provide fair-share funding for parking
studies and residential permit parking programs as needed to ensure that spillover parking
does not impact residential neighborhoods (Condition G.3).
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Reasons for Parking Recommendations (GUP)
1. The recommended parking requirements are consistent with Stanford University
Community Plan policy that calls for regulating parking supply as a mechanism for
transportation demand management (TDM), while avoiding spillover of parking in
neighborhoods (adopted SCP-C 6 and proposed SCP-C 6).
2. The parking cap of 21,651 spaces provides for moderate growth in on-campus parking
that supports and is consistent with the proposed requirements for reduction of automobile
trips.
3. Effective parking management tools, such as parking permit pricing, incentives for
alternate modes of travel, and regulations governing undergraduates’ ability to have oncampus cars, are available to encourage continued reductions in car ownership by students
and other campus residents.
4. Stanford could make more efficient use of existing parking by allowing the parking
occupancy rate to increase from 86 percent to 95 percent or higher, consistent with best
management practices for long-term employee and resident parking. The vacant parking
spaces constitute a significant parking reserve that could be activated if needed.
5. Residential permit parking has been implemented by the City of Palo Alto in areas around
the Stanford campus to prevent spill-over parking from impacting residential
neighborhoods. The recommended Conditions require Stanford to help fund additional
permit parking programs if needed to prevent future parking impacts on residential
neighborhoods.
6. The recommended requirement to count residential parking spaces in excess of one space
per unit towards the parking cap provides an incentive for Stanford to minimize
residential parking. Trip reducing parking spaces and electric vehicle charging station
spaces are beneficial, but they still require parking spaces and do not necessarily reduce
trips.
F. Other Recommended Requirements
Historic Resources
Planning staff received extensive comments over the course of four public meetings from the
Historical Heritage Commission (HHC) and members of the public on the Stanford
University Historic Resources Survey and related mitigation measures contained within the
EIR. As a result, staff recommends that the Survey continue to be used as a programmatic
level document for the EIR. The EIR is a program level EIR and, as such, allows for further
analysis at the time specific projects are proposed.
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Additionally, consistent with the County’s Ordinance Code and SCP policies and
implementation recommendations governing historic resources, staff is proposing Conditions
of Approval for the GUP providing for additional historic evaluations, utilizing all four
California Register criteria, for any structure that is 50-years or older and being considered
for alteration or demolition.
The recommended Conditions of Approval (Condition N.2) require that:
• Any building over 50-years old will be subject to a historic evaluation, unless it has
already been deemed eligible for the California Register based on prior analysis, is
listed on the County Register, or is listed on the Survey as eligible.
• Buildings previously identified as ineligible must be revisited and reviewed by the
County to confirm the ineligibility status based on the four criteria used for listing on
the California Register.
• Architecture and Site Approval (ASA) applications including proposed demolition,
relocation, or modification of buildings 50-years or older will be reviewed by the
County for possible inclusion on the County’s Heritage Resource Inventory.
With these recommended Conditions of Approval, the HHC advised adoption of the EIR.
Open Space
The recommended Conditions of Approval preserve existing open space lands outside the
Academic Growth Boundary (AGB) and the associated viewsheds and natural resources by
allocating academic and housing development to development districts located within the
AGB and restricting development outside the AGB (Condition of Approval B.3). No new
development is allowed in the Foothills Development District except for approximately 1,540
square feet of development carried over from the 2000 GUP (Condition A.3.c).
All development outside the AGB would be reviewed by County staff or the Planning
Commission for conformance with the use regulations, new structure limitations, and
requirements for protection of resources of the applicable SCA Special Conservation Area or
OS/F Open Space and Field Research Zoning District (Condition A.5) and would need to
conform to the Habitat Conservation Plan and associated conservation easements (California
Tiger Salamander Reserve and Matadero/Deer easements) and 50-year no build areas
(Condition J.11). The GUP prohibits new housing units within the Foothills District
(Condition C.9.b).
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The Department finds that the General Plan level land use designations, zoning regulations
and GUP conditions of approval are sufficient to ensure the long-term protection and
retention of the open space areas/Foothills of the Community Plan Area. While the zoning
code (Chapter 5.45) does provide for permanent open space easements to be required for
“clustered development” as defined by the code, this open space protection mechanism is
focused mainly on rural residential subdivisions. This allows for the shifting of allowed
densities on large properties and creates an appropriate mechanism for the land area that is
used to allow for the overall development density in the clustered areas be protected as open
space. The situation with Stanford lands is different in that there is no significant underlying
General Plan or zoning designated development potential contained in the open
space/Foothills area. This means that the clustering of development in exchange for
permanent open space would not be appropriately applied with a zoning mechanism.
Tree, Oak Woodland and Sensitive Environmental Resources
The recommended Conditions of Approval incorporate measures (including the mitigation
measures identified in the EIR) to protect trees, oak woodlands, and sensitive environmental
resources.
The Conditions include requirements for County approval prior to removal of protected
heritage trees, trees that are 12-inches or more in diameter (except those located in the R1S
Zoning District), and trees located within a County right-of-way or easement and specify
minimum tree replacement ratios (Condition J.1.b). The protection of trees 12-inches or
more in diameter implements an existing Community Plan Implementation
Recommendation.
The Conditions also include measures to protect native oak woodlands and provide for oak
woodland replacement if removal is deemed necessary (Condition J.9).
The GUP includes conditions that identify setbacks and other measures to protect riparian
areas (Condition J.8); jurisdictional waters and wetlands (Condition J.10); special status plant
species (Condition J.6); and special status animal species – including migratory and other
nesting birds (Condition J.3), bats (Condition J.4), dusty footed woodrats (Condition J.5), and
steelhead (Condition J.7).
Compatible Design
The recommended Conditions require Architecture and Site Approval (ASA) for site-specific
development projects in conformance with the Zoning Ordinance (Condition of Approval
D.1). The purpose of ASA is to maintain the character and integrity of zoning districts by
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promoting quality development in harmony with the surrounding area through consideration
of all aspects of site configuration and design, augmenting the use permit process by
providing a means for establishing detailed conditions on proposed developments.

El Camino Real Frontage Plan Update
Recommended Conditions of Approval provide for phased preparation of an updated El
Camino Real Frontage Plan for Stanford lands along the south side of El Camino Real to
identify setbacks, height limits, and other standards to guide the future location and design of
development along the El Camino Real site frontage. No ASA will be granted for any
development within 100 feet of El Camino Real until that phase of the El Camino Real
Frontage Plan has been completed (Condition K.1). Housing development within the Quarry
District may proceed under the existing El Camino Real Frontage Plan.
Municipal Services Study
The recommended Conditions of Approval require Stanford to fund a Municipal Services
Study directed by the County to identify service levels and needs of Stanford students,
residents, faculty, staff and visitors, and that provision of these services does not place a
burden on surrounding jurisdictions. Municipal services include, but are not limited to:
childcare services; senior nutrition and other senior services; police, fire and emergency
medical services; integrated waste services; water services; animal control services;
recreation services; library services; sanitary sewer services; public works; road
improvements and maintenance; public transit services; healthcare services; mental health
services; substance abuse treatment services; and services for persons with disabilities.
The Condition specifies that if Stanford is not providing adequate services, the County would
require Stanford to provide these services directly or may consider a request to utilize an inlieu fee payment to the County for an alternate provider to deliver the relevant services
(Condition O.9).
Parks Study
The recommended Conditions require Stanford to fund a study directed by the County to
identify how parks (designed for both active and passive recreation geared toward the
specific needs of, and accessible to, residents of campus neighborhoods) will be provided to
serve the proposed development and associated population that will be approved pursuant to
this GUP. The study would identify minimum required park acreage, where new park
facilities might be located, and an implementation schedule (Condition I.2).
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Master Drainage Plan Update
The Conditions require Stanford to prepare, within 18 months of GUP approval, an updated
Master Drainage Plan for review and approval by the County (in consultation with other
regulatory agencies) and thereafter construct the drainage system consistent with the Plan and
demonstrate that each development project complies with the Plan. The Plan must provide
for a stormwater drainage system that:
• Mitigates all increased runoff generated by development from December 12, 2000
through the life of this GUP resulting from 10-, 20-, 50-, and 100-year storm events;
• Demonstrates that development within the Community Plan from December 12, 2000
through the life of this GUP will not increase peak flows and volumes; the frequency,
severity, and lateral extent of flooding; and water surface elevations in San
Francisquito Creek and Matadero Creek resulting from 10-, 20-, 50-, and 100-year
storm events; and
• Is consistent with all applicable stormwater regulations.
The Plan will include an implementation schedule for construction of specific improvements
identified by the Plan (Condition M.7).
Reasons for Other Recommended Requirements (GUP)
1. The recommended Conditions of Approval preserve open space, sensitive natural
resources and viewsheds in the Stanford foothills consistent with the objectives of the
Stanford University Community Plan’s fundamental Academic Growth Boundary
Strategy and policies of the Resource Conservation Chapter.
2. The recommended Conditions are consistent with Stanford University Community Plan
policies that call for protection of trees and identify replacement ratios for trees (1:1 ratio)
and oak woodlands (3:1 ratio) that cannot be preserved (adopted SCP-RC (i) 7); require
Stanford to protect and maintain habitats, natural areas, and wildlife corridors, and avoid
habitat areas for special species in the location of development and mitigate any impacts
on special status species or other biological resources (adopted SCP-RC 3, 4, and 6); and
require development to conform to the Stanford University Habitat Conservation Plan
[proposed SCP-RC (i) 5].
3. Review of specific development proposals through the Architecture and Site Approval
process will ensure conformance with SCP and zoning requirements and address
compatibility of development with the surrounding area. ASA review for future
development within 100 feet of El Camino Real will conform to design parameters of an
updated El Camino Real Frontage Plan.
4. The recommended Park Study provides a means to identify and implement park facilities
to serve campus residents and to prevent lack of adequate Stanford park facilities from
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placing a burden on parks in surrounding jurisdictions, consistent with Stanford
University Community Plan provisions that require planning for parks and open space
land within the Academic Growth Boundary (Open Space Strategy #3); and call for
sufficient campus parks and open space in or near residential areas at the rate of 5 acres
per 1,000 population (adopted SCP-OS(i) 8).
5. The recommended Municipal Services Study will ensure that adequate services are
provided within the Stanford Community Plan area and that provision of these services
does not place a burden on surrounding jurisdictions; and is consistent with Stanford
University’s commitment in the 1985 Land Use Policy Agreement (signed by Stanford,
County of Santa Clara, and the City of Palo Alto) to provide all municipal services to
unincorporated portions of Stanford lands, including contractual arrangements for services
as needed.
6. The recommended Master Drainage Plan requirements will provide for full mitigation of
increased runoff from all development from 2000 through the life of this GUP and avoid
exacerbating flows from storm events in San Francisquito and Matadero Creeks.
IV. DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATIONS – WATER SUPPLY ASSESSMENT
The WSAs conclude that water supplies are sufficient to accommodate the potable and nonpotable water demand from buildout of both the proposed project and Housing Alternatives
A and B through existing water entitlements and resources under normal, single dry, and
multiple dry water years (Attachment G). The WSAs for Alternatives A and B indicate that
during normal water years, Stanford’s potable water allocation and existing non-potable
water resources (groundwater and surface water) would be sufficient to accommodate the
potable and non-potable water demand through buildout of each of the Alternatives, but in
single and multiple dry water year scenarios, Stanford would need to supplement its potable
water supply with treated groundwater from its wells in order to accommodate the estimated
increase in potable water demand.
The WSAs point out that in multiple dry years, Stanford would implement water
conservation measures to ensure that Stanford’s potable and non-potable water use would not
exceed the available supply, reducing potable water demand by 15 percent in the second year
and 25 percent in the third year. Stanford achieved such reductions during the most recent
drought under the 2000 General Use Permit.
The Department recommends approval of the Water Supply Assessments for the proposed
project and Housing Alternatives A and B.
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V. DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
DETERMINATION
The Stanford University 2018 General Use Permit Environmental Impact Report (EIR)11 has
been prepared and processed in conformance with the requirements of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and the CEQA Guidelines to inform decision-makers
and others interested in the project regarding the environmental effects of the proposed
project. The Draft EIR was circulated for public review in October 2017. In June 2018, in
response to public comments on the Draft EIR, the County revised and circulated for public
review Recirculated Portions of the Draft EIR. In December 2018, the County released the
Final EIR, which integrates the Draft EIR and Recirculated Portions of the Draft EIR into a
single document that includes public comments, responses to those comments and revisions
to the Draft EIR.
The EIR addresses the proposed project and the following alternatives to the project: No
Project/No Development Alternative, No Project/Individual Use Permits Alternative,
Reduced Project Alternative, Historic Preservation Alternative, Additional Housing
Alternative A, and Additional Housing Alternative B. The EIR provides a full analysis of the
significant environmental impacts of Housing Alternatives A and B. Alternative A provides
environmental clearance for the full housing demand generated by Stanford’s 2018 GUP
Application, up to 5,699 units/beds. Alternative A was analyzed at an equivalent level as the
proposed project analysis. The Recirculated Draft EIR full analyzed the impacts of
accommodating the full housing demand generated by Stanford’s 2018 GUP Application on
campus, up to 5,699 units/beds. The public was provided an opportunity to comment on
Alternative A and its impacts when the Draft EIR was recirculated, and the Final EIR
responded to public comments received on Alternative A and its impacts.
The Department is recommending adoption of the GUP with the Conditions of Approval
requiring Stanford to build 2,172 housing units to address the housing demand associated
with the construction of 3.5 million new square feet of development. The environmental
impacts of constructing this additional housing were evaluated as Alternative A within the
Stanford GUP Environmental Impact Report (EIR) prepared for the project. The EIR
discloses that construction of Alternative A would have more significant environmental

11

https://www.sccgov.org/sites/dpd/programs/stanford/pages/gup2018_ceqa.aspx
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impacts than the proposed GUP application submitted by Stanford. (See Attachment I for a
summary of the environmental impacts of Alternative A as compared to the project.)
These additional environmental impacts are related to potential additional traffic and
construction activity associated with the additional housing units and on-site residents at
Stanford University. Despite the potential for these additional environmental impacts, the
Department is recommending the Board of Supervisors adopt the Conditions of Approval
requiring the construction of 2,172 housing units to ensure that Stanford fully addresses
housing demand from construction of an additional 3.5 million square feet of development.
If the County does not require Stanford to provide sufficient housing to address housing
demand, ongoing development at Stanford would exacerbate the housing affordability crisis
that acutely impacts the areas around the University.
Resulting impacts would include an increase in the percentage of families living in
substandard housing and longer commute times as workers are compelled to find affordable
housing outside of the region. This deficiency in housing and decrease in affordability
worsens social inequity throughout the region, creating more displacement and socioeconomic fragmentation in local communities. The need to address these broader socioeconomic impacts by ensuring that Stanford fully mitigates the housing impacts of its
increased development outweigh the significance of the additional environmental impacts
disclosed within the EIR.
VI. BACKGROUND
A. Project Site
The project site consists of approximately 4,017 acres of Stanford University lands in
unincorporated Santa Clara County located adjacent to the Cities of Palo Alto, Menlo Park,
and Portola Valley, and unincorporated areas of San Mateo County, as shown in Figure 9.
The project site includes the University’s central campus area located generally north of
Junipero Serra Boulevard (approximately 1,800 acres) and the largely undeveloped Stanford
foothills located generally south of Junipero Serra Boulevard (approximately 2,200 acres). It
does not include other Stanford lands located in adjacent jurisdictions.
The central campus area is developed with a diverse mix of land uses, including classrooms,
academic offices, laboratory space, athletic venues, museums, performance and arts venues,
lands for outdoor learning, student housing, faculty/staff housing, support facilities, and open
spaces. The Stanford foothills include a mixture of grasslands, woodlands, and riparian
areas. Existing uses consist of livestock grazing and other agricultural uses, academic
facilities, a portion of the Stanford Golf Course, and public and private trails.
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B. Regulatory Overview
Since the 1980s, the County has regulated development of the Stanford University campus
through a series of General Use Permits that authorized uses and levels of new development
for implementation over a period of years. The site currently operates under the Stanford
2000 GUP, approved by the Board of Supervisors on December 12, 2000. On that date, the
Board of Supervisors also adopted the Stanford University Community Plan (SCP) as a
component of the General Plan to provide a land use framework for development of the
Stanford University campus. The currently proposed GUP is intended to replace the
approved 2000 GUP that is nearing full implementation
Pursuant to the SCP and the 1985 Policy Agreement, academic development of
unincorporated Stanford lands is subject to the County’s land use jurisdiction. The Stanford
Policy Agreement among the County, City of Palo Alto, and Stanford University establishes
mutual policies regarding land use, annexation, and development, and specifies that
unincorporated Stanford lands planned for academic use are subject to the County’s General
Plan, Zoning Ordinance, and other land use requirements, and are not subject to annexation
to the City of Palo Alto. The agreement further clarifies that lands planned for non-academic
uses (i.e., uses intended to produce income to support the University) require annexation
prior to development.
Based on the requirements of the A1 General Use Zoning District, which is applicable to
most of the site’s central campus area, a Use Permit is required for new academic, academic
support, and housing uses. Because the current application includes Stanford Community
Plan and zoning map amendments that require approval by the Board of Supervisors, all three
proposed land use approvals are being processed concurrently, with the Planning
Commission in an advisory role and the Board of Supervisors as the final decision-maker,
consistent with Zoning Ordinance Section 5.10.060.
C. Public Outreach
The public hearing dates for the proposed General Use Permit and related applications have
been noticed in accordance with applicable requirements and augmented with additional
efforts. A public notice was mailed to all property owners within a 1,000-foot radius on May
10, 2019. A courtesy email notice has been provided to interested parties on the County’s
Stanford opt-in list and was sent on May 10, 2019. A published notice in a newspaper of
general circulation was provided in the Palo Alto Weekly on May 17, 2019. Due to high
levels of public interest, a new dedicated website (CountyStanford.info) was also established
to provide additional public notice and information opportunities.
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D. Next Steps
Planning Commission public hearings regarding this project are scheduled for June 13, 2019,
1:30 PM and June 27, 2019, 1:30 PM in the Isaac Newton Senter Auditorium at the County
Government Center Building. During these hearings, the Planning Commission will consider
staff recommendations, accept public testimony, deliberate, and make recommendations to
the Board of Supervisors regarding the proposed project.
Due to the size of the Environmental Impact Report (EIR), the EIR is available at the
following location:
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/dpd/programs/stanford/pages/gup2018_ceqa.aspx
Paper copies of the EIR are also available for public inspection during regular business hours
at the Clerk of the Board and the Department of Planning and Development at 70 W.
Hedding St., 7th Floor, East Wing, San Jose, CA; and in the libraries referenced in the above
link.
LINKS:
• Linked To: 96492 : 96492
• Linked To: 95443 : 95443
• Linked To: 96765 : Public Hearing to consider the following: Stanford University
General Use Permit (GUP) Application (Application), Stanford GUP Environmental
Impact Report (EIR), Stanford University Community Plan amendments, and Zoning
Ordinance amendments. Location: Stanford University Community Plan Area. Zoning:
A1 General Use, R1S Low-Density Campus Residential, R3S Medium-Density
Campus Residential; OS/G Open Space and Field Research; SCA Special
Conservation Area. Supervisorial District: 5. File Nos. PLN98-7165 (7165-98P-99GP99EIR) and PLN16-7165 (7165-16P-16GP-16Z-16EIR).
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ATTACHMENTS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attachment A_Statement of Overriding Considerations (PDF)
Attachment B_Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (PDF)
Attachment C_Stanford Community Plan text and land use map amendments(PDF)
Attachment D_Zoning Ordinance Map Amendments
(PDF)
Attachment E_SCP Zoning and GUP Findings
(PDF)
Attachment F_General Use Permit Conditions of Approval
(PDF)
Attachment G_Water Supply Assessments (PDF)
Attachment H_SCP Text Amendments - Proposed by Stanford (PDF)
Attachment I_EIR Table 7-4 - Comparison of Impacts of the Proposed Project and
Alternatives (PDF)
Attachment J_Figures (PDF)
Attachment K_Public Comments
(PDF)
Staff Presentation - 5-30-19
(PDF)
Staff Packet - COA summary, recommendations table, diagrams - 5-30-19 (PDF)
Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting
(PDF)
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Attachment B

MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING
PROGRAM – ADDITIONAL HOUSING
ALTERNATIVE A
Section 1: Authority
This Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) has been prepared pursuant to
Section 21081.6 of the California Environmental Quality Act, known as CEQA (Public
Resources Code Section 21000 et seq.), to provide for the monitoring of mitigation measures
required for the proposed Stanford University 2018 General Use Permit, as set forth in the Final
Environmental Impact Report (Final EIR) prepared for Additional Housing Alternative A. This
report will be kept on file at the County of Santa Clara Planning Office, County Government
Center, 70 West Hedding, 7th Floor, East Wing, San Jose, California.
As described in Section 15097 of the CEQA Guidelines, “’[r]eporting generally consists of a
written compliance review that is presented to a decision-making body or authorized staff person.
A report may be required at various stages during project implementation or upon completion of
the mitigation measure. ‘Monitoring’ is generally an ongoing or periodic process of project
oversight.” This MMRP includes both reporting and monitoring elements, as appropriate for
implementation of each mitigation or improvement measure.

Section 2: Content of MMRP Matrix
Table A identifies the environmental issue areas for which actions/measures are identified; the
required actions/measures; the timeframe for implementing, monitoring, and reporting on these
measures; the responsible implementing, monitoring and reporting parties; and action needed to
verify compliance/completion of the measures.

Section 3: Implementation and Enforcement of
Measures
This MMRP includes all mitigation measures that are applicable to Additional Housing
Alternative A. The intent of the MMRP is to ensure the effective implementation and
enforcement of adopted mitigation measures. As discussed in the Final EIR, the mitigation
measures included in the MMRP are measures required to avoid or lessen significant impacts of
the project.

Stanford 2018 General Use Permit
MMRP – Additional Housing Alternative A
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The MMRP matrix identifies the mitigation schedule and the parties responsible for implementing,
monitoring and reporting on the implementation of the measures listed in Table A. As the CEQA
lead agency for the Project, the County is principally responsible for MMRP monitoring and
enforcement. In addition, as provided in CEQA Guidelines Section 15097(a), the County may
delegate MMRP monitoring responsibilities to other public agencies, either working with other
local governments through their permitting or regulatory authorities, or through memoranda of
understanding that the County enters into with other entities.
IMPORTANT REQUIREMENT:

Approved Consultants. Where Stanford is required by the Conditions of Approval and
the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program to retain a qualified consulting expert
approved by the County, Stanford shall submit a request to the County for approval. The
request should identify the consultant, describe the work to be completed and the
anticipated timeframe, and include the consultant’s qualifications to complete the
specified task. Stanford may retain the consultant only upon written approval of the
request by the Director.
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TABLE A
MITIGATION MONITORING & REPORTING PROGRAM

Mitigation Measures

Mitigation
Responsibility

Mitigation
Schedule

Monitoring and
Reporting Program
Responsibility

Monitoring
Actions/Schedule and
Verification of Compliance

Visual and Scenic Resources
Mitigation Measure 7A.1-4: Stanford shall submit a lighting plan for approval
by the Director, as part of an Architecture and Site Approval (ASA) review, for
each development project that would include exterior light sources. The plan
shall show the extent of illumination that would be projected from proposed
outdoor lighting. State-of-the-art luminaries shall be used where necessary,
with high beam efficiency, sharp cut-off, and glare and spill control. Upward
glow shall not be allowed in residential or academic uses.

Stanford

During project
design/review of
development project

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon approval of
lighting plan

Stanford

During construction of
development project

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
construction of development
project

Air Quality
Mitigation Measure 7A.2-2: Best Management Practices for Controlling
Particulate Emissions. Stanford shall require all construction contractors to
implement the following measures:


All exposed surfaces (e.g. parking areas, staging areas, soil piles, graded
areas, and unpaved access roads) shall be watered two times per day;



All haul trucks transporting soil, sand or other loose material off-site shall
be covered;



All visible mud or dirt track-out onto adjacent public roads shall be
removed using wet power vacuum street sweepers at least once per day.
The use of dry power sweepers is prohibited;



All vehicle speeds on unpaved roads shall be limited to 15 mph;



All roadways, driveways, and sidewalks to be paved shall be completed
as soon as possible. Building pads shall be laid as soon as possible after
grading unless seeding or soil binders are used;



Idling times shall be minimized either by shutting equipment off when not
in use or reducing the maximum idling time to 5 minutes. Clear signage
shall be provided for construction workers at all access points;



All construction equipment shall be maintained and properly tuned in
accordance with manufacturers’ specifications. All equipment shall be
checked by a certified visible emissions evaluator; and



Post a publicly visible sign with the telephone number and person to be
contacted regarding dust complaints. This person shall respond and take
corrective action within 48 hours. The Air District’s phone number shall
also be visible to ensure compliance with applicable regulations.
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TABLE A
MITIGATION MONITORING & REPORTING PROGRAM

Mitigation Measures

Mitigation
Responsibility

Mitigation
Schedule

Monitoring and
Reporting Program
Responsibility

Monitoring
Actions/Schedule and
Verification of Compliance

Air Quality (cont.)
Mitigation Measure 7A.2-3(a): Health Risk Screening for Construction
Stanford
Projects. Prior to approval of an individual project, Stanford shall conduct a
project-specific health risk screening using the screening distances presented
in Table 7A.2-2 of the EIR and submit it to the Director for peer review and
approval. If the individual project is located further from sensitive receptors
than the minimum distance identified in Table 7A.2-2 of the EIR, then no
further construction health risk assessment or additional mitigation is required.
If the construction project is closer than the specified minimum distance, then
a project-specific Health Risk Assessment shall be prepared, as outlined in
Mitigation Measure 7A.2-3(b).

Prior to approval of
development project

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
health risk screening by
Stanford and approval by the
County

Mitigation Measure 7A.2-3(b): Project-Specific Health Risk Analysis. If the
Stanford
screening criteria in Table 7A.2-2 of the EIR are not met, Stanford shall
prepare and submit to the Director for peer review and approval a projectspecific health risk analysis demonstrating that project construction activities
will not result in a significant acute, chronic non-cancer or cancer-related
health risk to sensitive receptors. As a performance standard, any subsequent
project-specific health risk analysis must demonstrate an excess cancer risk
level of 10-in-1 million or less, a non-cancer (i.e., chronic or acute) hazard
index of 1.0 or less, and an incremental increase an annual average PM2.5
concentration of no more than 0.3 microgram per cubic meter.

Prior to approval of
development project; if
screening criteria if
Mitigation Measure 5.2-3(a)
is not met

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
project-specific health risk
analysis by Stanford and
approval by the County

Mitigation Measure 7A.2-5: Laboratory Fume Hood Emission Control. For
Stanford
any individual project that contains more than 25,000 square feet of
emissions-generating laboratory space within a building and 50 fume hoods,
Stanford shall conduct a health risk screening analysis and obtain a permit
from the BAAQMD for the proposed individual project; this permit may be
required either prior to or as a condition of approval of the proposed individual
project. In accordance with BAAQMD Rules 2-1 and 2-5, new sources of
emissions must implement Best Available Control Technology for Toxics (TBACT) if individual source risks exceed 1.0 in a million for cancer and/or
chronic hazard index is greater than 0.20. Additionally, a permit will be denied
if project cancer risk exceeds 10.0 in a million or if the chronic or acute hazard
index exceeds 1.0. Compliance with BAAQMD rules will ensure that new
laboratory operations will not result in a significant health risk impact.

Prior to approval of
development project

County of Santa Clara,
BAAQMD

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
health risk screening analysis
and issuance of permit from
the BAAQMD
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Biological Resources
Mitigation Measure 7A.3-1(a): Avoid tree removal and commencement of
Stanford
outdoor construction activities during nesting season. Tree removal or pruning
associated with project construction and commencement of outdoor project
construction activities shall be avoided from February 1 through August 31,
the primary local bird nesting season, to the extent feasible. If no tree removal
or pruning associated with project construction is proposed during the nesting
period and outdoor project construction activities will commence outside the
nesting period, no surveys for active bird nests are required.

Outdoor construction
occurring between
September 1 and
January 31

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon tree removal
and outdoor construction
activities outside of nesting
season

MM 7A.3-1b to 7A.3-1(e):
Outdoor construction
occurring between
February 1 and August 31.

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
nesting bird survey and
County of Santa Clara receipt
of survey results

If Stanford proposes to initiate construction during the February 1 to
August 31 nesting season, it shall notify the County.
Mitigation Measure 7A.3-1(b): Survey for active bird nests within 250 feet of
construction sites. If the Director determines that compliance with Mitigation
Measure 7A.3-1(a) is not feasible because the timing of a construction project
necessitates construction-related tree removal/pruning during the nesting
season and/or commencement of outdoor construction activities during the
nesting season, within seven days prior to the proposed start of construction
activities an independent, qualified biologist approved by the County shall
conduct a nesting bird survey of all potential habitat at the construction site
and within 250 feet of the perimeter of the construction site. The survey
results shall be provided to the Director prior to issuance of site demolition,
grading or building permits.

Stanford (using biologist
approved by County)

Mitigation Measure 7A.3-1(c): Minimize impacts to active bird nests. If any
active nests are detected during the pre-construction survey, an independent,
qualified biologist approved by the County shall recommend a work-exclusion
buffer zone that shall be designated around the active nest to allow for both
the successful fledging of the birds and initiation of work on some portions of
the project site. The work-exclusion zone(s) shall be reviewed and approved
by the Director prior to commencement of construction. A qualified biologist
shall monitor any occupied nest located within a protective buffer zone in
order to determine if the designated buffer zone is effective and when the
buffer zone is no longer needed. If the buffer zone is determined to be
ineffective, its size shall be increased until it is effective, or work shall cease
until the young have fledged and are independent of the nest.

Stanford (using biologist
approved by County)

Prior to commencement of
construction, identify workexclusion zone(s). During
construction, monitor within
buffer zone

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon approval of
work-exclusion zone(s) by
County of Santa Clara

Mitigation Measure 7A.3-1(d): Delay activity. If no sufficient work-exclusion
zone(s) are possible, then there shall be a delay in the start of construction
until the active nest is no longer occupied. A qualified biologist approved by
the County shall monitor any occupied nest to determine when the nest is no
longer used.

Stanford (using biologist
approved by County)

Prior to construction

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon verification
that nest is no longer used
and County of Santa Clara
receipt of supporting
documentation
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Biological Resources (cont.)
Mitigation Measure 7A.3-1(e): Remove nest starts. A qualified biologist
Stanford (using biologist
approved by the County can visit project sites at any time prior to tree removal approved by County)
or the initiation of outdoor construction work in order to find and remove nest
starts. Nest starts are defined as nests which do not have eggs or nestlings
present. This activity will minimize impacts to birds as they will generally move
elsewhere and restart their nest building process.

Remove nests prior to tree
removal or outdoor
construction work

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon nest removal
and County receipt of
supporting documentation

Mitigation Measure 7A.3-2(a): Conduct pre-project survey. Prior to project
construction, an independent, qualified bat biologist approved by the County
shall conduct a pre-construction survey for roosting bats in trees to be
removed or pruned and structures to be demolished within the work area and
within a 50-foot radius of the work area. The survey results shall be provided
to the Director prior to issuance of site demolition, grading or building permits.
If no roosting bats are found, no further action is required. If a bat roost is
found, Stanford shall implement the following measures to avoid impacts on
roosting bats.

Prior to construction; submit
survey results prior to
issuance of site demolition,
grading or building permits

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
roosting bat survey and
County receipt of survey
results

Mitigation Measure 7A.3-2(b): Evict non-maternal roosts. If a non-maternal
Stanford (using biologist
roost of bats is found in a tree or structure to be removed or demolished as
approved by County)
part of project construction, the individuals shall be safely evicted, under the
direction of a qualified bat biologist, by opening the roosting area to allow
airflow through the cavity. Removal or demolition should occur no sooner than
at least two nights after the initial minor site modification (to alter airflow). This
action allows bats to leave during darkness, thus increasing their chance of
finding new roosts with a minimum of disturbance. Departure of the bats from
the construction area shall be confirmed with a follow-up survey by a qualified
bat biologist prior to start of construction.

Prior to construction; submit
follow-up survey results prior
to construction

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
eviction of non-maternal
roosts and County receipt of
supporting documentation

Mitigation Measure 7A.3-2(c): Avoid maternal roosting areas. If active
maternity roosts are found in trees or structures that will be removed or
demolished as part of project construction, tree removal or demolition of that
structure shall commence and be completed before maternity colonies form
(generally before March 1) or shall not commence until after young are flying
(generally after July 31). Active maternal roosts shall not be disturbed.

Stanford (using biologist
approved by County)

August 1 through February
28

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon tree removal
or demolition in timing
specified in measure

Mitigation Measure 7A.3-2(d): Develop and employ bat nest box plan. If
special-status bats are found in trees or structures to be removed or
demolished as part of project construction, Stanford shall develop and
implement a Bat Nest Box Plan for the Stanford campus employing current
bat nest box technology. The design and placement of nest boxes shall be
reviewed and approved by an independent, qualified bat biologist approved
by the County, and shall be consistent with Stanford’s anticipated long-term
planning and development activities.

Stanford (using biologist
approved by County)

Prior to construction; prepare County of Santa Clara
Bat Nest Box Plan. During
construction implement Bat
Nest Box Plan

Stanford 2018 General Use Permit
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Biological Resources (cont.)
Mitigation Measure 7A.3-3(a): Surveys. Prior to any clearing of vegetation
Stanford (using biologist
within the Lathrop Development District, Lagunita and adjacent uplands (see
approved by County)
Figure 5 of the Conditions), jurisdictional waterways/wetlands, or lands on the
Project site outside the Academic Growth Boundary, an independent,
qualified biologist approved by the County shall conduct a survey for San
Francisco dusky-footed woodrat nests within the project area. The survey
results shall be provided to the Director for approval prior to issuance of site
demolition, grading or building permits.

Prior to vegetation clearing;
submit survey results prior
to issuance of site
demolition, grading or
building permits

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
survey and County receipt of
survey results

Mitigation Measure 7A.3-3(b): Avoidance. Where feasible, an exclusion
buffer of at least 10 feet from these nests shall be established and clearly
demarcated to avoid moving or bumping the nests or the logs or branches on
which the nests rest.

Establish exclusion buffer
prior to and during
construction

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon establishing
exclusion buffer and County
receipt of supporting
documentation

Mitigation Measure 7A.3-3(c): Mitigation. If establishing a buffer and
Stanford (using biologist
avoiding the nests is not feasible, the nests shall be dismantled and the
approved by County)
nesting material moved to a new location outside the project’s impact areas
so that it can be used by woodrats to construct new nests. Prior to nest
deconstruction, each active nest shall be disturbed by a qualified wildlife
biologist approved by the County, to the degree that all woodrats leave the
nest and seek cover out of the impact area. Whether the nest is on the ground
or in a tree, the nest shall be slightly disturbed (nudged) to cause the
woodrats to flee. For tree nests, a tarp shall be placed below the nest and the
nest dismantled using hand tools (either from the ground or from a lift). The
nest material shall then be piled at the base of a nearby tree or large shrub
outside of the impact area.

Prior to construction

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon relocating
nests and County receipt of
supporting documentation

Mitigation Measure 7A.3-4(a): Surveys. If construction is proposed within
any jurisdictional waterways/wetland areas, Lagunita basin and adjacent
uplands (see Figure 5 of the Conditions), the Lathrop Development District,
or Project site lands outside the Academic Growth Boundary, an independent,
qualified biologist approved by the County shall conduct a focused survey for
special-status plant species prior to ground disturbance during the late
winter/early spring period when most local native plant species are flowering
and most easily identified. The survey results shall be provided to the Director
prior to issuance of site demolition, grading or building permits. If special
status plant surveying during flowering period is not possible, development
within sensitive habitat areas shall be avoided unless approved by California
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) and the Director.

Prior to ground disturbance;
submit survey results prior
to issuance of site
demolition, grading or
building permits

County of Santa Clara,
CDFW

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
focused special-status plant
species survey and County
receipt of survey results
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Biological Resources (cont.)
Mitigation Measure 7A.3-4(b): Avoidance. Construction activities shall avoid
impacts to special-status plant species by establishing a buffer zone around
the individuals in question. The buffer size shall be determined by an
independent, qualified biologist approved by the County in order to avoid
potential disturbance. The width of the buffer shall depend on a consideration
of site-specific characteristics, including the plant’s ecological requirements
(e.g., sunlight, moisture, shade tolerance, soils, physical and chemical
characteristics) and adjacent uses (e.g., sprinkler irrigation or shading from
buildings or other structures). The buffer zone shall be clearly demarcated
using exclusion fencing.

Establish buffer zone prior
County of Santa Clara
to construction; avoid during
construction

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon establishing
buffer zone and County
receipt of survey results

Mitigation Measure 7A.3-4(c): Mitigation if avoidance is not feasible. If the
Stanford (using biologist
Director determines that establishing an avoidance buffer is not feasible,
approved by County)
individual plants (including seeds) shall be transplanted to an area with
suitable physical and biological conditions on the Project site outside of the
Academic Growth Boundary and monitored and adaptively managed for five
years. Transplantation may be accomplished by relocating individual plants or
through seed collection and dispersal, or a combination of both, to be
determined based on the species. Prior to construction within any area
containing special-status plant species, Stanford shall submit a mitigation plan
to the satisfaction of the Director identifying planting methods, performance
standards, and monitoring periods and protocols.

Transplant prior to
construction; Monitoring for
five years

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon five years of
monitoring and adaptive
management

Mitigation Measure 7A.3-6(a): Habitat avoidance. Grading or grounddisturbing activities within 150 feet of the top of bank of a creek that supports
steelhead shall be avoided. The EIR indicates that the steelhead are present
in the San Francisquito Creek system.

Stanford

Avoid during construction

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
construction

Mitigation Measure 7A.3-6(b): Protective measures. If the determines that
avoidance of steelhead habitat is not feasible, Stanford shall obtain any
required permits and approvals from federal and state wildlife agencies, as
determined by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife, as well as a Streambed Alteration
Agreement. Such permits and approvals shall specify the conditions under
which construction activities may occur, including any applicable construction
windows, installation of coffer dams or other measures necessary to protect
steelhead. Permits and approvals from wildlife agencies (or verification from
the agencies that permits are not required) shall be submitted to the
satisfaction of the Director prior to issuance of any construction permits.

Stanford

Obtain permits and
approvals prior to
construction

County of Santa Clara,
Corps, USFWS, NMFS,
CDFW

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
construction in accordance
with permits and approvals

Mitigation Measure 7A.3-7(a): Grading or ground-disturbing activities within
150 feet of riparian habitat shall be avoided.

Stanford

During construction

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
construction
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Biological Resources (cont.)
Mitigation Measure 7A.3-7(b): If the Director determines that avoidance is
Stanford
not feasible, Stanford shall obtain all appropriate permits for wetland or other
work within the riparian area from the Army Corps of Engineers, US Fish and
Wildlife Service, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and
California Department of Fish and Wildlife. As specified by agency permits,
any riparian habitat areas lost as a result of project development would be
replaced through the creation, preservation or restoration of equivalent habitat
at an appropriate mitigation ratio or through other measures as approved by
the wildlife regulatory agencies listed above.

Obtain permits and
approvals prior to
construction

County of Santa Clara,
Corps, USFWS, NMFS,
CDFW

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
construction in accordance
with permits and approvals

Mitigation Measure 7A.3-8(a): Prior to oak tree removal within the Lathrop
Development District, a tree removal plan and arborist report shall be
submitted which identifies the species type, acreage, diameter, and amount of
canopy of oak trees proposed for removal. The arborist report shall be
prepared by an I.S.A. Certified Arborist, Registered Professional Forester, or
another professional approved by the County.

Stanford (using I.S.A.
Prior to oak tree removal;
Certified Arborist or
prepare tree removal plan
Registered Professional
and arborist report
Forester or County-approved
professional)

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon approval of
tree removal plan and arborist
report by the County

Mitigation Measure 7A.3-8(b): If the proposed oak tree removal would result in
a decrease of 0.5-acre or more of native oak canopy on the project site, at least
two of the following three mitigation measures shall be implemented:

Stanford

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report; As
specified in the measure

Prior to oak tree removal

1) Planting Replacement of Oak Trees. Pursuant to Public Resources Code
Section 21083.4, the planting of oaks shall not fulfill more than 50 percent of
the mitigation requirement for the project.
Tree replacement can be dependent upon the size of the canopy of the
removed trees, the number of trees to be removed, the size of trees to be
removed, the type of trees to be removed, the steepness of the slope on
which trees will be removed, or the amount of room on a parcel in which
trees can be planted. The objective of tree planting shall be to restore
former oak woodland at a ratio of 2:1 or 3:1 based on the condition of the
oak woodland habitat. 2:1 restoration is recommended for medium quality
oak woodland habitat, and 3:1 restoration is recommended for high quality
oak woodland habitat.
The following standard mitigation ratios shall be used, unless a different
higher ratio is applied by the Director based on site-specific
characteristics:


For the removal of one small tree (5-18 inches): two 24-inch boxed
trees or three 15 gallon trees.



For the removal of 1 medium tree (18-24 inches): three 24-inch boxed
trees or four 15 gallon trees.

Stanford 2018 General Use Permit
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Biological Resources (cont.)


For the removal of a tree larger than 24 inches: four 24-inch boxed
trees or five 15 gallon trees.

Stanford

Prior to oak tree removal

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report; As
specified in the measure

All tree replacement shall be with in-kind species, unless alternate
species are approved by the County. A Tree Planting and Maintenance
Plan shall be submitted for approval by the Director showing species,
size, spacing and location of plantings and the location and species of
established vegetation. Tree plantings shall be monitored for five years
following planting and a survival rate of 75% will be required. Should the
planted trees fail to meet the established performance and survival
criteria, Stanford shall be responsible for additional plantings and
management activities necessary to ensure the long-term success of
planted mitigation trees. Additional tree plantings necessary to achieve
the required survival rate shall be subject to a five-year monitoring period
from the date of planting.
2) Conservation Easement. Protect existing native oak trees on or off the
project site from future development through a conservation easement or
fee title dedication to the County or a land conservation group approved by
the County.
Oak woodland offered as mitigation must be configured in such a manner
as to best preserve the integrity of the oak ecosystem and minimize the
ratio of edge to area. Priority should be given to conserving oak habitat
adjacent to existing woodlands under conservation easements, public
lands or open space lands. The protection of existing oak woodlands
through conservation easements shall mitigate for the loss of oaks at a
ratio equal to 2:1 (for medium quality oak woodland habitat) or 3:1 (for
high quality oak woodland habitat) as determined by the Director. Land
proposed as mitigation, when viewed with adjacent protected
conservation land, should not result in conserved parcels of less than one
acre.
3) Other Options. If the Director determines that there are no feasible sites
for oak woodland mitigation on Stanford lands, then Stanford shall submit
a plan for review and approval by the Director that provides for the
conservation of oak woodlands elsewhere in Santa Clara County in the
same manner as 7A.3-8(b)(2).
This plan must include protection of an existing oak ecosystem through a
conservation easement or fee title dedication to the County or other local
agency or organization responsible for the oak woodlands preservation.
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Biological Resources (cont.)
Mitigation Measure 7A.3-9(a): Jurisdictional waters and wetland
identification. Stanford has provided a wetland delineation that covers the
lands within the Academic Growth Boundary. Prior to grading or grounddisturbing activities on lands outside the Academic Growth Boundary, the
County shall determine whether the existing wetland delineation is adequate
to assess the project’s impacts and, if not, an independent, qualified wetland
biologist approved by the County shall delineate jurisdictional waters or
wetlands on and within 250 feet of the construction site.

Prior to ground disturbance
outside Academic Growth
Boundary

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
delineation

Mitigation Measure 7A.3-9(b): Jurisdictional waters and wetlands avoidance. Stanford
For all projects grading or ground-disturbing activities within 250 feet of
jurisdictional waters or wetlands shall be avoided unless the Director
determines that avoidance is not feasible.

During construction

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
construction

Mitigation Measure 7A.3-9(c): Jurisdictional waters or wetland replacement. Stanford (using qualified
If the Director determines that avoidance of jurisdictional waters or wetlands is wetland biologist)
not feasible, Stanford shall obtain all applicable permits or approval for work
in jurisdictional waters (i.e., Waters of the State or Waters of the U.S.), from
applicable regulatory agencies, including but not necessarily limited to, the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality
Control Board, California State Department of Fish and Wildlife and U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service. Any jurisdictional waters or wetlands that are filled as a
result of project development shall be replaced through the creation,
preservation or restoration of jurisdictional waters or wetlands or through
other measures that the agencies deem appropriate through permit
requirements to adequately mitigate the impact. Permits and approvals (or
verification from the agencies that permits are not required) shall be submitted
for approval by the Director prior to the issuance of any construction permits.
Potential measures may include the following:

Prior to, during, and after
construction

County of Santa Clara,
Corps, RWQCB

Include in MMRP Report; As
specified in the measure



For creek projects, remove hardscape features from the stream channel
and stream banks.



Stabilize exposed slopes or streambanks immediately upon completion of
construction activities.



To restore disturbed aquatic sites, a wetland mitigation and monitoring
plan will be prepared that outlines the objectives to mitigate for
construction impacts. At a minimum the plan will include thresholds of
replanting success (e.g., 90 percent plant survival after one year, 80
percent second year, and 70 percent third year), monitoring requirements
(e.g., at least once each year to confirm site stability, plant viability, and to
schedule weeding, as needed), and shall specify resource agency
reporting requirements.

Stanford 2018 General Use Permit
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Biological Resources (cont.)
Mitigation Measure 7A.3-11(a): Tree Preservation and Removal Ordinance.
Stanford shall comply with the County’s Tree Preservation and Removal
Ordinance (County Ordinance Code, Division C16). A “tree” is defined as a
woody plant having a single trunk measuring at least 37.7 inches in
circumference (12 inches or more in diameter) measured at 4.5 feet above
the ground or immediately below the lowest branch, whichever is lower, or in
the case of multi-trunk trees, a trunk size of 75.4 inches in circumference (24
inches in diameter). Any trees in the Community Plan Area, not including the
R1S zoning district (see Figure 4 of the Conditions), that meet the definition
of a tree are required to be maintained by the conditions of approval of the
GUP, and therefore are considered protected trees. In addition, the County
Ordinance Code defines a protected tree on the Stanford campus as a:


heritage tree (if included on the County’s heritage resource inventory
adopted by resolution of the Board of Supervisors);



a tree planted or retained as required by conditions of approval of County
permits;



and a tree located within County rights-of-way and easements.

Stanford

Prior to construction

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report

Stanford shall not remove a protected tree unless:
1. Removal of the protected tree is authorized by a County land use
approval for which a grading or building permit has been issued.
2. Removal of the protected tree is authorized by a County-issued
administrative permit or encroachment permit for tree removal; or
3. Removal of the protected tree is exempt. In addition to trees removed
pursuant to a County land use approval, the ordinance currently exempts
removal of a protected tree in the following circumstances:


the tree is diseased, dead, or dying or substantially damaged from
natural causes;



tree cutting is needed to remove a hazard to life and personal
property; and



maintenance work within public utility easements
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Biological Resources (cont.)
Mitigation Measure 7A.3-11(b): Tree Replacement. Issuance of a permit or
approval from the County that authorizes removal of a protected tree shall be
conditioned as follows:

Stanford

Prior to issuance of land
use permit, administrative
permit, or encroachment
permit

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report; As
specified in the measure

Mitigation Measure 7A.4-1(a): Survey Update. The Stanford University
Stanford
Historic Resources Survey dated April 2017 contains an evaluation of all
buildings and structures located within the Stanford Community Plan’s
Academic Campus land use designation that were constructed prior to 1976.
Prior to 2025, Stanford shall provide for the review and approval by the
Director (or designated representative) an additional survey of structures built
within the Academic Campus land use designation between 1976 and 1985
(“Survey Addendum”). At its his/her discretion, the Director may require a
peer review of the Survey Addendum by a qualified professional (Architect
with preservation experience or Architectural Historian) at Stanford’s expense.

Submit Survey Addendum
prior to 2025

County of Santa Clara;
qualified professional for
peer review

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon approval of
Survey Addendum by the
County

Mitigation Measure 7A.4-1(b): Demolition. For any building project that
involves demolition of an historical resource that is listed or has been identified
as eligible for listing on the California Register in the Stanford University Historic
Resources Survey or Survey Addendum, a project-specific analysis of the
impact to historic resources and any feasible alternatives and mitigation
measures shall be prepared as part of the CEQA environmental review of the
project. Consistent with the County’s process the analysis of project impacts,
alternatives and mitigation will be referred to the Santa Clara County Historical
Heritage Commission for its recommendation prior to approval. For any building
project that involves demolition of a historical resource that is listed or has been
identified as eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places or the
County’s Heritage Resource Inventory, a project-specific analysis of the impact
to historic resources and any feasible alternatives and mitigation measures shall
be prepared by a third party hired by the County as part of the CEQA
environmental review of the project.

Prior to approval of
development project

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
CEQA review of development
project

1.

Protected trees shall be replaced at a ratio of 3:1 for oaks and 1:1 for
other protected trees; or

2.

Stanford may submit a Vegetation Management Plan for the entire
campus to the Director for review and approval. This plan must provide
for the same or greater level of tree protection as the measures
described in Mitigation Measure 7A.3-11(b)(1).

3.

Compliance with the Vegetation Management Plan shall be assessed in
the Annual Monitoring Report.

Cultural Resources
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County of Santa Clara, peer
review by qualified
professional

Include in MMRP Report; As
specified in the measure

Cultural Resources (cont.)
Mitigation Measure 7A.4-1(c): Alteration of a Historical Resource. For any
proposed building project that involves remodeling, alteration, or a potential
physical effect on an historical resource that is listed or identified as eligible
for listing on the California Register in the Stanford University Historic
Resources Survey or Survey Addendum, Stanford shall meet the following
requirements:

Prior to approval of
development project

Stanford

1) The proposed building project shall be consistent with the Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for
Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1995) (“Secretary of Interior’s
Standards”). Stanford shall submit documentation to the County prepared
by a qualified professional to demonstrate consistency of the proposed
project with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. If the work to be
performed constitutes basic maintenance, repair or replacement, Stanford
shall mark the project plans with text stating: “Exterior work is limited to
replacement of deteriorated materials with in-kind materials that match
the old. Project plans have been reviewed by [Name of Architect], who
has determined the work would comply with the Secretary of Interior’s
Standards.” If the work to be performed is more extensive than basic
maintenance repair or replacement in kind, Stanford shall submit a letter
along with the project plans explaining the basis for the University
Architect’s Office determination that the work would comply with the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. The Director will review the marked
plans or letter, and may require additional documentation.
2) The requirement that the building project must be consistent with the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards shall be primarily limited to
alterations to the exterior. Building interiors will be exempt from such a
consistency requirement, except for interior spaces that are open to the
general public on an ongoing basis. Such buildings are listed below along
with their public interior spaces.

Historic Resource

Primary public space(s)
subject to review (if
integrity present)

Secondary space(s): no
review required
Restrooms, staff offices,
collection storage areas,
all basement areas and all
spaces in 1999 addition

Cantor Center/
Stanford Museum

Lobby and galleries on
first and second floors of
1891 and 1902 wings

Memorial Church

Main sanctuary, entry
Restrooms, offices and
vestibule, organ and choir store rooms, all
lofts
basement areas
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County of Santa Clara, peer
review by qualified
professional

Include in MMRP Report; As
specified in the measure

Cultural Resources (cont.)
Historic Resource

Primary public space(s)
subject to review (if
integrity present)

Secondary space(s): no
review required

Art Gallery

Vestibule and gallery
space

Restrooms, offices and
store rooms, all
basement areas

Hoover Tower

Lobby, galleries,
observation platform

Restrooms, offices and
store rooms, all
basement areas

Memorial Hall

Lobby, Pigott Theater,
Auditorium

Restrooms, offices and
store rooms, radio station

Frost Amphitheater

Terraces, stage

Restrooms, store rooms

Lobby, main gym

Restrooms, locker rooms,
offices, store rooms; all
spaces in 1990 addition

Burnham Pavilion/
Ford Center

3) The Director may require a peer review of the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards consistency analysis by a qualified professional (Architect with
preservation experience or Architectural Historian) at Stanford’s expense.
4) If a building project is not consistent with the Secretary of Interior’s
Standards, a project-specific analysis of the impact to historic resources
and any feasible alternatives and mitigation measures shall be prepared
as part of the CEQA environmental review. The analysis of impacts,
alternatives and mitigation measures will be referred to the Santa Clara
County Historical Heritage Commission for its advisement prior to a
decision by the County.
Mitigation Measure 7A.4-1(d): For any building project that involves
Stanford
demolition, modification or significant alteration of a building or structure
located outside of the Academic Campus land use designation that is 50 or
more years old, Stanford may elect to follow the Secretary of Interior’s
Standards. If Stanford does not elect to follow the Secretary of Interior’s
Standards for such a project Stanford shall submit an assessment regarding
the building/structure’s potential eligibility for listing on the California Register
(“Eligibility Assessment”) to the Director. If the Director determines that the
building/structure is eligible for listing on the California Register, then Stanford
shall comply with the provisions in Sections 2 and 3 above and the
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Cultural Resources (cont.)
building/structure shall be treated as if it were identified as eligible for listing in
the Stanford Historic Resources Survey or Survey Addendum for purposes of
those Sections. The Director may require a peer review of the Eligibility
Assessment by a qualified professional (Architect or Architectural Historian) at
Stanford’s expense.
Mitigation Measure 7A.4-1(e): Proposed new buildings projects located
within 75 feet of an historic resource that are identified as eligible for listing on
the California Register in the Stanford University Historic Resources Survey,
Survey Addendum or Eligibility Assessment, measured from the nearest
exterior walls, shall be reviewed by the University Architect to ensure that the
design does not negatively impact the historic resources surrounding it.
Stanford shall prepare design guidelines and submit a letter to the Director
confirming that the new building construction has been reviewed by the
University Architect’s Office or other qualified professional and is compatible
with any historic resources located within 75 feet of the proposed new
building. The Director (or designated representative) will review the letter prior
to County approval of the new building. The Director may require a peer
review of the University’s evaluation prior to approval of the building project.

Stanford

Prior to approval of
development project

County of Santa Clara, peer
review by a qualified
professional

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon approval of
letter by the County

Mitigation Measure 7A.4-2(a): Archaeological Resources Map. Stanford has Stanford
provided a map to the Director, maintained as a confidential record, that
shows the location of all known prehistoric and historic archaeological
resources in the unincorporated Santa Clara County portion of Stanford lands.
Stanford shall conduct a Record Search at the Northwest Information Center
of the California Historical Resources Information System and submit an
updated map each year as part of the 2018 General Use Permit annual
monitoring and compliance process. This annual update will be the basis for
evaluating potential impacts of future projects that include ground
disturbance.

Prior to approval of
development project

County of Santa Clara, peer
review by a qualified
archaeologist

Include in MMRP Report; As
specified in the measure

At the discretion of the Director, project-related archaeological site
assessments and monitoring shall be conducted and mitigation measures
identified by either the Stanford University Archaeologist or an independent
archaeologist retained by the County at Stanford’s expense. All
archaeological reports (including, but not limited to, site assessments,
monitoring reports, Archaeological Treatment Plans) shall be forwarded to the
Director for review at Stanford’s expense. All work shall be performed by, or
under the supervision of, an archaeologist that meets the Secretary of Interior
Professional Qualifications Standards in Archaeology (36 CFR 61).
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Cultural Resources (cont.)
Significant impacts from projects on prehistoric and historic archaeological
resources shall be addressed as specified below:
1. If a building project is proposed on a mapped archaeological site, a
qualified archaeologist shall conduct a project-specific analysis to
determine whether a significant impact would occur. If there is a
potentially significant impact that cannot be avoided, an Archaeological
Resources Treatment Plan shall be prepared and approved by the
County Planning Office prior to the commencement of ground disturbing
activities. If a Stanford archaeologist performs this work, the County may
at its discretion require a peer review by an independent qualified
archaeologist at Stanford’s expense. Project-specific mitigation, if
necessary, shall be identified in accordance with the provisions of Section
21083.2 of the Public Resources Code.
2. In the event that previously unidentified historic or prehistoric
archaeological resources are discovered during construction, the
contractor shall cease work in the immediate area and the and University
Archaeologist shall be contacted immediately. The University
Archaeologist prepare a proposed Archaeological Resources Treatment
Plan for approval by the Director. At the discretion of the Director (or
designated representative) an independent qualified archaeologist may
be retained by the County at the expense of Stanford to assess the
significance of the find and the adequacy of the proposed Archaeological
Resources Treatment Plan. The Director may require consultation with
the Native American Heritage Commission. Stanford shall implement the
approved Treatment Plan to the satisfaction of the Director.
3. Archaeological monitoring shall be conducted at any time constructionrelated ground-disturbing activities (greater than 12 inches in depth) are
taking place within 100 feet of known archaeological resources. A
technical report including the results of all monitoring activities shall be
prepared once monitoring is completed in accordance with professional
standards and submitted to the University Archaeologist. The
archaeological monitoring shall be conducted or supervised by an
individual meeting the Secretary of Interior Professional Qualifications
Standards in Archaeology (36 CFR 61).
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Cultural Resources (cont.)
Mitigation Measure 7A.4-2(b): Human Skeletal Remains. If human skeletal
Stanford
remains are encountered, Stanford is required by Section B6-18 of the County
Ordinance Code to immediately notify the County Coroner. Work shall
immediately stop within a 100-foot radius of the find. If the County Coroner
determines that the remains are Native American, the coroner shall contact
the California Native American Heritage Commission, pursuant to Health and
Safety Code Section 7050.5(c), and the County Coordinator of Indian affairs.
No further disturbance of the site may be made except as authorized by the
County Coroner. If artifacts are found in association with the human skeletal
remains no further disturbance of the artifacts may be made until authorized
by the Director. It is the responsibility of Stanford to provide for reburial of the
human skeletal remains and associated artifacts following completion of the
required Native American consultation process described by Health and
Safety Code section 7050.5 (c) and Public Resources Code Section 5097.98;
Stanford shall file a State Record Form (DPR Series) documenting the
reburial location with the California Historical Resources Information System
and provide the location on the updated map provided for in Section 3 above.

Upon discovery, if
applicable

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon notification to
County Coroner, and, if
applicable, California Native
American Heritage
Commission

Mitigation Measure 7A.4-3: Fossilized Shell or Bone. If potentially significant Stanford
fossilized shell or bone is uncovered during any earth-disturbing operation,
contractors shall stop work within 100 feet of the find and notify the University
Archaeologist and the County Building Inspector assigned to the project. The
University Archaeologist shall visit the site and make recommendations for
treatment of the find (including but not limited to consultation with a
paleontologist and excavation, if warranted), which shall be sent to the County
Building Inspection Office and the Director. If a fossil find is confirmed, it will
be recorded with the United States Geological Survey and curated in an
appropriate repository.

Upon discovery, if
applicable

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon notification to
County and
recommendations for
treatment, and if applicable,
United States Geological
Survey

Upon discovery during
construction, if applicable

Stanford’s Department of
EH&S; County of Santa
Clara HMCD

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon determining
presence of contamination

Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Mitigation Measure 7A.8-2(a): During construction within the Project site,
any contractor shall cease any earthwork activities upon discovery of any
suspect soils or groundwater (e.g., petroleum odor and/or discoloration)
during construction. The contractor shall notify Stanford and the County of
Santa Clara’s Hazardous Materials Compliance Division (HMCD) of the
Department of Environmental Health upon discovery of suspect soils or
groundwater. Stanford will retain a qualified environmental firm to collect soil
samples to confirm the level of contamination that may be present.
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Hazards and Hazardous Materials (cont.)
Mitigation Measure 7A.8-2(b): If contamination is found to be present, any
further proposed soil- or groundwater-disturbing activities within areas of
identified or suspected contamination shall be conducted according to a site
specific health and safety plan, prepared by a California state licensed
professional. The contractor shall follow all procedural direction given by
County HMCD and/or identified in a Soil and Groundwater Management Plan
prepared for the site by a qualified environmental firm to ensure that suspect
soils are isolated, protected from runoff, and disposed of in accordance with
transportation laws and the requirements of the licensed receiving facility.

Stanford

Upon discovery during
construction, if applicable

Stanford’s Department of
EH&S; County of Santa
Clara HMCD

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon disposal in
accordance with County
HMCD direction and/or Soil
and Groundwater
Management Plan

Mitigation Measure 7A.8-2(c): If contaminated soil or groundwater is
encountered and identified constituents exceed human health risk levels, it
shall be delineated, removed, and disposed of offsite in compliance with the
overseeing agency, either County HMCD or Regional Water Quality Control
Board (“RWQCB”), as well as the receiving facilities’ requirements.

Stanford

Upon discovery, if
applicable

County of Santa Clara
HMCD or RWQCB

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon proper
disposal

Mitigation Measure 7A.9-1: Water Wells. Prior to issuance of a demolition
permit, building permit, or grading permit, Stanford shall review its historic wells
survey and confirm that no historic wells, not properly closed, are located within
at the project and determine the potential for encountering any groundwater
wells within the area of proposed improvements. If a well is discovered, and it is
no longer part of operations and was not abandoned in accordance with
SCVWD requirements, Stanford shall fulfill the well abandonment/destruction
permit requirements. Stanford shall contact SCVWD to locate existing inactive
wells and confirm adherence to the well abandonment/ destruction
requirements. Stanford shall provide documentation to the satisfaction of the
Director that there is no record of inactive/historic wells at the project location, or
provide documentation that all wells on the site have been closed in
conformance with a Well Destruction Permit issued by the SCVWD.

Stanford

Prior to issuance of
SCVWD
demolition or building permit

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon well
abandonment/destruction
and SCVWD receipt of
supporting documentation

Mitigation Measure 7A.9-4: Groundwater Recharge. All future development
projects shall achieve net positive ground water recharge. Stanford shall review
individual building projects proposed under this General Use Permit for changes
in impervious surface area within the Unconfined Groundwater Zone shown on
Figure 7 of the Conditions, and submit to the County for approval by the
Director, an assessment of the proposed project’s projected net effect on
groundwater recharge. Actual recharge shall be tracked on a cumulative basis
to verify that all development authorized pursuant to this GUP will continue to
result in an annual net positive recharge in the Unconfined Groundwater Zone.
Record of monitored data shall be submitted to the County on an annual basis
and Santa Clara Valley Water District (“SCVWD”) and include both water

Stanford

Annually

Include in MMRP Report;
Ongoing

Hydrology and Water Quality
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volumes and water quality data. Such information shall be recorded in the
Annual Report.
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Noise and Vibration
Mitigation Measure 7A.11-1: Construction Noise Control Measures and Noise Stanford
Control Plan for Off-Site Receptors. If construction would be within 150 feet of
off-site sensitive receptors, Stanford shall employ noise attenuation measures to
reduce the generation of construction noise to achieve a performance standard
of 75 dBA at the affected property line of the nearest off-site single family
residential receptor and 80 dBA at the affected property line of the nearest offsite multi-family residential receptor. These measures shall be described in a
Noise Control Plan that shall be submitted for review and approval by the
Director prior to issuance of a building permit to ensure that construction noise is
consistent with the standards set forth in the County Ordinance Code.

Submit Noise Control Plan
prior to issuance of building
permit for development
project; Implement during
construction

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
construction of development
project

Additional measures specified in the Noise Control Plan and implemented
during project construction shall include, at a minimum, the following noise
control strategies:


For construction on a Project site that would be within 150 feet of sensitive
receptors located within the City of Palo Alto, hours of construction activity
shall be restricted to those established in the City of Palo Alto Noise
Ordinance (i.e., between the hours of 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM Monday through
Friday, and between 9:00 AM and 6:00 PM on Saturday).
For construction on a Project site that would be within 150 feet of
sensitive receptors located within all other residential areas, hours of
construction activity shall be restricted to those established in the Santa
Clara County Noise Ordinance (i.e., between seven a.m. and seven p.m.,
Monday through Saturday).



Equipment and trucks used for construction shall use the best available
noise control techniques (e.g., improved mufflers, equipment redesign, use
of intake silencers, ducts, engine enclosures, and acoustically attenuating
shields or shrouds). At a minimum, the Noise Control Plan shall require use
of moveable noise screens, noise blankets, or other suitable sound
attenuation devices be used to reduce noise levels to below 75 dBA;



Impact tools (e.g., jack hammers, pavement breakers, and rock drills) used
for construction shall be hydraulically or electrically powered wherever
possible to avoid noise associated with compressed air exhaust from
pneumatically powered tools. Where use of pneumatic tools is unavoidable,
an exhaust muffler on the compressed air exhaust shall be used; this
muffler can lower noise levels from the exhaust by up to approximately
10 dBA. External jackets on the tools themselves shall be used where
feasible; this could achieve a reduction of 5 dBA. Quieter procedures, such
as use of drills rather than impact tools, shall be used where feasible; and
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Noise and Vibration (cont.)


Stationary construction noise sources shall be located as far from adjacent
receptors as possible, and they shall be muffled and enclosed within
temporary sheds, incorporate insulation barriers, or include other measures.

Emission of sound in the performance of emergency work is exempt from these
requirements. In addition, variances to these restrictions may be allowed, with
County approval, for certain utility work or other construction for which nighttime
work would avoid secondary impacts (e.g., traffic impacts during commute
periods); and where compliance with the noise thresholds is technically or
economically infeasible. A variance may be granted only where the activity will
not create a nuisance and will not be detrimental to the public health and safety.
Mitigation Measure 7A.11-2: Construction Noise Control Measures and Noise Stanford
Control Plan for On-Site Receptors. For construction activities over two weeks in
duration, and within 150 feet of on-site sensitive receptors, Stanford shall
identify noise attenuation measures to reduce the generation of construction
noise to achieve a minimum performance standard of 80 dBA, Leq over an
8-hour period at the nearest on-site residential or day care land use. These
measures shall be described in a Noise Control Plan that shall be submitted for
review and approval by the Director prior to issuance of a building permit to
ensure that construction noise is consistent with the standards.

Prior to issuance of building
permit for development
project; Implement during
construction

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
construction of development
project

If necessary to achieve the minimum performance standard stated above,
measures specified in the Noise Control Plan and implemented during project
construction shall include, at a minimum, the following noise control strategies:


Equipment and trucks used for construction shall use the best available
noise control techniques (e.g., improved mufflers, equipment redesign, use
of intake silencers, ducts, engine enclosures, and acoustically attenuating
shields or shrouds). At a minimum, the Noise Control Plan shall require use
of moveable noise screens, noise blankets, or other suitable sound
attenuation devices be used to reduce noise levels to below 80 dBA;



Impact tools (e.g., jack hammers, pavement breakers, and rock drills) used
for construction shall be hydraulically or electrically powered wherever
possible to avoid noise associated with compressed air exhaust from
pneumatically powered tools. Where use of pneumatic tools is unavoidable,
an exhaust muffler on the compressed air exhaust shall be used; this
muffler can lower noise levels from the exhaust by up to approximately
10 dBA. External jackets on the tools themselves shall be used where
feasible; this could achieve a reduction of 5 dBA. Quieter procedures, such
as use of drills rather than impact tools, shall be used where feasible; and
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Noise and Vibration (cont.)


Stationary construction noise sources shall be located as far from adjacent
receptors as possible, and they shall be muffled and enclosed within
temporary sheds, incorporate insulation barriers, or include other measures.

Mitigation Measure 7A.11-3: Construction Vibration Reduction Plan.
Construction Vibration Reduction Plan. If construction involving vibratory
rollers, hoe rams, or large bulldozers is proposed within 40 feet of an historic
structure, Stanford shall develop a Vibration Reduction Plan in coordination
with an acoustical consultant, geotechnical engineer, and/or construction
contractor, for review and approval by the Director. Measures and controls
shall be identified based on project-specific final design plans, and may
include, but are not limited to the following:

Stanford

Submit Vibration Reduction
Plan prior to issuance of
building permit for
development project;
Implement during
construction

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
construction of development
project

Stanford

Submit acoustical analysis
prior to issuance of building
permit of development
project

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Complete upon completion of
construction of development
project

1. Use of non-vibratory excavator-mounted compaction wheels and small
smooth drum rollers for final compaction of asphalt base and asphalt
concrete. If needed to meet compaction requirements, smaller vibratory
rollers may be used to minimize vibration levels during repaving activities
where needed to meet vibration standards.
2. Implementation of buffers and the use of specific types of equipment to
minimize vibration impacts during construction at nearby receptors in
order to meet a performance standard of 0.12 inches per second PPV
(peak particle velocity) at historic buildings and 0.3 inches per second
PPV at non-historic buildings.
3. Implementation of a vibration, crack, and line and grade monitoring
program for identified historic buildings located within 40 feet of
construction activities, in coordination with a geotechnical engineer and
qualified architectural historian.
Mitigation Measure 7A.11-4: Shield or Enclose HVAC Equipment and
Emergency Generators. Noise levels from mechanical equipment within
150 feet of sensitive receptors shall be minimized by proper siting and
selection of such equipment and through installation of sufficient acoustical
shielding or noise emission controls. An acoustical analysis shall be prepared
by a qualified professional` to ensure that any new mechanical equipment
achieves the following noise standards at the property line of an offsite
sensitive land uses in Palo Alto or Menlo Park, or at the nearest on-site
residential, day care or instructional classroom land use:


The project shall not cause the average 24-hour noise level (Ldn) to
increase by 5.0 dB or more in an existing residential area, even if the Ldn
would remain below 60 dB;
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Noise and Vibration (cont.)


The project shall not cause the Ldn to increase by 3.0 dB or more in an
existing residential area, thereby causing the Ldn in the area to exceed
60 dB;



The project shall not cause an increase of 3.0 dB or more in an existing
residential area where the Ldn currently exceeds 60 dB.

Noise levels from the periodic testing of emergency generators within 150 feet
of sensitive receptors in the cities of Palo Alto or Menlo Park also shall be
minimized by proper siting and through installation of acoustical shielding.
Scheduled testing of an emergency generator must not occur before 7:00 AM
or after 7:00 PM.
Recreation
Mitigation Measure 7A.14-1(a). Prior to occupancy of net new on-campus
housing units exceeding 4,425, Stanford shall provide to the City of Palo Alto
a one-time contribution equivalent to the capital budget needs to provide for
one-time turf replacement at Heritage Park. The amount of the contribution
shall be determined by the County of Santa Clara based on an estimate from
an independent contractor. The payment shall not be used for any purpose
other than turf replacement at Heritage Park.

Stanford

Prior to occupancy

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report

Prior to occupancy of net new on-campus housing units exceeding 3,150,
Stanford shall provide to the City of Palo Alto a one-time contribution
equivalent to the capital budget needs to provide for one-time turf
replacement at neighborhood parks in College Terrace (Cameron, Mayfield,
Weisshaar, and Werry Parks). The amount of the contribution shall be
determined by the County of Santa Clara based on an estimate from an
independent contractor. The payment shall not be used for any purpose other
than turf replacement at College Terrace parks.
Mitigation Measure 7A.14-1(b). Prior to occupancy of net new on-campus
housing units exceeding 4,425, Stanford shall provide to the City of Menlo
Park a one-time contribution equivalent to the capital budget needs to provide
for one-time turf replacement at Stanford Hills Park. The amount of the
contribution shall be determined by the County of Santa Clara based on an
estimate from an independent contractor. The payment shall not be used for
any purpose other than turf replacement at Stanford Hills Park.

Transportation and Traffic
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Mitigation Measure 7A.15-1: Construction Traffic Control Measures. The
following traffic control measures are required to address impacts from
construction of individual General Use Permit projects. All of these items shall
be included under Condition G.


Protection and Maintenance of Public Transit Access and Routes.
Stanford and its contractors shall be prohibited from limiting access to public
transit, and from limiting movement of public transit vehicles, during project
construction without prior approval from the VTA (Santa Clara Valley
Transportation Authority) and other affected jurisdictions. Such approvals
shall require submittal and advance coordination per VTA’s Bus Stop
Relocation Policy of a mitigation plan to reduce transit impacts to a less
than significant level. Potential actions that would impact access to transit
include, but are not limited to, relocating or removing public transit bus
stops, limiting access to public transit bus stops or transfer facilities, or
otherwise restricting or constraining public transit operations.



Maintenance of Pedestrian Access. Stanford and its contractors shall be
prohibited from substantially limiting pedestrian access to properties or
facilities during construction of the project, without prior approval from the
affected jurisdictions. Such approvals shall require submittal and approval of
specific construction management plans to mitigate the specific impacts to a
less than significant level. Actions substantially limiting pedestrian access
include, but are not limited to, sidewalk closures, bridge closures, crosswalk
closures, pedestrian re-routing at intersections, placement of constructionrelated material within pedestrian pathways or sidewalks, and other actions
which may affect the mobility or safety of pedestrians. If sidewalks are
maintained along the construction site frontage, covered walkways shall be
provided if determined by the County to be needed for pedestrian safety.



Maintenance of Bicycle Access. Stanford and its contractors shall be
prohibited from substantially limiting bicycle access to properties or facilities
during construction of the project, without prior approval from those
jurisdictions. Such approval shall require submittal and approval of specific
construction management plans to mitigate the specific impacts to a less
than significant level. Actions substantially limiting bicycle access include,
but are not limited to, bike lane closures or narrowing, closing or narrowing
of streets that are designated bike routes, bridge closures, placement of
construction-related materials within designated bike lanes or along bike
routes, and other actions that may affect the mobility or safety of bicyclists.



Protection and Maintenance of Emergency Service Access and
Routes. Stanford shall inform the Stanford Police and Palo Alto Police and
Fire Departments of construction locations, and shall designate alternate
evacuation and emergency routes to maintain response times during
construction periods.
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Transportation and Traffic (cont.)


Parking for Construction-Related Vehicles. Stanford shall provide
adequate on-campus parking for all construction-related vehicles
throughout the construction period. If adequate parking cannot be
provided on the Stanford campus, a satellite parking area shall be
designated, and a shuttle bus shall be operated to transfer construction
workers to/from the job site.



Restriction on Construction Delivery Hours. Stanford shall make
feasible attempts to avoid construction material deliveries from 7:00 AM to
9:00 AM and from 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM on weekdays. When feasible,
Stanford shall be required to prohibit or limit the number of construction
employees arriving or departing the site between 4:30 PM and 6:00 PM.



Construction Truck Routes. Stanford shall deliver and remove all
construction-related equipment and materials on truck routes designated
by the Cities of Palo Alto and Menlo Park and, in the event the County of
San Mateo designates truck routes, by the County of San Mateo. Heavy
construction vehicles shall be prohibited from accessing the site from
routes that the Cities of Palo Alto, Menlo Park or County of San Mateo
have prohibited for use by such vehicles. Stanford shall provide written
notification to all contractors regarding appropriate routes to and from
construction sites and the weight and speed limits for local roads used to
access construction sites. A copy of all such written notifications shall be
submitted to the Director.



Phone Number for Complaints. Stanford shall post at least one sign no
smaller than 1,296 square inches (e.g. 3 ft. x 3 ft.) at all active
construction sites. The sign shall contain the name, telephone number
and e-mail address of the appropriate Stanford person the public may
contact to report alleged violations of this mitigation measure or to
register complaints about construction traffic associated with building
projects under the General Use Permit. Stanford shall keep a written
record of all such complaints and shall provide copies of these records to
the Director as part of the annual report process.



Construction Impact Mitigation Plan. In lieu of the above mitigation
measures, Stanford may submit a detailed construction impact mitigation
plan to the County for review and approval prior to commencing any
construction activities with potential transportation impacts. This plan shall
address in detail the activities to be carried out in each construction
phase, the potential transportation impacts of each activity, and an
acceptable method of reducing or eliminating significant transportation
impacts. If Stanford determines that it is not feasible to comply with the
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Transportation and Traffic (cont.)
“Restriction on Construction Delivery Hours” above, then the plan shall
also explain the basis for this infeasibility determination. Details such as
the routing and scheduling of materials deliveries, construction employee
arrival and departure schedules, employee parking locations, and
emergency vehicle access shall be described and approved.


Construction During Special Events. Stanford shall prevent roadway
construction activities from reducing roadway capacity during major
athletic events or other special events that attract a substantial number of
visitors to the campus.

Mitigation Measure 7A.15-2:

Stanford

Ongoing

1. Terms Defined. For purposes of these conditions of approval, the
meaning of key terms and phrases is as follows:

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Report;
Ongoing

A. “AM peak hour” means the four consecutive 15-minute time segments
in the morning (AM) with the highest measured volume of traffic in the
commute direction (for example 7:30 to 8:30 AM).
B. “AM peak period” means the twelve consecutive 15-minute time
segments (3 hours) in the morning (AM) with the highest measured
volume of traffic measured at the campus cordon in the commute
direction (for example; 7:15 to 10:15 AM).
C. “Average annual traffic counts” means the number of motor vehicle
trips measured at gateways along the cordon area during the 24-hour
annual traffic monitoring, divided by the number of days in the
measurement period. This definition may also apply to peak hour
trips, peak period trips, and/or average daily trips depending on the
context.
D. “Average daily trips” (ADT) means the number of motor vehicle trips
in both directions, measured on a 24-hour basis at the cordon,
divided by the number of days in the measurement period.
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Transportation and Traffic (cont.)
E. “Average daily trip baseline” or “ADT baseline” means the total number
of average daily motor vehicle trips as established by the County based
on a methodology substantially similar to that used to establish the
peak hour commute trip baseline in 2001 (except without the application
of a “confidence interval”) based on average annual traffic counts from
an average of the 4th and 5th monitoring years after this GUP is adopted,
as approved by the Director. The baseline will be established by the
County before authorization of any Phase 2 development.
F. “Average daily trip trigger” or “ADT trigger” means the average
number of motor vehicle trips above the baseline that will cause
Stanford to be in violation of its no net new trips requirement. The
trigger number shall be 3% above the ADT baseline.
G. “Cordon area” or “cordon” means the area defined by the campus
entry and exit points shown in Figure 2 in the Conditions.
H. “Commute trips” or “commute direction” means total motor vehicle
trips entering the Stanford campus in the morning (AM) and leaving
the cordon area in the afternoon/evening (PM) as measured pursuant
to Condition F.
I.

“Cut-through trips” means vehicles that enter and exit the cordon area
without any person or item entering or exiting the vehicle while the
vehicle is within the cordon area. Examples of trips that are not cutthrough trips include Transportation Network Company (TNC) trips,
colloquially knowns as “rideshare” trips (e.g., Uber, Lyft) that pick up
or drop off passengers within the cordon area, and delivery trucks
that pick up or drop off packages within the cordon area.

J.

“No net new commute trips” or “NNNCT” means no increase in
commute trips as measured against the peak hour commute trip
baseline and adjusted by the “confidence interval” in 2001 and the
designated exceedance amount or “trigger” (all years).

K. “Peak hour commute trip baseline” or “NNNCT baseline” means
3,439 motor vehicle trips in the AM peak hour and 3,555 motor
vehicle trips in the PM peak hour, as established through the 2001
adjusted trip counts. These trip baselines include the 90% confidence
interval as used when the 2001 baseline was established.
L. “Peak hour commute trip trigger” means the average number of motor
vehicle trips above the baseline which causes a violation of the no net
new trips requirement. For the peak hour requirement, the trigger is
1% or an average of 35 motor vehicle trips per peak hour above the
baseline in the AM and 36 motor vehicle trips in the PM.
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Transportation and Traffic (cont.)
M. “Peak hour reverse commute trip baseline” means the number of
reverse commute motor vehicle trips during the AM peak hour and
PM peak hour based on a methodology substantially similar to that
used to establish the peak hour commute trip baseline in 2001
(except without the application of a “confidence interval”) based on
average annual traffic counts from the average of the 4th and 5th year
monitoring years after this GUP is adopted, as approved by the
Director. The baseline will be established by the County before
authorization of any Phase 2 development.
N. “Peak hour reverse commute trip trigger” means the average number
of motor vehicle trips above the baseline that will cause Stanford to
be in violation of the no net new trips requirement. The trigger amount
shall be 2% above the peak hour reverse commute trip baseline.
O. “Peak period commute trip baseline” means the number of commute
trips during the AM peak period and PM peak period as established
by the County based on a methodology substantially similar to that
used to establish the peak hour commute trip baseline in 2001
(except without the application of a confidence interval) based on the
2001 data that was used to establish the peak hour commute trip
baseline, as approved by the Director. The initial baseline will be
established by the County before authorization of any Phase 1
development.
P. “Peak period commute trip trigger” means the average number of
motor vehicle trips above the baseline that will cause Stanford to be
in violation of its no net new trips requirement. The trigger amount
shall be 1% above the peak period commute direction trip baseline.
Q. “Peak period reverse commute trip baseline” means the number of
reverse commute motor vehicle trips during the AM peak period and
PM peak period as established by the County based on a
methodology substantially similar to that used to establish the peak
hour commute trip baseline in 2001 (except without the application of
a confidence interval) based on average annual traffic counts from
the 4th and 5th year monitoring years after this GUP is adopted, as
approved by the Director. The baseline will be established by the
County before authorization of any Phase 2 development.
R. “Peak period reverse commute trip trigger” means the average
number of motor vehicle trips above the baseline which will cause
Stanford to be in violation of its no net new trips requirement. The
trigger number shall be 2% above the peak period reverse commute
trip baseline.
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Transportation and Traffic (cont.)
S. “PM peak hour” means the four consecutive 15-minute time segments
in the afternoon/evening (PM) with the highest measured volume of
traffic in the commute direction (for example; 4:45 to 5:45 PM).
T. “PM peak period” means the twelve consecutive 15-minute time
segments (3 hours) in the afternoon/evening (PM) with the highest
measured volume of traffic in the commute direction (for example;
4:00 to 7:00 PM).
U. “Reverse commute trips” or “reverse commute direction” means total
motor vehicle trips leaving the cordon area in the morning (AM) and
entering the cordon area in the afternoon/evening (PM).
V. “Trip credits” means credits for trips shifted to bicycle, foot, or public
transit within the trip credit area through Stanford’s direct efforts or
participation in joint transportation demand management efforts that
result in verifiable motor vehicle trip reductions that are not already
incorporated in the applicable baseline that may be applied to the trip
counts at the cordon area to achieve the commute or reverse
commute trip standards. Trip credits may not be used to achieve the
ADT standards. All trip credits must be verified and approved by the
Director pursuant to Condition F.4.
W. “Trip credit area” means the traffic impact area immediately outside
the cordon as shown in Figure 3 in the Conditions. [Note: The trip
credit area identified in the 2000 GUP has been expanded to reflect
the traffic impact area as identified in the Stanford University 2018
General Use Permit Draft EIR.] Transportation demand management
efforts or physical improvements are considered to be within the trip
credit area if at least one trip end is located within the trip credit area
and the trip does not begin or end inside the cordon. The Director
may modify the boundaries of the trip credit area so long as the basic
principles upon which trip credits are based are still met.
X. “Motor vehicle” (a) A “motor vehicle” is a vehicle that is selfpropelled. (b) “Motor vehicle” does not include a self-propelled
wheelchair, motorized tricycle, or motorized quadricycle, if operated
by a person who, by reason of physical disability, is otherwise unable
to move about as a pedestrians defined in California Vehicle Code
section 415. While not stated in the vehicle code, electric scooters
also do not qualify as a “motor vehicle”.
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Transportation and Traffic (cont.)
2. Traffic Standards. A violation of any of the following traffic standards
constitutes a violation of the Conditions of Approval.
a. Standards for Commute Trips.
1) Peak Hour NNNCT Standard. As proposed by Stanford in its
2018 GUP Application, Stanford shall implement a No Net New
Commute Trips program to achieve no net increase in commute
trips in the AM peak hour or the PM peak hour. A violation of this
standard occurs if the average annual traffic counts for peak hour
commute trips exceed the NNNCT baseline (3,439 AM trips;
3,555 PM trips) by 1% (35 AM trips; 36 PM trips) or greater during
any year.
2) Peak Period. There shall be no net increase in commute trips in
the AM peak period or the PM peak period. A violation of this
standard occurs if the average annual traffic counts for peak
period commute trips exceed the peak period commute trip
baseline by 1% or greater during any year.
3) Consequences of Violations.
a. If either of the commute trip peak hour or peak period
standards are violated in any one (1) year, the County shall
immediately suspend approval of any new development
projects pursuant to the process in Condition A.11 until
Stanford demonstrates compliance with the standard(s)
through subsequent annual traffic counts, at a minimum, of one
(1) year preceding authorization of the next development phase
through subsequent annual traffic counts.
b. If either of the commute trip peak hour or peak period
standards are violated in two (2) or more years during a single
academic development phase (see Condition B.2), no
subsequent academic development phase shall be authorized
until Stanford demonstrates compliance with the standard(s)
for, at a minimum, one (1) year preceding authorization of the
next development phase through subsequent annual traffic
counts.
Transportation and Traffic (cont.)
b. Standards for Reverse Commute Trips.
1) Reverse Commute Trips Peak Hour.
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a. Stanford shall implement all feasible measures to achieve no
net increase in reverse commute trips in the AM peak hour or
the PM peak hour.
b. Upon authorization of any Phase 2 development and
thereafter, there shall be no net increase in reverse commute
trips in the AM peak hour or the PM peak hour. A violation of
this standard occurs if the average annual traffic counts for
peak hour reverse commute trips exceed the reverse
commute hour commute trip baseline by 2% in any two (2)
consecutive years after this standard takes effect.
2) Reverse Commute Trips Peak Period.
a. Stanford shall implement all feasible measures to achieve no
net increase in reverse commute trips in the AM peak period
or the PM peak period.
b. Upon authorization of any Phase 2 development and
thereafter, there shall be no net increase in reverse commute
trips in the AM peak period or the PM peak period. A violation
of this standard occurs if the average annual traffic counts for
peak period reverse commute trips exceed the peak period
reverse commute trip baseline by 2% or greater in any two
(2) consecutive years after this standard takes effect.
3) Consequences of Violations.
a. If any of the reverse commute trip peak hour or peak period
standards that commence upon authorization of any Phase 2
or Phase 3 development are violated in any one (1) year, the
County shall immediately suspend approval of any new
development projects pursuant to the process in Condition
A.11 until Stanford demonstrates compliance with the
standard(s) for, at a minimum, one (1) year preceding
authorization of the next academic development phase through
subsequent annual traffic counts.
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Transportation and Traffic (cont.)
b. If any of the reverse commute trip peak hour or peak period
standards are violated in two (2) or more years during Phase 2
or Phase 3 (see Condition B.2), the next academic
development phase shall not be authorized until Stanford
demonstrates compliance with the standard(s) for, at a
minimum, one (1) year preceding authorization of the next
academic development phase through subsequent annual
traffic counts.
c.

Standards for Average Daily Trips (“ADT”).
1) Stanford shall implement all feasible measures to achieve no net
increase in ADT.
2) Upon authorization of any Phase 2 development and thereafter,
there shall be no net increase in ADT. A violation of this standard
occurs if the average annual traffic counts for ADT exceed the
ADT baseline by 3% or greater in any two (2) consecutive years
during a particular academic development phase after this
standard takes effect.
3) Consequences of Violations.
a. If the ADT standard that commences upon authorization of
Phase 2 or Phase 3 development is violated, the County shall
not authorize the next academic development phase (see
Condition B.2) until Stanford demonstrates compliance with
the standard for one (1) year preceding authorization of the
next academic development phase through subsequent annual
traffic counts.

3. Methodology for Average Annual Traffic Counts. Annual traffic counts
Stanford
and determination of traffic volumes shall be conducted by the County or
a consultant under contract to the County, and shall comply with the
following methodology, unless modifications are approved by the Director.

Ongoing

County of Santa Clara

Include in MMRP Annual
Report; Ongoing

a. Counts. In addition to any traffic count system that may be
authorized by the Director, annual traffic monitoring shall be
conducted through tube, manual, or another methodology conducted
at least two times during the year for a continuous period of at least
two (2) weeks each, totaling at least eight (8) weeks. All counts shall
be conducted during the regular academic year during
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Transportation and Traffic (cont.)
times that do not include academic breaks, end-of-quarter finals, or
other events that may cause irregular traffic patterns (e.g.,
Homecoming). Specific dates for each count shall be determined by
the Director. The counts shall be averaged to determine the average
traffic levels for each year for each performance measure under this
condition (peak hours and peak periods in commute and reverse
commute directions, and ADT).
1) Count Methodology. During monitoring periods, the total amount
of traffic crossing the cordon line will be counted by travel
direction. The cordon count monitoring will be conducted on a
24-hour basis.
2) Cordon Gateways. All counts shall be taken at the campus entry
and exit points shown in Figure 2 in the Conditions (Figure 5.152 of the EIR), which encompass the cordon area. Additional
cordon gateways may be added, and the location of the cordon
line may be modified by the Director.
a. Cordon Count Adjustments. Traffic counts at the cordon will be
adjusted to account for cut-through trips and use of parking lots
within the cordon area by hospital-related traffic and use of lots
or other parking areas outside the cordon area by campusrelated traffic. The Director reserves the right to change the
methodology for these adjustments to ensure that the cordon
counts accurately reflect traffic related to development and
other activities within the Stanford Community Plan area.
i.

Cordon Count Adjustment Methodology. Hospital trips will
be subtracted from the cordon count and campus trips will
be added to the cordon count. The count adjustment will
also factor in the potential for hospital trips to park in the
campus lots and campus trips to park in the hospital lots.
At the beginning and end of the peak hours and peak
periods, data will need to be collected from each lot. If
campus parking occurs in lots outside the cordon, trips
associated with those vehicles will be added back into the
count. If hospital parking occurs inside the cordon, trips
associated with those vehicles will be subtracted from the
count. All vehicles without a parking permit will be
assumed to be correctly parked in their respective lots,
unless the County approves an alternate protocol for
assigning such parking.
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Transportation and Traffic (cont.)
ii.

Cut-Through Trip Adjustment Methodology. The traffic
counts shall include a methodology approved by the
Director to adjust the cordon counts for the number of
cut-through trips as defined in Condition F.1.

b. Peak Hour and Peak Period Identification. The AM and PM
peak hour and peak period traffic volumes for each year will
be determined based on the 24-hour cordon counts, as
adjusted for cut-through traffic and hospital and off-campus
parking as described above.
i.

Total Gateway Counts. Total traffic entering and exiting
the cordon area will be summed. AM peak hour, AM peak
period, PM peak hour, and PM peak period will be
determined for the entire campus based on the inbound
traffic counts in the AM and the outbound traffic counts in
the PM. The number of cut-through trips calculated by the
license plate matching methodology described above (or
other methodology approved by the Director) will be
removed from both the inbound and the outbound traffic.
Finally, any trips associated with campus-related vehicles
parking outside the cordon will be added back into the
count, and any trips associated with hospital parking that
occurs inside the cordon will be subtracted from the
counts.

b. Automated Continuous Traffic Monitoring. The Director may
approve the use of an automated traffic monitoring methodology for
purposes of determining the average annual traffic counts if the
methodology would be at least as accurate as the traffic count
methodology used under the 2000 GUP (e.g., as verified by crosschecking with tube or manual counts).
4. Trip credits. Stanford may receive trip credits for off-campus
transportation demand management efforts and credit those shifted trips
toward attainment of the NNNCT and/or reverse commute trip standards.
These trip-reduction efforts may include funding of off-campus circulation
infrastructure improvements that will shift travelers from motor vehicle
trips to pedestrians, bicycle or transit use. The following requirements
apply to trip credits:
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Transportation and Traffic (cont.)
a. Stanford shall only receive credit commensurate with the actual number
of trips reduced or shifted from motor vehicle trips to pedestrian, bicycle
or transit use outside the cordon due to Stanford’s direct efforts or the
proportion of the cost of the program to which Stanford is contributing. A
reduction of an off-campus trip may only be recognized if at least one
terminus for the trip is within the area shown on Figure 3 in the
Conditions (Figure 7A.15-1 in the EIR), and the trip does not begin or
end within the cordon.
b. The duration of trip credits for any particular transportation demand
management effort shall be limited to the period of time during which
that effort can reasonably be expected to continue to result in
transportation behavior changes within the area shown on Figure 3 in
the Conditions (Figure 7A.15-1 in the EIR) (and the trips do not begin
or end within the cordon).
c.

Any funding provided by Stanford to mitigate traffic impacts on offcampus roadways or intersections pursuant to Mitigation Measure
5.15-2(a)(6) shall not be eligible for trip credits.

d. Stanford shall propose any trip credit programs to the Director for
review, modification and potential approval. The proposals shall be
presented to the Community Resource Group prior to any
determination by the Director. The Director will determine the
appropriate trip credit and monitoring methodology for each program in
which Stanford participates, including but not limited to how the credits
will be allocated among the AM and PM peak hours and peak periods
and the duration of the trip credits. Once the Director has accepted the
proposal and implementation begins, the County will tabulate and
verify, at Stanford’s expense, the number of trips that have been shifted
within the area shown on Figure 3 in the Conditions (Figure 7A.15-1 in
the EIR), and the number of trip credits that are available for application
toward attainment of the NNNCT and/or reverse commute trip
standards.
e. Stanford may use trip credits retroactively only under the following
circumstances. If Stanford violates any of the traffic standards in
these conditions of approval, it may apply trip credits approved in the
year immediately following the violation to the trip counts at the
cordon area in the prior year to achieve the applicable standards.
However, any trip credits used retroactively shall only reduce the prior
year’s trip counts by 50% (e.g., ten trip credits used retroactively will
only reduce the prior year’s trip count by 5 trips).
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Transportation and Traffic (cont.)
5. Peak Hour Fair Share Contribution Trigger. If the annual traffic counts
for commute trips or reverse commute trips during the AM and PM peak
hours, as measured in accordance with the methodology set forth in
Condition F.3, and after applying any approved trip credits pursuant to
Condition F.4, exceed the baseline volume by 1% or more in any single
year, Stanford shall make fair share payments to mitigate its impacts to
off-campus roadways and intersections. Table 5 in the Conditions (Table
1A of the EIR) identifies the roadway and intersection impacts that could
occur if such exceedances occur, and the physical improvements that
would substantially reduce each impact.
a. Use of Fair Share Contribution. The Director will use the
intersection improvement fees collected from Stanford as follows:
1) Intersection Improvements. The fees shall be used to fund the
intersection improvements identified in Table 5 in Appendix B of
the conditions (Table 1A in the EIR). The priority order for funding
such intersection improvements will be determined by the Director
in consultation with the affected jurisdictions. If the fees are used to
fund an intersection improvement in another jurisdiction, the County
will enter into an agreement with such jurisdiction to address the
timing for the County to provide the funding, the timing for the
relevant jurisdiction to complete the improvement, and any other
matters that the County determines to be appropriate.
2) Substitute Mitigation. If the Director determines that it is not
feasible to use the fees for the specified intersection improvements
(e.g., it does not appear that there will be full funding for the
improvements within a reasonable time; the public agencies with
authority or jurisdiction over the improvement projects will not
approve the projects), then the fees may be used to fund offcampus projects that encourage and improve the use of alternative
transportation modes or otherwise reduce peak period traffic in the
local impact area, including but not limited to transit improvements
that would directly or indirectly benefit the local impact area or
transportation improvements that increase safety and mobility for
pedestrians, bicyclists and transit users provided there is
substantial evidence demonstrating how the improvements would
remove motor vehicle trips from the local impact area.
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Transportation and Traffic (cont.)
6. Annual Monitoring Report. The Annual Monitoring Report shall include
all of the following:
a. All baselines established pursuant to these Conditions of Approval
and calculations supporting those baselines.
b. The average annual traffic counts before application of any
adjustments or trip credits.
c.

All adjustments to the average annual traffic counts (number of trips
subtracted due to cut-through trips or hospital parking, number of trips
added due to use of lots or other parking areas outside the cordon line
by campus-related trips) and an explanation of how those adjustments
were determined.

d. Identification of the AM and PM peak hours and peak periods and an
explanation of how those periods were determined.
e. All trip credits shall be reported in the annual monitoring report. Trip
credits that reduce trips during the peak hours will be tracked
separately from trip credits that reduce trips within the peak periods.
The Director shall also provide an appendix with the following
information: a description of the programs, services or projects for
which trip credits have been approved, the number of credits granted
for each project, the methodology used to calculate/substantiate the
trip credits for each project, and any relevant information about the
time horizon of trip credits (if applicable and approved).
7. On-Campus Safe Routes to School. As proposed by Stanford in the
2018 GUP Application, Stanford will implement the Safe Routes to School
improvements proposed in the 2018 GUP Application as identified below,
prior to authorization of Phase 2:
a. Construct improvements on its lands in unincorporated Santa Clara
County that have been identified by the Palo Alto Unified School
District (PAUSD) and the City of Palo Alto as the Suggested Routes
to Schools shown on the Walkabout Maps for Nixon and Escondido
Elementary Schools.
b.a. All improvements required by this condition of approval shall be
installed in accordance with a detailed improvement plan to be
reviewed and approved by the Director.
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Transportation and Traffic (cont.)
c.

Circulation improvements in and around Nixon Elementary School,
including improved sidewalks, crosswalks with high-visibility yellow
markings, pavement markings, additional signage, wayfinding signs,
and other potential improvements.

d. Circulation improvements in and around Escondido Elementary
School, including improved sidewalks, crosswalks with high visibility
yellow markings, pavement markings, additional signage, additional
traffic control, an enhanced mid-block crosswalk on Escondido, and
other potential improvements.
8. Safe Routes to School Study and Improvements. Stanford shall
implement the following:
a. Safe Routes to School Study. If upon notification to the Director that
additional K-12 students residing on the Stanford campus result in a
change in attendance boundaries or new school that requires new or
altered routes to school for K-12 residents of the Stanford campus,
Stanford shall provide funding to the City of Palo Alto for a study to
identify these safe routes to school and associated improvements in
an amount not to exceed $20,000 per affected campus. Payment
shall be required within 30 days of notification by the Director of the
required amount.
b. Safe Routes to School Improvements. If a safe routes to school study
prepared pursuant to this condition identifies the need for
improvements to achieve safe routes to school for Stanford residents,
Stanford shall provide fair share funding to the City of Palo Alto,
proportional to its share of the students utilizing the routes, for the
design and construction of such improvements. Payment shall be
required within 30 days of notification to Stanford by the Director of
the required amount.
c.a. Crossing Guard Funding. If upon notification to the Director
that additional Palo Alto Unified School District students resulting
from additional development on the Stanford campus require
additional crossing guards for safe routes to school, Stanford shall
pay a fair share percentage of the ongoing cost of providing the
additional crossing guards, based on the percentage of total students
utilizing the additional crossing guard services represented by
students who live on the Stanford campus. Stanford shall make
payments to the City of Palo Alto consistent with the amounts and
payment schedule provided by the Director.
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Transportation and Traffic (cont.)
9. Off-Campus Bicycle Improvements. As proposed by Stanford and
documented in the Final EIR (Section 3.8.3), Stanford shall provide
evidence to the satisfaction of the Director that it has contributed funding
to the appropriate jurisdiction for the following projects prior to issuance of
the first building permit under this GUP:
a. East Palo Alto: Clark Avenue-Newell Road Connections ($450,000).
b. Palo Alto: Hanover Street/Bol Park ($250,000).
c.

Menlo Park: Oak Grove Avenue Connection ($250,000).

d.a. Unincorporated San Mateo County: Santa Cruz Avenue-Alameda de
Las Pulgas ($250,000).
Environmental Consequences of Stanford Providing Off-campus Housing under Proposed Project
Mitigation Measure 7A.17-1: The local governmental agencies in which offcampus housing would be located can and should mitigate the environmental
impacts from off-campus housing to the extent feasible.
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Introduction

S t a n f o r d C o m m u n i t y P l a n I s s u e s a nd P o l i c i e s
Stanford University is a private university located in the northwest corner of Santa
Clara County adjacent to San Mateo County. Founded in 1891, Stanford has grown
over time to become a highly respected institution of higher learning and research. It
contains over 4,000 acres of land within the jurisdictional boundaries of Santa Clara
County, the area addressed under this Community Plan. Stanford also owns lands in
other jurisdictions, including Palo Alto, Menlo Park, San Mateo County, Woodside, and
Portola Valley.
The unincorporated lands of Stanford within Santa Clara County are subject to the land
use jurisdiction and regulatory authority of the County. The 1995 Santa Clara County
General Plan and subsequent General Plan Element updates serves as the principal
means of setting goals and overall policy direction for physical development and use of
lands within the unincorporated area. The Stan- ford Community Plan refines the
policies of the General Plan as they apply to Stanford lands within the County.

Figure Intro.1: Governmental Jurisdiction on Stanford Land
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Purpose of the Community Plan and Relation to General Plan
Community Plans focus on a particular region or community within the overall general
plan area of a jurisdiction. As an integral part of the overall General Plan, a community
plan must be consistent with the General Plan, in keeping with the general requirement of state law that general plans be internally consistent. To facilitate consistency,
the Stanford Community Plan builds upon the basic strategies and policy framework
for each element of the General Plan, tailoring the treatment of each subject to those
aspects of an element most applicable and pertinent to Stanford. The Community Plan
is also consistent with and furthers the implementation of associated planning instruments, such as the 1985 Land Use Policy Agreement. (For more information, refer to the
Growth and Development Chapter).
The primary purpose of the Community Plan is to guide future use and development
of Stanford lands in a manner that incorporates key General Plan principles of compact
urban development, open space preservation, and resource conservation. Growth and
development in general can have both benefits and disadvantages. The Community
Plan attempts to achieve the appropriate balance between the reasonable expectations
of the University to use and develop its land with the interests of the public to responsibly manage such growth.
The Community Plan is adopted as an amendment of the General Plan in the manner
set forth by Government Code §65350 et seq. Any and all revisions to the Community
Plan considered in the future must also be made according to the provisions of State
law for adopting and amending general plans.
Organization of the Community Plan
Community Plan issues and policies are organized into seven chapters:
• Growth and Development,
• Land Use,
• Open Space,
• Housing,
• Circulation,
• Resource Conservation, and
• Health and Safety.
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Each of these chapters addresses issues and policies as they pertain to Stanford lands
and its regional setting. They are not intended to duplicate all aspects of the General
Plan chapters or “elements” on which they are based. Instead, each chapter provides
the additional focus and context beyond that provided in the General Plan in order to
provide policy direction and guide decision-making for Stanford lands.
Each chapter of the Community Plan uses the same organizational structure. Within
each chapter, a summary is provided, indicating the basic strategies set forth in the
chapter. These strategies are overall policy approaches to various issues, and they form
the framework for more detailed policies and implementation recommendations on
the particular subjects which are articulated in the chapter. Strategy statements correspond with those of the relevant General Plan chapters, with modifications to reflect
the particular circumstances, issues, and policies as they relate to Stanford. Following
the chapter summary, each chapter contains relevant background information,
followed by discussion for each strategy and its associated policies and
implementation recommen- dationsplans.
Implementation of the Community Plan
Prior to the adoption of the Community Plan, the principal means of guiding land use
and development for Stanford lands was the “General Use Permit,” or GUP. The GUP
served as a form of master use permit under which Stanford received approvals for
development, consistent with the provisions of the County’s Zoning Ordinance. The
General Use Permit will remain as the principal means for implementing the Community Plan. The GUP will contain conditions regarding review of individual projects, as
well as provisions requiring certain actions, such as regular monitoring and reporting.
The Community Plan also contains implementation recommendations plans to enact
and apply zoning districts appropriate to the land use designations specified in the
plan for the purpose of more specifically regulating the land use and development.
Individual projects allowed under the Community Plan and General Use Permit are
also subject to the County’s Architecture and Site Approval (ASA) permitting process.
As such, the Community Plan is further implemented by the review and conditioning
procedures of ASA. In particular, certain conditions of development approval may be
employed specifically to carry out environmental mitigations required under the Environmental Impact Report prepared for the adoption of the Community Plan and GUP.
Major Policy Directions of the Community Plan
The major policy directions of the Community Plan are expressed within each chapter’s
major Strategies. In more general terms, the major policy directions include the following concepts and principles:
11
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a. pPromote compact urban development together with conservation of natural
re- sources;
b. aAllow Stanford flexibility to develop its lands within a framework that
minimizes potential negative eﬀects (“flexibility with accountability”);
c. aAccommodate development for academic uses and housing on lands only within
an Academic Growth Boundary, or AGB, while limiting the uses and development
potential for lands outside the AGB to conserve open space and natural resources;
d. dDiﬀerentiate the major land uses within the plan area according to areas in
academic use, housing for faculty/staff and other workersfaculty I staﬀ, and open
space outside the AGB;
e. pPlan for and ensure that substantial new housing development occurs
concurrently with approval for increases in academic space and facilities;
f. mMeet mobility and access needs primarily though means other than major road
improvements, including appropriate integration of land use, transit services,
transportation demand management, and management of the number of net new
commute trips which may be generated; and,
g. aAchieve the various conservation, public health, and safety goals by emphasizing
preventive measures or avoidance of impacts, requiring mitigation for impacts that
may occur, and promoting resource restoration.
In conclusion, the Community Plan represents a major evolutionary change from
the development decision-making processes previously employed by the County for
Stanford. It reflects a more proactive than reactive approach to land use planning for
Stanford. Furthermore, it is intended to provide significantly more useful background
information and policy guidance than was previously available to serve as a guide to
future land use and development decision-making for Stanford University.
The Community Plan supersedes the previous Stanford Chapter contained within Part
4, Book B of the General Plan for Urban Unincorporated Area Issues and Policies, as
well as the land use policies for Stanford University Lands - Campus and Stanford University Lands - Academic Reserve and Open Space in Part 3, Book B of the General
Plan.
As needed, the Community Plan may be amended over time to improve its usefulness
and eﬀectiveness to decision-makers, Stanford, and the general public.
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G r o w t h a nd D e v e l o p m e n t
S t a n f o r d C o m m u n i t y P l a n I s s u e s a nd P o l i c i e s

Chapter Summary
This chapter of the Community Plan articulates the fundamental approach that the
County will pursue when considering future growth of the University.
This plan considers Stanford lands in Santa Clara County in their entirety and identifies the portion of those lands which are most appropriate for future development. The
County’s intent is to channel development to achieve the primary General Plan policy
directions of compact urban development and resource conservation. The primary mechanism to direct growth is the establishment of an long-term Academic
Growth Bound- ary (AGB). that is to remain in place until a defined level of
development intensity has been achieved on lands within the growth boundary.
An important aspect of overseeing growth at Stanford is the coordination of land use
decision making, consultation, and policies regarding annexation. This chapter reinforces agreements which have been in place among the County, the City of Palo Alto,
and Stanford since 1985 relating to the delivery of services, governmental organization
and cooperation. Finally, this chapter provides a basis for continued monitoring of
Stanford’s development activities and mitigation of environmental impacts associated
with growth and development.
Community Plan strategies for growth and development are:
Strategy # 1:

Promote compact development and conservation of natural
resources through use of an Academic Growth Boundary.

Strategy # 2:

Maintain Co-operative Planning Agreements and Implementation.

Strategy # 3:

Mitigate and Monitor the Impacts of Growth.
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Background

Location and Setting
Governmental Jurisdictions
Stanford University is located in Santa Clara and San Mateo counties, approximately 35
mile south of San Francisco and 20 miles north of San Jose California. Stanford’s lands,
totaling approximately 8,180 acres are located in six jurisdictions: unincorporated Santa
Clara and San Mateo counties, the cities of Palo Alto and Menlo Park, and the towns
of Portola Valley and Woodside (see Figure 1.1- Government Jurisdictions). Approximately 4,000 acres containing Stanford’s academic, open space and agricultural lands
are located within unincorporated Santa Clara County.
Table 1.1 – Distribution of Stanford Lands across Jurisdictions
Santa Clara County
Unincorporated
Palo Alto

Acres
4,017
1,161

Percent of Total
49%
14%

San Mateo County
Unincorporated
Woodside
Menlo Park
Portola Valley

2,701
114
111
76

33%
1%
1%
1%

Total
Source: Stanford University

8,180

Unincorporated Stanford lands in both Santa Clara and San Mateo Counties are within
diﬀerent spheres of influence. Some portions of Stanford lands are within the City of
Palo Alto’s urban service area and sphere of influence. All unincorporated San Mateo
County lands are within a city sphere of influence. Due to the unique nature of Stanford, the rules, regulations and policy agreements relating to urban service areas are
applied diﬀerently for Stanford than for other areas of the County.
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In some cases, the uses on Stanford lands diﬀer sharply between jurisdictions, most
notably for those areas that are within the City of Palo Alto. These lands are expressly
intended for interim non-academic uses that support the operation of the University
(see Policy Context, below). Land uses within the City of Palo Alto include the Stanford
University Medical Center, Stanford Shopping Center, Stanford Research Park, and
apartment complexes. Lands in the San Mateo County jurisdictions are largely undeveloped, with the exception of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center in unincorporated
San Mateo County.
Community Plan Area Physical Setting
Both developed and undeveloped areas of the Stanford campus are distinctive. Stanford
is a complex and active place with a wide variety of activities taking place throughout the campus. With an array of academic buildings, housing, academic and student
support services, and cultural and athletic facilities the campus has been compared by
many to a fully-functional city.
The clearest geographic distinction on the Stanford campus is between the central campus, where essentially all development is concentrated, and the foothills which have
remained basically undeveloped. Of the 4,017 acres of land in unincorporated Santa
Clara County, approximately 1,800 acres are north of Junipero Serra Boulevard and approximately 2,200 acres are located south of the roadway.
Within these two primary areas there are several important geographic areas and sites
addressed throughout the Community Plan. These locations are defined on Figure 1.2 Community Plan Locations.
Policy Context for the Community Plan
Policies for Stanford are addressed in the Santa Clara County General Plan under the
portion of the plan concerning urban unincorporated areas, recognizing the nature
of the activities which take place at Stanford. However, Stanford is not subject to the
General Plan strategies and policies for other urban unincorporated areas, which are
“pockets” of unincorporated lands that are intended for future annexation. The Stanford University campus lands are unlike all other urban unincorporated lands in Santa
Clara County in a number of significant respects in that they:
• Are used for academic and related purposes;
• Are entirely under the ownership of a single landowner that
• is both a major employer and a major provider of housing,
• providesis responsible to provide all many of its own urban services and
facilities, and
• has its own land use planning staﬀ;
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Figure 1.2 – Community Plan Locations
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• Have limitations on their sale (due to restrictions in the Founding Grant);
• Are the subject of a unique interjurisdictional agreements involving the County,
Palo Alto, and the University; and,
• Encompass a unique integrated community whose members are all related, in one
way or another, to the University.
Prior to the Community Plan, Stanford’s policy framework was composed of:
• Santa Clara County General Plan Land Use Map designations and policies for Stanford;
• The 1985 Land Use Policy Agreement between Stanford, the City of Palo Alto, and
the County; and,
• The 1989 General Use Permit, which stipulated the allowable amount of new development on Stanford lands and the conditions under which that development could
occur.
Due to Stanford’s multijurisdictional setting and the need to consider issues concerning
annexation as they specifically apply to Stanford, the County of Santa Clara, the City
of Palo Alto and Stanford University are parties to an agreement entitled the 1985 Land
Use Policy Agreement. This agreement sets forth the policies regarding land use, annexation, planning, and development of Stanford lands in Santa Clara County (see sidebar), and defines what uses may remain in the unincorporated County and what uses
must be annexed to the City of Palo Alto. In essence, the Land Use Policy Agreement
augments the sphere of influence by aﬀording Palo Alto review opportunity for projects on all unincorporated Stanford lands (not just those within the delineated sphere of
influence north of Junipero Serra Boulevard), and by identifying what types of uses are
to remain unincorporated (see sidebar).
The Land Use Policy Agreement states that the County, the City of Palo Alto, and Stanford agree that Stanford lands “ ... are held in perpetual trust for educational purposes
... “ (Policy la).
The 1985 Land Use Policy Agreement also calls for maintenance of a document known
as the Protocol, which outlines all adopted land use designations, regulation, restrictions, and review and referral procedures for land use and development on the Stanford campus.
This Community Plan intends to maintain and enhance the 1985 Land Use Policy
Agreement. The Protocol will need to be amended according to this policy agreement
to reflect the strategies and policies of the Community Plan.
In light of the multi-jurisdictional agreements, unincorporated Stanford lands are exempted by the County of Santa Clara and the Land Use Policy agreement from the following two major General Plan strategies generally applicable to urban unincorporated
area:
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1985 Land Use Policy Agreement General Policies
The general policies of the 1985 Land Use Policy Agreement
outline Stanford University’s unique- ness and document the
agreement that all aca- demic, open space, and agricultural
uses should remain unincorporated while non-academic uses
on University land should be subject to city an- nexation.
there is an acknowledgement that the University holds its
lands in perpetual trust for educational purposes and is
responsible for pro- viding its own municipleal services.
These policies also include agreements regarding mulitjurisdic- tional review procedures, which are to occur prior to
any project or proposal.
Specific Policies Governing Academic Use of Stanford
Lands
The Stanford Board of Trustees holds all Stanford lands for
ultimate academic use. Unincorporated Stanford lands in
Santa Clara County are subject to the County General Plan
and Zoning Ordinance as well as other land use approvals
granted by the County. Both Palo Alto and Stanford agree
that neither seek annexation to Palo Alto of parcels
designated for academic use.
Specific Policies Governing Non-Academic Use of
Stanford Lands
The Trustees allow non-academic use of certain designated
parcels to produce income to support the University and its
programs. These policies de- fine “non-academic uses,” state
Stanford;’s intent to request annexation for parcels on which
any non- academic use is proposed, and describe the City of
Pale Alto’s review and approval procedure.
Implementation of the Policies by the Protocol
The staﬀs of the three parties, incooperation, will maintain an
informational document know as a Protocol. The staﬀs will
continue to refer develop- ment applications to each other.
Revisions to the Protocol are to be made by the three staﬀs, to
re- flect any adopted changes in the County land use and
development regulations, and administrative practices and
procedures. The 1995 Land Use Policy Agreement calls for
maintenance of an informational document known as the
Protocol, which outlines adopted land use designations,
regulations, restrictions and review and referral procedures
for land use and development on the Stanford campus.
Revisions to the Protocol are made at a staff level with the
most recent revision occurring in 2000 after the Board of
Supervisors approved the Stanford Community Plan and the
2000 General Use Permit.

• Unincorporated lands within
city urban service areas should
be annexed to the cities in
whose urban service areas they
are located.
• Land uses for unincorporated
lands within city urban service areas should conform to
the general plan of the city in
whose urban service area they
are located.
The needs and issues which are
commonly addressed through the
mechanisms of annexation, sphere
of influence, and urban service area
are instead addressed at Stanford
through the Land Use Policy Agreement. The County normally requires
most forms of new development
in urban unincorporated areas to
conform to the land use and density
requirements of the applicable city’s
General Plan, with the expectation
that these areas will be annexed
at some point in the future.
Since academic uses at Stanford are
not intended for future annexation,
they are not required to conform to
the requirements of the City of Palo
Alto. Dispensation from the Palo
Alto Comprehensive Plan through
the Land Use Policy Agreement
also applies to the Palo Alto Urban
Service Area. By agreement of all
parties, it is the County General Plan
which defines the extent of urban
growth at Stanford.
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The creation of the Community Plan for Stanford University marks a major milestone
in more than 100 years of cooperative planning between the County of Santa Clara and
Stanford University. This Community Plan reflects an unprecedented level of shared
commitment to the principles of quality land use planning, environmental studies, and
public involvement in the planning process. Furthermore, the Community Plan represents a commitment to stewardship of a unique regional asset.
The County determined in 2000, when faced with regional growth pressures impacting the quality of life in local communities, that a more deliberate planning instrument
was needed to provide the County with a policy framework for decisions regarding
development at Stanford. The Community Plan identifies policies and establishes land
use designations that reflect the character and resources of the various Stanford lands in
unincorporated Santa Clara County. No portion of the Community Plan may be modified without the approval of a majority of members of the Santa Clara County Board of
Supervisors, and modification of the AGB requires a 4/5 vote of the Board. The Community Plan oﬀers local communities a greater specificity in the planning and decision
making processes of both Stanford and ultimately the County. The General Use Permit
serves within this framework as the general approval for a specified amount of development at Stanford.
The Community Plan is based on the County’s analysis of Stanford’s development
needs in the context of the County’s priorities for land use, growth and development,
and other planning issues as expressed in the General Plan. This Community Plan is not
intended to define the long-term development potential of Stanford’s unincorporated
lands, with regard to either the amount of or the location of development for the period
beyond the intended planning horizon. However, the County and Stanford recognize
that such an understanding may be needed in the future to provide an opportunity for
serious consideration of trade-oﬀs in the future location of development.
General Plan Policy Direction
This Community Plan is a part of and a supplement to the Santa Clara County General
Plan. It is meant to be consistent with the General Plan and refine its strategies, policies, and implementation recommendations plans as they apply to Stanford. The
Community Plan particularly emphasizes and is based upon two fundamental and
complementary principles expressed in the General Plan:
• Compact and eﬃcient urban development; and,
• Conservation of natural resources.
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Stanford University Development Trends
Ongoing expansion of academic programs and research opportunities at Stanford has
also engendered a corresponding increase in building area on the campus. New development attributable to growth in academic buildings, support services, and student
housing has mostly occurred since World War II; total square feet of building area on
the campus (excluding faculty housing) increased almost threefold from 1960 to 2000,
as shown in Table 1.2.. Table 1.2 shows the incremental and cumulative academic,
academic support and student housing square footages from 1875-2020.
Table 1.2 – Building Area at Stanford, 1875-2000
Time Period
Building Area Added
Cumulative Building Area
(gross square feet)
1875-1960
4,363,375
4,363,375
1961-1965
1,069,406
5,432,781
1966-1970
1,353,405
6,786,186
1971-1975
890,496
7,676,682
1976-1980
758,805
8,435,487
1981-1985
562,736
8,998,223
1986-1990
1,348,841
10,347,064
1991-1995
439,840
10,786,904
1996-2000
1,507,326
12,294,230
Total
12,294,230
Source: Stanford University Planning Oﬃce

Table 1.2 – Building Area at Stanford, 1875-2020
Time
Period

1875-1960
1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990

Academic
Building Area
Added (square
feet)

Student
Housing
Area
Added
(square
feet)
1,466,041

Cumulative
Student
Housing Area

Total
Cumulative
Building Area

2,790,913

Cumulat
ive
Academi
c
Building
Area
2,790,913

1,466,041

4,256,954

510,754

3,301,667

554,410

2,020,451

5,322,118

1,036,559

4,338,226

286,374

2,306,825

6,645,051

509,589

4,847,815

374,402

2,681,227

7,529,042

713,250

5,561,065

45,620

2,726,847

8,287,912

323,925

5,884,990

238,786

2,965,633

8,850,623

985,735

6,870,725

294,626

3,260,259

10,130,984
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1991-1995
1996-2000
2001-2005
2006-2010
2011-2015
2016-2018a
2018-2020b
Total

322,388

7,193,113

130,897

3,391,156

10,584,269

1,027,278

8,220,391

495,360

3,886,516

12,106,907

187,491

8,407,882

140,854

4,027,370

12,435,252

638,953

9,046,835

488,924

4,516,294

13,563,129

571,096

9,617,931

263,007

4,779,301

14,397,232

637,460

10,255,391

203,769

4,983,070

15,238,461

0

10,255,391

1,655,000

6,638,070

16,893,461

10,255,391

6,638,07
0

16,893,461

Source: 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement
a Development under the 2000 GUP, which includes the New Residences at Lagunita, GSB

Residences (Highland Hall), and two Row House renovations, but not Escondido Village.
b Includes 2,020 net additional beds at Escondido Village Graduate Student Residences, of

which 1,450 are beyond the amount of housing initially authorized by the 2000 GUP.
The existing building area on the Stanford campus includes approximately 5,900 units
of undergraduate housing and 3,860 units of graduate student housing11,900 student
beds. Housing for faculty and staﬀ, which is not included in the building area total,
comprises 942 units, most of which are single family homes.
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The growth rate since 1960 has represented an average annual addition of 198,200
210,600 square feet of academic uses, support facilities, and student housing; however,
this rate can varyies considerably year-to-year – from a low of about 90,700 square feet
per year from 1991 to 1995, to a high of nearly 500,000 square feet per year from 2016 to
2020. While the amount of growth on an annual or 5-year basis has fluctuated over the
last 40 years the rate of increase in cumulative building area has occurred at a relatively
constant rate of ap- proximately 200,000 square feet per year, as shown in the chart
below.
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Source: 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement
While it would be infeasible to accommodate an additional 200,000 square feet annually
in perpetuity, it is unclear how much additional development is appropriate. It is also
unclear whether, when and to what extent Stanford may propose to develop the foothills. The 2009 Sustainable Development Study, which was a planning study, indicated
adequate capacity within the Academic Growth Boundary for continued development
at historic rates through 2035. Looking beyond 2035, the 2018 Sustainable Development
Study Supplement, which like the 2009 Sustainable Development Study was a planning
study, indicated that with utilization of a variety of land use intensification strategies,
available land within the Academic Growth Boundary could support up to 44 million
square feet of total development on the campus over a period of 100 years or more.
Zoning and General Use Permit
The General Use district or “Al” zoning district, as assigned per the County of Santa
Clara Zoning Ordinance, the Special Purpose Base District, applied to Stanford
University requires that a use permit be granted for development and operation of
academic activities at Stanford. Since the 1960s, this use permit has been in the form of
a General Use Permit for the University rather than a separate land use entitlements
permit for each building.
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In 1989, the General Use Permit approved for Stanford allowed for 2,100,300 square feet
of new development on the campus, including both academic uses and student housing. Since 1989 Stanford has averaged 177,450 additional gross square feet per year,
with approximately 76% of this annual development devoted to academic, athletic and
support facilities and 24% for student housing.

Strategies, Policies and Implementation
Strategy #1: Promote compact development and conservation of natural resources
through use of an Academic Growth Boundary

The County General Plan promotes the use of long-term urban growth boundaries by
cities to delineate areas intended for future urbanization from those areas not intended
for future urban use. Unlike an Urban Service Area boundary, which typically indicates
the areas in which a city is able and willing to provide urban services in the short term (5
years), an urban growth boundary is meant to provide adequate land to accommodate
urban development for a significantly longer time period. of approximately 20 years.
The delineation of urban growth boundaries can promote compact urban development
and conservation of natural resources by (a) channeling development within existing
urban areas and (b) excluding important habitat, hazard, or open space areas from the
urban growth boundary area.
The General Plan identifies considerations for the establishment and periodic review of
urban growth boundaries between the County and incorporated cities.
The Community Plan applies the concept of an urban growth boundary to Stanford in
the form of an “Academic Growth Boundary” (AGB). The concept of the growth boundary as it applies to Stanford is a basic one: development must occur within the AGB,
with lands outside the AGB remaining in open space. The AGB is the primary mechanism for promoting compact urban development and resource conservation in the
Community Plan, and it serves as the basis for associated policies throughout the plan
that reinforce this basic demarcation line.
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Academic Growth Boundary Location
The Academic Growth Boundary generally parallels existing developed areas (see Figure 1.3 -Academic Growth Boundary). The purpose of this selected location is to direct
all new development to infill sites rather than expansion areas, allowing for a compact
form of urban development that promotes use of non-auto transportation modes and
that conserves land and other natural resources. Over time, this location will primarily
result in a central campus at Stanford that is developed more intensively than the campus today. The location of the AGB also allows for a variety of settings to meet diﬀerent
academic and research needs.
Throughout the Community Plan, areas within the AGB (generally north of Junipero
Serra Boulevard) are considered “central campus” and the areas outside the AGB (generally south of Junipero Serra Boulevard) are considered “foothills” (see’ Figure 1.2 Community Plan Locations).
Development Policies
Allowable development for areas within and outside the Academic Growth Boundary
is defined in the Land Use chapter of the Community Plan. Diﬀerent land use designations are applied in those areas that direct development to land inside the growth
boundary. Essentially all uses associated with the educational and residential function
of the campus are directed inside the boundary, while areas outside the boundary are
reserved for open space and academic activities that require the foothill setting for their
basic functioning. A major existing use which is outside the AGB is the Stanford Golf
Course, which is considered an open space use under the Community Plan.
Academic Growth Boundary Timing
The Academic Growth Boundary is not meant to be a intended to provide a permanent
planning boundary for academic development on the Stanford campus on a long-term
basis if planned development can be accommodated within its boundaries. , but it does
need to remain in place for a long enough period of time to ensure that de- velopment
will be directed toward the central campus over the long term. The AGB will remain in
the established location for a period of at least 2599 years. The Community Plan
requires a vote of four-fifths of all members of the Board of Supervisors for any
modification to modify to the AGB location during this 2599- year time period, in
contrast to the simple Board majority required for other General Plan amendments.
Based on the historic growth rate of approximately 200,000 square feet of additional
development per year for the past 40 years, 25 years of development would total an additional 5 million square feet, excluding faculty I staﬀ housing which is separately regulated. Adding 5 million square feet to the current total would result in a central campus building area of approximately 17,300,000 square feet, excluding faculty and staﬀ
housing. In addition to the time limitation, this amount of cumulative development
is a prerequisite or “trigger” for possible modification of the AGB. No modification of
the growth boundary may be proposed or approved prior to 25 years from approval of
the Community Plan and total building area on the central campus reaches 17,300,000
square feet.
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The 2000 Community Plan included a development threshold of 17.3 million square feet
of academic and student housing as well as a 25-year time period before the AGB could be
modified. Now that the campus has exceeded the development area identified and
Stanford is proposing to develop within the AGB, a development threshold for the AGB is
not needed because the Community Plan and General Use Permit will establish allowable
growth levels within the AGB. The AGB should remain in its current location for 99 years,
provided there is adequate area within the AGB to accommodate University development
in a compact urban form. Any modification of the AGB during this 99-year period shall
require a 4/5ths vote of all members of the Board of Supervisors. Additional growth and
development beyond what is authorized in this Community Plan and the General Use
Permit requires an amendment to the Community Plan and environmental review.
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The land area in which this development would be located is 1,370 acres, which is the
area of the central campus excluding the current and proposed future faculty/ staﬀ residential area within the R1S zoning district.
This AGEB threshold serves several purposes:
•It defines the point at which expansion of the portion of the campus designated
for academic and related development may be considered.
•It defines the development intensity level for the Academic Campus land use
.des- ignation (see Land Use Chapter) under the Community Plan.
• It provides for an adequate amount of additional building area to serve Stanford’s
needs over the long term.
•It specifically aims to provide a concentration of people and activity conducive
to use of transit and non-automobile trips.


Encourages the efficient use of Stanford lands within the AGB;



Promotes a concentration of people and activity conductive to the use of
transit and other non-automobile modes of transportation; and,



Preserves open space, protects natural resources and scenic vistas, and
avoids geologic hazards in foothill areas outside the AGB.

It is important to distinguish that the AGB modification threshold in no way serves
as an approval by the County of this amount of development. Actual development
and population growth proposals by Stanford, both in the form of General Use Permit
applications and as applications for individual building projects under the CGUP, will
continue to be evaluated for their environmental and policy impacts by County staﬀ,
the Planning Commission, and the Board of Supervisors.
Accommodating all future additional development within the AGB may require exploration of new areas for development in the future, such as the area of the west campus
currently expected to remain undeveloped according to the development agreement
between the City of Palo Alto and Stanford for the Sand Hill Road Corridor Projects.
Concurrent with their application for a General Plan amendment in the form of a Community Plan, Stanford University filed an application with the County for a new General Use Permit, requesting 2,035,000 additional square feet of academic and support
space, 2,000 housing units for students, 350 units for postdoctoral fellows, and up to 668
housing units for faculty and staﬀ. Excluding faculty and staﬀ housing and assuming
550 square feet per unit of student housing and 1,000 square feet per unit of postdoctoral fellow housing, this development application requests an additional 3,485,000 square
feet of new building area on the campus over the next 10 years. Despite this accelerated
rate of new development compared to past years, the AGB will remain in place for 25
years, indicating that growth rates would need to decline in the future. The calculations
for the AGB threshold are summarized in Table 1.3:
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Community Plan & General Use Permit Background
Stanford University filed an application for updates to the Community Plan and a new
General Use Permit in November 2016. The request included 3,500,000 s.f. of academic
space/student beds. This included 2,275,000 s.f. of academic and academic support space,
1,225,000 s.f. for 1,600 student beds and 550 faculty/staff housing units, and 40,000 s.f.
for new child care/trip reducing facilities.
The calculations for the AGB/Central Campus development limits are summarized in
Table 1.3, below.

Table 1.3 – AGB/Central Campus Threshold Calculations Development
Limits
1,370 acres
Land area (excluding faculty/staff residential areas)
12,300,000 square feet
Current bBuilding areaArea (2000)
15,200,000 square feet
Building Area (2018)
16,900,000 square feet
Building Area (2020)
20,400,000 square feet
Building Area (2035)
0.21
Current building intensity ratio (building area/land
area)Floor Area Ratio (2000)
0.27
Floor Area Ratio (2018)
0.30
Floor Area Ratio (2020)
0.34
Flood Area Ratio (2035)
200,000 square feet per
40-year annual growth rate
year
5,000,000 square feet
25-year growth allocation (growth rate * 25 years)
17,300,000 square feet
AGB threshold building area
0.29
AGB threshold building intensity (AGB threshold
building area/land area)
3,485500,000 square feet
Proposed 2018 General Use Permit development
1,515,000 square feet
Amount remaining in AGB threshold after GUP
development
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Table 1.3 – AGB Threshold Calculations
Land area (excluding faculty/staﬀ residential areas) 1,370 acres
Current building area 12,300,000 square feet
Current building intensity ratio (building area/land 0.21
area)
40year annual growth rate 200,000 square feet per year 25-year growth allocation

(growth rate * 25 years)

5,000,000 square feet

AGB threshold building area 17,300,000 square feet
AGB threshold building intensity {AGB threshold 0.29
building area/land area)
Proposed General Use Permit development 3,485,000 square feet
Amount remaining in AGB threshold after GUP
1,515,000 square feet
development

Calculations of current and future on-campus building area do not include faculty I
/staﬀ housing, but do include student housing. Development in residential areas is
regulated in the Community Plan un- der a diﬀerent land use designation that defines
allowable residential density for these areas, consistent with the historical practice of
excluding faculty I staﬀ housing from the General Use Permit..
Community Plan Policies Supporting Academic Growth Boundary
The following table describes some means by which the Academic Growth Boundary,
and the associated concepts of compact urban development and resource conservation,
are reinforced in other chapters of the Community Plan.
Table 1.4 – Community Plan reinforcement of AGB
Chapter
Land Use
Housing
Open Space
Circulation

AGB Reinforcement
Land Use designations within and outside the AGB
Identification of housing sites within the AGB; promotion of higher
density housing
Protection of open space outside the AGB; promotion of balance between high intensity development and open space inside the AGB
“No net new commute trips” standard, which promotes compact
development to allow for use of transit, bikes and walking
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Policies
SCP-GD 1
Establish and maintain an Academic Growth Boundary (AGB) as shown on Figure 1.3.
Direct future development on Stanford lands within the AGB, consistent with the Community Plan land use designations.
SCP-GD 2
Retain the location of the AGB as shown in Figure 1.3 for a 99- year period, (until
December 31, 2118). for at least 25 years, and until the building area of academic and
support facilities and student housing reaches 17,300,000 square feet.
SCP-GD 3
Allow modification of the location of the AGB within 25 99 years of its initial approval
only upon a four-fifths vote of the Board of Supervisors based upon the following
findings:.
a. Development of new academic facilities or housing cannot be feasibly
accommodated within the boundaries of the existing AGB or on other property
owned by Stanford in reasonable proximity to the Stanford campus.
b. Development of new academic facilities or housing outside of the existing AGB
will meet all transportation policies of the Stanford Community Plan and
transportation requirements of the current GUP.
c. Adequate urban services and infrastructure can be provided to the proposed
new academic facilities or housing outside of the existing AGB.
d. Adequate water supplies are available to serve the expanded AGB without
adversely affecting the water supplies to any other existing users.
SCP-GD 4
The design and intensity of growth within the AGB should facilitate transit usage.
There should be a mixture of uses to allow for a high degree of pedestrian and bike
trips. The location of uses should facilitate non-auto trips.
SCP-GD 5
The design and intensity of development outside the AGB should be very low intensity
supporting academic field research, research needing remote locations, agricultural and
recreational uses.
SCP-GD 6
Incremental additional Ddevelopment within the AGB may only be permitted through
a General Use Permit approved by the County. Additional growth and development
within the AGB beyond what is authorized in the GUP shall not be allowed.
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Strategy #2: Engage in Co-operative Planning and
Implementation
The policies associated with this strategy articulate and reinforce the decision making
and co-operative arrangements among Stanford, the City of Palo Alto and the County
of Santa Clara which have been in place for several decades. These policies clearly articulate a departure from General Plan policies for other urban unincorporated areas of
the county; however, because the County’s intentions regarding annexation, use regulation, and service provision diﬀer from other urban areas it is appropriate that specialized policies and consultation procedures apply to Stanford.
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The 1985 Land Use Policy agreement stipulates that Stanford will provide all municipal
services to unincorporated portions of Stanford lands, including contractual arrangements for services as needed. The Community Plan and new General Use Permit create a need to ensure that service use by Stanford residents and Stanford’s provision or
contracting of services are consistent with one another.
The policies also reflect the County’s desire to understand the University’s long-term
development plans so that such development may accomplish the University’s academic mission in a manner consistent with quality planning practices and the County’s
planning objectives. The Community Plan represents a commitment to quality stewardship of a unique regional asset.
To provide for consideration of these issues, Stanford will be required prepared, at its
own expense and in cooperation with the County Planning Oﬃce, athe 2009
Sustainable De- velopment Study (2009 SDS) covering all of its unincorporated lands in
Santa Clara County. This study will be required to be completed during the time that
the 2000 General Use Permit is in eﬀect to ensure that both growth under the 2000
General Use Permit and future growth patterns are consistent with the
recommendations of the study regarding the appropriate location and manner of
development.
The Sustainable Development Study shall be based upon and meet planning principles
and criteria established by the Board of Supervisors in the Community Plan and 2000
General Use Permit, as supplemented by the County Planning Oﬃce. These principles
and criteria will include, but not be limited to, recognition, protection and avoidance of
important natural resources including sensitive plant and animal species and their
habitats, creeks and riparian areas, drainage areas, watersheds, scenic viewsheds, and
geologic features such as steep or unstable slopes, and faults. The Sustainable Development Study shall identify the maximum planned buildout potential for all of Stanford’s
unincorporated Santa Clara County land, demonstrate how development will be sited
to prevent sprawl into the hillsides, contain development in clustered areas, and provide long-term assurance of compact urban development. In the interest of maintaining
hillside views, developable areas should generally be limited to those with an elevation
lower than 200 feet. Coupled with new zoning that promotes clustering of development, the Sustainable Development Study will address issues of resource protection
with a view beyond the 25-year time frame of the AGB.
The 2009 SDS explored long-term growth potential for Stanford lands through 2035 and
demonstrated how future development could be sited within the AGB; addressed
resource protection in the foothills through a sensitivity study; and identified principles
and programs for environment sustainability in development and operation of the
University. The 2009 SDS demonstrated sufficient capacity of lands within Stanford’s
Academic Growth Boundary (AGB) to accommodate a high growth rate scenario (300,000
s.f. of academic and housing per year) through 2035 without the need to adjust the AGB.
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Study to identify the long-term development potential of Stanford lands beyond 2035
based on general plan land use designations, land capacity, benchmark data from other
research universities, anticipated development in surrounding communities, and resource
constraints and other factors that may limit future growth. Both the 2009 SDS and 2018
Supplement were designed and intended to be used as planning studies.
The County may, at Stanford’s expense, choose to conduct a parallel study to the Sustainable Development Study prepared by Stanford, or may choose to do additionalfuture
work to supplement Stanford’s studythe 2009 SDS and 2018 Supplement. The
Sustainable Development Study will be sub- mitted to the Board of Supervisors for
approval.
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Policies
SCP-GD 7
The use and development of Stanford lands in the unincorporated area of Santa Clara
County shall be consistent with:
• the County General Plan, including this Community Plan;
• the County Zoning Ordinance;
• a conditional use permit known as the Stanford University General Use Permit;
• other use permits and approvals as required, granted by the County within the
parameters of the Zoning Ordinance and the General Use Permit; and,
• the Land Use Policy Agreement among the County, the City of Palo Alto, and Stanford.
SCP-GD 8
Academic and related development on unincorporated lands of Stanford University
within Palo Alto’s urban service area shall not be required to conform to the City of
Palo Alto’s Comprehensive Plan.
SCP-GD 9
The provision of urban services to the academic lands of Stanford University shall be
the responsibility of the University, based on an evaluation prepared by the County.
This may be accomplished through direct provision of such services by Stanford,
payment of in-lieu or impact fees, or appropriate contractual rela- tionships with local
jurisdictions.
SCP-GD 10
Annexation of Stanford lands shall be in accordance with the 1985 Land Use Policy
Agreement:
• Academic land uses, and housing for faculty, staff, and students, for which the
University provides or obtains its own services, will not be required to annex to a
city.
• Open space and agricultural uses of land will remain unincorporated.
• Other non-academic uses of University land should be subject, in appropriate
cases, to city annexation, as agreed to in the Land Use Policy Agreement.
SCP-GD 11
In accordance with the adopted Land Use Policy Agreement and Protocol, provide opportunities for the City of Palo Alto to review and comment upon projects and proposals involving Stanford University that may aﬀect the City.
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SCP-GD 12
Determine and Ddefine the long-term incremental growth potential for Stanford lands,
and identify the maximum planned potential buildout potential and all appropriate
areas of potential development through completion of a Sustainable Development
Study and supplements thereof. The Sustainable Development Study and supplements
thereof shall accomplish the following:
• Demonstrate how future development will could be sited to prevent sprawl into
the hill- sides, contain development in clustered areas, and provide long-term
assurance of compact urban development; and
• Provide forIdentify concepts for protection and/ or avoidance of sensitive plant and
animal species and their habitats, creeks and riparian areas, drainage areas,
watersheds, scenic views- heds, and geologic features such as steep or unstable
slopes, and faults.

Implementation RecommendationsPlan
SCP-GD (i) 1
Revise the Protocol with a report to the Board of Supervisors,, which is maintained
under the stipulations of the 1985 Land Use Policy Agreement, to reflect changes in
land use policies and review procedures result- ing from adoptionamendment of the
Community Plan adoption of and the 2000 General Use Permit.
SCP-GD (i) 2
Identify urban service levels and service needs of Stanford residents. If Stanford is not
providing an appropriate level of urban services to its residents, require that Stanford
either provide any needed municipal services, pay in-lieu fees, or contract with the appropriate agencies to provide them. Contractual agreements or services required by the
County will recognize that individuals commonly use services independent of jurisdictional boundaries, that jurisdictions may employ policies that give priority to their
residents for service use, and that service levels diﬀer among jurisdictions.
SCP-GD (i) 3
Require that Stanford prepare and submit to the Board of Supervisors for approval a
Sustainable Development Study to determine the maximum appropriate buildout and
development location potential for all of Stanford’s unincorporated lands. The Sustainable Development Study shall be completed and approved prior to acceptance of
applications for the second 50% of the academic development allowed under the 2000
GUP. Further, the County shall not accept any further use permit applications until
the Sustainable Development Study is completed. If appropriate, the County Planning
Oﬃce may conduct additional work related to the Sustainable Development Study. All
work associated with the study shall be conducted at Stanford’s expense. The County’s
approval of the Sustainable Development Study shall in no way be construed as the
County’s agreement to or approval of the amount, type, or location of development
proposed in the Study.Require that Stanford to prepare and submit an assessment of
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how development under the GUP intensifies development within the AGB, . The
assessmentis shall be completed and approved prior to acceptance of applications for
the second 50% of the academic development allowed under the GUP.
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SCP-GD (i) 4
With respect to the foothills, the Sustainable Development Study shall identify all
area(s) of potential future development. The potential development area(s) shall be
consistent with the Community Plan strategies and policies, which include but are not
limited to the strategies and policies relating to compact urban development, conservation of natural resources, open space protection, maintenance of scenic values, and
avoidance of hazards.

Strategy #3: Mitigate and Monitor the Impacts of Growth
Growth under the Community Plan has the potential to result in impacts to the campus,
surrounding communities and the natural environment. These impacts have been and
will continue to be analyzed in accordance with the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), and mitigation measures for those impacts have been
identified. The policies and implementation recommendations plans in the Community
Plan and the conditions of the General Use Permit incorporate both mitigation measures
for environmental impacts and other policy-level considerations.
Under the General Use Permit, Stanford will be required to obtain additional approval
for each individual building or project proposed. Depending on the nature of the project, each approval may require additional environmental review. Additional conditions
will be required on a project-specific basis that are consistent with the conditions of the
General Use Permit.
Stanford’s compliance with the 1989 General Use Permit iswas monitored through an
annual report process. The County intends to continue to monitor implementation of
development under the approved General Use Permit through the requirement of an
annual report prepared by the County. However, the County intends to prepare that
report under its own direction rather than requiring Stanford to prepare and submit the
report as occurred in the past. The preparation of the report shall be funded by Stanford.
This report will need to track Stanford’s compliance with each of the individual
conditions of the General Use Permit, for topics such as transportation, building area,
housing, population growth, and habi- tat protection. The County intends to ensure that
ongoing development on the campus meets the policies under the Community Plan by
requiring that Stanford demonstrate adherence to traffic and development policies prior
to Stanford starting its next phase of development permitted under the General Use
Permit. It is important that future monitoring and reporting procedures be both
verifiable and understandable.
An additional aspect of monitoring will be ongoing communication between the County Planning Oﬃce and the local community regarding development at Stanford.
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Policies
SCP-GD 1312
Stanford University will mitigate environmental impacts of its growth and development in accordance with the conditions of the General Use Permit and mitigation monitoring program for the Community Plan and General Use Permit.
SCP-GD 1413
Review Stanford’s compliance with mitigation requirements and conditions of the General Use Permit through an independent, verifiable, and understandable monitoring
and reporting procedure.
SCP-GD 1514
Promote ongoing exchange of information between the County and the local community regarding development activity at Stanford through the creation of a Community
Resource Group (CRG).

Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-GD (i) 54
Prepare annual reports to evaluate Stanford’s compliance with the conditions of the
General Use Permit and progress towards meeting the implementation recommendations of the Community Plan. Preparation of the report shall be funded by Stanford. The
annual report shall be presented to the Community Resource Group at its first quarterly
meeting each year, and shall then be submitted to the Planning Commission no later
than June of each year. The County will establish other periodic reviews through the
General Use Permit to ensure compliance with all conditions of approval and mitigation
measures.
SCP-GD (i) 65
Review and evaluate applications for individual building projects under the General
Use Permit, and any other use permit applications, for consistency with the Community
Plan, the conditions of the General Use Permit, and all other relevant County policies
and requirements.
SCP-GD (i) 76
Create Maintain a Community Resource Group (CRG) comprised of 8-12 persons. The
CRG members shall be selected by the County Planning Oﬃce in consultation with the
County Supervisor for the Fifth Super- visorial District. The CRG would meet at least
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quarterly and would serve as a mecha- nism for exchange of information and
perspectives on Stanford development issues but would have no formal role as an
advisory body.
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L a n d U se

S t a n f o r d C o m m u n i t y P l a n I s s u e s a nd P o l i c i e s

Chapter Summary
Land use, and the policies that govern it, contribute fundamentally to the character and
form of a community. At Stanford, the combination and arrangement of land uses form
a complete community that is self-contained for many of its functions, but which is also
part of a larger regional setting.
At the countywide level, institutions like Stanford are designated as “Major Educational
and Institutional Uses” on the General Plan Land Use Map. This Land Use Plan designation diﬀerentiates universities and similar institutions from other major categories or
classifications of land use. Policy R-LU 63 of the County’s General Plan states the description and intent of the institutional designation:
The Major Educational and Institutional Uses designation is applied to lands belonging to a university, religious order, or private institution, used as a place of learning, an
academic reserve for future university use, a seminary, or a research facility.
With the establishment of the Community Plan, Stanford lands are further divided into
a set of sub-categories of land use. Designations applied to lands within the Academic
Growth Boundary (AGB) include:
• Academic Campus,
• Campus Open Space,
• Campus Residential - Low Density,
• Campus Residential - Medium Density, and
• Public School.
Two additional designations have been established to apply to lands outside the Academic Growth Boundary:
• Open Space/Field Research, and
• Special Conservation Area.
Consistent with the format of the General Plan’s Land Use Chapter, the policies in this
chapter provide basic descriptions of the purpose of each land use designation, policy
statements indicating the range of allowable uses, and development-related policies.
Other strategies and policies for the overall form and extent of campus growth are contained in the Growth and Development chapter.
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Stanford was founded as and remains a residential university, with academic, residential, athletic, commercial, and a variety of other land uses. Maintaining appropriate arrangements and inter-relationships between these uses, correlated with the transportation network, is as essential to the function and well-being of the University as an entity
as it is to the function of any city. Furthermore, the built and open space environments
of the campus lands complement each other and function together to define the campus’ unique sense of place. As Stanford grows and changes over time and campus land
use intensifies, it is important to maintain these inter-relationships and guide development in such a way that the most appropriate and optimal development locations are
selected without sacrificing those qualities and areas which contribute to the quality of
life on Stanford University land.
Background
Academic buildings and land uses, student and faculty I staﬀ residences, student and
community services, and other types of land uses are closely integrated on the Stanford
campus. Nevertheless, Stanford does exhibit a definiteHowever, the Campus does
contain distinguishable land use pattern, based upon the original layout for the overall
campus design (see Figure 2.1 - Generalized Campus Land Use Pattern).
• The developed portion of the campus is primarily contained between Junipero
Serra Boulevard and El Camino Real.
• Uses within the central campus are in a generally concentric arrangement of residences around a core of academic buildings.
• Uses with a close relationship to one another, such as athletic facilities or science
and medical buildings, are clustered together.
• Faculty and staﬀ housing is highly concentrated in the southeastern corner of the
central campus.
• Despite the intensely developed nature of most of the central campus, important
and extensive open space or undeveloped areas remain.
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The clearest land use distinction on unincorporated Stanford land in Santa Clara County is between the developed central campus and the largely undeveloped foothills.
Historically, these two areas were assigned separate land use designations, or subcategories of the Major Educational and Institutional Uses designation, which previously served as the only diﬀerentiation in land use policy for the campus at the General
Plan level. This approach provided extensive flexibility for Stanford to arrange and
integrate diﬀerent land uses, particularly in the central campus, but it did not recognize
the many diﬀerent land uses which do exist at Stanford. Nor did it necessarily provide
much certainty or future guidance regarding long term land use patterns, which is the
principal purpose of land use elements in general plans.
The concept contained in the Community Plan builds upon the former approach by
establishing an Academic Growth Boundary (AGB) to reinforce the distinction between
the urbanized campus area and the undeveloped portions of the foothill lands, while
maintaining a significant amount of flexibility for the use of lands within the AGB.
The Land Use Diagram indicating the locations of the land use designations is included
as Figure 2.2 - Land Use Designations.
Lands inside the AGB
Within the AGB, the land use designations balance the need to maintain the proximity
of related uses with the desire to conserve the character of some individual land uses
and areas. Consequently, the concept of an “Academic Campus” land use designation, which encompasses areas with academic buildings, student housing, and student
and academic support services, is retained from the previous designations. Additional
designations for faculty I staﬀ housing and for protected central campus open space
are also established. A residential population density for faculty I staﬀ housing is provide, based on an assumed household size of 2.4 persons per household as projected by
ABAG. On-campus public schools are recognized as a separate land use.
Statement of standards of population density and building intensity for lands inside the AGB:
As discussed in the Growth and Development chapter, the current cumulative building area on campus is approximately 12.316.9 million gross square feet (gs.f.). An
additional 2,035,000 2,775,000 gs.f. of academic and academic support space and
1,225,000 s.f.3,0183,150 for an additional housing units/2,600 student beds may be
constructed through the year 2010until approximately 2035.
Under the 2019 GUP, housing for faculty, staff and other workers was proposed by
Stanford for 550 units and 2,600 student beds. However, the EIR prepared for the 2019
GUP considered up to 2,892 housing units and up to 2,807 student beds to meet the full
housing demand of the proposed academic development.
Population density inside the AGB is indirectly controlled through limits on academic
and residential development. The cur- rent campus daytime total population is
approximately 21,00041,200 and is expected to increase by 2,201approximately 9,610
persons (3,320 students and 6,290 faculty, staff and other workers)(1,266
graduate/postgraduate and 935 faculty I staﬀ) over the 2000 to 2010 periodby 2035 for a
total of 50,827 according to the 2019 GUP Environmental Impact Report. Assuming all
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campus students and employees were present at the same time, this would result in a
total population density of 37 persons per acre within the Academic Campus land use
designation.Residential population increases in the Academic Campus area (graduate
stu- dents and postgraduates) are included in these totals.
In faculty I /staﬀ residential areas, residential population densities are provided
through the Campus Residential-Low Density and Campus Residential-Medium
Density land use designations. Based on 2018 Census data for Santa Clara County the
persons per household (2013-2017) average is 2.98. The Low-Density designation limits
development to eight units per acre which results in approximately 24 people per acre.
The Medium Density designation limits development to 15 units per acre which results
in approximately 45 people per acre.
It is not pos- sible for the County to predict development levels or population increases
beyond 2010 because no additional development proposals have been submitted by
Stanford and it is unknown whether the County would approve such proposals.
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Lands outside the AGB
The land use designation established for this portion of Stanford lands reflects its
general open space character. In keeping with the concept of the Academic Growth
Boundary, the Community Plan Growth and Development policies, and the zoning
designations under the County Zoning Ordinance, future use of this area is limited to
field research-related activities and open space uses. In the past, the land use
designation established for this portion of Stanford lands reflected its general open
space character but also provided some potential for future academic use, as well as
housing. In keeping with the concept of the Academic Growth Boundary and the
Community Plan Growth and Development policies, the future use of this area is
limited to field research-related activities and open space uses. Greater emphasis is
placed on conserving the open space character of the land, and an addi- tional
designation, Special Conservation Areas, provides even greater protection to the most
environmentally sensitive areas.
The individual land use plan designations that follow describe the uses that are allowed
on Stanford lands. The designations correspond to those depicted on Figure 2.2, Land
Use Designations. All allowable uses are consistent with the policies of the 1985 Land
Use Policy Agreement between the County, the City of Palo Alto, and Stanford.
Statement of standards of population density and building intensity for lands outside
the AGB: For lands outside the AGB, the population density and building intensity are
expected to be quite low due to the nature of the uses allowed in the Open Space/Field
Research and Special Conservation Area designations. The maximum allowable development on these lands through the year 2010 is 15,000 gsf. Any additional population
in these land use designations is included in the population totals for lands inside the
AGB.
Lands Within the Academic Growth Boundary

Academic Campus (AC)
Description and Intent
SCP-LU 1
The Academic Campus designation applies to lands in current or intended academic
use. Academic use includes both facilities used for teaching or research activities and
the wide range of uses which support academic activity, such as administrative oﬃces,
athletic facilities, student housing, and student and administrative support services.
This designation is meant to provide Stanford with the opportunity to locate these uses
in relation to one another according to the University’s programmatic needs.
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Allowable Uses
SCP-LU 2
Allowable academic uses within the Academic Campus designation include:
a. instruction and research (including teaching hospital facilities);
b. administrative facilities;
c. high density housing intended for students, postgraduate fellows, and other
designated person- nelmedical residents;
d. high density housing for faculty/, and staﬀ and other workers;
e. athletics, physical education, and recreation facilities;
f. support services (such as child care facilities, the bookstore, and the post oﬃce);
g. infrastructure, storage, and maintenance facilities;
h. cultural facilities associated with the University; and,
i. non-profit research institutions with close academic ties to the University.

Development Policies
SCP-LU 3
Development intensity of individual facilities may vary with the type of allowed use.
Maximum cumulative development amounts are permitted through the Stanford
General Use Permit and Community Plan (See Growth and Development Chapter) , is
20,400,000 square feet consistent with the AGB threshold amount of academic
development (See Growth and Development Chapter). Housing for faculty and staﬀ at
densities above 15 units per acre may be developed within the Academic Campus land
use designation. Actual project approvals occur upon approval of Architectural and
Site Approval (ASA)..
SCP-LU 4
The County should periodically evaluate zoning designations to ensure that they conform
and are consistent with Community Plan policies and land use designations.
SCP-LU 45
Development must be consistent with the 1985 Land Use Policy Agreement, amended
as needed, with regard to allowable uses and provision of services.

Implementation RecommendationsPlan
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SCP-LU (i) 1
Maintain The County will periodically evaluate the use of the County’s Al, General
Use Zoning District for areas under the Academic Campus land use designation as
appropriate implementation tool in relation to, with allowable uses, development
standards, and land use intensity controls., and conditions governed further through
the General Use Permit.
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Campus Residential - Low Density (CR-L)
Description and Intent
SCP-LU 56
The Campus Residential-Low Density designation applies to lands immediately adjacent to the Academic Campus area that have a low-density residential character and
are used for housing University faculty and staﬀ. These areas are an important housing
resource that allows faculty and staﬀ to live in close proximity to the academic portions
of the campus. This designation applies to existing low- density residential neighborhoods and to new residential areas where lower density of development is desired for
compatibility with adjacent development.

Allowable Uses
SCP-LU 67
Uses within this the Campus Residential-Low Density designation shall be primarily
residential, with some provision for limited commercial services oriented to the
residential neighborhood. Allowable uses include:
a. Single-family housing, duplexes, and townhouses available as residences for University faculty/ and staﬀ and other workers.
b. Residential support services such as child care or convenience commercial facilities
at a neighborhood-serving level.

Development Policies
SCP-LU 8
Residential density up to 8 units per acre is permitted within the Campus ResidentialLow Density designation, with potential for clustering individual units to provide
public or private open space. This residential density yields a population density up to
19 persons per acre.
SCP-LU 9
Residential support uses shall be of a scale consistent with and appropriate to the surrounding neighborhood.
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Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-LU (i) 2
Evaluate existing zoning designations and related development standards to ensure
Community Plan goals are being implemented for the Campus Residential-Low
Density areas, known as the faculty/staff subdivision or San Juan District. The County
shall evaluate the land development regulations and zoning as appropriate,
considering factors such as the existence of historic buildings and neighborhood
character. Enact and apply appropriate zoning consistent with the allowable uses and
develop- ment policies of this designation.

Campus Residential - Medium Density (CR-M)
Description and Intent
SCP-LU 10
The Campus Residential-Medium Density designation applies to lands immediately
adjacent to the Academic Campus area that have a higher density residential character
and are used for housing University faculty, and staﬀ and other workers. These areas
are an important housing resource that provides housing opportunities for faculty, and
staﬀ and other workers and which promote the more eﬃcient use of land for
residential development. This designation applies primarily to new residential areas
which provide opportunities for a more com- pact development pattern than the
existing single-family residential neighborhoods.

Allowable Uses
SCP-LU 11
Uses in theis Campus Residential-Medium Density designation shall primarily be
residential, supplemented by services ori- ented to the residential neighborhood.
Allowable uses include:

a. Single-family housing, duplexes, townhouses, condominiums, flats, and apartments available to University faculty, and staﬀ and other workers.
b. Residential support services such as child care, recreation services, or convenience
commercial facilities.
Development Policies
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SCP-LU 12
Residential density between 8 and 15 units per acre is permitted within the Campus
Residential-Medium Density designation, with potential for clus- tering individual units
to provide public or private open space. This residential density yields a population
density between 19 24 and 36 45 persons per acre.
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SCP-LU 13
Residential support uses shall be of a scale consistent with and appropriate to the surrounding neighborhood.

Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-LU (i) 3
Enact and apply appropriate zoning consistent with the allowable uses and development policies of this designation.

Campus Open Space (COS)
Description and Intent
SCP-LU 14
The Campus Open Space designation applies to open spaces essential to the historic
form and character of the campus (including Palm Drive, the Oval, the Arboretum, the
Red Barn area, and Lake Lagunita). It also applies to designated parks within faculty/ I
staﬀ residential neighborhoods and to important and substantial resource conservation
areas such as wetlands or habitat conservation areas within the central campus.

Allowable Uses
SCP-LU 15
Uses in the Campus Open Space designation must retain land in open space, and must
be consistent with the individual charac- ter of each area included in this designation.
These areas shall be maintained as park- like areas, unimproved open space, landscape
buﬀers, riparian corridors, and conserva- tion areas. Temporary activities of a limited
nature that are in keeping with the open space character are also permitted. Examples
include limited duration special events or general recreational activities, such as those
regularly occurring in the Oval area.

Development Policies
SCP-LU 16
No new permanent, above ground buildings or structures for occupancy are permitted
within the Campus Open Space designation. Landscaping structures or features, such
as walls, fences, arbors, fountains, and statues or other forms of public art, are allowed.
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SCP-LU 17
Temporary structures associated with appropriate temporary activities may be allowed
within the Campus Open Space designation, such as concession stands, tents, or similar
structures. However, no temporary use which results in the degradation of biological
resources is permitted.

Implementation RecommendationPlan

SCP-LU (i) 3
The County will enact and apply a new appropriate zoning district for Campus Open
Space that will be applied to the Arboretum area covered under the Campus Open
Space land use designation.

Public School (PS)
Description and Intent
SCP-LU 18
Theis Public School designation applies to land intended for use as a public school.

Allowable Uses
SCP-LU 19
The use of these Public School lands is limited to public school facilities, including
appropriate build- ings, parking, playgrounds, and athletics fields.

Development Policies
SCP-LU 20
Stanford and the appropriate school district shall make every eﬀort to develop school
sites in an eﬃcient manner consistent with the environmental setting of the site.
SCP-LU 21
Stanford and each school district shall seek and promote opportunities for cooperative
use of facilities, as appropriate.
SCP-LU 22
If Stanford land used for a public school is no longer required for school use at any time
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SCP-LU 23
The potential future school site identified on Figure 2.2 may be relocated with approval
of a land use map Community Plan amendment if the need for a school at a different
location of the campus is warranted by future development patterns.
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Lands Outside the Academic Growth Boundary

Open Space and Field Research (OS/FR)
Description and Intent
SCP-LU 2324
The Open Space and Field Research designation applies to undeveloped lands outside
the Academic Growth Boundary. These lands are important for their environmental
resources and for their role in creating an open space setting for the campus and the
region. They also serve as a resource for field research and research related activities
dependent on the undeveloped foothill environment.
SCP-LU 2425
Lands within the Open Space and Field Research designation are not eligible for uses
other than those permitted under the policies of this land use designation except
through a General Plan amendment to change the land use designation of the property.
If any lands are proposed for a land designation which is intended to be applied only
to lands within the Academic Growth Boundary, the proposed amendment must include a modification of the AGB. Proposals to modify the AGB must be in accordance
with the applicable policies governing its amendment contained within the Growth and
Development Chapter.; therefore, no such General Plan amendment may be considered
within 25 years of approval of the Community Plan and cumulative development of at
least 17.3 million square feet within the AGB.
SCP-LU 2526
Theis Open Space and Field Research designation does not include lands in which
special biological resources or haz- ards exist and which are inappropriate for
development under County, State, or Fed- eral laws, regulations, or policies (see
Special Conservation Areas designation).

Allowable Uses
SCP-LU 2627
Allowable land uses within the Open Space and Field Research designation include:

a. field study activities;
b. utility infrastructure in keeping with the predominantly natural appearance of the
foothill setting;
c. grazing and other agricultural uses;
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d. recreational activities which are consistent with protection of environmental resources (e.g., not construction or operation of a new golf course) and with appropriate policies regarding foothill access;
e. specialized facilities and installations that by their nature require a remote or natural setting, such as astronomical or other antennae installations or structures accessory to field study activities; and,
f. environmental restoration.
Development Policies
SCP-LU 2728
No permanent buildings or structures are allowed within the Open Space and Field
Research designation, other than utility infrastructure and a limited number of small,
specialized facilities or installations that support permitted or existing activities, or
require a remote, natural setting and cannot be feasibly located within the AGB.
SCP-LU 2829
Existing non-conforming uses within theis Open Space and Field Research designation,
such as the golf course, may continue indefinitely. Remodeling or reconstruction of
existing facilities after a natural disaster may be allowed, but no further expansion is
permitted. Modification of the configuration of the golf course generally within its
existing boundaries is permitted.
SCP-LU 2930
Allowable development shall be clustered as feasible within the Open Space and Field
Research designation, primarily in areas with low en- vironmental sensitivity, to
preserve expanses of open space, environmentally sensitive areas, and scenic vistas.

Implementation PlansRecommendation
SCP-LU (i) 4
Enact and apply appropriate zoning consistent with the allowable uses and development policies of this designation. Incorporate the clustering model of the County’s
Hillsides General Plan designation and Hillside zoning district in the development
standards for this new zoning district.
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Special Conservation Areas (SCA)
Description and Intent
SCP-LU 3031
The Special Conservation Areas designation applies to lands south of Junipero Serra
Boulevard which is deemed unsuitable for development due to natural resource constraints. Accordingly, no physical development other than that which supports conservation eﬀorts may occur in these areas. ItThe Special Conservation Areas may include
areas with the following envi- ronmental constraints:
a. Steep or unstable slopes;
b. Seismic or other geologic hazard zones;
c. Riparian areas extending 150 feet from the top of creek banks; and,
d. Sensitive habitat areas, particularly for special status species.

Allowable Uses
SCP-LU 3132
The use of these Special Conservation areas is limited to conservation activities and
habitat management, field environmental studies, and appropriate agricultural uses.
Recreational use may be allowed if it is consistent with the particular environmental
constraints of an area. Ac- cess for recreational use may be restricted.

Development Policies
SCP-LU 3233
No new permanent development in the form of buildings or structures is allowed within
the Special Conservation Area, other than construction, modification, and maintenance
of improvements to support conser- vation eﬀorts. Existing non-conforming uses are
allowed to remain, in accordance with the County’s requirements for non-conforming
structures.
SCP-LU 3334
Promote management of the Special Conservation Areas to protect natural habitats,
preserve sensitive species, promote public safety, and minimize human impacts in
conformance with the Conservation Program and Associated Guidelines approved by
the County and the requirements of the Stanford University Habitat Conservation Plan
approved by the County and the requirements of the Stanford University Habitat
Conservation Plan approved by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Stanford shall
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prepare a Special Conservation Plan for the Special Conservation Areas. The Special
Conservation Plan shall be submitted to the County Planning Oﬃce for ap- proval. The
plan will provide management guidelines addressing the following goals:
•
habitat management within the area for 25 years;
•
control of invasive, non-native species;
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• control of erosion;
• avoidance of undisturbed areas;
• public safety;
• appropriate access; and
• minimization of human-caused impacts.
• The plan will contain measures specific to California tiger salamander, red-legged frog, and
steelhead habitat; riparian habitat; and geologic and seismic hazard areas. The plan will
consider such activities as resource conservation, construction of facilities to support
conservation activities, access, vegetation management, and best management practices for
Stanford lessees located in the Special Conservation Areas.

Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-LU (i) 54
The County Planning Oﬃce will review and comment on any proposed program or
policy for recreational access to lands within the Special Conservation Areas
designa- tion.
SCP-LU (i) 65
Review planned activities in Special Conservation Areas in a manner consistent with
the provisions of the Special Conservation Plan.
SCP-LU (i) 76
Enact and apply appropriate zoning consistent with the allowable uses and development policies of this designation.
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Housing
Stanford Community Plan Issues and Policies

Chapter Summary
Housing is a countywide regional issue of concern. It is that has taken on particular
of great importance throughout Santa Clara County and specifically to students,
faculty, and the community at large in the northern portion of Santa Clara County,
where Stanford University is located.
Countywide, housing supply and affordability issues have been of paramount
importance for decades. The housing situation in the area surrounding Stanford has
somewhat different implications for the University and its students, faculty, and
staff, and other workers than it does for as well as other area residents. The effect of
the housing market on Stanford as well as the university’s effect on housing demand
is of particular concern to the County and the University for several reasons.

 The University has a large population of graduate students with very limited

incomes who are at a severe disadvantage in the local rental market. Hospital
residents and postdoctoral fellows also have incomes substantially lower than
the area’s median income.

 Faculty and staff and other workers must compete for rental and ownership

housing with other area residents. Unlike other Santa Clara County
industries, where an individual employer is likely to compete with other local
employers for workers, Stanford is competing for its faculty and staff with
other universities which are generally located in areas with more affordable
housing markets. Stanford considers the housing market as a primary
obstacle in its recruiting and retention efforts for graduate students, faculty
and staff.

 Students, faculty, and administrative staff and other workers that cannot
afford to live in the vicinity of the Stanford campus must often commute
very long distances to their classes and jobs at Stanford, leading to
worsening traffic and greater personal stress affecting social and
behavioral health. if they cannot find affordable housing close to the
campus.
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In the century since its inception, Stanford University has taken steps to address the
housing needs of its students and faculty many times, due to the limitations of the
housing market and Stanford's nature as a residential university. However, as
housing supply and affordability trends within Santa Clara County and the Stanford
area worsen, it is in the interest of both Stanford University and the public County to
ensure balance between housing demand and supply as it pertains to Stanford
University's development.
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Stanford lands represent one of the most important opportunities in the County to
improve the balance between jobs and housing, due to the potential to provide
housing on Stanford lands for designated University populations. While this
housing is directly accessible only to Stanford students, postgraduate fellows,
medical residents, faculty, and staff, and other workers , it also benefits the wider
community by relieving the additional pressure Stanford affiliates would otherwise
place on the local housing market. While this housing is directly accessible only to
Stanford students, faculty and staff, it also benefits the wider community by
augmenting the local housing supply. To that end, development of additional
housing on the campus is a fundamental policy direction of this Community Plan.
One of the primary means of expediting ensuring the construction of needed housing
identified in the Community Plan is a linkage policy that requires housing to be
developed concurrent with or prior to further new academic development. The
linkage policy is essential for mitigating housing impacts of anticipated development
as well as meeting transportation-related goals for net trip generation described in
the Circulation Chapter.
The following strategies are included in the Stanford Community Plan to address
Stanford's housing needs and to indicate the overall policy direction for Stanford
with respect to housing issues:
Strategy # 1: Increase the Supply and Affordability of Housing
Sub-Strategy 1A: Plan for an More Adequate and Balanced Housing Supply
Sub-Strategy 1B: Facilitate and Expedite Needed Residential Development
Sub-Strategy 1C: Augment Affordability Programs and Funding
Strategy # 2: Balance Housing Needs with Neighborhood Conservation

Background
Housing Demand and Supply - Regional and Historical Context
The issues of housing supply and affordability at the countywide level are discussed
extensively in the Housing Chapter of Book A of the General Plan. Housing issues
have been at the forefront of the county's planning issues for decades. At the heart of
this issue is the matter of jobs/housing imbalance, a multi-faceted problem which
involves inadequate numbers of dwelling units to serve all those who work and wish
to reside in the county, housing which is not affordable to many households, and
significant and increasing distances between housing and job locations at a
countywide and regional level. These problems are particularly acute in the northern
portion of the county and the southern portion of San Mateo County, which have
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long been particularly job-rich areas. The adverse social, economic, and
environmental effects of this general imbalance are well-recognized, and are
compounded with each cycle of major economic growth.
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Housing in the Stanford Area
Stanford students, faculty, and staff who seek housing in the Stanford area encounter
some common themes: high housing costs and relatively few housing units available
for sale or for rent. The communities that surround Stanford include Palo Alto,
Menlo Park, Atherton, Woodside, Portola Valley, Los Altos Hills, Los Altos, and
Mountain View. High household incomes, good school districts, climate and
geographic location, amenities, and other factors make the Stanford area one of the
most desirable and in-demand locations of any in the Bay Area.
Within this general area, the jobs/housing imbalance that is characteristic of Silicon
Valley and Santa Clara County generally is most acute. From 2010 to 2017, the
population of Santa Clara County increased 8.7% (from 1,781,642 to 1,937,473) and
the number of jobs increased by 26.3% (from 860,330 to 1,086,900), but the number of
housing units only increased 4.7% (from 631,920 to 661,875). When the last Census
was conducted in 1990, Santa Clara County had 861,000 jobs and 540,000 housing
units. In very rough terms, assuming 1.56 workers per household, the County
estimated there was a gross deficit of 12,220 units. By 1999, that deficit increased to
approximately 20,000 units (California Department of Finance and California
Employment Development Department). This reflects an increase from 1.36 jobs per
housing unit in 2010 to 1.64 jobs per housing unit in 2017.
The Midpeninsula subregion as a whole has a substantial imbalance between jobs
and housing. According to the Association of Bay Area Governments Projects 2000,
the city in Santa Clara County with the greatest imbalance between jobs and housing
units in 2014 was Palo Alto, with a jobs/housing unit ration of 3.49. The City of
Mountain View had the third highest imbalance of jobs to housing units in the
county, with a ratio of 2.37. In 2015, the City of Menlo Park had approximately 2.42
jobs in the city for every housing unit. incorporated cities from Redwood City in the
north to Mountain View in the south are estimated to have 2.33 jobs for every
household. The two cities in this area with the highest ratio of jobs to households are
Palo Alto (3.92 jobs per household) and Menlo Park (2.52 jobs per household),
followed closely by Mountain View (2.42 jobs per household). This imbalance
between jobs and housing acutely affects both the local housing market and traffic
congestion.
These basic calculations are intended to convey only an approximate indication of
the severity of the jobs/housing imbalance. They address only those units needed by
those employed in the county, not including students and retirees. Even as the
Silicon Valley economy experiences certain fluctuations in growth trends, vacancy
rates in the county remain low. Furthermore, availability of for sale housing remains
far below demand.
Since the mid-1990s, Silicon Valley has seen one of its most impressive economic
growth cycles in the last 50 years. For example, in Palo Alto and Menlo Park, the
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number of jobs increased by approximately 12,000 between 1990 and 1999, while the
number of housing units increased by only 1,060 during this time, with new jobs
outnumbering new housing units by a factor of almost 12:1 (California Department
of Finance, ABAG Projections 2000). Furthermore, tThe incomes and wealth creation
associated with the high technology industries in the area have resulted in
unprecedented ability and willingness to pay what the market will bear for housing
prices in these highly desirable communities. Collectively, scarcity of housing,
prosperity, and desirability have been and will continue to be potent factors in the
housing situation for the Stanford area.
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All of the aforementioned factors have contributed to a decline in overall
affordability of housing over time. Median advertised rents in local newspapers in
the Stanford area in 1999 ranged from $650 for a studio or rented room to $2,500 for a
3-bedroom apartment or home. The median advertised rent for two-bedroom units
was $2,400 per month. Median prices of for sale housing are also higher in Palo Alto
than for Santa Clara County overall, and the same is true for Menlo Park relative to
San Mateo County’s median home price.
The housing supply and affordability concerns that are experienced countywide have
a particularly strong effect at Stanford due to the high housing prices in the area
around Stanford, the large population of students with relatively low income, and
Stanford's need to compete for faculty with universities in more affordable parts of
the country. Additional housing on the campus not only provides housing near jobs
and augments regional supply, it also contributes to regional commute trip reduction
and enables Stanford to meet trip generation goals.
The construction of academic space within the Stanford Community Plan Area will
result in the largest increased number of workers in lower-income categories compared
with any other employer in unincorporated county. There is a severe shortage of
housing in Santa Clara County, and the region, that is affordable to Extremely Low,
Very Low, Low, and Moderate-Income Households. According to the 2015-2023
Regional Housing Needs Allocation determined by the Association of Bay Area
Governments, Santa Clara County had a total housing need of 58,836 units through
2023, which included the need to add 10,636 new Moderate-Income units, 9,542 new
Low-Income units, and 16,158 new Very Low-Income units within Santa Clara County.
To help mitigate the impacts associated with the high cost of housing on the
Midpeninsula, the City of Palo Alto has implemented an inclusionary zoning
ordinance that requires new housing developments to offer a specific number of
units at below market rates or make a cash payment in lieu of developing the units.
In addition, Palo Alto has instituted a program that requires developers of new
nonresidential projects to make affordable housing impact payments based on
square footage to a fund used to develop below market rate housing. All
development on Stanford lands that occurs within the City of Palo Alto is subject to
these requirements unless otherwise exempt.
In September 2018, the County of Santa Clara has adopted the Affordable Housing
Impact Mitigation Fee Ordinance (NS-300.929), and the Inclusionary Housing Zoning
Ordinance (NS-1200.368) to address the affordable housing demands within the
Stanford Community Plan Area.
Current Campus Housing Types
There are currently two main types of housing on the Stanford campus: student
housing and faculty/staff housing. Student housing for undergraduates and graduate
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students is closely integrated with the campus core, reflecting the University's
programmatic emphasis on an educational environment that extends to the
residences. The student housing is comprised of dormitories, theme houses for
language and culture, ethnic, academic and special programs, co-operated and selfoperated houses where responsibilities of daily living are shared, and fraternity and
sorority houses. and apartments.
Undergraduates primarily live in dormitories, and remain on campus only during the
academic year.
Graduate students live primarily in apartments, and often occupy their
apartments year-round for multiple years while they obtain their degrees.
Graduate student housing is mostly concentrated on the east side of campus,
primarily in the 3,200 person Escondido Village. Approximately 75% of graduate
student residents are single studentspersons, while the remainder are couples or
students with children.
The number of students residing on campus has increased since the 1989 General Use
Permit was issued. Some of the increase was due to the addition of housing units,
and some was due to increasing the number of students housed in existing facilities.
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Table 3.1: Number of Students Residing on Campus
Students
Undergraduate
Graduate

1988-1989
5,492
2,930

1998-1999
5,839
3,515

Net Change
347
585

% change
6%
20%

Source: Stanford General Use Permit Annual Report #11

Table 3.1 – Number of Students Residing on Campus
Fall 2000

Fall 2015

Fall 2018

Fall 2000

9,353

11,402

11,822

13,882

Source: Stanford University Land Use and Environmental Planning Office, Faculty
Staff Housing, and Residential and Dining Enterprises.
Stanford guarantees four years of on-campus housing for all of its approximately
6,500 undergraduates who wish to live on campus and six years of housing priority
are given to eligible graduate students. The total number of Stanford on-campus
student beds is approximately 11,900. Currently, approximately 93% of
undergraduates chose to live on campus, and over half of the graduate students. After
completion of the approved Escondido Village Graduate Residences (approximately
2,020 net new graduate student beds), Stanford will have sufficient on-campus space
to house over 70% of its graduate students. Ninety-three percent of undergraduates
currently choose to live on-campus. The University also currently provides graduate
student housing for 46% of graduate students. With the addition of 483 units in
Escondido Village in 2000-01, this percentage will increase to fifty percent.
On-campus housing opportunities are also available to active faculty, retired faculty,
surviving faculty spouses, and senior staff. Currently, 93789 on-campus units are
available to faculty and staff. Most of these homes are on long term ground leases,
whereby the occupants lease the land from the University but own the home itself.
Twenty-five percent of the campus homes are multiple-family dwellings and 3
percent are attached townhomes.
In addition to housing on campus, Stanford facilitated the development of housing on
Stanford’s lands outside of the academic campus. This housing development started in
the 1950’s with 123 single family units in the Stanford Hills and Stanford Creek
subdivisions in Menlo Park, followed by the construction of Oak Creek Apartments in
1969. These housing communities were developed by ground lessees on Stanford’s
lands and have been available to members of the public as well asand Stanford
affiliates from their inception.
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In 1987, Stanford added 108 apartments at Welch Road in Palo Alto near the
Stanford Hospital, primarily for medical residents, and some faculty and staff. In
2001, Stanford added the Stanford West Apartments with 628 units for faculty and
staff, including 156 below market rate units. In 2005, the Vi at Palo Alto Senior
Housing (388 units) was completed by a ground lessee and is primarily open to
members of the public with limited priority for Stanford affiliates. Stanford also
constructed 180 units (112 condominiums and 68 single family residences) on
California Avenue in Palo Alto for faculty, completed in 2018 -2109. Stanford has
also started construction in the City of Menlo Park at 500 El Camino Real building
215 rental units that would be made available to faculty and staff.
The Community Plan provides for a substantial increase in the supply of faculty and
staff housing eligible to University employees. Also, 70 below market housing units
were completed on El Camino Real in Palo Alto (Mayfield Place). In addition, in Los
Altos, Stanford recently received purchased the newly constructed 167 unit
Colonnade Apartments, where Stanford affiliates would receive priority. In
addition, a new rental housing complex of 628 apartments at Stanford West, with
priority for Stanford faculty and staff, is now under construction on Sand Hill Road
in Palo Alto. A senior housing complex with over 388 units has also been approved.
Detailed Stanford priority criteria have been developed for the Stanford West
Apartments and seniors projects in order to address Stanford's housing needs.
Stanford has also identified several other potential residential development sites on
its lands in other jurisdictions.
The coordinating mechanism for faculty and staff housing is a full-time faculty/staff
housing office that is responsible for counseling and assistance in locating housing,
developing and implementing loan assistance and subsidy programs, and facilitating
sales of on-campus homes to eligible faculty and staff. Stanford establishes eligibility
requirements for such programs after consultation with the Faculty Senate and
approval of the Board of Trustees.
Although Stanford provides opportunities for a substantial number of faculty and
senior staff to live on the campus, there is a growing imbalance between the number
of senior and retired faculty residing on campus and the number of their more junior
colleagues who live on the campus. In 1989, 22% of the residents of faculty/staff
housing were emeriti. By 1999, that percentage had increased to 34% of the total. In
1999, 50% of emeriti and 40% of full professors lived on campus, but only 14% of
assistant professors and 25% of associate professors were campus residents (Faculty
Housing Development Proposals, January 1999). As housing in the faculty
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subdivision is increasingly occupied by senior and retired faculty, less housing is
available for new and junior faculty.
Stanford affiliates not housed on the campus or in other Stanford housing seek private
market housing and commute to the campus from surrounding communities and
communities all over the Bay Area. For students, faculty, staff and other workers who
live off campus, but are not accommodated by Stanford housing, the high rents in
neighboring Palo Alto and Menlo Park mean they must look further out to find
affordable housing.
Housing Affordability Programs
The University has a variety of housing assistance loan programs intended to
address the difference in the cost of home ownership in the Stanford area and areas
in proximity to other major research universities. The programs are currently made
available to over 2,900 Stanford employees. There are 964 loans outstanding with a
balance of $135.8 million. Three hundred and twenty-seven new loans were
initiated in 1998-1999, and individuals may obtain more than one type of loan.
Despite the assistance programs, housing in the Stanford area remains unaffordable
to many eligible faculty and staff. According to the Faculty Staff Housing Office in
January 1999, an associate professor earning the median salary who has a working
spouse and who takes advantage of all of the available assistance programs can
afford a house that costs approximately $575,000. This amount exceeds the current
median price in Santa Clara county, but it is significantly less than the median
housing price for homes on the campus and in the surrounding area. Stanford has
recently provided special housing supplements and loans to faculty for recruitment
and retention, totaling $9 million in 1997-98, when the assistance programs have
been insufficient. In 2000, the Provost initiated a faculty task force to consider
housing affordability issues and the effectiveness of the current assistance programs.
In September 2018, the Board of Supervisors adopted the Affordable Housing Impact
Mitigation Fee Ordinance (NS-300.929), and the Inclusionary Housing Zoning
Ordinance (NS-1200.368) to address the affordable housing demand within the
Stanford Community Plan Area.
Housing Supply and Needs
As a residential university, Stanford provides a substantial amount of housing and
housing assistance compared to other employers in the County. The following is a
general assessment of the extent of housing supply and assistance provided.
Stanford's housing programs meet the needs of the different campus populations to
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 Undergraduates. Stanford's commitment is to provide four years of on

campus housing to undergraduates who choose to live on campus.
Approximately 93% of the undergraduates choose to live on campus, all of
whom are provided with housing.
 Graduate students. Stanford currently houses 46% of its approximately 7,000
graduate students on campus, which will increase to 50% with the completion
of the housing in Escondido Village. An additional 700 students are housed
in subsidized off-campus apartments, with planned increases for 2000-2001.
There is substantial demand for additional on-campus graduate student
housing, as evidenced by the growing number of students who cannot be
assigned on-campus housing in a given year. For example, in 1999, over 1,071
students were denied opportunity for on campus housing through the
allocation system referred to as the "lottery." In 2000, despite the addition of
480 new units, the number of unassigned students decreased only slightly, to
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985. In addition, many graduate student rooms and apartments are
accommodating more students than they have in the past. Stanford intends to
construct 1,900 additional graduate student housing units under this
Community Plan.
 Medical residents/postdoctoral fellows. This group is largely not addressed
by current housing programs and, due to low salaries, is at a significant
disadvantage in the local housing market. The University currently provides
72 units for medical residents at the Welch Road apartments in Palo Alto. It
proposes to construct several hundred additional units for residents and
postdoctoral fellows under the Community Plan.
 Faculty/senior staff. Currently, 30% of active faculty live on the campus, with
many more taking advantage of the various housing assistance programs.
Recruitment of faculty is a very strong force behind Stanford's interest in
developing substantial amounts of additional faculty housing. The Community
Plan creates the opportunity for up to 668 additional units of faculty and staff
housing.
 Other staff. Of Stanford's approximately 7,000 staff members (including
Medical Center and Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC), approximately
650 are eligible for on-campus housing or for housing assistance programs at
this time (Faculty Staff Housing Office). When completed, the Stanford West
housing project will provide 628 rental units for faculty and staff on a priority
basis.
Planned New Campus Housing
Under the General Use Permit associated with the Community Plan, the University
intends to add 2,200 students, faculty and staff to its overall population. The
Community Plan identifies locations for residential development that would allow
between 2,655 and 3,022 additional housing units to be constructed on Stanford
land. At this ratio, Stanford will add 1.36 housing units for every additional person
added to the campus. This ratio represents an improvement in housing supply for
new population compared to the 1989 General Use Permit. Under the 1989 General
Use Permit, Stanford housed 1.03 additional people for every person added to the
campus population. This rate of housing production stands in strong contrast to that
of the region, where one housing unit was created for every 9 jobs in northwest
Santa Clara County and for every 7 jobs in southern San Mateo County during the
1990s (Silicon Valley Manufacturers Group Housing Solutions report, 1999).
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Strategies, Policies and Implementation

Strategy #1: Increase the Supply and Affordability of Housing
The Stanford campus provides one of the most significant opportunities for
substantial amounts of new housing development in Santa Clara County. This
strategy expresses the fundamental objective of the Community Plan to increase the
general supply of housing on campus. Sub-strategies similar to those contained
within the Housing Chapter of the General Plan for countywide housing issues
elaborate on the principal strategy. These involve planning for housing, expediting
the actual construction of needed housing, and augmenting affordability programs.
Sub-Strategy # 1A: Plan for an More Adequate and Balanced Housing
Supply
Planning for a more adequate and balanced housing supply involves both supplying
more housing types that meet various Stanford population needs as well as
providing housing that is more affordable to the target populations. Strategy 1A
emphasizes the importance of designating lands for housing development, as a
necessary precursor to actual development. The diversity of the Stanford community
and the groups in need of housing requires a multifaceted approach to housing
development that enhances Stanford's already varied housing stock.
Specifically, the Community Plan provides for increased housing supply to students
and faculty, the two groups which have traditionally been the priority populations
for campus housing. The Plan also provides more balance in priorities for various
populations, such as increased housing for medical residents and postdoctoral
fellows, who have traditionally not been served by campus housing.
This Community Plan further recognizes the differing characteristics between
student housing areas and faculty/staff housing areas. Student housing consists of
dormitories and apartments that surround the academic portions of the campus. Its
occupants are more transitional, with students moving on a frequent basis and
heavily involved in activities throughout the campus. The nature of this housing is
reflected in its inclusion in the Academic Campus land use designation, which
allows for flexibility in the location and use of new student housing by not
separating it from the academic uses.
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Within the Academic Campus land use designation, this plan identifies several
locations for new student housing, particularly in Escondido Village and an area near
existing student housing known as the "Searsville Block" that is currently occupied by
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13 faculty homes. Other potential sites are also identified near existing student
housing areas. The Community Plan also defines locations along Quarry Road for
medical resident and postdoctoral fellow housing.
In contrast to the student housing areas, the faculty/staff residential areas more
closely reflects a traditional residential neighborhood. The density of most singlefamily portions of the area is generally 3-5 units per acre, although some lots exceed
one acre in size. There are two multi-family condominium complexes of
approximately 15 units per acre and one complex of attached townhomes. Faculty
and staff housing on the campus is almost entirely owner-occupied.
In recognition of the residents’ interest in maintaining the character of the faculty/staff
residential area, the Community Plan contains separate land use designations for
these portions of the campus to distinguish them from the academic core area.
These two land use designations for low- and medium-density housing allow up to
8 and 15 units per acre, respectively (see Land Use Chapter). Higher density
faculty/staff housing is a permitted use in the Academic Campus land use
designation.
With these designations, the Community Plan emphasizes higher densities than that
characteristic of existing single- family areas in an effort to use land more efficiently
and promote production of more affordable housing. The plan also identifies two
major sites for new faculty/staff residential neighborhoods at the medium density
designation. The first is located on a field northeast of the Red Barn and is known as
the “Stable Site.” The second is located on the existing driving range near Lake
Lagunita.
Developing substantial amounts of additional housing will require development of
significant undeveloped sites and/or intensification of use in existing housing areas
through redevelopment. Opportunity sites for housing development are identified
under this strategy in the table below and should be the focus of future housing
development on the campus. The housing sites as shown in this plan in Table 3.2
belowthe General Plan Housing Element do not preclude the identification of other
locations for housing inside the AGB in the future, particularly within the Academic
Campus land use designation. The Community Plan may also be amended to
identify other areas appropriate for housing development over time to facilitate
appropriate housing development.
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Table 3.2: Proposed Housing Development Potential
Code
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O

Location
Manzanita
Mayfield/Row by Florence
Moore area
Escondido Village: Infill
Escondido Village: El
Camino Real Frontage
Escondido Village: Stanford
Avenue
Driving Range
Searsville Block
W/removal of units
Quarry and Arboretum
Quarry & El Camino Real
The Lower Knoll
Lower Frenchman's
Gerona/Junipero Serra
Blvd.
Dolores
Mayfield
Stable Site
Totals (14 sites)

Acres
1.6
1.3

# Units
100
125

116.5
4.3

1,495
250

9.4

9-75

17.5
12.8
8.0
6.2
--2.2
1.5

102-195
380
(-13)389
200
150
--2-18
1-12

--1.3
---

--1-9
---

182.6

2,824
to 3,018

Table Notes: Previously identified sites including the Lower Knoll and Dolores sites have
been eliminated from consideration. The 200 units of potential housing in the Lower Knoll site
have been transferred to within the Escondido Village: Infill site (site C).
The Driving Range (site F) has been converted from graduate student housing as originally
identified to faculty/staff housing to compensate for a reduction in the size of the Stable Site.
The 350 units identified for the Driving Range site have been transferred to Searsville Block
(site G) and Escondido Village: Infill (site C). In 2013, the 372 units identified for the Stable
Site were removed from the faculty/staff housing category and added to the student housing
category. In 2015, the housing type classifications were removed to provide greater flexibility
in meeting campus housing needs; however, the General Use Permit retained the
requirement that no more than 668 of the housing units can be constructed for faculty and
staff and no more that 350 of the housing units can be constructed for postdoctoral residents
and medical residents.
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Figure 3.1 – Potential Housing Sites
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Potential housing sites by resident category are described in Table 3.3:

Table 3.3: Planned Housing and Sites
Planned Housing
New housing for single students, including:
 apartments or group housing for
graduate students or postgraduate
fellows, and
 dormitory spaces for single
undergraduate students.
Apartments for hospital residents and
postdoctoral fellows
New units for faculty and staff, depending
on the mix and densities

Sites
Escondido Village
Mayfield/Row
Searsville Block area
Manzanita Quadrangle (undergrads)
Arboretum and Quarry Rd. corner
Quarry Rd. and El Camino Real
Driving Range
Escondido Village: Stanford Ave. area
Sites in existing campus residential
neighborhoods (Mayfield, Lower
Frenchman’s, Gerona/Junipero Serra
Blvd.

Policies
SCP-H 1
Promote a variety of housing types and supply adequate to meet the needs of faculty,
staff, students, postgraduate fellows, and hospital residents, and other workers.
SCP-H 2
Designate sufficient campus land at appropriate densities for student, faculty, and
staff, housing and other workers housing, as identified in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.1,
Proposed Housing Development Potential and Sites.
SCP-H 3
Maintain student and postgraduate housing as an integral part of the academic areas of
the campus.
SCP-H 4
Develop housing at densities that make more efficient use of land and enhance the
affordability of housing.
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Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-H (i) 1
Ensure that student, postgraduate, and hospital resident, faculty, staff, and other
worker housing areis included as a permitted use within the Academic Campus areas.
SCP-H (i) 2
Subsequent to the adoption of the Community Plan, enact zoning districts and
regulations that provide for low-density development of faculty housing (1-8
units/acre), with appropriate development standards, as a permitted use within the
Campus Residential-Low Density areas of Stanford.
SCP-H (i) 3
Subsequent to the adoption of the Community Plan, enact zoning districts and zoning
regulations that provide for medium-density faculty housing development (8-15
units/acre), with appropriate development standards, as a permitted use within the
Campus Residential-Medium Density areas of Stanford.
SCP-H (i) 2
The County should consider a streamlined approval process for on-campus housing
near transit stations consistent with State law.

Sub-Strategy # 1B: Facilitate and Expedite Needed Residential
Development
Once residential development sites are planned, the timing and enabling of housing
construction are important considerations. Designating land available for potential
housing development alone provides only the basis for housing development.
Additional mechanisms at both the plan and implementation levels are needed to
ensure that designated sites are developed in a timely manner. A variety of tools are
available to facilitate and expedite needed residential development.
Linkage Policy
The principal means for assuring that additional housing supply is constructed in a
timely manner is referred to as a “linkage policy” in the Community Plan. This policy
requires that Stanford construct significant proportions of the potential housing units
identified within the Housing Chapter of the Community Plan prior to or concurrently
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To implement the linkage policy, the General Use Permit, which serves to implement
the Community Plan, would contain specific provisions to the effect that approval of
proposed increases in academic space may be granted only on condition that a
specified amount and type of housing supply has been or will be constructed
concurrently. Such mechanisms ensure that approvals for new academic space do not
exacerbate already significant housing supply and affordability deficiencies in the
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regional housing market. A linkage policy also ensures that Stanford can achieve
stringent transportation-related Community Plan goals and standards.
The County acknowledges that there are a number of contingencies which can affect
the feasibility of completing housing development within a specific time period.
Funding, competing academic priorities, and other factors obviously play a role. It is
also important for the County to acknowledge its responsibility for housing
development in approval of housing proposals. However, in light of overall housing
trends and County General Plan policy, it is essential that the County assure that
housing development proposed in the Community Plan be constructed in manner
concurrent with academic development approved through the life of the General
Use Permit. Approval of significant new non-residentialacademic development
without such assurances could exacerbate housing shortages by adding population
without augmenting housing supply. Furthermore, existing General Plan policies on
the subject call upon all jurisdictions to address the continuing imbalances between
employment-related land uses and housing. Providing housing commensurate with
new academic development is therefore consistent with the policies of the
Countywide Growth and Development Chapter and Housing Chapter of the
General Plan.
Streamlining Permit Applications and Approval Processes
Other means of facilitating housing development include streamlining of
environmental review and permitting processes. The concept of a Community Plan
and General Use Permit afford the opportunity to minimize subsequent
environmental review of individual projects by means of a program-level EIR to
provide initial CEQA review for anticipated projects. Time savings may also be
achieved in the permitting of individual projects by coordinating to ensure that
applications for Architecture and Site Approval or for building permits are as
complete and adequate as possible upon submittal. Other streamlining mechanisms
are aimed at facilitating the planning and approval of new housing; these would
include measures allowing consideration of General Plan amendments for additional
areas within the AGB to be designated Campus Residential without first gaining
Board of Supervisors approval of consideration of the amendment, as is required for
other types of General Plan amendments. The Board would retain authority for final
approval of the General Plan amendment.
Housing in Other Jurisdictions
Although Santa Clara County does not control regulate the use of Stanford-owned
land that is within incorporated cities or San Mateo County, the County recognizes
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both the need for housing created by uses on these lands and the opportunities for
housing that appropriate development and redevelopment of these lands presents.
Any housing on Stanford lands in any jurisdiction augments the regional housing
supply and therefore contributes to the balance of the area's housing supply. The
Community Plan policies are meant to encourage housing development on all
appropriate Stanford lands, regardless of the jurisdiction.
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Policies
SCP-H 5
Recognize the connection between expansion of academic facilities and the resultant
increase in housing demand, as well as the immediate need for additional on-campus
housing to meet address current demand.
SCP- H 6
Through the General Use Permit, permit development of additional on-campus
housing, including housing for designated extremely low-, very low-, low-, and
moderate-income, and above moderate income persons and faculty, staff, other
workers, students, postgraduate fellows, and hospital residents.
SCP - H 7
Require that new housing development occur commensurate with population growth
and academic development approvals on campus. Through the General Use Permit,
establish conditions to require construction of needed housing prior to or concurrently
with approval for increases in academic space.
SCP - H 8
Streamline the review and approval of housing projects to the extent possible
consistent with County standards, land use policy, and State law.
SCP - H 9
Support Stanford's efforts to develop housing on land in other jurisdictions,
particularly housing specifically targeted to Stanford faculty, staff, students, and other
affiliated persons. Consider Stanford-developed housing in other jurisdictions eligible
to meet quantified housing development requirements on a case-by-case basis.
Implementation RecommendationsPlan
SCP-H (i) 43
Determine through the General Use Permit appropriate housing/academic linkage
requirements based on the amount of approved academic construction.
SCP-H (i) 54
Maintain current practices, such as pre-design consultations, and develop new
mechanisms which would help streamline and facilitate County review and
permitting processes. Examples include electronic plan submittal pilot programs,
together with better means of assuring that changes in building plans are consistently
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SCP-H (i) 6
Allow County Planning Office consideration of applications for General Plan
amendments to create additional Campus Residential areas inside the AGB without
requiring that the Board approve the consideration in the annual General Plan
amendment review process. The Board will retain authority for final approval of the
General Plan amendment, after considering the Planning Commission’s
recommendation.
SCP-H (i) 7
Allow County Planning Office consideration of applications for General Plan
amendments to remove areas from the Campus Residential designation without
requiring that the Board approve the consideration in the annual General Plan
amendment review process, if Stanford is able to demonstrate that it will meet all
quantified housing provision requirements. The Board will retain authority for final
approval of the General Plan amendment, after considering the Planning
Commission’s recommendation.
Sub-Strategy 1C: Augment Affordability Programs and Funding
For housing to meet the needs of its target population, its price must be consistent
with the income of the intended residents. Affordability needs vary greatly with the
population served; housing can be considered "affordable" by accepted regulatory
agencies but can still be too expensive for specific populations. Graduate students
and postdoctoral fellows at Stanford are two groups whose incomes are
substantially below the County median used to calculate affordability for purposes
of government- sponsored housing assistance programs.
All of Stanford's graduate student housing is affordable to the target population
according to the standards related to area median income supplied by the federal
government. The income range of this population requires that housing be priced
accordingly or it could not be occupied by graduate students. As a result,
construction of new housing for this population is subsidized by the University.
Planning for this housing must consider the affordability implications for both the
graduate students and the University.
The postgraduate fellow/hospital resident housing program, largely new to the
University through the Community Plan, also serves a population earning
substantially less than the area median income. When the proposed undergraduate,
graduate student housing, and postdoctorate housing are considered together, these
2,350 units—78% of all proposed housing under the Community Plan—should be
affordable to its population.
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Promotion of housing affordability is somewhat more complex for faculty and staff
housing as it has been developed by the University. One mechanism for promoting
housing affordability is to reduce the cost of each unit through higher density, which
is
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planned for most of the new housing under this plan. However, housing prices
themselves are difficult to control, particularly for ownership housing. While
Stanford can set the price for the initial housing offering, resale prices will reflect
market forces without price controls. One approach to meeting this challenge would
involve increasing the supply of on-campus rental housing for faculty and staff.
Stanford could therefore control future rental prices and could retain a portion of
such rental housing for designated populations.
Stanford's residential assistance programs are an important mechanism to make
housing more affordable for eligible participants purchasing homes. The eligibility
requirements for these programs reflect the University's educational objectives in
their availability to faculty and senior staff. Other staff members, many of whom are
in need of more affordable housing, are not currently eligible for the programs or for
on-campus housing. In a related matter, provision of rental housing subsidy is
another unmet housing need.
As indicated above, the University’s primary means of promoting housing
affordability to faculty and staff is in the form of subsidies and direct financial
assistance.
Increasing assistance levels to those for whom assistance has traditionally been
provided, such as faculty, or extending financial assistance to those who have not
previously been eligible for such programs will require a substantial increase in
funding to those programs. The County supports increasing the funding of such
programs by Stanford to the maximum extent feasible.
Policies
SCP-H 910
The County should encourage Stanford to continue to Pprovide financial assistance
for housing to faculty, and staff, and other workers and consider expanding
programs to include rental assistance through rental and home buying assistance.
SCP-H 1011
Promote the affordability of housing by:
a. Consistent with the Housing Linkage Policy, the Affordable Housing Impact
Mitigation Fee Ordinance, Inclusionary Housing Ordinance, and General Use
Permit, rRequireing Stanford to provide a sufficient level of affordable housing
on campus to meet the affordable housing needs generated by new academic
development and housing on its unincorporated lands or make an appropriate
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b. Encouraging Stanford to extend housing assistance and on-campus residence
eligibility to populations which have previously not been served.
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Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-H (i) 85
Stanford shall provide a number of affordable housing units equal to 15% of the units
needed to house the non-student population increase associated with the
development. One-third of these units shall be made available to persons of very-low
income; one-third of these units shall be made available to persons of low income;
and one-third of these units shall be made available to persons of moderate income.
For rental units, the units shall be made available to persons in each group at a rate
not to exceed 30% of the income for the respective group. For for-sale units, the units
shall be made available to persons in each group at a rate not to exceed 40% of the
income for the respective group. The dwelling units shall be located on Stanford
lands and shall be made available to persons who are not undergraduate students,
graduate students, post-graduate fellows or medical residents associated with
Stanford or its affiliates. Compliance with this affordable housing requirement shall
be ensured for at least 50 years.Monitor the effectiveness of the Inclusionary Housing
Ordinance and Affordable Housing Mitigation Impact Fee Ordinance and update as
needed. As specified in the General Use Permit, Stanford shall provide for or pay an
in-lieu fee for affordable housing units.
SCP-H (i) 8
For each new academic development project built by Stanford, identify an
appropriate payment that Stanford may elect to pay in lieu of compliance with SCPH (i) 6. This payment shall be equal to the affordable housing payment (also known
as the below market rate program payment) charged by the City of Palo Alto when
the development project is built. If the City of Palo Alto does not have such a
payment at that time or Stanford challenges the payment as unreasonable, the
County will determine the appropriate payment based upon a study funded by
Stanford and undertaken by or under the direction of the County.
Strategy # 2: Balance Housing Needs with Neighborhood Conservation
The residential character of both the faculty/staff neighborhoods and the student
housing areas contributes to the quality and experience of the campus and the lives
of its residents. Residential neighborhoods are characterized not only by the houses
or apartments they contain, but by their range of uses and the visual character and
feel provided by the density, infrastructure, and landscaping. Easy access to
complementary services and transportation facilities can help reduce the need for
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Some important discussion topics regarding the residential character of the campus
have been raised by various groups of campus residents.

 Existing residential neighborhoods present opportunities to expand the

range of uses in easy walking distance of residents. Places to shop for food,
eat, gather, and engage in recreational activities could have the dual benefits
of
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reducing the need to travel off campus and enhancing the quality of life for
residents. For example, graduate students have expressed a desire for retail
and recreational opportunities convenient to their residential areas. Child care
is also a valued amenity that can directly serve neighborhood residents. Due
to the potential of such amenities to reduce automobile trips, policies
promoting an appropriate mix of such uses are also included in the
Circulation Chapter.

 Parks and open spaces in the faculty/staff areas are a valued recreational
amenity for many residents. These spaces are considered neighborhood
institutions but have had no formal protection from development in the
past. For more detailed discussion of parks, refer to the Open Space
Chapter.

 Faculty and staff campus residents are concerned about the potential for

development at higher densities than existing areas within their
neighborhood. The concerns about neighborhood compatibility need to be
balanced with global concerns about housing supply and affordability. The
creation of more specific land use designations for faculty/staff housing areas
can help achieve certainty regarding future development potential in these
neighborhoods, which can be further reinforced with corresponding zoning.

These considerations are also applicable to new residential areas, which provide
enhanced opportunities for the creation of a balanced range of uses in
neighborhoods.
The importance of balancing housing needs with neighborhood conservation also
extends to the off-campus environs of Palo Alto and Menlo Park located
immediately adjacent to many of the potential sites for new or more intensely
developed housing on the periphery of the campus. With respect to potential new or
additional housing along the Palo Alto and Menlo Park interfaces, community
members have raised concerns about maintaining compatibility with existing
neighborhoods and preservation of campus open space that serves as a buffer
between the University and the surrounding community. As with the concerns
expressed by campus residents, the concerns of off-campus residents, too, need to be
balanced with the larger concerns about housing supply and affordability.
Policies
SCP-H 1112
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Promote location of housing near compatible and neighborhood-serving support
uses and facilities, such as child care, shopping, and recreation, and promote
inclusion of such neighborhood-serving facilities in housing areas, as appropriate.
SCP-H 1213
Plan housing areas and facilities to take maximum advantage of existing and planned
transportation services and facilities.
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SCP-H 1314
Recognize and enhance the character of existing residential areas for
faculty/staff/other workers and students.
SCP-H 1415
Balance concerns about the compatibility of new housing development in existing
neighborhoods with the need for increased housing supply and improved
affordability.
SCP - H 1516
Provide and maintain parks and related facilities in Campus Residential areas (see
Open Space Chapter).
SCP - H 1617
Balance concerns about the compatibility of new housing development on the
campus periphery with existing off-campus neighborhoods with the need for
increased housing supply and improved affordability.
SCP - H 1718
Balance concerns about the maintenance of buffers between the University and
Menlo Park and Palo Alto with the need for increased housing supply and improved
affordability (see Open Space Chapter).
Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-H (i)9
Adopt zoning that allows appropriate non-residential uses in both faculty and
student housing areas.
SCP-H (i) 106
Adopt zoning consistent with the General Plan designations for Campus ResidentialLow Density and Campus Residential-Moderate Density (see Land Use). This
zoning may incorporate height limits, floor area ratios, and setbacks for appropriate
compatibility with both existing Stanford neighborhoods and adjacent off-campus
neighborhoods in Palo Alto and Menlo Park.
SCP-H (i) 117
Identify opportunities for creation of childcare facilities, commercial services,
recreational facilities, or other types of support services in residential development
and redevelopment.
SCP-H (i) 128
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Encourage and, as appropriate, require support facilities to serve residential areas
through both the General Use Permit and through subsequent review of individual
projects.
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SCP-H (i) 139
Review development applications for projects on the campus periphery for provision
of adequate landscaping elements to separate and buffer adjacent uses and to retain
the quasi-ruralcharacter feel of the campus where it abuts the surrounding
community.
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Circulation

S t a n f o r d C o m m u n i t y P l a n I s s u e s a nd P o l i c i e s

Chapter Summary
One of the greatest challenges that jurisdictions throughout the Bay Area have faced as
they try to alleviate local congestion is the degree to which the existing patterns of land
use and development undermine eﬀorts to reduce dependence on the single-occupant
automobile. The objective of circulation systems is to allow for access and mobility; congestion impedes achievement of this objective.
The Stanford University campus is a unique setting in which many of the limitations
found elsewhere of land use, density, transit accessibility, and mechanisms for coordinated problem-solving are reduced, creating opportunities for walking, bicycling, and
transit uses unknown throughout much of Santa Clara County.
This chapter of the Community Plan attempts to capitalize on the transportation potential of Stanford and its surrounding communities, primarily through a standard of “no
net new commute trips” for the unincorporated Santa Clara County portion of Stanford
University. The plan defines this standard as no additional trips above a measured base
level during the peak commute time in the campus commute direction.
The “no net new commute trips” standard is a challenging one that is much more stringent than any standard applied elsewhere in the county. Meeting this standard will
require a combination of approaches that together form a comprehensive system allowing people to function without cars on a daily basis:
• Land use. On-campus housing will reduce the need for new commute trips to the
campus. The availability of convenient support services on the campus is also crucial for reducing automobile trips.
• Transportation Demand Management. The innovation and eﬀectiveness of Stanford’s current transportation demand management (TDM) programs are widely
recognized, but new opportunities may need to be identified in order to continue
meeting the “no net new commute trips” standard. While most TDM programs
are directly commute-related, non-commute alternatives also need to be provided
in order to allow workers to commute without cars and still be able to meet their
daily needs.
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This Community Plan chapter also recognizes that, while commute trip reduction is a
priority, in some cases other mechanisms may be needed to address non-commute congestion or inadequacies in the street system. System expansion may also be needed if
Stanford is unable or unwilling to meet the “no net new commute trips” standard. Such
mechanisms may include intersection or street widening.
The Community Plan strategies for Circulation are:
Strategy # 1:

Achieve “no net new commute trips” through land use and transportation demand management.

Strategy # 2:

Alleviate local congestion in the context of commute trip reduction.

Strategy # 3:

Alleviate local congestion during special events.
Background

As congestion grows throughout the Bay Area, employers, government agencies, and
the general public are increasingly concerned with the inability of existing roadways
to meet current and future needs. While expansion of roads and intersections can help
temporarily ease congestion, better use of the existing system through less use of singleoccupant automobiles is a corresponding eﬀort that can avoid many of the social and
economic costs of added roads.
The closely integrated nature of the uses within the Stanford area and the wide range of
activities that take place on and around the campus have made traﬃc congestion a fact
of everyday life in the region. Increasing intensity in the use of land has led to substantial concerns about traﬃc levels in the area immediately surrounding the University.
On a more regional level, long-distance commutes from distant counties have become
more common as rising housing prices and increasing demand for a fixed amount of
housing force local employees to live farther from their workplaces. Commuters in
ever-increasing numbers spend more time on freeways each day.
The increasing intensity of development on and around the Stanford campus can potentially be oﬀset by the high level of transportation accessibility in the area. Many locations, including the campus, have a number of amenities that make it possible to move
to and around the area without using cars, thereby decreasing the potential for local
congestion. These amenities include:
• A well-integrated mix of land uses, with employment and service opportunities in
close proximity to housing;
• An environment that is pleasant and accessible to pedestrians and bicyclists; and,
• A variety of convenient transit services accessing major activity centers (see sidebar).
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The Community Plan strategies, policies and
implementation measures for circulation
focus on enhancing those amenities to allow
for new development to occur without corresponding increases in commute traﬃc to the
campus.
Stanford’s Land Use and Circulation
System
Stanford’s circulation system operates within
the context of a larger regional system (See
Figure 4.1 - Regional Circulation Context).
Local campus roadways provide links between academic facilities and between oncampus residences and academic facilities.
Collector roadways on the campus operate as
a traditional street network, providing connections from local on-campus roadways to
the collectors and arterials surrounding the
campus.
Traffic Congestion and Stanford University
Traﬃc congestion is of major concern
throughout Santa Clara County. In addition
to the inconvenience of traﬃc congestion,
extensive use of single-occupant automobiles
poses serious threats to the environment,
requires extensive amounts of land to accommodate automobiles, and is expensive for
both individuals and the public.
Some of the streets around Stanford carry
significant amounts of traﬃc each day, with
daily traﬃc volumes reaching or exceeding
20,000 cars on several important campus access roads such as Embarcadero Road/Galvez
Street, University Avenue/Palm Drive, Sand
Hill Road, and Alpine Road. The most heavily traveled roadway in the campus vicinity
is El Camino Real (SR 82), which is used by
over 40,000 cars each day on the portions of
the road adjacent to the campus and over
50,000 cars each day to the north and south of
the campus. The traﬃc throughout the area

Circulation Systems Supporting
Stanford
Standford students, employees and visitors
regularly use road networks and systems
administered by a variety of agencies in the
travels to and from campus.
Transit

• CalTrain serving north-south

Peninsula travel and the cities of San
Francisco and San Jose oper- ated by
the CalTrain Joint Powers Board with
Palo Alto stations at University
Avenue and California Avenue. Both
stations are highly accessible to
residential and em- ployment areas
and are heavily used, the University
Avenue Station is ranked second and
the California Avenue Station is
ranked eighth of the system’s 32
stations in terms of ridership

• Regional bus routes operated by Santa

Clara Valley Transportation Authority,
with four routes in the area and San
Mateo County Transit (SamTrans),
with eight routes in the areastop at the
Palo Alto intermodal Transit Center
which is one mile from Stanford’s main
quad.

• Marguerite free shuttle system

operated by Stanford University
serving both intra-campus routes and
oﬀ-campus destinations such as the
University Avenue and Cali- fornia
Avenue Caltrain stations and
downtown Palo Alto

Roadways

• Local and arterial street, bicycle, and
pedestrian network maintained by
surrounding cities

• Interstate 280, US 101, and State

Route 82 (El Camino Real) maintained by the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans)
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has been and will continue to be attributable to both Stanford and other traﬃc generators in Palo Alto, Menlo Park, and other surrounding jurisdictions.
Stanford University has the potential to be a major contributor to traﬃc in the area. The
current average daytime population of the campus, which includes students, faculty
and staﬀ on unincorporated lands, is approximately 21,00032,051 persons. The resident
popu- lation of the campus is approximately 12,40015,338., of which eighty-four
percent are estimat- ed to also work or attend classes on the campus. This reduces the
potential of campus residents to contribute to commute traﬃc (Community Plan/
General Use Permit Draft Environmental Impact Report). In addition, there are an
estimated 24,000 people em- ployed on other portions of Stanford lands, including the
Stanford Research Park, the Stanford Shopping Center, and the Stanford University
Medical Center.
In the past, Stanford has been subject to special conditions on its General Use Permit
that were meant to limit the impact of growth in the unincorporated portion of Stanford
on traﬃc congestion. The 1989 General Use Permit contains a “no net new commute
trips” goal as a condition of approval, which required increases in population to be oﬀset by increased TDM participation and additional on-campus housing.
Over the last decade, this goal has helped encourage Stanford to both add housing for
over 1,200 new campus residents and to enhance a TDM system that today includes a
free shuttle bus system, pay parking, car- and vanpool incentives and programs, and
cash incentives. Stanford initiated many of these eﬀorts without the additional incentive of the General Use Permit. In 1990, when the General Use Permit trip reduction
requirement had been in place for less than one year, only 55% of Stanford students,
faculty, and staﬀ commuted alone to work compared to 78% of all the workers in Santa
Clara County.
A variety of mechanisms can be used to alleviate local congestion:

• Land use approaches, particularly location of places of work, residence, and services in close proximity to one another, reduce the need for automobile use to meet
basic daily needs. With suﬃcient intensity and combination of uses, non-auto trips
are convenient and have a greater possibility of occurring than in a low-density,
single use development pattern. A close integration of diﬀerent uses can reduce the
overall number of vehicle miles traveled on a regional level and the amount of time
that individuals must spend commuting.
• Transportation Demand Management refers to the combination of incentives and
programs used to make it possible and desirable for people to use alternatives to
single-occupant vehicles during commute hours
• Roadway system improvements, which include eﬀorts such as intersection and
street widening, are necessary for a functioning street system and can reduce congestion and associated social and environmental impacts in specific locations. This
approach does not reduce automobile trips or vehicle miles traveled.
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In addition to the University’s contribution to routine commute hour congestion, the
hosting of special events during non-peak hours contributes to both on- and oﬀ-site
congestion. The University frequently uses its public safety personnel and others to direct traﬃc entering and leaving the campus during special events. This approach helps
mitigate, but does not avoid the congestion resulting from the large number of visitors
who arrive and depart from the campus within a relatively short timeframe.
Strategies, Policies and Implementation

Strategy #1: Achieve no net new commuter trips” through land use and
transportation demand management
Commute trip reduction concepts expressed in the 1989 General Use Permit have been
adopted as a standard in this Community Plan, with direct measurement of commute
trips rather than use of a formula to measure compliance. The standard of “no net new
commute trips”, as articulated in this plan, establishes a goal that there be no additional
automobile trips over the calculated baseline in the peak commute direction during
peak commute hours. This standard is at the core of the transportation approach expressed in this plan, and is the basis of its policies and implementation recommendations.
Stanford in 2016 proposeds to add 2,2007,509 nearly 10,000 students, faculty/ and staﬀ
and other workers through 2010 2035 and to construct several thousand housing units
for Stanford students, faculty and staﬀ. This added population creates the potential to
create additional traﬃc throughout the local area.
The concept behind “no net new commute trips” is that the added population should
create no additional transportation impact in the commute direction during commute
times.
Achievement of this standard will require a comprehensive system that makes it possible for individuals to meet their transportation needs without using a car. Such a
system involves both land use solutions to bring a variety of uses together and thereby
reduce the number of activities that require car use, as well as a range of alternative means of transportation that can meet a variety of needs. Although the strategy is
focused on commute trip reduction, options for those without cars will need to be
provided at non-commute times as well to make it possible for individuals to function
throughout the day without their cars.
In the past the County has not required any single solution for commute trip reduction,
but instead allowed Stanford the flexibility to achieve commute trip reduction within
the overall goal. The monitoring system allowed for both land use and transportation
demand management approaches. While the Community Plan calls for a more direct
monitoring system than was used under the 1989 General Use Permit, it maintains the
County’s role of establishing the overall standard and allowing Stanford to use a vari128
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ety of mechanisms as appropriate to meet the standard.
The County has allowed Stanford considerable flexibility to achieve commute trip
reduction within the overall goal. The monitoring system allowed for both land use and
transportation demand management approaches, and it maintains the County’s role of
establishing the overall standards and allowing Stanford to use a variety of mechanisms
as appropriate to meet the standards.
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Land Use and Trip Reduction
An important land use pattern that supports non-auto transportation is the location of
housing close to jobs and services. Stanford is a residential university, allowing students and faculty to live in close proximity to one another and to the academic facilities
on the campus. Integration of academic, residential and supporting land use, and the
concentration of uses in the central campus are strategies for supporting travel alternatives to the single occupant vehicle. One reason behind the Community Plan’s emphasis
on on-campus housing is the potential to reduce commute trips by locating more housing close to the University’s jobs, classrooms and laboratories.
The existing concentration of uses in the central campus allows for a circulation system
that is well integrated with the campus land use pattern, enhancing the ability of those
on campus to use travel alternatives. Comprehensive pedestrian and bicycle circulation
systems and transit services to, from, and throughout the campus contribute to the ease
with which people are able to move about without an automobile (see Figure 4.2 - Primary Pedestrian Pathways and Bikeways and Figure --4.3, Local Transit Services).
While uses within the campus are well-concentrated, the campus as a whole is relatively isolated from many service destinations within the surrounding communities.
This separation between the campus and the adjacent cities is partially by design-the
Arboretum, which separates Stanford from downtown Palo Alto, was an important
component of Leland Stanford’s original campus layout. In other cases, the isolation
results from the nature of the uses that border the campus, such as the Stanford Research Park and Stanford Shopping Center. These uses are important destinations, but
they are relatively inaccessible to pedestrians and are not commonly used on a daily
basis by campus residents. The Community Plan has identified hHousing sites in
areas which currently separate the developed portions of the campus from Palo Alto;
from a transportation standpoint, development of these sites which are convenient to
on- and oﬀ-campus activities and to transit services could be valuable.
Transportation Demand Management
The range of transportation alternatives that can be provided by the private and public
sectors to reduce congestion through peak hour trip reduction is collectively known as
Transportation Demand Management (TDM). The Santa Clara County General Plan
TDM goal calls for use of transportation modes other than the single-occupant automobile by 2010, or an average vehicle ridership of 1.33. According to the 1990 Census, 78%
According to the 2011 American Community Survey by the U.S. Census, 76.6% of all
commute trips in the county were made in single-occupant automobiles. Because of
the unique nature of the population, activities, and opportunities for mixed land uses
on the campus, Stanford can and does achieve a much higher rate of alternative transportation mode use. Stanford’s TDM program is the most extensive in the county, and
it includes services ranging from informational pamphlets to a free shuttle system running throughout the campus and to major oﬀ-campus destinations (see sidebar). TDM
at Stanford goes well beyond basic programs that make other transportation modes
more available or easier to use; for example, Stanford is the only major employer in the
northern portion of the County that charges employees for parking, and has recently
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Current Stanford Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) Programs
Marguerite Shuttle System

• Free local shuttle bus system
• Service to two train stations, El Camino bus stops,
Palo Alto and Menlo Park shopping districts, as
well as on-campust travel
• Weeknight and weekend service
• Midnight Express night safety service
Carpool/Vanpools

• Full-time Stanford Employee Transportation
Coordinator
• Preferential and reduced-rate parking for
carpools
• Over 500 separate carpools
• Vanpools to San Francisco, San Ramon, Berkeley,
Oakland, Santa Cruz, and Modesto
Bicycle Support

• $650,000 in bicycle capital improvements for new
bike racks, commuter bike enclosures, bike paths,
and clothes lockers over the past five years
• Secure bicycle parking and clothes lockers
• Bike maintenance facilities, safety classes, discounted
equipment
On-Campus “Transportation Store”

• Sales outlet for CalTrain, VTA, and Sam- Trans
tickets and passes
• 1,700 transit passes sold annually
• Transit schedules for all major public transit systems
• Promotion of TDM programs
Parking Demand ManagementPrograms
• Parking fees
• Participants in the “Clean Air Cash” pro- gram
receive cash for not purchasing a park- ing permit
• Freshman restricted from bringing cars

• Parking restrictions
Guaranteed Ride Home Program

• “Safety net” for emergencies
• Provides free taxi rides or car rentals
• Self-service, on-demand car sharing program with
Zipcar offers, discounts, and driving credit
Looking Ahead - Options Under Consider- ation
• Increased Marguerite frequencies and ex- panded
services oﬀ campus
• Universal Transit Pass
• Satellite/remote parking with shuttle connec- tions to
campus

keeping cars on campus. The current
system under the General Use Permit of maintaining a “performance
standard” (i.e., no net new commute
trips) without mandating specific
TDM programs has allowed Stanford
to modify its programs as the University’s needs change over time and as
Stanford learns more about the eﬀectiveness of individual measures.
Currently, state law restricts the
County’s ability to impose TDM
requirements. It is the County’s intent
that the no net new commute trips
standard be enforced to the fullest
extent allowed by law.
Parking
Anecdotal evidence indicates that
sSome transportation demand management programs, particularly
parking fees and shortages, can aﬀect
neighborhoods adjacent to the campus through parking “spillover.”
However, oversupply of parking on
the campus could undermine eﬀorts
to encourage alternative transportation mode use. Any negative external
impacts of individual transportation
demand management strategies will
need to be considered and balanced
by the University and the County.
Parking is currently available on the
Stanford campus at a ratio of 1.03
spaces per student, faculty and staﬀ
(including Medical School students
and faculty), with a non-residential
ratio of 0.52 spaces per student, faculty and staﬀ. On-street and residential
parking serving faculty housing is not
included in this total. Provision of oncampus housing can help reduce the
need for additional commuter-oriented parking, as on-campus residents
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Vehicle Rentals/Car Sharing



Self-service, on-demand car sharing
program with Zipcar offers discounts and
driving credit to Stanford affiliates.
 Short or long term car rental (through oncampus Enterprise Rent-A-Car office)
provides discounts for Stanford affiliates.
Eco Pass/Go Pass







Free Go Passes to eligible hospital and
University employees and Go Passes
offered at a subsidized price for eligible
graduate students and postdocs. The Go
Pass allows unlimited travel on Caltrain
between all zones.
Free Eco Passes offered to eligible hospital
and University employees. The Eco Pass
allows unlimited travel on VTA buses, VTA
light rail, Dumbarton Express, Highway 17
Express, and the Monterey-San Jose
Express.

A Stanford ID provides free use of East Bay
express bus
 Faculty, staff and students receive a 50%
discount on ACE train monthly passes or
20-trip tickets.
Education and Information Programs
 Provides education and information
designed to encourage use of alternative
transportation modes.
Commute Club




Open to qualified commuters who agree
not to purchase a parking pass.

Brings together the Clean Air Cash and
Carpool Credit programs, which provide
direct subsidies to commuters who carpool,
bicycle or use transit.
 Provides other financial incentive
programs, including Refer-A-Friend and a
Permit Return Promotion.
Charter Bus Services
 Charter bus services for large groups
offered for on or off campus destinations, at
a low cost to the campus community

should not regularly need parking
places in commuter lots. The
Community Plan does not
encourageseeks to moderate expansion
of the current parking supply to a
degree that would substan- tially change
current parking ratios on the campus,
particularly as the potential impacts of a
limited parking supply can be addressed
through other means (such as residential
parking permit programs in
neighborhoods near the campus).
Parking is distributed throughout the
Stanford campus, with the exception of
the pedestrian campus core. The campus
includes parking structures and surface
lots. Paid visitor parking is provided in
most of the larger lots and structures.
While there have been new parking
structures constructed under the 2000
General Use Permit, they have largely
replaced other parking facilities on
campus. Stanford has replaced surface
parking in the campus core with
structures outside the campus core, with
the goal of removing vehicles from the
pedestrian areas of campus, and
maximizing opportunities for infill
development. Based on data from the
P&TS parking inventory for Fall 2015,
approximately 86% of campus spaces
were occupied on a typical day when
Stanford was in session, which indicates
that there is enough supply to minimize
spillover parking in the areas
surrounding the campus.
The total number of active campus
commuter and residential permits has
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declined from a high of nearly 21,000 permits sold in 2004-2005 to fewer than 18,000 sold
in 2015-2016. During this time frame, enrollment in the commute Club has steadily
increased, more than doubling since 2004-2005. These two
trends reflect Stanford’s development of a robust TDM program to contain traffic growth
in response to the No Net New Commute Trips standard. Most notably, permit sales have
declined, even as the square footage of the campus has increased under the 2000 General
Use Permit.
Off-Campus Trip Reduction Efforts
Recognizing the extreme challenge for Stanford to meet the “no net new commute trips”
standard in the future, the Community Plan provides an additional mechanism for trip
reduction eﬀorts by the University through policies and implementation pro- grams that
recognize Stanford’s future participation in trip reduction eﬀorts that occur in other
jurisdictions. For Eexamples, of such eﬀorts might include a park and ride facility at the
western end of the Dumbarton Bridge developed in cooperation with the Cities of Palo
Alto and East Palo Alto that could help reduce traﬃc along the University Avenue
corridor, or a comprehensive trip reduction program for the Stanford Research Park
operated in conjunction with the City of Palo Alto and the Research Park leaseholders
and employers.
The Community Plan provides the opportunity mechanism for the County Planning
Oﬃce to rec- ognize Stanford’s participation in such eﬀort as an appropriate credit
toward the “no net new commute trips” standard. The Plan provides for such
recognition because:

• Stanford’s current rate of alternative transportation mode use is high, and additional eﬀorts may prove to have reached the point of “diminishing returns” with
regard to their eﬀectiveness. In contrast, other workers in the region may prove to
be more receptive to TDM programs because there are fewer programs now available to them.
• Both Stanford’s resources and the resources of neighboring cities may be more
eﬀectively leveraged in combination with one another than if they are devoted to
independent and potentially competingseparate programs.
• Cooperative measures that address traﬃc on streets around the campus may be of
as much or more benefit to surrounding communities than measures directed only at
Stanford residents and employees.
The County Planning Oﬃce will need to carefully monitor Stanford’s participation and
the eﬀectiveness of such programs, and may choose to grant Stanford commute trip
credit towards achievement of the “no net new commute trips” standard for such efforts.
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Policies
SCP-C 1
Apply a “no net new commute trips” standard for campus-related trips in the commute
direction during peak hours to the fullest extent allowed by law.
SCP-C 2
Within the overall pattern of land uses on the campus, promote a development pattern
that supports reduction in automobile dependency through the following approaches: ·
• New academic and residential development shall occur within the Academic
Growth Boundary.
• Support services for campus residents and employees should be accommodated in
close proximity to residential and academic facilities.
• New development should be located near existing transit services, particularly if
extension of transit service to the new facilities would otherwise be infeasible or
impractical.
SCP-C 3
Encourage addition of housing in locations convenient to jobs on Stanford land in other
jurisdictions, such as near the Stanford Medical Center.
SCP-C 4
Enhance pedestrian and bicycle access and safe routes to school to and through the
campus.
SCP-C 5
Permit Support and encourage regular modification of Stanford’s Transportation
Demand Man- agement (TDM) program to allow for changes in user needs and in
available services over time.
SCP-C 6
Continue to regulate parking supply as a mechanism for transportation demand management, while avoiding “spillover” of parking into neighborhoods adjacent to the
campus. Over time, require Stanford to maintain a consistent level of parking in proportion to students, faculty and staﬀ, as compared to the current ratio of 1.03 spaces per
student, faculty and staﬀ member.Regulate parking supply as a mechanism for
transportation demand management, while avoiding “spillover” of parking into
neighborhoods near the campus.
SCP-C 7
In addition to meeting the no net new commute trips standard, encourage Stanford to
reduce automobile travel at non-commute hours and in non-commute directions, such
as traﬃc associated with lunchtime activities by employees or travel by families of oncampus residents.
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SCP-C 8
Credit participation for verified in oﬀ-campus motor vehicle trip reductions
(geographic area). eﬀorts that benefit the streets sur- rounding the campus towards
Stanford’s achievement of the “no net new commute trips” standard.

Implementation Recommendation
SCP-C (i) 1
Adopt and maintain zoning regulations that allow for a mix of land uses in academic
and residential areas in order to reduce the need for automobile use on and oﬀ the campus.
SCP-C (i) 2
Locate supporting services such as day care and convenience retail in new and existing
graduate student and faculty I staﬀ residential neighborhoods. Particularly review for
provision of support services in applications for substantial new residential development.
SCP-C (i) 3
Review development project applications for access to and integration with the overall system of pedestrian bikeways and pathways on the Stanford campus. Particularly
consider this issue for development along the Quarry Road corridor with regard to
enhancement of pedestrian access to the Palo Alto lntermodal Transit Center
SCP-C (i) 4
Establish a system for direct, independent, and verifiable monitoring of Stanford’s level
of achievement with the “no net new commute trips” standard through the annual
monitoring procedure.
SCP-C (i) 5
Review the Transportation Demand Management system on an annual basis and consult with Stanford, and adjacent communities as appropriate, to ensure that new needs
or opportunities are considered. Incorporate the following considerations into the
review process:
a. TDM strategies should serve to reduce the number of cars entering the campus
during the morning peak hour and leaving during the evening peak hour.
b. Programs serving intra-campus or oﬀ-peak travel should be primarily aimed at
making it possible for employees and residents to conduct their daily activities
without a car.
SCP-C (i) 6
Encourage Stanford to identify opportunities and develop proposals for participation
in oﬀ-campus trip reduction eﬀorts. Assess the expected eﬀectiveness of the proposed
programs, and aApply trip reduction credits to the annual calculation of Stanford’s
com- pliance with the “no net new commute trips” standard.
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Strategy #2: Alleviate local congestion in the context of com- mute trip
reduction.
The Community Plan emphasizes on-campus housing and commute trip reduction as
mechanisms to alleviate the potential eﬀects of development at Stanford on the local
street system. These approaches are meant to reduce congestion at a regional level, by
making it possible for more Stanford students and employees to live within walking
or biking distance of their place of work, and to reduce Stanford’s contribution to peak
traﬃc levels.
However, growth which occurs under the Community Plan will still aﬀect the local
street system. The addition of residents and employees to the campus community will
increase the number of people in the area, creating more potential for congestion due to
non-commute related trips. Spouses of Stanford-aﬃliated campus residents commute
away from the campus to reach their workplaces. Special events at the campus during
evenings and weekends have created and will likely continue to create traﬃc congestion on streets that access the campus.
While the increased traﬃc resulting from these activities does not outweigh the benefits
of on-campus housing and commute trip reduction, the potential for this added traffic to inconvenience local residents needs to be considered and addressed accordingly.
Current General Plan policies indicate that where local level of service impacts are
unavoidable, particularly at locations that already have a poor level of service, making
system-wide improvements (such as transit enhancements) that provide regional benefits is an appropriate response. However, in some situations street system alterations
such as widening roads or adding dedicated turning lanes at intersections may also be
needed. In many locations surrounding the campus, such alterations may either be infeasible or undesirable. This Community Plan recognizes that the County cannot by law
require Stanford to implement TDM programs. Therefore, intersection improvements
may be needed if Stanford is unable or unwilling to achieve the goal.
Congestion Management
The balance between land use and congestion is coordinated through the Congestion
Management Program of the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA). The
Congestion Management Program (CMP) works to maintain service levels on a designated network of roadways in the county. The CMP recognizes the potential for development in congested areas to create traﬃc that exceeds service level standards, particularly in locations that are highly accessible to transit and therefore desirable for higher
density development, and sets direction for land use planning in these areas to focus on
expanded capabilities for alternative transportation modes.
Following the direction set by the VTA, the County General Plan emphasizes the concept of transportation demand management and the tradeoﬀs between local and regional congestion (see Circulation chapter of the Santa Clara County General Plan). As
a goal, the General Plan calls for 35% of all trips to occur in ways other than the singleoccupant automobile. Stanford has far exceeded this goal for many years. The “no
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net new commute trips” standard is a much more stringent approach that reflects the
unique opportunities for trip reduction on the campus.
System Capacity Expansion
Local congestion can be reduced in two primary ways: reducing the number of cars
or expanding a street or intersection to allow more cars to pass through it more easily.
Although the County’s preferred approach at Stanford is to pursue trip reduction, there
are some situations where system expansion may be needed in order to alleviate “bottlenecks” that would indicate system problems and contribute unduly to the social and
environmental costs of traﬃc congestion. In the Stanford area, traﬃc can be attributed
partially to University activities and partially to other traﬃc generators, both on and oﬀ
Stanford-owned land. When system expansions are needed, Stanford’s responsibility
for contributing to the cost of the projects needs to be considered.
When considering the need for changes to individual intersections as a strategy for
reducing congestion, the standards of the appropriate local jurisdiction with regard to
acceptable levels of congestion and the point at which the contribution of Stanford’s
traﬃc will be significant are applicable.
At Stanford, the “no net new commute trips” standard should be adequate to reduce
the eﬀects of growth at Stanford from impacting the transportation network. Expansion of system capacity that involves modification of intersections is in most cases
considered a mechanism to mitigate traﬃc impacts if Stanford is unable or unwilling to
achieve the “no net new commute trips” standard.
The following policies and implementation recommendations emphasize a set of priorities for consideration when considering roadway modifications:
• Maintain the street hierarchy. Eﬀorts to increase through traﬃc capacity should be
focused on appropriate streets that serve as important intra-campus or oﬀ-campus
linkages.
• Use the internal campus street system. As much as possible, the internal campus
street system rather than roads bordering on areas outside the central campus
should be used. The campus road system should be maintained and upgraded as
needed to accommodate appropriate trips.
• Recognize surrounding land uses. Streets should be designed and operated in a
manner consistent with the types of development they serve. This issue has been of
particular concern to campus residents directly on Junipero Serra Boulevard.
• Consider jurisdictional priorities. Diﬀerent jurisdictions aﬀected by Stanford traffic have diﬀerent priorities for street expansion. Coordination between the County,
Stanford, and the appropriate jurisdiction is needed to determine the most appropriate strategy for addressing the congestion.
• Maintain a proportional approach. Stanford should be responsible for its fair share
of necessary expansion of oﬀ-campus roads and intersections.
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• Think beyond cars. Modifications and system improvements for transit, walking
and bicycles can complement Stanford’s on-campus transportation demand management eﬀorts in reducing trips and congestion.

Policies
SCP-C 9
Maintain consistency with the procedures and adopted policies of the appropriate jurisdiction when evaluating local intersection service levels and defining mechanisms for
addressing impacts.
SCP-C 10
Modify street and intersection capacity and configuration in a manner consistent with
the street hierarchy and surrounding land uses.
SCP-C 11
Prioritize use and improvement of the internal campus circulation system over roadways on the campus edges.
SCP-C 12
Consult with jurisdictions surrounding the campus regarding the potential non-commute traﬃc impacts of new development and activities at Stanford, and work with the
jurisdictions to reduce potential eﬀects on neighborhoods surrounding the campus.
SCP-C 13
Identify opportunities to improve access and circulation for pedestrians, transit and
bicycles instead of or in addition to system expansions that accommodate automobiles.

Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-C (i) 8
Require street system expansions improvements on the campus that will ease traﬃc
flow and internal circulation, particularly in situations where such capacity expansion
would make on- campus routes preferable to oﬀ-campus roadways.
SCP-C (i) 9
If Stanford does not meet the “no net new commute trips” goal for new development
on campus, require Stanford’s contribution toward intersection improvements at impacted locations or equivalent funding toward other transportation impact mitigation
eﬀorts, to a degree proportional to the eﬀect of the new development on future traﬃc
levels. If Stanford does not either meet the no net new commute trips goal or contribute proportional funding toward intersection improvements or equivalent funding for
transportation mitigation eﬀorts, do not grant additional development permits until
Stanford meets the established requirements.
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SCP-C (i) 10
Negotiate renewal of agreements with the City of Palo Alto for the management of traffic associated with special events.
SCP-C (i) 11
Cooperate with the Congestion Management Agency in implementing deficiency plans,
where needed, for Congestion Management Program system roadways and intersections in proximity to the Stanford campus.
SCP-C (i) 12
Consider redesign ofContinue evaluating Junipero Serra Boulevard in order to reduce
speeding, enhance bicycle, pedestrian and motorist safety, recognize the needs of
residents taking access from the street, improve migration opportunities for the
California tiger salamander, and maintain the scenic character of the roadway, without
substantially aﬀecting traf- fic volumes. Pursue redesign through cooperative eﬀorts
among the County, Stanford University, and local residents, as well as other agencies
as appropriate.
SCP-C (i) 13
Work Stanford shall cooperatively work with surrounding jurisdictions to develop
solutions to regional transportation problems.

Strategy #3: Alleviate local congestion from special

events

Stanford hosts a variety of special events. While generally not held during peak commute hours, these events draw large numbers of visitors to campus. Because these visitors tend to arrive in a compressed timeframe, they often overwhelm the local transportation infrastructure. The Community Plan addresses these impacts with the following
policies and implementation recommendations.
Policies
SCP-C 14
Identify opportunities to promote the use of public transit for special events at Stanford.
SCP-C 15
Work with neighboring jurisdictions to manage special event traﬃc.
SCP-C 16
Provide advance notification of events expected to draw large crowds to on-campus
residents and the surrounding community.
SCP-C 17
Consult with jurisdictions surrounding the campus regarding the potential non-commute traﬃc impacts of new development and activities at Stanford, and work with the
jurisdictions to reduce potential eﬀects on neighborhoods surrounding the campus.
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Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-C (i) 14
Require Stanford to institute communication mechanisms for a special events (hotline
and website) that on-campus resi- dents and the general public can contact access for
information regarding upcoming special events.
SCP-C (i) 15
Require Stanford to provide the public with notice of special events in two newspapers
of local circulation in the Palo Alto and Menlo Park area.
SCP-C (i) 16
Stanford shall Nnegotiate renewal of agreements with the City of Palo Alto for the
management of traffic associated with special events.
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Open Space

S t a n f o r d C o m m u n i t y P l a n I s s u e s a nd P o l i c i e s

Chapter Summary
Open land Space is a defining feature of Santa Clara County, and a resource that is
becoming increasingly valued with the expansion and intensification of urban areas. At
Stanford, formal open lands space and natural open spaces define the visual character
of the campus and frame the academic core. Open spaces, particularly the foothills
south of Junipero Serra Boulevard, are visible almost everywhere on the campus and
from many loca- tions in surrounding communities.
Preservation of open space and the natural character of undeveloped lands is a prominent goal of the Santa Clara County General Plan policies. The Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB)will serve to define lands which are to be retained as open areas from
those areas which should be targeted for future development. The strategies, policies
and implementation recommendations in this chapter create a framework for open
space protection based on a diﬀerentiation of open lands according to their location
within or outside the AGB:
• Outside the AGB, land is to remain undeveloped except for uses associated with
research activities that require a remote or foothill setting for their functioning.
Recreational use of the areas outside the AGB is promoted through dedication of
trails consistent with the Countywide Trails Master Plan.
• Future development should be targeted to areas inside the AGB. While some areas
inside the AGB that are currently undeveloped are suitable for future development,
others are to be preserved as important elements in the campus layout, as campus
open space, biologi- cal resource areas, or as recreational resources. On the whole,
a balance between development, open space, and recreational facilities will need to
be achieved.
This Community Plan seeks ways to maintain these open lands in a manner consistent
with both County goals and policies and Stanford’s interests as a private property owner. To that end, this chapter incorporates land use strategies that preserve the character
of these lands and conservation of all of their resources into the future, while retaining
them under university ownership.
Strategies for open space preservation include:
Strategy # 1:

Locate additional development inside the Academic Growth
Boundary
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Strategy # 2:

Balance recreational use and environmental objectives

Strategy # 3:

Plan for parks and open space land within the Academic Growth
Boundary
Background

Open space at Stanford performs a multitude of functions beneficial to both the University and the community at large, including:
• preservation of natural habitats,
• protection of sensitive species of animals and plants,
• protection of watersheds and flood control,
• preventing development in hazard areas,
• preservation of scenic vistas,
• provision of respite areas and recreational opportunities, and
• buﬀers to define urban form.
At Stanford, open space serves the additional purposes of supporting teaching and
research and preserving the beauty and character of the campus.
Types of Open Space
The concept of “open space” applies to several types of land that serve a variety of purposes. At Stanford, open lands are located in both relatively flat areas within and bordering the central campus and in the foothills south of Junipero Serra Boulevard. Lands
outside the Academic Growth Boundary (AGB) are to remain undeveloped except for
field research purposes. Within the AGB, some undeveloped lands are intended and
targeted for future development while others are meant to remain as open space that
helps define the built university and is a key element in the campus design (see Figure
5.1- Types of Open Spaces).
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Open Space Outside the Academic Growth Boundary
Current Use and Setting
Stanford’s lands outside the Academic Growth Boundary consist of undeveloped lands
known as “the foothills,” comprising approximately half of the Community Plan area
and two-thirds of the University’s total 8,180 acres. The future of these lands has been
an issue of ongoing concern for both Stanford and the community.
These lands, which extend southwest of Junipero Serra Boulevard across I-280 and into
San Mateo County, are comprised of grasslands, oak woodlands, and riparian areas.
The area is largely undeveloped and used for low-intensity research agricultural leases,
and recreation. It is also home to utility installations and the eighteen-hole Stanford
Golf Course. The Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, and the 1,200-acre Jasper Ridge
Biological Preserve are in San Mateo County.
Past land use policies for the foothills have included a General Plan designation of Academic Reserve and Open Space (which limits allowable uses to low-intensity activities
in keeping with the character of the land). In addition, all land south of Junipero Serra
Boulevard was included in Special Condition Area C under the 1989 General Use Permit, which required individual use permits for development in this area.
Other jurisdictions with Stanford lands have established land use policies for undeveloped Stanford foothill lands. Most of the undeveloped land in San Mateo County is
designated Institutional/General Open Space/Future Study in the San Mateo County
General Plan. The City of Palo Alto maintains three scenic easements on a portion of
Coyote Hill in the Stanford Research Park south of Foothill Avenue. One easement will
expire in 2002, while the others have expiration dates of 2010 and 2041 and are automatically extended by a year each January 1 unless the University gives the City notice
of non-renewal.
By providing undeveloped settings for research and teaching, foothill open space at
Stanford directly supports specific academic programs. Astrophysics, conservation biology, civil and environmental engineering and art are examples of academic programs
directly supported by opportunities provided by open space in the foothills.
Competing Concerns and Priorities: Open Space Protection and Recreational
Use
The Stanford foothills are recognized throughout the Midpeninsula as a valuable open
space resource. However, the potential for future development of these lands has been
a contentious issue for several decades. Stanford’s internal policies call for the maintenance of land for future academic use.
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On the regional level, the Stanford foothills are a functional component of the open
space system that forms a visual and environmental backdrop for northern Santa Clara
County. A combination of county and city parks, publicly-owned watersheds, and
preserves owned by the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District north and south of
Stanford lands create a chain of open space along the ridges of the Santa Cruz Mountains. Conversely, Stanford’s immediate surroundings in the foothills include land
which is primarily in residential use in Los Altos, Los Altos Hills, Palo Alto, Portola
Valley, and Menlo Park, making the Stanford foothills a rare example of open space
adjacent to the urbanized area. The extensive development that has occurred in these
jurisdictions has caused many of these neighbors to place a high value on guarantees
for long-term or permanent protection of the Stanford foothills.
Recreational use of Stanford land is enjoyed by residents of the Stanford campus and
neighboring communities. The close proximity of the Stanford foothills to the developed areas of the Midpeninsula make it a popular destination. Use of these lands is
allowed by permission of the University. Recreational use of the foothills raises several
associated issues:
• While the foothills are a popular recreation destination and used in the manner of
a park by many visitors, they are not publicly owned or operated. Stanford does
not provide the amenities that are normally associated with public trails and does
not patrol the area to prevent visitors from leaving designated trails or manage the
land as a recreation area. As a result, recreational use may contribute to trail and
environmental degradation.
• Trail user parking is a particular concern to residents of the neighboring faculty
I /staﬀ subdivision. As a result, Stanford instituted a residential parking permit
program in this neighborhood and trail users have been parking along Stanford
Avenue, which is a County-maintained road. As a result of continued resident
concerns, the speed limit has been reduced and the County has modified the road
to manage parking and reduce erosion, but has continued to allow public parking
along portions of the street.
• Visitor access to environmentally sensitive areas, particularly riparian areas which
are home to special status species, has the potential to result in degradation of
habitat and direct impacts on animals, as well as adverse eﬀects on research, education, and restoration eﬀorts.
Maintaining natural resources in the foothills will require achievement of a balance
between environmental protection and access to open space.
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Open Space within the Academic Growth Boundary
Current Use and Setting
Inside the AGB, open spaces and undeveloped areas serve a variety of purposes:

• Campus-defining open space. Open spaces help define the form of the main campus. Major on-campus open spaces include the Oval, Palm Drive, the Arboretum,
and Lake Lagunita. Several of these spaces serve additional purposes, such as
storm water detention in the Arboretum and California tiger salamander habitat in
Lake Lagunita.
• Undeveloped central campus land. Undeveloped tracts of varying size remain
north of Junipero Serra Boulevard, primarily on the west side of the campus and in
the faculty/staff subdivision. Some of these areas are planned for future residential
de- velopment while others could provide opportunities for new academic
buildings.
• Athletic fields. Stanford maintains extensive athletic facilities, including playing
fields located primarily in two areas (near El Camino Real and in the western portion of the campus near Sand Hill Road). These playing fields are programmed for
use through the Department of Athletics, Physical Education and Recreation.
• Recreational facilities. Formal and informal recreation facilities such as Wilbur
field and playgrounds in Escondido Village and the faculty/staff subdivision are
provid- ed to serve campus residents. The golf driving range and the Stanford Golf
Course (located outside the AGB) provide recreational opportunities to both
Stanford students and others.
• Buﬀer. Undeveloped tracts along the Palo Alto and Menlo Park borders on Sand
Hill Road, Stanford Avenue, and El Camino Real currently provide a buﬀer between the urban core of the University and the surrounding communities. Some of
these areas are planned for future residential development while others will continue to provide a buﬀer.
Open Space Protection Policies
In the past, open space protection at Stanford has occurred through General Plan land
use designations, zoning designations, and through conditions of the 1989 General Use
Permit. The General Plan designation of Academic Reserve and Open Space limited
allowable uses to low- intensity uses compatible with the character of the land and its
resources. North of Junipero Serra Boulevard, this General Plan designation was
applied to the golf course, the portion of the Arboretum north of Campus Drive, and all
of the land bordering El Camino Real.
Three Special Condition Areas identified in the 1989 General Use Permit area were also
located in the central campus area. The Arboretum, the El Camino Real setback, and the
lands on the west side of campus bordering Sand Hill Road were placed in these Special Condition Areas, which required a separate use permit for development rather
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allowing development under the General Use Permit. No restriction was placed on the
types of uses that may be applied for in these special condition areas, other than those
restrictions imposed by the Academic Reserve and Open Space land use designation.
Many of the open spaces and undeveloped areas in the central campus are within the
area subject to the 1989 General Use Permit. Potential development in the GUP area
requires Architecture and Site Approval (ASA) and is only limited by the cumulative
population and square footage thresholds of the GUP.
The Stanford Community Plan identifies two different types of lands that serve both
academic and open space purposes. Within the Academic Growth Boundary, the
Community Plan identifies Campus Open Space. Among other locations, these areas
include the Oval, the Arboretum, and the area surrounding Lagunita.
Outside the Academic Growth Boundary, the Stanford Community Plan identifies Open
Space and Field Research and Special Conservation Areas. In 2003, the Santa Clara
County Board of Supervisors adopted new zoning for the Open Space and Field Research
(OS/F) district. Under the OS/F zoning, a viewshed analysis is required for any project
that requires Architecture and Site Approval Committee approval. In addition, Santa
Clara County Planning Commission approval is needed for buildings and structures over
1,000 square feet; towers and antenna over 35 feet tall that are located in a high visibility
zone or corridor; and projects with environmental impacts that cannot be mitigated to
less-than-significant levels.
Separate from the 1989 General Use Permit, tThe City of Palo Alto and Stanford entered
into a development agreement in 1997 for projects along Sand Hill Road inside the City
limits which also aﬀects the land along Sand Hill Road that is located in the unincorporated portion of the County. Among many other stipulations, this agreement specifies
that no use other than athletic fields may be developed along Sand Hill Road from Junipero Serra Boulevard to Pasteur Drive and east to Campus Drive West. The exception
to this arrangement is that housing may be developed east of Fremont Road in the area
known as the Stable Site. This agreement is in eﬀect until 2020. The development agreement resulted from a negotiation between Stanford and the City of Palo Alto and involves an agreement by Stanford not to pursue certain activities rather than a condition
or limitation imposed by the County. This development agreement may be modified at
the mutual consent of Stanford and the City of Palo Alto.
Competing Concerns and Priorities
The open spaces within the AGB are subject to a variety of development pressures.
While some of the areas are viewed as undeveloped lands which could be appropriate
for future development, others provide important resources as open lands within the
urban setting. Competing concerns and priorities for some of the open lands within the
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• The Arboretum is seen by many as the initial defining landscape at the main entrance of the university and as an open space buﬀer from the urban environs of
Palo Alto. Given its altered natural state (replacement of much of the original oak
woodlands with eucalyptus forest), it is seen by others as a potential location for
future university expansion preferable to the foothills and other areas of critical
habitat.
• Lake Lagunita is the most critical and highest value habitat of the California tiger
salamander at Stanford. Undeveloped lands surrounding the lake have been identified as potential future sites for housing and expansion of the academic campus.
• Residential development in the faculty I staﬀ subdivision is proposed in areas
which currently serve as informal recreation areas for residents.
• While existing athletic facilities and recreational areas for students are not generally proposed for development at this time, the Academic Campus designation
applied to much of this area does allow for the future development of these open
areas through the definition of allowable uses.
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• Development of faculty I /staﬀ/other workers housing could require
relocation of the Driving Range to a site adjacent to the golf course.
• Faculty/ I staﬀ/other workers and student housing may be proposed on the
Stanford Avenue and El Camino Real frontages which currently serve to buﬀer
development on Stanford’s campus from the surrounding community.
Strategies, Policies and Implementation

Strategy #1: Locate additional development inside the Aca- demic
Growth Boundary
From the County’s viewpoint,The maintenance of the open space in the Stanford
foothills is a central strategy for meeting the General Plan objectives of resource
conservation and compact urban development. Concentration of academic
development inside the AGB allows for retention of the open space character of the
land outside of the AGB, while continuing to meet the University’s land use objectives.
This strategy incorporates open space into the overall campus development approach,
recognizing the area outside the AGB as an integral part of the campus environment
that balances and moderates the intensity of the academic core. Eﬀorts to preserve the
foothills will require additional concentration and intensification of the central campus
core. Conversely, maintaining the central campus as the focus of all new development
will allow the foothills to remain in their natural state. The implementation measures
discuss mechanisms for achieving long-term open space protection in the foothills that
build on the overall land use strategy. Such measures include conservation easements
in critical habitat areas and identification of opportunities to secure Stanford’s commitment to open space protection.
This plan recognizes the need to protect open space in the Stanford foothills through
the “Open Space and Field Research” land use designation, which allows for activities
that support research and teaching requiring a remote or foothill setting for their functioning. Locations which are categorically not suited for development, such as habitats
for rare species and geologic hazard areas, are designated Special Conservation and are
completely restricted in terms of use and development.
This strategy and the associated policies and implementation recommendations reflect
those policies articulated elsewhere in the Community Plan, particularly in the Growth
and Development, Land Use, and Resource Conservation chapters. The policies are reiterated here to emphasize their value from the perspective of open space preservation.
Figure 5.2 - Designated Open Space, indicates those open space lands formally protected through Community Plan land use designations or other existing arrangements.
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Policies
SCP-OS 1
Locate development inside the Academic Growth Boundary, allowing lands outside the
boundary to continue as open space.
SCP-OS 2
Allow only field research and other uses that require a remote or foothill setting for
their functioning in areas outside the Academic Growth Boundary. Do not permit any
new development that is not associated with such uses (see Land Use Chapter).
SCP-OS 3
Identify and delineate Special Conservation areas where no development would be
permitted (see Land Use Chapter). Preserve special conservation areas where they have
been estimatedidentified under the Special Conservation Area land use designation.

Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-OS (i) 1
Prioritize and use infill sites and areas with potential for redevelopment within the
AGB as locations for new development.
SCP-OS (i) 2
Require easements as appropriate in Special Conservation areas. Locate easements in
areas which serve critical habitat needs.
SCP-OS (i) 3
Identify and pursue opportunities to remove existing obstacles to development within
the Academic Growth Boundary in exchange for easement protection of lands outside
the AGB.
Strategy #2: Balance recreational use and environmental objectives

Through its Countywide Trails Master Plan, the County has created the mechanisms
to provide a comprehensive trail system throughout Santa Clara County. The plan
articulates County policies for the location, management, dedication and use of trails.
Because Stanford lands border on a number of designated preserves and parklands, the
Trails Master Plan identifies trail linkages in the regional trail system which cross Stanford lands. These trails are intended to provide links between developed urban areas
and open space in the foothills and baylands. The Community Plan incorporates trails
in accordance with the Countywide Trails Master Plan. The Trails Master Plan identifies the following linkages on Stanford lands; actual alignments of these links must be
designed to protect sensitive habitat areas, and on-going academic, agricultural, and
residential uses. (See Figure 5.3 - County Trails Master Plan Designated Trails):
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• Route S1 is shown as a “sub-regional route on other public lands” in the Matadero
Creek/Page Mill Road corridor and is partially on a public road. The alignment
follows Matadero Creek and Old Page Mill Road in the Stanford Community Plan
area.
• The connector route C1, in the San Francisquito/Los Trancos Creek corridors, is
designated as a “trail route within private property.” The alignment generally follows the creeks and Alpine Road.
Some of these trails, in whole or in part, currently exist on Stanford land. The Los Trancos Creek and Arastradero Recreational trails have been in place for a number of years,
and a portion of the San Francisquito Creek trail has been designated within the City of
Palo Alto.
Development associated with the General Use Permit creates a need and an opportunity for trail dedication on Stanford land.
The actual alignment, design, and development of trails on Stanford land will need to
comply with all relevant County policies. Creation of trails on Stanford land should be
coordinated among the six jurisdictions in which Stanford lands are located, as well as
the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District.
Since 2000, Stanford has completed all of the County’s requirements for dedication and
construction of trails shown on the 1995 Countywide Trails Master Plan. Stanford
dedicated easements for and completed the S1 Trail within Santa Clara County in 2011.
Stanford also reached agreement with Portola Valley and constructed the portion of the
C1 Trail that is located in Portola Valley in 2011. Stanford reached agreement with Los
Altos Hills and constructed the C2 Trail in 2013. The only jurisdiction that did not accept
funding was San Mateo County. The Trails Agreement anticipated this potential outcome
and required that, in such an event, Stanford would instead pay the County of Santa Clara
the amount it was required to offer San Mateo County to construct the portion of the C1
Trial that is located in San Mateo County. To satisfy this requirement, Stanford paid $10.4
million to the County Santa Clara in 2014 which was placed into a County Recreation
Fund.
The County of Santa Clara Board of Supervisors conducted a proposal process to award
the $10.4 million in funding (County Recreation Fund) that it received from Stanford in
lieu of constructing the C1 trial segment in San Mateo County. The City of Palo Alto
and Stanford submitted a joint application for use of the County Recreation Fund. In
addition to bicycle and pedestrian improvements located in the City of Palo Alto, the
application included a new Stanford Perimeter Trail on the edge of Stanford’s lands in
unincorporated Santa Clara County. Although the Board of Supervisors selected
Stanford as one of the recipients of the County Recreation Fund, Stanford opted instead
to construct the Stanford Perimeter Trail at its own expense. Stanford has completed all
of the County’s requirements for dedication and construction of the trails shown on the
1995 Countywide Trails Master Plan.
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Policies
SCP-OS 4
Require dedication of trails on Stanford land as specified in the Countywide Trails Master Plan, consistent with environmental objectives, academic uses and with the priorities of the County Parks and Recreation Department.
SCP-OS 5
Protect sensitive habitat areas, areas used for academic purposes, and areas under active agricultural use in the alignment and design of trails.
SCP-OS 6
Plan for, design, and develop trails on Stanford lands in a manner consistent with the
policies articulated in the Countywide Trails Master Plan.
SCP-OS 7
Minimize impacts of recreational activities on academic facilities and environmental
resources.
SCP-OS 8
Encourage Stanford to work with the community to allow public access to trails not included in the County Trails Master Plan in a way that minimizes impacts on academic
facilities and environmental resources.
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Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-OS (i) 4
Coordinate eﬀorts among Stanford and local agencies to define more precise trail alignments for the trails crossing Stanford lands as described in the Countywide Trails Master Plan, and to determine terms for trail development, maintenance, and liability.
SCP-OS (i) 5
Restrict access to sensitive habitat or hazardous areas, locations under ecological restoration, and research sites.
SCP-OS (i) 6
Develop programs to protect and restore overused or misused recreational areas.

Strategy #3: Plan for parks and open space land within the
Academic Growth Boundary
The interplay between buildings and open space is an important distinguishing visual
feature of the Stanford campus. The Stanford campus continually presents contrasts
between intensive development and open space, and between formal and defined open
space settings and informal, natural areas that evoke Stanford’s natural setting.
The Community Plan identifies the areas within the AGB as the location for future
development, maintaining the foothills as open space. As development of the academic
core intensifies, treatment of open space areas becomes increasingly important for
maintenance of the essential character of Stanford. In addition, implicit in the stated
objective of maintaining Stanford as a residential campus is the provision of all of the
physical elements of a complete residential community.
Planning for expansion of the basic academic facilities should include open space necessary for a balanced environment. The competing concerns for open space on the
campus, and the need to protect significant open spaces, is the basis behind the Campus Open Space land use designation. Undeveloped lands or open spaces which are
not specifically protected through the Campus Open Space designation are addressed
through Community Plan policies that will help ensure the availability of adequate
amounts of open land for recreational use and to balance built areas. Figure 5.2 - Protected Open Space, indicates those open space lands formally protected through Community Plan land use designations.
Recognizing the diﬀerent types and roles of central campus open space, the Community Plan stipulates a variety of measures for protecting and enhancing these spaces:
• Form-giving open space features: Historic or form-giving open space features
which are essential to the character of the campus are designated Campus Open
Space in the Community Plan (see Land Use Chapter). This designation also applies to areas within the Academic Growth Boundary which are essential to the
habitat value of critical natural areas located within the AGB.
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• Parks in residential areas: Areas which have long been used as parks and playgrounds in the faculty I /staﬀ subdivision are a valued amenity for the resident
community and are also designated Campus Open Space in the Community Plan.
These designated Campus Open Space areas within and adjacent to the faculty
I staﬀ subdivision total 18.4 acres. This space can be considered adequate for a population of 3,680 according to the 5 acres per 1,000 residents standard recognized by
the State of California as the maximum amount of park area that can be required in
a new subdivision. The current estimated population of the faculty I staﬀ subdivision is 2,262, projected to be 2,387 in 2010. Parks in new faculty I staﬀ subdivisions
will also be provided at the 5 acres/1,000 residents standard.
• Athletic fields: Athletic and recreational facilities also function as open space. The
designated athletic facilities, intramural playfields, and informal fields near residences directly support academic and residential programs and are included in
the Academic Campus designation. Community Plan policies call for provision of
adequate outdoor athletic facilities to support the student population.
• Buﬀers: Undeveloped land on the periphery of campus both defines the gateway
to the campus and provides a buﬀer to the surrounding community from the University’s development. These buﬀer areas carry a variety of land use designations.
Many of the important frontages are designated Campus Open Space. Others with
some potential for development are designated Residential or Academic Campus.
Community Plan policies call for the need to balance new development with the
importance of maintaining adequate open space buﬀers along the interfaces with
neighboring oﬀ-campus communities.

Policies
SCP-OS 9
Identify and preserve significant open space through use of the Campus Open Space
designation in order to maintain the quality and character of the central campus.
SCP-OS 10
Require Stanford to maintain recreational open space to meet existing and future recreational needs of the Stanford community.
SCP-OS 11
Balance concerns about the maintenance of buﬀers between the University and Cities
of Palo Alto and Menlo Park with the need for increased housing supply and improved
aﬀordability (see Housing Chapter).
SCP-OS 12
Park and recreation areas should be designed and landscaped, incorporating safety
features, and maintained in accordance with County requirements for open-space
maintenance.
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Implementation Recommendation
SCP-OS (i) 7
Identify, protect, and restore historic campus open space features essential to the organizing principles of the campus plan.
SCP-OS (i) 8
Require Stanford to provide suﬃcient campus parks and open space in the residential
areas desig- nated Campus Residential, at the rate of 5 acres for 1,000 population.
SCP-OS (i) 9
Review development applications for continued provision of recreational and athletic
facilities convenient to student residences and in adequate amounts to serve student
needs.
SCP-OS (i) 10
Incorporate open space in redevelopment of the core campus.
SCP-OS (i) 11
Review development applications in the Academic Campus land use designation for
continued provision of buﬀer between development on the campus and surrounding
oﬀ-campus communities.
SCP-OS (i) 12
Develop appropriateEvaluate setback requirements as part of the new zoning for the
Campus Residential - Low Density and Campus Residential - Moderate Density land
use desig- nations.
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Resource Conservation
S t a n f o r d C o m m u n i t y P l a n I s s u e s a nd P o l i c i e s

Chapter Summary
Stanford contains a great wealth of natural resources which the Community Plan aims
to preserve and protect in a manner that balances conservation and development of the
campus. Resources include plant and wildlife species, creeks and other special habitat areas, water resources, historic and prehistoric resources, and visual resources. All
types of resources contribute to the natural and built environment of the campus.
Many types of resources are protected through various state and federal laws. The
policies and implementation recommendations in this chapter reinforce, enhance, and
supplement these mandated resource conservation approaches for the particular natural and built environment of Stanford lands.
This chapter of the Stanford Community Plan addresses a range of resource conservation subjects, and each has a subsection of the chapter devoted to it. These subsections
include:
• Habitat and Biodiversity,
• Water Quality and Watershed Management,
• Heritage Resources, and
• Scenic Resources.
Other Resource Conservation topic areas are discussed in the County of Santa Clara’s
General Plan, including Water Supply, Agricultural Resources, Mineral Resources,
Solid Waste Management, and Energy Resources, in suﬃcient detail to guide activities
at Stanford.
Community Plan strategies for resource conservation are:
Habitat and Biodiversity
Strategy # 1: Improve Current Knowledge and Awareness of Habitats and
Natural Areas
Strategy # 2:

Protect the Biological Integrity of Habitat Areas and Adequately
Mitigate Impact

Strategy # 3:

Encourage and Promote Habitat Restoration
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Water Quality and Watershed Management
Strategy # 4: Reduce Non-Point Source Pollution
Strategy # 5:

Enhance and Restore Wetlands, Riparian Areas, and other Habitats
that Improve Watershed Quality

Strategy # 6:

Prepare and Implement Comprehensive Watershed Management
Plans

Heritage Resources
Strategy # 7: Inventory and Evaluate Heritage Resources
Strategy # 8:

Protect Heritage Resources Through Avoidance, Adaptive Reuse
and Sensitive Planning and Design

Scenic Resources
Strategy # 9: Employ Growth and Development Policies That Conserve Scenic
Resources
Strategy # 10: Maintain and Enhance the Scenic Values of Urbanized Area Settings
Background
While the concept of resource conservation encompasses a diverse set of topics that involve both the built and the natural environment, there are common themes that bring
these issues together. These themes are expressed in the General Plan but are discussed
in this Community Plan to provide a sense of their application to Stanford and the
importance of resource conservation in the overall approach to development on University lands:

• Value: Stanford’s resources discussed in this chapter all provide a variety of types
of values to both the Stanford community and the wider area. For example, species
and habitats have value from both the ecological viewpoint and for scientific research purposes. Historic buildings house Stanford’s academic programs and also
enhance the physical identity of the University and the wider community.
• Stewardship: The concept of stewardship involves recognition of the value of
natural and heritage resources, leading to active eﬀorts to preserve and enhance
the quality of the environment and its resources. Stanford’s preservation of the vast
majority of its foothills is an example of stewardship, particularly in times when
the University actively chose not to develop this land. As pressure to grow increases, stewardship becomes both more diﬃcult and more important.
• Challenges: Challenges to eﬀective resource conservation stem from the increasing demands on natural resources presented by growth at the University and
elsewhere, from the limited capacity of the environment to absorb impacts from
human activity, and from the need for cooperative, regional action to implement
eﬀective measures.
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The General Plan advocates a set of overall strategies for resource conservation eﬀorts,
which include:
1. Improving and updating current knowledge of resources;
2. Emphasizing pro-active, preventive measures to avoid impacts
3. Minimizing or compensating for impacts which do happen;
4. Restoring resources where possible; and,
5. Evaluating the eﬀectiveness of mitigation measures employed.
Strategies and policies for various subjects as they relate to Stanford’s lands are based
upon these overall strategies, but may be tailored or limited to the specific resources
and circumstances involved with Stanford lands.
One advantage for resource conservation at Stanford is the tremendous amount of
knowledge that has been gathered and activities that have been initiated over the years.
These measures are discussed more fully for each topic area.
One of the most important tools available to local government in the area of resource
conservation is the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), which requires that
the significant environmental impacts of development projects be recognized and mitigated as appropriate. At Stanford, the County has taken the approach to require comprehensive environmental review of potential impacts associated with the issuance of
the General Use Permit. This analysis is then supplemented by additional environmental review of the impacts of each new project.
Habitat and Biodiversity

Background
Stanford’s natural setting is an asset to both the University and the region. The diversity
of local flora and fauna, and close proximity of the main campus to relatively unspoiled
areas, allow for laboratory activities, teaching, and research to be closely linked to fieldbased studies, providing Stanford with academic opportunities unique among its peer
institutions. The large acreage in open space supports relatively uninterrupted habitat
and wildlife corridors connecting to publicly-owned open spaces in the region. On
lands which are not owned by Stanford and are not under public ownership, extensive
development has occurred, leading to habitat fragmentation and increasing local interest in maintaining Stanford as open lands.
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Protection of species depends on protection of the habitats in which they live. Stanford’s lands support a rich array of native biological communities including riparian
oak woodland, other oak woodlands, and annual grasslands. A number of species and
biotic communities found on Stanford lands are protected by one or more local, state,
or federal statutes such as the federal Endangered Species Act (ESA), the California
Endangered Species Act, and the federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act. These species are
collectively referred to as “special status species” and include:
• Two species which use creeks on Stanford lands as habitat, the California redlegged frog and the steelhead trout, are listed as “threatened” under the ESA.
These species can be protected through use of buﬀers along creeks and protection
of water quality. Another important consideration for creek species is the eﬀect of
water use from creeks for irrigation and other purposes.
• Several other species found at Stanford are candidates for protection under the
Endangered Species Act (ESA), most notably the California tiger salamander
(CTS). Because there is the most immediate conflict between this species and both
ongoing activities and proposed new development, the salamander is the subject
of extensive eﬀort; issues related to the CTS are described in more detail below.
• Trees in the riparian forest, oak woodland savanna, and central campus provide
breeding and foraging habitat for a wide variety of birds, including several species
of special concern such as the Cooper’s hawk, sharp-shinned hawk, golden eagle,
and loggerhead shrike. The Land Use designations and Open Space chapter policies are in part intended to conserve the resources of these areas for the habitat
value they provide.
Stanford has engaged in a number of eﬀorts over time to preserve habitats and biodiversity. These endeavors include:
• Planting of over 1,700 new oaks and other native trees as part of a reforestation
program in both the foothills and the central campus.
• Steelhead trout restoration projects in San Francisquito Creek, in conjunction with
the State Department of Fish and Game, CalTrout, and Santa Clara and San Mateo
counties.
• Establishment of the 1,200-acre Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve in San Mateo
County in 1973. The preserve is used for fieldwork in biological studies by Stanford students and faculty and researchers from other institutions.
• Creation of experimental breeding ponds for use by CTS in the foothills in order to
reduce the number of salamanders exposed to traﬃc hazards as a result of crossing
Junipero Serra Boulevard to reach Lake Lagunita.
• Maintenance and preservation of the oaks and other trees in the central campus
through sensitive building design, incorporation of natural areas in the central
campus setting, and relocation of mature trees displaced by building projects.
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An important aspect of these conservation activities is the opportunity to learn from
these eﬀorts. As an academic institution and long-term landowner, Stanford is able to
monitor and test diﬀerent methods of habitat conservation and restoration in search of
the most eﬀective strategies. In addition to the Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve, Stanford faculty, students, and researchers have long-term research and teaching interests
in San Francisquito Creek, Los Trancos Creek, Matadero Creek, and the oak woodlands
and annual grasslands.
The oak reforestation program is perhaps the best-known habitat restoration program
on the campus, involving Stanford, nonprofit organizations, and numerous volunteers
from the campus and neighboring communities. This program was initiated by Stanford in the early 1980s, following the preparation of a Vegetation Management Plan in
1983 which found a lack of young oak trees and a decline in mature trees in the natural
areas on the campus. After several years of operation in the foothills, the reforestation
program has been extended to the Arboretum, and it has also involved reintroduction
of native understory shrubs, grasses and forbs (broadleaf herbs) in addition to oaks.
This continuing program has yielded many lessons and insights that have been used to
modify techniques for planting and maintenance. The oak reforestation program is an
excellent example of comprehensive land stewardship and management that restores
habitat and contributes to the knowledge of the natural environment.
California Tiger Salamander
The California Tiger Salamander (CTS) is a state species of special concern and a federal
candidate for listing as threat- ened or endangered. Lake Lagunita and the surrounding
undeveloped lands provide both aquatic breeding and terrestrial habitat for CTS.
Stanford’s population is the only remaining known population of this species on the
San Francisco Peninsula. The rarity of this population and the fact that the salamander
habitat is located in potential devel- opment areas create a particularly high level of
interest in the potential eﬀects of devel- opment under the Community Plan on this
species.
The California Tiger Salamander (CTS) has very particular life cycle needs which
require extensive habitat preserva- tion and management, in both developed and
undeveloped areas. CTS breed in Lake Lagunita, where seasonal filling makes water
available for a period of time that co- incides with the amphibian’s breeding cycle.
After hatching and developing to their terrestrial form in water, juvenile salamanders
migrate to upland habitats up to one kilometer or more from the breeding site, where
they live in holes created by ground rodents. These estivation sites are located both
north and south of Junipero Serra Bou- levard. Adult salamanders return to their
breeding ponds with the first heavy rains of winter. Aquatic breeding sites and usable
upland habitat, particularly within 500 me- ters of the lake, comprise the salamander’s
crucial habitat needs.
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Primary threats to the California Tiger SalamanderCTS at Stanford are:
• Traﬃc mortality due to crossing of Junipero Serra Boulevard during migration;
• Impacts from activities associated with development, such as trapping in utility
boxes and harm to individuals from landscape maintenance; and
• Loss of habitat from new development.
In 1998, a Management Agreement for the California Tiger Salamander was signed
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the California Department of Fish and Game,
the County, and Stanford. The California Tiger Salamander CTS Management
Agreement identified mechanisms to reduce the impact of these threats on the CTS,
particularly addressing a defined
zone around Lake Lagunita known as the CTS Management Zone. The agreement was
required as a condition of approval for construction of the Lyman graduate student
residences near Lake Lagunita, as a mitigation for the impacts on the salamander associated with that project and other identified projects within the Management Zone. The
Management Agreement allows for additional mitigation of projects in the Management Zone which are not covered by the agreement, which would include all development associated with the new General Use Permit.
In 2004, the California Tiger Salamander received federal protection under the ESA when
it was listed as a threatened species. The CTS was listed as threatened by the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) in 2010. In part to address federal Endangered
Species Act requirements pertaining to the salamander, Stanford prepared a Habitat
Conservation Plan (HCP) that was approved by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) in 2013. The HCP describes Stanford’s anticipated operational and development
activities that could result in “take” of protected species and a conservation program that
minimizes the effects to the species and provides compensatory mitigation for any
residual effects.
Based on the conservation programs and commitments identified in the HCP, the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service issued Stanford an Incidental Take Permit (ITP) in compliance
with Section 10(a) of the ESA. In May 2016, the California Department of Fish and Wildlife
determined that the ITP issued by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, including the
incorporated measures in the Habitat Conservation Plan, is consistent with the California
Endangered Species Act. Stanford’s HCP provides compliance with both the Endangered
Species Act and California Endangered Species Act for protected species on most of
Stanford’s land within unincorporated Santa Clara County.
Some of the primary strategies have included eﬀorts to make developed areas inaccessible to salamanders, modification of management practices, and the creation of several
experimental breeding ponds in the foothills to reduce the population’s reliance on Lake
Lagunita. While Stanford hopes to increase use of the foothill breeding ponds over the
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long term, the success of these ponds has not been established. The University also
intends to construct a tunnel crossing under Junipero Serra Boulevard to reduce traﬃc
mortality. Protection of Lake Lagunita and habitat around the lake will remain as an
important aspect of salamander management in the future.

Strategies, Policies and Implementation
The Community Plan incorporates the major habitat preservation concepts or strategies
included in the General Plan, namely, acknowledging habitat and biological resources,
preserving habitat, mitigating impacts, and restoring habitat. The plan implements
these concepts through restrictions on development in the foothills to only those activities which support academic activity based on the foothill setting and through emphasizing development in the central campus that is sensitive to the natural resources
aﬀected by the development.
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Strategy #1: Improve Current Knowledge and Awareness of
Habitats and Natural Areas
This strategy acknowledges the need for accurate and up-to-date information on local
biodiversity in order to conduct successful conservation and land use planning. Stanford maintains an evolving database on many levels of local biotic diversity. In particular, data on the distribution and condition of protected species and plant-defined biological communities, such as serpentine grasslands, are incorporated into the database
on an annual basis and should be transmitted to the County as well. Stanford is also
conducting ongoing studies investigating the impacts of non-native species on local
ecosystems. The policies associated with this strategy call for continued data collection
and information transmission to the County.

Policies
SCP-RC 1
Stanford shall Mmaintain and update inventories and maps of important biological
resources on Stan- ford lands, including protected species, species considered at risk of
local extinction, and habitat types (biotic communities), for use in conservation eﬀorts,
land use decision making, and monitoring of resource status.
SCP-RC 2
Allow field research and other academic activities related to improving knowledge and
understanding of habitat resources to occur in areas south of Junipero Serra Boulevard.

Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-RC (i) 1
Require Stanford shall to prepare California Natural Diversity Database records for
species of concern.
SCP-RC (i) 2
Stanford shall Ttransmit natural resource map updates to the County using the
County’s current elec- tronic map format standards, upon request by the County.

Strategy #2: Protect the Biological Integrity of Habitat Areas
and Adequately Mitigate Impacts
Protection of existing natural resource areas is an essential component of successful
conservation planning. At Stanford such protection involves the management and longterm commitment to the preservation of environmentally significant areas, particularly
in the foothills.
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The question of what habitat areas are “sensitive” and most in need of protection is not
a simple one. Habitats for some special-status species under state or federal law are
clear candidates for protection. Such habitats at Stanford include Lake Lagunita, other
breeding ponds, and the upland habitat (undeveloped land within 500 meters of breeding sites) for the California tiger salamander. It also includes the creeks and their riparian surroundings which support steelhead and red-legged frogs. While much of this
habitat area is located in the foothills which will remain largely undeveloped, some areas around Lake Lagunita on the north side of Junipero Serra Boulevard are within the
Academic Growth Boundary (AGB). This area is viable salamander habitat and should
be considered a sensitive area for management purposes.
While location of development and activities outside of the most sensitive habitat areas
is important, appropriate management within already developed areas and in locations used for agriculture and recreation is also critical to the protection of species and
habitats. For example, there is concern about the eﬀects of recreational activity in the
foothills in terms of erosion and eﬀects on habitat and wildlife. Unlimited access to the
creeks in these areas could pose a threat to the special status species in such aquatic environments. Resource management of some of these areas can be particularly challenging in areas that are not directly controlled by the University, such as on agricultural
leaseholds on undeveloped lands.
California Tiger Salamander
Measures to protect habitat for the CTS under the Community Plan will minimize development in the most crucial habitat areas over the long term. These areas are undeveloped lands within 500 meters of CTS breeding sites, without intervening development
that fully blocks salamander access. Specifically, existing prime habitat includes Lake
Lagunita and its undeveloped environs and the Lower Knoll, with undeveloped lands
south of JSB also serving as important habitat (See Figure 6.1 - California Tiger Salamander Habitat). While the Driving Range is adjacent to the lake, recreational activities
have prevented it from acting as prime salamander habitat.
The primary tools to protect prime habitat are long-term conservation easements and
creation of new salamander habitat through addition of viable breeding ponds. The
AGB itself is an important tool for CTS habitat protection in that it will prevent development in some portions of the CTS habitat area.
If the CTS is listed as a threatened or endangered species by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service in the future, Stanford will be required to obtain incidental take authorization
and prepare a Habitat Conservation Plan if any development or activities that aﬀect the
salamander are proposed.
The salamander received federal protection under the Endangered Species Act when it
was listed as a threatened species in 2004. In part to address federal ESA requirements
pertaining to the salamander, Stanford prepared a Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) that
was approved by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) in 2013. The HCP describes
Stanford’s anticipated operational and development activities that could result in “take”
of protected species and a conservation program that minimizes the effects to the species
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and provides compensatory mitigation for any residual effects. Based on the conservation
programs and commitments identified in the HCP, USFWS issued Stanford an Incidental
Take Permit (ITP) in compliance with Section 10(a) of the ESA.
On August 13, 2013, the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors acknowledged the
County Planning Director’s determination that the HCP provides “equal habitat value
and protection for the California tiger salamander.” The salamander was listed as
threatened by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) in 2010.
On May 4, 2016, the CDFW determined that the ITP issued by USFWS, including the
incorporated measures in the HCP, is consistent with the California Endangered Species
Act (CESA), meeting the requirements set forth in Fish and Game Code section 2081 for
authorizing take of CESA-listed species (i.e., California tiger salamander).
Stanford’s HCP provides compliance with both the ESA and CESA for protected species
on most of Stanford’s land within unincorporated Santa Clara County.
The policies associated with this strategy emphasize both avoidance of disturbance to
sensitive habitat areas and mitigation of any impacts that do occur.
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Policies
SCP-RC 3
Assure the protection of habitats for special status species in approving the location
and design of new development. Avoid habitat areas for these species in the location of
development whenever feasible.
SCP-RC 4
Protect and maintain habitats, natural areas, and wildlife corridors in development and
redevelopment.
SCP-RC 5
Protect habitat areas through use of the Open Space and Field Research, Special Conservation, and Campus Open Space land use designations, and through use of the
Academic Growth Boundary. If land use designation changes or AGB relocation is proposed, conduct detailed studies for presence of special status species and their habitat
prior to decision making.
SCP-RC 6
Require Stanford to mitigate any impacts on special status species or other biological
resources that result from land use and development through:
a. Mitigation measures that have proven to be eﬀective which shall be implemented
prior to commencement of site preparation and construction activities as appropriate.
b. Mitigation measures such as provision of new habitat areas which shall be monitored and, if necessary, revised over time to ensure the viability of these measures
as mitigation.
SCP-RC 7
Maintain and restore riparian buﬀer zones along creeks as described in Santa Clara
County General Plan policy R-RC-37.
SCP-RC 8
Monitor and evaluate the rRecreational uses should not occur in of sensitive habitat
areas and should be limited. if nec- essary the recreational use of areas supporting
significant, but less sensitive, natural resources.

Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-RC (i) 3
Establish guidelinesMaintain regulatory standards for review and approval of research
and teaching activities in habi- tat areas, particularly in those areas which support
special-status species.
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SCP-RC (i) 4
Develop and implement a program for monitoring and managing recreational activities
in the foothillsOngoing recreational activities shall be managed with regard to the
habitat impacts of these activities and in conformance with the Stanford University
Habitat Conservation Plan.
SCP-RC (i) 5
Participate in the preparation and implementation of aAll development shall conform
with the Habitat Conservation Plan for Stanford lands approved by, if such an eﬀort is
initiated by Stanford or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and any corresponding
requirements by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife.
SCP-RC (i) 6
Require long-term habitat protection measures in appropriate locations as mitigation
for development in habitat areas that support special-status species or that are protected through local, state, or federal regulations.
SCP-RC (i) 7
Require replacement of trees greater than 12 inches in diameter which are removed at
a 1:1 ratio of replacement to removed trees. For oaks which meet this criteria, require
relocation of trees or replacement at a 3:1 ratio.
SCP-RC (i) 8
Develop guidelines for the location, siting and review of proposed construction projects
that minimize impacts to natural resources.
SCP-RC (i) 9
Identify opportunities to conserve water used for irrigation and other purposes in order
to limit use of water from creeks.

Strategy #3: Encourage and Promote Habitat Restoration
Just as protection of existing natural resources is a critical element to successful resource conservation planning, so too is habitat restoration. After well over 200 years of
occupation by European settlers and their descendeants, and more than 8,000 years of
occupation by Native Americans, Santa Clara County, including the Stanford area, has
been modified significantly by humans. Habitat loss, habitat fragmentation, and habitat
modification have all occurred on a large scale in the region, with most changes occurring in the last 150 years. For example, the Stanford foothills, which are considered an
important natural resource, are primarily comprised of non-native grasses and have
been substantially altered through cattle grazing. Both foothill areas and flatlands in
areas surrounding Stanford lands have been extensively developed.
Habitat restoration is also a potential mitigation measure for development in sensitive
habitat in other locations.
The policies associated with this strategy encourage continued habitat restoration as
part of a comprehensive approach to habitat preservation and management.
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Policies
SCP-RC 9
Stanford should Eestablish priorities for the restoration or rehabilitation of sensitive
habitat areas and include habitat restoration as a key component of conservation
management and plan- ning.
SCP-RC 10
Stanford shallshould continue and support eﬀorts to enhance habitats and populations
of pro- tected native species, including, but not limited to:
a. reduction of non-native invasive species;
b. wetland creation eﬀorts, particularly to increase breeding sites for the California
tiger salamander; and
c. the oak reforestation program in the foothills, the Arboretum, and in other natural
areas.

Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-RC (i) 10
Coordinate wetland preservation for flood control purposes with habitat restoration
eﬀorts.
SCP-RC (i) 11
Encourage location of facilities and trails out of sensitive habitat areas and areas undergoing habitat restoration.
Water Quality and Watershed Management

Background
Healthy watersheds with good water quality are a critical component of resource conservation because watercourses are home to many of the campus’ sensitive species, and
because the quality of the watershed aﬀects the larger San Francisco Bay ecosystem.
Activities on Stanford lands have the potential to aﬀect the quality of creeks and their
associated riparian habitats, creating lasting impacts on both terrestrial habitat and water quality and species.
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Stanford lands are included in two watersheds: the San Francisquito and the Matadero
(see Figure 6.2- Watershed Boundaries). The San Francisquito Creek system, including
San Francisquito, Los Trancos, Corte Madera, Sausal, and Bear creeks, and the Searsville Reservoir, is the larger of the two and is located in the west and north portions of
the University. Stretches of this system form the boundary between Santa Clara and
San Mateo Counties. Stanford has three water diversions in this watershed: the Searsville Dam, a recently redesigned pumping facility located at the Stanford Golf Course
near Junipero Serra Boulevard, and the Felt Lake diversion on Los Trancos Creek (at
Arastradero Road).
The Matadero system encompasses the eastern areas of the University and consists of
Matadero and Deer creeks. This watershed is located entirely in Santa Clara County.
The Stanford portion of this watershed in unincorporated Santa Clara County is in
natural streambeds with substantial existing riparian vegetation. Downstream portions
of the system are maintained in artificial channels. Stanford has no water diversions in
this system.
Portions of Stanford lands also contain a groundwater recharge area, which crosses the
central campus (see Figure 6.3 - Groundwater Recharge Area). This area is referred to as
an “unconfined” zone where groundwater recharge is not generally precluded by soils
and geologic features. As additional development occurs in this portion of the campus,
there is less opportunity for infiltration and recharge of the aquifer through ground
percolation and more runoﬀ into creeks and storm drain systems. Drainage design and
detention pond systems can oﬀset increases in impervious surfaces, ensuring opportunities for recharge.
As part of the 2000 General Use Permit, Stanford had the option to prepare a site-specific
groundwater recharge study for each building project within the unconfined zone or a
comprehensive groundwater recharge study for all development that could occur within
the unconfined zone. Stanford chose to develop a comprehensive approach to
groundwater recharge and the Santa Clara Valley Water District approved the study in
2015.
The study outlines calculation methodology for groundwater recharge lost by
development and Stanford’s operational practice for conveying water to Lagunita from
Stanford’s surface water sources for the benefit of California tiger salamanders. These
surface water sources include water diverted from creeks and/or impounded by dams
and filter backwash water from Stanford’s irrigation water supply filtration facility.
Lagunita has a high infiltration rate and groundwater recharge is very effective.
The approved report and subsequent calculations of recharge lost be development
demonstrate that the cumulative amount of groundwater conveyed to Lagunita is far
greater than the cumulative amount of groundwater recharge lost annually, by a factor
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of more than 100. The accounting of recharge is tracked to ensure that all future
development would continue to result in an annual net positive recharge to the
unconfined zone.
Stanford participates in a regional Joint Powers Agency (JPA) for the San Francisquito
Creek Watershed, along with the Cities of Palo Alto, Menlo Park, and East Palo Alto,
the County of San Mateo, and the Santa Clara Valley Water District. This JPA focuses
on both habitat protection and flood control in the watershed. It grew from the Coordinated Resource Management and Planning (CRMP) process for San Francisquito Creek.
Watershed management and planning in Santa Clara County is conducted under the
auspices of the Santa Clara Valley Water District (SCVWD or “Valley Water”).

Strategies, Policies and Implementation
The strategies, policies and implementation recommendations related to water quality
and watershed management reflect the General Plan’s comprehensive approach to this
issue. These focus on reducing pollution sources and maintaining streamside environments rather than on treatment of polluted water. Comprehensive watershed management requires coordination among a multitude of landowners and jurisdictions. As a
major landowner with a variety of uses on its lands, Stanford is an important contributor to the overall health of the watersheds in which it lies.
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Strategy #4: Reduce Non-Point Source Pollution
Non-point source pollution has been identified as a major regional problem, accounting for approximately half of the contaminants discharged into San Francisco Bay. This
type of pollution stemrns from a variety of sources on the campus, such as streets, parking lots, agricultural waste and runoﬀ, erosion, and chemical or other waste from research activities. Stanford and the County’s eﬀorts to reduce non-point source pollution
are diverse, ranging from public education to development and implementation of best
management practices.
Agricultural activities on leased lands owned by the University have been a . particular
source of water pollution. These activities are under the influence of Stanford as a landowner, but not the direct control of Stanford as an operator. As landowner, Stanford
has the ability to require water pollution prevention practices as terms and conditions
of its leases.

Policies
SCP-RC 1211
Require Stanford to Ccontinue the use of appropriate best management practices to
reduce non-point source pollution in agricultural, recreational, and academic areas and
for construction activi- ties, and include these practices as terms and conditions of
leases of Stanford lands.
SCP-RC 1312
In planning for new development and redevelopment, utilize site, building and landscape design features which serve to reduce non-point source pollution.
SCP-RC 1413
Promote and participate in interjurisdictional eﬀorts to identify and reduce non-point
source pollution and to develop economically viable best management practices for
improving water quality.
SCP-RC 1514
Emphasize groundwater recharge through natural percolation and filtration over increased runoﬀ to storm drains and creeks.

Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-RC (i) 12
Stanford shall Ddevelop education programs for relevant University personnel and for
campus lease- holders on water quality issues.
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SCP-RC (i) 13
Stanford shall Cconduct regular maintenance on existing storm water systems.
SCP-RC (i) 14
Incorporate conditions within approvals for new development to minimize sources of
non-point source pollution and employ best management practices as mitigations.
Strategy #5: Enhance and Restore Wetlands, Riparian Areas, and
other Habitats that Improve Watershed Quality

A critical feature of eﬀorts to improve regional water quality is the existence of functioning wetlands and surrounding vegetated areas. Wetlands and associated vegetated
areas act to reduce erosion, absorb runoﬀ, and reduce the intensity of flood events. Natural areas contribute to water quality of both surface water features and underground
aquifers. This function adds to the County and Stanford’s interest in the protection of
riparian areas through streamside buﬀers and in the protection of central-campus wetlands, particularly in the Arboretum and around Lake Lagunita.

Policies
SCP-RC 1615
Assist Stanford in identifying and implementing agricultural and other land management practices that promote native species and that contribute to erosion control.
SCP-RC 1716
Avoid development in Special Conservation Areas, riparian areas and wetlands.
SCP-RC 1817
Maintain native plant communities south of Junipero Serra Boulevard and in Campus
Open Space areas such as oak woodland, chaparral, and riparian trees and shrubs that
serve to prevent soil erosion and creek bank collapse.
SCP-RC 1918
Enhance seasonal wetlands in the Arboretum.
SCP-RC 2019
Continue to seasonally fill Lake Lagunita and create seasonal wetlands habitat, creek
flow permitting, subject to the Stanford University Habitat Conservation Plan.

Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-RC (i) 15
Where appropriate during development and redevelopment, Stanford shall be required
to relocate structures, roads, and trails away from creeks and in a manner that minimizes the addition of impermeable surfaces.
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SCP-RC (i) 16
Incorporate flood control features such as detention basins into new development.
Design and engage in flood control activities for entire drainage areas rather than on
project-by-project basis for each new campus facility.

Strategy #6: Prepare and Implement Comprehensive
Watershed Management Plans
The primary goal of watershed management planning is greater assurance of water
quality, with the important additional benefits of habitat and natural resource protection. Because watershed management issues are complex and involve multiple parties,
eﬀorts have increased in the last several years to approach water quality issues from a
comprehensive watershed management approach. One such ongoing endeavor is the
Watershed Management Initiative for Santa Clara County, in which numerous jurisdictions and stakeholders have worked together over time to address watershed management and water quality collectively from a comprehensive perspective.
Stanford’s participation in the preparation and implementation of watershed management plans is important due to the amount of land owned by the University and the
variety of activities and resources on University lands. In order to manage watersheds
on Stanford lands and to contribute to regional planning, Stanford contributes scientific
information and participates in regional planning eﬀorts such as that of Joint Powers
Authority for San Francisquito Creek Watershed.

Policies
SCP-RC 2120
Support and encourage Stanford’s participation in regional watershed management
planning and implementation for watersheds including Stanford lands.

Implementation Recommendation
SCP-RC (i) 17
Stanford should shall continue to participate in region-wide watershed conservation
and management activities (e.g. Coordinated Resource Management Program and the
Joint Powers Authority for San Francisquito Creek).
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Heritage Resources

Background
Heritage resources at Stanford include those features which reflect and embody the
campus history. Many of these features are central to the visual and functional form
and character of the campus. While many equate heritage resources with historic buildings only, these resources encompass a range of features that contribute to the campus
heritage, including archaeological sites from prehistoric and historic times as well as
major landscape features.
Archaeological Sites
Archaeological sites are an important link to the past and source of understanding of
the area’s history. Archaeological sites at Stanford reach as far back as remains indicating a human presence 7,600 years ago. Resources on the Stanford campus include sites
from the local Muwekma Ohlone culture and their ancestors, as well as nineteenth- and
earlier twentieth-century archaeological deposits associated with Spanish, Mexican,
early American, and Stanford history.
Stanford faculty and students have conducted archaeological digs on campus since the
1920s. In 1986, the Campus Archaeology program made the first eﬀort to systematically
investigate the entire 8,180-acre land holding. More than 50 prehistoric archaeological
sites relating to the ancestors of the local Muwekma Ohlone culture, primarily along the
creeks at the campus edges, were identified during that process. Historic records have
also been investigated to ensure documentation of deposits associated with European
settlers and their descendants. It is customary not to include maps of archaeological
sites in plans in order to help protect the integrity of the sites. Stanford makes eﬀorts
to protect these ancient sites and has designed development to avoid or to permit and
mitigate potential impacts to prehistoric resources.
The University created an 11-acre archaeological preserve along San Francisquito Creek
in 1986 that encompasses one of the oldest prehistoric sites on the campus. A conservation easement was dedicated over this preserve in conjunction with the City of Palo
Alto’s development agreement for the Sand Hill Road projects in 1997.
Prehistoric sites are generally protected from development disturbance by the Community Plan land use designations and Academic Growth Boundary. In the event that
future development does occur that aﬀects prehistoric sites, such as in the golf course,
protective measures would be required. Ecological restoration and flood control in
creeks also pose a threat to archaeological resources, which should be considering in
the planning and implementation of such eﬀorts. During the implementation of the
2000 General Use Permit, no building projects were sited on or in the immediate
vicinity of a mapped prehistoric or historic archaeological site. No previously
unknown sites or human skeletal remains were discovered during building
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Historic Structures and Sites
The Stanford University campus contains a number of significant historic structures
and sites associated with the Stanford family and the University, as well as with the
previous occupants of the land. Stanford’s academic facilities include more than
200approximately 365 structures that meet the minimum age criteria for being
potentially historic, i.e., con- structed more than 50 years ago. (See Figure 6.4 -Age of
Existing Structures). In addi- tion to these resources related to Stanford’s history over
the past 120 years, the Univer- sity lands contain a small number of older structures
dating from the 1860s and 1870s, prior to the establishment of the Stanford Palo Alto
Stock Farm and the University.
The University established a Historic Values Subcommittee, an advisory group to the
University Committee on Land and Building Development, in 1987 to evaluate the
significance of campus buildings and landscapes. The Historic Values Subcommittee
maintains a Historic Values Index (HVI) to inform their recommendations on historic
structures and features. The HVI has been in use since 1986 as a mechanism for evaluating the relative historic value of campus features in order to guide land use and building projects. To date, 94 buildings or other features (such as Palm Drive) have been
evaluated for placement on the HVI Cumulative Evaluation Index. Inclusion on the index is based on five criteria: age, aesthetic quality, uniqueness at Stanford, importance
in Stanford history, and importance to the external community. Structures more than 50
years old are evaluated for inclusion on the HVI.
The University has included reports on the activities of the Historic Values Subcommittee, as well as projects relating to historic structures, in the Annual Report required by
the 1989 GUP. While the Historic Values Index provides important information about
the local significance of campus structures, the Index is not an oﬃcial listing or register
of historically important resources. Some campus buildings do appear on federal, state,
and county lists of historic resources, including the Santa Clara County Heritage Resources Inventory. (Figure 6.5 -Listed Historic Structures).
The County’s Heritage Resources Inventory is a publication of the Santa Clara County
Historical Heritage Commission. Stanford projects which involve properties included
in the County’s Heritage Resources Inventory are referred to the Historical Heritage
Commission for review and comment, and potential impacts on any historic resources
are also considered in the environmental review process associated with a development
proposal. The County is currently reviewing its process for evaluation and protection of
historic resources.
As with other resource conservation issues, the strategies for conservation of historic
resources call for inventorying and evaluating the resources involved, preventing and
minimizing impacts, and restoring and enhancing resources, as appropriate.
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Strategies, Policies and Implementation
Strategy #7: Inventory and Evaluate Heritage

Resources

The key architectural and landscape elements that define the character of the campus
should be identified and evaluated for the purpose of ensuring their protection in future planning.
The County’s primary mechanism for identifying and evaluating heritage resources
is the Historic Heritage Commission and the Heritage Resources Inventory. Campus
features which are highly rated in Stanford’s Historic Values Index are not necessarily
included in the County’s inventory. Each must be individually considered and included
within the County’s Heritage Resources Inventory by action of the Board of Supervisors. Evaluating Stanford’s historic resources for inclusion in the Heritage Resources
Inventory will be an important ongoing aspect of the conservation of these resources.

Policies
SCP-RC 2221
Maintain informational databases and formal inventories of heritage resources as the
basis for local decision-making regarding historic buildings, archaeological and paleontological sites, heritage trees, and landscape features.

Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-RC (i) 18
Stanford shall inventory, map, and monitor the status of archaeological and paleontological resources on Stanford lands and prepare and update archaeological site records
for transmittal to the California Historical Resources Information System.
SCP-RC (i) 19
Review existing and potential historic resources at Stanford for possible inclusion on
the County’s Heritage Resources Inventory, including heritage trees.
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Strategy #8: Protect Heritage Resources Through Avoidance, Adaptive Reuse, and Sensitive Planning and Design

Heritage resources can be protected in a variety of ways. Of primary importance are
land use planning and site design that incorporate historic features, heritage trees, and
archaeological resources in ways that avoid the need for relocation or destruction of the
resource. Another involves the careful review and consideration of alternatives to the
potential loss of a resource when plans or individual development proposals conflict
with heritage resource preservation.
One opportunity for heritage resource conservation is adaptive reuse of historic structures rather than demolition when a building becomes obsolete. Stanford has employed
both adaptive reuse and avoidance in site design in numerous cases over time.
For example, Encina Hall, a designated historic structure, was one of the first dormitories on the campus. It was used for administrative oﬃces, and is now being converted
for academic use. Tthe Stanford Museum (now the Iris and Gerald B. Cantor Center for
the Visual Arts) was extensively restored in conjunction with construction of a new
building to expand the facility. Stanford’s record of historic preservation has been acknowledged through the Governor’s Award for Excellence in Historic Preservation in
1999, an Honor Award from the National Trust for Historic Preservation in 2000, and
many national awards for individual restoration projects.
While it is common to recognize, acknowledge and restore important historic buildings, the preferred approach for archaeological resources is to allow the sites to remain
undisturbed and leave their locations undisclosed.
The General Plan recognizes the importance of preserving heritage resources as well as
the diﬃculties and financial burdens of adapting older structures to modern use. The
challenge for Stanford and the County in the future is to plan for preservation and provide incentives rather than disincentives for adaptive reuse.

Policies
SCP-RC 2322
Protect heritage resources, including sites, structures, and trees in campus development
through careful campus land use planning, individual project design, project review,
use of appropriate guidelines, and other implementation measuresplans.
SCP-RC 2423
Protect the integrity of significant archaeological sites and other heritage resources. Ensure the confidentiality of archaeological site locations in conformance with state laws.
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SCP-RC 2524
Take into account the need to pProtect archaeological and paleontological resources
in any environmental enhancement activities involving creek restoration and flood
con- trol.
SCP-RC 2625
Give priority to the avoidance or adaptive reuse of historic structures over demolition
whenever possible.

Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-RC (i) 20
Require adequate background information and site plans to assist in evaluation of potential impacts to heritage resources resulting from project development.
SCP-RC (i) 21
Acknowledge and make use of the information contained within the University’s Historic Values Index, as appropriate, when considering individual project applications.
SCP-RC (i) 2221
Identify appropriate incentives and seek opportunities to encourage preservation of
historic structures on the campus.
Scenic Resources

Background
The Stanford University campus and its associated undeveloped lands are a significant
visual resource on the northern edge of the County. The largely undeveloped hillsides,
natural streams, landmark architecture, and landscape setting of the central campus are
important to the quality of life in this area of the county.
Central Campus
Stanford is making substantial eﬀorts to improve the visual character of the central
campus through a return to the concepts behind the original campus plan, which called
for a series of interconnected quads in a formal setting. Recently, the University has focused on emphasizing the major axes crossing the campus and on enhancing the natural landscape and creating contrasts between formal landscaped areas and more natural
settings. Additional eﬀorts have been made to translate the campus architectural vernacular of sandstone, red tile roofs, and arcades to a contemporary use in new campus
buildings.
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Open spaces in the central campus also contribute significantly to Stanford’s visual
character; both major spaces like the Arboretum or Lake Lagunita and small open and
landscaped settings are integral to the campus.
Foothills
While the central campus is a setting that is generally experienced only by those actually on the campus, the undeveloped foothills are an important component of the regional setting that help define the visual character of the surrounding communities. Strong
limitations on foothill development espoused and established in this Community Plan
will help protect the predominantly natural appearance of the foothills. If appropriate
development does occur consistent with the Open Space and Field Research land use
designation, screening or other strategies that minimize the impact of any new structures or developed areas can be incorporated in project design and mitigations.
The strategies for protection of visual resources diﬀerentiate between the open space
and the central campus built environment, reflecting the diﬀerences in these two visual
environments and in appropriate protection mechanisms.

Strategies, Policies and Implementation
Strategy #9: Employ Growth and Development Policies That
Conserve Scenic Resources
The land use designations adopted in the Community Plan aﬀord significant protection
for lands both in the Campus Open Space areas and in the Open Space and Field Research areas beyond the limits of the Academic Growth Boundary. The natural streams
which cross the campus are protected by riparian buﬀer zones, as discussed in the
Habitat and Biodiversity and Water Quality and Watershed Management sections of
this chapter. In addition, the Community Plan provides for parks and recreational open
space in the Open Space chapter. These land use policies are reflected in the Land Use
Designations, described in the Land Use chapter.

Policies
SCP-RC 2726
Protect the scenic and aesthetic qualities of the natural setting of Stanford lands in the
County by means of appropriate land use designations, growth management tools, and
careful review of individual development projects.
SCP-RC 2827
Emphasize development within the Academic Growth Boundary (see Land Use and
Growth and Development chapters).
SCP-RC 2928
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Ensure adequate screening and reduction of visual impacts of any development in designated open space areas through the development review process.

Strategy #10: Maintain and Enhance the Scenic Values of Ur- banized
Area Settings
The Community Plan includes measures designed to protect open space and historic
landscape elements on the central campus, as well as significant architectural landmarks contributing to the scenic quality of the area. In addition to the policies described
above in the Heritage Resources section, the Campus Open Space land use designation
has been adopted in part to protect the scenic character of major campus open spaces
(see Open Space Chapter).
The County’s role in enhancing the scenic character of the central campus is reviewed
through the Architecture and Site Approval process. This review ensures adequate and
inte- grated landscaping and screening, when appropriate. Through the University
Archi- tect/Planning Oﬃce the University takes the lead role in defining the character
of the campus built environment.

Policies
SCP-RC 3029
Preserve and enhance attractive, scenic urban settings on the Stanford campus and
within Stanford’s residential areas.
SCP-RC 3130
Preserve significant historic landscape elements within the fabric of the campus’ architecture and design.
SCP-RC 3231
Maintain elements of the native landscape in Campus Open Space areas and throughout the developed portion of the campus.
SCP-RC 3332
Maintain sign standards to ensure that signs are harmonious with the character of scenic area.
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H e a l t h and S a f e t y

S t a n f o r d C o m m u n i t y P l a n I s s u e s a nd P o l i c i e s

Chapter Summary
This chapter of the Stanford Community Plan addresses a range of public health and
safety issues. It includes policies that are intended to minimize potential human or environmental injury and property damage.
This chapter refines the Strategies identified in the County’s General Plan Health and
Safety chapter for the following sections that require further refinement for Stanford
lands:
• Air Quality,
• Geological Hazards,
• Flooding,
• Hazardous Materials,
• Emergency Preparedness and Response,
• Noise, and
• Law Enforcement.
 Social and Emotional Health
 Climate Change and Climate Adaptation
Other Health and Safety topic areas discussed in the County’s General Plan include
Aviation Safety, Fire Hazards, Health and Safety Facilities Planning, and Waste Water
Disposal. These subjects do not require refinement in the Stanford Community Plan
because the strategies, policies, and implementation recommendations contained in the
General Plan are in suﬃcient detail to guide Stanford land use.
The overall strategies or public policy approach to addressing Health and Safety issues
involve prevention, mitigation, or minimizing risk, and preparedness. These overall
strategies provide a framework for understanding the more detailed policies that have
been developed with respect to natural hazards, for example. Where most applicable,
these strategies also provide the basic framework for public policy with regard to the
Stanford Plan.
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It should be further noted that with regard to sanitary waste water disposal, the University maintains a sanitary sewer collection system that serves all areas of the main campus. The campus sewer system consists of approximately 46 miles of sewer lines. The
Stanford sewer system connects to the Palo Alto sanitary sewer system and the sewage
is treated at the Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant (RWQCP). The City of
Palo Alto operates the RWQCP for the communities of Palo Alto, East Palo Alto, Los
Altos Hills, Mountain View, and Stanford University.
The Community Plan contains the following strategies for health and safety:
Air Quality
Strategy # 1:

Manage Campus Growth and Land Use for Cleaner Air

Strategy # 2:

Emphasize Transportation Alternatives and Transportation Demand
Management to Reduce Vehicle Emissions

Strategy # 3:

Control Sources of Particulate Emissions

Geologic Hazards
Strategy # 4: Design, Locate, and Regulate Development to Avoid or Withstand
Hazards
Flood Hazards
Strategy # 5:

Design, Locate, and Regulate Development to Avoid or Withstand
Hazard

Hazardous Materials
Strategy # 6: Manage Hazardous Materials Safely and Eﬃciently
Emergency Preparedness and Response Noise
Strategy # 7: Adequately Plan for Risk Reduction, Immediate Disaster Response
and Post-Disaster Recovery
Noise
Strategy # 8:

Prevent or Minimize Excessive Noise

Law Enforcement
Strategy # 9: Provide Law Enforcement Oversight
Social and Emotional Health
Strategy #10: Ensure Provision of Services, Policies and Programs that
address Social and Emotional Health
Climate Change and Adaptation
Strategy #11: Plan for Climate Change and Adaptation
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Air Quality

Background
Air quality is a regional concern that requires regional participation for improvement.
Air quality is aﬀected by emissions from automobiles, industrial facilities, construction,
and other activities; the eﬀects of these activities on air quality is further influenced
by weather, wind and topography. Pollution created in one location has the potential
to aﬀect air quality many miles away. Air quality is measured and described through
concentrations of pollutants, and is evaluated based on state and federal standards for a
variety of pollutants.
Pollutants of the greatest concern in the San Francisco Bay Area, and which are most
applicable to Stanford, are ground-level ozone (O3) and respirable particulate matter
(PM10). The Bay Area is “non-attainment” for O3 according to state and federal standards and is “non-attainment” for PM10 according to state standards.
Ozone is produced primarily from motor vehicle emissions and is the primary component of smog. The concentration of ozone can primarily be reduced through reductions
in automobile use that stem from location of homes, jobs, and services in close proximity to one another and through use of alternative transportation or alternative fuels.
Respirable particulate matter is a combination of pollutants that includes dust, pollen,
ash, smoke, and other similar pollutants. While some forms of PM 10 result from natural
processes, others can be reduced or avoided through “best management practices” that
reduce dust from construction activities and through control on industrial emissions.
For more detailed information on air quality issues, refer to the Countywide Health and
Safety Chapter, Book A,Element of the General Plan.
Stanford University’s four remaining three primary sources of air pollution are:

• Motor vehicle exhaust: Stanford’s Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
program is meant to reduce use of automobiles, leading to corresponding reductions in the emission of pollutants. The same strategies that are applicable countyand region-wide for reducing motor vehicle use are applicable to Stanford as well:
coordinated land use patterns that allow for reduction or elimination of automobile
trips and measures to facilitate the use of alternative transportation modes. Programs to encourage these methods are in place and will be continued at Stanford.
Electric, hybrid, and other alternative-fuel vehicles are other options for automobile emission reduction.
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• Cardinal Cogeneration Power Plant (Cardinal Cogen). Cardinal Cogen is a combined-cycle power plant on the Stanford campus providing steam, chilled water,
and electrical power for the core campus and the Medical Center. The plant burns
natural gas, with its major emissions being nitrogen oxides (NOx) and carbon
monoxide. The plant is permitted through the Bay Area Air Quality Management
District; by granting this permit, the District indicates that the equipment should
meet all air quality standards. The permits are held by Cardinal Cogen, which is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of General Electric.
• Facility maintenance and laboratory activities. Stanford produces intermittent,
low-volume emissions of odorous and/ or toxic substances resulting from various
facility maintenance and research activities. Stanford currently reduces these emissions through various operational procedures.
• Construction. Construction projects on campus create particulate matter pollution during ground disturbance. Stanford utilizes procedures to control particulate
matter during construction projects and from equipment exhaust which have been
identified by the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD).
Strategies, Policies and Implementation
Strategy #1: Manage Campus Growth and Land Use for
Cleaner Air
The strategies and policies for managing campus growth, together with the Land Use
Designations of the Community Plan are consistent with the fundamental approach to
improved air quality outlined in the General Plan. By focusing future campus development within the Academic Growth Boundary, emphasizing higher density of residential development, locating new residential development close to related academic
facilities, and providing neighborhood commercial services and amenities close to residential development, land use patterns can contribute greatly to the success of related
strategies to manage travel demand and reduce dependency on the automobile.

Policies
SCP-HS 1
Limit campus growth and development to lands within the Academic Growth Boundary in order to minimize cumulative impacts on air quality.
SCP-HS 2
Within the Academic Growth Boundary, emphasize concepts of appropriate integration
of land uses, compact campus development patterns, and more eﬃcient, higher density
residential development to reduce automobile dependency and promote use of alternative transportation modes.
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Strategy #2: Emphasize Transportation Alternatives and Transportation Demand
Management to Reduce Automobile Dependency and Vehicle
Emissions

Closely linked to growth management and land use patterns, provision of travel alternatives and transportation demand management (TDM) are also instrumental in reducing vehicle emissions and improving air quality. The subjects of transportation alternatives and TDM are most thoroughly addressed in the County’s General Plan within
the Transportation Chapter and Air Quality Section of the Health and Safety
ChapterElement.
Additional information on Stanford’s use of these strategies is also provided in the Circulation Chapter of the Community Plan.

Policies
SCP-HS 3
Maintain and enhance the use of transportation alternatives and demand management
to the extent allowed by law for the purpose of reducing automobile dependency, reducing trip generation, and reducing vehicle emissions.
SCP-HS 4
Promote the use of alternative fuel and propulsion systems for shuttle vehicles, other
transit vehicles, construction and fleet vehicles.

Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-HS (i) 1
Consider a program that would credit the use of electric, “hybrid” gas and electric, or
other reduced-emission vehicles toward the “no net new commute trips” standard.

Strategy #3: Control Sources of Particulate

Emissions

Particulate emission sources range from earthmoving and construction equipment to
gasoline-powered leaf blowers, wood-burning fireplaces and charcoal grills. Each contributes to various types of pollutant emissions to varying degrees. Primary emphasis
for Stanford involves the reduction of construction-related emissions.
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Trucks, earthmoving equipment, and construction activities can introduce particulate
matter and dust that have localized impacts as well as cumulative impacts in the region.
There are a variety of best management practices intended to reduce the amount of
particulates generated by these sources. Potential air quality impacts from significant
construction projects are typically addressed within the environmental assessments and
conditions applicable to each development project. The latter often involve best management practices as defined the Bay Area Air Quality Management District for such
purposes.

Policies
SCP-HS 5
Reduce particulate matter pollution originating from road and building construction.
Require all best management practices and feasible control measures through project
conditions and mitigations, as appropriate.

Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-HS (i) 2
Require Stanford to use appropriate best management practices and other feasible mitigation for the reduction of particulate matter pollution during construction.
Geological Hazards

Background
The Stanford campus is located on the boundary between the San Francisco Bay alluvial
plain to the northeast and the foothills of the Santa Cruz mountains to the south and
southwest. The western boundary of the Community Plan area lies approximately 2two
miles east of the San Andreas fault.
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Earthquake Faults
Earthquake faults are the contact areas between major plates of the earth’s surface. The
San Andreas fault is the contact surface between the North American plate on the east
and the Pacific plate to the west. Over many millions of years, the relative movements
of these two plates have deformed bedrock units which have, in turn, been eroded
diﬀerentially, resulting in the northwest-trending ridges and valleys present in Santa
Clara County and throughout the Coast Range. Continued movement of the Pacific
plate northwards relative to the North American plate causes strain to accumulate in
the bedrock, which is periodically released by fault rupture along the San Andreas and
other related faults nearby, producing earthquakes of various magnitudes.
While the San Andreas fault is the most well-known fault in the vicinity of the University, there are other related faults which are also sources of seismic activity in the area.
These include the Hayward, Calaveras, San Gregorio, and Monte Vista/Berrocal faults.
Stanford has been substantially aﬀected by earthquake activity in the past, including
the 1906 earthquake which originated on the San Andreas fault (Richter magnitude
8.25) and the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake (magnitude 7.1), which occurred on a fault
subordinate to the San Andreas. The 1906 earthquake completely destroyed several
major unreinforced masonry buildings on the campus. While no buildings collapsed
during the 1989 earthquake, moderate damage was widespread., and repairs to
campus structures are still underway after 10 years, at a cost of many millions of
dollars.
Several small faults have been mapped on Stanford lands, including the Frenchman’s
Road, Stanford, San Juan Hill, and Basalt Quarry faults (see Figure 7.1 - Geologic Features). These faults are all 2.5 miles or less in length. The degree of activity of these
faults is not known with any certainty, and they are subject to investigations prior to
development approvals within their fault zones.
Stock Farm Monocline
Another geologic feature of concern on the Stanford campus is the Stock Farm Monocline. The monocline is a northwest-trending feature indicated by a northeast-facing
slope located between Page Mill Road and Campus Drive West. It has been studied extensively and judged to be an active fold in the geologic strata. An underlying “blind”
thrust fault is believed to produce the folding, but it is not certain whether the thrust
fault is capable of generating earthquakes.
Although no surface deformation has been detected on the monocline as a result of the
1906 or 1989 Loma Prieta earthquakes, it is considered capable of having minor ground
deformation along its lower hinge in association with a strong earthquake originating
on the San Andreas fault. Several inches of bending and compression are possible over
a zone up to 100 feet wide, according to the 1995 Dames and Moore report. Consequently, a “zone of special consideration” has been established along the lower hinge
of the monocline where it crosses the Stanford campus, and special requirements were
established for all projects within the Monocline Zone, subject to review by the County
Geologist.
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Seismic Hazards and Slope Stability
Seismic hazards include ground shaking, surface rupture, ground deformation,
liquefaction, and diﬀerential settlement. Shaking intensity is a measure of the eﬀect of
an earthquake at a specific location. The intensity of ground shaking depends on
several factors including:
• the amount of energy released during the earthquake (magnitude)
• the distance between the source fault and the site (attenuation)
• the type of geologic material underlying the area (amplification).
Slope instability, which can also be related to seismic activity, is the other primary
geologic hazard that potentially aﬀects Stanford land. Landsliding can occur when
soils rich in clay minerals are saturated with water, reducing the shear strength of the
soil and underlying rock. Modifications of topography or drainage can also destabilize
slopes and lead to landsliding. Earthquakes can also cause landsliding in areas prone to
slope instability. Areas with high landslide potential in the foothills portion of Stanford
lands are shown on the map of Geologic Features.
Measures for Hazard Reduction and Management
The areas of Stanford land in the County that might be subject to greatest slope
instability are located outside the Academic Growth Boundary. Land uses within these
areas have been restricted by the Land Use designations and policies included within
the Community Plan, consistent with the General Plan. In particular, the “Open Space
and Field Research” designation applied to most of the land area in question limits
allow- able land uses and minimizes the potential risk to people and property from
seismic and geologic hazards. “Unstable” slope areas are designated “Special
Conservation Areas” in the Community Plan Land Use Map (see Figure 2.2).
Following the Loma Prieta earthquake in 1989, the University prepared the Earthquake
Risk Management Report of 1990. The report recognizes the risks from earthquakes on
the Peninsula Segment of the San Andreas Fault, outlines ways to strengthen potentially hazardous buildings and improve organizational preparedness, and establishes
institutional goals during and following an earthquake nearby.
Since 1989, Tthe University’s seismic strengthening and replacement program has
resulted in the investment of approximately $600 million in over 100 seismic
rehabilitation projects. This includes the retrofit and/or mitigation of approximately forty
five unreinforced masonry buildings that were completed by 2000 to conform to the
Santa Clara County URM Ordinance, as well as numerous voluntary seismic
strengthening projects. $250 million in nearly 100 seismic rehabilitation programs since
1989. The work includes the retrofit of approximately 45 hazardous unreinforced
masonry (URM) buildings by the year 2000 to conform to the Santa Clara County URM
Ordinance. Stanford’s seismic strengthening program meets the requirements of the
Uniform Building Code (UBC) and all current amendments.
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Strategies, Policies and Implementation
The strategy of the Community Plan for geologic hazard mitigation involves the
adequacy of the design, location, and review of individual development proposals
within areas of the campus designated for academic and residential development.
Given the considerable amount of state and local regulation concerning seismic safety
for building and development, policies of the Community Plan essentially reiterate
existing General Plan policies, with particular geologic review requirements for
Stanford lands in the Stockfarm Monocline “zone of special consideration.”
Otherwise, the policies of the Growth and Development, Land Use, and Open Space
chapters of the Community Plan serve to significantly limit the potential use and development of areas outside the Academic Growth Boundary such that the risk of exposure to natural hazards is low. The information provided within the Community Plan,
General Plan, and the maps and inventories of the County Geologist, including the
County’s Geologic Hazard Zone Maps are utilized in land use and development permit
decision-making processes. Lastly, educational programs or eﬀorts related to natural
hazards for Stanford campus residents and employees are described in the Emergency
Preparedness and Response section of this chapter.

Strategy #4: Design, Locate, and Regulate Development to
Avoid or Withstand Hazards
Campus areas designated for academic use and development north of Junipero Serra
Boulevard are generally not subject to significant slope stability problems or greater
ground-shaking intensities than other similar areas within the region. The primary
means of assuring adequate building safety are the provisions of the County’s Geologic
Ordinance, state law, and adherence to applicable provisions of the Uniform Building
Codes.

Policies
SCP-HS 6
Avoid significant geologic hazard areas, such as unstable slopes, in locating new development. For projects proposed within areas of concern, provide geologic reports
of investigations which quantify the risks and recommend mitigation measures. Such
reports must be reviewed and approved by the County Geologist.
SCP-HS 7
Through the development review process, ensure compliance with all applicable County ordinances and other laws, regulations, and codes for seismic evaluation and the
design of new and existing buildings and campus infrastructure.
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SCP-HS 8
Consider Ddesignatinge such lands with significant geologic hazards Special
Conservation Areas ion the Community Plan Land Use map.

Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-HS (i) 3
Refine geologic hazard maps based on the results of reports submitted to and reviewed
by the County Geologist.
Flood Hazards

Background
Watersheds
Stanford lands in Santa Clara County are primarily located in the San Francisquito and
Matadero creek watersheds, and contain several creeks, reservoirs, and dams (see Figure 6.3- Watershed Boundaries).
The San Francisquito Creek watershed encompasses 40 square miles. Stanford lands
in unincorporated Santa Clara County comprise approximately 1,800 acres or about 8
percent of the watershed, of which approximately 510 acres are developed. The
watershed extends
from the ridge of the Santa Cruz Mountains to San Francisco Bay and is characterized
by a wide variety of both developed and undeveloped areas across five municipalities
and two counties. Both San Francisquito and Los Trancos Creeks on Stanford lands are
within the watershed, as well as Felt Lake, Searsville Lake, and Lake Lagunita.
Stanford lands in other jurisdictions that are within the San Francisquito Creek watershed include all land in San Mateo County, which is largely undeveloped with the
exception of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) and the Stanford Hills residential neighborhood. These lands also contain several agricultural leaseholds and the
1,200-acre Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve. The northern portion of Stanford’s land in
the City of Palo Alto, which contain the Stanford Medical Center,the Stanford Shopping
Center, and several residential complexes are also in this watershed. All told, Stanford
lands comprise approximately 21 % of the total watershed land area.
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Approximately 2,100 acres of the project area are located in the Matadero Creek Watershed. This watershed encompasses the eastern portion of Stanford lands and includes
Matadero, Arastradero, and Deer Creeks. The watershed also contains the Stanford
Research Park and residential and commercial areas in Palo Alto. The Barron Creek
watershed, which is located to the southeast of the Matadero Creek watershed, drains
portions of Los Altos Hills, the Stanford Research Park, and the Barron Park residential
neighborhood; this creek ultimately drains to the Bay through Matadero Creek.
Approximately 100 acres of the Community Plan project area lies within the Arastradero Creek Watershed. Arastradero Creek flows in a southerly direction.
Storm Drainage System
The University campus storm drain system consists of a number of systems working
together to manage storm water runoﬀ. The system’s main working components are
more than 800 catch basins, approximately 40 miles of pipeline, and 6six miles of open
soil drainage ditches. Stanford also has runoﬀ detention areas in topographically low
areas, such as the Arboretum and the Oval. Once storm water is collected in the drainage network, it flows by gravity from the campus to Matadero Creek or San Francisquito Creek. Storm water flows to Matadero or San Francisquito Creek, in many cases
through the City of Palo Alto’s storm drainage system, before joining San Francisco
Bay.
Hazard Potential
Like many other issues addressed in the Community Plan, flood hazards and flooding
are multijurisdictional in nature, in that the manner in which development and drainage are handled in one location can have substantial eﬀects on other property owners
or communities. Primary hazard potential involves creek overflow and storm drainage
system overflow.
No portion of the Community Plan project area is located within the 100-year flood
zones defined by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (1996 data). However,
flooding may at times occur due to extraordinary events. For example, flooding has occurred on the campus and downstream of Stanford as recently as February 1998, when
prolonged and steady rainfall caused San Francisquito Creek and local storm drainage systems to overflow. Overall, an estimated 11,000 acres of land in Palo Alto, Menlo
Park, and East Palo Alto were flooded due to the creek overflow, resulting in an estimated $28.1 million in damage, according to the Santa Clara Valley Water District.
Regional and local flood hazards also include inundation due to dam failure. The
University coordinates with the California Department of Water Resources, Division of
Safety of Dams, to inspect the dams yearly for structural integrity and proper maintenance.
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Eﬀective flood control requires extensive cooperation of government agencies, landowners, and land users. Stanford, as the owner of extensive amounts of land within the
watersheds, has the potential to aﬀect downstream flooding and flow along San Francisquito and Matadero Creeks. Stanford is working with the Cities of Palo Alto, Menlo
Park, and East Palo Alto on Coordinated Resource Management Planning (CRMP) for
the San Francisquito Creek Watershed, resulting in a Watershed Master Plan. The Community Plan policies and implementation recommendations are based on this plan and
those of the County General Plan.

Strategies, Policies and Implementation
Strategy #5: Design, Locate, and Regulate Development to
Avoid or Withstand Hazards
Policies and implementation have been included to address two diﬀerent flooding
issues: (1) possible flooding and storm drainage issues on and near the campus that
could result from campus activities, and (2) the eﬀect of campus activities on the hydrology of the watersheds and creeks.
One eﬀect of the Community Plan’s growth and development-related policies, which
encourage compact development and infill use of campus lands, will be the intensification of land use within the Academic Growth Boundary. More development and associated parking and streets will increase impervious surfaces over time, with the potential
to marginally increase creek flooding and stormwater flooding on campus as well as
downstream flow within the watersheds. The Community Plan therefore focuses on accommodating all increased peak drainage flows on site until storm water can be accommodated within local streams and creeks after the time of peak flows.
Policies and implementation specific to maintenance of riparian corridors are included
in the Resource Conservation chapter.

Policies
SCP-HS 9
Require Stanford to dDesign development and infrastructure improvements, including
storm drainage detention facilities, to accommodate runoﬀ from future development so
as to achieve no increase in peak flows.
SCP-HS 10
Stanford shall mMaintain and enhance surface and subsurface drainage systems.
SCP-HS 11
Stanford shall cControl erosion from future development in order to limit sediment
from reaching the storm drain system and creeks, to avoid hydrological impacts.
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SCP-HS 12
Encourage Stanford to make efforts to reduce downstream flooding impacts by increasing
upstream retention where feasible.
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Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-HS (i) 4
The State Division of Safety of Dams shall continue to annually inspect Stanford darns
for structural integrity and encourage repairs as needed.
SCP-HS (i) 5
Review proposed Stanford projects and require best management practices (BMPs) for
reducing erosion at construction sites:
SCP-HS (i) 6
Stanford shallP provide public education/information on erosion and drainage issues
for university project managers and leaseholders.
SCP-HS (i) 7
Construct and maintain storm drainage detention facilities and other improvements as
needed to ensure no net increase in downstream flows.
Hazardous Materials

Background
Transportation, use, storage and disposal of hazardous substances are governed
through numerous state and federal legislative measures. While the regulations originate with federal and state government, the County plays a role in enforcing these
regulations within its jurisdiction. The County Department of Environmental Health is
a primary agency responsible for addressing hazardous materials, along with the Planning, Building, and Fire Marshal’s Oﬃces.
At Stanford, hazardous materials are used in the academic areas and the Medical Center in teaching, research, and patient care programs. Hazardous materials are addressed
through a variety of programs and procedures by both the County and the University.
Stanford University’s Department of Environmental Health and Safety (EH&S) is
responsible for over- sees the safe storage, handling, collection, recycling, and disposal
of chemical, radiological, and medical/biological biomedical, and low-level radioactive wastes generated by laboratories, shops, and studios at the University. These
waste types are managed under the University’s Hazardous Waste Program.
Hazardous Materials Management Plans for campus buildings are prepared, regularly
updated, and submitted to Santa Clara County Environmental Health Department’s
Hazardous Materials Compliance Division. To facilitate hazardous materials tracking
and reporting, Stanford has implemented an online chemical inventory database
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system whereby authenticated chemical users may maintain their hazardous materials
inventories, supporting timely and accurate submission of required regulatory reports.
In addition, Stanford requires that employ- ees involved in hazardous materials
handling receive appropriate training.
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Stanford’s EH&S oversees the campus Environmental Safety Facility, which currently
operates as a “generator” facility that can provide interim storage for hazardous waste
for less than 90 days. This facility is regulated by Santa Clara County Department of
Environmental Health. The Environmental Safety Facility also contains a waste incinerator, which is currently licensed and operated to incinerate a small volume of low-level
radioactive wastes containing tritium and carbon-14 when necessary. Since 1994, the
incinerator has been operated less than 1 or 2 days per year.
Over time, Stanford has focused increasingly on oﬀ-site rather than on-site waste disposal. Hazardous wastes that are shipped oﬀ-site are packaged, marked, labeled, manifested, and transported in accordance with applicable governmental regulations to a
permitted disposal facility. In the area of waste reduction, waste generating processes
have been evaluated in laboratories producing larger volumes of waste to determine
options to reduce sources and to minimize wastes.
EH&S reviews proposed plans for new campus facilities and for remodels to address
health, safety, and environmental risks associated with activities conducted in the
buildings, in accordance with applicable environmental and health and safety laws,
codes, and regulations. Building plans are also reviewed by the County’s Building Inspection Oﬃce and Fire Marshal’s Oﬃce for compliance with applicable codes.
The County reviews building design and occupancy standards based on a reported
inventory of chemicals or other hazardous materials which are to be stored and used
inside a building. Over time, the use of the building and the needs of its occupants
changes, creating a risk of unsafe circumstances whereby more or diﬀerent materials
are being used in a building than the design and construction allow. The inventory of
materials in a building is reviewed at the time that any building permits are reviewed
and issued and through regular inspections by the County Fire Marshal’s Oﬃce. It
is important that the inventory of materials in a building remain consistent with the
building construction. Obsolescence in building design is a major factor behind the continuing redevelopment of the campus.

Strategies, Policies and Implementation
Strategy #6: Manage Hazardous Materials Safely and
Efficiently
The strategy for hazardous material management and its associated policies focuses
on issue~ of oversight and emphasizes compliance with the significant existing array
of regulations and laws governing hazardous materials. It also incorporates a broadly
recognized need to find substitute materials and reduce volumes of hazardous materials as much as possible to reduce risk levels.
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Policies
SCP-HS 1213
Employ all feasible measures to safely and eﬀectively manage hazardous materials and
wastes and to site hazardous wastes treatment facilities.
SCP-HS 1314
Ensure compliance with all federal, state, and local regulations concerning hazardous
waste management and disposal.
SCP-HS 1415
Evaluate, as required under the California Environmental Quality Act, the potential
health risks and eﬀects of buildings proposed by Stanford in which hazardous materials will be used.
SCP-HS 1516
Encourage the substitution of less hazardous materials and/ or use of smaller volumes
of hazardous materials, while maintaining amounts necessary to support University
activities.

Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-HS (i) 8
The County shall Ccollaborate with Stanford and other regulatory agencies to develop
appropriate stan- dards for review of possible health risks from air emissions of future
Stanford labora- tory facilities.
SCP-HS (i) 9
The County shall Rrequire the implementation of good laboratory practices to prevent
release of odorous and toxic air contaminants.
SCP-HS (i) 10
Stanford shall provide adequate training for staﬀ and students to segregate incompatible chemicals, use earthquake protection for chemical storage areas, and employ secondary containment.
SCP-HS (i) 11
The County shall Ssupport Stanford’s provision of an integrated waste management
program to manage collection of chemical, radioactive and biomedical waste, and
ensure environmentally protective disposal.
SCP-HS (i) 12
Stanford shall Pprepare Risk Management Plans for compliance with California
Accidental Release Prevention Laws as needed, or reduce/substitute quantities of
materials to levels below that which requires such plans.
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Emergency Preparedness and Response

Background
In Santa Clara County, the first responsibility for emergency response lies with the
individual jurisdictions. Under the provisions of the 1985 Land Use Policy Agreement,
Stanford functions in this case as a jurisdiction, with its own plans and programs for
emergency response, preparedness, and prevention. The County’s role is to collaborate
with Stanford in ensuring adequate emergency response and to consider emergencyrelated issues in review of development applications from Stanford.
Emergency Preparedness at Stanford
Emergency preparedness addresses the response to, and recovery from, natural and human-induced emergencies. Stanford University emergency plans include the Stanford
Emergency Plan, Cabinet Emergency Planning Guidelines, and Department Emergency
Planning Guidelines. These documents provide a management framework for responding to major emergencies that may threaten the health and safety of the University community or disrupt its programs and operations.
The plans address a variety of types of emergency situations, including earthquakes,
fires or explosions, hazardous material releases, extended power outages, floods, and
mass casualty events. In accordance with these emergency plans, the University maintains supplies to support post-disaster recovery. For example, the University currently
stores emergency food supplies for on-campus residents, and maintains water reservoirs to increase the emergency water supply.
The Stanford Emergency Plan establishes an Emergency Management Team (EMT) that
ascertains the scope of an incident and advises the University President. EMT emergency response actions are guided by the University’s overriding emergency priorities:
1) protect life safety, 2) secure critical infrastructure and facilities, and 3) resume the
teaching and research program.
Figure 7.2, Primary Access for Emergency Response, illustrates current major access
routes within the campus, the location of existing fire and police facilities, and major
evacuation routes.
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Strategies, Policies and Implementation
Stanford University engages in emergency prevention, preparedness, and response
through its plans and programs. In addition, the Stanford Hospitals and Clinics are an
important regional resource for the surrounding area in the case of an emergency that
results in injuries and casualties. The County and Stanford should continue to work as
partners in the emergency response arena, with each entity assuming the appropriate
responsibilities. The County’s role in the emergency process includes:
• Review of development projects in the Planning, Building Inspection, and Fire
Marshal’s Oﬃces and in the Department of Environmental Health to ensure
avoidance or reduction of risks associated with the location, access to, or design of
new buildings or the use of hazardous materials.
• Ongoing inspection of facilities for code compliance.
• Application of appropriate land use designations or building requirements in areas
more prone to hazard.
• Support for Stanford’s emergency response eﬀorts through implementation of
the Santa Clara County Emergency Plan, prepared and implemented through the
County Oﬃce of Emergency Services.

Strategy #7: Adequate Plan for Risk Reduction, Immediate Di- saster
Response and Post-Disaster Recovery
This strategy and the associated policies emphasize a multifaceted approach to reduction of risk, emergency response, and recovery. Like many aspects of the Community
Plan, disaster preparedness and response is in many ways a multijurisdictional issue
that requires eﬀorts on the part of Stanford, the County, and other jurisdictions. Community Plan strategies and policies are largely implemented through existing programs, eﬀorts, and procedures. However, in the event of certain types of emergencies,
particularly earthquake and fire, most households and businesses are individually
under-prepared for the aftermath of a significant disaster.
Policies emphasize the continuation of existing programmatic eﬀorts by Stanford for
emergency preparedness and response, while also promoting the potential for improving coordination and preparedness for faculty, staﬀ, and student residents of the
University. Improved neighborhood coordination, campus-wide preparedness, and
communication capabilities will enable Stanford’s many populations to cope with the
eﬀects of a major disaster, such as an earthquake, more eﬀectively.
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Policies
SCP-HS 1617
Coordinate with Stanford and local jurisdictions in both reducing general risk levels
and preparing for emergency response.
SCP-HS 1718
Stanford shall prepare and maintain eﬀective and feasible emergency plans for disaster
response and recovery.
SCP-HS 1819
Consider emergency prevention and ability for emergency response in review of development projects on the campus with regard to access, seismic risks, flooding, fire, and
other emergency issues.
SCP-HS 1920
Stanford shall promote coordination at the neighborhood level and within campus student housing areas to achieve improved earthquake or other disaster preparedness and
response capabilities.
SCP-HS 2021
Stanford shall provide training and general public education for faculty, staﬀ, and students regarding improved emergency preparedness and response.

Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-HS (i) 13
Periodically assess emergency preparation and recovery plans for adequacy.
SCP-HS (i) 14
Conduct emergency drills, training, and simulations on a periodic basis to enhance preparedness and make needed improvements to emergency response plans.
Noise

Background
The overall purpose of addressing noise in general plans is to limit the exposure of the
community to excessive noise levels. Various kinds of noise generators, such as airports,
roads, and train corridors, are identified, evaluated, and the noise levels generated are
used to guide various kinds of land use planning and development decision-making
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processes.
Noise on or near the Stanford campus can aﬀect both the campus population and residents of surrounding areas. Stanford lands inside the Academic Growth Boundary, like
the surrounding area, are urbanized and contain a variety of noise sources. The most
notable sources include transportation-related uses such as arterial roadways, railroad
tracks, and airplanes, as well as construction projects and miscellaneous sources.
Noise sources on the campus include traﬃc on major campus streets and adjacent arterial roadways, construction noise, and operational noise sources, such as mechanical
equipment, delivery vehicles, and garbage pickup. Noise sources also include athletic
events at the University’s outdoor athletic facilities, including Stanford Stadium and
Sunken Diamond; performances and other events at Frost Amphitheater; and Life
Flight emergency helicopter landings and takeoﬀs at Stanford University Medical Center. Noise from these sources is intermittent and often seasonal. Its potential for impact
on oﬀ-site residences is a direct function of the responsible operation of these facilities.
In order to address some of these concerns, Stanford maintains a noise hotline accessible
to the general public and campus residents twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.
The Noise Hotline operator captures noise complaint information and callers are offered
forwarding to the non-emergency dispatch for a timely response to the noise disruption.
If the caller does not want to be connected to the non-emergency dispatch, the complaint
is logged and recorded for tracking purposes.
Growth at Stanford has the potential to increase noise on the campus and in the surrounding area through an increase in traﬃc and through additional construction related noise. It also increases the campus population which may be subject to sources of
excessive noise.
As part of the Community Plan environmental review process, noise sampling sites
were evaluated for noise levels and projected noise levels were evaluated for potential
significance by year 2010. The sites selected represent potentially noise-sensitive uses.
None of these sites, including on-campus and oﬀ-campus locations along major arterial
roads, were considered to result in significant and excessive noise generation. Of all the
possible sources of excessive noise, construction and operational sources are considered substantial enough to warrant special eﬀorts to minimize noise and the impacts to
humans and the natural environment.
Santa Clara County regulates noise under the standards identified in the County noise
ordinance and noise element of the General Plan. The ordinance applies to all unincorporated lands, including those at Stanford University. Oﬀ-site noise impacts are evaluated at property lines, not within the campus lands.
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Strategies, Policies and Implementation
Strategy #8: Prevent or Minimize Excessive

Noise

The eﬀects of noise can be reduced through either minimizing or eliminating the noise
itself or through land use and development that reduces the eﬀect of noise. Some of the
means of minimizing noise conflicts include:
• Reducing activities which create noise. Trip reduction at Stanford helps reduce
roadway noise both on and oﬀ the campus.
• Locating noise sources away from sensitive noise receptors (such as residences or,
conversely, locating sensitive receptors away from noise sources in new development.
• Design and construction of buildings in a manner that reduces interior noise levels.

Policies
SCP-HS 2122
Identify potential noise-producing uses and determine needs for mitigation using applicable County, local, and other government standards when evaluating proposals for
new Stanford facilities.
SCP-HS 2223
Locate new land uses and development projects to conform with County noise compatibility standards for land uses.
SCP-HS 2324
Minimize noise from construction equipment and other operational sources, through
engineering solutions, hours of operation, delivery schedules, and the location of specific noise sources as far away from sensitive receptors as possible.

Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-HS (i) 15
Stanford shall Pprovide noise buﬀers as needed and control excessive noise sources
from future facili- ties.
SCP-HS (i) 16
Stanford shall complyEnsure compliance with the County noise ordinance and other
applicable standards.
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SCP-HS (i) 17
Require that Stanford design and construct new buildings with soundproofing materials as necessary and appropriate.
SCP-HS (i) 18
Require that Stanford maintain a hotline/communication mechanism that members of
the public can contact access to reg- ister noise complaints.
Law Enforcement

Background
The Stanford University Department of Public Safety historically has provided law
enforcement services for the University under authority delegated by the County Sheriﬀ. However, the County Sheriﬀ is ultimately responsible for law enforcement on Stanford’s unincorporated lands. The County and the Sheriﬀ have the responsibility to ensure that the Stanford University Department of Public Safety is staﬀed with qualified
personnel, provides necessary law enforcement information to the Sheriﬀ, maintains
an appropriate reporting relationship with the Sheriﬀ’s oﬃce, and complies with state
laws and regulations regarding public access to law enforcement information.

Policies
SCP-HS 2425
The Stanford University Department of Public Safety shall may be permitted to
undertake law enforcement activities on unincorporated Stanford lands if it enters into
an agree- ment with the County Oﬃce of the Sheriﬀ setting forth the terms and
conditions under which the Stanford University Department of Public Safety will be
authorized to under- take law enforcement activities.
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Implementation RecommendationPlan
SCP-HS (i) 19
The County Oﬃce of the Sheriﬀ and Stanford will develop and maintain an agreement
setting forth the conditions under which the Stanford University Department of Public Safety is authorized to undertake law enforcement activities on campus. The issues
addressed in the agreement shall include, but not be limited to, adequate qualifications
and training of Stanford University Department of Public Safety personnel, appropriate
reporting relationships between the Stanford University Department of Public Safety
and the Sheriﬀ, complete and timely submission of law enforcement information to the
Sheriﬀ, and compliance with legal requirements regarding public access to law enforcement information.

Social and
Emotional Health

Background
Social and emotional health is an integral aspect of overall health and directly impacts
the quality of life of individuals, families, and communities on the Stanford University
Campus. Within the context of family, community and culture, social and emotional
health refers to a state in which a person is able to cope with everyday events, think
clearly, be responsible, meet challenges, and have meaningful relationships with others.
Social and emotional health issues are often perceived in very different ways than
physical illness. Varying socio-cultural norms may support or impede wellness. When
serious mental illness occurs, individuals must cope with not only the symptoms and
disabilities from their illnesses, but also the societal stigma attached to the disease that
manifests in stereotypes and prejudice. As a result of both, people with mental illness
are robbed of the opportunities that define a quality life, such as good jobs, safe housing,
satisfactory health care, and affiliation with a diverse group of people.
The physical, social, and environmental factors that affect social and emotional health
are specific to culture, race, and income. Experiences of racism and discrimination
increase stress levels and threaten social and emotional health.
The policies and implementation plans established herein are adapted from the Health
Element of the Santa Clara County General Plan, which was adopted by the Board of
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Supervisors on August 25, 2015. The applicable County Health Element policies are
identified in parenthesis following each policy.
Mental Illness and Substance Abuse
Mental illness and substance abuse are problems that severely compromise social and
emotional health. More recently referred to as behavioral health problems, they include
schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, depression, and addiction to alcohol, illegal drugs
(methamphetamine, heroin, hallucinogens, hazardous chemicals, etc.) or prescription
drugs.
Tobacco Use
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), tobacco use is the
leading preventable cause of disease, disability, and death in the United States. Cigarette
smoking results in more than 443,000 premature deaths in the U.S. each year—about 1
in every 5 U.S. deaths—and an additional 8.6 million suffer with a serious smoking
related illness. For every one person who dies from smoking, 20 more suffer from at
least one serious tobacco-related illness.
Suicide
Suicide is the 10th- leading cause of death in the United States, accounting for more
than 36,000 per year.36 And an even greater number of people attempt suicide.
According to a CDC study, more than 2.2 million adults reported making suicide plans
in the last year.37 Approximately 90 percent of all individuals who committed suicide
met criteria for one or more diagnosable psychiatric conditions. Because mental health
treatment providers are in regular contact with patients at risk for suicide, they are an
important resource for early detection and prevention. Substance use disorders are also
linked to suicide risk. Individuals with a diagnosis of abuse or dependence on alcohol or
drugs are almost six times more likely to report a lifetime suicide attempt.
In Santa Clara County, suicide is the leading cause of death by fatal injury. While
suicide is confounding, it is preventable, given effective education, services, and
supports. Prevention for suicide must be focused on risk detection and reduction
through a variety of means. The earlier treatment is sought, generally the better the
outcome. In Santa Clara County, death by suicide is the 10 th leading cause of death, the
same as the national rate. Santa Clara ranks 54th out of California’s 58 counties in the
rate of adolescent self-inflicted injury. Death by suicide occurs, on average, every three
days. There are two attempts and an estimated 14 suicidal behaviors every day in Santa
Clara County.

Strategies, Policies and Implementation
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Strategy #10: Ensure Provision of Services, Policies, and
Programs that address Social and Emotional Health

Policies

SCP-HS 26
Stanford and the County should expand and coordinate suicide prevention and
intervention programs, including increasing suicide awareness and prevention through
public messaging of availability of services (HE-B.31; HE-B.32).
SCP HS 27
Stanford and the County should offer behavioral health services to individuals employed
or living within the Stanford Community Plan Area, addressing areas such as mental
illness and substance abuse and supporting an providing services to LGBTQ populations,
culturally diverse and traditionally underrepresented communities, and veterans (HE-B.8;
HE-B.10; HE-B.27; HE-B.28).
SCP HS 28
Encourage Stanford to be maintained as a smoke free campus and to take measures to
limit access to tobacco, including providing services that implement tobacco cessation
treatment services, banning smoke in public spaces, and encouraging onsite retailers to
eliminate the sale of tobacco products, including electronic smoking devices (HE-B.20;
HE-B.23; HE-B.24; HE-E.9).

Implementation Plan

SCP-HS (i) 20
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Stanford should provide behavioral health and suicide prevention programs for its
students and employees at a level of service to be determined by a Municipal Services
Study.
SCP-HS (i) 21
Stanford shall implement the County ordinance requirements to ensure the campus
remains a smoke free environment and restricts the sales of tobacco products.

Climate Change
and Adaptation

Background
Global warming” and “global climate change” are the terms used to describe the increase
in the average temperature of the earth’ s near-surface air and oceans since the mid-20th
century and its projected continued rise in temperature. It is estimated that global surface
temperatures have increased approximately 1.33 degrees Fahrenheit (°F) over the last 100
years. Continued warming is projected to increase global average temperature between
2°F and 11°F over the next 100 years.
GHGs naturally trap heat by impeding the exit of solar radiation that has reached the
earth. Increases in GHG concentrations in the earth’s atmosphere are the main cause of
human-induced climate change. Some GHGs occur naturally and are necessary for
keeping the earth’s surface habitable. Increased GHG concentrations resulting from
human activity such as fossil fuel burning and deforestation are believed to be responsible
for most of the observed temperature increase.
Potential adverse impacts of global warming within California include an exacerbation of
air quality problems, a reduction in quality and supply of water to the state from the
Sierra snowpack, a rise in sea levels resulting in the displacement of coastal businesses
and residences, damage to the marine ecosystems and the natural environment, and an
increase in health-related problems
The Sierra snowpack, an important source of water supply for the state, has shrunk 10
percent in the last 100 years. It is expected to continue to decrease by as much as 25
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percent by 2050. World-wide changes are causing sea levels to rise – about eight inches of
increase has been recorded at the Golden Gate Bridge over the past 100 years –
threatening low coastal areas with inundation and serious damage from storms.
Temperature projections show a warming trend across the Bay Area for the rest of the
century. Although Santa Clara County has a milder climate than other areas of the
state, it is expected to experience an increased number of extreme heat days. Projections
for San Jose estimate 71 extreme heat days by 2050 and 111 extreme heat days by 2099.
Extreme heat poses severe danger to human health and is one of the most dangerous
forms of natural disasters. It can cause a range of health problems, from rashes,
dehydration, and cramps, to heat exhaustion or heat stroke, which can result in
hospitalization and death. It can also worsen chronic conditions such as cardiovascular
and respiratory disease.
Particular groups are at greater risk of heat-related health effects, including people living
in poverty, seniors, pregnant women, young children, people with chronic conditions, the
socially isolated, the disabled, and workers in outdoor jobs. Temperatures will also be
greater in more densely developed urban areas with higher concentrations of materials
such as asphalt and glass that intensify the heat. This urban heat island effect can be
reduced by planting shade trees, maintaining urban canopy trees or urban forests, and
creating cool roofing, including living roofs.
Changes in temperature and precipitation may lead to expansion of insect and rodent
populations, resulting in increases in vector-borne diseases such as Hantavirus, Lyme
disease and West Nile virus.
In 2015, Bay Area Air Quality Management District estimated that annual GHG emissions
in Santa Clara County for basis year 2011 were listed as 16.0 million metric tons of CO2e.
As evaluated in the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) prepared for the 2018 General Use
Permit Application, total GHG emissions for Stanford University in 2018 were 125,672
metric tons of CO2e.
There has been a general decrease in GHG emissions attributed to Stanford over the last
several years due to several factors. There have been ongoing improvements in the vehicle
fleet as old vehicles are replaced with newer, cleaner vehicles, and existing regulatory
standards that are resulting in lower emitting vehicles and cleaner fuels. In addition,
Stanford has changed its energy systems, including an overhaul of its campus heating and
cooling system in 2015, known as Stanford Energy System Innovations (SESI), which
replaced Stanford’s steam-based heating system with a hot-water based heating system,
and replaced its cogeneration plant with a more efficient Central Energy Facility (CEF).
In addition, Stanford procures electricity via a direct access program from the grid
through Electricity Service Providers that includes the Stanford Solar Generating Station
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in Kern County. The Kern County solar facility, which became operational in January
2017, provides a 68-megawatt peak solar plant generating 159,000 megawatt-hours per
year (MWh/year). Stanford receives Renewable Energy Credits for the electricity it
produces there, which offset the non-renewable energy GHG emissions it consumes
locally.
In addition, Stanford is building rooftop panels on new buildings, including the Science
and Engineering Quad and the Knight Management Center. These two systems are
expected to provide up to 53 percent of Stanford’s total electricity use.
The policies and implementation plans established herein are adapted from the Health
Element of the Santa Clara County General Plan, which was adopted by the Board of
Supervisors on August 25, 2015. The applicable County Health Element policies are
identified in parenthesis following each policy.

Strategies, Policies and Implementation

Strategy #11: Plan for climate change and adaptation

Policies

SCP-HS 29
GHG Reduction. Land Use and Transportation systems and programs at Stanford should
be designed and implemented to reduce GHG emissions from mobile sources, such as
reducing vehicle trips, vehicle use, vehicle miles traveled (VMT), vehicle idling, and traffic
congestion. (HE-G.5).
SCP-HS 30
Renewable energy. Stanford should continue to obtain energy used within the
Community Plan area from renewable sources, including solar and
wind turbines, on academic, and residential buildings (HE-G.11).
SCP HS 31
Energy technologies. Stanford should evaluate potential adoption of advanced energy
technologies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, including integrated building systems,
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distributed generation, demand response programs, smart grid infrastructure, energy
storage and backup, and electric transportation infrastructure (HE-G.12).
SCP HS 32
Heat island mitigation. Support ongoing development and redevelopment of lands
within the Stanford Community Plan should incorporate, where feasible, urban greening
and the use of green infrastructure to minimize the urban heat island effect (HE-G.16).
SCP HS 33
Access to emergency cooling. Stanford should promote improved access to cooling
during heat events, particularly for the most vulnerable populations. Measures can
include on-site cooling, emergency generators, and cooling centers (HE-G.17).

Implementation Plan

SCP-HS (i) 22
Stanford should minimize new impervious surfaces and reflective surfaces in new
development and incorporate greening, including landscaping, green roofs, green walls,
and other aspects of biophilic (community greening) design into new development.
SCP-HS (i) 23
Stanford, the County, and City of Palo Alto should collaborate on the potential for the
campus and surrounding areas to become an “EcoDistrict” utilizing sustainable urban
systems. An EcoDistrict provides for district wide sustainability solutions at a larger scale
than individual buildings. An EcoDistrict links energy, transportation, water and land use
in an integrated, efficient resource system.
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The Santa Clara County Planning Oﬃce gratefully acknowledges the many individuals and represen- tatives of
groups who have participated in the Stanford Community Plan process since its beginning. In addition, Planning
Oﬃce staﬀ recognizes the hard work and cooperation of the Stanford University administrative staﬀ.
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STANFORD UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY PLAN TEXT AND LAND USE
MAP AMENDMENTS AND ZONING MAP AMENDMENTS FINDINGS
1. The County of Santa Clara’s Stanford University Community Plan (“Community Plan”), a
component of the General Plan, was adopted in 2000 and has been updated and amended
over time to incorporate desired policy changes, reflect changing conditions, and satisfy state
requirements.
2. On November 21, 2016, Stanford University submitted the 2018 General Use Permit (GUP)
Application to authorize campus growth and land use development on Stanford’s lands in
unincorporated Santa Clara County through 2035 consisting of 3.5 million square feet of new
academic space/student beds and 550 housing units. In conjunction with the GUP
Application, Stanford requested amendments to the Community Plan text and Land Use Map
and amendments to the Zoning Map.
3. The Community Plan allows a maximum of 17.3 million square feet of academic/student bed
development on unincorporated Stanford lands within Santa Clara County. Buildout of the
GUP Application would bring the total development to 20.4 million square feet, exceeding
the maximum development permitted pursuant to the adopted Community Plan.
4. The Community Plan amendments include text amendments requested by Stanford that
remove and revise outdated text, tables, and figures regarding future housing sites and
Stanford’s requested Land Use Map amendments to change the land use designation of the
golf driving range site from Campus Residential – Medium Density to Academic Campus
and the land use designation of nine faculty/staff housing sites from Academic Campus to
Campus Residential – Low Density.
5. In addition to Stanford’s amendment requests, the Community Plan amendments update
background text and figures to reflect current information; and update policies and
implementation measures to reflect existing conditions and to ensure continued
implementation of the Community Plan. The policy updates include an increase in the
maximum academic/student bed development to 20.4 million square feet to allow for the 3.5
million square feet of net new development proposed by the GUP Application.

6. The amendments to the Zoning Map amendment change the zoning designation of the golf
driving range site from R3S – Medium-Density Campus Residential to A1 – General Use and
the zoning designation of nine faculty housing sites from A1 – General Use to R1S – LowDensity Campus Residential.
7. The Zoning Map amendments for the golf driving range site and nine faculty housing sites
are consistent with the proposed Community Plan land use designations for these sites;
Academic Campus for the golf driving range site and Campus Residential – Low Density for
the nine faculty/staff housing sites.
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8. The 17.5-acre golf driving range site is identified as a housing opportunity site in the
County’s 2015 – 2022 Housing Element with the potential for new housing to be developed
at 8 to 15 dwelling units per acre. With the land use designation change to Academic Campus
and related zoning change to A1 – General Use, high-density housing above 15 units per acre
would also be allowed by the Community Plan (SCP-LU 2) and the County ordinance code
(§2.50.010.A) thereby increasing the housing potential of the site.
9. The proposed amendments, together with the GUP Application and proposed amendments to
the Zoning Map (collectively referenced as the Project) have been reviewed under the
California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”), Pub. Res. Code § 21000 et seq.; the
Stanford University 2018 General Use Permit Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR) has
been prepared.
10. Amendments to the Community Plan would not create any internal inconsistencies within the
Community Plan, or with the General Plan, of which the Community Plan is a component.
11. The amendments to the Community Plan are in the public interest because they update
background text and figures to reflect current information; update policies and
implementation measures to reflect current conditions; and, update the development limit to
establish future maximum levels of academic/student bed development consistent with what
is proposed in the GUP Application.
12. The County conducted public outreach on the Community Plan amendments. The County
consulted with California Native American tribes located within the County’s jurisdiction in
accordance with Government Code section 65352.3. Specifically, the County sent letters
dated, October 24, 2018, to Andrew Galvan, designated representative of the Ohlone Tribe,
Ann Marie Sayers, designated representative of the Indian Canyon Mutsun Band of
Costanoan, Charlene Nijmeh, designated representative of the Muwekma Ohlone Indian
Tribe of the San Francisco Bay Area, Irenne Zwierlein, designated representative of the
Amah Mutsun Tribal Band of Mission San Juan Bautista, and Katherine Erolinda Perez,
designated representative of the North Valley Yokuts Tribe. The letters summarized
Stanford’s proposed development and invited the tribes to request consultation pursuant to
Government Code section 65352.3, within 90 days. The County received no response to
these letters.
13. The proposed zoning amendment is consistent with State law, the general purposes of the
Zoning Ordinance, the General Plan, and the Community Plan, and the land use designations
in the Community Plan. The overall purpose of the A1 District is to provide for uses that do
not fit neatly into the rural, residential, commercial, or industrial category but are necessary
to implement the general plan. Community Plan implementation measure SCP- LU (i) 1,
specifically states that the A1 Zoning District is intended for areas of Stanford lands
designated with the Academic Campus land use designation, with allowed uses governed
through the General Use Permit. Rezoning of the golf driving range site from R3S to A1 is
consistent with the proposed Academic Campus designation and allows for increased
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residential density (above 15 units per acre) in support of the General Plan Housing Element
which identifies the driving range as a housing opportunity site.
The Zoning Ordinance states: “The purpose of the R1S Zoning District is to provide for
urban low-density housing (up to eight units per acre) on the lands of Stanford University,
and to provide for limited neighborhood-supporting non-residential uses. This designation
implements the specific land use policies for low-density housing prescribed by the 2000
Stanford Community Plan by encouraging more compact and efficient urban development.”
The R1S District is consistent with the Campus Residential-Low Density designation which
the Community Plan indicates applies to lands immediately adjacent to the Academic
Campus area that have a low-density residential character and are used for housing
University faculty and staﬀ (SCP-LU 5). The nine faculty house sites proposed for rezoning
from A1 to R1S are predominately developed with low density faculty and staff housing and
are located on the edge of a residential neighborhood proximate to the academic campus.

3
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STANFORD UNIVERSITY GENERAL USE PERMIT FINDINGS
In accordance with Zoning Ordinance of the County of Santa Clara, § 5.65.030, a use permit may be
granted if all of the following findings are made.
A.

Finding. The proposed use conforms with the general plan, with the zoning ordinance, and with all
other standards and guidelines applicable to the proposed use that have been adopted by the
Planning Commission or Board of Supervisors.
General Plan Conformance.
1. The General Use Permit (“GUP”) regulates development and use of Stanford University lands
within unincorporated Santa Clara County (“the Stanford site”). It is a program-level approval
that does not explicitly authorize future development projects without further discretionary land
use approval (Condition of Approval A.6). The GUP requires that all development projects that
occur under the GUP comply with all provisions of, and be consistent with, the Stanford
University Community Plan, the County General Plan, the County Zoning Ordinance, and all
other applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and ordinances (Condition of
Approval A.5).
2. The Stanford University Community Plan (“SCP,” as currently proposed for amendment) is a
component of the Santa Clara County General Plan which specifically guides development on
Stanford lands in unincorporated Santa Clara County. The SCP establishes strategies, policies,
and implementation measures that guide the Stanford site in regard to growth and development,
land use, housing, circulation, open space, resource conservation, and health and safety.
3. The SCP calls for review of applications for individual building projects under the GUP for
consistency with the SCP, the conditions of the General Use Permit, and all other relevant
County requirements (SCP-GD (i)1 5). Consistent with this policy, the GUP, as conditioned,
requires the following:
a. All development projects under the GUP must conform to the County General Plan and
Stanford Community Plan (Condition of Approval A.5).
b. Development projects must undergo Architecture and Site Approval ("ASA")(Condition of
Approval E.1.a). ASA approval requires findings that the project conforms to zoning
standards and the General Plan (Zoning Ordinance Section 5.40.040).
c. The GUP provides for review of development project compliance with the GUP’s
Conditions of Approval (including the requirement for General Plan and SCP conformance)
in the Annual Monitoring Report to be considered by the Planning Commission (Condition
of Approval D.2) and prior to the Planning Commission’s authorization of an additional
development phase (Condition of Approval B.2).
4. Development authorized by this GUP, including 2,275,000 net new square feet of academic
development and the 1,225,000 net new square feet of student housing (minimum/maximum of
2,600/2,807 beds) (Condition of Approval B.1 and C.4), is consistent with the maximum

1

All references to SCP provisions are to the 2000 SCP, as proposed to be amended.
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20,400,000 square feet of academic and student housing development the amended SCP
identifies for the site.
5. The SCP Growth and Development Strategy #1 promotes compact development and
conservation of natural resources through use of an Academic Growth Boundary (“AGB”).
Additional Growth and Development policies call for maintaining the AGB and focusing future
development within the AGB (SCP-GD 1); retaining the current AGB for 99 years (SCP-GD 2);
implementing a mixture of uses within the AGB of a design and intensity that supports transit,
pedestrian, and bike trips (SCP-GD 4); and limiting development outside the AGB to very low
intensity uses (SCP-GD 5). The GUP is consistent with these SCP policies because the
Conditions of Approval allocate academic and housing development to development districts
located within the AGB and significantly limit development outside the AGB (Conditions of
Approval B.3, C.9.b and A.5). (See attached Figure 1 – Development Districts)
6. Stanford lands outside the AGB are designated with either the Open Space and Field Research
(OS/FR) or the Special Conservation Area (SCA) land use designation. Policies supporting the
OS/FR designation identify allowed uses, limit new structures, and seek to protect
environmentally resources, open space, and scenic vistas (SCP-LU 26-30). The SCA designation
applies to lands outside the AGB deemed unsuitable for development due to natural resources
and development constraints (riparian areas, sensitive habitat areas, steep or unstable slopes, and
seismic or geologic hazards,). Policies supporting the SCA designation limit uses to
conservation activities, field research, and appropriate agriculture and limit structures to those
supporting conservation efforts. Consistent with the SCP, the GUP, as conditioned, requires the
following:
a. The GUP Conditions of Approval direct academic and housing development to development
districts located within the AGB and restrict development outside the AGB (Condition of
Approval B.3). This GUP does not allocate development to the Foothills Development
District (the 2,293 acres of Stanford land in Santa Clara County located outside the AGB);
however, 1,540 square feet of development in the Foothills District has been carried over
from the 2000 GUP. The GUP prohibits housing units within the Foothill District (Condition
of Approval C.9.b).
b. Any new uses located outside the AGB would be reviewed by County staff for conformance
with the use regulations, new structure limitations, and requirements for protection of
resources of the OS/FR and SCA land use designations and the regulations of the SCA
Special Conservation Area and OS/F Open Space and Field Research Zoning Districts
(Condition of Approval A.5).
7. The Santa Clara County General Plan specifies that planning for supply and diversity of housing
in the urbanized areas of the county should provide for existing and expected employment and
household needs and a diversity of affordability that matches the diversity of household incomes
(Policy HG-1) and that the County and the cities should work cooperatively to ensure that there
is a balanced housing supply sufficient to achieve countywide economic, social, and
environmental objectives (Policy HG-4). In addition, the General Plan calls for reduction in the
separation between housing and employment by strategic location of housing, including location
of increased housing density along transit corridors and provision of on-site housing for
employment centers (C-GD 39). The GUP, as conditioned, is consistent with these policies by
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requiring that a minimum of 70% of housing is located on Stanford lands, with a maximum of
30% housing located within a six-mile radius of the University’s boundary, unless the Planning
Commission determines it is infeasible. Any housing located outside the six-mile radius must
within 2,000 feet of a major transit stop. (Condition of Approval C.8.)
8. The SCP acknowledges the connection between expansion of academic facilities and the
resultant increase in housing demand (Policy SCP-H 5). It calls for provision of a variety of
housing types and supply adequate to meet the needs of faculty, staff, students, postgraduate
fellows, hospital residents and other workers (Policy SCP-H 1); specifies that the County,
through the General Use Permit, permit development of additional on-campus housing, including
housing for designated extremely low-, very low-, low- and moderate-income persons, including
faculty, staff, other workers, students, postgraduate fellows, and hospital residents (SCP -H 6).
The GUP, as conditioned, includes housing requirements consistent with these SCP provisions.
a. Based on findings of the September 2018 Stanford Specific Housing Nexus Study, the GUP
requires provision of a minimum of 2,172 net new housing units and 2,600 student beds to
accommodate the housing demand created by the project (Condition of Approval C.3).
b. The GUP requires that the minimum net new housing units include construction of 933
affordable units (72 Extremely Low Income, 133 Very Low Income, 381 Low Income, and
347 Moderate Income). These units meet the affordable housing demand associated with
the additional faculty, staff, postgraduate fellows, medical interns and other workers
resulting from development of this GUP. In addition, the GUP requires inclusionary
housing units pursuant to the Inclusionary Housing Ordinance that address the affordable
housing demand of private and public sector workers who provide services to residents of
Stanford’s new market rate units (Condition of Approval C.3). The GUP allows payment of
fees pursuant to the Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fee Ordinance to be credited
towards provision of the required affordable housing in conformance with the level of
affordable unit demand mitigated by the fee rate (Condition of Approval C.5).
9. The SCP specifies that new housing development should occur commensurate with campus
population growth and academic development approvals (SCP-H 7); encourages Stanforddeveloped housing in other jurisdictions; and indicates that such housing should be assessed for
eligibility to meet quantified housing development requirements on a case-by-case basis (SCP-H
9). The GUP, as conditioned, is consistent with these SCP provisions.
a.

The GUP provides for development in four phases, each consisting of 568,750 square feet of
academic development and requires concurrent construction of 543 housing units and 650
student beds within each phase of academic development (Condition of Approval C.7).

b.

The GUP requires 70 percent of constructed housing units to be located on site, but allows
Stanford to seek County approval of off-campus housing units (up to 30 percent of the total
required housing units) so long as the units are located within a six-mile radius of the area
covered by the Stanford University Community Plan (Condition of Approval C.8).

10. The SCP specifies that to the extent feasible, housing should be required on campus and in other
areas close to Stanford jobs (SCP-C 3). The GUP, as conditioned (Conditions of Approval C.8),
requires:
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a.

That a minimum of 70 percent of housing constructed, by income category, be located on
the Stanford campus and that a maximum of 30 percent of constructed housing may be
located off campus; and

b.

That off-campus housing to be located within 6 miles of the area covered by the SCP, but
allows the Planning Commission to grant an exception under following circumstances: 1) it
is infeasible to locate the housing within a six-mile radius due to a lack of adequate housing
site, 2) the housing is located with Santa Clara County and within 2,000 feet of a major
transit stop, and 3) Stanford has demonstrated compliance with CEQA for the off-site
housing.

11. The SCP includes Circulation Strategy # 1 and Policy SCP-C 1 that applies a “no net new
commute trips” standard for campus-related trips in the commute direction during peak hours to
the fullest extent allowed by law. Circulation Strategy #2 provides for alleviating local traffic
congestion. Other supporting policies require for reducing automobile dependency (SCP-C 2),
and limiting travel at non-commute times, outside of peak hours, and in the reverse commute
direction (SCP-C 7). The GUP includes Conditions of Approval that support these SCP
provisions.
a. Peak Hour and Peak Period. As proposed by Stanford in the 2018 GUP Application, the
GUP requires that Stanford achieve the No Net New Commute Standard (i.e., avoid
exceeding the commute direction, AM and PM peak hour traffic baselines by 1% or greater
in any year). In addition, it requires that Stanford achieve no net increase in commute trips in
the peak period (i.e., avoid exceeding the AM and PM peak period commute trip baseline by
1% or greater during any year). The peak period baselines will be established based on the
2001 traffic monitoring data as approved by the County of Santa Clara Department of
Planning and Development Director. (Condition of Approval F.2.a)
b. Reverse Commute – Peak Hours and Periods. The GUP requires Stanford to implement all
feasible measures to achieve no net increase in reverse commute trips in the AM peak hours
and periods and the PM peak hours and periods. (Condition of Approval F.2.b.)
c. Average Daily Trips. The GUP requires Stanford to use its best efforts to achieve no net
increase in Average Daily Trips (“ADT”) and specifies that beginning in Phase 2, there shall
be no net increase in ADT (i.e., avoid exceeding the baselines by 3% or greater in any two
(2) consecutive years within a single academic development phase). (Condition of Approval
F.2.c.)
12. The SCO calls for identifying opportunities to improve access and circulation for pedestrians,
transit and bicycles (SCP-C 13), and for enhancing pedestrian and bicycle access and safe routes
to school to and through the campus (SCP-C 4). The GUP, as conditioned, includes requirements
consistent with this objective.
a. The GUP requires Stanford to contribute funding for on-campus safe routes to school
improvements, as proposed by Stanford in its 2018 GUP Application (Condition of
Approval F.9).
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b. The GUP also specifies that if a new school or change in attendance boundaries results from
additional K-12 students generated by new development pursuant to this GUP, Stanford is
required to fund safe routes to school survey/s and provide fair-share funding to the City of
Palo Alto for safe routes to school improvements (Condition of Approval F.8).
13. The SCP calls for regulating parking supply as a mechanism for transportation demand
management (“TDM”), while avoiding spillover of parking in neighborhoods (SCP-C 6). The
GUP, as conditioned, includes requirements consistent with this objective by establishing a cap
of 21,651 parking spaces (allowing for 1,480 net new spaces) to moderate expansion of parking
on the Stanford campus as a mechanism for transportation demand management in conformance
with the SCP. The following circumstances support the parking cap:
a. The total number of active campus commuter and residential permits has declined from a
high of nearly 21,000 permits sold in 2004-2005 to fewer than 18,000 sold in 2015-2016.
During this time frame, enrollment in the Commute Club has steadily increased, more than
doubling since 2004-2005. These two trends reflect Stanford’s development of a robust
TDM program to contain traffic growth in response to the No Net New Commute Trips
standard. Notably, permit sales declined, even as the square footage of the campus
increased under the 2000 General Use Permit. Additional TDM measures that continue to
reduce the drive-alone rate and associated parking ratios are needed for compliance with the
trip reduction requirements of this GUP.
b. Based on data from the Fall 2015 Stanford parking inventory, approximately 86% of
campus spaces were occupied on a typical day when Stanford was in session, which
indicates that there is enough supply to minimize spillover parking in the areas surrounding
the campus.
c. Residential permit parking has been implemented by the City of Palo Alto in areas around
the Stanford campus to prevent spill-over parking from a variety of sources (including
Stanford) from impacting residential neighborhoods. The GUP requires Stanford to provide
fair-share funding for additional parking studies and residential permit parking programs as
needed (Condition of Approval H.3) to ensure that spillover parking does not impact
residential neighborhoods, consistent with SCP-C 6.
14. The SCP includes policies and implementation measures that require Stanford to maintain
recreational open space to meet existing and future recreational needs of the Stanford community
(SCP-OS 10); plan for parks and open space within the AGB; provide campus parks and open
space within the AGB at a rate of 5 acres per 1,000 population (SCP-OS (i) 8); and provide and
maintain parks near residential areas of the campus (SCP-H 16). In conformance with the SCP,
the GUP, as conditioned, requires the following:
a. That Stanford comply with the minimum five (5) acres of park land per 1,000 residents
standard (Condition of Approval I.1); and,
b. That Stanford fund a study prepared or directed by the County to identify how adequate
parks designed for community recreational use will be provided to serve development
(and associated population) planned pursuant to this GUP (Condition of Approval I.2).
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15. The SCP specifies that trees greater than 12 inches in diameter that are removed should be
replaced at a 1:1 ratio, except for oaks, which should be replaced at a 3:1 ratio (SCP-RC (i)
7). In conformance with this implementation measure the GUP:
a. Requires conformance with the County’s Tree Preservation and Removal Ordinance
(Condition of Approval J.1.a);
b. Requires all existing trees over 12 inches in diameter be designated as protected trees
(Condition of Approval J.1.a);
c. Requires protected trees approved for removal by the County be replaced at a 1:1 ratio,
except for Oak Trees, which require a 3:1 replacement ratio (Condition of Approval
J.1.b); and,
d. Allows for preparation of a vegetation management plan for the entire campus that
provides the same or greater level of tree replacement as indicated above. Compliance
with the vegetation management plan is to be assessed in the Annual Monitoring
Report (Condition of Approval J.1.b).
16. The SCP requires the identification of urban service levels and service needs of Stanford
residents; if Stanford is not providing an appropriate level of urban services to its residents,
Stanford is required to either provide any needed municipal services, pay in-lieu fees, or
contract with appropriate agencies to provide them (SCP-GD 9; SCP-GD (i) 2). In
conformance with the SCP, the GUP, as conditioned, requires the following:
a. Preparation of a Municipal Services Study under the County’s direction within 18
months of approval of this GUP with approval by the Planning Commission. This Study
is to define appropriate service levels for students, residents, faculty, staff, and visitors;
analyze the amount and types of services needed to serve the GUP’s planned population
growth; and assess whether Stanford provides those services at appropriate levels
(Condition of Approval O.9).
b. If the Municipal Services Study concludes that Stanford would not provide sufficient
municipal services to serve the projected population increase, Stanford shall be required
to provide these services directly through construction and operation of the necessary
facilities and/or programs, or the County may consider a request to provide the services
through an in-lieu fee established by the Board of Supervisors pursuant to a nexus fee
study (Condition of Approval O.9).
17. The SCP policies provide that the County shall maintain and update information databases
and formal evaluations of heritage resources for purposes of appropriate tracking and
designations (SCP-RC 21). The SCP also seeks to protect heritage resources by way of
careful campus land use planning, individual project design, project review, use of
appropriate guidelines, and other implementation actions (SCP-RC 22). These policies are
implemented by way of development applications for specific building projects to be
accompanied with documentation of existing and potential historic resources for inclusion
on the County’s Heritage Resource Inventory (SCP-RC(i)(19)) and to require adequate
background information and site plans to assist in evaluation of potential impacts to heritage
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resources resulting from project development (SCP-RC(i)(20)). In conformance with the
SCP, the GUP, as conditioned, requires the following:
a. Any building over 50 years old will be subject to a historic evaluation, unless it has
already been deemed eligible for the California Register based on prior analysis, is
listed on the County Register, or is listed on the 2017 Stanford Historic Resources
Survey prepared by Stanford University. (Condition of Approval N.2.a.)
b. Buildings previously identified as ineligible must be revisited and reviewed by the
County to confirm the ineligibility status based on criteria for listing a historic structure
on the California Register. (Condition of Approval N.2.b.)
c. Architecture and Site Approval applications including proposed demolition, relocation,
or modification of buildings 50 years or older will be reviewed by the County for
possible inclusion on the County’s Heritage Resource Inventory. (Condition of
Approval N.2.c.)
Based on the evidence listed above, the GUP, as conditioned, conforms with the
General Plan and Community Plan.
18. Conformance with the Zoning Ordinance and Other Standards and Guidelines. The
County of Santa Clara Zoning Ordinance Code establishes processes for review and
approval of specific development proposals pursuant to this GUP and provides regulations
that implement the SCP through five zoning districts: 1) A1 General Use; 2) R3S MediumDensity Campus Residential; 3) R1S Low-Density Campus Residential; 4) SCA Special
Conservation Area; and 5) OS/F Open Space and Field Research. The GUP, as conditioned,
requires consistency with the Zoning Ordinance as follows:
a. The GUP requires that all development projects conform to all applicable state, federal
and local laws, regulations, and ordinances (Condition of Approval A.5) and that
Stanford obtain required permits (Condition of Approval E.1);
b. The GUP requires that development projects undergo Architecture and Site Approval
(“ASA”), in conformance with Zoning Ordinance Code Chapter 5.40. (Condition of
Approval E.1). ASA approval requires a finding that the project conforms to zoning
standards (Zoning Ordinance Section 5.40.040);
c. The GUP provides for review of compliance with the GUP's Conditions of Approval
(including the requirement for Zoning Ordinance conformance) in the Annual
Monitoring Report to be considered by the Planning Commission (Condition of
Approval D.2) and prior to the Planning Commission's authorization of an additional
development phase (Condition B.2 of Approval); and,
b. The GUP requires Stanford to provide affordable housing units in conformance with the
Inclusionary Housing Zoning Ordinance (Condition of Approval C.2).
19. The GUP Condition of Approval C.1 requires Stanford to construct Academic Development
Mitigation Units (deed-restricted affordable housing) or pay lieu affordable housing impact
fees consistent with the requirements of the County’s Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation
8
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Fee Ordinance (NS-300.929).
20. The GUP Conditions of Approval require conformance with mitigation measures identified
in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program for the project, consistent with
provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act.
21. The 1985 Land Use Policy Agreement (“Agreement”) between the County, the City of Palo
Alto and Stanford University specifies that Stanford lands in unincorporated Santa Clara
County that are planned for academic use are to remain unincorporated and are subject to the
County’s General Plan, Zoning Ordinance, and General Use Permit. The Agreement
stipulates that Stanford will provide all municipal services to unincorporated portions of
Stanford lands, including contractual arrangements for services as needed and that such
services may include operation of on-site facilities or purchase from public or private
entities, or membership in regional facilities.
a. This GUP, as conditioned, provides for development of Stanford lands in unincorporated
Santa Clara County in conformance with the County’s General Plan and Zoning
Ordinance, and in conformance with the Agreement. (Condition of Approval A.5)
b. The GUP provides for preparation by the County of a Municipal Service Study to define
appropriate municipal service levels for the Stanford community, analyze the amount
and type of service required to serve the population increase planned for pursuant to this
GUP, and indicate whether Stanford should provide those services and at what levels.
The GUP indicates that the County may consider a request to utilize an in-lieu fee (set by
the Board of Supervisors) to obtain services through an alternative provider (Condition
of Approval O.9). This requirement is consistent with the Agreement.
Based on the evidence above, the GUP, as conditioned, conforms to the Zoning
Ordinance and all other applicable standards and guidelines.
B.

Finding. The site is adequate for the proposed use, including but not limited to being of
adequate size and shape to accommodate all facilities and development features to integrate the
use into the surrounding area and to provide any necessary or appropriate buffers between the
use and the surrounding area.
1. The site subject to this GUP consists of the approximately 4,000 acres of land within
unincorporated Santa Clara County covered by the Stanford University Community Plan. In
addition to development authorized by the 2000 GUP, but not yet constructed, this GUP
allows for maximum net new development of 2,275,000 square feet of academic and
academic support uses, 1,225,000 square feet of student housing (2,807 beds), 2,892 housing
units, 40,000 square feet of childcare/trip reduction uses, 50,000 square feet of temporary
construction trailers/modular buildings, and 1,480 net new parking spaces. The development
is focused on the Central Campus (approximately 1,018 acres), which includes that portion
of the site located within the AGB except for the San Juan Development District.
2. The Conditions of Approval distribute development within the site by Development District.
The bulk of the authorized academic and academic support development (approximately
79% of the total) is to be implemented within the Campus Center Development District,
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located at the center of the site where the only adjacent off-site uses are the Stanford
Hospital and Shopping Center. The remainder of the academic development and the housing
are distributed among the Quarry, DAPER & Administrative, East Campus, West Campus,
Lagunita, and Lathrup Development Districts. The GUP does not allocate new development
to the San Juan, Arboretum and Foothills Development Districts (Condition of Approval
B.3).
3. The Conditions of Approval require Architecture and Site Approval for site-specific
development projects in conformance with the Zoning Ordinance Code (Condition of
Approval E.1). The purpose of ASA is to maintain the character and integrity of zoning
districts by promoting quality development in harmony with the surrounding area, through
consideration of all aspects of site configuration and design, and to generally promote the
public health, safety and welfare. The ASA procedure augments the use permit process by
providing a means for establishing detailed conditions on proposed developments.
4. Condition of Approval K.1 restricts development within 100 feet of El Camino Real until the
County directs the preparation of an update to the El Camino Real Frontage Plan for
Stanford lands along the west side of El Camino Real, except for housing development in the
Quarry District. The Plan will be prepared in consultation with the City of Palo Alto and will
provide objective criteria, including setbacks, height limits, and other standards to guide the
future location and design of development along the El Camino site frontage.
5. Existing buffers along the Central Campus perimeter include the Arboretum Development
District, within which the Conditions of Approval preclude all structures, grading, parking or
pavement, consistent with the area’s Campus Open Space land use designation. The
southerly campus edge, adjacent to the College Terrace neighborhood, is buffered by
existing two-story residential development along the west side of Stanford Avenue.
6. The westerly boundary of the Central Campus is adjacent to the Foothills District, which is
located outside the AGB, where only limited uses such as agriculture, field research, and low
intensity recreation are permitted. Junipero Serra Boulevard, which bisects the site, is
visually buffered from future development in the Lagunita and West Campus Development
Districts by the Stanford Golf Course (within the Foothill District) and by Lake Lagunita and
areas adjacent to the Lake that are protected from development by the Campus Open Space
land use designation.
Based on the evidence listed above, the GUP, as conditioned, is located on a site that
supports the proposed use authorized under the GUP.
C. Finding. The proposed use, by its nature, scale, intensity or design, will not impair the integrity
and character of the zoning district or neighborhood, and will not be significantly detrimental to
any important and distinctive features of the site’s natural setting.
1. The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement, which includes a detailed analysis of
the development potential of available land within the Central Campus area and a review of
the development intensity of comparable university campuses, indicates that the area
covered by the Academic Campus land use designation, which is entirely within the
Academic Growth Boundary, could reasonably accommodate significantly more intense
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development (i.e., an FAR of 1.0) than that authorized by this GUP The intensity of
development authorized by this GUP is also consistent with the SCP, which provides for up
to 20,400,000 square feet of academic development. This GUP provides for up to a total of
3,500,000 square feet of academic and student housing development and 2,892 housing
units.
2. The project site is regulated by five zoning districts: 1) A1 General Use; 2) R3S MediumDensity Campus Residential; 3) R1S Low-Density Campus Residential; 4) SCA Special
Conservation Area; and 5) OS/F Open Space and Field Research. Any individual building
project approved under the GUP must comply with the development standards of the
applicable zoning district.
3. The A1 General Use Zoning District, within which most of the academic development and
residential development authorized by the GUP will be implemented, allows general
residential and agricultural uses, and provides opportunities through the use permit process
for other uses and developments that are appropriate for a particular location, consistent with
the objectives, goals and policies of the General Plan. The academic and residential
development authorized by this GUP within the A1 General Use Zoning District will be
located within the Academic Campus land use designation of the Stanford University
Community Plan. This designation specifically allows for academic and residential
development, including high density residential (15 or more units per acre). The SCP sets
forth strategies, policies, and implementation measures to guide academic and residential
development within the A1 District.
4. The R1S and R3S Zoning Districts were created specifically to regulate low and medium
density residential uses on the Stanford campus. New development in these zoning districts
will be reviewed for conformance with the applicable district’s use and development
regulations.
5. The OS/F Open Space and Field Research Zoning District is intended to implement the SCP
policies for the Open Space and Field Research land use designation and to maintain the
open space character of those Stanford University OS/F lands outside the Academic Growth
Boundary and within the Foothills Development District and protect sensitive environmental
and visual resources. The OS/F regulations allow only low-intensity uses such as agriculture,
field research, limited outdoor recreation, and specialized astronomical facilities and
development regulations include detailed requirements intended to ensure that permitted
uses and structures do not negatively impact scenic foothill viewsheds and riparian areas.
Condition of Approval A.3.c authorizes a total of 1,540 square feet of development in the
2,293-acre Foothills Development District, within which this zoning district is located, and
specifies that this development would require a transfer of authorized development from
another development district.
6. The SCA Special Conservation Areas Zoning District, located outside the Academic Growth
Boundary and within the Foothills Development District, is intended to implement the SCP
policies for the Special Conservation Areas land use designation, protecting lands deemed
unsuitable for development due to their natural resources and development constraints. The
regulations of the SCA District include measures to limit agricultural uses in sensitive
habitat areas and to protect riparian areas. No new permanent development in the form of
11
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buildings or structures is allowed, other than construction, modification, and maintenance of
improvements to support conservation efforts and very limited utility facilities. The SCA
regulations require review of proposed uses and structures for conformance with the Habitat
Conservation Plan. Any structure that adds floor area would be subject to the overall limit
of 1,540 square feet applicable to the Foothills Development District.
7. The GUP specifies that all development projects pursuant to this GUP must conform to the
requirements of the Zoning Ordinance (Condition A.5). Any violation of applicable Zoning
regulations would be considered a violation of this GUP (Condition A.11).
8. The GUP requires Architecture and Site Review for site-specific development projects in
conformance with the Zoning Ordinance (Condition of Approval E.1). The purpose of ASA
is to maintain the character and integrity of zoning districts by promoting quality
development in harmony with the surrounding area through consideration of all aspects of
site configuration and design, and to generally promote the public health, safety and welfare.
The ASA procedure augments the use permit process by providing a means for establishing
detailed conditions on proposed developments. ASA approval requires a finding that the
project conforms to zoning standards (Zoning Ordinance Section 5.40.040).
9. Prior to additional development within 100 feet of the El Camino, the GUP provides for the
phased preparation and adoption of an updated El Camino Real Frontage Plan for Stanford
lands along the south side of El Camino Real to identify setbacks, height limits, and other
standards to guide the future location and design of development along the El Camino site
frontage, except for housing development in the Quarry District(Condition of Approval K.1).
10. The GUP includes conditions to protect the natural setting of the campus. It includes
measures to preserve native oak woodlands and provide for oak woodland replacement if
removal is deemed necessary Condition J.9). The GUP also includes requirements for
County approval prior to removal of protected heritage trees, trees that are 12 inches or more
in diameter (except those located in the R1S Zoning District), and trees located within a
County right-of-way or easement and specifies minimum tree replacement ratios (Condition
J.1.b). The GUP includes conditions that require setbacks and other measures to protect
riparian areas (Condition J.8), jurisdictional waters and wetlands (Condition J.10), special
status plant species (Condition J.6), and special status animal species – including migratory
and other nesting birds (Condition J.3), bats (Condition J.4), dusty footed woodrats
(Condition J.5), and steelhead (Condition J.7).
Based on the evidence above, the GUP, as conditioned, will not impair the integrity and
character of the zoning district or neighborhood, and will not be significantly detrimental to
any important and distinctive features of the site’s natural setting.
D. Finding. The proposed use will not be detrimental to the public health, safety or general
welfare.
Open Space Preservation.
1.

The GUP preserves existing open space lands in the Foothills Development District and the
associated viewsheds and environmentally sensitive resources by allocating academic and
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housing development to development districts located within the AGB and restricting
development outside the AGB (Condition of Approval B.3). This GUP does not allocate
development to the Foothills Development District (the 2,293 acres of Stanford land in
unincorporated Santa Clara County located outside the AGB). No development is allowed
in the Foothills District except for the 1,540 square feet of development carried over from
the 2000 GUP (Condition of Approval A.c.3). The GUP prohibits housing units within the
Foothill District (Condition of Approval C.9.b).
2.

Any new uses located outside the AGB would be reviewed by County staff for
conformance with the use regulations, new structure limitations, and requirements for
protection of resources of the OS/FR and SCA land use designations and the regulations of
the SCA Special Conservation Area and OS/F Open Space and Field Research Zoning
Districts (Condition of Approval A.5).

Housing.
1. Housing Demand Created by the General Use Permit.
a. New academic space development within the SCP Area will create demand for new
workers, including workers in lower-income categories. In addition, new residents of
market-rate housing, including faculty and staff housing within the Stanford
University Community Plan Area, create demand for new public and private sector
workers.
b. This GUP authorizes construction of 2,275,000 square feet of new academic and
support space and 1,225,000 s.f. of student housing. The 2018 General Use Permit
application prepared by Stanford estimates that by buildout of this academic space,
5,556 employees will be added (2,438 staff, 789, faculty, 961 postdoctoral scholars,
57 janitors, 72 third-party contract workers, 966 casual and temporary, and 273
contingent workers).2 After making adjustments, the estimated housing impact of
new academic space on Stanford’s campus is 4,010 net new workers and a total need
for 2,172 net new housing units.3 Stanford has proposed to construct 550 units,
which is 1,622 units fewer than what is required to mitigate Stanford’s impact on
housing as a result of academic and academic support space development authorized
under the GUP.
c. Some of these new workers earn incomes that are only adequate to pay for affordable
housing. Of those 2,172 net new households, it is estimated that there will be an
affordable housing demand of 933 new affordable units to house the portion of those
2

Stanford University, 2018 General Use Permit Application (November 21, 2016), p. 5.3 (Table 2) p. 5.9 (Table 5),
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/dpd/DocsForms/Documents/SU_2018GUP_App_VolI.pdf.
3

County of Santa Clara Affordable Housing Nexus Studies, Attachment C, Affordable Housing Nexus Analysis Addendum for the
Stanford University Campus (April 2018), p. 9 (Table II-2),
https://www/sccgov.org/sites/osh/HousingandCommunityDevelopment/Documents/County%20of%20Santa%20Clara%20Affordab
le%20Housing%20Nexus%20Studies%20Public%20Review%20Draft.%2004-04-2018.pdf. The final Affordable Housing Nexus
Studies (September 2018) are on file with the Clerk of the Board.
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net new workers with income between 0% to 120% of Area Median Income (AMI).4
The resulting affordable housing demand includes the need for an estimated: 38 net
new housing units for Extremely Low income; 108 net new housing units for Very
Low income; 429 net new housing units for Low income; and 389 new housing units
for Moderate income.5
d. To mitigate the increased affordable housing needs from development of the GUP, a
total of 1,131 net new affordable units6 and 1,041net new market rate housing units
are needed7. Of the 1,131 net new affordable units needed, 72 housing units are for
Extremely Low income; 163 are for Very Low income; 470 are for Low income; and
426 new housing units for Moderate income.
e. Because affordable housing is in short supply in the SCP and environs, such new
workers may be forced to live in less than adequate housing in the area, pay a
disproportionate share of their incomes for housing, or commute long distances to
their jobs from housing located in more affordable parts of the County or outside of
the region entirely.
2. Bay Area Regional Housing Supply and Jobs/Housing Imbalance.
a. There is a severe shortage of housing in Santa Clara County that is affordable to
Extremely Low Income, Very Low, Low, and Moderate Income Households.8
i. From 2010 to 2019, the population of Santa Clara County increased 9.7% (from
1,781,642 to 1,954,286), but the number of housing units only increased 6.25%
(from 631,920 to 671,439).9
4

Id. at p. 16 (Table II-8).

5

Id. at p. 16 (Table II-9).

6

The total 1,131 unit affordable housing need reflects the sum of the 964 affordable unit need for academic space workers, the 198
affordable unit need for workers who provide goods and services to residents less a 31-unit adjustment to remove possible overlap
between these two categories of housing need consistent with the methodology described at Id. p. 15. The 31-unit adjustment is
additional to the 35-unit adjustment already reflected in Id. at p. 16 (Table II-8) and results in a combined 66-units removed in
determining the net new housing need. The 31-unit additional adjustment is distributed proportionately by income category with 6
Extremely Low, 10 Very Low, 9 Low, and 6 Moderate-Income units removed.
7

The market rate housing need of 1,041 units is based on the identified 2,172 total housing units needed to house workers in the
academic space and academic support space less the 1,131-unit portion of total housing need for households with incomes of 120%
of AMI or less. The identified 1,041 market rate housing unit need is conservative in that it would be higher were additional housing
demand from off-campus workers, in retail, restaurants and other services to residents in new on-campus housing units, as identified
in Id at p. 32, included as part of the total unit count.
8

See generally County of Santa Clara, County of Santa Clara Housing Element Update 2015-2022 (June 10, 2014), available at:
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/dpd/DocsForms/Documents/HealthElement_2015_Adopted_Final.pdf; Association of Bay Area
Governments, Planning and Research Department, Regional Forecast for Plan Bay Area 2040 (Feb. 2016),
http://reports.abag.ca.gov/other/Regional_Forecast_for_Plan_Bay_Area_2040_F_030116.pdf.
9

State of California, Department of Finance, E-5 Population and Housing Estimates for Cities, Counties, and the State, 2011-2018
with 2010 Census Benchmark (May 2019), http://www.dof.ca.gov/Forecasting/Demographics/Estimates/E-5/.
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According to the 2015-2023 Regional Housing Needs Allocation
(RHNA) determined by the Association of Bay Area
Governments, Santa Clara County had a total housing need of
58,836 units through 2023, which included the need to add
10,636 new Moderate Income units, 9,542 new Low Income
units, and 16,158 Very Low-Income units within Santa Clara
County. Although the current RHNA cycle is more than

halfway over, only 48% of the allocated units across all
income levels have been completed countywide.10 The
percentage of allocated units countywide that have been
completed are progressively worse the lower the income
level: 23% of moderate income units completed to date;
13% of low income units; and 10% of very low-income
units.11
iii.

Because of the shortage of affordable housing units in Santa
Clara County, many households overpay for housing. The
Harvard Joint Center for Housing Studies compared 2015 home
prices and household incomes across 100 metropolitan areas and
found that only 22.3 % of all households in the San JoseSunnyvale-Santa Clara metropolitan area (which includes the
City of Palo Alto and Stanford University) could afford the
typical monthly payments for a median-priced home, and that
only 12 % of renters earn sufficient income to afford payments
for a median- priced home in the area — the second lowest
proportions of households in each category of the 100
metropolitan areas examined.12 Similarly, only 25.2 percent of
all households in the San Francisco-Oakland metropolitan area
(which includes San Mateo County) could afford the typical
monthly payments for a median-priced home, and that only 13.6
percent of renters earn sufficient income to afford payments for
a median-priced home in the area.

iv.

According to the National Low-Income Housing Coalition’s Out
of Reach 2018 study, the San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara HUD
Metropolitan Fair Market Rent Area is again the second most

10

Silicon Valley at Home, Countywide RHNA Annual Progress Reporting (April 2, 2019),
https://siliconvalleyathome.org/countywide-rhna-annual-progress-reporting-falling-short-on-affordable-housing-production/
11

Ibid.

12

Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, Who Can Afford the Median-Priced Home In Their Metro?,
http://jchs.harvard.edu/son2017-housing-affordability-table. The San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara metropolitan area includes the
City of Palo Alto and Stanford University.
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expensive metropolitan area in the country to rent.13 In the 2017,
2016 and 2015 reports, this metropolitan area was, respectively,
the second14, third15 and fourth16 most expensive area of the
nation in which to rent.
v.

The San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara metropolitan area had the
highest median sales price of existing single-family homes in the
nation in 2018 according to data from the National Association
of Realtors, with a median price for a single-family detached
home of $1.34 million and a year-over-year price gain of 13.6
%.17

vi.

According to the 2017 Santa Clara County Homeless Census
and Survey, the number of homeless persons in the county is
now estimated to be 7,394,18 an increase of 12.8% from 2015
estimates. The County of Santa Clara Office of Supportive
Housing reports that the most significant increases in
homelessness have been among families and unaccompanied
children and youth.

b. Jobs/housing imbalances in various portions of Santa Clara County and throughout the
San Francisco Bay Area significantly impact housing availability and affordability and
contribute to the severe traffic congestion in Santa Clara County and this jobs/housing
imbalance is especially severe in the areas adjacent to Stanford.19
1. One measure of housing imbalance in a region is the ratio of jobs to
housing units in the area. The County’s General Plan has identified the
imbalances between job and housing growth as an important regional issue
since the 1960s and with the adoption of the 1980 General Plan. The
County of Santa Clara Housing Element Update for 2015-2022 reported
13

National Low Income Housing Coalition, Out of Reach 2018, p. 14 (2018), https://nlihc.org/sites/default/files/oor/OOR_2018.pdf

14

National Low Income Housing Coalition, Out of Reach 2017, p. 11 (2017), http://nlihc.org/sites/default/files/oor/OOR_2017.pdf

15

National Low Income Housing Coalition, Out of Reach 2016, p. 10 (2016),
http://nlihc.org/sites/default/files/oor/OOR_2016_0.pdf
16

National Low Income Housing Coalition, Out of Reach 2015, p. 10 (2015) http://nlihc.org/sites/default/files/OOR_2015.pdf

17

National Association of Realtors, Median Sales Price of Existing Single-Family Homes for Metropolitan Areas, 4th Quarter 2018,
p.3, https://www.nar.realtor/sites/default/files/documents/metro-home-prices-q4-2018-single-family-2019-02-12.pdf\
18

Applied Survey Research, Santa Clara County Homeless Census & Survey, p. 1 (2017),
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/osh/ContinuumofCare/ReportsandPublications/Documents/2017%20SCC%20Homeles
s%20Census%20and%20Survey%20Executive_Summary.pdf
19

See, e.g., County of Santa Clara, supra note 1, at pp. 65-67.
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that, although there have been fluctuations in the jobs-to-housing ratio as
economic conditions changed, an overall imbalance persists.20
2. According to data from the State of California’s Employment Development
Department and Department of Finance, from 2010 through 2017 the
number of jobs in Santa Clara County increased by 26.3 percent (from
860,330 to 1,086,900),21 but the number of housing units only increased by
4.7 percent (from 631,920 to 661,875).22 This reflects an increase from 1.39
jobs per housing unit in 2012 to 1.58 jobs per housing unit in 2016.
Similarly, in San Mateo County, from 2010 through 2017 the number of
jobs increased by 25.9 percent (from 317,700 to 400,300),23 but the number
of housing units only increased by 2.3 percent (from 271,031 to 277,189).24
This reflects an increase from 1.17 jobs per housing unit in 2010 to 1.44
jobs per housing unit in 2017. A jobs-housing ratio over 1.5 indicates that
the region is likely to experience traffic congestion associated with people
coming to jobs from outside the areas, as well as pressure on the cost of
available housing in the region.25
3. Data from the 2010 census indicates that significant numbers of people who
work in Santa Clara County live outside of the County, including but not
limited to: 64,696 from Alameda County; 50,215 from San Mateo County;
19,087 from San Francisco County; 17,451 from Santa Cruz County;
11,526 from Contra Costa County; 7,345 from San Benito County; 4,750
from Monterey County; 4,118 from Merced County; and 2,022 from
Sacramento County.26
4. Nearly 190,000 workers commute from outside the nine-county Bay Area
region to the business parks in Silicon Valley and the Tri-Valley area, and
20

County of Santa Clara, supra note 1, at pp. 65-66 (citing Santa Clara County job/housing ratios of 1.5 in 1991, 1.8
in 2001, and 1.3 in 2011).
21

State of California, Employment Development Department,
http://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/data/employment-by-industry.html.
22

State of California, supra note 2, http://www.dof.ca.gov/Forecasting/Demographics/Estimates/E-5/.

23

State of California, Employment Development Data, supra note 12, http://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/data/employment-byindustry.html.
24

State of California, supra note 2, http://www.dof.ca.gov/Forecasting/Demographics/Estimates/E-5/.

25

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, EnviroAtlas, Fact Sheet: Employment to Housing Ratio (Nov. 2014),
https://enviroatlas.epa.gov/enviroatlas/DataFactSheets/pdf/Supplemental/EmploymentHousingRatio.pdf.
26

State of California, Employment Development Department, County-to-County Commute Patterns (US Census Bureau) in Santa
Clara County, http://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/cgi/databrowsing/localAreaProfileQSMoreResult.asp?viewAll=yes&viewAl
lUS=&currentPage=&currentPageUS=&sortUp=G1.AREANAME&sortDown=&criteria=commuting+patterns&cat
egoryType=population+census+data&geogArea=0604000085&timeseries=&more=More&menuChoice=localAreaP
ro&printerFriendly=&BackHistory=-4&goTOPageText=
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more than 220,000 East bay residents cross the toll bridges to the Peninsula
each workday.27
5. The housing supply and affordability concerns that are experienced
countywide are particularly acute at and around Stanford University due to
the high housing prices in the area around Stanford that result in a small
supply of affordable housing. The jobs/housing imbalance that is
characteristic of Santa Clara County generally is more acute in the
communities that surround Stanford’s campus, including Palo Alto and
Mountain View, and Menlo Park in San Mateo County. According to
projections by the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG), the city
in Santa Clara County with greatest imbalance between jobs and housing
units in 2014 was Palo Alto, with a jobs/housing unit ratio of 3.49.28 The
City of Mountain View had the third highest imbalance of jobs to housing
units in the county, with a ratio of 2.37. 29 In 2015, the City of Menlo Park
had approximately 2.42 jobs in the city for every housing unit.30 These local
imbalances between jobs and housing acutely affect both the regional
housing market and traffic congestion.
3. Statewide Housing Supply.
a. The acute housing shortage experienced in the Bay Area is being experienced statewide.
i. While 200,000 units of housing in California are needed annually to keep up

with population growth, only 113,000 were permitted in 2017, and fewer
than 750,000 units were permitted since 2007, accounting for only 40% of
the projected need.31
ii. Between the economic peak of 2007 and 2017, California had a robust

overall growth in both employment (adding 8.7% more jobs) and population
(9.1% increase), and based on this population growth, California would have
needed to build at least 1,819,568 additional units during these ten years to

27

Metropolitan Transportation Commission and Association of Bay Area Governments, CASA Compact (January 2019), p. i,
https://mtc.ca.gov/sites/default/files/CASA_Compact.pdf
28

Local Agency Formation Commission of Santa Clara County, Cities Service Review, p. 7 (Dec. 2015),
http://www.santaclaralafco.org/file/ServiceReviews/CitiesSR2015/2CSRR_ExecSumm.pdf
29

Ibid.

City of Menlo Park, Facebook Campus Expansion Project, Draft Environmental Impact Report, pp. 3.12-5 – 3.12-6 (31,920
jobs/13,180 housing units) (May 2016), https://www.menlopark.org/DocumentCenter/View/10293/Ch0312_PopulationHousing_Draft-EIR
30

2019-20 Governor’s Proposed Budget, Housing and Local Government (January 9, 2019), p. 89,
http://www.ebudget.ca.gov/2019-20/pdf/BudgetSummary/HousingandLocalGovernment.pdf
31
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house the added population.32 With both new construction and demolitions
factored in, the housing stock grew by only 5.3% from 2007 to 2017, and the
total increase in new housing units was 708,112, less than half of the
estimated need.33
iii. While no state in the nation has an adequate supply of rental housing

affordable and available for extremely low-income households, California
has the largest deficit of such units of any state with 1,019,190 (only 22
affordable and available rental homes for every 100 extremely low-income
renter households).34 And 76% of those extremely low-income households
within the state are severely housing cost-burdened, spending more than half
of their incomes on rent and utilities.35
iv. Californians spend a larger share of their income on rent then households in

the rest of the nation at every income quartile, and households with the
lowest income face the highest cost pressures.36
v. High housing costs drive California’s official poverty rate from about 13%

(slightly higher than average) to 19% (highest in the nation) under the
Census Bureau’s Supplemental Poverty Measure, which takes into account
food, clothing, shelter, and utilities.37
vi. Low-income households are the most likely to be cost burdened (spend more

than 30% of their incomes on housing); in the state, around 2.5 million lowincome households are cost burdened and over 1.5 million low-income
renters face even more dire cost pressures - spending more than half their
income on housing.38 According to a statewide survey in 2017, 47% of
Californians - including 61% of renters - say housing costs are a financial

32

Terner Center for Housing Innovation, Housing Policies in California Cities (March 1, 2019), p. 3,
http://californialanduse.org/download/Mawhorter_Housing_Policies_in_California_Cities.pdf
33

Ibid.

34

National Low Income Housing Coalition, The GAP: A Shortage of Affordable Homes (March 2019), Appendix A,
https://reports.nlihc.org/sites/default/files/gap/Gap-Report_2019.pdf
35

Ibid.

Legislative Analyst’s Office, California’s Housing and Homelessness Challenges in Context (February 21, 2019), p. 3,
https://lao.ca.gov/handouts/state_admin/2019/Housing-Homelessness-Challenges-022119.pdf
36

37

Ibid.

38

Ibid.
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strain.39
vii. At a roundtable discussion in San Jose to outline components of the state’s

plan to tackle the housing affordability crisis for families, Govern Newsom
stated that “[t]he cost of housing - both for homeowners and renters - is the
defining quality-of-life concern for people across this state. Housing costs
threaten to erode our state’s long-term prosperity and are driving
hardworking Californians to look for opportunities elsewhere.”40
4. Existing Regulatory Framework.
a. On September 25, 2018, the Board of Supervisors approved Ordinances No. NS-300.929 and
No. NS-1200.368, establishing a Housing Impact Mitigation Fee Ordinance for Academic
Space and an Inclusionary Housing Zoning ordinance for the Stanford Community Plan Area
and adopting Resolution No. BOS-2018-104 establishing the Housing Mitigation Fee
amount.
b. The Board of Supervisors established an Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fee of
$68.50/psf, a substantially lower amount than the $143.10/psf which would have fully
mitigated the impacts of academic space development.
c. The Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fee mitigates only a portion of the of the total
housing impacts caused by the 2018 GUP by mitigating approximately 60% of the affordable
housing demand generated by development of academic space in the Stanford Community
Plan.
d. In adopting the Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fee, the Board of Supervisors opted
not to require construction of units rather than payment of the fee, despite the fact that
construction of units on or near the Stanford Community Plan better mitigates housing
impacts.
e. The Board of Supervisors further adopted an Inclusionary Housing Zoning Ordinance,
requiring that 16% of housing units developed within the Stanford Community Plan Area be
made affordable to Extremely Low, Very Low, Low, and Moderate-Income households.
f. The Inclusionary Housing Zoning Ordinance mitigates the impact of residential development
within the Stanford Community Plan Area on the area housing market.

Public Policy Institute of California, California’s Housing Challenges Continue (January 2019), p. 1, https://www.ppic.org/wpcontent/uploads/californias-future-housing-january-2019.pdf
39

40

Governor Newsom Unveils Proposals to Tackle Housing Affordability Crisis (January 15, 2019),
https://www.gov.ca.gov/2019/01/15/housing-affordability-crisis/
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g. The Inclusionary Housing Zoning Ordinance requires the construction of inclusionary units
and does not provide the option of an in-lieu fee, but does provide several options for
compliance, including off-site construction or conversion of existing units.
h. The SCP – which specifically regulates Stanford’s lands in unincorporated county – includes
measures for ensuring that housing is provided commensurate with population growth and
academic development approval in order to minimize Stanford’s impact on the jobs-housing
imbalance in the region, thereby enhancing the public health, safety, and welfare. (SCP-H 5;
SCP-H 6; SCP-H 7.)
1. It further requires that new housing development occur commensurate with
population growth and academic development approvals on campus, and supports
Stanford’s efforts to develop land in other jurisdictions (SCP-H 7; SCP-H 9).
2. The SCP also calls for Stanford to provide financial assistance for housing faculty
and staff (SCP-H 10)
3. The SCP requires Stanford to provide a sufficient level of affordable housing on
campus to meet the affordable housing needs generated by new academic
development on its unincorporated lands or made an appropriate payment in lieu
of constructing the housing (SCP-H 11).
5. Current Regulatory Structure Does Not Close the Affordable Housing Gap.
a. Together, the Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fee and the Inclusionary Housing
Zoning Ordinance partially mitigate the impacts of development of residential and academic
space in SCP on the demand for affordable housing in the area, but do not fully mitigate
those impacts.
b. The Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fee, by its terms, mitigates only 48% of the
impact of new academic space development on affordable housing thru the payment of fees.
41

c. Due to the high housing prices adjacent to the SCP, many lower income workers are forced
to find housing at great distances from their employment. 42

41

The Board of Supervisors established an Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fee of $68.50/psf, a substantially lower amount
than the $143.10/psf which would have fully mitigated the impacts of academic space development.
42

According to Zillow.com, average sales prices for the following communities near the SCP as of April 30, 2019 are: Palo Alto
$2.5 million, Mountain View: $1.5 million, Los Altos, $3 million, Menlo Park: $1.9 million, Redwood City: $1.4 million, East Palo
Alto $900,000. Commute data provided by Stanford University indicates 35% of Faculty commute from outside of a six-mile radius
of the Campus while nearly twice as many staff (64%) commute from communities beyond a six-mile radius of the Campus. The
greater commuting by staff relative to faculty likely reflects their lower incomes. Per data provided by Stanford and summarized in
the County of Santa Clara Affordable Housing Nexus Studies, Attachment C, Affordable Housing Nexus Analysis Addendum for
the Stanford University Campus (September 2018), pp. 19 and 20 (Table II-12 and Table II-13), approximately 96% of Faculty have
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6. The Affordable Housing Gap will be Closed with Construction of Affordable Housing
within the Stanford Community Plan Area.
a. The Affordable Housing Mitigation Fee and Inclusionary Housing Zoning Ordinance do
not fully mitigate the impacts of development under the GUP on affordable housing.
b. Due to the size and the scope of the GUP, Stanford is in a better position to fully mitigate
its impacts on the housing supply; rather than contributing to the worsening of an acute
housing shortage.
c. Full mitigation of impacts on the housing caused by development authorized under the
GUP requires more housing units within the Stanford Community Plan area than what was
proposed in order to adequately address housing impacts under the GUP.
d. Full mitigation of impacts on housing requires that Stanford construct enough affordable
housing units on or near the Stanford Community Plan area to fully mitigate the impacts of
the GUP on housing.
e. Full mitigation of impacts on affordable housing requires the construction of 933 below
market rate units (including 72 Extremely Low Income, 133 Very Low Income, 381 Low
Income, and 347 Moderate Income units) at buildout of the final phase. This means that in
addition to the credits the GUP allows for construction of affordable units or payment to
the County of housing mitigation fees towards the affordable units required by this GUP, in
conformance with the Housing Impact Mitigation Fee Ordinance, as amended, an
additional [56] Extremely Low Income or Very Low Income, [168] Low Income, and [149]
Moderate Income units must be constructed.
7. Grounds to Fill the Affordability Gap.
a. The requirement imposed under the GUP for an additional [56] Extremely Low Income or
Very Low Income, [168] Low Income, and [149] Moderate Income units is supported by the
fact that the GUP will result in the addition of 4,010 net new workers, requiring 2,172 net
new households, of which it is estimated that there will be an affordable housing demand of
933 new affordable units to house the portion of those net new workers with income between
0% to 120% of AMI. Although the County’s current regulatory structure covers 560 of those
933 new affordable units, there will continue to be a demand of 373 affordable housing
units—this is the affordability gap that the GUP will fill. Without the construction of these
additional affordable units, the project would not be consistent with the SCP policies
requiring Stanford to fully mitigate its impacts on the housing supply caused by new
academic development and that new housing development occur commensurate with
population growth and academic development. In addition, the GUP requires the provision
of affordable units, consistent with the County’s Housing Element goals of protecting the
incomes above 120% of AMI and 76% have income of at least $200,000, whereas for staff, just 53% have household incomes above
120% of AMI with only 20% earning at least $200,000.
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public welfare by fostering an adequate supply of housing for persons at all economic
levels.43 Moreover, the construction of the 373 affordable housing units will directly mitigate
the impacts on the affordable housing supply caused by Stanford because it will require the
construction of such units.
b. The Nexus Study documents that the academic development authorized under the GUP
will create 4,010 net new workers, requiring 2,172 net new households, of which an
estimated 933 new affordable units to house the new workers with income between 0% to
120% of AMI. The Nexus Study demonstrates that the construction of 933 new affordable
units will offset demand on the reginal affordable housing supply caused by new academic
development authorized under this GUP. Furthermore, the GUP only requires that these
units be constructed commensurate with the new academic development and, thus, no
affordable housing units will be constructed unless the new academic development is
constructed.
8. Grounds to Fully Mitigate the Demand for Market Rate Housing Units
a. The GUP requires a minimum of 1,239 market-rate and inclusionary units to be
constructed. This number is based on the fact that the new academic development authorized
under the GUP will create the addition of 4,010 net new workers, requiring 2,172 net new
households, of which 1,239 of these households will be market rate (more than 120% of
AMI). Without the construction of these market rate units, the project would not be
consistent with the SCP policies recognizing the linkage between the expansion of academic
facilities and the increase in housing demand and that new housing development occur
commensurate with population growth and academic development. This GUP requires the
provision of market-rate units, consistent with the County’s Housing Element goals of
protecting the public welfare by fostering an adequate supply of housing for persons at all
economic levels.44 Moreover, the construction of the 1,239 market rate units will directly
mitigate the impacts on the market rate housing supply caused by Stanford because it will
require the construction of such units.
b. The Nexus Study documents that the academic development authorized under the GUP
will create 4,010 net new workers, requiring 2,172 net new households, of which an
estimated 1,239 market rate units must be constructed. The Nexus Study demonstrates that
the construction of 1,239 market rate units will offset demand on the reginal affordable
housing supply caused by new academic development authorized under this GUP.
Furthermore, the GUP only requires that these units be constructed commensurate with the
new academic development and, thus, no market rate units will be constructed unless the new
academic development is constructed.

43

Santa Clara County Housing Element Update: 2015-2022; Strategy #1, p. 32; available at
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/dpd/DocsForms/Documents/HealthElement_2015_Adopted_Final.pdf.
44
Santa Clara County Housing Element Update: 2015-2022; Strategy #1, p. 32; available at
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/dpd/DocsForms/Documents/HealthElement_2015_Adopted_Final.pdf.
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c. Lack of adequate market rate and affordable housing will create pressure on the housing
supply within surrounding cities. This would be especially severe in vulnerable communities
such as East Palo Alto, where the city has sought to protect tenants in the city from
harassment and displacement due to rising market pressures on the city’s existing housing
stock.45 Therefore, and based on the reasons described above, the GUP, as conditioned,
will not be detrimental to the public health, safety or general welfare.
Pedestrian, Bicycle and Transit
1. The GUP promotes alternative modes of travel which reduce traffic congestion and air
emissions and offer community health benefits.
a. The GUP requires Stanford to meet specific standards for AM and PM peak hour and
peak period (3 hours) traffic and average daily trips to ensure that development does not
substantially increase traffic in the surrounding area (Conditions of Approval F.2-6).
These standards encourage Stanford’s continued expansion of its Transportation
Demand Management incentives for non-auto travel modes and its continued funding of
transit services and bicycle and pedestrian improvements as a means of earning trip
reduction credits.
b. Based on Stanford’s proposal in the EIR, the GUP requires Stanford to provide $1.2
million in funding for specific bicycle/pedestrian improvements in East Palo Alto, Palo
Alto, Menlo Park, and unincorporated San Mateo County (Condition of Approval F.9).
c. Based on Stanford’s proposal in its 2018 GUP Application, the GUP requires Stanford to
make safe routes to school improvements that would benefit both pedestrian and bicycle
circulation in and around Nixon and Escondido Elementary Schools, which include such
improvements as improved sidewalks, high visibility crosswalks, additional signage,
additional traffic control and a mid-block crosswalk (Condition of Approval F.7).
d. The GUP requires Stanford to participate in safe routes to school studies and
improvements if a new school or modified attendance boundaries are needed to
accommodate the increase in K-12 population on the campus (Condition of Approval
F.8).
Municipal Services
1. The SCP requires that provision of urban services to Stanford’s academic lands shall be the
University’s responsibility (SCP-GD 9) and calls for the identification of service needs and
appropriate service levels [SCP-GD (i) 2]. The 1986 Land Use Policy Agreement stipulates
that Stanford will provide all municipal services to unincorporated portions of Stanford
lands, including contractual arrangements for services as needed. This GUP includes
requirements intended to ensure that appropriate services at appropriate levels are provided
to Stanford’s students, residents, faculty, staff and visitors and that provision of these
45

Metropolitan Transportation Commission and Association of Bay Area Governments, CASA Compact (January 2019), p. i,
https://mtc.ca.gov/sites/default/files/CASA_Compact.pdf
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services does not place a burden on surrounding jurisdictions.
a. The GUP requires preparation of a Municipal Services Study under the County's
direction with approval by the Planning Commission to define appropriate service levels
for students, residents, faculty, staff, and visitors; analyze the amount and types of
services needed to serve the GUP's planned population growth; and assess whether
Stanford provides those services at appropriate levels.
b. The GUP specifies that if the Municipal Services Study concludes that Stanford would
not provide sufficient municipal services to serve the projected population increase,
Stanford is required to provide these services directly through construction and operation
of the necessary facilities and/or programs, or the County may consider a request to
provide the services through an in-lieu fee established by the Board of Supervisors
pursuant to a nexus fee study.
Parks
1. The GUP includes provisions to ensure that appropriate on-campus recreational facilities are
available to serve the Stanford community. It requires that Stanford fund a study prepared or
directed by the County to identify how adequate open and space parks designed for
community recreational use will be provided to serve new development (with its resulting
additional population) planned pursuant to this GUP (Condition I.2). The study will include
an implementation schedule for provision of needed park facilities identified by the study.
Drainage
1. The GUP requires preparation of a Master Drainage Plan for design and construction of a
storm stormwater drainage system, including conveyance and detention facilities, designed
to mitigate all increased runoff generated from development within the Community Plan
from December 12, 2000 through the life of this GUP resulting from the 10-, 20-, 50- and
100-year storm events (Condition of Approval M-7).
a. The Plan must demonstrate that development will not increase peak flows and volumes;
the frequency, severity, and lateral extent of flooding; and water surface elevations in
San Francisquito Creek and Matadero Creek resulting from 10-, 20-, 50-, and 100-year
storm events.
b. The Plan will include an implementation schedule for construction of identified
improvements.
c. The Master Drainage Plan shall be reviewed and approved by the County in consultation
with the Santa Clara Valley Water District, the San Francisquito Creek Joint Powers
Authority, and any other regulatory agencies deemed appropriate by the County.
d. Following approval of the Plan, Stanford is required to design construct and maintain
required drainage facilities consistent with the Plan.
e. The County may require revision of the Plan as needed to ensure that it continues to
achieve the objectives identified in item “a” above.
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Based on the evidence above, the GUP, as conditioned, will not be detrimental to the public health,
safety, or general welfare.
D-1 Finding: Adequate off-street parking, loading and unloading areas (if applicable), and compliant
access for individuals with disabilities will be provided;
1. The 2000 Stanford University General Use Permit (“2000 GUP”) established a parking cap
of 21,651. The Stanford 2018 GUP Application estimates that after completion of
development authorized by the 2000 GUP, campus parking will have reached 20,171 spaces,
1480 spaces short of the cap46. This GUP retains the 21,651-space parking cap, allowing up
to 1,480 net new spaces. The parking cap includes parking that is on-street, off-street, in
surface lots, and in structures, regardless of any special designation (e.g., carpool, electric
vehicle charging, car share, accessible). It excludes parking provided in parking garages or
structures associated with on-campus housing for faculty, staff, postgraduate fellows, and
medical interns, where such parking is restricted for the sole use of the residents of such
housing, up to a maximum of one space per unit (Condition of Approval H.1).
2. Between 2004 and 2015, demand for commuter parking permits fell from a high of 21,000
permits sold in 2004-2005, to fewer than 18,000 sold in 2015. Notably, permit sales
declined, even as the square footage of the campus increased under the 2000 General Use
Permit. Stanford attributes the decline in parking rates to a shift away from auto travel by
the millennial generation, and the success of its’s Transportation Demand Management
(“TDM”) programs.47 Stanford’s robust TDM program has resulted in a steady increase in
enrollment in the Commute Club, which more than doubled since 2004-2005, and a
substantial decline in the commuter drive-alone rate from 72% in 2002, to 50% in 2018.48
As result, Stanford will have added only 820 net new parking spaces at completion of
development under the 2000 GUP.
3. Even greater reductions in automobile use and the commuter drive-alone rate are needed if
Stanford is to meet the No Net New Commute Trips standard as it continues to add
development. This GUP’s trip reduction requirements for the reverse commute direction
and non-peak hour times will require a broadening of trip reduction efforts. Further
reductions in the drive-alone rate and increases in other travel modes will continue to
moderate the demand for parking to serve campus commuters. In addition, effective tools
are available (including parking permit pricing, incentives for alternate modes of travel, and
regulations governing undergraduate’s ability to have on-campus cars) that can be used to
encourage continued reductions in car ownership by students and other campus residents.
4. Based on data from the Fall 2015 Stanford parking inventory, approximately 86% of campus
spaces were occupied on a typical day when Stanford was in session, which indicates that there
is enough supply to minimize spillover parking in the areas surrounding the campus. Allowing
the occupancy rate to increase to 95 or 100 percent, consistent with best management practices
for long-term employee and resident parking,49 would make more efficient use of the parking
Stanford University, “2018 General Use Permit Application”, Project Description: 3.31.
Santa Clara County, “Stanford University 2018 General Use Permit Environmental Impact Report,” (2018) Appendix C.3: 4.
48
Stanford University, “2018 General Use Permit Application,” Project Description: 3.35.
49
Todd Litman, Parking Management Best Practices (Chicago: American Planning Association, 2006) 24-25.
46
47
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inventory and utilize an existing significant parking reserve.
5. Residential permit parking has been implemented by the City of Palo Alto in areas around
the Stanford campus to prevent spill-over parking from a variety of sources (including
Stanford) from impacting residential neighborhoods. The GUP requires Stanford to provide
fair-share funding for additional parking studies and residential permit parking programs as
needed (Condition of Approval H.3) to ensure that spillover parking does not impact
residential neighborhoods, consistent with Stanford Community Plan Policy SCP-C 6.
6. Based on the above evidence, the GUP provides adequate off-street parking. The
architecture and site approval process for each development project pursuant to this GUP
will include review for adequate loading spaces and conformance with building code
requirements regarding parking and access for persons with disabilities.
D-2. Finding. Appropriately designed site access will be provided, including safe and adequate access
for fire and emergency vehicles (including secondary access where deemed necessary by the fire
marshal);
1. The Architecture and Site Approval process required for development proposals pursuant to
the GUP includes project review for adequate site access and review by the County Fire
Department to ensure adequate fire flow and emergency vehicle access.
2. The GUP requires that alternate emergency access and evacuation routes during construction
be designated and approved by the City of Palo Alto Fire Marshall and the Stanford Police
Chief prior to commencement of construction (Condition of Approval R.7.e).
3. The GUP includes conditions requiring County approval of modification of transit routes
and bicycle and pedestrian access during construction (Condition of Approval R.7.a-c).
4. Based on the evidence above, the GUP ensures that the site is appropriately designed for
safe and adequate emergency access.
D-3. Finding. The use will not adversely affect water quality. Adequate wastewater treatment, disposal
and sanitation facilities will be provided and will satisfy all applicable local, state and federal
requirements.
1. The GUP requires Stanford to comply with the stormwater treatment facility and
maintenance requirements of the current National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) Permit; requires preparation of an annual report identifying stormwater treatment
and detention facilities provided for compliance with the NPDES Permit (Condition of
Approval M.2); and requires inclusion of Green Infrastructure and LID in the updated
Master Drainage Plan for the campus (Condition of Approval M.7.a.4). GUP Condition M.5
restricts uses in the Unconfined Groundwater Zone that could pose a threat to water quality.
2. The GUP requires Stanford to document, for all proposed developments, that any inactive
water wells on a development site have been closed in conformance with Santa Clara Valley
Water District requirements (Condition of Approval M.6).
3. The GUP requires implementation of mitigation measures if soil or groundwater
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contamination is discovered during construction to ensure that the contamination is isolated
and protected from runoff and that remediation of actionable levels of contamination
conforms to applicable County EH&S and Regional Water Quality Control Board standards
(Condition of Approval R.8).
4. Wastewater generated by Stanford is conveyed from the on-site sanitary sewer system to offsite City of Palo Alto sewer lines for transmission to the City of Palo Alto Regional
Wastewater Quality Control Plan for treatment. The Stanford 2018 General Use Permit EIR
states that existing City of Palo Alto sewer line and wastewater treatment capacity are more
than adequate to accommodate the wastewater generated by development pursuant to this
GUP.50 GUP Condition O.6 requires review of future development applications by the
County Building Official to determine if capacity of existing on-site sewer lines and
connections to the City of Palo Alto system are adequate to accommodate increased flows
generated by the proposed project. If capacity is inadequate, the condition requires Stanford
to replace the sewer lines with larger capacity pipes.
5. Based on the evidence listed above, the GUP will not adversely affect water quality.
D-4. Finding. The use will not be detrimental to the adjacent area because of excessive noise, odor, dust
or bright lights;
1. The GUP requires compliance with the County of Santa Clara Noise Ordinance in regard to
operational noise, limits the number of fireworks displays on the campus to four per year;
requires a noise hotline for special events, and requires shielding of noise from emergency
generator and HVAC equipment (Conditions of Approval Q.1-4). The EIR identifies that
short-term construction noise constitutes a significant unavoidable impact, but identifies
mitigation measures to limit construction noise to the maximum extent feasible that are
required to be implemented. (Conditions of Approval R.2-4).
2. The EIR prepared for the GUP indicates that the project does not include uses that the Bay
Area Air Quality Management District considers as odor sources of concern and that the
potential for the project to result in objectionable orders is less than significant.51
3. The GUP requires implementation of Bay Area Air Quality Management District’s Best
Management Practices for Controlling Particle Emissions to prevent dust emissions from
impacting air quality and adjacent uses during construction (Condition of Approval P.1) and
requires Stanford to comply with Bay Area Air Quality Management District requirements
for laboratory emissions (Condition of Approval P.3). In addition, the GUP requires
Stanford tomeet final Tier 4 standards for all construction equipment except chainsaws and
paving phase equipment, requires all Marguerite buses to be electric by 2035, and requires
70 percent of Stanford Land Buildings and Real Estate and Bonair fleet vehicles to be
electric by 2035 (Condition P.4).
4. The GUP requires submittal of a lighting plan for each development project that includes
exterior lighting prior to Architecture and Site Approval. To reduce lighting impacts, the
50
51

Santa Clara County, “Stanford University 2018 General Use Permit Environmental Impact Report” (2018) 7-234).
Santa Clara County, “Stanford 2018 General Use Permit EIR,” 5.2-40)
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lighting plan is to show the extent of illumination, prevent upward glow, and utilize high
efficiency lighting with sharp cut-off and glare/spill control features (Condition of
Approval K.2).
5. Based on the evidence listed above, the use will not be detrimental to the adjacent area
because of excessive noise, odor, dust or bright lights.
D-5. Finding. The use will not substantially worsen traffic congestion affecting the surrounding area;
The GUP, as conditioned, identifies standards for assessing whether the use will substantially worsen
traffic congestion affecting the surrounding area. These standards are configured in three tiers that
address commute traffic in the AM and PM peak hours and peak periods, reverse commute traffic in the
AM and PM peak hours and peak periods, and Average Daily Trips (ADT).
1. Peak Hour and Peak Period. As proposed by Stanford in the 2018 GUP Application, the
GUP requires that Stanford achieve the No Net New Commute Standard (i.e., avoid
exceeding the commute direction, AM and PM peak hour traffic baselines by 1% or greater
in any year). In addition, it requires that Stanford achieve no net increase in commute trips
in the peak period (i.e., avoid exceeding the AM and PM peak period commute trip baseline
by 1% or greater during any year). The peak period baselines will be established based on
the 2001 traffic monitoring data as approved by the Director.
a. If the standard for either the AM or PM peak hours or peak periods is violated, the
County will suspend approval of new development, pursuant to the process in
Condition A.11, until Stanford demonstrates compliance through subsequent annual
counts a minimum of one year preceding authorization of the next development phase
(Condition of Approval F.2.a.3).
b. If the standard for either the AM or PM peak hours or peak periods is violated in two
or more years during a single academic development phase, no subsequent academic
development phase will be authorized until Stanford demonstrates compliance with the
standard a minimum one year preceding authorization of the next development phase
(Conditions of Approval F.2.a.3 and F.5.b).
c. If the standard identified for the AM and PM peak hours is violated in any single year,
Stanford is required to make fair share payments to mitigate its impacts to off-campus
roadways and intersections as required by Mitigation Measure 5.15-2(a)(6) (Condition
of Approval F.5)
2. Reverse Commute – Peak Hours and Periods. The GUP requires Stanford to implement all
feasible measures to achieve no net increase in reverse commute trips in the AM peak hours
and periods and the PM peak hours and periods. A violation of this standard occurs if the
average annual traffic counts for AM or PM peak hour or peak period reverse commute
trips exceed the peak hour or peak period reverse commute trip baseline by 2% or greater in
any two consecutive years after this standard takes effect. The baseline will be established
based on the average traffic counts from the 4th and 5th monitoring years after this GUP is
adopted (Condition of Approval F.2.b).
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a. If the standard is violated the County will suspend approval of any new development
until Stanford demonstrates compliance though subsequent annual traffic counts
pursuant to the process in Condition of Approval A.11.
b. If any of the reverse commute trip peak hour or peak period standards are violating in
two or more years during Phase 2 or Phase 3, the next academic development phase
shall not be authorized until Stanford demonstrates compliance with the standard(s)
for, at a minimum, one (1) year preceding authorization of the next academic
development phase through subsequent annual traffic counts. (Condition of Approval
F.2)
3. The GUP requires Stanford to achieve no net increase in Average Daily Trips ("ADT") in
Phase 1, and specifies that beginning in Phase 2, there shall be no net increase in ADT (i.e.,
avoid exceeding the baselines by 3% or greater in any year). If this standard is violated, the
County will not authorize the next academic development phase until Stanford
demonstrates compliance with the standard for one (1) year preceding authorization of the
next academic development phase through subsequent annual traffic counts (Condition
F.2.).
4. The GUP establishes the methods for conducting independent and verifiable annual traffic
counts to determine compliance with the GUP’s traffic standards (Condition F.3) and
regulations for the County’s granting of trip credits based on the actual number of trips
reduced or shifted to a positive travel mode as result of Stanford’s funding of trip reduction
efforts or off-campus infrastructure improvements that shift travelers from automobile trips
by enhancing safety or increasing mobility for pedestrians, bicyclists or transit users
(Condition of Approval F.4).
5. The GUP identifies requirements for disclosure in the Annual Monitoring Report of annual
traffic monitoring information and analysis regarding compliance with the traffic standards
of this GUP, and information regarding trip credits granted and used, including a
description of each project for which trip credits were granted and the methodology used to
calculate/substantiate trip credits for each project.
6. Based on the evidence listed above, the GUP, as conditioned, will not substantially worsen
traffic congestion affecting the surrounding area.
D-6. Finding. Erosion will be adequately controlled; and
The GUP requires that individual projects implement construction best management practices (BMPs), as
detailed in the Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and comply with all requirements of the
National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program. These measures are intended to
prevent sedimentation from entering runoff from the construction site, and they also serve to prevent soil
erosion and loss of topsoil occurring at the construction site. In addition, each project would be required
to implement post-construction BMPs that include erosion control measures (Conditions of Approval
M.2.a and M.3). Based on the evidence, the GUP, as conditioned, ensures that erosion will be adequately
controlled.
D-7. Finding. Adequate storm drainage management exists or will be provided and will comply with all
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applicable local, state and federal requirements.
The GUP requires that Stanford prepare and submit for review and approval by the County a Master
Drainage Plan providing for a stormwater drainage system to mitigate all increased run-off from
development on the site such that it will not increase downstream flooding or increase the frequency of
down-stream flooding of San Francisquito Creek or Matadero Creek resulting from 10-, 20-, 50-, and
100-year storm events. The Plan must conform to all applicable NPDES permit requirements, the County
Drainage Manual, and all other applicable standards. Once approved, the GUP requires that all
development applications conform to the Plan. Until such time as the Plan is approved, all development
is required to conform to the Master Drainage Plan approved by the County in 2003 and such
development may not increase down-steam flooding or the frequency of down-stream flooding
(Condition of Approval M.7). The GUP, as conditioned, provides for adequate storm drainage
management and will comply with applicable requirements.
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STANFORD UNIVERSITY 2018 GENERAL USE PERMIT FINDINGS
In accordance with Zoning Ordinance of the County of Santa Clara, § 5.65.030, a use permit may be
granted if all of the following findings are made.
A.

Finding. The proposed use conforms with the general plan, with the zoning ordinance, and with all
other standards and guidelines applicable to the proposed use that have been adopted by the
Planning Commission or Board of Supervisors.
General Plan Conformance.
1. The General Use Permit (“GUP”) regulates development and use of Stanford University lands
within unincorporated Santa Clara County (“the Stanford site”). It is a program-level approval
that does not explicitly authorize future development projects without further discretionary land
use approval (Condition of Approval A.6). The GUP requires that all development projects that
occur under the GUP comply with all provisions of, and be consistent with, the Stanford
University Community Plan, the County General Plan, the County Zoning Ordinance, and all
other applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and ordinances (Condition of
Approval A.5).
2. The Stanford University Community Plan (“SCP,” as currently proposed for amendment) is a
component of the Santa Clara County General Plan which specifically guides development on
Stanford lands in unincorporated Santa Clara County. The SCP establishes strategies, policies,
and implementation measures that guide the Stanford site in regard to growth and development,
land use, housing, circulation, open space, resource conservation, and health and safety.
3. The SCP calls for review of applications for individual building projects under the GUP for
consistency with the SCP, the conditions of the General Use Permit, and all other relevant
County requirements [SCP-GD (i)1 5]. Consistent with this policy, the GUP, as conditioned,
requires the following:
a. All development projects under the GUP must conform to the County General Plan and
Stanford Community Plan (Condition of Approval A.5).
b. Development projects must undergo Architecture and Site Approval ("ASA")(Condition of
Approval E.1.a). ASA approval requires findings that the project conforms to zoning
standards and the General Plan (Zoning Ordinance Section 5.40.040).
c. The GUP provides for review of development project compliance with the GUP’s
Conditions of Approval (including the requirement for General Plan and SCP conformance)
in the Annual Monitoring Report to be considered by the Planning Commission (Condition
of Approval D.2) and prior to the Planning Commission’s authorization of an additional
development phase (Condition of Approval B.2).
4. Development authorized by this GUP, including 2,275,000 net new square feet of academic
development and the 1,225,000 net new square feet of student housing (minimum/maximum of
2,600/2,807 beds) (Condition of Approval B.1 and C.4), is consistent with the maximum

1

All references to SCP provisions are to the 2000 SCP, as proposed to be amended.
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20,400,000 square feet of academic and student housing development the amended SCP
identifies for the site.
5. The SCP Growth and Development Strategy #1 promotes compact development and
conservation of natural resources through use of an Academic Growth Boundary (“AGB”).
Additional Growth and Development policies call for maintaining the AGB and focusing future
development within the AGB (SCP-GD 1); retaining the current AGB for 99 years (SCP-GD 2);
implementing a mixture of uses within the AGB of a design and intensity that supports transit,
pedestrian, and bike trips (SCP-GD 4); and limiting development outside the AGB to very low
intensity uses (SCP-GD 5). The GUP is consistent with these SCP policies because the
Conditions of Approval allocate academic and housing development to development districts
located within the AGB and significantly limit development outside the AGB (Conditions of
Approval B.3, C.9.b and A.5). (See attached Figure 1 – Development Districts)
6. Stanford lands outside the AGB are designated with either the Open Space and Field Research
(OS/FR) or the Special Conservation Area (SCA) land use designation. Policies supporting the
OS/FR designation identify allowed uses, limit new structures, and seek to protect
environmentally resources, open space, and scenic vistas (SCP-LU 26-30). The SCA designation
applies to lands outside the AGB deemed unsuitable for development due to natural resources
and development constraints (riparian areas, sensitive habitat areas, steep or unstable slopes, and
seismic or geologic hazards,). Policies supporting the SCA designation limit uses to
conservation activities, field research, and appropriate agriculture and limit structures to those
supporting conservation efforts. Consistent with the SCP, the GUP, as conditioned, requires the
following:
a. The GUP Conditions of Approval direct academic and housing development to development
districts located within the AGB and restrict development outside the AGB (Condition of
Approval B.3). This GUP does not allocate development to the Foothills Development
District (the 2,293 acres of Stanford land in Santa Clara County located outside the AGB);
however, 1,540 square feet of development in the Foothills District has been carried over
from the 2000 GUP. The GUP prohibits housing units within the Foothill District (Condition
of Approval C.9.b).
b. Any new uses located outside the AGB would be reviewed by County staff for conformance
with the use regulations, new structure limitations, and requirements for protection of
resources of the OS/FR and SCA land use designations and the regulations of the SCA
Special Conservation Area and OS/F Open Space and Field Research Zoning Districts
(Condition of Approval A.5).
7. The Santa Clara County General Plan specifies that planning for supply and diversity of housing
in the urbanized areas of the county should provide for existing and expected employment and
household needs and a diversity of affordability that matches the diversity of household incomes
(Policy HG-1) and that the County and the cities should work cooperatively to ensure that there
is a balanced housing supply sufficient to achieve countywide economic, social, and
environmental objectives (Policy HG-4). In addition, the General Plan calls for reduction in the
separation between housing and employment by strategic location of housing, including location
of increased housing density along transit corridors and provision of on-site housing for
employment centers (C-GD 39). The GUP, as conditioned, is consistent with these policies by
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requiring that a minimum of 70% of housing is located on Stanford lands, with a maximum of
30% housing located within a six-mile radius of the University’s boundary, unless the Planning
Commission determines it is infeasible. Any housing located outside the six-mile radius must
within 2,000 feet of a major transit stop. (Condition of Approval C.8.)
8. The SCP acknowledges the connection between expansion of academic facilities and the
resultant increase in housing demand (Policy SCP-H 5). It calls for provision of a variety of
housing types and supply adequate to meet the needs of faculty, staff, students, postgraduate
fellows, hospital residents and other workers (Policy SCP-H 1); specifies that the County,
through the General Use Permit, permit development of additional on-campus housing, including
housing for designated extremely low-, very low-, low- and moderate-income persons, including
faculty, staff, other workers, students, postgraduate fellows, and hospital residents (SCP -H 6).
The GUP, as conditioned, includes housing requirements consistent with these SCP provisions.
a. Based on findings of the September 2018 Stanford Specific Housing Nexus Study, the GUP
requires provision of a minimum of 2,172 net new housing units and 2,600 student beds to
accommodate the housing demand created by the project (Condition of Approval C.3).
b. The GUP requires that the minimum net new housing units include construction of 933
affordable units (72 Extremely Low Income, 133 Very Low Income, 381 Low Income, and
347 Moderate Income). These units meet the affordable housing demand associated with
the additional faculty, staff, postgraduate fellows, medical interns and other workers
resulting from development of this GUP. In addition, the GUP requires inclusionary
housing units pursuant to the Inclusionary Housing Ordinance that address the affordable
housing demand of private and public sector workers who provide services to residents of
Stanford’s new market rate units (Condition of Approval C.3). The GUP allows payment of
fees pursuant to the Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fee Ordinance to be credited
towards provision of the required affordable housing in conformance with the level of
affordable unit demand mitigated by the fee rate (Condition of Approval C.5).
9. The SCP specifies that new housing development should occur commensurate with campus
population growth and academic development approvals (SCP-H 7); encourages Stanforddeveloped housing in other jurisdictions; and indicates that such housing should be assessed for
eligibility to meet quantified housing development requirements on a case-by-case basis (SCP-H
9). The GUP, as conditioned, is consistent with these SCP provisions.
a.

The GUP provides for development in four phases, each consisting of 568,750 square feet of
academic development and requires concurrent construction of 543 housing units and 650
student beds within each phase of academic development (Condition of Approval C.7).

b.

The GUP requires 70 percent of constructed housing units to be located on site, but allows
Stanford to seek County approval of off-campus housing units (up to 30 percent of the total
required housing units) so long as the units are located within a six-mile radius of the area
covered by the Stanford University Community Plan (Condition of Approval C.8).

10. The SCP specifies that to the extent feasible, housing should be required on campus and in other
areas close to Stanford jobs (SCP-C 3). The GUP, as conditioned (Conditions of Approval C.8),
requires:
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a.

That a minimum of 70 percent of housing constructed, by income category, be located on
the Stanford campus and that a maximum of 30 percent of constructed housing may be
located off campus; and

b.

That off-campus housing to be located within 6 miles of the area covered by the SCP, but
allows the Planning Commission to grant an exception under following circumstances: 1) it
is infeasible to locate the housing within a six-mile radius due to a lack of adequate housing
site, 2) the housing is located with Santa Clara County and within 2,000 feet of a major
transit stop, and 3) Stanford has demonstrated compliance with CEQA for the off-site
housing.

11. The SCP includes Circulation Strategy # 1 and Policy SCP-C 1 that applies a “no net new
commute trips” standard for campus-related trips in the commute direction during peak hours to
the fullest extent allowed by law. Circulation Strategy #2 provides for alleviating local traffic
congestion. Other supporting policies require for reducing automobile dependency (SCP-C 2),
and limiting travel at non-commute times, outside of peak hours, and in the reverse commute
direction (SCP-C 7). The GUP includes Conditions of Approval that support these SCP
provisions.
a. Peak Hour and Peak Period. As proposed by Stanford in the 2018 GUP Application, the
GUP requires that Stanford achieve the No Net New Commute Standard (i.e., avoid
exceeding the commute direction, AM and PM peak hour traffic baselines by 1% or greater
in any year). In addition, it requires that Stanford achieve no net increase in commute trips in
the peak period (i.e., avoid exceeding the AM and PM peak period commute trip baseline by
1% or greater during any year). The peak period baselines will be established based on the
2001 traffic monitoring data as approved by the County of Santa Clara Department of
Planning and Development Director. (Condition of Approval F.2.a)
b. Reverse Commute – Peak Hours and Periods. The GUP requires Stanford to implement all
feasible measures to achieve no net increase in reverse commute trips in the AM peak hours
and periods and the PM peak hours and periods. (Condition of Approval F.2.b.)
c. Average Daily Trips. The GUP requires Stanford to use its best efforts to achieve no net
increase in Average Daily Trips (“ADT”) and specifies that beginning in Phase 2, there shall
be no net increase in ADT (i.e., avoid exceeding the baselines by 3% or greater in any two
(2) consecutive years within a single academic development phase). (Condition of Approval
F.2.c.)
12. The SCO calls for identifying opportunities to improve access and circulation for pedestrians,
transit and bicycles (SCP-C 13), and for enhancing pedestrian and bicycle access and safe routes
to school to and through the campus (SCP-C 4). The GUP, as conditioned, includes requirements
consistent with this objective.
a. The GUP requires Stanford to contribute funding for on-campus safe routes to school
improvements, as proposed by Stanford in its 2018 GUP Application (Condition of
Approval F.9).
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b. The GUP also specifies that if a new school or change in attendance boundaries results from
additional K-12 students generated by new development pursuant to this GUP, Stanford is
required to fund safe routes to school survey/s and provide fair-share funding to the City of
Palo Alto for safe routes to school improvements (Condition of Approval F.8).
13. The SCP calls for regulating parking supply as a mechanism for transportation demand
management (“TDM”), while avoiding spillover of parking in neighborhoods (SCP-C 6). The
GUP, as conditioned, includes requirements consistent with this objective by establishing a cap
of 21,651 parking spaces (allowing for 1,480 net new spaces) to moderate expansion of parking
on the Stanford campus as a mechanism for transportation demand management in conformance
with the SCP. The following circumstances support the parking cap:
a. The total number of active campus commuter and residential permits has declined from a
high of nearly 21,000 permits sold in 2004-2005 to fewer than 18,000 sold in 2015-2016.
During this time frame, enrollment in the Commute Club has steadily increased, more than
doubling since 2004-2005. These two trends reflect Stanford’s development of a robust
TDM program to contain traffic growth in response to the No Net New Commute Trips
standard. Notably, permit sales declined, even as the square footage of the campus
increased under the 2000 General Use Permit. Additional TDM measures that continue to
reduce the drive-alone rate and associated parking ratios are needed for compliance with the
trip reduction requirements of this GUP.
b. Based on data from the Fall 2015 Stanford parking inventory, approximately 86% of
campus spaces were occupied on a typical day when Stanford was in session, which
indicates that there is enough supply to minimize spillover parking in the areas surrounding
the campus.
c. Residential permit parking has been implemented by the City of Palo Alto in areas around
the Stanford campus to prevent spill-over parking from a variety of sources (including
Stanford) from impacting residential neighborhoods. The GUP requires Stanford to provide
fair-share funding for additional parking studies and residential permit parking programs as
needed (Condition of Approval H.3) to ensure that spillover parking does not impact
residential neighborhoods, consistent with SCP-C 6.
14. The SCP includes policies and implementation measures that require Stanford to maintain
recreational open space to meet existing and future recreational needs of the Stanford community
(SCP-OS 10); plan for parks and open space within the AGB; provide campus parks and open
space within the AGB at a rate of 5 acres per 1,000 population (SCP-OS (i) 8); and provide and
maintain parks near residential areas of the campus (SCP-H 16). In conformance with the SCP,
the GUP, as conditioned, requires the following:
a. That Stanford comply with the minimum five (5) acres of park land per 1,000 residents
standard (Condition of Approval I.1); and,
b. That Stanford fund a study prepared or directed by the County to identify how adequate
parks designed for community recreational use will be provided to serve development
(and associated population) planned pursuant to this GUP (Condition of Approval I.2).
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15. The SCP specifies that trees greater than 12 inches in diameter that are removed should be
replaced at a 1:1 ratio, except for oaks, which should be replaced at a 3:1 ratio (SCP-RC (i)
7). In conformance with this implementation measure the GUP:
a. Requires conformance with the County’s Tree Preservation and Removal Ordinance
(Condition of Approval J.1.a);
b. Requires all existing trees over 12 inches in diameter be designated as protected trees
(Condition of Approval J.1.a);
c. Requires protected trees approved for removal by the County be replaced at a 1:1 ratio,
except for Oak Trees, which require a 3:1 replacement ratio (Condition of Approval
J.1.b); and,
d. Allows for preparation of a vegetation management plan for the entire campus that
provides the same or greater level of tree replacement as indicated above. Compliance
with the vegetation management plan is to be assessed in the Annual Monitoring
Report (Condition of Approval J.1.b).
16. The SCP requires the identification of urban service levels and service needs of Stanford
residents; if Stanford is not providing an appropriate level of urban services to its residents,
Stanford is required to either provide any needed municipal services, pay in-lieu fees, or
contract with appropriate agencies to provide them (SCP-GD 9; SCP-GD (i) 2). In
conformance with the SCP, the GUP, as conditioned, requires the following:
a. Preparation of a Municipal Services Study under the County’s direction within 18
months of approval of this GUP with approval by the Planning Commission. This Study
is to define appropriate service levels for students, residents, faculty, staff, and visitors;
analyze the amount and types of services needed to serve the GUP’s planned population
growth; and assess whether Stanford provides those services at appropriate levels
(Condition of Approval O.9).
b. If the Municipal Services Study concludes that Stanford would not provide sufficient
municipal services to serve the projected population increase, Stanford shall be required
to provide these services directly through construction and operation of the necessary
facilities and/or programs, or the County may consider a request to provide the services
through an in-lieu fee established by the Board of Supervisors pursuant to a nexus fee
study (Condition of Approval O.9).
17. The SCP policies provide that the County shall maintain and update information databases
and formal evaluations of heritage resources for purposes of appropriate tracking and
designations (SCP-RC 21). The SCP also seeks to protect heritage resources by way of
careful campus land use planning, individual project design, project review, use of
appropriate guidelines, and other implementation actions (SCP-RC 22). These policies are
implemented by way of development applications for specific building projects to be
accompanied with documentation of existing and potential historic resources for inclusion
on the County’s Heritage Resource Inventory (SCP-RC(i)(19)) and to require adequate
background information and site plans to assist in evaluation of potential impacts to heritage
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resources resulting from project development (SCP-RC(i)(20)). In conformance with the
SCP, the GUP, as conditioned, requires the following:
a. Any building over 50 years old will be subject to a historic evaluation, unless it has
already been deemed eligible for the California Register based on prior analysis, is
listed on the County Register, or is listed on the 2017 Stanford Historic Resources
Survey prepared by Stanford University. (Condition of Approval N.2.a.)
b. Buildings previously identified as ineligible must be revisited and reviewed by the
County to confirm the ineligibility status based on criteria for listing a historic structure
on the California Register. (Condition of Approval N.2.b.)
c. Architecture and Site Approval applications including proposed demolition, relocation,
or modification of buildings 50 years or older will be reviewed by the County for
possible inclusion on the County’s Heritage Resource Inventory. (Condition of
Approval N.2.c.)
Based on the evidence listed above, the GUP, as conditioned, conforms with the
General Plan and Community Plan.
18. Conformance with the Zoning Ordinance and Other Standards and Guidelines. The
County of Santa Clara Zoning Ordinance Code establishes processes for review and
approval of specific development proposals pursuant to this GUP and provides regulations
that implement the SCP through five zoning districts: 1) A1 General Use; 2) R3S MediumDensity Campus Residential; 3) R1S Low-Density Campus Residential; 4) SCA Special
Conservation Area; and 5) OS/F Open Space and Field Research. The GUP, as conditioned,
requires consistency with the Zoning Ordinance as follows:
a. The GUP requires that all development projects conform to all applicable state, federal
and local laws, regulations, and ordinances (Condition of Approval A.5) and that
Stanford obtain required permits (Condition of Approval E.1);
b. The GUP requires that development projects undergo Architecture and Site Approval
(“ASA”), in conformance with Zoning Ordinance Code Chapter 5.40. (Condition of
Approval E.1). ASA approval requires a finding that the project conforms to zoning
standards (Zoning Ordinance Section 5.40.040);
c. The GUP provides for review of compliance with the GUP's Conditions of Approval
(including the requirement for Zoning Ordinance conformance) in the Annual
Monitoring Report to be considered by the Planning Commission (Condition of
Approval D.2) and prior to the Planning Commission's authorization of an additional
development phase (Condition B.2 of Approval); and,
b. The GUP requires Stanford to provide affordable housing units in conformance with the
Inclusionary Housing Zoning Ordinance (Condition of Approval C.2).
19. The GUP Condition of Approval C.1 requires Stanford to construct Academic Development
Mitigation Units (deed-restricted affordable housing) or pay lieu affordable housing impact
fees consistent with the requirements of the County’s Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation
8
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Fee Ordinance (NS-300.929).
20. The GUP Conditions of Approval require conformance with mitigation measures identified
in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program for the project, consistent with
provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act.
21. The 1985 Land Use Policy Agreement (“Agreement”) between the County, the City of Palo
Alto and Stanford University specifies that Stanford lands in unincorporated Santa Clara
County that are planned for academic use are to remain unincorporated and are subject to the
County’s General Plan, Zoning Ordinance, and General Use Permit. The Agreement
stipulates that Stanford will provide all municipal services to unincorporated portions of
Stanford lands, including contractual arrangements for services as needed and that such
services may include operation of on-site facilities or purchase from public or private
entities, or membership in regional facilities.
a. This GUP, as conditioned, provides for development of Stanford lands in unincorporated
Santa Clara County in conformance with the County’s General Plan and Zoning
Ordinance, and in conformance with the Agreement. (Condition of Approval A.5)
b. The GUP provides for preparation by the County of a Municipal Service Study to define
appropriate municipal service levels for the Stanford community, analyze the amount
and type of service required to serve the population increase planned for pursuant to this
GUP, and indicate whether Stanford should provide those services and at what levels.
The GUP indicates that the County may consider a request to utilize an in-lieu fee (set by
the Board of Supervisors) to obtain services through an alternative provider (Condition
of Approval O.9). This requirement is consistent with the Agreement.
Based on the evidence above, the GUP, as conditioned, conforms to the Zoning
Ordinance and all other applicable standards and guidelines.
B.

Finding. The site is adequate for the proposed use, including but not limited to being of
adequate size and shape to accommodate all facilities and development features to integrate the
use into the surrounding area and to provide any necessary or appropriate buffers between the
use and the surrounding area.
1. The site subject to this GUP consists of the approximately 4,000 acres of land within
unincorporated Santa Clara County covered by the Stanford University Community Plan. In
addition to development authorized by the 2000 GUP, but not yet constructed, this GUP
allows for maximum net new development of 2,275,000 square feet of academic and
academic support uses, 1,225,000 square feet of student housing (2,807 beds), 2,892 housing
units, 40,000 square feet of childcare/trip reduction uses, 50,000 square feet of temporary
construction trailers/modular buildings, and 1,480 net new parking spaces. The development
is focused on the Central Campus (approximately 1,018 acres), which includes that portion
of the site located within the AGB except for the San Juan Development District.
2. The Conditions of Approval distribute development within the site by Development District.
The bulk of the authorized academic and academic support development (approximately
79% of the total) is to be implemented within the Campus Center Development District,
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located at the center of the site where the only adjacent off-site uses are the Stanford
Hospital and Shopping Center. The remainder of the academic development and the housing
are distributed among the Quarry, DAPER & Administrative, East Campus, West Campus,
Lagunita, and Lathrup Development Districts. The GUP does not allocate new development
to the San Juan, Arboretum and Foothills Development Districts (Condition of Approval
B.3).
3. The Conditions of Approval require Architecture and Site Approval for site-specific
development projects in conformance with the Zoning Ordinance Code (Condition of
Approval E.1). The purpose of ASA is to maintain the character and integrity of zoning
districts by promoting quality development in harmony with the surrounding area, through
consideration of all aspects of site configuration and design, and to generally promote the
public health, safety and welfare. The ASA procedure augments the use permit process by
providing a means for establishing detailed conditions on proposed developments.
4. Condition of Approval K.1 restricts development within 100 feet of El Camino Real until the
County directs the preparation of an update to the El Camino Real Frontage Plan for
Stanford lands along the west side of El Camino Real, except for housing development in the
Quarry District. The Plan will be prepared in consultation with the City of Palo Alto and will
provide objective criteria, including setbacks, height limits, and other standards to guide the
future location and design of development along the El Camino site frontage.
5. Existing buffers along the Central Campus perimeter include the Arboretum Development
District, within which the Conditions of Approval preclude all structures, grading, parking or
pavement, consistent with the area’s Campus Open Space land use designation. The
southerly campus edge, adjacent to the College Terrace neighborhood, is buffered by
existing two-story residential development along the west side of Stanford Avenue.
6. The westerly boundary of the Central Campus is adjacent to the Foothills District, which is
located outside the AGB, where only limited uses such as agriculture, field research, and low
intensity recreation are permitted. Junipero Serra Boulevard, which bisects the site, is
visually buffered from future development in the Lagunita and West Campus Development
Districts by the Stanford Golf Course (within the Foothill District) and by Lake Lagunita and
areas adjacent to the Lake that are protected from development by the Campus Open Space
land use designation.
Based on the evidence listed above, the GUP, as conditioned, is located on a site that
supports the proposed use authorized under the GUP.
C. Finding. The proposed use, by its nature, scale, intensity or design, will not impair the integrity
and character of the zoning district or neighborhood, and will not be significantly detrimental to
any important and distinctive features of the site’s natural setting.
1. The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement, which includes a detailed analysis of
the development potential of available land within the Central Campus area and a review of
the development intensity of comparable university campuses, indicates that the area
covered by the Academic Campus land use designation, which is entirely within the
Academic Growth Boundary, could reasonably accommodate significantly more intense
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development (i.e., an FAR of 1.0) than that authorized by this GUP The intensity of
development authorized by this GUP is also consistent with the SCP, which provides for up
to 20,400,000 square feet of academic development. This GUP provides for up to a total of
3,500,000 square feet of academic and student housing development and 2,892 housing
units.
2. The project site is regulated by five zoning districts: 1) A1 General Use; 2) R3S MediumDensity Campus Residential; 3) R1S Low-Density Campus Residential; 4) SCA Special
Conservation Area; and 5) OS/F Open Space and Field Research. Any individual building
project approved under the GUP must comply with the development standards of the
applicable zoning district.
3. The A1 General Use Zoning District, within which most of the academic development and
residential development authorized by the GUP will be implemented, allows general
residential and agricultural uses, and provides opportunities through the use permit process
for other uses and developments that are appropriate for a particular location, consistent with
the objectives, goals and policies of the General Plan. The academic and residential
development authorized by this GUP within the A1 General Use Zoning District will be
located within the Academic Campus land use designation of the Stanford University
Community Plan. This designation specifically allows for academic and residential
development, including high density residential (15 or more units per acre). The SCP sets
forth strategies, policies, and implementation measures to guide academic and residential
development within the A1 District.
4. The R1S and R3S Zoning Districts were created specifically to regulate low and medium
density residential uses on the Stanford campus. New development in these zoning districts
will be reviewed for conformance with the applicable district’s use and development
regulations.
5. The OS/F Open Space and Field Research Zoning District is intended to implement the SCP
policies for the Open Space and Field Research land use designation and to maintain the
open space character of those Stanford University OS/F lands outside the Academic Growth
Boundary and within the Foothills Development District and protect sensitive environmental
and visual resources. The OS/F regulations allow only low-intensity uses such as agriculture,
field research, limited outdoor recreation, and specialized astronomical facilities and
development regulations include detailed requirements intended to ensure that permitted
uses and structures do not negatively impact scenic foothill viewsheds and riparian areas.
Condition of Approval A.3.c authorizes a total of 1,540 square feet of development in the
2,293-acre Foothills Development District, within which this zoning district is located, and
specifies that this development would require a transfer of authorized development from
another development district.
6. The SCA Special Conservation Areas Zoning District, located outside the Academic Growth
Boundary and within the Foothills Development District, is intended to implement the SCP
policies for the Special Conservation Areas land use designation, protecting lands deemed
unsuitable for development due to their natural resources and development constraints. The
regulations of the SCA District include measures to limit agricultural uses in sensitive
habitat areas and to protect riparian areas. No new permanent development in the form of
11
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buildings or structures is allowed, other than construction, modification, and maintenance of
improvements to support conservation efforts and very limited utility facilities. The SCA
regulations require review of proposed uses and structures for conformance with the Habitat
Conservation Plan. Any structure that adds floor area would be subject to the overall limit
of 1,540 square feet applicable to the Foothills Development District.
7. The GUP specifies that all development projects pursuant to this GUP must conform to the
requirements of the Zoning Ordinance (Condition A.5). Any violation of applicable Zoning
regulations would be considered a violation of this GUP (Condition A.11).
8. The GUP requires Architecture and Site Review for site-specific development projects in
conformance with the Zoning Ordinance (Condition of Approval E.1). The purpose of ASA
is to maintain the character and integrity of zoning districts by promoting quality
development in harmony with the surrounding area through consideration of all aspects of
site configuration and design, and to generally promote the public health, safety and welfare.
The ASA procedure augments the use permit process by providing a means for establishing
detailed conditions on proposed developments. ASA approval requires a finding that the
project conforms to zoning standards (Zoning Ordinance Section 5.40.040).
9. Prior to additional development within 100 feet of the El Camino, the GUP provides for the
phased preparation and adoption of an updated El Camino Real Frontage Plan for Stanford
lands along the south side of El Camino Real to identify setbacks, height limits, and other
standards to guide the future location and design of development along the El Camino site
frontage, except for housing development in the Quarry District(Condition of Approval K.1).
10. The GUP includes conditions to protect the natural setting of the campus. It includes
measures to preserve native oak woodlands and provide for oak woodland replacement if
removal is deemed necessary Condition J.9). The GUP also includes requirements for
County approval prior to removal of protected heritage trees, trees that are 12 inches or more
in diameter (except those located in the R1S Zoning District), and trees located within a
County right-of-way or easement and specifies minimum tree replacement ratios (Condition
J.1.b). The GUP includes conditions that require setbacks and other measures to protect
riparian areas (Condition J.8), jurisdictional waters and wetlands (Condition J.10), special
status plant species (Condition J.6), and special status animal species – including migratory
and other nesting birds (Condition J.3), bats (Condition J.4), dusty footed woodrats
(Condition J.5), and steelhead (Condition J.7).
Based on the evidence above, the GUP, as conditioned, will not impair the integrity and
character of the zoning district or neighborhood, and will not be significantly detrimental to
any important and distinctive features of the site’s natural setting.
D. Finding. The proposed use will not be detrimental to the public health, safety or general
welfare.
Open Space Preservation.
1.

The GUP preserves existing open space lands in the Foothills Development District and the
associated viewsheds and environmentally sensitive resources by allocating academic and
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housing development to development districts located within the AGB and restricting
development outside the AGB (Condition of Approval B.3). This GUP does not allocate
development to the Foothills Development District (the 2,293 acres of Stanford land in
unincorporated Santa Clara County located outside the AGB). No development is allowed
in the Foothills District except for the 1,540 square feet of development carried over from
the 2000 GUP (Condition of Approval A.c.3). The GUP prohibits housing units within the
Foothill District (Condition of Approval C.9.b).
2.

Any new uses located outside the AGB would be reviewed by County staff for
conformance with the use regulations, new structure limitations, and requirements for
protection of resources of the OS/FR and SCA land use designations and the regulations of
the SCA Special Conservation Area and OS/F Open Space and Field Research Zoning
Districts (Condition of Approval A.5).

Housing.
1. Housing Demand Created by the General Use Permit.
a. New academic space development within the SCP Area will create demand for new
workers, including workers in lower-income categories. In addition, new residents of
market-rate housing, including faculty and staff housing within the Stanford
University Community Plan Area, create demand for new public and private sector
workers.
b. This GUP authorizes construction of 2,275,000 square feet of new academic and
support space and 1,225,000 s.f. of student housing. The 2018 General Use Permit
application prepared by Stanford estimates that by buildout of this academic space,
5,556 employees will be added (2,438 staff, 789, faculty, 961 postdoctoral scholars,
57 janitors, 72 third-party contract workers, 966 casual and temporary, and 273
contingent workers).2 After making adjustments, the estimated housing impact of
new academic space on Stanford’s campus is 4,010 net new workers and a total need
for 2,172 net new housing units.3 Stanford has proposed to construct 550 units,
which is 1,622 units fewer than what is required to mitigate Stanford’s impact on
housing as a result of academic and academic support space development authorized
under the GUP.
c. Some of these new workers earn incomes that are only adequate to pay for affordable
housing. Of those 2,172 net new households, it is estimated that there will be an
affordable housing demand of 933 new affordable units to house the portion of those
2

Stanford University, 2018 General Use Permit Application (November 21, 2016), p. 5.3 (Table 2) p. 5.9 (Table 5),
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/dpd/DocsForms/Documents/SU_2018GUP_App_VolI.pdf.
3

County of Santa Clara Affordable Housing Nexus Studies, Attachment C, Affordable Housing Nexus Analysis Addendum for the
Stanford University Campus (April 2018), p. 9 (Table II-2),
https://www/sccgov.org/sites/osh/HousingandCommunityDevelopment/Documents/County%20of%20Santa%20Clara%20Affordab
le%20Housing%20Nexus%20Studies%20Public%20Review%20Draft.%2004-04-2018.pdf. The final Affordable Housing Nexus
Studies (September 2018) are on file with the Clerk of the Board.
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net new workers with income between 0% to 120% of Area Median Income (AMI).4
The resulting affordable housing demand includes the need for an estimated: 38 net
new housing units for Extremely Low income; 108 net new housing units for Very
Low income; 429 net new housing units for Low income; and 389 new housing units
for Moderate income.5
d. To mitigate the increased affordable housing needs from development of the GUP, a
total of 1,131 net new affordable units6 and 1,041net new market rate housing units
are needed7. Of the 1,131 net new affordable units needed, 72 housing units are for
Extremely Low income; 163 are for Very Low income; 470 are for Low income; and
426 new housing units for Moderate income.
e. Because affordable housing is in short supply in the SCP and environs, such new
workers may be forced to live in less than adequate housing in the area, pay a
disproportionate share of their incomes for housing, or commute long distances to
their jobs from housing located in more affordable parts of the County or outside of
the region entirely.
2. Bay Area Regional Housing Supply and Jobs/Housing Imbalance.
a. There is a severe shortage of housing in Santa Clara County that is affordable to
Extremely Low Income, Very Low, Low, and Moderate Income Households.8
i. From 2010 to 2019, the population of Santa Clara County increased 9.7% (from
1,781,642 to 1,954,286), but the number of housing units only increased 6.25%
(from 631,920 to 671,439).9
4

Id. at p. 16 (Table II-8).

5

Id. at p. 16 (Table II-9).

6

The total 1,131 unit affordable housing need reflects the sum of the 964 affordable unit need for academic space workers, the 198
affordable unit need for workers who provide goods and services to residents less a 31-unit adjustment to remove possible overlap
between these two categories of housing need consistent with the methodology described at Id. p. 15. The 31-unit adjustment is
additional to the 35-unit adjustment already reflected in Id. at p. 16 (Table II-8) and results in a combined 66-units removed in
determining the net new housing need. The 31-unit additional adjustment is distributed proportionately by income category with 6
Extremely Low, 10 Very Low, 9 Low, and 6 Moderate-Income units removed.
7

The market rate housing need of 1,041 units is based on the identified 2,172 total housing units needed to house workers in the
academic space and academic support space less the 1,131-unit portion of total housing need for households with incomes of 120%
of AMI or less. The identified 1,041 market rate housing unit need is conservative in that it would be higher were additional housing
demand from off-campus workers, in retail, restaurants and other services to residents in new on-campus housing units, as identified
in Id at p. 32, included as part of the total unit count.
8

See generally County of Santa Clara, County of Santa Clara Housing Element Update 2015-2022 (June 10, 2014), available at:
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/dpd/DocsForms/Documents/HealthElement_2015_Adopted_Final.pdf; Association of Bay Area
Governments, Planning and Research Department, Regional Forecast for Plan Bay Area 2040 (Feb. 2016),
http://reports.abag.ca.gov/other/Regional_Forecast_for_Plan_Bay_Area_2040_F_030116.pdf.
9

State of California, Department of Finance, E-5 Population and Housing Estimates for Cities, Counties, and the State, 2011-2018
with 2010 Census Benchmark (May 2019), http://www.dof.ca.gov/Forecasting/Demographics/Estimates/E-5/.
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According to the 2015-2023 Regional Housing Needs Allocation
(RHNA) determined by the Association of Bay Area
Governments, Santa Clara County had a total housing need of
58,836 units through 2023, which included the need to add
10,636 new Moderate Income units, 9,542 new Low Income
units, and 16,158 Very Low-Income units within Santa Clara
County. Although the current RHNA cycle is more than

halfway over, only 48% of the allocated units across all
income levels have been completed countywide.10 The
percentage of allocated units countywide that have been
completed are progressively worse the lower the income
level: 23% of moderate income units completed to date;
13% of low income units; and 10% of very low-income
units.11
iii.

Because of the shortage of affordable housing units in Santa
Clara County, many households overpay for housing. The
Harvard Joint Center for Housing Studies compared 2015 home
prices and household incomes across 100 metropolitan areas and
found that only 22.3 % of all households in the San JoseSunnyvale-Santa Clara metropolitan area (which includes the
City of Palo Alto and Stanford University) could afford the
typical monthly payments for a median-priced home, and that
only 12 % of renters earn sufficient income to afford payments
for a median- priced home in the area — the second lowest
proportions of households in each category of the 100
metropolitan areas examined.12 Similarly, only 25.2 percent of
all households in the San Francisco-Oakland metropolitan area
(which includes San Mateo County) could afford the typical
monthly payments for a median-priced home, and that only 13.6
percent of renters earn sufficient income to afford payments for
a median-priced home in the area.

iv.

According to the National Low-Income Housing Coalition’s Out
of Reach 2018 study, the San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara HUD
Metropolitan Fair Market Rent Area is again the second most

10

Silicon Valley at Home, Countywide RHNA Annual Progress Reporting (April 2, 2019),
https://siliconvalleyathome.org/countywide-rhna-annual-progress-reporting-falling-short-on-affordable-housing-production/
11

Ibid.

12

Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, Who Can Afford the Median-Priced Home In Their Metro?,
http://jchs.harvard.edu/son2017-housing-affordability-table. The San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara metropolitan area includes the
City of Palo Alto and Stanford University.
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expensive metropolitan area in the country to rent.13 In the 2017,
2016 and 2015 reports, this metropolitan area was, respectively,
the second14, third15 and fourth16 most expensive area of the
nation in which to rent.
v.

The San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara metropolitan area had the
highest median sales price of existing single-family homes in the
nation in 2018 according to data from the National Association
of Realtors, with a median price for a single-family detached
home of $1.34 million and a year-over-year price gain of 13.6
%.17

vi.

According to the 2017 Santa Clara County Homeless Census
and Survey, the number of homeless persons in the county is
now estimated to be 7,394,18 an increase of 12.8% from 2015
estimates. The County of Santa Clara Office of Supportive
Housing reports that the most significant increases in
homelessness have been among families and unaccompanied
children and youth.

b. Jobs/housing imbalances in various portions of Santa Clara County and throughout the
San Francisco Bay Area significantly impact housing availability and affordability and
contribute to the severe traffic congestion in Santa Clara County and this jobs/housing
imbalance is especially severe in the areas adjacent to Stanford.19
1. One measure of housing imbalance in a region is the ratio of jobs to
housing units in the area. The County’s General Plan has identified the
imbalances between job and housing growth as an important regional issue
since the 1960s and with the adoption of the 1980 General Plan. The
County of Santa Clara Housing Element Update for 2015-2022 reported
13

National Low Income Housing Coalition, Out of Reach 2018, p. 14 (2018), https://nlihc.org/sites/default/files/oor/OOR_2018.pdf

14

National Low Income Housing Coalition, Out of Reach 2017, p. 11 (2017), http://nlihc.org/sites/default/files/oor/OOR_2017.pdf

15

National Low Income Housing Coalition, Out of Reach 2016, p. 10 (2016),
http://nlihc.org/sites/default/files/oor/OOR_2016_0.pdf
16

National Low Income Housing Coalition, Out of Reach 2015, p. 10 (2015) http://nlihc.org/sites/default/files/OOR_2015.pdf

17

National Association of Realtors, Median Sales Price of Existing Single-Family Homes for Metropolitan Areas, 4th Quarter 2018,
p.3, https://www.nar.realtor/sites/default/files/documents/metro-home-prices-q4-2018-single-family-2019-02-12.pdf\
18

Applied Survey Research, Santa Clara County Homeless Census & Survey, p. 1 (2017),
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/osh/ContinuumofCare/ReportsandPublications/Documents/2017%20SCC%20Homeles
s%20Census%20and%20Survey%20Executive_Summary.pdf
19

See, e.g., County of Santa Clara, supra note 1, at pp. 65-67.
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that, although there have been fluctuations in the jobs-to-housing ratio as
economic conditions changed, an overall imbalance persists.20
2. According to data from the State of California’s Employment Development
Department and Department of Finance, from 2010 through 2017 the
number of jobs in Santa Clara County increased by 26.3 percent (from
860,330 to 1,086,900),21 but the number of housing units only increased by
4.7 percent (from 631,920 to 661,875).22 This reflects an increase from 1.39
jobs per housing unit in 2012 to 1.58 jobs per housing unit in 2016.
Similarly, in San Mateo County, from 2010 through 2017 the number of
jobs increased by 25.9 percent (from 317,700 to 400,300),23 but the number
of housing units only increased by 2.3 percent (from 271,031 to 277,189).24
This reflects an increase from 1.17 jobs per housing unit in 2010 to 1.44
jobs per housing unit in 2017. A jobs-housing ratio over 1.5 indicates that
the region is likely to experience traffic congestion associated with people
coming to jobs from outside the areas, as well as pressure on the cost of
available housing in the region.25
3. Data from the 2010 census indicates that significant numbers of people who
work in Santa Clara County live outside of the County, including but not
limited to: 64,696 from Alameda County; 50,215 from San Mateo County;
19,087 from San Francisco County; 17,451 from Santa Cruz County;
11,526 from Contra Costa County; 7,345 from San Benito County; 4,750
from Monterey County; 4,118 from Merced County; and 2,022 from
Sacramento County.26
4. Nearly 190,000 workers commute from outside the nine-county Bay Area
region to the business parks in Silicon Valley and the Tri-Valley area, and
20

County of Santa Clara, supra note 1, at pp. 65-66 (citing Santa Clara County job/housing ratios of 1.5 in 1991, 1.8
in 2001, and 1.3 in 2011).
21

State of California, Employment Development Department,
http://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/data/employment-by-industry.html.
22

State of California, supra note 2, http://www.dof.ca.gov/Forecasting/Demographics/Estimates/E-5/.

23

State of California, Employment Development Data, supra note 12, http://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/data/employment-byindustry.html.
24

State of California, supra note 2, http://www.dof.ca.gov/Forecasting/Demographics/Estimates/E-5/.

25

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, EnviroAtlas, Fact Sheet: Employment to Housing Ratio (Nov. 2014),
https://enviroatlas.epa.gov/enviroatlas/DataFactSheets/pdf/Supplemental/EmploymentHousingRatio.pdf.
26

State of California, Employment Development Department, County-to-County Commute Patterns (US Census Bureau) in Santa
Clara County, http://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/cgi/databrowsing/localAreaProfileQSMoreResult.asp?viewAll=yes&viewAl
lUS=&currentPage=&currentPageUS=&sortUp=G1.AREANAME&sortDown=&criteria=commuting+patterns&cat
egoryType=population+census+data&geogArea=0604000085&timeseries=&more=More&menuChoice=localAreaP
ro&printerFriendly=&BackHistory=-4&goTOPageText=
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more than 220,000 East bay residents cross the toll bridges to the Peninsula
each workday.27
5. The housing supply and affordability concerns that are experienced
countywide are particularly acute at and around Stanford University due to
the high housing prices in the area around Stanford that result in a small
supply of affordable housing. The jobs/housing imbalance that is
characteristic of Santa Clara County generally is more acute in the
communities that surround Stanford’s campus, including Palo Alto and
Mountain View, and Menlo Park in San Mateo County. According to
projections by the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG), the city
in Santa Clara County with greatest imbalance between jobs and housing
units in 2014 was Palo Alto, with a jobs/housing unit ratio of 3.49.28 The
City of Mountain View had the third highest imbalance of jobs to housing
units in the county, with a ratio of 2.37. 29 In 2015, the City of Menlo Park
had approximately 2.42 jobs in the city for every housing unit.30 These local
imbalances between jobs and housing acutely affect both the regional
housing market and traffic congestion.
3. Statewide Housing Supply.
a. The acute housing shortage experienced in the Bay Area is being experienced statewide.
i. While 200,000 units of housing in California are needed annually to keep up

with population growth, only 113,000 were permitted in 2017, and fewer
than 750,000 units were permitted since 2007, accounting for only 40% of
the projected need.31
ii. Between the economic peak of 2007 and 2017, California had a robust

overall growth in both employment (adding 8.7% more jobs) and population
(9.1% increase), and based on this population growth, California would have
needed to build at least 1,819,568 additional units during these ten years to

27

Metropolitan Transportation Commission and Association of Bay Area Governments, CASA Compact (January 2019), p. i,
https://mtc.ca.gov/sites/default/files/CASA_Compact.pdf
28

Local Agency Formation Commission of Santa Clara County, Cities Service Review, p. 7 (Dec. 2015),
http://www.santaclaralafco.org/file/ServiceReviews/CitiesSR2015/2CSRR_ExecSumm.pdf
29

Ibid.

City of Menlo Park, Facebook Campus Expansion Project, Draft Environmental Impact Report, pp. 3.12-5 – 3.12-6 (31,920
jobs/13,180 housing units) (May 2016), https://www.menlopark.org/DocumentCenter/View/10293/Ch0312_PopulationHousing_Draft-EIR
30

2019-20 Governor’s Proposed Budget, Housing and Local Government (January 9, 2019), p. 89,
http://www.ebudget.ca.gov/2019-20/pdf/BudgetSummary/HousingandLocalGovernment.pdf
31
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house the added population.32 With both new construction and demolitions
factored in, the housing stock grew by only 5.3% from 2007 to 2017, and the
total increase in new housing units was 708,112, less than half of the
estimated need.33
iii. While no state in the nation has an adequate supply of rental housing

affordable and available for extremely low-income households, California
has the largest deficit of such units of any state with 1,019,190 (only 22
affordable and available rental homes for every 100 extremely low-income
renter households).34 And 76% of those extremely low-income households
within the state are severely housing cost-burdened, spending more than half
of their incomes on rent and utilities.35
iv. Californians spend a larger share of their income on rent then households in

the rest of the nation at every income quartile, and households with the
lowest income face the highest cost pressures.36
v. High housing costs drive California’s official poverty rate from about 13%

(slightly higher than average) to 19% (highest in the nation) under the
Census Bureau’s Supplemental Poverty Measure, which takes into account
food, clothing, shelter, and utilities.37
vi. Low-income households are the most likely to be cost burdened (spend more

than 30% of their incomes on housing); in the state, around 2.5 million lowincome households are cost burdened and over 1.5 million low-income
renters face even more dire cost pressures - spending more than half their
income on housing.38 According to a statewide survey in 2017, 47% of
Californians - including 61% of renters - say housing costs are a financial

32

Terner Center for Housing Innovation, Housing Policies in California Cities (March 1, 2019), p. 3,
http://californialanduse.org/download/Mawhorter_Housing_Policies_in_California_Cities.pdf
33

Ibid.

34

National Low Income Housing Coalition, The GAP: A Shortage of Affordable Homes (March 2019), Appendix A,
https://reports.nlihc.org/sites/default/files/gap/Gap-Report_2019.pdf
35

Ibid.

Legislative Analyst’s Office, California’s Housing and Homelessness Challenges in Context (February 21, 2019), p. 3,
https://lao.ca.gov/handouts/state_admin/2019/Housing-Homelessness-Challenges-022119.pdf
36

37

Ibid.

38

Ibid.
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strain.39
vii. At a roundtable discussion in San Jose to outline components of the state’s

plan to tackle the housing affordability crisis for families, Govern Newsom
stated that “[t]he cost of housing - both for homeowners and renters - is the
defining quality-of-life concern for people across this state. Housing costs
threaten to erode our state’s long-term prosperity and are driving
hardworking Californians to look for opportunities elsewhere.”40
4. Existing Regulatory Framework.
a. On September 25, 2018, the Board of Supervisors approved Ordinances No. NS-300.929 and
No. NS-1200.368, establishing a Housing Impact Mitigation Fee Ordinance for Academic
Space and an Inclusionary Housing Zoning ordinance for the Stanford Community Plan Area
and adopting Resolution No. BOS-2018-104 establishing the Housing Mitigation Fee
amount.
b. The Board of Supervisors established an Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fee of
$68.50/psf, a substantially lower amount than the $143.10/psf which would have fully
mitigated the impacts of academic space development.
c. The Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fee mitigates only a portion of the of the total
housing impacts caused by the 2018 GUP by mitigating approximately 60% of the affordable
housing demand generated by development of academic space in the Stanford Community
Plan.
d. In adopting the Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fee, the Board of Supervisors opted
not to require construction of units rather than payment of the fee, despite the fact that
construction of units on or near the Stanford Community Plan better mitigates housing
impacts.
e. The Board of Supervisors further adopted an Inclusionary Housing Zoning Ordinance,
requiring that 16% of housing units developed within the Stanford Community Plan Area be
made affordable to Extremely Low, Very Low, Low, and Moderate-Income households.
f. The Inclusionary Housing Zoning Ordinance mitigates the impact of residential development
within the Stanford Community Plan Area on the area housing market.

Public Policy Institute of California, California’s Housing Challenges Continue (January 2019), p. 1, https://www.ppic.org/wpcontent/uploads/californias-future-housing-january-2019.pdf
39

40

Governor Newsom Unveils Proposals to Tackle Housing Affordability Crisis (January 15, 2019),
https://www.gov.ca.gov/2019/01/15/housing-affordability-crisis/
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g. The Inclusionary Housing Zoning Ordinance requires the construction of inclusionary units
and does not provide the option of an in-lieu fee, but does provide several options for
compliance, including off-site construction or conversion of existing units.
h. The SCP – which specifically regulates Stanford’s lands in unincorporated county – includes
measures for ensuring that housing is provided commensurate with population growth and
academic development approval in order to minimize Stanford’s impact on the jobs-housing
imbalance in the region, thereby enhancing the public health, safety, and welfare. (SCP-H 5;
SCP-H 6; SCP-H 7.)
1. It further requires that new housing development occur commensurate with
population growth and academic development approvals on campus, and supports
Stanford’s efforts to develop land in other jurisdictions (SCP-H 7; SCP-H 9).
2. The SCP also calls for Stanford to provide financial assistance for housing faculty
and staff (SCP-H 10)
3. The SCP requires Stanford to provide a sufficient level of affordable housing on
campus to meet the affordable housing needs generated by new academic
development on its unincorporated lands or made an appropriate payment in lieu
of constructing the housing (SCP-H 11).
5. Current Regulatory Structure Does Not Close the Affordable Housing Gap.
a. Together, the Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fee and the Inclusionary Housing
Zoning Ordinance partially mitigate the impacts of development of residential and academic
space in SCP on the demand for affordable housing in the area, but do not fully mitigate
those impacts.
b. The Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fee, by its terms, mitigates only 48% of the
impact of new academic space development on affordable housing thru the payment of fees.
41

c. Due to the high housing prices adjacent to the SCP, many lower income workers are forced
to find housing at great distances from their employment. 42

41

The Board of Supervisors established an Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fee of $68.50/psf, a substantially lower amount
than the $143.10/psf which would have fully mitigated the impacts of academic space development.
42

According to Zillow.com, average sales prices for the following communities near the SCP as of April 30, 2019 are: Palo Alto
$2.5 million, Mountain View: $1.5 million, Los Altos, $3 million, Menlo Park: $1.9 million, Redwood City: $1.4 million, East Palo
Alto $900,000. Commute data provided by Stanford University indicates 35% of Faculty commute from outside of a six-mile radius
of the Campus while nearly twice as many staff (64%) commute from communities beyond a six-mile radius of the Campus. The
greater commuting by staff relative to faculty likely reflects their lower incomes. Per data provided by Stanford and summarized in
the County of Santa Clara Affordable Housing Nexus Studies, Attachment C, Affordable Housing Nexus Analysis Addendum for
the Stanford University Campus (September 2018), pp. 19 and 20 (Table II-12 and Table II-13), approximately 96% of Faculty have
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6. The Affordable Housing Gap will be Closed with Construction of Affordable Housing
within the Stanford Community Plan Area.
a. The Affordable Housing Mitigation Fee and Inclusionary Housing Zoning Ordinance do
not fully mitigate the impacts of development under the GUP on affordable housing.
b. Due to the size and the scope of the GUP, Stanford is in a better position to fully mitigate
its impacts on the housing supply; rather than contributing to the worsening of an acute
housing shortage.
c. Full mitigation of impacts on the housing caused by development authorized under the
GUP requires more housing units within the Stanford Community Plan area than what was
proposed in order to adequately address housing impacts under the GUP.
d. Full mitigation of impacts on housing requires that Stanford construct enough affordable
housing units on or near the Stanford Community Plan area to fully mitigate the impacts of
the GUP on housing.
e. Full mitigation of impacts on affordable housing requires the construction of 933 below
market rate units (including 72 Extremely Low Income, 133 Very Low Income, 381 Low
Income, and 347 Moderate Income units) at buildout of the final phase. This means that in
addition to the credits the GUP allows for construction of affordable units or payment to
the County of housing mitigation fees towards the affordable units required by this GUP, in
conformance with the Housing Impact Mitigation Fee Ordinance, as amended, an
additional [56] Extremely Low Income or Very Low Income, [168] Low Income, and [149]
Moderate Income units must be constructed.
7. Grounds to Fill the Affordability Gap.
a. The requirement imposed under the GUP for an additional [56] Extremely Low Income or
Very Low Income, [168] Low Income, and [149] Moderate Income units is supported by the
fact that the GUP will result in the addition of 4,010 net new workers, requiring 2,172 net
new households, of which it is estimated that there will be an affordable housing demand of
933 new affordable units to house the portion of those net new workers with income between
0% to 120% of AMI. Although the County’s current regulatory structure covers 560 of those
933 new affordable units, there will continue to be a demand of 373 affordable housing
units—this is the affordability gap that the GUP will fill. Without the construction of these
additional affordable units, the project would not be consistent with the SCP policies
requiring Stanford to fully mitigate its impacts on the housing supply caused by new
academic development and that new housing development occur commensurate with
population growth and academic development. In addition, the GUP requires the provision
of affordable units, consistent with the County’s Housing Element goals of protecting the
incomes above 120% of AMI and 76% have income of at least $200,000, whereas for staff, just 53% have household incomes above
120% of AMI with only 20% earning at least $200,000.
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public welfare by fostering an adequate supply of housing for persons at all economic
levels.43 Moreover, the construction of the 373 affordable housing units will directly mitigate
the impacts on the affordable housing supply caused by Stanford because it will require the
construction of such units.
b. The Nexus Study documents that the academic development authorized under the GUP
will create 4,010 net new workers, requiring 2,172 net new households, of which an
estimated 933 new affordable units to house the new workers with income between 0% to
120% of AMI. The Nexus Study demonstrates that the construction of 933 new affordable
units will offset demand on the reginal affordable housing supply caused by new academic
development authorized under this GUP. Furthermore, the GUP only requires that these
units be constructed commensurate with the new academic development and, thus, no
affordable housing units will be constructed unless the new academic development is
constructed.
8. Grounds to Fully Mitigate the Demand for Market Rate Housing Units
a. The GUP requires a minimum of 1,239 market-rate and inclusionary units to be
constructed. This number is based on the fact that the new academic development authorized
under the GUP will create the addition of 4,010 net new workers, requiring 2,172 net new
households, of which 1,239 of these households will be market rate (more than 120% of
AMI). Without the construction of these market rate units, the project would not be
consistent with the SCP policies recognizing the linkage between the expansion of academic
facilities and the increase in housing demand and that new housing development occur
commensurate with population growth and academic development. This GUP requires the
provision of market-rate units, consistent with the County’s Housing Element goals of
protecting the public welfare by fostering an adequate supply of housing for persons at all
economic levels.44 Moreover, the construction of the 1,239 market rate units will directly
mitigate the impacts on the market rate housing supply caused by Stanford because it will
require the construction of such units.
b. The Nexus Study documents that the academic development authorized under the GUP
will create 4,010 net new workers, requiring 2,172 net new households, of which an
estimated 1,239 market rate units must be constructed. The Nexus Study demonstrates that
the construction of 1,239 market rate units will offset demand on the reginal affordable
housing supply caused by new academic development authorized under this GUP.
Furthermore, the GUP only requires that these units be constructed commensurate with the
new academic development and, thus, no market rate units will be constructed unless the new
academic development is constructed.

43

Santa Clara County Housing Element Update: 2015-2022; Strategy #1, p. 32; available at
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/dpd/DocsForms/Documents/HealthElement_2015_Adopted_Final.pdf.
44
Santa Clara County Housing Element Update: 2015-2022; Strategy #1, p. 32; available at
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/dpd/DocsForms/Documents/HealthElement_2015_Adopted_Final.pdf.
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c. Lack of adequate market rate and affordable housing will create pressure on the housing
supply within surrounding cities. This would be especially severe in vulnerable communities
such as East Palo Alto, where the city has sought to protect tenants in the city from
harassment and displacement due to rising market pressures on the city’s existing housing
stock.45 Therefore, and based on the reasons described above, the GUP, as conditioned,
will not be detrimental to the public health, safety or general welfare.
Pedestrian, Bicycle and Transit
1. The GUP promotes alternative modes of travel which reduce traffic congestion and air
emissions and offer community health benefits.
a. The GUP requires Stanford to meet specific standards for AM and PM peak hour and
peak period (3 hours) traffic and average daily trips to ensure that development does not
substantially increase traffic in the surrounding area (Conditions of Approval F.2-6).
These standards encourage Stanford’s continued expansion of its Transportation
Demand Management incentives for non-auto travel modes and its continued funding of
transit services and bicycle and pedestrian improvements as a means of earning trip
reduction credits.
b. Based on Stanford’s proposal in the EIR, the GUP requires Stanford to provide $1.2
million in funding for specific bicycle/pedestrian improvements in East Palo Alto, Palo
Alto, Menlo Park, and unincorporated San Mateo County (Condition of Approval F.9).
c. Based on Stanford’s proposal in its 2018 GUP Application, the GUP requires Stanford to
make safe routes to school improvements that would benefit both pedestrian and bicycle
circulation in and around Nixon and Escondido Elementary Schools, which include such
improvements as improved sidewalks, high visibility crosswalks, additional signage,
additional traffic control and a mid-block crosswalk (Condition of Approval F.7).
d. The GUP requires Stanford to participate in safe routes to school studies and
improvements if a new school or modified attendance boundaries are needed to
accommodate the increase in K-12 population on the campus (Condition of Approval
F.8).
Municipal Services
1. The SCP requires that provision of urban services to Stanford’s academic lands shall be the
University’s responsibility (SCP-GD 9) and calls for the identification of service needs and
appropriate service levels [SCP-GD (i) 2]. The 1986 Land Use Policy Agreement stipulates
that Stanford will provide all municipal services to unincorporated portions of Stanford
lands, including contractual arrangements for services as needed. This GUP includes
requirements intended to ensure that appropriate services at appropriate levels are provided
to Stanford’s students, residents, faculty, staff and visitors and that provision of these
45

Metropolitan Transportation Commission and Association of Bay Area Governments, CASA Compact (January 2019), p. i,
https://mtc.ca.gov/sites/default/files/CASA_Compact.pdf
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services does not place a burden on surrounding jurisdictions.
a. The GUP requires preparation of a Municipal Services Study under the County's
direction with approval by the Planning Commission to define appropriate service levels
for students, residents, faculty, staff, and visitors; analyze the amount and types of
services needed to serve the GUP's planned population growth; and assess whether
Stanford provides those services at appropriate levels.
b. The GUP specifies that if the Municipal Services Study concludes that Stanford would
not provide sufficient municipal services to serve the projected population increase,
Stanford is required to provide these services directly through construction and operation
of the necessary facilities and/or programs, or the County may consider a request to
provide the services through an in-lieu fee established by the Board of Supervisors
pursuant to a nexus fee study.
Parks
1. The GUP includes provisions to ensure that appropriate on-campus recreational facilities are
available to serve the Stanford community. It requires that Stanford fund a study prepared or
directed by the County to identify how adequate open and space parks designed for
community recreational use will be provided to serve new development (with its resulting
additional population) planned pursuant to this GUP (Condition I.2). The study will include
an implementation schedule for provision of needed park facilities identified by the study.
Drainage
1. The GUP requires preparation of a Master Drainage Plan for design and construction of a
storm stormwater drainage system, including conveyance and detention facilities, designed
to mitigate all increased runoff generated from development within the Community Plan
from December 12, 2000 through the life of this GUP resulting from the 10-, 20-, 50- and
100-year storm events (Condition of Approval M-7).
a. The Plan must demonstrate that development will not increase peak flows and volumes;
the frequency, severity, and lateral extent of flooding; and water surface elevations in
San Francisquito Creek and Matadero Creek resulting from 10-, 20-, 50-, and 100-year
storm events.
b. The Plan will include an implementation schedule for construction of identified
improvements.
c. The Master Drainage Plan shall be reviewed and approved by the County in consultation
with the Santa Clara Valley Water District, the San Francisquito Creek Joint Powers
Authority, and any other regulatory agencies deemed appropriate by the County.
d. Following approval of the Plan, Stanford is required to design construct and maintain
required drainage facilities consistent with the Plan.
e. The County may require revision of the Plan as needed to ensure that it continues to
achieve the objectives identified in item “a” above.
25
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Based on the evidence above, the GUP, as conditioned, will not be detrimental to the public health,
safety, or general welfare.
D-1 Finding: Adequate off-street parking, loading and unloading areas (if applicable), and compliant
access for individuals with disabilities will be provided;
1. The 2000 Stanford University General Use Permit (“2000 GUP”) established a parking cap
of 21,651. The Stanford 2018 GUP Application estimates that after completion of
development authorized by the 2000 GUP, campus parking will have reached 20,171 spaces,
1480 spaces short of the cap46. This GUP retains the 21,651-space parking cap, allowing up
to 1,480 net new spaces. The parking cap includes parking that is on-street, off-street, in
surface lots, and in structures, regardless of any special designation (e.g., carpool, electric
vehicle charging, car share, accessible). It excludes parking provided in parking garages or
structures associated with on-campus housing for faculty, staff, postgraduate fellows, and
medical interns, where such parking is restricted for the sole use of the residents of such
housing, up to a maximum of one space per unit (Condition of Approval H.1).
2. Between 2004 and 2015, demand for commuter parking permits fell from a high of 21,000
permits sold in 2004-2005, to fewer than 18,000 sold in 2015. Notably, permit sales
declined, even as the square footage of the campus increased under the 2000 General Use
Permit. Stanford attributes the decline in parking rates to a shift away from auto travel by
the millennial generation, and the success of its’s Transportation Demand Management
(“TDM”) programs.47 Stanford’s robust TDM program has resulted in a steady increase in
enrollment in the Commute Club, which more than doubled since 2004-2005, and a
substantial decline in the commuter drive-alone rate from 72% in 2002, to 50% in 2018.48
As result, Stanford will have added only 820 net new parking spaces at completion of
development under the 2000 GUP.
3. Even greater reductions in automobile use and the commuter drive-alone rate are needed if
Stanford is to meet the No Net New Commute Trips standard as it continues to add
development. This GUP’s trip reduction requirements for the reverse commute direction
and non-peak hour times will require a broadening of trip reduction efforts. Further
reductions in the drive-alone rate and increases in other travel modes will continue to
moderate the demand for parking to serve campus commuters. In addition, effective tools
are available (including parking permit pricing, incentives for alternate modes of travel, and
regulations governing undergraduate’s ability to have on-campus cars) that can be used to
encourage continued reductions in car ownership by students and other campus residents.
4. Based on data from the Fall 2015 Stanford parking inventory, approximately 86% of campus
spaces were occupied on a typical day when Stanford was in session, which indicates that there
is enough supply to minimize spillover parking in the areas surrounding the campus. Allowing
the occupancy rate to increase to 95 or 100 percent, consistent with best management practices
for long-term employee and resident parking,49 would make more efficient use of the parking
Stanford University, “2018 General Use Permit Application”, Project Description: 3.31.
Santa Clara County, “Stanford University 2018 General Use Permit Environmental Impact Report,” (2018) Appendix C.3: 4.
48
Stanford University, “2018 General Use Permit Application,” Project Description: 3.35.
49
Todd Litman, Parking Management Best Practices (Chicago: American Planning Association, 2006) 24-25.
46
47
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inventory and utilize an existing significant parking reserve.
5. Residential permit parking has been implemented by the City of Palo Alto in areas around
the Stanford campus to prevent spill-over parking from a variety of sources (including
Stanford) from impacting residential neighborhoods. The GUP requires Stanford to provide
fair-share funding for additional parking studies and residential permit parking programs as
needed (Condition of Approval H.3) to ensure that spillover parking does not impact
residential neighborhoods, consistent with Stanford Community Plan Policy SCP-C 6.
6. Based on the above evidence, the GUP provides adequate off-street parking. The
architecture and site approval process for each development project pursuant to this GUP
will include review for adequate loading spaces and conformance with building code
requirements regarding parking and access for persons with disabilities.
D-2. Finding. Appropriately designed site access will be provided, including safe and adequate access
for fire and emergency vehicles (including secondary access where deemed necessary by the fire
marshal);
1. The Architecture and Site Approval process required for development proposals pursuant to
the GUP includes project review for adequate site access and review by the County Fire
Department to ensure adequate fire flow and emergency vehicle access.
2. The GUP requires that alternate emergency access and evacuation routes during construction
be designated and approved by the City of Palo Alto Fire Marshall and the Stanford Police
Chief prior to commencement of construction (Condition of Approval R.7.e).
3. The GUP includes conditions requiring County approval of modification of transit routes
and bicycle and pedestrian access during construction (Condition of Approval R.7.a-c).
4. Based on the evidence above, the GUP ensures that the site is appropriately designed for
safe and adequate emergency access.
D-3. Finding. The use will not adversely affect water quality. Adequate wastewater treatment, disposal
and sanitation facilities will be provided and will satisfy all applicable local, state and federal
requirements.
1. The GUP requires Stanford to comply with the stormwater treatment facility and
maintenance requirements of the current National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) Permit; requires preparation of an annual report identifying stormwater treatment
and detention facilities provided for compliance with the NPDES Permit (Condition of
Approval M.2); and requires inclusion of Green Infrastructure and LID in the updated
Master Drainage Plan for the campus (Condition of Approval M.7.a.4). GUP Condition M.5
restricts uses in the Unconfined Groundwater Zone that could pose a threat to water quality.
2. The GUP requires Stanford to document, for all proposed developments, that any inactive
water wells on a development site have been closed in conformance with Santa Clara Valley
Water District requirements (Condition of Approval M.6).
3. The GUP requires implementation of mitigation measures if soil or groundwater
27
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contamination is discovered during construction to ensure that the contamination is isolated
and protected from runoff and that remediation of actionable levels of contamination
conforms to applicable County EH&S and Regional Water Quality Control Board standards
(Condition of Approval R.8).
4. Wastewater generated by Stanford is conveyed from the on-site sanitary sewer system to offsite City of Palo Alto sewer lines for transmission to the City of Palo Alto Regional
Wastewater Quality Control Plan for treatment. The Stanford 2018 General Use Permit EIR
states that existing City of Palo Alto sewer line and wastewater treatment capacity are more
than adequate to accommodate the wastewater generated by development pursuant to this
GUP.50 GUP Condition O.6 requires review of future development applications by the
County Building Official to determine if capacity of existing on-site sewer lines and
connections to the City of Palo Alto system are adequate to accommodate increased flows
generated by the proposed project. If capacity is inadequate, the condition requires Stanford
to replace the sewer lines with larger capacity pipes.
5. Based on the evidence listed above, the GUP will not adversely affect water quality.
D-4. Finding. The use will not be detrimental to the adjacent area because of excessive noise, odor, dust
or bright lights;
1. The GUP requires compliance with the County of Santa Clara Noise Ordinance in regard to
operational noise, limits the number of fireworks displays on the campus to four per year;
requires a noise hotline for special events, and requires shielding of noise from emergency
generator and HVAC equipment (Conditions of Approval Q.1-4). The EIR identifies that
short-term construction noise constitutes a significant unavoidable impact, but identifies
mitigation measures to limit construction noise to the maximum extent feasible that are
required to be implemented. (Conditions of Approval R.2-4).
2. The EIR prepared for the GUP indicates that the project does not include uses that the Bay
Area Air Quality Management District considers as odor sources of concern and that the
potential for the project to result in objectionable orders is less than significant.51
3. The GUP requires implementation of Bay Area Air Quality Management District’s Best
Management Practices for Controlling Particle Emissions to prevent dust emissions from
impacting air quality and adjacent uses during construction (Condition of Approval P.1) and
requires Stanford to comply with Bay Area Air Quality Management District requirements
for laboratory emissions (Condition of Approval P.3). In addition, the GUP requires
Stanford tomeet final Tier 4 standards for all construction equipment except chainsaws and
paving phase equipment, requires all Marguerite buses to be electric by 2035, and requires
70 percent of Stanford Land Buildings and Real Estate and Bonair fleet vehicles to be
electric by 2035 (Condition P.4).
4. The GUP requires submittal of a lighting plan for each development project that includes
exterior lighting prior to Architecture and Site Approval. To reduce lighting impacts, the
50
51

Santa Clara County, “Stanford University 2018 General Use Permit Environmental Impact Report” (2018) 7-234).
Santa Clara County, “Stanford 2018 General Use Permit EIR,” 5.2-40)
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lighting plan is to show the extent of illumination, prevent upward glow, and utilize high
efficiency lighting with sharp cut-off and glare/spill control features (Condition of
Approval K.2).
5. Based on the evidence listed above, the use will not be detrimental to the adjacent area
because of excessive noise, odor, dust or bright lights.
D-5. Finding. The use will not substantially worsen traffic congestion affecting the surrounding area;
The GUP, as conditioned, identifies standards for assessing whether the use will substantially worsen
traffic congestion affecting the surrounding area. These standards are configured in three tiers that
address commute traffic in the AM and PM peak hours and peak periods, reverse commute traffic in the
AM and PM peak hours and peak periods, and Average Daily Trips (ADT).
1. Peak Hour and Peak Period. As proposed by Stanford in the 2018 GUP Application, the
GUP requires that Stanford achieve the No Net New Commute Standard (i.e., avoid
exceeding the commute direction, AM and PM peak hour traffic baselines by 1% or greater
in any year). In addition, it requires that Stanford achieve no net increase in commute trips
in the peak period (i.e., avoid exceeding the AM and PM peak period commute trip baseline
by 1% or greater during any year). The peak period baselines will be established based on
the 2001 traffic monitoring data as approved by the Director.
a. If the standard for either the AM or PM peak hours or peak periods is violated, the
County will suspend approval of new development, pursuant to the process in
Condition A.11, until Stanford demonstrates compliance through subsequent annual
counts a minimum of one year preceding authorization of the next development phase
(Condition of Approval F.2.a.3).
b. If the standard for either the AM or PM peak hours or peak periods is violated in two
or more years during a single academic development phase, no subsequent academic
development phase will be authorized until Stanford demonstrates compliance with the
standard a minimum one year preceding authorization of the next development phase
(Conditions of Approval F.2.a.3 and F.5.b).
c. If the standard identified for the AM and PM peak hours is violated in any single year,
Stanford is required to make fair share payments to mitigate its impacts to off-campus
roadways and intersections as required by Mitigation Measure 5.15-2(a)(6) (Condition
of Approval F.5)
2. Reverse Commute – Peak Hours and Periods. The GUP requires Stanford to implement all
feasible measures to achieve no net increase in reverse commute trips in the AM peak hours
and periods and the PM peak hours and periods. A violation of this standard occurs if the
average annual traffic counts for AM or PM peak hour or peak period reverse commute
trips exceed the peak hour or peak period reverse commute trip baseline by 2% or greater in
any two consecutive years after this standard takes effect. The baseline will be established
based on the average traffic counts from the 4th and 5th monitoring years after this GUP is
adopted (Condition of Approval F.2.b).
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a. If the standard is violated the County will suspend approval of any new development
until Stanford demonstrates compliance though subsequent annual traffic counts
pursuant to the process in Condition of Approval A.11.
b. If any of the reverse commute trip peak hour or peak period standards are violating in
two or more years during Phase 2 or Phase 3, the next academic development phase
shall not be authorized until Stanford demonstrates compliance with the standard(s)
for, at a minimum, one (1) year preceding authorization of the next academic
development phase through subsequent annual traffic counts. (Condition of Approval
F.2)
3. The GUP requires Stanford to achieve no net increase in Average Daily Trips ("ADT") in
Phase 1, and specifies that beginning in Phase 2, there shall be no net increase in ADT (i.e.,
avoid exceeding the baselines by 3% or greater in any year). If this standard is violated, the
County will not authorize the next academic development phase until Stanford
demonstrates compliance with the standard for one (1) year preceding authorization of the
next academic development phase through subsequent annual traffic counts (Condition
F.2.).
4. The GUP establishes the methods for conducting independent and verifiable annual traffic
counts to determine compliance with the GUP’s traffic standards (Condition F.3) and
regulations for the County’s granting of trip credits based on the actual number of trips
reduced or shifted to a positive travel mode as result of Stanford’s funding of trip reduction
efforts or off-campus infrastructure improvements that shift travelers from automobile trips
by enhancing safety or increasing mobility for pedestrians, bicyclists or transit users
(Condition of Approval F.4).
5. The GUP identifies requirements for disclosure in the Annual Monitoring Report of annual
traffic monitoring information and analysis regarding compliance with the traffic standards
of this GUP, and information regarding trip credits granted and used, including a
description of each project for which trip credits were granted and the methodology used to
calculate/substantiate trip credits for each project.
6. Based on the evidence listed above, the GUP, as conditioned, will not substantially worsen
traffic congestion affecting the surrounding area.
D-6. Finding. Erosion will be adequately controlled; and
The GUP requires that individual projects implement construction best management practices (BMPs), as
detailed in the Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and comply with all requirements of the
National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program. These measures are intended to
prevent sedimentation from entering runoff from the construction site, and they also serve to prevent soil
erosion and loss of topsoil occurring at the construction site. In addition, each project would be required
to implement post-construction BMPs that include erosion control measures (Conditions of Approval
M.2.a and M.3). Based on the evidence, the GUP, as conditioned, ensures that erosion will be adequately
controlled.
D-7. Finding. Adequate storm drainage management exists or will be provided and will comply with all
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applicable local, state and federal requirements.
The GUP requires that Stanford prepare and submit for review and approval by the County a Master
Drainage Plan providing for a stormwater drainage system to mitigate all increased run-off from
development on the site such that it will not increase downstream flooding or increase the frequency of
down-stream flooding of San Francisquito Creek or Matadero Creek resulting from 10-, 20-, 50-, and
100-year storm events. The Plan must conform to all applicable NPDES permit requirements, the County
Drainage Manual, and all other applicable standards. Once approved, the GUP requires that all
development applications conform to the Plan. Until such time as the Plan is approved, all development
is required to conform to the Master Drainage Plan approved by the County in 2003 and such
development may not increase down-steam flooding or the frequency of down-stream flooding
(Condition of Approval M.7). The GUP, as conditioned, provides for adequate storm drainage
management and will comply with applicable requirements.
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Stanford University General Use Permit
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
The following conditions of approval have been established for this Stanford University
General Use Permit (“GUP”). The conditions describe the scope and term of the GUP, the
maximum amount of development that may occur under the GUP, the authorized process
under which development may occur, and the actions Stanford must accomplish to allow
development to occur during implementation.

A. Framework
1. Definitions. For purposes of these conditions of approval, the meanings of key terms
are as follows:
a. “Academic Development” shall mean building area for academic uses and academic
support uses.
b. ”Academic Growth Boundary” or “AGB” shall mean the Academic Growth
Boundary as defined in the Stanford University Community Plan.
c. “Academic Support Uses” shall mean uses that are ancillary to Stanford’s academic
mission, such as dining, athletic, recreational, administrative and maintenance uses,
and other uses that provide goods and services to the academic community.
d. “Bed” shall mean a bed located in a dormitory, sorority, fraternity, apartment, or
other housing type that is intended for residential occupancy by an undergraduate
or graduate student.
e. “Below Market-Rate Units” are those deed-restricted affordable units identified by
the April 2018 Nexus Study for housing mitigation for academic development.
Affordable income categories are defined pursuant to the Affordable Housing
Impact Mitigation Fee Ordinance (NS-300.929), as amended.
f. “Building Area” shall be calculated based on outside to outside wall dimensions,
inclusive of interior rooms and structural elements, stairwells on each floor, elevator
shaft on ground floor only, basements, attic space if counted as a story, and
mezzanines, but exclusive of covered balconies and patios, uncovered balconies and
patios, open floor spaces to below, parking areas, covered arcades, light wells,
mechanical shafts, tunnels, elevator shafts on all floors except ground floor (ground
floor is inclusive), penthouses, and mechanical and utility rooms (including
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equipment, steam, audio/visual, electrical, information technology and janitorial
mop sinks).
g. “Development Project” shall mean any development activity proposed by Stanford
on land within the Stanford University Community Plan area which requires a
planning, building, construction, grading, or other permit or a ministerial and
discretionary approval from the County, with the exception of uses allowed by right
in the R1S Zoning District.
h. “Director” shall mean the County of Santa Clara Director of the Department of
Planning and Development, or designee.
i.

”Effective Date” of this GUP means the earliest date on which both of the following
have occurred: 1) The Board of Supervisors has approved this General Use Permit,
and 2) Stanford University has accepted the Conditions of Approval in conformance
with the requirements of Condition A.10.

j.

“EIR” shall mean the Stanford University 2018 General Use Permit Environmental
Impact Report. State Clearinghouse No. 2017012022.

k. “Housing Linkage” refers to the Housing Linkage Policy described in the Stanford
University Community Plan, which requires that Stanford construct significant
proportions of the potential housing units prior to or concurrently with construction
of approved increases in academic development.
l.

“Housing Unit” shall mean a building or portion thereof that is designed and
intended or used for dwelling purposes for one household, but shall not include
student beds.

m. “Inclusionary Units” are deed-restricted affordable units required pursuant to the
Inclusionary Housing Zoning Ordinance (NS-1200.368), as amended. The number of
Inclusionary Units is equal to at least 16% of the number of Market-Rate Units.
n. “Major Transit Stop” shall mean a transit stop with fixed rail service at intervals no
longer than 15 minutes during peak commute hours.
o. “Market-Rate Units” are units meeting the housing needs of Stanford faculty and staff
that are not deed-restricted.
p. “Off-campus” shall mean any area not included in the Stanford University
Community Plan area.
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“On-campus” shall mean within the area covered by the Stanford University
Community Plan.

r. “Sensitive Receptors” shall consist of residences (including student residences), day
care facilities, schools (i.e. instructional classrooms), hospitals, and nursing homes.
s. “Staff” shall include administrative staff, post-graduates, medical residents, contract
workers, janitorial workers, casual workers, temporary workers, and contingent
workers.
t. “Stanford” shall mean the applicant and property owner; The Board of Trustees of
the Leland Stanford Junior University.
u. “Students” shall include matriculating undergraduate and graduate students, but
shall not include postgraduate fellows or medical residents.
v.

“Trip Reducing Facilities” shall mean facilities, the primary purpose of which is to
facilitate transit, bicycle, pedestrian, or other alternatives to automobile trips.

2. Relationship to the 2000 General Use Permit. Upon its effective date, this GUP
supersedes the 2000 Stanford University General Use Permit (“2000 GUP”) with respect to
any new development considered under this GUP, including the 2000 GUP Carryover
Development (see Condition A.3, below), with the following exceptions:
a. Pipeline projects, which are development projects for which a planning application
was deemed complete before the effective date of this GUP, or a building permit that
was submitted for a development project for which a planning application was not
required, shall be subject to the conditions of approval, mitigation measures, and
other requirements of the 2000 GUP.
b.

The 2000 GUP conditions of approval, mitigation measures, and other requirements
applicable to any development project approved pursuant to the 2000 GUP or any
prior GUP shall remain applicable to that development project as long as the
building or development approved pursuant to those earlier GUPs exist.

c. Any development project approved under a previous GUP may complete
construction in accordance with the conditions and requirements imposed on the
project. Any subsequent modification of such buildings is subject to compliance
with this GUP.
3. 2000 GUP Development Carryover. The following unused square (to be updated to the
GUP effective date) footage subject to the 2000 GUP shall not count toward the Academic
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Development identified in these conditions of approval if implemented by issuance of
building permits, within three (3) years of the effective date of this GUP and shall be subject
to these GUP conditions unless otherwise noted:

a. _182,920_(approximately)square feet of Academic Development. All such
development shall comply with the distribution of Academic Development
requirements in Condition E.1 of the 2000 GUP and Table 1 of the 2000 GUP.
b. 3,638 (approximately) square feet of development for new childcare or community
centers.
c. 1,540 (approximately) square feet of building area (the remaining unused allocation
from the 2000 GUP) may be located in the Foothills district in a manner consistent
with the General Plan and County Ordinance Code. This amount may not be
increased, and any usage of this square footage shall be accompanied by an
equivalent decrease in building area in another district.
4. Existing Development. The continuation of all lawful existing uses and development in
their present locations, including legal nonconforming uses, is allowed in accordance with
all conditions of approval, mitigation measures, and other requirements applicable to those
uses and development.
5. Stanford University Community Plan. All development projects that occur under this
GUP shall comply with all provisions of and be consistent with the Stanford University
Community Plan (“Community Plan”), the County of Santa Clara (“County”) General Plan
(“General Plan”), the County Zoning Ordinance, and all other applicable federal, state, and
local laws, regulations, and ordinances, as amended from time to time.
6. Programmatic Approval. This GUP is a program-level approval that does not explicitly
authorize any development project to occur without further discretionary land use
approval, unless expressly acknowledged within these conditions of approval.
7. San Juan Development District. This GUP does not control or restrict issuance of
building permits for uses allowed by right in the R1S Zoning District, except as required by
the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program specific to historic evaluation. Uses
allowed by right in the R1S Zoning District shall conform with the requirements in the
County Zoning Ordinance Code. The development of net new units requiring subdivision
requires allocation of residential units under this GUP.
8. Term of GUP. This GUP shall not expire unless replaced by a subsequent GUP.
Following the expiration of this GUP, any conditions of approval, mitigation measures, and
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other requirements applied to a development project undertaken pursuant to this GUP
shall remain applicable to that development project. The County may revoke, modify, or
reaffirm this GUP in accordance with the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance.
9. Cost Reimbursement. Stanford shall pay all reasonable costs and expenses associated
with any work conducted by or under the direction of the County in conjunction with, or in
any way related to, the implementation, administration, monitoring, or enforcement of this
GUP and Community Plan updates. This includes, but is not limited to, costs for staff time,
consultant fees and expenses, traffic monitoring, code enforcement, public agency
oversight, and costs associated with report production and distribution.
10. Acceptance of Conditions of Approval. Within 60 days after approval of the GUP by
the Board of Supervisors, Stanford shall accept in writing the GUP and agree to be bound
by, and comply with, these conditions of approval. The acceptance shall occur in writing
on a form provided by the County. This GUP shall not be valid until such signed
acceptance has been submitted to the County of Santa Clara Director of Planning and
Development. If the signed acceptance is not received by the County within 60 days, the
GUP shall be void and any development considered under the GUP shall not be authorized
or approved.
11. General Use Permit Violations. If at any time the County Planning Commission or
Board of Supervisors determines that there is a violation of one or more conditions of the
GUP and/or the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, the Planning Commission
or Board of Supervisors may take corrective action as provided in the County Ordinance
Code including, but not limited to, modification or revocation of the GUP and/or
suspension of any future development approvals until such time as the conditions are met.
Violation of the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program for any development project
approved under the GUP shall also constitute a violation of these GUP conditions for which
corrective action may be taken as described above. In addition, the County may pursue any
other remedy provided by law to enforce the conditions of the GUP or Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program.
12. Process. All decisions of the Planning Commission related to this GUP, including but
not limited to any development project, are appealable to the Board of Supervisors.
13. Severability. If any of these conditions, or any aspect of this GUP’s approval, are held
to be invalid, that holding shall not invalidate any of the remaining conditions or
limitations set forth in this GUP. If any condition(s) of approval is invalidated by a court of
law, and said invalidation would change the findings and/or mitigation measures
associated with the approval of this GUP, Stanford agrees that the Planning Commission
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may amend or modify the GUP to substitute feasible condition(s) and/or mitigation
measure(s) that adequately address the subject matter of the invalidated condition(s).
14. Duty to Defend and Indemnify. As a condition of GUP approval, and pursuant to
County of Santa Clara Ordinance Code Section A33-6, except where otherwise expressly
provided by state or federal law, the applicant hereby agrees to defend, indemnify and hold
harmless the County and its officers, agents, employees, boards and commissions from any
claim, action or proceeding brought by any person or entity other than the applicant (“third
party”) against the County or its officers, agents, employees, boards and commissions that
arise from or is any way related to the approval of this GUP, including but not limited to
claims, actions or proceedings to attack, set aside, void or annul the approval. If a third
party claim, action or proceeding is filed, the County will promptly notify the applicant of
the claim, action or proceeding and will cooperate fully in the defense. Notwithstanding
the above, the County has the right to participate in the defense of any claim, action or
proceeding provided the County bears its own costs and attorney’s fees directly associated
with such participation and defend the action in good faith. Stanford will not be required
to pay or perform any settlement unless Stanford agrees to the settlement.

B. Programmatic Development
This General Use Permit governs the following uses and development on that portion of
Stanford University-owned land in unincorporated Santa Clara County within the
Community Plan area:
1. Academic Development. A maximum of 2,275,000 net new square feet of academic
development may be developed under this GUP, subject to issuance of all applicable
permits and approvals by the County and other regulatory agencies. Building area of
parking structures shall not count toward this building area maximum.
2. Phased Authorization of Development – Academic development under this GUP shall
occur within four phases, each consisting of twenty-five percent (25%) of the total 2,275,000
square feet maximum, as shown in Table 1.
Upon the effective date (see Condition A.1.i) of this GUP), a maximum of 568,750 net new
square feet of academic development shall be allowed; subject to individual project
approvals, consisting of Phase 1.
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Table 1 - Phasing of Academic Development Approvals
Academic
Earliest Date
Maximum Allowable
Development
Authorization
Increment of Academic
Phase
May Occur
Development (square feet)
Effective date
Phase 1
up to 568,750*
of this GUP
5 years after
Phase 2
effective date
up to 1,137,500
of this GUP
10 years after
Phase 3
effective date
up to 1,706,250
of this GUP
15 years after
Phase 4
effective date
up to 2,275,000
of this GUP
*The 2000 GUP Development Carryover outlined in Condition A.3 is not included in this
Phase 1 amount, and may only be used within the first three (3) years of the effective date of
this GUP.
Each subsequent phase (Phase 2, 3, and 4) of development allocation may only be utilized
following a noticed hearing before the Planning Commission in which the Commission
makes all of the following findings, based on substantial evidence in the record:
a. Stanford and all development pursuant to this GUP is in full compliance with all
conditions of approval and mitigation measures of this GUP.
b. Stanford and all development within the Community Plan area that was authorized
by the County pursuant to permits and approvals other than this GUP is in full
compliance with all conditions of approval and mitigation measures applicable to
that development.
c. Stanford has achieved the no net new commute trips (NNNCT) standard with
respect to peak hour and peak period trips in the commute direction for each year in
the prior Phase. (see Condition F.2.a)
d. Stanford development under this GUP has not resulted in a 2% or greater increase in
reverse commute trips in any two years within the prior Phase. (see Condition F.2.b)
e. Stanford development under this GUP has not resulted in a 3% or greater increase in
Average Daily Traffic in any two years within the prior Phase. (see Condition F.2.c)
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f. Stanford is in compliance with the Housing Linkage requirements. (see Condition
C.7)
3. Academic Development Distribution. Academic development shall be distributed
among the development districts located within the Academic Growth Boundary (“AGB”)
as described in Table 2. The location of the districts is shown in Figure 1.
Table 2- Maximum Development Allocation by District

Development
District

Quarry
Arboretum
DAPER &
Administrative
Campus
Center
East Campus
West Campus
Lagunita
Lathrop
San Juan
Foothills
TOTALS

Acres

Maximum
Academic
Development
(sq. ft.)

Proposed
Housing

Minimum
Housing
Required

Max.
Housing
Allowed

550 Units
2,600 Beds

2,172 Units
2,600 Beds

2,892 units
2,807 beds

25
186

200,000
0

550
0

914
0

1,100
0

164

200,000

0

554

666

361

1,800,000

200

200

200

234
89
183
36
446
2,293

20,000
35,000
0
20,000
0
0

1,600
0
800

0

1,885
554
665
0
0
0

2,267
666
800
0
0
0

4,017

2,275,000

3,150

4,772

5,699

0
0

a. Arboretum District. No academic development, housing, or grading, parking or
paving is allowed in the Arboretum district or in areas designated as Campus Open
Space in the Community Plan.
b. Redistribution. In the West Campus, Lagunita, Campus Center, Quarry, DAPER &
Administrative, and East Campus districts, academic development may be increased
by 20% over the amount set forth in Table 2 for the particular district or by 20,000
square feet, whichever is less. Any proposed redistribution of square feet greater
than this standard shall require subsequent environmental analysis as specified in
Condition E.3 and may only be allowed upon authorization by the Planning
Commission. Any redistribution resulting in an increase in development in a district
shall be offset by an equivalent decrease in development in another district.
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4. Other Building Area. Development of a maximum of 40,000 square feet of net new
building area for child care centers and trip reducing facilities (see Condition A.1.v) may be
allowed, subject to individual project approval.
5. Temporary Surge Space. Development of up to 50,000 square feet as portable trailers or
modular buildings for temporary academic development surge space during construction
activities is allowed, subject to individual project approval.

C. Housing
1. Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fee Ordinance. Stanford shall construct
Academic Development Mitigation Units (deed-restricted affordable housing) consistent
with the requirements of the Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fee Ordinance (NS300.929), as amended, or pay an affordable housing impact fee per square foot of new
Academic Development in lieu of constructed units.
2. Inclusionary Housing Zoning Ordinance. Stanford shall provide affordable housing
consistent with the requirements of the Inclusionary Housing Zoning Ordinance (NS1200.368), as amended.
3. Housing Development. The minimum and maximum amount of housing units and
student beds that may be authorized is indicated in Table 3 below.
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Table 3 - Housing Requirements
Minimum
Maximum
Required
Allowed1
1,239

Housing Location

1,959 Construct a minimum
of 70% of all units, by
category, on campus.

Below Market-Rate
Units By Income
Category2
Moderate Income
Low Income
Very Low Income
Extremely Low
Income
Below Market-Rate
Units All Income
Categories
Subtotal

347 (37.2%)
381 (40.8%)
133 (14.3%)
72 (7.7%)
933
(100%)

N/A
N/A A minimum of 70% of
N/A constructed units shall
N/A be located on campus.
N/A

2,172

2,892

Student Beds

2,600

TOTALS

4,772

2,807 Construct 100% of all
student beds oncampus
5,699

Student Housing

Notes:
1 The

maximum number of market-rate and inclusionary units allowed shall be
reduced in accordance with any increase in the affordable units provided above the
minimum required amount.
2

Fees paid or units provided in compliance with the Affordable Housing Impact
Mitigation Fee Ordinance No. NS-300.929 are credited toward the Below MarketRate unit requirement as provided in Condition C.5.
4. Additional Student Housing Requirements. Consistent with the Stanford 2018 General
Use Permit Application, student housing is limited to 1,225,000 square feet and shall
include at least 900 graduate student beds.
5. Credit for Housing Impact Fee Ordinance Compliance. Compliance with the
Mitigation Fee Ordinance through construction of units or fee payment will be credited
toward the below market rate unit requirement identified in Table 3. Credit for fee
payment will reflect the level of affordable unit demand mitigated at then current rates.
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Based on current adopted rates upon full phase in of the fees as identified in the fee
resolution, the following credits apply:
a. Extremely Low Income (“ELI”) units – one ELI unit credited for each 5,495 square
feet of academic space for which fees are paid and not otherwise applied toward
Very Low Income, Low, or Moderate requirements, described below.
b. Very Low Income (“VLI”), Low, Moderate units – one unit credited for each 3,852
square feet for which Mitigation Fee Ordinance fees are paid. Credited units
distributed 15% to Very Low, 45% to Low and 40% to Moderate.
c. Credit Updates – The credits identified in this Condition shall be recalculated by the
County as necessary to reflect changes in the fees, including but not limited to
changes as a result of Board of Supervisors review of the fee at ten-year intervals.
Changes in fees solely based on annual indexing as provided in the fee resolution
does not require recalculation of the credits.
6. Credit for Inclusionary Housing Ordinance Compliance. Compliance with the
Inclusionary Housing Ordinance through construction of units will not be credited toward
the below market rate unit requirement identified in Table 3.
7. Housing Linkage. Stanford shall construct housing in conformance with the following
Housing Linkage requirements prior to authorization of the subsequent development
Phase:
a.

Stanford shall not be allowed to construct Academic Development if it does not
provide the net new housing units/beds concurrent with the construction of the
Academic Development as indicated in Table 4. For purposes of this condition,
“provide” shall mean construction of net new units/beds or payment of applicable
Academic Space Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fees.

b. For purposes of this condition, “concurrent” shall mean that Stanford shall obtain a
certificate of occupancy for the net new housing units/beds or pay applicable
Academic Space Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fees prior to authorization
of the subsequent development Phase.
c. For Phase 4, Stanford shall provide a net increase in housing at a rate commensurate
with Academic Development by providing one (1) additional faculty/staff housing
unit for each 1,047 square feet of Academic Development and one (1) additional
student bed for each 875 square feet of Academic Development.
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d. For Phase 4, Market-Rate and Below Market-Rate units shall be provided in the ratio
indicated in Table 4 and be enforceable annually. Below Market-Rate units for
Phase 4 shall be provided proportionate to the total number of units required by
income category at completion of Phase 4 per subsection e., except to the extent units
at a lesser percentage of area median income are provided in advance of units at a
greater percentage of area median income.
e. For each phase, Below Market-Rate units shall be distributed by household income
level consistent with the percentage distribution indicated in Table 3. For each of
Phases 1, 2, and 3, 18 Extremely Low Income units, 33 Very Low Income units, 95
Low Income units, and 87 Moderate Income units shall be provided. For Phase 4, 18
Extremely Low Income units, 34 Very Low Income units, 96 Low Income units, and
86 Moderate Income units shall be provided, which when combined with the units
provided in each of Phases 1 through 3, is sufficient to reach the total number of
Below Market-Rate units required by household income level as identified in Table
3.

Phase

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Table 4 - Required Minimum Housing by Phase of Academic Development
Market-Rate
% of
Below
Academic
and
Total
Student
Housing
MarketDevelopment
Inclusionary
Units
Beds
Required
Rate Units
(square feet)
Units
Required
Required
per Phase
Required
Required
Up to
568,750

Up to
1,137,500

50%

Up to
1,706,250

75%

Up to
2,275,000
Phase 4

Net Increase

310

233

543

650

Sub-Total

310

233

543

650

Net Increase

310

233

543

650

Sub-Total

620

466

1,086

1,300

Net Increase

310

233

543

650

Sub-Total

930

699

1,629

1,950

Net Increase

309

234

543

650

TOTALS

1,239

933

2,172

2,600

25%

100%
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8. On- and Off-Campus Housing. The following requirements govern the construction of
on-and off-campus housing that is used to satisfy the Housing Linkage requirements of
Table 4 in Condition C.7:
a. Student Beds. All student beds shall be located on campus.
b. Housing Units. Housing units for faculty and staff shall be located as follows:
1) Minimum of seventy percent (70%) of housing units constructed, by income
category, shall be on-campus housing.
2) Maximum of thirty percent (30%) of housing units constructed may be
developed off campus but shall be located within a six-mile radius of the
boundary of the area covered by the Community Plan.
a. An exception may be granted by the Planning Commission for offcampus housing units not located within a six-mile radius of the area
subject to the Community Plan under the following circumstances:
i.
At a noticed public hearing, the Planning Commission must
make a finding, based on a preponderance of evidence, that it
is infeasible to develop the required housing within the sixmile radius due to the lack of adequate housing sites.
ii.
Any housing authorized to be developed outside of the sixmile radius shall be located in Santa Clara County within 2,000
feet of a major transit stop.
iii.
Stanford shall demonstrate compliance with the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) for those projects that are
located off campus and should mitigate the environmental
impacts from the off-campus housing to the extent feasible.
[Mitigation Measure 7A.17-1]

9. Housing Distribution by Development District. The allowed housing distribution by
development district shall be as specified in Table 2. Deviation from the estimated
distribution for housing among development districts is permitted as follows:
a. In all development districts, the amount of housing may exceed the proposed
distribution in Table 2 by 20% of the maximum number of units allowed in the
development district or 200 units, whichever is less. In a district where no proposed
distribution is identified, the maximum number of units allowed to be redistributed
is 20. Additional housing in a district beyond this 20% or 200 units shall require
subsequent environmental analysis as specified in Condition E and may only be
allowed upon authorization by the Planning Commission. Any proposal for
increased housing in a district shall be accompanied by an identified corresponding
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equivalent decrease in housing in other districts, except as approved by the Planning
Commission.
b. No housing may be constructed in the Foothills, Lathrop or Arboretum districts, or
in any area that is designated Campus Open Space in the Community Plan.

D. Monitoring, Reporting, and Implementation
1. Annual Report. The County shall prepare an Annual Report that summarizes Stanford’s
development activity over the preceding year beginning September 1st and ending on
August 31st (the “academic” year), a description of forecasted development, and
compliance with the conditions of this General Use Permit including the Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program. The County shall distribute copies of the Annual
Report to local libraries, local media, and jurisdictions with Stanford lands (Palo Alto, San
Mateo County, Menlo Park, Portola Valley, Woodside), East Palo Alto, Redwood City,
Mountain View, and Los Altos.
2. Annual Report Process. The Annual Report shall be prepared and presented in the
following manner:
a. The Director may retain independent consultants to assist in data gathering,
analysis, and report preparation.
b. Each Annual Report shall summarize total development activity, including a
description of each development project, its compliance with both the conditions
and mitigation measures of this GUP and any project-specific conditions or
mitigations.
c. The County shall present the Annual Report to the Stanford Community Resource
Group (“CRG”) prior to the Planning Commission.
d. The County shall present the Annual Report to the Planning Commission at a public
hearing in June of each year or as soon thereafter as the Annual Report may be
completed.
e. The County shall present the Annual Report to the Housing, Land Use,
Environment, and Transportation Committee (“HLUET”) at a public meeting after
its presentation to the Planning Commission.
3. Stanford Requirements. Stanford shall timely provide all information requested by the
Director that is reasonably needed for preparation of the Annual Report as specified in
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these conditions and to the satisfaction of the Director. Failure to do so will constitute a
violation of these conditions of approval.

E. Permitting and Environmental Review
1. Permits Required. For each proposed development project, Stanford shall obtain all
necessary permits and approvals in accordance with the County Ordinance Code, as
amended. Planning approvals required for any proposed development shall include, but
not be limited to, the following:
a. New construction, reconstruction, relocation, and remodeling of academic uses and
multiple family housing (including but not limited to student housing and attached
single-family housing) shall obtain Architecture and Site Approval (“ASA”) in
compliance with the Zoning Ordinance. Administrative ASA for minor projects may
be granted by the Zoning Administrator in accordance with the Zoning Ordinance.
b. The following types of development projects shall also obtain ASA approval prior to
construction: 1) projects that require a grading approval in accordance with the
County Grading Ordinance, 2) construction of new parking lots (included, but not
limited to, paving of existing unpaved parking areas) and structures, and 3)
construction, expansion, or modification of roadways on the campus.
c. Subdivision approval shall be required for proposed development projects that
would result in the creation of a new leasehold on Stanford lands, according to the
provisions of the Subdivision Map Act and the County Ordinance Code.
2. Environmental Review. All proposed development projects are subject to the
requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”). The Director shall
review proposed development projects located in the Community Plan Area to determine
the appropriate level of environmental review as follows:
a. The project is exempt by statute or category from CEQA review.
b. The project falls within the scope of the EIR, and documentation is prepared
indicating that all potential environmental impacts of the subject development
project were adequately analyzed and mitigated by the EIR and there are no
substantial changes in circumstances per Section 15162 of the State CEQA Guidelines
that require additional environmental review.
c. If the project does not fall within the scope of the EIR and additional environmental
review is required by Section 15162 of the State CEQA Guidelines, an Initial Study
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shall be prepared which shall determine whether a Negative Declaration, Mitigated
Negative Declaration, or Supplemental Environmental Impact Report is required.
3. Additional Environmental Analysis for Redistribution. For the following types of
redistribution, additional environmental analyses, including technical studies, to address
potential environmental impact areas specified below shall be required:
a. Requests that necessitate a redistribution of Academic Development pursuant to
Condition B.3.b (more than 20% or 20,000 square feet, whichever is less); and
b. Projects that necessitate a redistribution of housing pursuant to Condition C.9.a
(more than 20% or 200 units, whichever is less).
4. Impact Categories. Subsequent environmental analysis for proposed development
projects identified in Condition E.3, above, shall at a minimum evaluate the following
environmental impact areas:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.

Visual and Scenic Resources
Air Quality
Biological Resources
Cultural and Paleontological Resources
Energy Conservation
Geology and Soils
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Hydrology and Water Quality
Land Use and Planning
Noise and Vibration
Population and Housing
Public Services
Recreation
Transportation and Traffic
Utilities and Service Systems

CEQA documentation following this analysis may result in a (Mitigated) Negative
Declaration, a Supplemental Environmental Impact Report, or an Addendum to the EIR.
5. Additional Project-Specific Traffic Studies. Individual development projects may
require additional traffic studies if the Director determines they are not adequately covered
by the EIR.
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6. Approved Consultants. Where Stanford is required by these conditions and the
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program to retain a qualified consulting expert
approved by the County, Stanford shall submit a request to the County for approval. The
request should identify the consultant, describe the work to be completed and the
anticipated timeframe, and include the consultant’s qualifications to complete the specified
task. Stanford may retain the consultant only upon written approval of the request by the
Director.

F. Transportation

The purposes of these conditions are to mitigate the transportation-related operational
effects of development under this GUP to the extent feasible in compliance with CEQA
(2018 GUP EIR Mitigation Measure 7A.15-2), and to ensure that all development complies
with the Community Plan and County Ordinance Code, including but not limited to the
requirement that the project “will not substantially worsen traffic congestion affecting the
surrounding area”(Zoning Ordinance section 5.65.030.D.5). Construction-related
transportation conditions of approval are addressed in Condition R.
1. Terms Defined: Mitigation Measure 7A.15-2. For purposes of these conditions of
approval, the meaning of key terms and phrases is as follows:
a. “AM peak hour” means the four consecutive 15-minute time segments in the
morning (AM) with the highest measured volume of traffic in the commute direction
(for example 7:30 to 8:30 AM).
b. “AM peak period” means the twelve consecutive 15-minute time segments (3 hours)
in the morning (AM) with the highest measured volume of traffic measured at the
campus cordon in the commute direction (for example; 7:15 to 10:15 AM).
c. “Average annual traffic counts” means the number of motor vehicle trips measured
at gateways along the cordon area during the 24-hour annual traffic monitoring,
divided by the number of days in the measurement period. This definition may also
apply to peak hour trips, peak period trips, and/or average daily trips depending on
the context.
d. “Average daily trips” (ADT) means the number of motor vehicle trips in both
directions, measured on a 24-hour basis at the cordon, divided by the number of
days in the measurement period.
e. “Average daily trip baseline” or “ADT baseline” means the total number of average
daily motor vehicle trips as established by the County based on a methodology
substantially similar to that used to establish the peak hour commute trip baseline in
2001 (except without the application of a “confidence interval”) based on average
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annual traffic counts from an average of the 4th and 5th monitoring years after this
GUP is adopted, as approved by the Director. The baseline will be established by
the County before authorization of any Phase 2 development.
f. “Average daily trip trigger” or “ADT trigger” means the average number of motor
vehicle trips above the baseline that will cause Stanford to be in violation of its no
net new trips requirement. The trigger number shall be 3% above the ADT baseline.
g. “Cordon area” or “cordon” means the area defined by the campus entry and exit
points shown in Figure 2 in the Conditions of Approval.
h. “Commute trips” or “commute direction” means total motor vehicle trips entering
the Stanford campus in the morning (AM) and leaving the cordon area in the
afternoon/evening (PM) as measured pursuant to Condition F.
i.

“Cut-through trips” means vehicles that enter and exit the cordon area without any
person or item entering or exiting the vehicle while the vehicle is within the cordon
area. Examples of trips that are not cut-through trips include Transportation
Network Company (TNC) trips, colloquially knowns as “rideshare” trips (e.g., Uber,
Lyft) that pick up or drop off passengers within the cordon area, and delivery trucks
that pick up or drop off packages within the cordon area.

j.

“No net new commute trips” or “NNNCT” means no increase in commute trips as
measured against the peak hour commute trip baseline and adjusted by the
“confidence interval” in 2001 and the designated exceedance amount or “trigger”
(all years).

k. “Peak hour commute trip baseline” or “NNNCT baseline” means 3,439 motor
vehicle trips in the AM peak hour and 3,555 motor vehicle trips in the PM peak hour,
as established through the 2001 adjusted trip counts. These trip baselines include
the 90% confidence interval as used when the 2001 baseline was established.
l.

“Peak hour commute trip trigger” means the average number of motor vehicle trips
above the baseline which causes a violation of the no net new trips requirement. For
the peak hour requirement, the trigger is 1% or an average of 35 motor vehicle trips
per peak hour above the baseline in the AM and 36 motor vehicle trips in the PM.

m. “Peak hour reverse commute trip baseline” means the number of reverse commute
motor vehicle trips during the AM peak hour and PM peak hour based on a
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methodology substantially similar to that used to establish the peak hour commute
trip baseline in 2001 (except without the application of a “confidence interval”)
based on average annual traffic counts from the average of the 4th and 5th year
monitoring years after this GUP is adopted ,as approved by the Director. The
baseline will be established by the County before authorization of any Phase 2
development.
n. “Peak hour reverse commute trip trigger” means the average number of motor
vehicle trips above the baseline that will cause Stanford to be in violation of the no
net new trips requirement. The trigger amount shall be 2% above the peak hour
reverse commute trip baseline.
o. “Peak period commute trip baseline” means the number of commute trips during
the AM peak period and PM peak period as established by the County based on a
methodology substantially similar to that used to establish the peak hour commute
trip baseline in 2001 (except without the application of a confidence interval) based
on the 2001 data that was used to establish the peak hour commute trip baseline, as
approved by the Director. The initial baseline will be established by the County
before authorization of any Phase 1 development.
p. “Peak period commute trip trigger” means the average number of motor vehicle
trips above the baseline that will cause Stanford to be in violation of its no net new
trips requirement. The trigger amount shall be 1% above the peak period commute
direction trip baseline.
q. “Peak period reverse commute trip baseline” means the number of reverse commute
motor vehicle trips during the AM peak period and PM peak period as established
by the County based on a methodology substantially similar to that used to establish
the peak hour commute trip baseline in 2001 (except without the application of a
confidence interval) based on average annual traffic counts from the 4 th and 5th year
monitoring years after this GUP is adopted, as approved by the Director. The
baseline will be established by the County before authorization of any Phase 2
development.
r. “Peak period reverse commute trip trigger” means the average number of motor
vehicle trips above the baseline which will cause Stanford to be in violation of its no
net new trips requirement. The trigger number shall be 2% above the peak period
reverse commute trip baseline.
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s. “PM peak hour” means the four consecutive 15-minute time segments in the
afternoon/evening (PM) with the highest measured volume of traffic in the commute
direction (for example; 4:45 to 5:45 PM).
t. “PM peak period” means the twelve consecutive 15-minute time segments (3 hours)
in the afternoon/evening (PM) with the highest measured volume of traffic in the
commute direction (for example; 4:00 to 7:00 PM).
u. “Reverse commute trips” or “reverse commute direction” means total motor vehicle
trips leaving the cordon area in the morning (AM) and entering the cordon area in
the afternoon/evening (PM).
v. “Trip credits” means credits for trips shifted to bicycle, foot, or public transit within
the trip credit area through Stanford’s direct efforts or participation in joint
transportation demand management efforts that result in verifiable motor vehicle
trip reductions that are not already incorporated in the applicable baseline that may
be applied to the trip counts at the cordon area to achieve the commute or reverse
commute trip standards. Trip credits may not be used to achieve the ADT
standards. All trip credits must be verified and approved by the Director pursuant
to Condition F.4.
w. “Trip credit area” means the traffic impact area immediately outside the cordon as
shown in Figure 3 in the Conditions. [Note: The trip credit area identified in the
2000 GUP has been expanded to reflect the traffic impact area as identified in the
Stanford University 2018 General Use Permit Draft EIR.] Transportation demand
management efforts or physical improvements are considered to be within the trip
credit area if at least one trip end is located within the trip credit area and the trip
does not begin or end inside the cordon. The Director may modify the boundaries of
the trip credit area so long as the basic principles upon which trip credits are based
are still met.
x. “Motor vehicle” A “motor vehicle” is a vehicle that is self-propelled. “Motor
vehicle” does not include a self-propelled wheelchair, motorized tricycle, or
motorized quadricycle, if operated by a person who, by reason of physical disability,
is otherwise unable to move about as a pedestrians defined in California Vehicle
Code section 415. While not stated in the vehicle code, electric scooters also do not
qualify as a “motor vehicle”.
2. Traffic Standards: Mitigation Measure 7A.15-2, cont. A violation of any of the
following traffic standards constitutes a violation of these Conditions of Approval.
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a. Standards for Commute Trips.
1) Peak Hour NNNCT Standard. As proposed by Stanford in its 2018 GUP
Application, Stanford shall implement a No Net New Commute Trips
program to achieve no net increase in commute trips in the AM peak hour or
the PM peak hour. A violation of this standard occurs if the average annual
traffic counts for peak hour commute trips exceed the NNNCT baseline (3,439
AM trips; 3,555 PM trips) by 1% (35 AM trips; 36 PM trips) or greater during
any year.
2) Peak Period. There shall be no net increase in commute trips in the AM peak
period or the PM peak period. A violation of this standard occurs if the
average annual traffic counts for peak period commute trips exceed the peak
period commute trip baseline by 1% or greater during any one (1) year.
3) Consequences of Violations.
a. If either of the commute trip peak hour or peak period standards are
violated in any one (1) year, the County shall immediately suspend
approval of any new development projects pursuant to the process in
Condition A.11 until Stanford demonstrates compliance with the
standard(s) through subsequent annual traffic counts, at a minimum,
of one (1) year preceding authorization of the next development phase
through subsequent annual traffic counts.
b. If either of the commute trip peak hour or peak period standards are
violated in two (2) or more years during a single academic
development phase (see Condition B.2), no subsequent academic
development phase shall be authorized until Stanford demonstrates
compliance with the standard(s) for, at a minimum, one (1) year
preceding authorization of the next development phase through
subsequent annual traffic counts.
b. Standards for Reverse Commute Trips.
1) Reverse Commute Trips Peak Hour.
a. Stanford shall implement all feasible measures to achieve no net
increase in reverse commute trips in the AM peak hour or the PM
peak hour.
b. Upon authorization of any Phase 2 development and thereafter,
there shall be no net increase in reverse commute trips in the AM
peak hour or the PM peak hour. A violation of this standard occurs
if the average annual traffic counts for peak hour reverse commute
trips exceed the reverse commute hour commute trip baseline by
2% in any two (2) consecutive years after this standard takes effect.
2) Reverse Commute Trips Peak Period.
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a.

Stanford shall implement all feasible measures to achieve no net
increase in reverse commute trips in the AM peak period or the PM
peak period.
b. Upon authorization of any Phase 2 development and thereafter,
there shall be no net increase in reverse commute trips in the AM
peak period or the PM peak period. A violation of this standard
occurs if the average annual traffic counts for peak period reverse
commute trips exceed the peak period reverse commute trip
baseline by 2% or greater in any two (2) consecutive years after this
standard takes effect.
3) Consequences of Violations.
a. If any of the reverse commute trip peak hour or peak period
standards that commence upon authorization of any Phase 2 or
Phase 3 development are violated in any one (1) year, the County
shall immediately suspend approval of any new development
projects pursuant to the process in Condition A.11 until Stanford
demonstrates compliance with the standard(s) for, at a minimum,
one (1) year preceding authorization of the next academic
development phase through subsequent annual traffic counts.
b. If any of the reverse commute trip peak hour or peak period
standards are violated in two (2) or more years during Phase 2 or
Phase 3 (see Condition B.2), the next academic development phase
shall not be authorized until Stanford demonstrates compliance with
the standard(s) for, at a minimum, one (1) year preceding
authorization of the next academic development phase through
subsequent annual traffic counts.
c. Standards for Average Daily Trips (“ADT”).
1) Stanford shall implement all feasible measures to achieve no net increase in
ADT.
2) Upon authorization of any Phase 2 development and thereafter, there shall be
no net increase in ADT. A violation of this standard occurs if the average
annual traffic counts for ADT exceed the ADT baseline by 3% or greater in
any two (2) consecutive years during a particular academic development
phase after this standard takes effect.
3) Consequences of Violations.
a. If the ADT standard that commences upon authorization of Phase 2
or Phase 3 development is violated, the County shall not authorize
the next academic development phase (see Condition B.2) until
Stanford demonstrates compliance with the standard for one (1) year
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preceding authorization of the next academic development phase
through subsequent annual traffic counts.
3. Methodology for Average Annual Traffic Counts: Mitigation Measure 7A.15-2, cont.
Annual traffic counts and determination of traffic volumes shall be conducted by the
County or a consultant under contract to the County, and shall comply with the following
methodology, unless modifications are approved by the Director.
a. Counts. In addition to any traffic count system that may be authorized by the
Director, annual traffic monitoring shall be conducted through tube, manual, or
another methodology conducted at least two times during the year for a continuous
period of at least two (2) weeks each, totaling at least eight (8) weeks. All counts
shall be conducted during the regular academic year during times that do not
include academic breaks, end-of-quarter finals, or other events that may cause
irregular traffic patterns (e.g., Homecoming). Specific dates for each count shall be
determined by the Director. The counts shall be averaged to determine the average
traffic levels for each year for each performance measure under this condition (peak
hours and peak periods in commute and reverse commute directions, and ADT).
1) Count Methodology. During monitoring periods, the total amount of traffic
crossing the cordon line will be counted by travel direction. The cordon
count monitoring will be conducted on a 24-hour basis.
2) Cordon Gateways. All counts shall be taken at the campus entry and exit
points shown in Figure 2 in the Conditions (Figure 5.15-2 of the EIR), which
encompass the cordon area. Additional cordon gateways may be added, and
the location of the cordon line may be modified by the Director.
a.

Cordon Count Adjustments. Traffic counts at the cordon will be
adjusted to account for cut-through trips and use of parking lots
within the cordon area by hospital-related traffic and use of lots or
other parking areas outside the cordon area by campus-related
traffic. The Director reserves the right to change the methodology
for these adjustments to ensure that the cordon counts accurately
reflect traffic related to development and other activities within the
Community Plan area.
i.

Cordon Count Adjustment Methodology. Hospital trips will
be subtracted from the cordon count and campus trips will be
added to the cordon count. The count adjustment will also
factor in the potential for hospital trips to park in the campus
lots and campus trips to park in the hospital lots. At the
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beginning and end of the peak hours and peak periods, data
will need to be collected from each lot. If campus parking
occurs in lots outside the cordon, trips associated with those
vehicles will be added back into the count. If hospital parking
occurs inside the cordon, trips associated with those vehicles
will be subtracted from the count. All vehicles without a
parking permit will be assumed to be correctly parked in their
respective lots, unless the County approves an alternate
protocol for assigning such parking.
ii. Cut-Through Trip Adjustment Methodology. The traffic
counts shall include a methodology approved by the Director
to adjust the cordon counts for the number of cut-through
trips as defined in Condition F.1.
b.

Peak Hour and Peak Period Identification. The AM and PM peak
hour and peak period traffic volumes for each year will be
determined based on the 24-hour cordon counts, as adjusted for cutthrough traffic and hospital and off-campus parking as described
above.
i.

Total Gateway Counts. Total traffic entering and exiting the
cordon area will be summed. AM peak hour, AM peak
period, PM peak hour, and PM peak period will be
determined for the entire campus based on the inbound traffic
counts in the AM and the outbound traffic counts in the PM.
The number of cut-through trips calculated by the license
plate matching methodology described above (or other
methodology approved by the Director) will be removed from
both the inbound and the outbound traffic. Finally, any trips
associated with campus-related vehicles parking outside the
cordon will be added back into the count, and any trips
associated with hospital parking that occurs inside the cordon
will be subtracted from the counts.

b. Automated Continuous Traffic Monitoring. The Director may approve the use of
an automated traffic monitoring methodology for purposes of determining the
average annual traffic counts if the methodology would be at least as accurate as the
traffic count methodology used under the 2000 GUP (e.g., as verified by crosschecking with tube or manual counts).
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4. Trip credits: Mitigation Measure 7A.15-2, cont. Stanford may receive trip credits for offcampus transportation demand management efforts and credit those shifted trips toward
attainment of the NNNCT and/or reverse commute trip standards. These trip-reduction
efforts may include funding of off-campus circulation infrastructure improvements that will
shift travelers from motor vehicle trips to pedestrians, bicycle or transit use. The following
requirements apply to trip credits:
a. Stanford shall only receive credit commensurate with the actual number of trips
reduced or shifted from motor vehicle trips to pedestrian, bicycle or transit use outside
the cordon due to Stanford’s direct efforts or the proportion of the cost of the program
to which Stanford is contributing. A reduction of an off-campus trip may only be
recognized if at least one terminus for the trip is within the area shown on Figure 3 in
the Conditions (Figure 7A.15-1 in the EIR), and the trip does not begin or end within
the cordon.
b. The duration of trip credits for any particular transportation demand management
effort shall be limited to the period of time during which that effort can reasonably
be expected to continue to result in transportation behavior changes within the area
shown on Figure 3 in the Conditions (Figure 7A.15-1 in the EIR) (and the trips do not
begin or end within the cordon).
c. Any funding provided by Stanford to mitigate traffic impacts on off-campus
roadways or intersections pursuant to Mitigation Measure 5.15-2(a)(6) shall not be
eligible for trip credits.
d. Stanford shall propose any trip credit programs to the Director for review,
modification and potential approval. The proposals shall be presented to the
Community Resource Group prior to any determination by the Director. The Director
will determine the appropriate trip credit and monitoring methodology for each
program in which Stanford participates, including but not limited to how the credits
will be allocated among the AM and PM peak hours and peak periods and the
duration of the trip credits. Once the Director has accepted the proposal and
implementation begins, the County will tabulate and verify, at Stanford’s expense, the
number of trips that have been shifted within the area shown on Figure 3 in the
Conditions (Figure 7A.15-1 in the EIR), and the number of trip credits that are
available for application toward attainment of the NNNCT and/or reverse commute
trip standards.
e. Stanford may use trip credits retroactively only under the following circumstances.
If Stanford violates any of the traffic standards in these conditions of approval, it
may apply trip credits approved in the year immediately following the violation to
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the trip counts at the cordon area in the prior year to achieve the applicable
standards. However, any trip credits used retroactively shall only reduce the prior
year’s trip counts by 50% (e.g., ten trip credits used retroactively will only reduce the
prior year’s trip count by 5 trips).
5. Peak Hour Fair Share Contribution Trigger: Mitigation Measure 7A.15-2, cont. If the
annual traffic counts for commute trips or reverse commute trips during the AM and PM
peak hours, as measured in accordance with the methodology set forth in Condition F.3,
and after applying any approved trip credits pursuant to Condition F.4, exceed the baseline
volume by 1% or more in any single year, Stanford shall make fair share payments to
mitigate its impacts to off-campus roadways and intersections. Table 5 in the Conditions
(Table 1A of the EIR) identifies the roadway and intersection impacts that could occur if
such exceedances occur, and the physical improvements that would substantially reduce
each impact.
a. Use of Fair Share Contribution. The Director will use the intersection improvement
fees collected from Stanford as follows:
1) Intersection Improvements. The fees shall be used to fund the intersection
improvements identified in Table 5 in Appendix B of the Conditions (Table
1A in the EIR). The priority order for funding such intersection improvements
will be determined by the Director in consultation with the affected
jurisdictions. If the fees are used to fund an intersection improvement in
another jurisdiction, the County will enter into an agreement with such
jurisdiction to address the timing for the County to provide the funding, the
timing for the relevant jurisdiction to complete the improvement, and any
other matters that the County determines to be appropriate.
2) Substitute Mitigation. If the Director determines that it is not feasible to use
the fees for the specified intersection improvements (e.g., it does not appear
that there will be full funding for the improvements within a reasonable time;
the public agencies with authority or jurisdiction over the improvement
projects will not approve the projects), then the fees may be used to fund offcampus projects that encourage and improve the use of alternative
transportation modes or otherwise reduce peak period traffic in the local
impact area, including but not limited to transit improvements that would
directly or indirectly benefit the local impact area or transportation
improvements that increase safety and mobility for pedestrians, bicyclists and
transit users provided there is substantial evidence demonstrating how the
improvements would remove motor vehicle trips from the local impact area.
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6. Annual Monitoring Report: Mitigation Measure 7A.15-2, cont. The Annual Monitoring
Report shall include all of the following:
a. All baselines established pursuant to these Conditions of Approval and calculations
supporting those baselines.
b. The average annual traffic counts before application of any adjustments or trip
credits.
c. All adjustments to the average annual traffic counts (number of trips subtracted due
to cut-through trips or hospital parking, number of trips added due to use of lots or
other parking areas outside the cordon line by campus-related trips) and an
explanation of how those adjustments were determined.
d. Identification of the AM and PM peak hours and peak periods and an explanation of
how those periods were determined.
e. All trip credits shall be reported in the annual monitoring report. Trip credits that
reduce trips during the peak hours will be tracked separately from trip credits that
reduce trips within the peak periods. The Director shall also provide an appendix
with the following information: a description of the programs, services or projects
for which trip credits have been approved, the number of credits granted for each
project, the methodology used to calculate/substantiate the trip credits for each
project, and any relevant information about the time horizon of trip credits (if
applicable and approved).
7. On-Campus Safe Routes to School (Mitigation Measure 7A.15-2; cont.). As proposed by
Stanford in the 2018 GUP Application, Stanford will implement the Safe Routes to School
improvements proposed in the 2018 GUP Application as identified below, prior to
authorization of Phase 2:
a. Construct improvements on its lands in unincorporated Santa Clara County that
have been identified by the Palo Alto Unified School District (PAUSD) and the City
of Palo Alto as the Suggested Routes to Schools shown on the Walkabout Maps for
Nixon and Escondido Elementary Schools.
b. All improvements required by this condition of approval shall be installed in
accordance with a detailed improvement plan to be reviewed and approved by the
Director.
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c. Circulation improvements in and around Nixon Elementary School, including
improved sidewalks, crosswalks with high-visibility yellow markings, pavement
markings, additional signage, wayfinding signs, and other potential improvements.
d. Circulation improvements in and around Escondido Elementary School, including
improved sidewalks, crosswalks with high visibility yellow markings, pavement
markings, additional signage, additional traffic control, an enhanced mid-block
crosswalk on Escondido, and other potential improvements.
8. Safe Routes to School Study and Improvements (Mitigation Measure 7A.15-2; cont.).
Stanford shall implement the following:
a. Safe Routes to School Study. If upon notification to the Director that additional K12 students residing on the Stanford campus result in a change in attendance
boundaries or new school that requires new or altered routes to school for K-12
residents of the Stanford campus, Stanford shall provide funding to the City of Palo
Alto for a study to identify these safe routes to school and associated improvements
in an amount not to exceed $20,000 per affected campus. Payment shall be required
within 30 days of notification by the Director of the required amount.
b. Safe Routes to School Improvements. If a safe routes to school study prepared
pursuant to this condition identifies the need for improvements to achieve safe
routes to school for Stanford residents, Stanford shall provide fair share funding to
the City of Palo Alto, proportional to its share of the students utilizing the routes, for
the design and construction of such improvements. Payment shall be required
within 30 days of notification to Stanford by the Director of the required amount.
c. Crossing Guard Funding. If upon notification to the Director that additional Palo
Alto Unified School District students resulting from additional development on the
Stanford campus require additional crossing guards for safe routes to school,
Stanford shall pay a fair share percentage of the ongoing cost of providing the
additional crossing guards, based on the percentage of total students utilizing the
additional crossing guard services represented by students who live on the Stanford
campus. Stanford shall make payments to the City of Palo Alto consistent with the
amounts and payment schedule provided by the Director.
9. Off-Campus Bicycle Improvements (Mitigation Measure 7A.15-2; cont.). As proposed
by Stanford and documented in the Final EIR (Section 3.8.3), Stanford shall provide
evidence to the satisfaction of the Director that it has contributed funding to the appropriate
jurisdiction for the following projects prior to issuance of the first building permit under
this GUP:
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a. East Palo Alto: Clark Avenue-Newell Road Connections ($450,000).
b. Palo Alto: Hanover Street/Bol Park ($250,000).
c. Menlo Park: Oak Grove Avenue Connection ($250,000).
d. Unincorporated San Mateo County: Santa Cruz Avenue-Alameda de Las Pulgas
($250,000).

G. Special Events
1. Special Events Defined. For purposes of these conditions, “special event” shall mean
an event on the Stanford campus that is expected to meet or exceed an attendance of 10,000
persons.
2. Special Event Permit. If any one event on campus on any given day exceeds 10,000
attendees, file for and obtain from the Director a Special Event Permit identifying control
measures including but not limited to pedestrian safety, traffic management, crowd control,
and litter management.
3. Special Events Management Plan. Prior to issuance of the first building permit
pursuant to this GUP, submit a Special Events Traffic Management Plan to the satisfaction
of the Director. The Plan shall include, but not be limited to, the following:
a. Identification of appropriate traffic control mechanisms, personnel, and procedures
to ensure the orderly flow of traffic during special events.
b. Public notification by Stanford at least five (5) days prior to a special event. Public
notification shall include, but not be limited to, publication in three newspapers of
general circulation in the Palo Alto and Menlo Park area (e.g., Palo Alto Weekly,
Palo Alto Daily News). Information provided in the notice shall include, but not be
limited to, the event type, date, time and specific location of the event, identification
of the public streets or other facilities that will be closed or otherwise substantially
affected by the event, and suggested alternate transportation routes. If more than
one such event is anticipated during a given week, the public notifications for all of
the week’s events may be combined. The notice shall be at least 1/4 of a page in size.
c. Stanford shall notify Palo Alto, Menlo Park, Portola Valley, and East Palo Alto City
or Town Managers, and Caltrans at least five (5) days prior to a special event.
Information provided in the notice shall include, but not be limited to, the event
type, date, time and specific location of the event, identification of the public streets
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or other facilities that will be closed or otherwise substantially affected by the event,
and suggested alternate transportation routes.
d. Establishment and maintenance of a special events/construction information
telephone hotline and website accessible to the general public, where information on
construction and upcoming special events and associated traffic impacts as
described in Subsection “a” may be obtained. Creation of web-based opt-in email
and text lists for special event and construction notifications and utilize social media
notification methods to disseminate special event and construction information.

H. Parking
1. Parking Limitations. The total number of vehicle parking spaces within the Academic
Growth Boundary (excluding areas zoned R1S) shall not exceed 21,651 spaces, which is the
2000 GUP approved amount of parking. This cap applies to all parking spaces, including
those that are on-street, off-street, in surface lots, in structures, and regardless of any special
designation (e.g., carpool, electric vehicle charging, car share, accessible). This cap excludes
the following types of parking spaces:
a. Parking associated with on-campus housing for faculty, staff, postgraduate fellows,
and medical interns, where such parking is restricted for the sole use of the residents
of such housing, up to a maximum of one space per unit is not counted towards the
parking cap.
b. Parking restricted to buses (shuttle, tour, charter) and oversized vehicles and
equipment.
c. Parking restricted to emergency vehicles (police, fire, ambulance).
2. Parking Monitoring. Conformance with the parking cap shall be assessed prior to
approval of any development project that includes additional parking spaces and shall be
addressed in the annual monitoring report. Any parking inventory submitted to establish
conformance with this requirement shall include a map indicating the location of the
existing and proposed parking.
3. Residential Parking Permit Programs. Upon notification to the Director, Stanford shall
participate in one or more residential parking permit programs in neighborhoods within
the City of Palo Alto, City of Menlo Park, and unincorporated San Mateo County, if the
Director determines there is a demonstrated parking impact caused by activities on
Stanford lands in the Community Plan Area.
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a. Such impact may occur within neighborhoods surrounding the campus or
proximate to transit/Stanford shuttle stops, or other areas where commuters may
transfer from a vehicle to other modes of travel to and from the campus.
b. Stanford shall be required to pay its fair share of the cost to establish the residential
parking permit program (and any associated parking study) proportional to its share
of the parking impact and shall not exceed $300,000 for any one impacted
neighborhood.

I. Open Space, Parks, and Recreation Facilities
1. Parks Standard. Stanford shall comply with the minimum five (5) acres per 1,000
residents standard for parks as required by the Community Plan. Compliance shall be
demonstrated at time of ASA approval for residential projects that add 100 or more net new
units.
2. Parks Study. No more than one (1) year from the approval date of this GUP, a study
funded by Stanford shall be prepared under the County’s direction, and approved by the
Planning Commission, to identify how adequate parks will be provided to serve the
development and associated population that may be approved under this GUP in
conformance with the Condition I.1. The study shall identify minimum requirements for
park acreage programed for recreational uses, including all-inclusive playgrounds, and
identify where new park facilities might be located, and shall include an implementation
schedule. For purposes of this condition, “park” means a clearly defined area with
landscaping and other improvements designed for both active and passive recreational
activities geared toward the specific needs of, and accessible to, residents of campus
neighborhoods. “All-inclusive playgrounds” shall mean play environments that serves the
physical, social, sensory, cognitive, and emotional needs of children of all abilities,
combining universal accessibility with thoughtfully-supported social interaction between
children with and without disabilities through play.
3. Improvement Measure (Improvement Measure 7A.14-1). In conformance with the 2018
General Use Permit Application submitted by Stanford, prior to issuance of the first
building permit for development approved pursuant to this GUP, Stanford shall contribute
$375,000 in funding toward improvements identified in the City of Palo Alto’s Capital
Budget as follows:
a. Tennis court upgrade ($140,000 planned for Terman Park and $75,000 for Weisshaar
Park,), planned for FY 2021.
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b. Planned infrastructure improvements to upgrade and renovate safety and
accessibility of the playground and other features in Cameron Park, (approximately
$160,000), planned for FY 2020.
4. Additional Housing Alternative A: Deterioration of Recreation Facilities (Mitigation
Measure 7A.14-1(a)-(b).
a. Mitigation Measure 7A.14-1(a). Prior to occupancy of net new on-campus housing

units exceeding 4,425, Stanford shall provide to the City of Palo Alto a one-time
contribution equivalent to the capital budget needs to provide for one-time turf
replacement at Heritage Park. The amount of the contribution shall be determined
by the County of Santa Clara based on an estimate from an independent contractor.
The payment shall not be used for any purpose other than turf replacement at
Heritage Park.
Prior to occupancy of net new on-campus housing units exceeding 3,150, Stanford
shall provide to the City of Palo Alto a one-time contribution equivalent to the
capital budget needs to provide for one-time turf replacement at neighborhood
parks in College Terrace (Cameron, Mayfield, Weisshaar, and Werry Parks). The
amount of the contribution shall be determined by the County of Santa Clara based
on an estimate from an independent contractor. The payment shall not be used for
any purpose other than turf replacement at College Terrace parks.
b. Mitigation Measure 7A.14-1(b). Prior to occupancy of net new on-campus housing
units exceeding 4,425, Stanford shall provide to the City of Menlo Park a one-time
contribution equivalent to the capital budget needs to provide for one-time turf
replacement at Stanford Hills Park. The amount of the contribution shall be
determined by the County of Santa Clara based on an estimate from an independent
contractor. The payment shall not be used for any purpose other than turf
replacement at Stanford Hills Park.

J. Biological Resources
1. Trees: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-11(a)-(b).
a. Tree Preservation and Removal Ordinance: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-11(a).
Stanford shall comply with the County’s Tree Preservation and Removal Ordinance
(County Ordinance Code, Division C16). A “tree” is defined as a woody plant
having a single trunk measuring at least 37.7 inches in circumference (12 inches or
more in diameter) measured at 4.5 feet above the ground or immediately below the
lowest branch, whichever is lower, or in the case of multi-trunk trees, a trunk size of
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75.4 inches in circumference (24 inches in diameter). Any trees in the Community
Plan Area, not including the R1S zoning district (see Figure 4 of the Conditions), that
meet the definition of a tree are required to be maintained by the conditions of
approval of the GUP, and therefore are considered protected trees. In addition, the
County Ordinance Code defines a protected tree on the Stanford campus as a:




heritage tree (if included on the County’s heritage resource inventory
adopted by resolution of the Board of Supervisors);
a tree planted or retained as required by conditions of approval of County
permits;
and a tree located within a County right-of-way or easements.

Stanford shall not remove any protected tree unless:
1) Removal of the protected tree is authorized by a County land use approval
for which a grading or building permit has been issued.
2) Removal of the protected tree is authorized by a County-issued
administrative permit or encroachment permit for tree removal; or
3) Removal of the protected tree is exempt. In addition to trees removed
pursuant to a County land use approval, the ordinance currently exempts
removal of a protected tree in the following circumstances:
 the tree is diseased, dead, or dying or substantially damaged from natural
causes;
 tree cutting is needed to remove a hazard to life and personal property;
and
 maintenance work within public utility easements
b. Tree Replacement: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-11(b). Issuance of a permit or approval
from the County that authorizes removal of a protected tree shall be conditioned as
follows:

1) Protected trees shall be replaced at a ratio of 3:1 for oaks and 1:1 for other
protected trees; or
2) Stanford may submit a Vegetation Management Plan for the entire campus to
the Director for review and approval. This plan must provide for the same or
greater level of tree protection as the measures described in Mitigation
Measure 5.3-11(b)(1).
3) Compliance with the Vegetation Management Plan shall be assessed in the
Annual Monitoring Report.
2. California Natural Diversity Database Updates. Stanford shall provide the Director
updates to California Natural Diversity Database records as they are available, including
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electronic updates compatible with the Director’s electronic map format standards.
Stanford shall report on the status of this database for inclusion in the annual report.
3. Special-Status and Migratory Birds: Mitigation Measure 5.3-1(a)-(e).
a. Avoid tree removal and commencement of outdoor construction activities during
nesting season: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-1(a). Avoid tree removal and commencement
of outdoor construction activities during nesting season. Tree removal or pruning
associated with project construction and commencement of outdoor project
construction activities shall be avoided from February 1 through August 31, the
primary local bird nesting season, to the extent feasible. If no tree removal or
pruning associated with project construction is proposed during the nesting period
and outdoor project construction activities will commence outside the nesting
period, no surveys for active bird nests are required. If Stanford proposes to initiate
construction during the February 1 to August 31 nesting season, it shall notify the
County.
b. Survey for active bird nests within 250 feet of construction sites: Mitigation
Measure 7A.3-1(b). Survey for active bird nests within 250 feet of construction sites. If the
Director determines that compliance with Mitigation Measure 5.3-1(a) is not feasible
because the timing of a construction project necessitates construction-related tree
removal/pruning during the nesting season and/or commencement of outdoor
construction activities during the nesting season, within seven days prior to the
proposed start of construction activities an independent, qualified biologist
approved by the County shall conduct a nesting bird survey of all potential habitat
at the construction site and within 250 feet of the perimeter of the construction site.
The survey results shall be provided to the Director prior to issuance of site
demolition, grading or building permits.
c. Minimize impacts to active bird nests: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-1(c). Minimize
impacts to active bird nests. If any active nests are detected during the preconstruction survey, an independent, qualified biologist approved by the County
shall recommend a work-exclusion buffer zone that shall be designated around the
active nest to allow for both the successful fledging of the birds and initiation of
work on some portions of the project site. The work-exclusion zone(s) shall be
reviewed and approved by the Director prior to commencement of construction. A
qualified biologist shall monitor any occupied nest located within a protective buffer
zone in order to determine if the designated buffer zone is effective and when the
buffer zone is no longer needed. If the buffer zone is determined to be ineffective, its
size shall be increased until it is effective, or work shall cease until the young have
fledged and are independent of the nest.
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d. Delay activity: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-1(d). Delay activity. If no sufficient workexclusion zone(s) are possible, then there shall be a delay in the start of construction
until the active nest is no longer occupied. A qualified biologist approved by the
County shall monitor any occupied nest to determine when the nest is no longer
used.
e. Remove nest starts: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-1(e). Remove nest starts. A qualified
biologist approved by the County can visit project sites at any time prior to tree
removal or the initiation of outdoor construction work in order to find and remove
nest starts. Nest starts are defined as nests which do not have eggs or nestlings
present. This activity will minimize impacts to birds as they will generally move
elsewhere and restart their nest building process.
4. Special-Status Bats: Mitigation Measure 5.3-2(a)-(d).
a. Conduct pre-project survey: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-2(a). Conduct pre-project
survey. Prior to project construction, an independent, qualified bat biologist
approved by the County shall conduct a pre-construction survey for roosting bats in
trees to be removed or pruned and structures to be demolished within the work area
and within a 50-foot radius of the work area. The survey results shall be provided to
the Director prior to issuance of site demolition, grading or building permits. If no
roosting bats are found, no further action is required. If a bat roost is found,
Stanford shall implement the following measures to avoid impacts on roosting bats.
b. Evict non-maternal roosts: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-2(b). Evict non-maternal roosts.
If a non-maternal roost of bats is found in a tree or structure to be removed or
demolished as part of project construction, the individuals shall be safely evicted,
under the direction of a qualified bat biologist, by opening the roosting area to allow
airflow through the cavity. Removal or demolition should occur no sooner than at
least two nights after the initial minor site modification (to alter airflow). This action
allows bats to leave during darkness, thus increasing their chance of finding new
roosts with a minimum of disturbance. Departure of the bats from the construction
area shall be confirmed with a follow-up survey by a qualified bat biologist prior to
start of construction.
c. Avoid maternal roosting area: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-2(c). Avoid maternal
roosting area. If active maternity roosts are found in trees or structures that will be
removed or demolished as part of project construction, tree removal or demolition of
that structure shall commence and be completed before maternity colonies form
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(generally before March 1) or shall not commence until after young are flying
(generally after July 31). Active maternal roosts shall not be disturbed.
d. Develop and employ bat nest box plan: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-2(d). Develop and
employ bat nest box plan. If special-status bats are found in trees or structures to be
removed or demolished as part of project construction, Stanford shall develop and
implement a Bat Nest Box Plan for the Stanford campus employing current bat nest
box technology. The design and placement of nest boxes shall be reviewed and
approved by an independent, qualified bat biologist approved by the County, and
shall be consistent with Stanford’s anticipated long-term planning and development
activities.
5. San Francisco Dusty-Footed Woodrat: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-3(a)-(c).
a. Surveys: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-3(a). Surveys. Prior to any clearing of vegetation
within the Lathrop Development District, Lagunita and adjacent uplands (see Figure
5 of the Conditions), jurisdictional waterways/wetlands, or lands on the Project site
outside the Academic Growth Boundary, an independent, qualified biologist
approved by the County shall conduct a survey for San Francisco dusky-footed
woodrat nests within the project area. The survey results shall be provided to the
Director for approval prior to issuance of site demolition, grading or building permits.
b. Avoidance: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-3(b). Avoidance. Where feasible, an exclusion
buffer of at least 10 feet from these nests shall be established and clearly demarcated
to avoid moving or bumping the nests or the logs or branches on which the nests
rest.
c. Mitigation: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-3(c). Mitigation. If establishing a buffer and
avoiding the nests is not feasible, the nests shall be dismantled and the nesting
material moved to a new location outside the project’s impact areas so that it can be
used by woodrats to construct new nests. Prior to nest deconstruction, each active
nest shall be disturbed by a qualified wildlife biologist approved by the County, to
the degree that all woodrats leave the nest and seek cover out of the impact area.
Whether the nest is on the ground or in a tree, the nest shall be slightly disturbed
(nudged) to cause the woodrats to flee. For tree nests, a tarp shall be placed below
the nest and the nest dismantled using hand tools (either from the ground or from a
lift). The nest material shall then be piled at the base of a nearby tree or large shrub
outside of the impact area.
6. Special-Status Plant Species: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-4(a)-(c).
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a. Surveys: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-4(a). Surveys. If construction is proposed within
any jurisdictional waterways/wetland areas, Lagunita basin and adjacent uplands
(see Figure 5 of the Conditions), the Lathrop Development District, or Project site
lands outside the Academic Growth Boundary, an independent, qualified biologist
approved by the County shall conduct a focused survey for special-status plant
species prior to ground disturbance during the late winter/early spring period when
most local native plant species are flowering and most easily identified. The survey
results shall be provided to the Director prior to issuance of site demolition, grading
or building permits. If special status plant surveying during flowering period is not
possible, development within sensitive habitat areas shall be avoided unless
approved by California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) and the Director.
b. Avoidance: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-4(b). Avoidance. Construction activities shall
avoid impacts to special-status plant species by establishing a buffer zone around
the individuals in question. The buffer size shall be determined by an independent,
qualified biologist approved by the County in order to avoid potential disturbance.
The width of the buffer shall depend on a consideration of site-specific
characteristics, including the plant’s ecological requirements (e.g., sunlight,
moisture, shade tolerance, soils, physical and chemical characteristics) and adjacent
uses (e.g., sprinkler irrigation or shading from buildings or other structures). The
buffer zone shall be clearly demarcated using exclusion fencing.
c. Mitigation if avoidance is not feasible: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-4(c). Mitigation if
avoidance is not feasible. If the Director determines that establishing an avoidance
buffer is not feasible, individual plants (including seeds) shall be transplanted to an
area with suitable physical and biological conditions on the Project site outside of
the Academic Growth Boundary and monitored and adaptively managed for five
years. Transplantation may be accomplished by relocating individual plants or
through seed collection and dispersal, or a combination of both, to be determined
based on the species. Prior to construction within any area containing special-status
plant species, Stanford shall submit a mitigation plan to the satisfaction of the
Director identifying planting methods, performance standards, and monitoring
periods and protocols.
7. Steelhead: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-6(a)-(b).
a. Habitat avoidance: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-6(a). Habitat avoidance. Grading or
ground-disturbing activities within 150 feet of the top of bank of a creek that
supports steelhead shall be avoided. The EIR indicates that the steelhead are present
in the San Francisquito Creek system.
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b. Protective measures: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-6(b). Protective measures. If the
Director determines that avoidance of steelhead habitat is not feasible, Stanford shall
obtain any required permits and approvals from federal and state wildlife agencies,
as determined by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the California Department
of Fish and Wildlife, as well as a Streambed Alteration Agreement. Such permits
and approvals shall specify the conditions under which construction activities may
occur, including any applicable construction windows, installation of coffer dams or
other measures necessary to protect steelhead. Permits and approvals from wildlife
agencies (or verification from the agencies that permits are not required) shall be
submitted to the satisfaction of the Director prior to issuance of any construction
permits.
8. Riparian Habitat: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-7(a)-(b).
a. Mitigation Measure 7A.3-7(a). Grading or ground-disturbing activities within 150
feet of riparian habitat shall be avoided.
b. Mitigation Measure 7A.3-7(b). If the Director determines that avoidance is not
feasible, Stanford shall obtain all appropriate permits for wetland or other work
within the riparian area from the Army Corps of Engineers, US Fish and Wildlife
Service, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and California
Department of Fish and Wildlife. As specified by agency permits, any riparian
habitat areas lost as a result of project development would be replaced through the
creation, preservation or restoration of equivalent habitat at an appropriate
mitigation ratio or through other measures as approved by the wildlife regulatory
agencies listed above.
9. Native Oak Woodland Habitat: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-8(a)-(b).
a. Mitigation Measure 7A.3-8(a). Prior to oak tree removal within the Lathrop
Development District, a tree removal plan and arborist report shall be submitted
which identifies the species type, acreage, diameter, and amount of canopy of oak
trees proposed for removal. The arborist report shall be prepared by an I.S.A.
Certified Arborist, Registered Professional Forester, or another professional
approved by the County.
b. Mitigation Measure 7A.3-8(b). If the proposed oak tree removal would result in a
decrease of 0.5-acre or more of native oak canopy on the project site, at least two of
the following three mitigation measures shall be implemented:
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1) Planting Replacement of Oak Trees. Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section
21083.4, the planting of oaks shall not fulfill more than 50 percent of the
mitigation requirement for the project.
Tree replacement can be dependent upon the size of the canopy of the
removed trees, the number of trees to be removed, the size of trees to be
removed, the type of trees to be removed, the steepness of the slope on which
trees will be removed, or the amount of room on a parcel in which trees can
be planted. The objective of tree planting shall be to restore former oak
woodland at a ratio of 2:1 or 3:1 based on the condition of the oak woodland
habitat. 2:1 restoration is recommended for medium quality oak woodland
habitat, and 3:1 restoration is recommended for high quality oak woodland
habitat.
The following standard mitigation ratios shall be used, unless a ratio is
applied by the Director based on site-specific characteristics:




For the removal of one small tree (5-18 inches): two 24-inch boxed
trees or three 15-gallon trees.
For the removal of 1 medium tree (18-24 inches): three 24-inch boxed
trees or four 15-gallon trees.
For the removal of a tree larger than 24 inches: four 24-inch boxed
trees or five 15-gallon trees.

All tree replacement shall be with in-kind species, unless alternate species are
approved by the County. A Tree Planting and Maintenance Plan shall be
submitted for approval by the Director showing species, size, spacing and
location of plantings and the location and species of established vegetation.
Tree plantings shall be monitored for five years following planting and a
survival rate of 75% will be required. Should the planted trees fail to meet
the established performance and survival criteria, Stanford shall be
responsible for additional plantings and management activities necessary to
ensure the long-term success of planted mitigation trees. Additional tree
plantings necessary to achieve the required survival rate shall be subject to a
five-year monitoring period from the date of planting.
2) Conservation Easement. Protect existing native oak trees on or off the project
site from future development through a conservation easement or fee title
dedication to the County or a land conservation group approved by the
County.
Oak woodland offered as mitigation must be configured in such a manner as
to best preserve the integrity of the oak ecosystem and minimize the ratio of
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edge to area. Priority should be given to conserving oak habitat adjacent to
existing woodlands under conservation easements, public lands or open
space lands. The protection of existing oak woodlands through conservation
easements shall mitigate for the loss of oaks at a ratio equal to 2:1 (for
medium quality oak woodland habitat) or 3:1 (for high quality oak woodland
habitat) as determined by the Director. Land proposed as mitigation, when
viewed with adjacent protected conservation land, should not result in
conserved parcels of less than one acre.
3) Other Options. If the Director determines that there are no feasible sites for
oak woodland mitigation on Stanford lands, then Stanford shall submit a
plan for review and approval by the Director that provides for the
conservation of oak woodlands elsewhere in Santa Clara County in the same
manner as 5.3-8(b)(2).
This plan must include protection of an existing oak ecosystem through a
conservation easement or fee title dedication to the County or other local
agency or organization responsible for the oak woodlands preservation.
10. Jurisdictional Waters and Wetlands: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-9(a)-(c).
a. Jurisdictional waters and wetland identification: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-9(a).
Jurisdictional waters and wetland identification. Stanford has provided a wetland
delineation that covers the lands within the Academic Growth Boundary. Prior to
grading or ground-disturbing activities on lands outside the Academic Growth
Boundary, the County shall determine whether the existing wetland delineation is
adequate to assess the project’s impacts and, if not, an independent, qualified
wetland biologist approved by the County shall delineate jurisdictional waters or
wetlands on and within 250 feet of the construction site.
b. Jurisdictional waters and wetlands avoidance: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-9(b).
Jurisdictional waters and wetlands avoidance. For all projects grading or grounddisturbing activities within 250 feet of jurisdictional waters or wetlands shall be
avoided unless the Director determines that avoidance is not feasible.
c. Jurisdictional waters or wetland replacement: Mitigation Measure 7A.3-9(c).
Jurisdictional waters or wetland replacement. If the Director determines that avoidance
of jurisdictional waters or wetlands is not feasible, Stanford shall obtain all
applicable permits or approval for work in jurisdictional waters (i.e., Waters of the
State or Waters of the U.S.), from applicable regulatory agencies, including but not
necessarily limited to, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, San Francisco Bay Regional
Water Quality Control Board, California State Department of Fish and Wildlife and
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U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Any jurisdictional waters or wetlands that are filled
as a result of project development shall be replaced through the creation,
preservation or restoration of jurisdictional waters or wetlands or through other
measures that the agencies deem appropriate through permit requirements to
adequately mitigate the impact. Permits and approvals (or verification from the
agencies that permits are not required) shall be submitted for approval by the
Director prior to the issuance of any construction permits. Potential measures may
include the following:




For creek projects, remove hardscape features from the stream channel and
stream banks.
Stabilize exposed slopes or streambanks immediately upon completion of
construction activities.
To restore disturbed aquatic sites, a wetland mitigation and monitoring plan
will be prepared that outlines the objectives to mitigate for construction
impacts. At a minimum the plan will include thresholds of replanting success
(e.g., 90 percent plant survival after one year, 80 percent second year, and 70
percent third year), monitoring requirements (e.g., at least once each year to
confirm site stability, plant viability, and to schedule weeding, as needed),
and shall specify resource agency reporting requirements.

11. Habitat Conservation Plan. All development shall conform to the requirements of the
Stanford University Habitat Conservation Plan.

K. Visual Resources
1. El Camino Real Frontage Plan. An updated El Camino Real Frontage Plan shall be
prepared by the County for the unincorporated Stanford lands along the south side of El
Camino Real. The Plan may be prepared in phases with no Architecture and Site Approval
granted for any development within 100 feet of El Camino Real until that phase of the El
Camino Real Frontage Plan has been completed. Housing development within the Quarry
District may proceed under the existing El Camino Real Frontage Plan. The streetscape
design shall include objective standards, such as, but not limited to, the following: setbacks,
floor area ratio, height limits, and other standards, as appropriate, and shall be prepared in
consultation with the City of Palo Alto. The Plan shall be presented to the CRG before
consideration and approval by the Planning Commission.
2. Lighting Plans: Mitigation Measure 7A.1-4. Stanford shall submit a lighting plan for
approval by the Director, as part of an Architecture and Site Approval (ASA) review, for
each development project that would include exterior light sources. The plan shall show
the extent of illumination that would be projected from proposed outdoor lighting. State-
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of-the-art luminaries shall be used where necessary, with high beam efficiency, sharp cutoff, and glare and spill control. Upward glow shall not be allowed in residential or
academic uses.
3. Lathrop District Requirements. Development in the Lathrop development district shall
occur only in the areas shown in Figure 6 as “Developed” indicating already developed
areas occupied by buildings or parking facilities. Structures, which are not for the purpose
of occupancy, such as fences or golf course access bridges, may be permitted in other areas
of the Lathrop district in accordance with the requirements of the County Zoning
Ordinance.

L. Hazardous Materials
1. Hazardous Materials Reporting Requirements. Any application for a development
project submitted to the County shall disclose the projected quantities and types of
hazardous materials associated with each proposed building project and identify measures
for storing materials and protecting users from potential risks to the satisfaction of the
Director.
2. Hazardous Materials Risk Management Plan Requirements. For any proposed
development project that includes quantities of hazardous materials subject to California
Accidental Release Prevention Law requirements, Stanford shall prepare and submit a Risk
Management Plan to the satisfaction of the Director, and shall implement all measures
identified in the accident prevention program. If feasible, the quantities of hazardous
materials stored shall be reduced below the California Accidental Release Prevention Law
thresholds.
3. Hazardous Materials Programs. Stanford shall maintain and enhance its programs for
the storage, handling, and disposal of hazardous materials. A Hazardous Materials
Management Program shall be provided to the County on an annual basis for inclusion in
the Annual Report. The Hazardous Materials Management Program shall include, as
necessary, the following:
a. Documentation of Trainings of all persons involved in the use, handling, and
disposal of hazardous materials.
b. Use of appropriate storage and control technology in all facilities in which
hazardous materials are used.
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c. Preparation of Hazardous Materials Management Plans for facilities where
hazardous materials are stored, in compliance with the requirements of the County
Department of Environmental Health.
d. Compliance with all relevant federal, state, and local regulations.
e. Maintenance and enhancement of ongoing risk assessment procedures.
f. Maintenance and enhancement of activities of the University’s Hazardous Waste
Program.
4. Notification of Release. In the event of any hazardous materials release Stanford shall
provide notification as indicated below:
a.

Stanford shall notify both on- and off-campus residents potentially affected by such
release or false alarm. Notification should include the details of the release or
clarification of the false alarm, and any possible health impacts or precautions that
should be taken.

b. Stanford shall notify the Director of the County of Santa Clara Department of
Environmental Health of any “reportable unauthorized discharge” of hazardous
materials as required by County Ordinance Code sections B11-305(a)(1)(b) and B11305(a)(2).
c. Stanford shall report releases of hazardous materials in conformance with all
applicable state and federal requirements including providing documentation for
the GUP Annual Report.

M. Geology and Hydrology
1. Geology Requirements. Stanford shall comply with all requirements of the Uniform
Building Code, the County Geologic Hazard Ordinance, the County Building Ordinance,
the Stock Farm Monocline Agreement, and any other agreements defined during the term
of the General Use Permit with regard to reduction of seismic risk associated with new or
remodeled facilities on the campus.
2. Stormwater Treatment. Stanford shall implement the following:
a. National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit. Stanford shall comply
with all requirements of the current National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (“NPDES”) Permit. Development of stormwater treatment and
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detention/retention facilities shall be required to meet the NPDES Permit
requirements. Stanford shall maintain stormwater treatment and
detention/retention facilities in accordance with Operations and Maintenance
agreements recorded as a requirement of the NPDES Permit.
b. Annual Report. Stanford shall provide on an annual basis, an updated reporting for
project utilization and availability for all campus stormwater treatment and
stormwater detention facilities, which are required for compliance with the NPDES
Permit.
3. Notice of Intent. Stanford shall submit a Notice of Intent (“NOI”) to the State Water
Resources Control Board (“SWRCB”), and send a copy to the Director, for development
under this GUP and/or for each proposed development project to be covered under NPDES
Construction General Permit Order 2009-0009-DWQ. Stanford shall comply with the terms
of the NPDES permit for all construction sites, including but not limited to preparation of
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plans (“SWPPP”). Each SWPPP shall identify effective
Best Management Practices (“BMPs”) for preventing groundwater and stormwater runoff
pollution caused by any construction activities. The NOI shall be submitted to the State
Water Resources Control Board SWRCB with a vicinity map and the appropriate fee prior
to commencement of the construction activities as stated in the General Permit. The SWPPP
for construction sites covered under the General Permit shall be developed and maintained
at each construction site, prior to any land disturbance, and made available upon request.
4. Groundwater Recharge: Mitigation Measure 7A.9-4. All future development projects
shall achieve net positive ground water recharge. Stanford shall review individual building
projects proposed under this General Use Permit for changes in impervious surface area
within the Unconfined Groundwater Zone shown on Figure 7 of the Conditions, and
submit to the County for approval by the Director, an assessment of the proposed project’s
projected net effect on groundwater recharge. Actual recharge shall be tracked on a
cumulative basis to verify that all development authorized pursuant to this GUP will
continue to result in an annual net positive recharge in the Unconfined Groundwater Zone.
Record of monitored data shall be submitted to the County on an annual basis and Santa
Clara Valley Water District (“SCVWD”) and include both water volumes and water quality
data. Such information shall be recorded in the Annual Report.
5. Unconfined Groundwater Zone. Within the boundaries of the Unconfined
Groundwater Zone shown on Figure 7, Stanford shall not engage in new land uses or
practices (e.g., storage of chemicals in single wall tanks, application of pesticides that could
be transported down to the groundwater supply) that could pose a threat to the
groundwater quality or supply. Stanford shall notify any leaseholders within the
Unconfined Groundwater Zone of these requirements and shall require their compliance
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with this condition. The Director shall monitor compliance with this condition through the
annual monitoring process.
6. Water Wells: Mitigation Measure 7A.9-1. Prior to issuance of a demolition permit,
building permit, or grading permit, Stanford shall review its historic wells survey and
confirm that no historic wells, not properly closed, are located within the project and
determine the potential for encountering any groundwater wells within the area of
proposed improvements. If a well is discovered, and it is no longer part of operations and
was not abandoned in accordance with SCVWD requirements, Stanford shall fulfill the well
abandonment/destruction permit requirements. Stanford shall contact SCVWD to locate
existing inactive wells and confirm adherence to the well abandonment/ destruction
requirements. Stanford shall provide documentation to the satisfaction of the Director that
there is no record of inactive/historic wells at the project location, or provide documentation
that all wells on the site have been closed in conformance with a Well Destruction Permit
issued by the SCVWD.
7. Stormwater Runoff Impacts. Stanford shall comply with all of the following
requirements to address the potential for stormwater runoff impacts:
a. Within 18 months of the effective date of this GUP, Stanford shall prepare an
updated hydrology and drainage plan covering all land within the Community Plan
area (“Master Drainage Plan”). The Master Drainage Plan shall comply with all of
the following requirements:
1) It shall demonstrate that the stormwater drainage system, including
conveyance and detention facilities, will be designed to mitigate all increased
runoff generated from all development within the Community Plan from
December 12, 2000 through the life of this GUP resulting from the 10-, 20-, 50and 100-year storm events.
2) It shall demonstrate that development within the Community Plan from
December 12, 2000 through the life of this GUP will not increase peak flows
and volumes; the frequency, severity, and lateral extent of flooding; and
water surface elevations in San Francisquito Creek and Matadero Creek
resulting from 10-, 20-, 50-, and 100-year storm events (based on the most
recent hydrology approved by the relevant technical advisory agencies,
including but not limited to San Francisquito Creek Joint Powers Authority
and Santa Clara Valley Water District).

3) It shall be consistent with all measures in provision C.3 of the San Francisco
Bay Municipal Regional Permit, the C.3 Stormwater Handbook of the Santa
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Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program (SCVURPPP), the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits
applicable to the Community Plan area, the County Drainage Manual, and all
other federal, state and local regulatory and permitting requirements in effect
when the Master Drainage Study is submitted to the County.
4) It shall identify opportunities for incorporating Green Infrastructure and Low
Impact Development measures into future development, as well as retrofit
opportunities to replace hardscape with permeable surfaces, collect and use
rainwater runoff, and construct stormwater management features to treat and
infiltrate runoff from existing streets and surface parking areas, consistent
with San Francisco Bay MRP C.3 Green Infrastructure objectives.
5) It shall include an implementation schedule for construction of specific

improvements identified by the Plan.
b. Stanford shall submit the Master Drainage Plan to the Director for review and
approval, in consultation with the Santa Clara Valley Water District, the San
Francisquito Creek Joint Powers Authority, and any other regulatory agencies the
Director deems appropriate.
c. Prior to approval of the Master Drainage Plan by the Director, for each proposed
building project within the Community Plan area, Stanford shall comply with the
Stanford Storm Drainage Master Plan approved by the County in 2003 and shall not
increase 1) the peak flows or volumes, 2) the frequency, severity or lateral extent of
flooding, or 3) water surface elevations in San Francisquito Creek or Matadero Creek
resulting from 10-, 20-, 50- and 100-year storm events. Stanford shall submit with
each development application documentation of compliance, to the satisfaction of
the Director
d. Following approval of the Master Drainage Plan by the Director, Stanford shall
design, construct, and maintain all storm drainage conveyance and detention
facilities in a manner consistent with the Master Drainage Plan to ensure that the
peak storm runoff flows and volume leaving any land within the Community Plan
area would not increase over December 12, 2000 peak levels during the 10-, 20-, 50and 100-year storm events, and that the runoff would not cause downstream
flooding or increase the frequency of downstream flooding in San Francisquito
Creek or Matadero Creek. All proposed storm drainage improvements shall be
reviewed and approved by the Director and Land Development Engineering Office
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and all applicable federal, state, and local permits shall be obtained prior to
construction.
e. Following approval of the Master Drainage Plan by the Director, Stanford shall
demonstrate for each proposed building project within the Community Plan area,
how the building project complies with the Master Drainage Plan to the satisfaction
of the Director.
f. Following approval of the Master Drainage Plan by the Director, the Director may
require revisions to the Master Drainage Plan if he or she determines the hydrology
for San Francisquito Creek or Matadero Creek resulting from 10-, 20-, 50-, or 100year storm events has been revised or a revision is needed to address other areas to
ensure compliance with Condition M.7.a.1, in consultation with the relevant
technical advisory agencies, including but not limited to the San Francisquito Creek
Joint Powers Authority and Santa Clara Valley Water District. Stanford shall prepare
a revised Master Drainage Plan for approval by the Director. Until the revised
Master Drainage Plan is approved by the Director, for each proposed building
project within the Community Plan area, Stanford shall demonstrate how the
building project complies with the most recent Master Drainage Plan approved by
the Director.

N. Cultural Resources
1. Historic Resource: Mitigation Measure 7A.4-1(a)-(e).
a. Survey Update: Mitigation Measure 7A.4-1(a). The Stanford University Historic
Resources Survey dated April 2017 contains an evaluation of all buildings and
structures located within the Community Plan’s Academic Campus land use
designation that were constructed prior to 1976. Prior to 2025, Stanford shall
provide for the review and approval by the Director (or designated representative)
an additional survey of structures built within the Academic Campus land use
designation between 1976 and 1985 (“Survey Addendum”). At his/her discretion,
the Director may require a peer review of the Survey Addendum by a qualified
professional (Architect with preservation experience or Architectural Historian) at
Stanford’s expense.
b. Demolition: Mitigation Measure 7A.4-1(b). For any building project that involves
demolition of an historical resource that is listed or has been identified as eligible for
listing on the California Register in the Stanford University Historic Resources
Survey or Survey Addendum, a project-specific analysis of the impact to historic
resources and any feasible alternatives and mitigation measures shall be prepared as
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part of the CEQA environmental review of the project. Consistent with the County’s
process the analysis of project impacts, alternatives and mitigation will be referred to
the Santa Clara County Historical Heritage Commission for its recommendation
prior to approval. For any building project that involves demolition of a historical
resource that is listed or has been identified as eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places or the County’s Heritage Resource Inventory, a projectspecific analysis of the impact to historic resources and any feasible alternatives and
mitigation measures shall be prepared by a third party hired by the County as part
of the CEQA environmental review of the project.
c. Alteration of a Historical Resource: Mitigation Measure 7A.4-1(c). For any
proposed building project that involves remodeling, alteration, or a potential
physical effect on an historical resource that is listed or identified as eligible for
listing on the California Register in the Stanford University Historic Resources
Survey or Survey Addendum, Stanford shall meet the following requirements:
1) The proposed building project shall be consistent with the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic
Buildings (1995) (“Secretary of Interior’s Standards”). Stanford shall submit
documentation to the County prepared by a qualified professional to
demonstrate consistency of the proposed project with the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards. If the work to be performed constitutes basic
maintenance, repair or replacement, Stanford shall mark the project plans
with text stating: “Exterior work is limited to replacement of deteriorated materials
with in-kind materials that match the old. Project plans have been reviewed by
[Name of Architect], who has determined the work would comply with the Secretary
of Interior’s Standards.” If the work to be performed is more extensive than
basic maintenance repair or replacement in kind, Stanford shall submit a
letter along with the project plans explaining the basis for the University
Architect’s Office determination that the work would comply with the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. The County Planning Office Director
will review the marked plans or letter, and may require additional
documentation.
2) The requirement that the building project must be consistent with the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards shall be primarily limited to alterations
to the exterior. Building interiors will be exempt from such a consistency
requirement, except for interior spaces that are open to the general public on
an ongoing basis. Such buildings are listed below along with their public
interior spaces.
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Table 7 - Historic Interior Spaces
Primary public space(s)
Historic
Secondary space(s): no
subject to review (if
Resource
review required
integrity present)
Cantor
Lobby and galleries on
Restrooms, staff offices,
Center/Stanford first and second floors of
collection storage areas,
Museum
1891 and 1902 wings
all basement areas and all
spaces in 1999 addition
Memorial
Main sanctuary, entry
Restrooms, offices and
Church
vestibule, organ and choir store rooms, all basement
lofts
areas
Art Gallery
Vestibule and gallery
Restrooms, offices and
space
store rooms, all basement
areas
Hoover Tower
Lobby, galleries,
Restrooms, offices and
observation platform
store rooms, all basement
areas
Memorial Hall
Lobby, Pigott Theater,
Restrooms, offices and
Auditorium
store rooms, radio station
Frost
Terraces, stage
Restrooms, store rooms
Amphitheater
Burnham
Lobby, main gym
Restrooms, locker rooms,
Pavilion/Ford
offices, store rooms; all
Center
spaces in 1990 addition
3) The Director may require a peer review of the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards consistency analysis by a qualified professional (Architect with
preservation experience or Architectural Historian) at Stanford’s expense.
4) If a building project is not consistent with the Secretary of Interior’s
Standards, a project-specific analysis of the impact to historic resources and
any feasible alternatives and mitigation measures shall be prepared as part of
the CEQA environmental review. The analysis of impacts, alternatives and
mitigation measures will be referred to the Santa Clara County Historical
Heritage Commission for its advisement prior to a decision by the County.
d. Mitigation Measure 7A.4-1(d). For any building project that involves demolition,
modification or significant alteration of a building or structure located outside of the
Academic Campus land use designation that is 50 or more years old, Stanford may
elect to follow the Secretary of Interior’s Standards. If Stanford does not elect to
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follow the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for such a project Stanford shall submit
an assessment regarding the building/structure’s potential eligibility for listing on
the California Register (“Eligibility Assessment”) to the Director. If the Director
determines that the building/structure is eligible for listing on the California
Register, then Stanford shall comply with the provisions in Sections 2 and 3 above
and the building/structure shall be treated as if it were identified as eligible for
listing in the Stanford Historic Resources Survey or Survey Addendum for purposes
of those Sections. The Director may require a peer review of the Eligibility
Assessment by a qualified professional (Architect or Architectural Historian) at
Stanford’s expense.
e. Mitigation Measure 7A.4-1(e). Proposed new buildings projects located within 75
feet of an historic resource that are identified as eligible for listing on the California
Register in the Stanford University Historic Resources Survey, Survey Addendum or
Eligibility Assessment, measured from the nearest exterior walls, shall be reviewed
by the University Architect to ensure that the design does not negatively impact the
historic resources surrounding it. Stanford shall prepare design guidelines and
submit a letter to the Director confirming that the new building construction has
been reviewed by the University Architect’s Office or other qualified professional
and is compatible with any historic resources located within 75 feet of the proposed
new building. The Director (or designated representative) will review the letter
prior to County approval of the new building. The Director may require a peer
review of the University’s evaluation prior to approval of the building project.
2. Historic Resource Review. Any building or structure proposed for significant
modifications, removal, or demolition shall be subject to the following requirements:
a. Any building over 50 years old will be subject to a historic evaluation, unless it has
already been deemed eligible for the California Register of Historical Resources
based on prior analysis, is listed on the Santa Clara County Heritage Resource
Inventory, or is listed on the 2017 Stanford Historic Resources Survey as eligible.
b. Buildings previously identified as ineligible must be revisited and reviewed by the
County to confirm the eligibility status based on the four criteria used for listing on
the California Register.
c. Architecture and Site Approval (“ASA”) applications including proposed
demolition, relocation, or modification of buildings 50 years or older will be
reviewed by the County for possible inclusion on the County’s Heritage Resource
Inventory.
d. Any historic evaluations shall be conducted by a consultant hired by the County.
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3. Archaeological Resources: Mitigation Measure 7A.4-2(a)-(b).
a. Archaeological Resources Map: Mitigation Measure 7A.4-2(a). Stanford has
provided a map to the Director, maintained as a confidential record, that shows the
location of all known prehistoric and historic archaeological resources in the
unincorporated Santa Clara County portion of Stanford lands. Stanford shall
conduct a Record Search at the Northwest Information Center of the California
Historical Resources Information System and submit an updated map each year as
part of the 2018 General Use Permit annual monitoring and compliance process.
This annual update will be the basis for evaluating potential impacts of future
projects that include ground disturbance.
At the discretion of the Director, project-related archaeological site assessments and
monitoring shall be conducted and mitigation measures identified by either the
Stanford University Archaeologist or an independent archaeologist retained by the
County at Stanford’s expense. All archaeological reports (including, but not limited
to, site assessments, monitoring reports, Archaeological Treatment Plans) shall be
forwarded to the Director for review at Stanford’s expense. All work shall be
performed by, or under the supervision of, an archaeologist that meets the Secretary
of Interior Professional Qualifications Standards in Archaeology (36 CFR 61).
Significant impacts from projects on prehistoric and historic archaeological resources
shall be addressed as specified below:
1) If a building project is proposed on a mapped archaeological site, a qualified
archaeologist shall conduct a project-specific analysis to determine whether a
significant impact would occur. If there is a potentially significant impact that
cannot be avoided, an Archaeological Resources Treatment Plan shall be
prepared and approved by the County Planning Office prior to the
commencement of ground disturbing activities. If a Stanford archaeologist
performs this work, the County may at its discretion require a peer review by an
independent qualified archaeologist at Stanford’s expense. Project-specific
mitigation, if necessary, shall be identified in accordance with the provisions of
Section 21083.2 of the Public Resources Code.
2) In the event that previously unidentified historic or prehistoric archaeological
resources are discovered during construction, the contractor shall cease work in
the immediate area and the Director and University Archaeologist shall be
contacted immediately. The University Archaeologist prepare a proposed
Archaeological Resources Treatment Plan for approval by the Director. At the
discretion of the Director (or designated representative) an independent
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qualified archaeologist may be retained by the County at the expense of Stanford
to assess the significance of the find and the adequacy of the proposed
Archaeological Resources Treatment Plan. The Director may require
consultation with the Native American Heritage Commission. Stanford shall
implement the approved Treatment Plan to the satisfaction of the Director.
3) Archaeological monitoring shall be conducted at any time construction-related
ground-disturbing activities (greater than 12 inches in depth) are taking place
within 100 feet of known archaeological resources. A technical report including
the results of all monitoring activities shall be prepared once monitoring is
completed in accordance with professional standards and submitted to the
University Archaeologist. The archaeological monitoring shall be conducted or
supervised by an individual meeting the Secretary of Interior Professional
Qualifications Standards in Archaeology (36 CFR 61).
b. Human Skeletal Remains: Mitigation Measure 7A.4-2(b). If human skeletal remains
are encountered, Stanford is required by Section B6-18 of the County Ordinance
Code to immediately notify the County Coroner. Work shall immediately stop
within a 100-foot radius of the find. If the County Coroner determines that the
remains are Native American, the coroner shall contact the California Native
American Heritage Commission, pursuant to Health and Safety Code Section
7050.5(c), and the County Coordinator of Indian affairs. No further disturbance of
the site may be made except as authorized by the County Coroner. If artifacts are
found in association with the human skeletal remains no further disturbance of the
artifacts may be made until authorized by the Director. It is the responsibility of
Stanford to provide for reburial of the human skeletal remains and associated
artifacts following completion of the required Native American consultation process
described by Health and Safety Code section 7050.5 (c) and Public Resources Code
Section 5097.98; Stanford shall file a State Record Form (DPR Series) documenting
the reburial location with the California Historical Resources Information System
and provide the location on the updated map provided for in Section 3 above.
4. Fossilized Shell or Bone: Mitigation Measure 7A.4-3. If potentially significant fossilized
shell or bone is uncovered during any earth-disturbing operation, contractors shall stop
work within 100 feet of the find and notify the University Archaeologist and the County
Building Inspector assigned to the project. The University Archaeologist shall visit the site
and make recommendations for treatment of the find (including but not limited to
consultation with a paleontologist and excavation, if warranted), which shall be sent to the
County Building Inspection Office and the Director for review and approval. If a fossil find
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is confirmed, it will be recorded with the United States Geological Survey and curated in an
appropriate repository.

O. Public Services and Utilities
1. Law Enforcement Services. Stanford shall continue providing sufficient law
enforcement services or contract for such services on the unincorporated lands it owns in
Santa Clara County. These law enforcement services shall, at a minimum, comply with
all of the following:
a. Provide at least one sworn officer on staff for each 1,000-daytime population at
Stanford through the Stanford Police Department, consistent with an approved Law
Enforcement Agreement with the County of Santa Clara.
b. Enter into a Law Enforcement Agreement with, and to the satisfaction of the County
of Santa Clara Office of the Sheriff (“Office of the Sheriff”), that sets forth the terms
and conditions under which the Stanford University Department of Public Safety
shall be allowed to undertake law enforcement activities on the Stanford campus.
The issues addressed in the Law Enforcement Agreement shall include, but not be
limited to, terms and conditions relating to minimum qualifications and training of
personnel, reporting relationships, the on-site presence of personnel employed
directly by the Office of the Sheriff, full cost-recovery for the Office of the Sheriff,
and access to information by the Office of the Sheriff and the public that meets or
exceeds the level access that the Office of the Sheriff provides in other portions of
unincorporated Santa Clara County.
c. Provide a copy of the Law Enforcement Agreement to the Director for purposes of
monitoring compliance with this condition.
2. Fire Protection. Stanford shall provide fire protection and related services or contract
for such services on the unincorporated lands it owns in Santa Clara County. Stanford shall
comply with all of the following:
a. Enter into and maintain contract(s) for fire protection services, which shall include
fire suppression, technical rescue (including confined space rescue and support),
paramedic and medical services, hazardous material response, fire investigation,
appropriate technical alarms, and dispatch. These services shall be provided in a
manner consistent with industry standards for the area, development, and
population served.
b. Within five (5) days of issuance of any notice to terminate a contract for fire
protection services, provide the Director a copy of such notice, and no less than six
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(6) months prior to termination of the contract, provide written notice to the Director
of the replacement fire services provider.
c. For the areas inside the AGB, achieve one of the following:
1) Meet the average of documented response times for Santa Clara County cities; or
2) Meet the City of Palo Alto’s response time performance standards; or
3) Meet the City of Palo Alto’s documented average response times.
d. For the areas outside of the AGB, meet or exceed the average response times by the
Santa Clara County Fire Department for unincorporated Santa Clara County.
e. If the contracted fire protection services provider notifies Stanford that the provider
is experiencing lengthened response times due to increased traffic congestion,
modified routes, or any other circumstance resulting from development pursuant to
the GUP, Stanford shall take appropriate action to rectify the situation, including but
not limited to developing new routes for use by the contracted fire protection
services provider in order to maintain adequate response times.
f. Provide information assessing compliance with the emergency response time
standards of this permit for inclusion in the Annual Monitoring Report.
3. Water Conservation and Recycling Master Plan. Within twelve months of the effective
date of this General Use Permit, Stanford shall prepare and submit to the Director for
review and approval an update to the 2003 Water Conservation, Reuse, and Recycling
Master Plan, which shall identify measures for reducing potable water use on campus.
Measures included in the Plan may be required as conditions of approval for proposed
building projects and/or through the annual General Use Permit monitoring process. The
overall goal of the Plan shall be to ensure that Stanford does not exceed its allocation of
3.033 million gallons per day (mgd). Increased water withdrawals from creeks shall not be
used to meet this goal. The Plan shall address the following items:
a. Mechanisms for use of recycled water for turf and landscaping irrigation, toilet
flushing, and other appropriate activities.
b. Measures to reduce domestic water use in existing buildings.
c. Continued and new water conservation measures for new and remodeled buildings.
d. Methods to reduce use of water for irrigation.
4. Water Allocation. If Stanford exceeds its annual daily average water allocation of 3.033
mgd from the San Francisco Water Department for any calendar year, it shall do at least one
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of the following: 1) reduce its water consumption, 2) apply for an increase in its water
allocation, and/or 3) seek other sources of water. If Stanford exceeds its existing water
allocation prior to obtaining an increase in water allocation from the San Francisco Water
Department, the Director may suspend processing of all development applications until
such time as Stanford is able to reduce its water consumption to a rate at or below its
allocation or obtains other sources of water. Increased water withdrawals from creeks shall
not be used to meet the requirements of this condition.
5. Groundwater Pumping. Stanford shall obtain SCVWD approval for specific levels of
groundwater pumping prior to any additional pumping.
6. Wastewater. With any application for a proposed building project, Stanford shall submit
information on existing capacity and expected wastewater generation for the affected
portion of the wastewater collection system. If the County Building Office determines that
the affected portions of the existing collection system on Stanford lands and/or at
connection points with the City of Palo Alto’s collection system are undersized relative to
the expected wastewater generation, Stanford shall replace these lines with larger diameter
pipes and make other improvements determined necessary by the County. The
improvements shall be required prior to the approval of projects that would exceed existing
capacity. Any expansion of facilities shall be limited to that needed to serve development
planned pursuant to this GUP.
7. School Impact Fees. As required by the Palo Alto Unified School District (“PAUSD”),
Stanford shall pay school impact fees to the PAUSD or any other affected school district
prior to issuance of any building permit for development approved pursuant to this GUP.
8. Designated School Site. Stanford may develop a site that is designated for use as a
future public school in the Community Plan for a non-public school purpose only if the
Board of Supervisors makes all of the following findings:
a.

Stanford has demonstrated its use of the site is necessary in order to implement the
development considered by this General Use Permit;

b. No other areas within the Academic Growth Boundary are feasible for such
development; and
c. Another site within the Academic Growth Boundary has been designated for future
use as a public school by the Board of Supervisors.
9. Municipal Services Study. Stanford shall fund a Municipal Services Study to be
undertaken by or prepared under the direction of the Director. Municipal services include,
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but are not limited to, childcare services, senior nutrition and other senior services, police
and fire services, Emergency Medical Services, integrated waste services, water services,
animal control services, recreation services, library services, sanitary sewer services, public
works, road improvements and maintenance, public transit services, healthcare services,
mental health services, substance abuse treatment services, and services for persons with
disabilities. The Municipal Services Study shall be complete within 18 months of approval
of the GUP.
a. The Municipal Services Study shall comply with the following:
1) Define appropriate service levels for the Stanford community which includes
Stanford residents, students, faculty, staff, and visitors.
2) Analyze the amount and types of municipal services required to serve the
population increase to the Stanford community associated with the
development planned for pursuant to this GUP.
3) Indicate whether Stanford provides or should provide those services and
what appropriate levels.
4) The Municipal Services Study shall be reviewed and approved by the
Planning Commission.
b. If the Municipal Services Study concludes that Stanford would not provide sufficient
municipal services, Stanford shall be required to provide these services directly
through construction and operation of the necessary facilities and/or programs.
c. The County may consider a request by Stanford to utilize an in-lieu fee payment to
the County, which may be approved if an alternative provider has been identified
who is able and willing to provide the relevant services. The amount of the fee shall
be determined by the Board of Supervisors upon a recommendation from the
Planning Commission based on the analysis in the Municipal Services Study, which
shall include a Municipal Services Impact Fee nexus analysis. At the County’s
discretion, the in-lieu fee shall be paid either to the County of Santa Clara or a
service provider.
10. Childcare Facility Review. Any application for 100 or more on-campus staff, faculty,
or graduate student housing units shall be reviewed to determine the adequacy of existing
child daycare facilities to meet the needs of future residents. The review shall include an
assessment of existing waitlists for on-campus childcare facilities.

P. Air Quality
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1. Construction Control Measures. Stanford shall ensure that all construction by the
University or its contractors implements the Bay Area Air Quality Management District
(“BAAQMD”) Best Management Practices for Controlling Particulate Emissions.
2. Equipment Maintenance. Stanford shall require all construction contractors to properly
maintain the equipment and, where feasible, use clean fuel equipment and emissions
control technology (e.g., CNG-fired engines, catalytic converters, particulate traps,
turbocharged/intercooled engines, 4 of retard for engine timing) for diesel-powered
engines. Measures to reduce diesel emission are considered feasible when they are capable
of being used on equipment without interfering substantially with equipment performance.
3. Laboratory Fume Hood Emission Control: Mitigation Measure 7A.2-5.
Laboratory Fume Hood Emission Control. For any individual project that contains more than
25,000 square feet of emissions-generating laboratory space within a building and 50 fume
hoods, Stanford shall conduct a health risk screening analysis and obtain a permit from the
BAAQMD for the proposed individual project; this permit may be required either prior to
or as a condition of approval of the proposed individual project. In accordance with
BAAQMD Rules 2-1 and 2-5, new sources of emissions must implement Best Available
Control Technology for Toxics (T-BACT) if individual source risks exceed 1.0 in a million
for cancer and/or chronic hazard index is greater than 0.20. Additionally, a permit will be
denied if project cancer risk exceeds 10.0 in a million or if the chronic or acute hazard index
exceeds 1.0. Compliance with BAAQMD rules will ensure that new laboratory operations
will not result in a significant health risk impact.
4. Sustainability Measures. Stanford shall implement the sustainability measures
proposed in the 2018 GUP Application as identified below:
a. During the life of this GUP, Stanford shall meet final Tier 4 standards for all
construction equipment, except for chainsaws and paving phase equipment.
b. All Marguerite buses shall be electric by 2035.
c. 70% of Stanford Land, Buildings and Real Estate (LBRE) and Bonair fleet vehicles
shall be electric by 2035.
d. Conformance with these measures shall be documented in the Annual Monitoring
Report.

Q. Noise
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1. Noise Ordinance. Regular campus activities and construction practices shall comply
with the requirements of the County Noise Ordinance (County Ordinance Code Division
B11, Chapter VIII).
2. Fireworks Displays. Stanford shall obtain an entertainment event permit from the
Director for fireworks displays in conformance with the County Ordinance Code. No more
than four (4) firework displays shall be permitted per calendar year.
3. Noise Hotline. Stanford shall maintain a phone, text, and email hotline to which
community members may report noise complaints. The hotline shall be staffed during all
outdoor events with attendance greater than 2,500 persons or where amplified sound is
used. Stanford shall forward complaints to the County Planning Office within 24 hours.
All calls, texts, or emails to the hotline shall be reported to the County on an annual basis as
part of the Annual Report process.
4. Shield or Enclose HVAC Equipment and Emergency Generators: Mitigation Measure
7A.11-4. Shield or Enclose HVAC Equipment and Emergency Generators. Noise levels from
mechanical equipment within 150 feet of sensitive receptors shall be minimized by proper
siting and selection of such equipment and through installation of sufficient acoustical
shielding or noise emission controls. An acoustical analysis shall be prepared by a qualified
professional` to ensure that any new mechanical equipment achieves the following noise
standards at the property line of an offsite sensitive land uses in Palo Alto or Menlo Park, or
at the nearest on-site residential, day care or instructional classroom land use:
 The project shall not cause the average 24-hour noise level (Ldn) to increase by 5.0
dB or more in an existing residential area, even if the Ldn would remain below 60
dB;
 The project shall not cause the Ldn to increase by 3.0 dB or more in an existing
residential area, thereby causing the Ldn in the area to exceed 60 dB;
 The project shall not cause an increase of 3.0 dB or more in an existing residential
area where the Ldn currently exceeds 60 dB.
Noise levels from the periodic testing of emergency generators within 150 feet of sensitive
receptors in the cities of Palo Alto or Menlo Park also shall be minimized by proper siting
and through installation of acoustical shielding. Scheduled testing of an emergency
generator must not occur before 7:00 AM or after 7:00 PM.

R. Construction Management
1. Construction Sign. Stanford shall post at least one sign no smaller than 1,296 square
inches (e.g. 3 ft. x 3 ft.) at all active construction sites. The sign shall contain the name and
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telephone number or email address of the appropriate Stanford person the public may
contact to report alleged violations of the project noise requirements or to register a
complaint about construction noise associated with building projects under this GUP.
Stanford shall keep a written record of all such complaints and shall provide copies of these
records to the Director as part of the annual report process.
2. Construction Noise Control Measures and Noise Control Plan for Off-Site Receptors:
Mitigation Measure 7A.11-1. Construction Noise Control Measures and Noise Control Plan for
Off-Site Receptors. If construction would be within 150 feet of off-site sensitive receptors,
Stanford shall employ noise attenuation measures to reduce the generation of construction
noise to achieve a performance standard of 75 dBA at the affected property line of the
nearest off-site single family residential receptor and 80 dBA at the affected property line of
the nearest off-site multi-family residential receptor. These measures shall be described in a
Noise Control Plan that shall be submitted for review and approval by the Director prior to
issuance of a building permit to ensure that construction noise is consistent with the
standards set forth in the County Ordinance Code.
Additional measures specified in the Noise Control Plan and implemented during project
construction shall include, at a minimum, the following noise control strategies:
a. For construction on a Project site that would be within 150 feet of sensitive receptors
located within the City of Palo Alto, hours of construction activity shall be restricted
to those established in the City of Palo Alto Noise Ordinance (i.e., between the hours
of 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM Monday through Friday, and between 9:00 AM and 6:00 PM
on Saturday).
For construction on a Project site that would be within 150 feet of sensitive receptors
located within all other residential areas, hours of construction activity shall be
restricted to those established in the Santa Clara County Noise Ordinance (i.e.,
between seven a.m. and seven p.m., Monday through Saturday).
b. Equipment and trucks used for construction shall use the best available noise control
techniques (e.g., improved mufflers, equipment redesign, use of intake silencers,
ducts, engine enclosures, and acoustically attenuating shields or shrouds). At a
minimum, the Noise Control Plan shall require use of moveable noise screens, noise
blankets, or other suitable sound attenuation devices be used to reduce noise levels
to below 75 dBA;
c. Impact tools (e.g., jack hammers, pavement breakers, and rock drills) used for
construction shall be hydraulically or electrically powered wherever possible to
avoid noise associated with compressed air exhaust from pneumatically powered
tools. Where use of pneumatic tools is unavoidable, an exhaust muffler on the
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compressed air exhaust shall be used; this muffler can lower noise levels from the
exhaust by up to approximately 10 dBA. External jackets on the tools themselves
shall be used where feasible; this could achieve a reduction of 5 dBA. Quieter
procedures, such as use of drills rather than impact tools, shall be used where
feasible; and
d. Stationary construction noise sources shall be located as far from adjacent receptors
as possible, and they shall be muffled and enclosed within temporary sheds,
incorporate insulation barriers, or include other measures.
Emission of sound in the performance of emergency work is exempt from these
requirements. In addition, variances to these restrictions may be allowed, with County
approval, for certain utility work or other construction for which nighttime work would
avoid secondary impacts (e.g., traffic impacts during commute periods); and where
compliance with the noise thresholds is technically or economically infeasible. A variance
may be granted only where the activity will not create a nuisance and will not be
detrimental to the public health and safety.
3. Construction Noise Control Measures and Noise Control Plan for On-Site Receptors:
Mitigation Measure 7A.11-2. Construction Noise Control Measures and Noise Control Plan for
On-Site Receptors. For construction activities over two weeks in duration, and within
150 feet of on-site sensitive receptors, Stanford shall identify noise attenuation measures to
reduce the generation of construction noise to achieve a minimum performance standard of
80 dBA Leq over an 8-hour period at the nearest on-site residential or day care land use. 2
These measures shall be described in a Noise Control Plan that shall be submitted for
review and approval by the Director prior to issuance of a building permit to ensure that
construction noise is consistent with the standards.
If necessary to achieve the minimum performance standard stated above, measures
specified in the Noise Control Plan and implemented during project construction shall
include, at a minimum, the following noise control strategies:
a. Equipment and trucks used for construction shall use the best available noise control
techniques (e.g., improved mufflers, equipment redesign, use of intake silencers,
ducts, engine enclosures, and acoustically attenuating shields or shrouds). At a
minimum, the Noise Control Plan shall require use of moveable noise screens, noise
blankets, or other suitable sound attenuation devices be used to reduce noise levels
to below 80 dBA;
b. Impact tools (e.g., jack hammers, pavement breakers, and rock drills) used for
construction shall be hydraulically or electrically powered wherever possible to
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avoid noise associated with compressed air exhaust from pneumatically powered
tools. Where use of pneumatic tools is unavoidable, an exhaust muffler on the
compressed air exhaust shall be used; this muffler can lower noise levels from the
exhaust by up to approximately 10 dBA. External jackets on the tools themselves
shall be used where feasible; this could achieve a reduction of 5 dBA. Quieter
procedures, such as use of drills rather than impact tools, shall be used where
feasible; and
c. Stationary construction noise sources shall be located as far from adjacent receptors
as possible, and they shall be muffled and enclosed within temporary sheds,
incorporate insulation barriers, or include other measures.
4. Construction Vibration Reduction Plan: Mitigation Measure 7A.11-3. Construction
Vibration Reduction Plan. If construction involving vibratory rollers, hoe rams, or large
bulldozers is proposed within 40 feet of an historic structure, Stanford shall develop a
Vibration Reduction Plan in coordination with an acoustical consultant, geotechnical
engineer, and/or construction contractor, for review and approval by the Director.
Measures and controls shall be identified based on project-specific final design plans, and
may include, but are not limited to the following:
a. Use of non-vibratory excavator-mounted compaction wheels and small smooth
drum rollers for final compaction of asphalt base and asphalt concrete. If needed to
meet compaction requirements, smaller vibratory rollers may will be used to
minimize vibration levels during repaving activities where needed to meet vibration
standards.
b. Implementation of buffers and the use of specific types of equipment to minimize
vibration impacts during construction at nearby receptors in order to meet a
performance standard of 0.12 inches per second PPV (peak particle velocity) at
historic buildings and 0.3 inches per second PPV at non-historic buildings.
c. Implementation of a vibration, crack, and line and grade monitoring program for
identified historic buildings located within 40 feet of construction activities, in
coordination with a geotechnical engineer and qualified architectural historian.
5. Pile Driving. Stanford shall not conduct impact pile driving on construction projects
necessitating piles, but shall use alternative pile installation methods to minimize potential
noise and vibration disruption.
6. Construction Traffic Control Measures: Mitigation Measure 7A.15-1. Construction
Traffic Control Measures. The following traffic control measures are required to address
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impacts from construction of individual General Use Permit projects. All of these items
shall be included under Condition G.
a. Protection and Maintenance of Public Transit Access and Routes. Stanford and its
contractors shall be prohibited from limiting access to public transit, and from
limiting movement of public transit vehicles, during project construction without
prior approval from the VTA (Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority) and
other affected jurisdictions. Such approvals shall require submittal of improvement
plans and advance coordination per VTA’s Bus Stop Relocation Policy of a
mitigation plan to reduce transit impacts to a less than significant level. Potential
actions that would impact access to transit include, but are not limited to, relocating
or removing public transit bus stops, limiting access to public transit bus stops or
transfer facilities, or otherwise restricting or constraining public transit operations.
b. Maintenance of Pedestrian Access. Stanford and its contractors shall be prohibited
from substantially limiting pedestrian access to properties or facilities during
construction of the project, without prior approval from the affected jurisdictions.
Such approvals shall require submittal and approval of specific construction
management plans to mitigate the specific impacts to a less than significant level.
Actions substantially limiting pedestrian access include, but are not limited to,
sidewalk closures, bridge closures, crosswalk closures, pedestrian re-routing at
intersections, placement of construction-related material within pedestrian pathways
or sidewalks, and other actions which may affect the mobility or safety of
pedestrians. If sidewalks are maintained along the construction site frontage,
covered walkways shall be provided if determined by the County to be needed for
pedestrian safety.
c. Maintenance of Bicycle Access. Stanford and its contractors shall be prohibited from
substantially limiting bicycle access to properties or facilities during construction of
the project, without prior approval from those jurisdictions. Such approval shall
require submittal and approval of specific construction management plans to
mitigate the specific impacts to a less than significant level. Actions substantially
limiting bicycle access include, but are not limited to, bike lane closures or
narrowing, closing or narrowing of streets that are designated bike routes, bridge
closures, placement of construction-related materials within designated bike lanes or
along bike routes, and other actions that may affect the mobility or safety of
bicyclists.
d. Protection and Maintenance of Emergency Service Access and Routes. Stanford
shall designate alternate evacuation and emergency routes to maintain response
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times during construction periods and shall inform the Stanford Police and Palo Alto
Police and Fire Departments of construction locations and changes in emergency
access.
e. Parking for Construction-Related Vehicles. Stanford shall provide adequate oncampus parking for all construction-related vehicles throughout the construction
period. If adequate parking cannot be provided on the Stanford campus, a satellite
parking area shall be designated, and a shuttle bus shall be operated to transfer
construction workers to/from the job site.
f. Restriction on Construction Delivery Hours. Stanford shall make feasible attempts
to avoid construction material deliveries from 7:00 AM to 9:00 AM and from 4:00 PM
to 6:00 PM on weekdays. When feasible, Stanford shall be required to prohibit or
limit the number of construction employees arriving or departing the site between
4:30 PM and 6:00 PM.
g. Construction Truck Routes. Stanford shall deliver and remove all constructionrelated equipment and materials on truck routes designated by the Cities of Palo
Alto and Menlo Park and, in the event the County of San Mateo designates truck
routes, by the County of San Mateo. Heavy construction vehicles shall be prohibited
from accessing the site from routes that the Cities of Palo Alto, Menlo Park or
County of San Mateo have prohibited for use by such vehicles. Stanford shall
provide written notification to all contractors regarding appropriate routes to and
from construction sites and the weight and speed limits for local roads used to
access construction sites. A copy of all such written notifications shall be submitted
to the Director.
h. Phone Number for Complaints. Stanford shall post at least one sign no smaller than
1,296 square inches (e.g. 3 ft. x 3 ft.) at all active construction sites. The sign shall
contain the name, telephone number and e-mail address of the appropriate Stanford
person the public may contact to report alleged violations of this mitigation measure
or to register complaints about construction traffic associated with building projects
under the 2018 General Use Permit. Stanford shall keep a written record of all such
complaints and shall provide copies of these records to the Director as part of the
annual report process.
i. Construction Impact Mitigation Plan. In lieu of the above mitigation measures,
Stanford may submit a detailed construction impact mitigation plan to the County
for review and approval by the Director prior to commencing any construction
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activities with potential transportation impacts. This plan shall address in detail the
activities to be carried out in each construction phase, the potential transportation
impacts of each activity, and an acceptable method of reducing or eliminating
significant transportation impacts. If Stanford determines that it is not feasible to
comply with the “Restriction on Construction Delivery Hours” above, then the plan
shall also explain the basis for this infeasibility determination. Details such as the
routing and scheduling of materials deliveries, construction employee arrival and
departure schedules, employee parking locations, and emergency vehicle access
shall be described and approved.
j. Construction During Special Events. Stanford shall prevent roadway construction
activities from reducing roadway capacity during major athletic events or other
special events that attract a substantial number of visitors to the campus.
7. Additional Construction Traffic Control Measures. Stanford shall comply with the
following conditions regarding management of traffic related to construction activities and
submit a plan implementing the following standards for approval by the Director prior to
the commencement of any new building construction:
a. Transit Access. Transit service disruption/detour mitigation plans are required for
any disruption to route or frequency of rail or bus service and shall be submitted to
the Director four (4) weeks prior to the desired access modification and approved by
the Director prior to any access modification.
b. Pedestrian Access. Construction management plans for maintenance of pedestrian
access are to be submitted to the Director four (4) weeks prior to the desired access
modification and approved by the Director prior to any access modification. Any
closure or re-routing of a pedestrian facility shall require submittal, approval, and
implementation of a detour plan that maintains through access for pedestrians
congruent to pedestrian access prior to the closure. Any substantial limitation of
pedestrian access on the Stanford campus shall require submittal and approval of a
specific construction management plan and any relevant detour plan to the Director
for review and approval.
c. Bicycle Access. Construction management plans for modified bicycle access are to
be submitted to the Director four (4) weeks prior to the desired access modification
and approved by the Director prior to any access modification. Any closure or rerouting of a designated, signed, striped, or marked bicycle facility shall require
submittal, approval, and implementation of a detour plan that maintains safe,
demarcated through access for bicyclists. Any substantial limitation of bicycle access
on the Stanford campus shall require submittal and approval of a specific
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construction management plan and any relevant detour plan to the Director for
review and approval. Required maintenance of bicycle access during construction
shall apply to campus and non-campus roadways.
d. Bicycle Facility Maintenance. All bicycle traveled ways, including paths, lanes,
routes, and shared lanes shall be kept free of dirt, construction debris, or other
impediments in the traveled way that present a potential hazard or obstacle to
bicycle travel. Construction vehicle and equipment movements that block bicycle
facilities shall have flagger or other supervised traffic control.
e. Emergency Access. Any proposed alternate emergency access and evacuation
routes shall be designated and approved by the City of Palo Alto Fire Marshall and
the Stanford Police Chief prior to commencement of construction.
f. Construction Worker Arrival and Departure. All contractors shall advise workers
at regular safety meetings to avoid arriving and departing any construction site
between 4:30 PM and 6:00 PM. Failure to advise workers may result in sanctions by
the Construction Inspector up to and including stand down of construction.
g. Construction Sign. Stanford shall post at least one sign no smaller than 1,296 square
inches (e.g. 3 ft. x 3 ft.) at all active construction sites. The sign shall contain the
name and telephone number or email address of the appropriate Stanford person the
public may contact to report alleged violations of this condition or to register
complaints about construction traffic associated with building projects under this
GUP. Stanford shall keep a written record of all such complaints and shall provide
copies of these records to the Director as part of the annual report process.
h. Construction Website. Stanford shall include detailed construction updates and
these construction conditions of approval (Condition R) on a website that addresses
both special events and construction and shall provide a web-based opt-in email and
text system for regular construction and construction related traffic updates.
i.

Masterplan Laydown and Contractor Parking Areas. Provide a campus-wide
master plan for construction laydown areas. Provide a minimum of four laydown
areas, one for each quadrant of the campus and a plan for implementation prior to
issuance of the first building permit under this GUP.

j.

Construction During All Events. No event with an anticipated attendance of more
than 5,000 persons shall be held on the campus during construction that reduces the
vehicle capacity of vehicle access routes, except in conformance with an alternative
access plan that provides adequate access to the satisfaction of the Director.
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8. Soil and Groundwater Contamination: Mitigation Measure 7A.8-2(a)-(c).
a. Mitigation Measure 7A.8-2(a). During construction within the Project site, any
contractor shall cease any earthwork activities upon discovery of any suspect soils or
groundwater (e.g., petroleum odor and/or discoloration) during construction. The
contractor shall notify Stanford and the County of Santa Clara’s Hazardous
Materials Compliance Division (HMCD) of the Department of Environmental Health
upon discovery of suspect soils or groundwater. Stanford will retain a qualified
environmental firm to collect soil samples to confirm the level of contamination that
may be present.
b. Mitigation Measure 7A.8-2(b). If contamination is found to be present, any further
proposed soil- or groundwater-disturbing activities within areas of identified or
suspected contamination shall be conducted according to a site specific health and
safety plan, prepared by a California state licensed professional. The contractor shall
follow all procedural direction given by County HMCD and/or identified in a Soil
and Groundwater Management Plan prepared for the site by a qualified
environmental firm to ensure that suspect soils are isolated, protected from runoff,
and disposed of in accordance with transportation laws and the requirements of the
licensed receiving facility.
c. Mitigation Measure 7A.8-2(c). If contaminated soil or groundwater is encountered
and identified constituents exceed human health risk levels, it shall be delineated,
removed, and disposed of offsite in compliance with the overseeing agency, either
County HMCD or Regional Water Quality Control Board (“RWQCB”), as well as the
receiving facilities’ requirements.
9. Best Management Practices for Controlling Particle Emissions: Mitigation Measure
7A.2-2. Best Management Practices for Controlling Particle Emissions. Stanford shall require all
construction contractors to implement the following measures:
a. All exposed surfaces (e.g. parking areas, staging areas, soil piles, graded areas, and
unpaved access roads) shall be watered two times per day;
b. All haul trucks transporting soil, sand or other loose material off-site shall be
covered;
c. All visible mud or dirt track-out onto adjacent public roads shall be removed using
wet power vacuum street sweepers at least once per day. The use of dry power
sweepers is prohibited;
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d. All vehicle speeds on unpaved roads shall be limited to 15 mph;
e. All roadways, driveways, and sidewalks to be paved shall be completed as soon as
possible. Building pads shall be laid as soon as possible after grading unless seeding
or soil binders are used;
f. Idling times shall be minimized either by shutting equipment off when not in use or
reducing the maximum idling time to 5 minutes. Clear signage shall be provided for
construction workers at all access points;
g. All construction equipment shall be maintained and properly tuned in accordance
with manufacturers’ specifications. All equipment shall be checked by a certified
visible emissions evaluator; and
h. Post a publicly visible sign with the telephone number and person to be contacted
regarding dust complaints. This person shall respond and take corrective action
within 48 hours. The Air District’s phone number shall also be visible to ensure
compliance with applicable regulations.
10. Emissions of TACs and PM2.5: Mitigation Measure 7A.2-3(a)-(b).
a. Health Risk Screening for Construction Projects: Mitigation Measure 7A.2-3(a).
Health Risk Screening for Construction Projects. Prior to approval of an individual
project, Stanford shall conduct a project-specific health risk screening using the
screening distances presented in Table 7A.2-2 of the EIR and submit it to the Director
for peer review and approval. If the individual project is located further from
sensitive receptors than the minimum distance identified in Table 7A.2-2 of the EIR,
then no further construction health risk assessment or additional mitigation is
required. If the construction project is closer than the specified minimum distance,
then a project-specific Health Risk Assessment shall be prepared, as outlined in
Mitigation Measure 7A.2-3(b)
b. Mitigation for Construction TACs and PM2.5: Mitigation Measure 5.2-3(b). ProjectSpecific Health Risk Analysis. If the screening criteria in Table 7A.2-2 of the EIR are
not met, Stanford shall prepare and submit to the Director for peer review and
approval a project-specific health risk analysis demonstrating that project
construction activities will not result in a significant acute, chronic non-cancer or
cancer-related health risk to sensitive receptors. As a performance standard, any
subsequent project-specific health risk analysis must demonstrate an excess cancer
risk level of 10-in-1 million or less, a non-cancer (i.e., chronic or acute) hazard index
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of 1.0 or less, and an incremental increase an annual average PM2.5 concentration of
no more than 0.3 microgram per cubic meter.
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Figure 6 - Lathrop District Detail
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Figure 7 - Groundwater Recharge Zone
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Table 5 - Intersection Impact Mitigations
Intersection
Intersection Jurisdiction
Number
#2
I-280 NB Off- Menlo Park
Ramp/Sand
Hill Rd
#13
I-280 SB Off- Santa Clara
Ramp/Page
Co. ( CMP)
Mill Rd
#17
Junipero
Santa Clara
Serra Blvd –
Co. (CMP)
Foothill
Expwy /
Page Mill Rd
#19
Hanover
Santa Clara
Street/Page
Co. (CMP)
Mill Rd
#20

El Camino
Real/Page
Mill Rd –
Oregon
Expwy

Santa Clara
Co. (CMP)

#21

Middlefield
Rd / Oregon
Expwy
Foothill
Expwy /
Hillview Ave
Foothill
Expwy /
Arastradero
Rd
Foothill
Expwy / San
Antonio Rd

Santa Clara
Co. (CMP)

#29

#30

#31

Summary of Improvement
Required
Fair share funding for the addition of a 2nd
northbound right-turn lane.
Fair share funding to install traffic signal at
this unsignalized intersection.
Fair share funding toward grade separation
project.

Fair share funding toward the installation of
a second westbound left-turn lane, identified
as an option in the Page Mill Expressway
Corridor Study Report.
Fair share funding toward the
reconfiguration of the east leg of the
intersection to include one right-turn lane,
two through lanes, two extended left-turn
lanes, two receiving lanes, and no on-street
parking; and to the extension of the double
left-turn lanes.
No feasible mitigation measure.

Santa Clara
County

No feasible mitigation measure.

Santa Clara
Co. (CMP)

Fair share funding toward a grade separation
improvement project. The grade separation
assumes inclusion of a separated throughway for vehicles on Foothill Expressway.
Fair share funding toward the addition of a
third southbound through lane on Foothill
Expressway between San Antonio Road and
El Monte Avenue.

Santa Clara
Co. (CMP)
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#32

Foothill
Expwy / El
Monte Ave

Santa Clara
Co. (CMP)

#33

Foothill
Expwy /
Springer Rd
– Magdalena
Ave

Santa Clara
Co. (CMP)

#34

Bowdoin
Street /
Stanford Ave
El Camino
Real /
Encinal Ave
El Camino
Real /
Valparaiso
Ave
El Camino
Real /
Ravenswood
Rd

Palo Alto

#37

#38

#41

#48

#56

#58

Menlo Park

Menlo Park

Menlo Park

El Camino
Palo Alto
Real /
(CMP)
Embarcadero
Rd
Alma St /
Palo Alto
Hamilton
Ave
Alma St /
Charleston
Rd

Palo Alto

Fair share funding toward the addition of a
third northbound through lane and
associated receiving lane that extends to San
Antonio Avenue.
Contribute fair share funding toward the
following improvements
• Convert the signal to provide 8-phase
phasing;
• Change the lane configuration for the east
leg to have two left-turn lanes, one through
lane, and one right-turn lane; and
• Change the configuration for the west leg
to have one left-turn lane, two through lanes,
and one right-turn lane.
Fair share funding toward the installation of
a signal.
Fair share funding toward the conversion of
the northbound right-turn lane to a shared
through/right-turn lane.
Fair share funding toward the conversion of
the northbound right-turn lane to a shared
through/right-turn lane.
Fair share funding toward the conversion of
the northbound right-turn lane to a shared
through/right-turn lane; and fair-share
funding toward widening Menlo Avenue for
an exclusive left-turn lane.
Fair share funding toward the addition of a
second northbound left-turn lane.

Fair share funding toward the
reconfiguration of the westbound approach
to have one left-turn lane and one right-turn
lane, by removing a portion of the parking.
Fair share funding toward the addition of a
designated northbound right-turn lane and
installation of an overlap phase for the
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#69
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Palo Alto

northbound and southbound right-turn
movements.
Fair share funding toward the addition of a
second westbound left-turn lane and second
receiving lane on the south leg.
No feasible mitigation measure.

Palo Alto

No feasible mitigation measure.

Palo Alto

Fair share funding to the addition of a
designated eastbound right-turn lane with an
overlap signal phase.

Santa Clara
County
(CMP)

The City of Mountain View’s planned closure
of Castro Street at the train tracks to form a
T-intersection of Central Expressway and
Moffett Boulevard would mitigate the
Additional Housing Alternative A’s impact
(Mountain View Transit Center Master Plan).
If the Castro Street closure project is not
implemented, the secondary, back-up
mitigation is to contribute fair-share funding
toward the construction of a second
southbound left turn lane from Central
Expressway to Moffett Boulevard.
Stanford shall contribute its fair share
funding toward the second southbound leftturn lane from Central Expressway to Moffet
Boulevard. The funding can be used for the
Castro Street Closure project.
No feasible mitigation measure.

Middlefield
Rd / Marsh
Rd
Middlefield
Rd / Lytton
Ave
Middleton
Rd /
Embarcadero
Rd
Middlefield
Rd /
Charleston
Rd
Central Expy
/ Moffett
Blvd

Atherton

Foothill
Expwy/
Edith Ave

Santa Clara
Co. (SC
CMP)

Source: Tables 1 and 5.15-31 from Part 1 Consolidated Draft EIR
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Table i. Acronyms Used in this Report
Acronym
ac-ft, AF
ac-ft/yr, AFY
ccf, hcf
gpd
gpcd
gsf
mgd
sq-ft, sf
USF

Description
Acre-feet
Acre-feet/year
Hundred cubic feet
Gallons per day
Gallons per capita day, or gallons per person per day
Gross square feet
Million gallons per day
Square feet
Usable square foot

BAWSCA
BMP
CEF
CCR
CEQA
CIMIS
CIWQS
CWC
DDW
DMM
DRIP
DWR
ET
EIR
eWRIMS
GUP
ISG
ISL
LAFCO
RWQCP
SB
SCVWD
SFPUC
SWRCB
UWMP
WBIC
WSA
WVS

Bay Area Water Supply & Conservation Agency
Best management practice
Central Energy Facility
California Code of Regulations
California Environmental Quality Act
California Irrigation Management Information System
California Integrated Water Quality System Project
California Water Code
SWRCB Division of Drinking Water
Demand management measure
Drought Implementation Plan
California Department of Water Resources
Evapotranspiration
Environmental Impact Report
Electronic Water Rights Information Management System
General Use Permit
Individual Supply Guarantee
Interim Supply Limitation
Local Agency Formation Commission
Regional Water Quality Control Plant
California Senate Bill
Santa Clara Valley Water District
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission
State Water Resources Control Board
Urban Water Management Plan
Weather Based Irrigation Controller
Water Supply Assessment
Written Verification of Supply
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Table ii. Units of Measure Used in this Report
Unit
1 acre-foot

Equals
= 43,560 cubic feet
= 325,851 gallons

1 cubic foot

= 7.48 gallons

1 CCF

= 100 cubic feet
= 748 gallons

1 MGD

= 1,000,000 gallons/day
= 1,120 acre-feet / year
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Summary of Revisions
This March 2017 version of the Water Supply Assessment for the 2018 Stanford General Use
Permit contains the following revisions to the version provided to Santa Clara County in
November 2016:


As directed by Santa Clara County staff, the 2015-2018 scenario has been revised to
exclude the approved Escondido Village Graduate Residences project. This project
would be under construction by 2018, but is not anticipated to be occupied until 2020.



A 2015-2020 scenario has been added to reflect conditions at full development of the
existing 2000 General Use Permit. This scenario is identical to the 2015-2018 growth
scenario except it includes occupancy of the approved Escondido Village Graduate
Residences project.



An additional 40,000 square feet of academic and academic support space have been
added to ensure that the Water Supply Assessment addresses potential water demand
associated with 40,000 square feet of child care or other trip-reducing space proposed as
part of the application for the 2018 General Use Permit.



Text changes have been made to reflect comments by the County’s peer reviewers.



Updated discussion of groundwater pumping to address comments on the EIR Notice of
Preparation.

Summary of Water Supply Assessment
Project: Stanford 2018 General Use Permit, Santa Clara County, California
This Water Supply Assessment (WSA) has been prepared pursuant to the requirements of Senate
Bill 610 (Chap. 643, Statutes of 2001), Water Code §§ 10910-10915. The WSA evaluates
whether there will be sufficient water supplies to meet the water demands of development under
Stanford University’s proposed 2018 General Use Permit (2018 General Use Permit). Under the
2018 General Use Permit, Stanford proposes to add 2.275 million gross square feet (gsf) of
academic and academic support space, 40,000 gsf of childcare or other space used to reduce
vehicle trips, and 3,150 housing units/beds, of which no more than 550 would be faculty/staff
units, during the period from 2018 to 2035. For purposes of this WSA, it is assumed that the
new housing under the 2018 General Use Permit would include 550 faculty/staff units and 2,600
student beds. As explained below, the estimated total potable water demands of the Stanford
University campus at project buildout are calculated at 2.44 million gallons per day (mgd). This
is substantially below Stanford’s long-term Individual Supply Guarantee of 3.03 mgd of potable
water from the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC). In addition to potable
1
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demand, the total estimated non-potable water demands (for landscape irrigation use) at project
buildout are calculated at approximately 1.35 mgd, which can be met through a combination of
non-potable local surface supplies and groundwater. Based on the analysis that follows, the
WSA concludes that there will be sufficient supplies to serve the water needs of the 2018
General Use Permit during normal, single dry and multiple dry water years over a 20-year
projection.
This WSA is being prepared for approval by Santa Clara County (County), as the lead agency
under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) for the environmental review of the
2018 General Use Permit Project. The WSA will be included in the County’s Environmental
Impact Report (EIR) for the 2018 General Use Permit.

2
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Section 1 - Introduction
1.1

Project Overview

The 2018 General Use Permit is located in unincorporated Santa Clara County on the existing
Stanford University campus and adjacent Stanford lands. Under the 2018 General Use Permit,
Stanford proposes to add 2.275 million gsf of academic and academic support space, 40,000 gsf
of childcare or other space used to reduce vehicle trips, and 3,150 housing units/beds, of which
no more than 550 would be faculty/staff units, during the period from 2018 to 2035. For
purposes of this WSA, it is assumed that the new housing under the 2018 General Use Permit
would include 550 faculty/staff units and 2,600 student beds. Further description of the 2018
General Use Permit is provided in Section 2.0 below.
Potable water supply for Stanford is provided by the SFPUC. Non-potable supply, which is used
primarily for irrigation, is obtained from Stanford’s local surface water sources and groundwater
wells.
1.2

Purpose of Water Supply Assessment

This WSA is being prepared pursuant to the requirements of Senate Bill 610 (2001). Under this
law, a WSA is required for any “project” that is subject to CEQA and that meets certain criteria,
including a proposed residential development of more than 500 dwelling units. See Water Code
§§ 10910(a), 10912(a). The 2018 General Use Permit is subject to CEQA, and the County is
preparing an EIR for the project. Further, the 2018 General Use Permit meets the criteria for
preparing a WSA under SB 610, as it will add more than 500 dwelling units in addition to other
proposed development. As a result, a WSA is required, and it will be incorporated into the
County’s EIR for the 2018 General Use Permit.
The purpose of the WSA is to evaluate whether “the total projected water supplies, determined to
be available … for the project during normal, single dry, and multiple dry water years during a
20-year projection, will meet the projected water demand associated with the proposed project,
in addition to existing and planned future uses, including agricultural and manufacturing uses.”
Water Code § 10910(c)(4).
1.3

Identification of “Public Water Systems” Serving the Project

There is no identified “public water system” serving the Stanford campus. As a result, the
County, as the CEQA Lead Agency for the 2018 General Use Permit, is responsible for
preparation and approval of the WSA. See Water Code § 10910(b), (c)(4).
Stanford University currently has three sources of water supply: (1) water purchased wholesale
from the SFPUC, (2) groundwater, and (3) local surface supplies.
The SFPUC acts as a “public water system” with respect to its retail customers in the City and
County of San Francisco, but it does not serve as a “public water agency” when it provides water
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to its wholesale customers (such as Stanford University), who are responsible for supplying
water to the ultimate end users. Further, Stanford University, as a private entity that does not
serve the general public, does not constitute a “public water system.” As a result, the County is
responsible for preparation and approval of the WSA with respect to potable water provided by
SFPUC to Stanford to serve the 2018 General Use Permit Project. As a reference, Figure 1-1
shows the SFPUC Wholesale Service Area.
Figure 1-1: SFPUC Wholesale Service Area

Stanford is Service Area 27, labeled in green. (Source: SFPUC 2015 UWMP)

With respect to groundwater (which is discussed further in Section 4.1.2 below), Stanford
operates and maintains five active wells. These wells withdraw groundwater from the San
Francisquito Cone, part of the Santa Clara Valley Groundwater Basin. Although the Santa Clara
Valley Water District (SCVWD) oversees groundwater resources within the County and assesses
a pumping fee for each acre foot of groundwater withdrawn, it does not serve as a “public water

4
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system” with respect to Stanford’s withdrawal of groundwater from its campus wells pursuant to
its water rights. As a result, the County is responsible for preparation and approval of the WSA
with respect to Stanford’s groundwater usage for the 2018 General Use Permit Project. As a
reference, Figure 1-2 below shows groundwater basins and subbasins located in the southern
portion of the San Francisco Bay Hydrologic Region. Stanford is located in the Santa Clara
Valley groundwater basin, at the boundary of the San Mateo Plain and Santa Clara Plain
subbasins. Figure 1-3 below shows the location of Stanford’s five groundwater wells.

Figure 1-2: Alluvial Groundwater Basins and Subbasins within the southern San
Francisco Bay Hydrologic Region

Stanford

Subbasin 2-9.03 is the San Mateo Plain; Subbasin 2-9.02 is the Santa Clara Plain (Source: Bulletin 118)

With respect to local surface supplies (which are discussed in Section 4.1.3, below, and which
are depicted in Figure 1-4, below), Stanford has surface water rights and diversion licenses under
which it operates two reservoirs: Searsville Reservoir on Corte Madera Creek, and Felt Reservoir
adjacent to Los Trancos Creek. These reservoirs are used to provide non-potable supplies for
purposes of irrigation and backup fire protection. There is no “public water system” associated
with Stanford’s exercise of its water rights with respect to these local surface supplies. As a
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result, the County is responsible for preparation and approval of the WSA with respect to usage
of local surface water supplies to serve the 2018 General Use Permit.
Figure 1-3: Stanford Groundwater Production Wells

1.4

Relationship of WSA to SFPUC and SCVWD Urban Water Management Plans

The California Urban Water Management Planning Act (Water Code §§ 10610-10656) requires
urban water suppliers meeting certain criteria to prepare plans (urban water management plans or
UWMPs) on a five-year, ongoing basis. An UWMP must demonstrate the continued ability of
the provider to serve customers with water supplies that meet current and future expected
demands under normal, single dry, and multiple dry year scenarios. These plans must also
include the assessment of urban water conservation measures and wastewater recycling.
Pursuant to Water Code § 10632, the plans must also include a water shortage contingency plan
outlining how the water provider will manage water shortages, including shortages of up to fifty
percent (50%) of their normal supplies, and catastrophic interruptions of water supply. Stanford
is not required to prepare an UWMP, but it provides usage statistics and demand projections to
the SFPUC and SCVWD, who incorporate this data into their respective UWMPs. The SFPUC
6
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adopted its 2015 UWMP in June 2016 and the SCVWD adopted its 2015 UWMP in May 2016.
The 2015 UWMPs project demands through the year 2040. The 2015 UWMPs do not
specifically address the water demands for the 2018 General Use Permit, which are analyzed in
this WSA, but the future water demands projected in those documents are consistent with this
study. The SFPUC UWMP includes Stanford’s potable water demand projection of 2.40 mgd in
2035 and 2.70 mgd in 2040, while this study projects a potable water demand of 2.44 mgd. The
SCVWD UWMP includes Stanford’s total water demand projection of 4,300 AFY in 2035 and
4,700 AFY in 2040. This study projects a future total water demand of 4,620 AFY.

Figure 1-4: Stanford Reservoirs and Creeks

Los Trancos
Creek

Felt
Reservoir

Source: Stanford University, Stanford’s Water Resources presentation
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Section 2 - Project Description and Water Demands
2.1

Project Description

The Stanford University campus occupies over 8,000 acres of land straddling the San Mateo –
Santa Clara County line. Stanford’s main campus is located in Santa Clara County, while other
lands are located in the City of Palo Alto, unincorporated San Mateo County, and the cities of
Menlo Park, Portola Valley, and Woodside. Stanford also owns discontinuous property in the
city of Redwood City (Stanford University at Redwood City). Campus, city, and county
boundaries are shown in Figure 2-1.
Figure 2-1: Stanford University Lands

Hatched area shows Stanford lands located in unincorporated Santa Clara County.
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Under the 2018 General Use Permit, Stanford proposes to add 2.275 million gsf of academic and
academic support space, 40,000 gsf of childcare or other space used to reduce vechile trips, and
3,150 housing units/beds, of which no more than 550 would be faculty/staff units, during the
period from 2018 to 2035. For purposes of this WSA, it is assumed that the new housing under
the 2018 General Use Permit would include 550 faculty/staff units and 2,600 student beds.
Development will be located in areas within an Academic Campus land use designation, the
approximate boundaries of which are Junipero Serra Boulevard, El Camino Real, Sand Hill Road
and Stanford Avenue. The 2018 General Use Permit is located on Stanford lands in
unincorporated Santa Clara County.
2.2

Potable Water Demands

Potable demands are projected by usage, described below and summarized in Tables 2-1 and 2-2.
The analysis uses pre-drought conditions (Fiscal Year 2012-13) as the starting point because this
captures pre-project conditions more accurately than subsequent years, during which drought
conditions have temporarily but significantly affected campus water usage. Water usage in 2015
is included in other parts of the analysis to provide another point of comparison to the future
projected water use under the 2018 General Use Permit.
2.2.1 Academic Buildings Potable Water Demands
As of 2012, Stanford had 9,104,902 square feet (sf) of academic building space. Buildings
represent a mixture of classrooms, laboratories, offices and meeting spaces, among other uses,
and water use is calculated on a per-square-foot basis. All potable water use is metered, and total
annual potable water use for academic facilities in FY2012-13 was 0.66 mgd, or approximately
0.072 gallons/sf/day. This unit demand for potable water use is used to extrapolate from current
potable water use to project the future potable water demand resulting from projected academic
growth. Note that the potable water demands for academic facilities include both domestic
indoor usage, as well as use of potable water for outdoor landscape irrigation for certain
academic buildings.
In addition to the 412,603 sf developed between 2012-2015, plus another 769,354 sf scheduled
for completion by Fall 2018 pursuant to the prior General Use Permit that was approved in 2000,
Stanford proposes to develop 2,275,000 sf of additional academic and academic support space
plus an additional 40,000 sf of additional childcare or other spce that would be used to reduce
vehicle trips by 2035 under the 2018 General Use Permit. This results in a total potable water
demand for academic and academic support space of 0.91 mgd, which represents a water demand
increase of 0.25 mgd as compared to FY2012-13 levels.
2.2.2 Student Housing Potable Water Demands
As of 2012, Stanford housed 11,323 undergraduate and graduate students on campus. Student
housing is measured in units of “beds” and represents a mixture of medium to high density
dormitories and apartment-style units. For the purposes of potable water demand calculations,
9
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student housing also includes dining halls and other facilities closely associated with on-campus
residential life. All potable water use is metered, and total annual potable water use for student
housing in FY2012-13 was 0.46 mgd, or approximately 40.6 gallons/bed/day. For comparison,
California’s state indoor water use target is 55 gallons/person/day.
The 2012 unit demand for potable water use is used to extrapolate from current potable water use
to project future potable water demand that would result from projected growth. In addition to
the 559 student beds developed between 2012-2015, plus another 416 beds scheduled for
completion by Fall 2018 and another 2,020 beds scheduled for completion by Fall 20201,
Stanford proposes to develop 2,600 additional beds of student housing under the 2018 General
Use Permit, resulting in a total student housing stock of 16,918 beds and a potable water demand
of 0.69 mgd for student housing in 2035. This represents a water demand increase for student
housing of 0.23 mgd as compared to FY2012-13 levels.
2.2.3 Faculty/Staff Housing Potable Water Demands
As of 2012, Stanford provided potable water to 937 faculty and staff dwelling units. Units
represent a mixture of medium to high density single family homes, townhomes and apartmentstyle units, and water use is calculated on a per-unit basis. All potable water use is metered, and
total annual potable water use for faculty/staff housing in FY2012-13 was 0.52 mgd, or
approximately 555 gallons/unit/day. This figure includes both domestic indoor uses, as well as
outdoor landscape irrigation. For existing faculty/staff housing that is more urban in nature, little
outdoor watering occurs, and per-unit potable water use averages 225 gallons/unit/day.
Unit demand is used to extrapolate from current potable water use to project the future water
demand that would result from projected growth. Stanford expects to add 550 additional
faculty/staff housing units by 2035 under the 2018 General Use Permit. These units will all be of
the higher-density type (i.e., more urban in nature), so a per-unit demand of 225 gallons/unit/day
is used for new units. This results in a total potable water demand for faculty/staff housing of
0.64 mgd in 2035, which represents a water demand increase of 0.12 mgd as compared to
FY2012-13 levels. This projection may well be conservative, as Stanford may consider using
non-potable sources to meet some of the new housing’s outdoor landscape irrigation needs,
depending on location.
2.2.4 Combined Potable Water Demands for Academic Buildings, Student Housing and
Faculty/Staff Housing
Combining projected potable water use for academic development, student housing, and
faculty/staff housing results in a potable water demand of 2.24 mgd at buildout of the 2018
General Use Permit Project in 2035, which represents an increase of 0.60 mgd as compared to
Total includes 1,450 student beds that are beyond the initial 2000 General Use Permit authorization.
These beds were approved by the County in March 2016.
1
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FY2012-13 levels for these three types of uses. However, as explained in the next section below,
improvements to the campus’ Central Energy Facility (CEF) that were completed in 2015 are
resulting in a significant decrease in water usage to serve campus energy needs. As shown in
Table 2-4 below, Energy systems water demand went from 0.46 mgd in 2012 to 0.18 mgd in
2015, a reduction of over 60%.
2.2.5 Energy System Water Demands
Prior to 2012, a significant portion of Stanford’s SFPUC water allocation was consumed by the
evaporative cooling towers of the campus cogeneration and thermal energy plant (Central Energy
Facility, CEF). Between 2012 and 2015, Stanford constructed a new energy facility/system that
replaced its CEF as part of the Stanford Energy System Innovations project, a massive capital
investment designed to decrease Stanford’s carbon footprint by 50 percent, in addition to
reducing net energy and water consumption and saving money over the long-term. The project
replaced the steam-based campus heating system with a hot-water-based system. Rather than
discharging waste heat to the atmosphere through evaporative cooling, the new state-of-the-art
CEF recaptures this energy to supply the campus with heat and hot water. Also, the new CEF
uses electric chillers to produce chilled water, rather than relying totally on cooling towers and
evaporative cooling for this purpose. As a result, energy system water demand has been reduced
by over 60% to 0.18 mgd. This savings of 0.28 mgd represents 13% of total baseline (FY201213) potable water use. Energy system water demand is projected to reach 0.20 mgd at buildout
of the 2018 General Use Permit in 2035.
Table 2-1: Summary of Existing and Proposed Development
Water use
category

Unit of
Measure

Existing
development
in 2012

Completed
development
2012-2015

Projected
development
2015-2018

Projected
development
2018-2020

2018 GUP
development
2018-2035

Total at
Buildout
Fall 2035

Academic and
Childcare

sq. ft.

9,104,902

412,603

769,354

0

2,315,000

12,601,859

Student
housing

beds

11,323

559

416

2,020

2,600

16,918

Faculty/staff
housing

dwelling units

937

0

0

0

550

1,487
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Table 2-2: Summary of Existing and Projected Potable Water Demand
Existing
Water Use
development FY2012-13
in 2012
mgd

Water Use
factor
gal/day/unit

Buildout
total
Fall 2035

Water Use at
Buildout,
mgd

0.66

0.072

12,601,859

0.91

11,323

0.46

40.6

16,918

0.69

937

0.52

555

1,487

0.64 **

0.46

NA

Water use
category

Unit of
Measure

Academic
and
Childcare

sq. ft.

9,104,902

Student
housing

beds

Faculty/staff
housing

dwelling
units

Energy
Systems

0.20

TOTAL
2.10
2.44
**Calculation of future FSH usage is based on a projected water consumption of 225 gal./unit/day for
new FSH units, which will be more urban in nature than the existing FSH development. 225 gal./unit/day
is based on current usage statistics for comparable existing FSH units (Olmsted Terrace, Pearce Mitchell,
Peter Coutts).

2.3

Landscape Irrigation

The proposed development under the 2018 General Use Permit will occur as redevelopment or
infill on Stanford’s main campus, as it was under the 2000 General Use Permit, rather than new
development of presently vacant land. Individual developments associated with the 2018
General Use Permit will have varying effects on landscape irrigation needs, depending on the
type of development and what is replaced, which is currently not known. Development that
replaces currently landscaped areas with buildings and/or pavement will cause irrigation needs to
decrease, whereas similar development that replaces paved surface parking lots or nonlandscaped areas with landscaping would require increased irrigation. Thererfore, a precise
projection regarding future irrigation demand cannot be made at this time. However, as shown
in Figure 4-2 (see Section 4.1), while non-potable irrigation usage fluctuates from year to year,
over time this usage remained relatively constant as the 2000 General Use Permit was
implemented; despite substantial campus growth under the 2000 General Use Permit, nonpotable irrigation usage in 2015 was equivalent to such usage in 2000 (approximately 1 mgd).
Under the 2018 General Use Permit, Stanford expects that the nature of development will
continue similar to past development of the campus, and irrigation demand is therefore not
expected to increase more under the 2018 General Use Permit than it did under the 2000 General
Use Permit. For the purposes of this WSA, Stanford’s irrigation demand is therefore
conservatively projected to increase by 10% as a result of the 2018 General Use Permit.
Some areas of the Stanford campus (landscaping around certain academic buildings and
throughout the existing FSH area) are irrigated with potable SFPUC water, and this usage is
accounted for in the potable water demands section above. However, Stanford currently meets
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the majority of irrigation demand with non-potable sources derived from local surface and
groundwater. Stanford makes an effort to irrigate with non-potable sources wherever practical
(primarily a function of proximity to non-potable water distribution infrastructure). In FY201213, Stanford used a total of 1,570 AF for landscape irrigation, or 1.40 mgd on average (see Table
2-3). Of this amount, approximately 0.18 mgd (13%) was potable supply from SFPUC, while
1.23 mgd (87%) came from local sources (surface and groundwater, 0.94 and 0.29 mgd
respectively) 2.
The sources of landscape irrigation water, as well as the total amount used, can differ
significantly from year to year. Both the quantity and timing of wet-season rainfall are highly
variable, directly affecting both surface water availability and plant irrigation needs. During wet
years, Stanford can divert more surface water from local streams, and plant irrigation needs are
less than average, particularly if the rainy season extends into the fall or spring. In wet years,
Stanford might meet most irrigation needs with surface water, relying very little on groundwater
or potable SFPUC supply. In drier years, plants require more irrigation, and streamflows may be
too low for Stanford to meet these demands with surface water, which is subject to minimum
bypass flows retained in the creeks for passage and habitat; so Stanford pumps additional
groundwater to meet its landscape irrigation needs (e.g., FY2013-14).
Additionally,
conservation-related supply cutbacks of potable water from SFPUC are more likely to occur
during periods of drought.
Stanford uses low-water-demand, native plants in many of its landscaped areas. These plants are
well adjusted to the region’s Mediterranean climate and require little dry-season watering. New
landscaping added as part of the 2018 General Use Permit will rely heavily on these plant
varieties. As Stanford develops through the 2018 General Use Permit and beyond, landscaping
decisions will provide opportunities to reduce irrigation needs or transition to irrigation systems
that utilize non-potable water supplies.

In addition to irrigation, surface water use also includes flow to Lagunita, which provides California
tiger salamander habitat and groundwater recharge benefits.
2
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Table 2-3: Summary of Irrigation Water Use, by Source
FY:
Surface
Water
Groundwater
SFPUC
Supply
TOTAL

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

(AFY)

1,019

1,032

1,056

72

(mgd)

0.91

0.92

0.94

0.06

0.00

% total

84.9%

70.2%

67.3%

5.3%

0.0%

(AFY)

182

238

323

1,142

1,085

(mgd)

0.16

0.21

0.29

1.02

0.97

% total

15.1%

16.2%

20.6%

83.4%

88.8%

(AFY)

-

-

201

191

156

137

(mgd)

-

0.18

0.17

0.14

0.12

% total

-

13.7%

12.1%

11.4%

11.2%

(AFY)

1,201

1,471

1,570

1,370

1,221

(mgd)

1.07

1.31

1.40

1.22

1.09

SFPUC supply quantities are for dedicated irrigation meters only; FSH irrigation use (which is supplied by
SFPUC) is not separately metered or reported (Source: Stanford staff).

2.4

Projected Total Water Demands

The total potable water demand projected with the 2018 General Use Permit is 2.44 mgd, as
shown in Table 2-4 below. This represents an 16% increase from the FY2012-13 baseline, but is
still 19% below the maximum SFPUC allocation of 3.03 mgd. Total water demands, including
non-potable water for landscape irrigation, are projected to increase to 3.79 mgd by 2035, the
year of expected 2018 General Use Permit buildout (Table 2-4).
Table 2-4: Projected Total Water Demands, 2020 – 2035 (mgd)3
Water Use
Category

FY2012-13
Actual

FY2015-16
Actual

2020
Projected *

2025
Projected

2030
Projected

2035
Projected

Academic

0.66

0.47

0.74

0.80

0.85

0.91

Student housing

0.46

0.42

0.53

0.58

0.64

0.69

Faculty/staff
housing

0.52

0.32

0.56

0.59

0.62

0.64

Energy
Systems

0.46

0.18

0.17

0.18

0.19

0.20

TOTAL
POTABLE

2.10

1.39

2.00

2.15

2.29

2.44

Landscape
(Non-Potable)

1.23

0.81

1.27

1.29

1.32

1.35

TOTAL

3.33

2.20

3.27

3.44

3.62

3.79

* Assumes normal cooling year in 2020. 2015-16 energy demand reflects energy system conversion
during the reporting year.
3

Landscape demand refects non-potable demands met by the Lake Water system
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Section 3 - Existing Water Demands
3.1

Historic and Current Water Demands

The SFPUC provides water to its 27 wholesale customers under the terms of a 2009 Water
Supply Agreement. Under this Agreement, Stanford holds a long-term “Individual Supply
Guarantee” (ISG) of 3.03 mgd overall annual average, which represents approximately 1.6% of
SFPUC’s total wholesale deliveries. The 2009 Agreement also contains “Interim Supply
Limitations” (ISLs) that are in effect until 2018. Stanford’s ISL under the 2009 Agreement is
2.91 mgd. Thus, Stanford holds an allocation from the SFPUC of 2.91 mgd until 2018 and then
an allocation from the SFPUC of 3.03 thereafter. Note that although expressed in units of mgd,
both the ISG and ISL are overall annual average targets. Daily or monthly usage may exceed
these targets, and this is not uncommon during the summer months. The 2009 Agreement has a
25-year term (through 2034), but the SFPUC’s 2015 UWMP assumes that the amount that is
allocated to wholesalers (including Stanford) under the agreement will continue to be so
allocated through the year 2040.
Figure 3-1 shows domestic water demand at Stanford over the period 2001-2016. During this
period, annual average consumption decreased from a maximum of approximately 2.7 mgd in
2001 to 2.1 mgd in 2012-13. This significant reduction has been achieved as a result of a
rigorous water conservation program, despite substantial campus growth. As shown in Figure 31, annual usage since 2001 has been well below both the ISG of 3.03 and the temporary ISL of
2.91 that took effect in 2009. In FY 2014-15 and FY 2015-16, Stanford further reduced its
SFPUC water use to less than 2.00 mgd by implementing the Stanford Energy Systems
Innovations Project and additional mandatory conservation measures during the recent drought.
The SFPUC’s 2015 UWMP included projections of future purchase requests from wholesale
customers. The UWMP included Stanford’s projection that purchase requests will increase from
2.00 mgd in 2015 to 2.40 mgd in 2035. This study projects a slightly higher demand at 2.44
mgd, which is still well within the limits of Stanford’s ISG and ISL. The SFPUC’s 2015 UWMP
analysis of supply vs. demand uses the full wholesale contract ISG values, and not the projected
demands.
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Figure 3-1: Stanford Domestic Water Use, 2001-2016
3.50

3.00

2.73

Million Gallons per Day

2.52
2.50

2.36

2.31

2.30

2.22

2.28

2.31

2.14

2.14

2.12

2.16

2.10

2.10
1.89

2.00

1.39

1.50

1.00

0.50

0.00

BAWSCA Water Year (July-June)
Average Annual Water Use

SFPUC Allocation (3.03 MGD)

Source: Stanford University Water Efficiency Program, compiled from BAWSCA Surveys and SFPUC
Invoices

3.2

Dry Year Demands

Table 3-1 shows Stanford University’s projected water demands and supplies from the SFPUC
for normal, single dry, and multiple dry water years, under existing conditions (FY2012-13) and
at the buildout of the 2018 General Use Permit Project in 2035. The projection of non-potable
usage assumes that surface water is the primary source of irrigation supply, and groundwater is
used to meet the remaining demand.
With respect to dry years, in its 2015 UWMP, the SFPUC advises wholesale customers to
anticipate seeing their supply allocations reduced to as low as 83% of normal for a single dry
year. In multiple dry year scenarios, supply might be further reduced to 72% of normal. Fiscal
Year 2015-16 represented the third year of a multi-year drought, and no such curtailments were
actually imposed by SFPUC, but the possibility of supply reductions should nonetheless be taken
into account when planning future dry-year demand scenarios. The dry-year supply projections
contained in Table 3-1, below, are based on the 83% and 72% planning factors from the SFPUC.
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Table 3-1: Dry-Year Supply and Demand Summary (mgd)

Supply
Potable Supply (SFPUC)
ISG
ISL
Surface Water Supply
Groundwater Supply
Total Supply (ISG)

Normal Year

Water Year Type
Multiple Dry Years
Single
Dry Year
1
2
3

3.03
2.91
1.12
1.52
5.67

2.51
2.42
0.94
1.52
4.97

2.51
2.42
0.94
1.52
4.97

2.18
2.10
0.06
1.52
3.76

2.18
2.10
0.06
1.52
3.76

5.55

4.88

4.88

3.68

3.68

2.10
2.10
1.23
1.12
0.11

2.11
2.11
1.29
0.94
0.35

2.11
2.11
1.29
0.94
0.35

1.79
1.79
0.98
0.06
0.92

1.58
1.58
0.98
0.06
0.92

Total Demand

3.33

3.41

3.41

2.77

2.56

2035 Demands
Potable Demand
met by ISG
Non-potable Demand
met by surface water
met by groundwater
Total Demand

2.44
2.44
1.35
1.12
0.23
3.79

2.46
2.46
1.42
0.94
0.48
3.87

2.46
2.46
1.42
0.94
0.48
3.87

2.07
2.07
1.08
0.06
1.02
3.15

1.83
1.83
1.08
0.06
1.02
2.91

Total Supply (ISL)
Baseline Demand
Potable Demand
met by ISL
Non-potable Demand
met by surface water
met by groundwater

In Table 3-1, above, water demand increases in a single dry year or the first of multiple dry years
due to natural plant irrigation demands increasing by 5%. In multiple dry years, potable
demands would be reduced by 15% in the second year and 25% in the third year, reflecting
conservation measures that would be implemented to reduce consumption. As shown in Table
2-4, Stanford has been able to achieve these types of reductions in the past. Excluding energy
system usage, potable usage totaled 1.64 mgd in FY2012-13 and was reduced to 1.21 mgd in
FY2015-16, reflecting a reduction of more than 25%. Stanford accomplished this reduction by
replacing older water fixtures in campus residences with low-use models, and by significantly
reducing irrigation with potable water. Stanford imposed two-day per week watering with
potable water and also modified irrigation practices to avoid waste and cut back on watering of
non-functional turf areas.
With respect to non-potable irrigation usage, this demand would be reduced by 20% in the
second and third dry years of a multiple dry year scenario. As shown in Table 2-3, as with
potable usage, Stanford has been able to achieve such reductions in the past. As shown in this
table, non-potable irrigation usage (i.e., local surface water and groundwater supplies) totaled
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approximately 1.23 mgd in FY2012-13 and was reduced to 0.97 mgd in FY2014-15, a reduction
of more than 20%. As shown in Table 2-4 and Table 5-1, further significant reductions in nonpotable usage were achieved in FY2015-16.
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Section 4 - Water Supply
4.1

Current Water Supply

Stanford’s primary source of water supply (and only normally utilized potable source) is
purchased from the SFPUC under wholesale contract. Stanford has the capability to supplement
potable supplies with groundwater if needed. In addition, Stanford uses local surface supplies
and groundwater, for non-potable uses, primarily for landscape irrigation. The non-potable
distribution system is referred to as the Lake Water System.
4.1.1 SFPUC Water
As described in the previous section, Stanford receives the majority of its total water, and 100%
of its current potable water, as a wholesale purchase from the SFPUC. SFPUC’s water supply
consists primarily of diverted Tuolumne River flows conveyed through the Hetch Hetchy Project
(approximately 85% of supply), with local sources making up the remaining 15%. This ratio can
be as high as 93%:7% during dry years (SFPUC 2010 UWMP). Total SFPUC system storage
capacity is nearly 300 billion gallons. During normal years, the SFPUC supplies an average of
256 mgd to its retail and wholesale customers, with 81 mgd being delivered to retail customers
and 184 mgd being sold to wholesale providers. Stanford holds an allocation of 3.03 mgd
(annual average) from the SFPUC under the current water supply agreement. SFPUC
participates in several regional water supply projects to ensure that it can meet dry-year demands
with no greater than 20% rationing by its customers.
4.1.2 Groundwater
Stanford has the capability to use groundwater for potable consumption, but at present
groundwater is not used for this purpose other than in emergencies. Groundwater currently is
used for non-potable uses such as landscape irrigation, and is relied upon most heavily during
dry years. Groundwater is pumped into Felt Reservoir for rediversion into the Lake Water
System. Of Stanford’s total water use between 2010 and 2015, groundwater use (3,500 AF)
comprised about 13%.
Stanford maintains five active wells (See Figure 1-3 and Table 4-1). These wells withdraw
groundwater from the San Francisquito Cone, a region of the Santa Clara Valley groundwater
basin located along the boundary between the Santa Clara Plain and San Mateo Plain subunits.
Water-bearing units in the San Francisquito Cone consist of sands and gravels deposited in
alluvial fans at the foot of the Santa Cruz Mountains during the Pliocene and lower Pleistocene,
which were subsequently covered in alluvium and Bay Mud. The Cone contains both confined
and unconfined aquifer units, with water table surfaces generally sloping gently towards San
Francisco Bay. Bulletin 118 describes groundwater level trends in both the Santa Clara and San
Mateo Subbasins as stable, having largely recoverd from 1960s minima thanks to decreased
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pumpage (many former pumpers now rely on imported surface water deliveries) and increased
recharge.
The Santa Clara Valley groundwater basin has not been adjudicated, is not identified by the
Department of Water Resouces (DWR) as an overdrafted basin, nor is it projected to enter a state
of overdraft. The Santa Clara Valley Water District has submitted an application to the
California Department of Water Resources to serve as the Groundwater Sustainability Agency
for this basin. The SCVWD actively manages its water supply portfolio to ensure that
groundwater use within the basin remains sustainable, employing methods such as managed
groundwater recharge, conjunctive use, local surface water capture and storage, imported water,
and recycled water to enhance and supplement groundwater supplies.
Stanford’s wells have a combined total pumping capacity of approximately 4,450 AFY. In the
most recent reporting year (FY2014-15, BAWSCA Annual Survey), Stanford withdrew a total of
721 AF from these wells. This was a dry year, and on average, Stanford pumps less than this
amount (Table 4-2). Unpublished internal groundwater modeling studies have indicated that
Stanford (or others) could withdraw up to 1,700 AFY (1.52 mgd) from its wells without
impacting water quality in the aquifer or causing unacceptable impacts (e.g. excessive
drawdown, land subsidence, saltwater intrusion).
Table 4-1: Existing Pumping Capacity
Well

Year
Installed

Location

Well 1
Well 2
Well 3
Well 4
Well 5

1934
1936
2003
2004
1956

Sand Hill Rd.
Sand Hill Rd.
Sand Hill Rd.
Sand Hill Rd.
Bonair Yard

Estimated Capacity
(GPM)
(AFY)
500
800
625
1000
550
900
525
850
550
900

TOTAL:

2,750

4,450

Source: Stanford staff

Table 4-2: Summary of Annual Groundwater Pumping (AF)
Year

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Average
2010-2015

Well 1
Well 2
Well 3
Well 4
Well 5

33.0
53.0
150.9
92.7
3.9

10.0
20.3
53.2
32.2
10.8

47.5
104.2
0.0
120.5
88.1

53.9
98.3
214.2
74.5
76.0

175.1
367.5
241.8
397.3
177.2

96.5
171.2
150.4
212.8
177.2

69.3
135.8
135.1
155.0
88.9

Total Pumped

334

127

360

517

1359

808

584

Source: Stanford Staff (from well meters)
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Recharge to the San Francisquito Cone primarily occurs within the bed and banks of San
Francisquito Creek. Rainfall and landscape irrigation within the foothills of the Santa Cruz
Mountains also percolate into the aquifer (see Figure 4-1). As a condition of the current (2000)
General Use Permit, Stanford implemented a Campus-Wide Plan for Groundwater Recharge to
mitigate the loss of recharge areas to development. Under that plan, surface water from various
sources is conveyed to Lagunia Reservoir, which has the greatest recharge capacity on campus.
When Lagunita Reservoir was kept filled year-round, its recharge to the aquifer was estimated to
be 700 AFY. Lagunita Reservoir currently receives stormwater runoff and is only augmented
with surface water during California tiger salamander breeding periods, so its contribution to the
San Francisquito Cone is proportionally reduced.

Figure 4-1: San Francisquito Cone Recharge Areas4

Stanford lands

Source: Groundwater Management Plan for the City of East Palo Alto, Figure 13, prepared by Todd
Groundwater, Stanford lands outline overlayed for this report
4
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The Groundwater Management Plan for the City of East Palo Alto estimates inflows to the
aquifer ranging from 5,000 AFY to 10,000 AFY. Current usage and outflows are estimated at
2,800 AFY, including estimated subsurface outflow to the San Francisco Bay. That study
assumed Stanford’s groundwater usage at 342 AFY, which is comparable to the projected
normal-year demands estimated in this report. At the lower estimate of annual recharge, the
aquifer could support approximately 2,200 AFY of increased annual usage by overlying
communities (similar to the conclusion in Stanford’s internal groundwater study). Temporary
increases in groundwater usage in response to droughts or surface water supply interruptions can
also be supported.
4.1.3 Local Surface Water
Stanford holds a combination of riparian and pre-1914 appropriative rights reported under four
Statements of Water Diversion and Use (S004660, S004661, S015695, S015696) and one
appropriative right licensed by the SWRCB (L001723). These water rights support Stanford’s
diversion operations from Los Trancos Creek and San Francisquito Creek, two streams that flow
through Stanford lands, which supply Stanford’s non-potable Lake Water system. These
appropriative water rights date to 1886, 1870, and 1891, and the licensed right was issued in
1937. The rights provide water for recreation, irrigation, stockwatering, and fire protection
purposes, and are summarized as follows:


License 1723 authorizes diversion of up to 900 AFY from Los Trancos Creek and/or the
San Francisquito Creek pump station, from December 1 to May 1, to storage in Felt
Reservoir, which has a storage capacity of 1,050 acre-feet.



Statements S015695 and S015696 document pre-1914 appropriative water rights to divert
from those same diversion facilities to storage in Felt Reservoir.



Statement S004660 documents Stanford’s pre-1914 appropriative right to impound,
divert and store water in Searsville Reservoir (Searsville Reservoir storage capacity has
been reduced over time by sedimentation, but this pre-1914 appropriative water right has
been exercised downstream at the San Francisquito Creek pump station).



Statement S004661 authorizes the diversion of water from San Francisquito Creek to
Lagunita for recreational and habitat purposes.

Water is impounded seasonally (during periods of high flow) in two reservoirs above campus:
Searsville Reservoir on Corte Madera Creek (just above its confluence with Bear Gulch Creek),
and Felt Reservoir east of Los Trancos Creek (see Figure 1-4). Water is then drawn from these
reservoirs as needed. Because of the way in which waters from multiple sources commingle
during diversion and storage, total diversion and usage statistics are reported in aggregate
monthly quantities to the SWRCB, on an annual basis. Together, the rights to diverted surface
waters can yield over 1,250 AFY (1.12 mgd) to the lake water system. Lake water is not treated
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to meet domestic water quality standards. It is conveyed to campus via a separate system and
used for the purposes of irrigation and backup fire protection. As mentioned in the preceding
section, groundwater is also pumped into Felt Reservoir for diversion into the Lake Water
distribution system.
Table 4-3 shows the reported total annual diversions for Stanford’s five permits for calendar
years 2010 to 2015. Figure 4-2 shows the total Lake Water System use at Stanford for fiscal
years 1997-98 to 2015-16, which includes both surface water and groundwater. During this
period, total use ranged from a minimum of 0.74 mgd in 2005-06 to a maximum of 1.23 mgd in
2012-13. Average use in the Lake Water System is 1.03 mgd. Maximum monthly use typically
occurs during the warm summer months of June through September, when irrigation demands
are highest.

Table 4-3: Surface Water Diversions, 2010-2015 (AF)*

Year
Total Diverted

2010
918.2

2011
977.5

2012
1004.9

2013
407.0

2014
127.4

2015
85.0

*Total of all Stanford Water Rights
Source: DWR eWRIMS online Water Rights Records Search database

Figure 4-2: Annual Lake Water System Use, 1998-2015
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4.2

Future Water Supply

Stanford’s overall water supply picture at 2018 General Use Permit buildout in 2035 will be
similar to conditions at present. Stanford’s potable water supply allocation from SFPUC will
increase slightly from 2.91 to 3.03 mgd in 2018, when the ISL expires and the ISG is reinstated.
Despite year-to-year variability in the availability of non-potable surface water sources, no long
term changes in this supply are anticipated. Likewise, groundwater availability in 2035 should
remain similar to today, as trends over the past several decades have shown stable/increasing
groundwater levels in the Santa Clara Valley groundwater basin (Bulletin 118).
4.2.1 Conservation
Stanford has an active water conservation program. Following the early 1990s drought, Stanford
employed aggressive measures to achieve conservation gains, including landscape and irrigation
improvements and the replacement of 5-gallon toilets with low flow models. In its 2003 Water
Conservation, Reuse and Recycling Master Plan, Stanford proposed fourteen additional
conservation measures, evaluated the benefit and cost of each, and implemented them over the
subsequent years. Today, over twenty such measures are in effect. Examples encompassing
various categories include:






Plumbing: Existing fixtures were replaced with lower water use models. For
example: Ultra Low Flush toilets, low-flow showerheads, low- or no-flow urinals,
high-efficiency washing machines, efficient pre-rinse nozzles in dining facilities, new
steam sterilizers (“water misers”) in Gilbert Biology Building.
Landscape: Some existing landscaping has been replaced with water-efficient plants,
and these types of plants are now used in new landscaping. Lake water is now used
to irrigate the practice football field, select academic areas, and almost all newly
landscaped areas. Additional weather-based irrigation controllers (WBICs) have been
installed across campus, so that irrigation is applied only as necessary given current
weather conditions.
Outreach: Various outreach programs are now in place. Water audits have been
conducted on over 50 faculty/staff housing units. A community website features
monthly drought and water supply updates and an interactive map of water
conservation projects on campus. A conservation video contest was held in 2014.

Following implementation of the Master Plan, potable water use at Stanford has decreased from
nearly 2.5 mgd in 2004 to approximately 2.1 mgd in 2012-13, a decrease of 16% (Figure 3-1).
By 2015 potable water use had decreased to 1.38 mgd as a result of additional drought
conservation measures and Central Energy Plant replacement (SESI), a decrease of nearly 45%
relative to 2004. Meanwhile, the population and developed area of the university have continued
to grow, and water use intensity on campus (gallons per developed square foot) decreased by
37% between 2001 and 2012-13 (see Figure 4-3 below).
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Figure 4-3: Stanford’s SFPUC Domestic Water Use Intensity Trends Since 2001

USF = usable square foot
(Source: Sustainability at Stanford, Annual Report to Santa Clara County, Nov. 2014)
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Section 5 - Supply Sufficiency Analysis
5.1

Comparison of Project Demands to Projected Supply

Projected water supply and demand is presented in Table 5-1, below. Based on current usage
statistics and conservation achievements, Stanford’s current domestic water supply of 2.91 mgd
from the SFPUC is sufficient to meet current potable water demands of 2.10 mgd (non-drought
conditions), as well as projected year 2035 demands of 2.44 mgd. Likewise, the current nonpotable supply of 2.64 mgd from local surface (1.12 mgd) and groundwater (1.52 mgd) sources
(see Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 above) is sufficient to meet non-potable demands both now (1.23
mgd) and in the future (1.35 mgd). Total current supplies can adequately sustain the growth
proposed in the 2018 General Use Permit through buildout in year 2035.
Buildout of the 2018 General Use Permit is projected to occur in the year 2035. After that date,
water use under the 2018 General Use Permit is anticipated to remain constant (i.e., consistent
with the 2035 demand projection). Therefore, this water supply assessment concludes that there
is adequate existing water supply available over the 20-year projection period.
Table 5-1: Summary of Projected Demands and Projected Supply (mgd)

FY2012-13
Actual

FY2015-16
Actual

2020
Projected

2025
Projected

2030
Projected

2035 Projected
(2018 GUP buildout)

Potable

2.10

1.39

2.00

2.15

2.30

2.44

Non-Potable

1.23

0.81

1.27

1.29

1.32

1.35

TOTAL

3.33

2.20

3.27

3.44

3.62

3.80

Potable

2.91

2.91

3.03

3.03

3.03

3.03

Groundwater

1.52

1.52

1.52

1.52

1.52

1.52

Surface Water

1.12

1.12

1.12

1.12

1.12

1.12

TOTAL

5.55

5.55

5.67

5.67

5.67

5.67

SUPPLY

DEMAND

Water use category

5.2

Comparison of Project Demands to Projected Supply in Dry Years

Potable water supplied to Stanford by the SFPUC is deemed highly reliable. Storage and
redundancy built into the SFPUC system ensure that even during periods of drought, the utility
can provide its wholesale customers with at least 80% of their individual supply guarantees.
In single-dry-year scenarios, both at present and at projected 2018 General Use Permit buildout,
Stanford’s SFPUC allocation remains sufficient to meet all potable demands. Despite the fact
that natural plant irrigation demands are higher in dry years, non-potable supply in a single-dryyear scenario remains adequate even without conservation cutbacks (see Table 3-1 in previous
section).
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In multiple-dry-year scenarios, Stanford would implement demand reduction measures to ensure
that Stanford’s potable and non-potable water use do not exceed the available supply. As
explained above, in multiple dry year scenarios, potable demand would be reduced by 15% in the
second year and 25% in the third year, reflecting conservation measures that would be
implemented to reduce consumption. These reductions would ensure that Stanford will not
exceed a curtailed SFPUC allocation. Such a reduction was successfully implemented during the
most recent drought, and similar water savings could likely be achieved in future droughts as
well.
Although groundwater supplies are adequate to meet non-potable demand during multi-year
drought periods, irrigation demand reduction measures would nonetheless be implemented,
similarly reducing non-potable water use by 20% in the second and third years of a multiyear
drought.

5.3

Plans for Acquiring Additional Water Supplies

Under the provisions of Section 10911 of the California Water Code, if the water supplier
concludes that water supplies will be insufficient for the proposed project, the water supplier
shall provide its plans for acquiring additional water supplies. Based on current usage statistics
and conservation achievements, Stanford’s current domestic water supply is determined to be
sufficient to sustain growth proposed in the 2018 General Use Permit to buildout in 2035.
Stanford has no plans for acquiring additional water supplies at present.
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Section 6 - Conclusion
6.1

Sufficiency of Water Supply for the Project

The analysis in this WSA demonstrates that there will be sufficient water supplies to serve
buildout under the 2018 General Use Permit during normal, single dry, and multiple dry years.
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memorandum
date

March 28, 2018

to

David Rader, Senior Planner
Santa Clara County Department of Planning and Development

from

Brian Boxer, Paul Mitchell, Jennifer Brown - ESA

subject

ESA Peer Review of Water Supply Assessment for the Stanford 2018 General Use Permit
EIR Analysis of Housing Alternatives

In support of the 2018 General Use Permit EIR additional housing alternatives, Stanford prepared and
submitted the Water Supply Assessment for the Stanford 2018 General Use Permit EIR Analysis of Housing
Alternatives memo, prepared by Shaaf & Wheeler for Stanford on March 16, 2018.
At the request of the County, ESA conducted an independent peer review of this report to verify the technical
accuracy of the information, and identify any apparent deficiencies, errors and omissions affecting the
completeness, methodologies, findings and adequacies of the report. The ultimate goal of the peer review is
to help ensure that the information contained in the report met accepted professional standards for use in
the EIR.
As part of the peer review, ESA advised County staff of any revisions or additions to the memo that were
necessary. ESA prepared and submitted a technical peer review memoranda to the County documenting its
comments. In turn, Shaaf & Wheeler prepared a response memoranda indicating how ESA peer review
comments were responded to; and updated the memo accordingly. The memo was revised by Shaaf &
Wheeler on March 26, 2018. In general, revisions to the memo made in response to peer review comments
and Stanford staff-initiated changes include miscellaneous minor numerical and editorial adjustments.
Based on the peer review conducted; ESA concludes that this Water Supply Assessment for the Stanford
2018 General Use Permit EIR Analysis of Housing Alternatives memo is appropriate for use as reference in the
EIR.
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Schaaf & Wheeler

CONSULTING CIVIL ENGINEERS

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Lesley Lowe, Stanford University, Land Use DATE:
and Environmental Planning

March 26, 2018

FROM:

Andrew Sterbenz, PE

STAN.10.15

SUBJECT:

Water Supply Assessment for the Stanford 2018 General Use Permit EIR
Analysis of Housing Alternatives

JOB#:

Schaaf & Wheeler prepared the Water Supply Assessment for the Stanford 2018 General Use Permit,
dated April 2017, for peer review by Santa Clara County and inclusion in the Draft Environmental Impact
Report (EIR) for the Stanford 2018 General Use Permit Update (the Proposed Project). In response to
comments received on the Draft EIR, Santa Clara County has chosen to study two housing offset
alternatives:
 Full Offset Housing Alternative: 2,549 additional units/beds, including 2,342 faculty/staff units
and 207 graduate student beds (for a total of 5,699 net new housing units/beds when combined
with the 3,150 units/beds that Stanford proposes to construct);
 Half Offset Housing Alternative: 1,275 additional units/beds, including 1,171 faculty/staff units
and 104 graduate student beds (for a total of 4,425 net new housing units when combined with
the 3,150 units/beds that Stanford proposes to construct).
The purpose of this memorandum is to provide supplemental water demand analysis of these
alternatives, and the revised Water Supply Assessment (WSA) results and summary tables for each
alternative. This analysis uses the same methodology and demand factors as in our report for the
Proposed Project. The analysis used to determine the number of student beds and faculty/staff units
under each scenario was prepared by Stanford University1.
The housing offset alternatives increase the number of student beds and faculty/staff dwelling units, as
summarized in Values for unchanged items are carried forward from the 2017 WSA report without
discussion in this memorandum. Although it is possible that additional housing units constructed under
these alternatives may replace some existing irrigated landscaping, for this analysis we assume there is
no change in irrigation demand from the analysis for the Proposed Project.
Table 1 (below). The following elements from the WSA for the Proposed Project are unchanged:
 Planned additional academic and childcare facilities
 Energy system cooling water demands
 Landscape irrigation demands
 Available water supply from existing surface water rights, groundwater wells and the SFPUC
Values for unchanged items are carried forward from the 2017 WSA report without discussion in this
memorandum. Although it is possible that additional housing units constructed under these alternatives

1
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may replace some existing irrigated landscaping, for this analysis we assume there is no change in
irrigation demand from the analysis for the Proposed Project.
Table 1, Comparison of Housing Alternatives

Water use category

2018 General Use Permit

Full Offset Housing
Alternative

Half Offset Housing
Alternative

Existing 2018 GUP Total in
by 2020
Adds
2035

Adds to Total in
2018 GUP
2035

Adds to Total in
2018 GUP
2035

Student housing (beds)
Faculty/staff housing
(units)

14,318

2,600

16,918

207

17,125

104

17,022

937

550

1,487

2,342

3,829

1,171

2,658

TOTAL

15,255

3,150

18,405

2,549

20,954

1,275

19,680

Full Offset Housing Alternative
The Full Offset Housing Alternative would add 2,549 additional units/beds to those proposed in the 2018
General Use Permit. The 2018 General Use Permit included the addition of 550 faculty/staff units to the
campus and this alternative would add 2,342 more, for a total increase of 2,892 new units and a campus
total at buildout of 3,829 faculty/staff dwelling units. The 2018 General Use Permit included the addition
of 2,600 student beds and this alternative would add 207 more graduate student beds, for a total
increase of 2,807 beds and a campus total at buildout of 17,125 student beds. The resulting totals for
the Full Offset Housing Alternative are reflected in Table 2, below.
Table 2, Summary of Existing and Proposed Development for Full Offset Housing Alternative2
Water use
category

Unit of
Measure

Existing
development
in 2012

Completed
development
2012-2015

Projected
development
2015-2018

Projected
development
2018-2020

2018 GUP
development
2018-2035

Full Offset
Housing
Alternative

Total at
Buildout
Fall 2035

Academic and
Childcare

sq. ft.

9,104,902

412,603

769,354

0

2,315,000

0

12,601,859

Student
housing

beds

11,323

559

416

2,020

2,600

207

17,125

Faculty/staff
housing

dwelling units

937

0

0

0

550

2,342

3,829

The existing and projected future potable water demands for the campus are provided in Table 3, below.
Total campus water demand, including non-potable irrigation, is provided in Table 4.

2

This table revises values presented in Table 2-1 of the 2017 WSA.
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Table 3, Summary of Existing and Projected Potable Water Demand for Full Offset Housing
Alternative3
Existing
Water Use
development FY2012-13
in 2012
mgd

Water Use
factor
gal/day/unit

Buildout
total
Fall 2035

Water Use at
Buildout,
mgd

0.66

0.072

12,601,859

0.91

11,323

0.46

40.6

17,125

0.70

937

0.52

555

3,829

1.17 **

Energy
Systems

0.46

NA

TOTAL

2.10

Water use
category

Unit of
Measure

Academic
and
Childcare

sq. ft.

9,104,902

Student
housing

beds

Faculty/staff
housing

dwelling
units

0.20
2.98

** As in the 2017 WSA for the Proposed Project, future FSH usage is based on a projected water
consumption rate of 225 gal/day/unit for new FSH units, which will be more urban in nature than the
existing FSH units. 225 gal/day/unit is based on current usage data for comparable existing units
(Olmsted Terrace, Pearce Mitchell, Peter Courts)
Table 4, Projected Total Water Demands, 2020-2035 (mgd) for Full Offset Housing
Alternative4
Water Use
Category

FY2012-13
Actual

FY2015-16
Actual

2020
Projected

2025
Projected

2030
Projected

2035
Projected

Academic

0.66

0.47

0.74

0.80

0.86

0.91

Student housing

0.46

0.42

0.53

0.59

0.64

0.70

0.52

0.32

0.73

0.87

1.02

1.17

0.46

0.18

0.17

0.18

0.19

0.20

2.10

1.39

2.17

2.44

2.71

2.98

1.23

0.81

1.27

1.29

1.32

1.35

3.33

2.20

3.44

3.73

4.03

4.33

Faculty/staff
housing
Energy
Systems
TOTAL
POTABLE
Landscape
(Non-Potable)
TOTAL

In the 2017 WSA for the Proposed Project, the projected total water demand in 2035 was 2.44 mgd
(potable) and 3.79 mgd (total). Compared to the Proposed Project, this alternative increases potable and
total water demand by 0.54 mgd. The campus receives water supply as a wholesale customer of the San
Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC), from surface water rights and groundwater wells.
Currently, only the SFPUC supply is used to meet potable demands. Demands and supply projections are
summarized in Table 5, below. The projected potable demand under this alternative is almost equal to
the SFPUC contract amount (Individual Supply Guarantee of 3.03 mgd).
3
4

This table revises values presented in Table 2-2 of the 2017 WSA.
This table revises values presented in Table 2-4 of the 2017 WSA.
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Table 5, Summary of Projected Demands and Projected Supply (mgd) for Full Offset Housing
Alternative 5
FY2012-13
Actual

FY2015-16
Actual

2020
Projected

2025
Projected

2030
Projected

2035 Projected
(Buildout)

Potable

2.10

1.39

2.17

2.44

2.71

2.98

Non-Potable

1.23

0.81

1.27

1.29

1.32

1.35

TOTAL

3.33

2.20

3.44

3.73

4.03

4.33

Potable

2.91

2.91

3.03

3.03

3.03

3.03

Groundwater

1.52

1.52

1.52

1.52

1.52

1.52

Surface Water

1.12

1.12

1.12

1.12

1.12

1.12

TOTAL

5.55

5.55

5.67

5.67

5.67

5.67

SUPPLY

DEMAND

Water use category

An analysis of drought-year supply and demand is presented in Table 6, below. Drought-years are
presented for a single dry year, and for a three-year drought. The SFPUC advises wholesale customers to
anticipate seeing their supply allocations reduced to as low as 83% of normal for a single dry year. In
multiple dry years, supply may be further reduced to 72% of normal. In Table 6, the supply available
from the SFPUC during droughts reflects 83% in the first year and 72% in subsequent years.
Groundwater is assumed to be used to meet remaining potable demands in excess of the SFPUC supply.
For non-potable (irrigation) use, surface water is assumed to be the primary source, with groundwater
meeting the remaining demand. As in the 2017 WSA for the Proposed Project, the water demands would
increase in the first dry year due to increased landscape irrigation, and would decrease in subsequent
years due to mandatory conservation restrictions.

5

This table revises values presented in Table 5-1 of the 2017 WSA.
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Table 6, Dry Year Supply and Demand Summary (mgd) for Full Offset Housing Alternative 6,7
Water Year Type
Multiple Dry Years
Single
Normal Year
Dry Year
1
Supply
2
3
Potable Supply (SFPUC)
ISG

3.03

2.51

2.51

2.18

2.18

ISL

2.91

2.42

2.42

2.10

2.10

Surface Water Supply

1.12

0.94

0.94

0.06

0.06

Groundwater Supply

1.52

1.52

1.52

1.52

1.52

Total Supply (ISG)

5.67

4.97

4.97

3.76

3.76

Total Supply (ISL)

5.55
0.00

4.88
0.00

4.88
0.00

3.68
0.00

3.68
0.00

Potable Demand

2.10

2.11

2.11

1.79

1.58

met by ISL

2.10

2.11

2.11

1.79

1.58

1.23

1.29

1.29

0.98

0.98

met by surface water

1.12

0.94

0.94

0.06

0.06

met by groundwater

0.11

0.35

0.35

0.92

0.92

3.33
0.00

3.41
0.00

3.41
0.00

2.77
0.00

2.56
0.00

Potable Demand

2.98

3.00

3.00

2.53

2.23

met by ISG

2.98

2.51

2.51

2.18

2.18

met by groundwater

0.00

0.49

0.49

0.35

0.05

Non-potable Demand

1.35

1.42

1.42

1.08

1.08

met by surface water

1.12

0.94

0.94

0.06

0.06

met by groundwater

0.23

0.48

0.48

1.02

1.02

4.33

4.42

4.42

3.61

3.31

Baseline Demand

Non-potable Demand

Total Demand
2035 Demands

Total Demand

Under this Full Offset Housing Alternative, the reduced SFPUC supply during drought periods is less than
the projected 2035 campus potable water demand. Groundwater may be used as supplemental potable
supply, or more-stringent water conservation measures may need to be implemented on-campus. Table
6 assumes a 15% conservation reduction in potable demand in the second dry year, and a 25%
reduction in the third dry year, based upon savings during the 2013-2015 drought. Depending upon the
timing of this campus infill development, drought-period shortfalls could occur as early as 2025.
The campus portfolio of water supplies is sufficient to meet the projected water demands during normal,
single dry years and multiple dry years. Dry year sufficiency is based upon implementing mandatory
water conservation measures and the increased use of groundwater.

Half Offset Housing Alternative
The Half Offset Housing Alternative would add 1,275 additional units/beds to those proposed in the 2018
General Use Permit. The 2018 General Use Permit included the addition of 550 faculty/staff units to the
6
7

This table revises values presented in Table 3-1 of the 2017 WSA.
ISL is Interim Supply Limit (valid until 12/31/2018); ISG is Individual Supply Guarantee
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campus and this alternative would add 1,171 more, for a total increase of 1,721 new units and a campus
total at buildout of 2,658 faculty/staff dwelling units. The 2018 General Use Permit included the addition
of 2,600 student beds and this alternative would add 104 more graduate student beds, for a total
increase of 2,704 beds and a campus total at buildout of 17,022 student beds. The resulting totals for
the Half Offset Housing Alternative are reflected in Table 7, below.
Table 7, Summary of Existing and Proposed Development for Half Offset Alternative8
Water use
category

Unit of
Measure

Existing
development
in 2012

Completed
development
2012-2015

Projected
development
2015-2018

Projected
development
2018-2020

2018 GUP
development
2018-2035

Half Offset
Housing
Alternative

Total at
Buildout
Fall 2035

Academic and
Childcare

sq. ft.

9,104,902

412,603

769,354

0

2,315,000

0

12,601,859

Student
housing

beds

11,323

559

416

2,020

2,600

104

17,022

Faculty/staff
housing

dwelling units

937

0

0

0

550

1,171

2,658

The existing and projected future potable water demands for the campus are provided in Table 8, below.
Total campus water demand, including non-potable irrigation, is provided in Table 9.
Table 8, Summary of Existing and Projected Potable Water Demand for Half Offset
Alternative9
Existing
Water Use
development FY2012-13
in 2012
mgd

Water Use
factor
gal/day/unit

Buildout
total
Fall 2035

Water Use at
Buildout,
mgd

0.66

0.072

12,601,859

0.91

11,323

0.46

40.6

17,022

0.69

937

0.52

555

2,658

0.91 **

Energy
Systems

0.46

NA

TOTAL

2.10

Water use
category

Unit of
Measure

Academic
and
Childcare

sq. ft.

9,104,902

Student
housing

beds

Faculty/staff
housing

dwelling
units

0.20
2.71

** As in the 2017 WSA for the Proposed Project, future FSH usage is based on a projected water
consumption rate of 225 gal/day/unit for new FSH units, which will be more urban in nature than the
existing FSH units. 225 gal/day/unit is based on current usage data for comparable existing units
(Olmsted Terrace, Pearce Mitchell, Peter Courts).

8
9

This table revises values presented in Table 2-1 of the 2017 WSA.
This table revises values presented in Table 2-2 of the 2017 WSA.
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Table 9, Projected Total Water Demands, 2020-2035 (mgd) for Half Offset Alternative 10
Water Use
Category

FY2012-13
Actual

FY2015-16
Actual

2020
Projected

2025
Projected

2030
Projected

2035
Projected

Academic

0.66

0.47

0.74

0.80

0.86

0.91

Student housing

0.46

0.42

0.53

0.59

0.64

0.69

0.52

0.32

0.64

0.73

0.82

0.91

0.46

0.18

0.17

0.18

0.19

0.20

2.10

1.39

2.09

2.30

2.50

2.71

1.23

0.81

1.27

1.29

1.32

1.35

3.33

2.20

3.36

3.59

3.82

4.06

Faculty/staff
housing
Energy
Systems
TOTAL
POTABLE
Landscape
(Non-Potable)
TOTAL

In the 2017 WSA for the Proposed Project, the projected total water demand in 2035 was 2.44 mgd
(potable) and 3.79 mgd (total). Compared to the Proposed Project, this alternative increases potable and
total water demand by 0.27 mgd. Demands and supply projections are summarized in Table 10, below.
The projected potable demand under this alternative is approximately 90% of the SFPUC contract
amount (Individual Supply Guarantee of 3.03 mgd).
Table 10, Summary of Projected Demands and Projected Supply (mgd) for Half Offset
Alternative 11
FY2012-13
Actual

FY2015-16
Actual

2020
Projected

2025
Projected

2030
Projected

2035 Projected
(Buildout)

Potable

2.10

1.39

2.09

2.30

2.50

2.71

Non-Potable

1.23

0.81

1.27

1.29

1.32

1.35

TOTAL

3.33

2.20

3.36

3.59

3.82

4.06

Potable

2.91

2.91

3.03

3.03

3.03

3.03

Groundwater

1.52

1.52

1.52

1.52

1.52

1.52

Surface Water

1.12

1.12

1.12

1.12

1.12

1.12

TOTAL

5.55

5.55

5.67

5.67

5.67

5.67

SUPPLY

DEMAND

Water use category

An analysis of drought-year supply and demand is presented in Table 11, below. As in the Full Offset
Housing Alternative, groundwater is assumed to meet a portion of the potable demand. It is anticipated
that mandatory conservation measures will reduce potable demand by up to 25%, which can then be met
using SFPUC supply only.

10
11

This table revises values presented in Table 2-4 of the 2017 WSA.
This table revises values presented in Table 5-1 of the 2017 WSA.
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Table 11, Dry Year Supply and Demand Summary (mgd) for Half Offset Alternative 12
Water Year Type
Multiple Dry Years
Single
Normal Year
Dry Year
1
Supply
2
3
Potable Supply (SFPUC)
ISG

3.03

2.51

2.51

2.18

2.18

ISL

2.91

2.42

2.42

2.10

2.10

Surface Water Supply

1.12

0.94

0.94

0.06

0.06

Groundwater Supply

1.52

1.52

1.52

1.52

1.52

Total Supply (ISG)

5.67

4.97

4.97

3.76

3.76

Total Supply (ISL)

5.55

4.88

4.88

3.68

3.68

Potable Demand

2.10

2.11

2.11

1.79

1.58

met by ISL

2.10

2.11

2.11

1.79

1.58

1.23

1.29

1.29

0.98

0.98

met by surface water

1.12

0.94

0.94

0.06

0.06

met by groundwater

0.11

0.35

0.35

0.92

0.92

3.33

3.41

3.41

2.77

2.56

Potable Demand

2.71

2.73

2.73

2.31

2.03

met by ISG

2.71

2.51

2.51

2.18

2.03

met by groundwater

0.00

0.22

0.22

0.13

0.00

Non-potable Demand

1.35

1.42

1.42

1.08

1.08

met by surface water

1.12

0.94

0.94

0.06

0.06

met by groundwater

0.23

0.48

0.48

1.02

1.02

4.06

4.15

4.15

3.39

3.11

Baseline Demand

Non-potable Demand

Total Demand
2035 Demands

Total Demand

Under this Half Offset Housing Alternative, the reduced SFPUC supply during drought periods is less than
the projected 2035 campus potable water demand. Groundwater may need to be used as supplemental
potable supply, or more-stringent water conservation measures may need to be implemented on-campus.
Depending upon the timing of this campus infill development, drought-period shortfalls could occur as
early as 2030.
The campus portfolio of water supplies is sufficient to meet the projected water demands during normal,
single dry years and multiple dry years. Dry year sufficiency is based upon implementing mandatory
water conservation measures and the increased use of groundwater.

Summary Comparison of 2018 General Use Permit and Housing Alternatives
In the 2017 WSA for the Proposed Project, the existing campus water supplies were determined to be
sufficient to meet the projected demand in 2035 under normal, single dry year and multiple dry year
conditions. Most importantly, the available potable supply from the SFPUC was determined to be
sufficient to meet the campus potable water demands, even with dry year restrictions. In the Housing
12

This table revises values presented in Table 3-1 of the 2017 WSA.

Schaaf & Wheeler
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Alternatives analyzed in this report, the projected potable water demands would exceed the available
water supply from the SFPUC during most dry years, but sufficient groundwater supply is available to
meet the remaining demand. A comparison of the water demands from the Proposed Project and the two
Housing Alternatives is provided in Table 12.
Table 12, Comparison of Water Demand Projections, by Alternative (mgd)13
Potable by Year Type
Non-Potable by Year Type
Normal 1st Dry 2nd Dry 3rd Dry Normal 1st Dry 2nd Dry 3rd Dry
Alternative

2.44
2018 General Use
Permit

1.35
2.46

1.42
2.07

1.08
1.83

2.98
Full Offset Housing
Alternative

1.08
1.35

3.00

1.42
2.53

1.08
2.23

2.71
Half Offset Housing
Alternative

1.35
2.73

1.42
2.31

1.08
2.03

13

1.08

1.08

Total
3.79
3.88
3.15
2.91
4.33
4.42
3.61
3.31
4.06
4.15
3.39
3.11

Values for the 2018 General Use Permit come from Table 3-1 of the 2017 Water Supply Assessment.
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San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, 2015 Urban Water Management Plan for the City and County of
San Francisco, June 2016
Santa Clara Valley Water District, 2015 Urban Water Management Plan, adopted June 2016
Schaaf & Wheeler, Water Supply Assessment for the 2018 General Use Plan, prepared for Stanford
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Stanford University, Memorandum: 2018 General Use Permit EIR: Housing Alternative Description,
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Strategies, Policies and Implementation

Strategy #1: Increase the Supply and Affordability of Housing

The Stanford campus provides one of the most significant opportunities for
substantial amounts of new housing development in Santa Clara County. This
strategy expresses the fundamental objective of the Community Plan to increase the
general supply of housing on campus. Sub-strategies similar to those contained
within the Housing Chapter of the General Plan for countywide housing issues
elaborate on the principal strategy. These involve planning for housing, expediting
the actual construction of needed housing, and augmenting affordability programs.
Sub-Strategy # 1A: Plan for a More Adequate and Balanced Housing
Supply
Planning for a more adequate and balanced housing supply involves both supplying
more housing types that meet various Stanford population needs as well as providing
housing that is more affordable to the target populations. Strategy 1A emphasizes
the importance of designating lands for housing development, as a necessary
precursor to actual development. The diversity of the Stanford community and the
groups in need of housing requires a multifaceted approach to housing development
that enhances Stanford's already varied housing stock.
Specifically, the Community Plan provides for increased housing supply to students
and faculty, the two groups which have traditionally been the priority populations for
campus housing. The Plan also provides more balance in priorities for various
populations, such as increased housing for medical residents and postdoctoral
fellows, who have traditionally not been served by campus housing.
This Community Plan further recognizes the differing characteristics between student
housing areas and faculty/staff housing areas. Student housing consists of
dormitories and apartments that surround the academic portions of the campus. Its
occupants are more transitional, with students moving on a frequent basis and
heavily involved in activities throughout the campus. The nature of this housing is
reflected in its inclusion in the Academic Campus land use designation, which allows
for flexibility in the location and use of new student housing by not separating it from
the academic uses.
Within the Academic Campus land use designation, this plan identifies several
locations for new student housing, particularly in Escondido Village and an area near
existing student housing known as the "Searsville Block" that is currently occupied by
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13 faculty homes. Other potential sites are also identified near existing student
housing areas. The Community Plan also defines locations along Quarry Road for
medical resident and postdoctoral fellow housing.
In contrast to the student housing areas, the faculty/staff residential areas more
closely reflects a traditional residential neighborhood. The density of most single
family portions of the area is generally 3-5 units per acre, although some lots exceed
one acre in size. There are two multi-family condominium complexes of
approximately 15 units per acre and one complex of attached townhomes. Faculty
and staff housing on the campus is almost entirely owner-occupied.
In recognition of the residents’ interest in maintaining the character of the faculty/staff
residential area, the Community Plan contains separate land use designations for
these portions of the campus to distinguish them from the academic core area.
These two land use designations for low- and medium-density housing allow up to 8
and 15 units per acre, respectively (see Land Use Chapter). Higher density
faculty/staff housing is a permitted use in the Academic Campus land use
designation.
With these designations, the Community Plan emphasizes higher densities than that
characteristic of existing single family areas in an effort to use land more efficiently
and promote production of more affordable housing. The plan also identifies two
major sites for new faculty/staff residential neighborhoods at the medium density
designation. The first is located on a field northeast of the Red Barn and is known as
the “Stable Site.” The second is located on the existing driving range near Lake
Lagunita.
Developing substantial amounts of additional housing will require development of
significant undeveloped sites and/or intensification of use in existing housing areas
through redevelopment. Opportunity sites for housing development are identified
under this strategy in the table below and should be the focus of future housing
development on the campus. The housing sites as shown in this plan in Table 3.2
below the Housing Element of the County’s General Plan do not preclude the
identification of other locations for housing inside the AGB in the future, particularly
within the Academic Campus land use designation. The Community Plan may also
be amended to identify other low- and medium-density residential areas appropriate
for housing development over time to facilitate appropriate housing development.
No amendment to the Community Plan is needed to identify housing areas within the
Academic Campus land use designation.

Approved 12/12/00, Revised 11/26/13, 5/5/15
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Table 3.2: Proposed Housing Development Potential
Code
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O

Location
Manzanita
Mayfield/Row by Florence
Moore area
Escondido Village: Infill
Escondido Village: El
Camino Real Frontage
Escondido Village: Stanford
Avenue
Driving Range
Searsville Block
W/removal of units
Quarry and Arboretum
Quarry & El Camino Real
The Lower Knoll
Lower Frenchman's
Gerona/Junipero Serra
Blvd.
Dolores
Mayfield
Stable Site
Totals (14 sites)

Acres
1.6
1.3

# Units
100
125

116.5
4.3

1,495
250

9.4

9-75

17.5
12.8
8.0
6.2
--2.2
1.5

102-195
380
(-13)389
200
150
--2-18
1-12

--1.3
---

--1-9
---

182.6

2,824
to 3,018
Table Notes: Previously identified sites including the Lower Knoll and Dolores sites have
been eliminated from consideration. The 200 units of potential housing in the Lower Knoll site
have been transferred to within the Escondido Village: Infill site (site C).
The Driving Range (site F) has been converted from graduate student housing as originally
identified to faculty/staff housing to compensate for a reduction in the size of the Stable Site.
The 350 units identified for the Driving Range site have been transferred to Searsville Block
(site G) and Escondido Village: Infill (site C). In 2013, the 372 units identified for the Stable
Site were removed from the faculty/staff housing category and added to the student housing
category. In 2015, the housing type classifications were removed to provide greater flexibility
in meeting campus housing needs; however, the General Use Permit retained the
requirement that no more than 668 of the housing units can be constructed for faculty and
staff and no more that 350 of the housing units can be constructed for postdoctoral residents
and medical residents.
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Potential housing sites by resident category are described in Table 3.3:

Table 3.3: Planned Housing and Sites
Planned Housing
New housing for single students, including:
• apartments or group housing for
graduate students or postgraduate
fellows, and
• dormitory spaces for single
undergraduate students.
Apartments for hospital residents and
postdoctoral fellows
New units for faculty and staff, depending
on the mix and densities

Sites
Escondido Village
Mayfield/Row
Searsville Block area
Manzanita Quadrangle (undergrads)

Arboretum and Quarry Rd. corner
Quarry Rd. and El Camino Real
Driving Range
Escondido Village: Stanford Ave. area
Sites in existing campus residential
neighborhoods (Mayfield, Lower
Frenchman’s, Gerona/Junipero Serra
Blvd.

Policies
SCP-H 1
Promote a variety of housing types and supply adequate to meet the needs of faculty,
staff, students, postgraduate fellows, and hospital residents.
SCP-H 2
Designate sufficient campus land at appropriate densities for student, faculty, and
staff housing, as identified in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.1, Proposed Housing
Development Potential and Sites.
SCP-H 3
Maintain student and postgraduate housing as an integral part of the academic areas
of the campus.
SCP-H 4
Develop housing at densities that make more efficient use of land and enhance the
affordability of housing.
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7. Alternatives

TABLE 7-4
COMPARISON OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT AND ALTERNATIVES
No Project Alternative
Proposed
Project

No Project/No
Development

No Project /
Individual
Use Permits

Reduced
Project

Historic
Preservation

Additional
Housing
Alternative A

Additional
Housing
Alternative B

5.1-1: The Project would not adversely affect scenic vistas.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

=/+ LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.1-2: The Project could damage scenic resources, including, but not limited
to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic
highway.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

=/+ LTS

= LTS

= LTS

5.1-3: The Project could degrade the existing visual character or quality of
the site and its surroundings.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

=/+LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.1-4: The Project could create a new source of substantial light or glare that
would adversely affect nighttime views in the area.

S/M

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

=/+LTS

= LTS

= LTS

5.1-5: The Project, in combination with past, present, and future projects
could potentially contribute to cumulative visual and scenic resource impacts.

S/M

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

=/+ LTS

=/+ LTS

=/+ LTS

5.2-1: Project construction would not result in emissions of NOx, PM, and
ROGs that would exceed BAAQMD significance thresholds.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.2-2: Project construction would generate fugitive dust that could result in a
localized increase in particulate matter.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

= S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.2-3: Project construction would generate emissions of TACs and PM2.5 that
could expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations or
health risks.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

= S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.2-4: Project operational emissions from new development would not result
in emissions of criteria air pollutants at levels that would violate an air quality
standard, contribute to an existing or projected air quality violation, and result
in a cumulatively considerable net increase in criteria air pollutants.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

S/U

+ LTS

5.2-5: Project operation of development would generate emissions of TACs
and PM2.5 that could expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations or health risks.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

= S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.2-6: Proposed Project operations would not result in local concentrations of
carbon monoxide that would exceed State and federal standards.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

Impact
5.1 Visual and Scenic Resources

5.2 Air Quality

S/U Significant and unavoidable impact
S/M Significant impact, but mitigable to a less than significant level
LTS Less than significant impact

Stanford 2018 General Use Permit Final EIR
Part 1: Consolidated Draft EIR

=
=/+

Lesser impact than that of the proposed project.
Same (or similar) impact as that of the proposed project.
Same or greater impact than that of the proposed project
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TABLE 7-4 (CONTINUED)
COMPARISON OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT AND ALTERNATIVES
No Project Alternative
Additional
Housing
Alternative A

Additional
Housing
Alternative B

= LTS

= LTS

= S/M

S/U

+ S/M

- LTS

= LTS

S/U

+ LTS

- S/M

- S/M

= S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

= S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

= S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.3-3: Project activities could result in adverse effects on the San Francisco
dusky-footed woodrat.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

= S/M

= S/M

= S/M

5.3-4: Project construction activities could result in adverse effects on
special-status plant species.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

= S/M

= S/M

= S/M

5.3-5: Project activities would not result in significant effects on federal and
state protected species covered by the Stanford Habitat Conservation Plan.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

= LTS

= LTS

5.3-6: Project activities could result in significant effects on steelhead.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

= S/M

= S/M

= S/M

5.3-7: Project activities could result in substantial loss or degradation of
riparian habitat.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

= S/M

= S/M

= S/M

5.3-8: Project activities could result in the loss of native oak woodland
habitat.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

= S/M

= S/M

= S/M

5.3-9: Project construction activities could result in substantial adverse
effects on jurisdictional waters and wetlands.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

= S/M

= S/M

= S/M

Proposed
Project

No Project/No
Development

No Project /
Individual
Use Permits

Reduced
Project

Historic
Preservation

5.2-7: Project operation of development would not create objectionable odors
that would affect a substantial number of people.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

5.2-8: Project operation of development could conflict with or obstruct
implementation of the applicable air quality plan.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

5.2-9: The Project would not result in emissions of NOx, PM, or ROGs that
are cumulatively considerable.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

5.2-10: The Project could considerably contribute to cumulative emissions of
TACs and PM2.5 that could expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations or health risks.

S/M

- S/M

5.3-1: Project activities could result in adverse effects on special-status and
migratory birds.

S/M

5.3-2: Project activities could result in adverse effects on special-status bats.

Impact
5.2 Air Quality (cont.)

5.3 Biological Resources

S/U Significant and unavoidable impact
S/M Significant impact, but mitigable to a less than significant level
LTS Less than significant impact
Stanford 2018 General Use Permit Final EIR
Part 1: Consolidated Draft EIR

=
=/+

Lesser impact than that of the proposed project.
Same (or similar) impact as that of the proposed project.
Same or greater impact than that of the proposed project
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TABLE 7-4 (CONTINUED)
COMPARISON OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT AND ALTERNATIVES
No Project Alternative
Proposed
Project

No Project/No
Development

No Project /
Individual
Use Permits

Reduced
Project

Historic
Preservation

Additional
Housing
Alternative A

Additional
Housing
Alternative B

5.3-10: Implementation of the project would not interfere substantially with
the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or
with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the
use of native wildlife nursery sites.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

= LTS

= LTS

5.3-11: Implementation of the project could conflict with local Santa Clara
County tree preservation ordinance.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

=/+ S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.3-12: Implementation of the Project could cumulatively cause an adverse
impact to biological resources.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

= S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.4-1: Project development could cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource as defined in CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.5.

S/U

- S/U

- S/U

- S/U

- LTS

+ S/U

+ S/U

5.4-2: Project development could cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of an archaeological resource pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
Section 15064.5.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

=/+ S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.4-3: Project development could directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site or unique geologic feature.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

=/+ S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.4-4: Project Development could disturb human remains, including those
interred outside of dedicated cemeteries.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

=/+ S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.4-5: Project development could cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a tribal cultural resource, defined in Public Resources Code
Section 21074 as either a site, feature, place, cultural landscape that is
geographically defined in terms of the size and scope of the landscape,
sacred place, or object with cultural value to a California Native
American tribe.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

=/+ S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.4-6: Project development, in combination with past, present, existing,
approved, pending and reasonably foreseeable future developments, could
contribute considerably to significant cumulative adverse changes in the
significance of historical resources.

S/U

- S/U

- S/U

- S/U

- LTS

+ S/U

+ S/U

Impact
5.3 Biological Resources (cont.)

5.4 Cultural Resources

S/U Significant and unavoidable impact
S/M Significant impact, but mitigable to a less than significant level
LTS Less than significant impact
Stanford 2018 General Use Permit Final EIR
Part 1: Consolidated Draft EIR

=
=/+

Lesser impact than that of the proposed project.
Same (or similar) impact as that of the proposed project.
Same or greater impact than that of the proposed project
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TABLE 7-4 (CONTINUED)
COMPARISON OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT AND ALTERNATIVES
No Project Alternative
Proposed
Project

No Project/No
Development

No Project /
Individual
Use Permits

Reduced
Project

Historic
Preservation

Additional
Housing
Alternative A

Additional
Housing
Alternative B

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

=/+ S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.5-1: Project development would not result in the use of fuel, water, or
energy in wasteful or inefficient manner, or create demand on local and
regional energy supplies that would require additional energy generation or
transmission capacity, the construction of which would result in a substantial
adverse environmental effect.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.5-2: Project development, in conjunction with other cumulative
development and growth, would not contribute to cumulative increases in
demand for energy which would result in the use of large amounts of fuel,
water, or energy, or use these in wasteful manner, or create demand on local
and regional energy supplies that would require additional energy generation
or transmission capacity, the construction of which would result in a
substantial adverse environmental effect.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.6-1: Project construction would not result in substantial soil erosion or loss
of topsoil.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

=/+ LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.6-2: Project development would not expose people or structures to
substantial adverse effects from ground shaking.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

=/+ LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.6-3: Project development would not expose people or structures to
potential substantial adverse effects associated with liquefaction or lateral
spreading, including the risk of loss, injury or death, in the event of a major
earthquake on one of the regional active faults.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

=/+ LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.6-4: Project development would not expose people or structures to
potential substantial adverse effects associated with landslides, including the
risk of loss, injury or death, in the event of a major earthquake on one of the
other regional active faults.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

=/+ LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

Impact
5.4 Cultural Resources (cont.)
5.4-7: Ground-disturbing activities undertaken as part of the Project could
cumulatively cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an
archaeological resource, paleontological resource, or tribal cultural resource,
or disturb human remains during construction.
5.5 Energy Conservation

5.6 Geology and Soils

S/U Significant and unavoidable impact
S/M Significant impact, but mitigable to a less than significant level
LTS Less than significant impact
Stanford 2018 General Use Permit Final EIR
Part 1: Consolidated Draft EIR

=
=/+

Lesser impact than that of the proposed project.
Same (or similar) impact as that of the proposed project.
Same or greater impact than that of the proposed project
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TABLE 7-4 (CONTINUED)
COMPARISON OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT AND ALTERNATIVES
No Project Alternative
Proposed
Project

No Project/No
Development

No Project /
Individual
Use Permits

Reduced
Project

Historic
Preservation

Additional
Housing
Alternative A

Additional
Housing
Alternative B

5.6-5: Project development would not result in substantial soil erosion or the
loss of topsoil.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

=/+ LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.6-6: Project development would not result in substantial adverse effects
from on or off-site landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or
collapse as a result of being located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable
or that would become unstable as a result of the Project development.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

=/+ LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.6-7: Development under the proposed Project would not be located on
expansive soils that would create substantial risks to life or property.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

=/+ LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.6-8: Development facilitated by the proposed Project, combined with past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable probable projects, would not result in
substantial adverse cumulative impacts to geology, soils, or seismic hazards.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

=/+ LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.7-1: The Project would not generate greenhouse gas emissions, either
directly or indirectly, that would have a cumulatively considerable contribution
to global climate change.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.7-2: The Project could conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation
adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

= S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.8-1: Under the proposed Project, demolition of existing structures that
contain hazardous building materials would not create a significant hazard
associated with exposure of workers, the public, or the environment from the
transport, use, or disposal of these hazardous materials and waste.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.8-2: Under the proposed Project, construction projects could disturb soil
and groundwater contaminated by historical hazardous material use, which
could present risks the health of construction workers, the public, and/or the
environment.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

=/+ S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

Impact
5.6 Geology and Soils (cont.)

5.7 Greenhouse Gas Emissions

5.8 Hazards and Hazardous Materials

S/U Significant and unavoidable impact
S/M Significant impact, but mitigable to a less than significant level
LTS Less than significant impact
Stanford 2018 General Use Permit Final EIR
Part 1: Consolidated Draft EIR

=
=/+

Lesser impact than that of the proposed project.
Same (or similar) impact as that of the proposed project.
Same or greater impact than that of the proposed project
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TABLE 7-4 (CONTINUED)
COMPARISON OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT AND ALTERNATIVES
No Project Alternative
Proposed
Project

No Project/No
Development

No Project /
Individual
Use Permits

Reduced
Project

Historic
Preservation

Additional
Housing
Alternative A

Additional
Housing
Alternative B

5.8-3: Improper handling or storage of hazardous materials during Project
construction activities could result in spills would not significantly increase
public health and/or safety risks to future residents, maintenance workers,
visitors, and the public and environment in the area surrounding the spill.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.8-4: Operation of uses developed under the proposed Project that could
involve the transportation, use, storage and disposal of hazardous materials,
would not present significant public health and/or safety risks to residents,
visitors, and the surrounding area.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

= LTS

= LTS

5.8-5: Hazardous materials used at facilities operating under the Project
could potentially be spilled through upset or accidental conditions, but would
not significantly increase public health and/or safety risks to future residents,
workers, visitors, and the surrounding area.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

= LTS

= LTS

5.8-6: New development under the proposed Project could potentially be
located on a site that is included on a list of hazardous materials sites
compiled pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, thus, could
result in a safety hazard to the public or environment.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

= S/M

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.8-7: Implementation of the Project could result in hazardous emissions or
handling of hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, substances or waste
within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school, but would not
create a significant hazard to those facilities.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

= LTS

= LTS

5.8-8: Development facilitated by the Project would not substantially impair
implementation of, or physically interfere with, an adopted emergency response
plan or emergency evacuation plan.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.8-9: Development under the Project would not expose people or structures
to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving wildland fires.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.8-10: Hazards at the Project site, in combination with past, present, and
future projects could potentially contribute to cumulative hazards.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

= S/M

= S/M

= S/M

5.8-11: The Project, in combination with past, present, and future projects
would not substantially impair implementation or physically interfere with
emergency response or evacuation plans.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

Impact
5.8 Hazards and Hazardous Materials (cont.)

S/U Significant and unavoidable impact
S/M Significant impact, but mitigable to a less than significant level
LTS Less than significant impact
Stanford 2018 General Use Permit Final EIR
Part 1: Consolidated Draft EIR

=
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Lesser impact than that of the proposed project.
Same (or similar) impact as that of the proposed project.
Same or greater impact than that of the proposed project
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TABLE 7-4 (CONTINUED)
COMPARISON OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT AND ALTERNATIVES
No Project Alternative
Proposed
Project

No Project/No
Development

No Project /
Individual
Use Permits

Reduced
Project

Historic
Preservation

Additional
Housing
Alternative A

Additional
Housing
Alternative B

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.9-1: Project construction could violate water quality requirements or waste
discharge requirements, or otherwise degrade water quality.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

=/+ S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.9-2: Project construction could include temporary dewatering, but would not
substantially deplete groundwater supplies or cause a lowering of the water
table.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

=/+ LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.9-3: Operation of the Project would not violate water quality requirements
or waste discharge requirements, or otherwise substantially degrade water
quality.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

=/+ LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.9-4: Project operation could substantially deplete groundwater supplies or
interfere substantially with groundwater recharge such that there would be a
net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of the local groundwater table.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

=/+ S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.9-5: Project development would potentially alter the drainage pattern of the
Project site, but would not result in substantial erosion or siltation on or off
the site.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

=/+ LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.9-6: Project development would create runoff, but would not exceed the
capacity of existing or planned stormwater infrastructure, or result in flooding
on- or off-site.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

=/+ LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.9-7: The Project, in combination with past, present, and future projects
could potentially contribute to surface and groundwater quality impacts.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

=/+ S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.9-8: The Project, in combination with past, present, and future projects
could potentially contribute to depletion in groundwater supplies or interfere
with groundwater recharge.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

=/+ S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.9-9: The Project, in combination with past, present, and future projects
would not result in substantial adverse cumulative surface hydrology impacts.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

=/+ LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

Impact
5.8 Hazards and Hazardous Materials (cont.)
5.8-12: The Project, in combination with past, present, and future projects
would not substantially contribute cumulatively to exposure to wildland fires.
5.9 Hydrology and Water Quality

S/U Significant and unavoidable impact
S/M Significant impact, but mitigable to a less than significant level
LTS Less than significant impact
Stanford 2018 General Use Permit Final EIR
Part 1: Consolidated Draft EIR

=
=/+

Lesser impact than that of the proposed project.
Same (or similar) impact as that of the proposed project.
Same or greater impact than that of the proposed project
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TABLE 7-4 (CONTINUED)
COMPARISON OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT AND ALTERNATIVES
No Project Alternative
Proposed
Project

No Project/No
Development

No Project /
Individual
Use Permits

Reduced
Project

Historic
Preservation

Additional
Housing
Alternative A

Additional
Housing
Alternative B

5.10-1: The Project could conflict with an applicable land use plan, policy or
regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the project adopted for the
purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.10-2: The Project, in combination with past, present, and future projects
could potentially contribute to cumulative land use impacts.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.11-1: The Project could expose people to or generate noise levels in
excess of standards established in the local general plan, noise ordinance, or
applicable standards of other agencies during construction.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

=/+ S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.11-2: Project construction could result in a substantial temporary or periodic
increase in ambient noise levels in the Project site vicinity.

S/U

- S/U

- S/U

- S/U

=/+ S/U

+ S/U

+ S/U

5.11-3: Project construction could result in temporary exposure of persons to
or generation of, excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne noise
levels in the Project site vicinity.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

=/+ S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.11-4: The Project could increase long-term noise levels in the Project
vicinity to levels in excess of applicable noise standards.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

= S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.11-5: Project traffic would not substantially increase traffic noise levels in
the vicinity of the Project site.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.11-6 Project construction noise, in combination with past, present, existing,
approved, pending and reasonably foreseeable future developments could
contribute considerably to cumulative noise impacts.

S/U

- S/U

- S/U

- S/U

=/+ S/U

+ S/U

+ S/U

5.11-7: Project traffic in combination with traffic from cumulative development
would not contribute considerably to cumulative noise impacts.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

- LTS

- LTS

Impact
5.10 Land Use and Planning

5.11 Noise and Vibration

5.12 Population and Housing
5.12-1: The proposed Project would not directly induce substantial population
growth by proposing new homes or businesses, and indirectly through the
extension of infrastructure.

S/U Significant and unavoidable impact
S/M Significant impact, but mitigable to a less than significant level
LTS Less than significant impact
Stanford 2018 General Use Permit Final EIR
Part 1: Consolidated Draft EIR

=
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Lesser impact than that of the proposed project.
Same (or similar) impact as that of the proposed project.
Same or greater impact than that of the proposed project
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TABLE 7-4 (CONTINUED)
COMPARISON OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT AND ALTERNATIVES
No Project Alternative
Proposed
Project

No Project/No
Development

No Project /
Individual
Use Permits

Reduced
Project

Historic
Preservation

Additional
Housing
Alternative A

Additional
Housing
Alternative B

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

- LTS

- LTS

5.13-1: Project construction could increase demand for fire protection,
emergency medical service and police protection services but would not
result in an adverse physical impact from the construction of additional fire
protection, emergency medical, or police protection facilities in order to
maintain acceptable performance standards.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.13-2: Operation of uses under the Project would increase demand for fire
protection and emergency medical services, but would not result in an
adverse physical impact from the construction of additional fire protection
facilities in order to maintain acceptable performance standards.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.13-3: Operation of development under the proposed Project would increase
demand for police protection services.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.13-4: The proposed Project would increase enrollment in public schools but
would not result in an adverse physical impact from the construction of
additional school facilities in order to maintain acceptable enrollment
standards.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.13-5: Implementation of the proposed Project in combination with past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable projects, would increase demand for fire
protection and emergency medical services, but would not result in an
adverse physical impact from the construction of additional facilities in order
to maintain acceptable performance standards.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.13-6: Development of the proposed Project in combination with past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable projects would increase demand for
police protection services, but would not result in an adverse physical impact
from the construction of additional facilities in order to maintain acceptable
performance standards.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

Impact
5.12 Population and Housing (cont.)
5.12-2: The Project, in combination with past, present, and future projects
would not result in substantial adverse cumulative population and housing
impacts.
5.13 Public Services

S/U Significant and unavoidable impact
S/M Significant impact, but mitigable to a less than significant level
LTS Less than significant impact
Stanford 2018 General Use Permit Final EIR
Part 1: Consolidated Draft EIR

=
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Lesser impact than that of the proposed project.
Same (or similar) impact as that of the proposed project.
Same or greater impact than that of the proposed project
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TABLE 7-4 (CONTINUED)
COMPARISON OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT AND ALTERNATIVES
No Project Alternative
Proposed
Project

No Project/No
Development

No Project /
Individual
Use Permits

Reduced
Project

Historic
Preservation

Additional
Housing
Alternative A

Additional
Housing
Alternative B

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.14-1: The Project would not increase use of existing neighborhood and
regional parks and other recreational facilities such that substantial physical
deterioration of the facility would occur or be accelerated.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

S/M

S/M

5.14-2: The construction of recreational facilities under the proposed Project
would cause physical effects on the environment.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

=/+ S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.14-3: The Project in combination with past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable future projects would not increase use of existing neighborhood
and regional parks and other recreational facilities such that substantial
physical deterioration of the facility would occur or be accelerated.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

S/M

S/M

5.15-1: The proposed Project would generate construction traffic that would
cause a substantial reduction in mobility and in access to land uses.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

= S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.15-2: Implementation of the proposed Project could increase traffic
volumes at area intersections, creating adverse impacts under 2018 Baseline
with Project conditions.

S/U

- LTS

- S/U

- S/U

= S/U

+ S/U

+ S/U

5.15-3: Implementation of the proposed Project could increase traffic
volumes on area freeways, creating adverse impacts under 2018 Baseline
with Project conditions.

S/U

- LTS

- S/U

- S/U

= S/U

+ S/U

+ S/U

5.15-4: Implementation of the proposed Project would not conflict with
adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit, or otherwise
decrease the performance or safety of such facilities.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.15-5: Implementation of the proposed Project would not substantially
increase intrusion by traffic in nearby neighborhoods.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

Impact
5.13 Public Services (cont.)
5.13-7: Development of the proposed Project in combination with past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable projects would increase enrollment in
public schools but would not result in an adverse physical impact from the
construction of additional school facilities in order to maintain acceptable
enrollment standards.
5.14 Recreation

5.15 Transportation and Traffic

S/U Significant and unavoidable impact
S/M Significant impact, but mitigable to a less than significant level
LTS Less than significant impact
Stanford 2018 General Use Permit Final EIR
Part 1: Consolidated Draft EIR

=
=/+

Lesser impact than that of the proposed project.
Same (or similar) impact as that of the proposed project.
Same or greater impact than that of the proposed project
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TABLE 7-4 (CONTINUED)
COMPARISON OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT AND ALTERNATIVES
No Project Alternative
Proposed
Project

No Project/No
Development

No Project /
Individual
Use Permits

Reduced
Project

Historic
Preservation

Additional
Housing
Alternative A

Additional
Housing
Alternative B

5.15-6: Implementation of the proposed Project would not substantially
increase hazards due to a design feature or incompatible uses.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

= LTS

= LTS

5.15-7: Implementation of the proposed Project would not result in
inadequate emergency access.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.15-8: Implementation of the proposed Project would not conflict with
adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding bicycle or pedestrian facilities,
or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such facilities.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.15-9: Implementation of the proposed Project, in combination with other
past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects, could increase
traffic volumes at area intersections, contributing considerably to significant
adverse impacts under 2035 Cumulative with Project conditions.

S/U

- LTS

- S/U

- S/U

= S/U

+ S/U

+ S/U

5.15-10: Implementation of the proposed Project, in combination with other
past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects, could increase
traffic volumes on area freeways, contributing considerably to significant
adverse impacts under 2035 Cumulative with Project conditions.

S/U

- LTS

- S/U

- S/U

= S/U

+ S/U

+ S/U

5.15-11: Implementation of the proposed Project, in combination with other
past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future, projects, would not conflict
with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit, or
otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such facilities.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.15-12: The Project would be located within one-half mile of an existing
major transit stop or an existing stop along a high quality transit corridor.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.15-13: The proposed Project VMT would not exceed the numeric
thresholds recommended by OPR.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.16-1: The Project would result in the expansion of existing on-campus
infrastructure, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects.

S/M

- S/M

- S/M

- S/M

=/+ S/M

+ S/M

+ S/M

5.16-2: Project development would increase the demand for water, however
it would be adequately supplied from existing entitlements and resources.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

Impact
5.15 Transportation and Traffic (cont.)

5.16 Utilities and Service Systems

S/U Significant and unavoidable impact
S/M Significant impact, but mitigable to a less than significant level
LTS Less than significant impact
Stanford 2018 General Use Permit Final EIR
Part 1: Consolidated Draft EIR

=
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Lesser impact than that of the proposed project.
Same (or similar) impact as that of the proposed project.
Same or greater impact than that of the proposed project
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TABLE 7-4 (CONTINUED)
COMPARISON OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT AND ALTERNATIVES
No Project Alternative
Proposed
Project

No Project/No
Development

No Project /
Individual
Use Permits

Reduced
Project

Historic
Preservation

Additional
Housing
Alternative A

Additional
Housing
Alternative B

5.16-3: The Project would increase demand for wastewater treatment, but
would not exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable
Regional Water Quality Control Board.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.16-4: The Project would discharge additional flows to the municipal sewer
and drainage system, but not to an extent which would exceed the facilities’
capacity in light of existing commitments.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.16-5: Project construction would result in an increased generation of solid
waste, but would not exceed permitted capacity to accommodate the
Project’s solid waste disposal needs or conflict with federal, State, and local
statutes and regulations related to solid waste.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.16-6: Operation of the Project would comply with federal, state, and local
statutes and regulations related to solid waste and would be adequately
served by existing landfills with sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate
the Project’s solid waste disposal needs.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.16-7: Implementation of the proposed Project, in combination with past,
present, and future projects would contribute to cumulative increases in
demand for water supplies.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.16-8: Implementation of the Project, in combination with past, present, and
future projects would contribute to cumulative increases in demand for
wastewater treatment.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

5.16-9: Implementation of the Project, in combination with past, present, and
future projects would contribute to cumulative increases in demand for landfill
space.

LTS

- LTS

- LTS

- LTS

= LTS

+ LTS

+ LTS

- LTS

- S/U

= S/U

=/+ S/U

=/+ S/U

Impact
5.16 Utilities and Service Systems (cont.)

5.17 Environmental Consequences of Stanford Providing Off-campus Housing Under Proposed Project
Impact 5.17-1: Under the proposed Project, the construction and/or operation
of off-site housing would result in off-site environmental impacts.

S/U

- LTS

SOURCE: Environmental Science Associates

S/U Significant and unavoidable impact
S/M Significant impact, but mitigable to a less than significant level
LTS Less than significant impact
Stanford 2018 General Use Permit Final EIR
Part 1: Consolidated Draft EIR

=
=/+

Lesser impact than that of the proposed project.
Same (or similar) impact as that of the proposed project.
Same or greater impact than that of the proposed project
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Attachment: Attachment J_Figures (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)

Figure 1. Development District Boundaries as Proposed by Stanford

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph
Simitian County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: May 30, 2019
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Attachment: Attachment J_Figures (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)

Figure 2. Trip Credit Area

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph
Simitian County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: May 30, 2019
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Attachment: Attachment J_Figures (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)

Figure 3. Land Use Designations – Proposed (PD.7 from Application – Stanford modified
2019)

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph
Simitian County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: May 30, 2019
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Attachment: Attachment J_Figures (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)

Figure 4. Detail of Academic Campus to Residential-Low Density (PD.7a from Application –
Stanford added 2019)

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph
Simitian County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: May 30, 2019
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Attachment: Attachment J_Figures (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)

Figure 5. Zoning Districts – Proposed (PD.8 from Application – Stanford modified 2019)

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph
Simitian County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: May 30, 2019
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Figure 6. Detail of Rezoning from A1 to R1S (PD.8a from Application – Stanford added 2019)

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph
Simitian County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: May 30, 2019
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Figure 7. Recommended Development District Boundaries

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph
Simitian County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: May 30, 2019
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Lot L-22

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph
Simitian County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: May 30, 2019

Proposed Housing Locations

Stanford Development Districts

13 acres : 430 units

Searsville Block

DAPER
12 acres : 400 units
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17 acres : 530 units

Driving Range

7 acres : 270 units

Quarry District
11 acres : 550 units

4.j

Figure 8. Potential Housing Locations
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Figure 9. Project Location Map

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Susan Ellenberg, S. Joseph
Simitian County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: May 30, 2019
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From: Janet Davis <jadjadjad@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Sunday, April 28, 2019 8:28 AM
To: Loquist, Kristina <Kristina.Loquist@bos.sccgov.org>; Raymond Mueller
<menlo.mueller@gmail.com>; Don Horsley <dhorsley@smcgov.org>; Supervisor Simitian
<Supervisor.Simitian@bos.sccgov.org>; Michael Callagy <mcallagy@smcgov.org>
Cc: Diana Gerba <dgerba@mac.com>; Patsy Villarreal-Wong <patsyvw@aol.com>; Diane
Schiano <dianejschiano@gmail.com>; Rick Voreck <voreck.rick@ssd.loral.com>; Susie Cohen
<susiejco@gmail.com>; Robert & Esther Dicks via Gmail <bobby.esther@gmail.com>; Rebecca
Altamirano <rebecca@altamirano.org>; Ron Snow <ronsnow@univpark.org>; Cheryl Phan
<cchophan@gmail.com>; Molly Glennen <mollyglennen@gmail.com>; Kathleen Davis
<zotta7745@gmail.com>
Subject: COMPLAINT - STANFORD FIREWORKS
Last night everybody within miles of Stanford was subjected to a barrage of significant
explosions from Stanford Athletics Dept. to celebrate some game. We were given notice of the
event but it is utterly intolerable that something so counter to environmental and social standards
should be foisted on the public. My cottage actually shook last night, it frightened my pets, and
presumably terrified wildlife. Since the VA hospital is very close, it must have been hell for
some of the veterans with PTSD in that facility.
Fireworks are forbidden in most Bay Area cities and there are plenty of ways to celebrate an
event without destroying the environment and causing harm and annoyance to everyone within
miles, even if the bombardment is temporary.
The fact that the county issued Stanford a permit under the last GUP is an indication that the
county is utterly irresponsible with respect to the negative impact that SU has on nearby
neighborhoods.
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SCoPE 2035’s Comments on the Silicon Valley/Alameda
County Affordable Housing Impact Fee Nexus Study

Stanford Coalition for Planning an Equitable 2035
May 1, 2018
We are members of the Stanford Coalition for Planning an Equitable 2035, a group of Stanford students
committed to seeing just outcomes from the 2018 GUP, in terms of housing, transportation, and labor.
We have reviewed the draft nexus study and feel strongly that Stanford should be required to pay the
maximum fees determined, for both Academic Space and Faculty and Staff housing.
It seems clear to us that the maximum fees found are the correct and appropriate fees for Stanford
during its development under the 2018 GUP. Although our group is concerned with the housing impacts
caused by anyone not housed on campus by Stanford, we believe the methodology used appropriately
adapts the nexus study methodology to Stanford’s unique development pattern. We note, however, that
the study is explicitly intended to be a “conservative” (pg. 36) estimate of Stanford’s true housing
impacts. For example, the indirect housing impacts caused by student housing is not included in the
estimate due to “data limitations” (pg. 36), which would yield an even higher Academic Space fee. This
suggests that anything less than the maximum fee found would be even more inadequate to address
Stanford’s housing impact.
Any fee below the maximum recommended level translates to a failure to mandate accountability for
housing impacts, which will be felt directly by constituents throughout Santa Clara County. The
thousands of people added to Stanford’s campus in the coming years have to live somewhere, and if
sufficient funds aren’t set aside to provide them housing, rest assured that they will come knocking in
other districts throughout the county. Stanford affiliates will come looking for housing in San Jose,
increasing displacement pressures for a city that has only built 7% of its affordable housing construction
goal for 2022, and flooding a rental market that saw rents rise 3% in the last year. Approving a fee below
the full mitigation level recommended by the nexus study will only add more people to the already long
line of County residents in search of affordable housing. The truth of the situation is that the impact fees
for full mitigation will be paid regardless. The decision that rests in the hands of the Board is whether
Stanford should pay for its own impacts, or whether County taxpayers should foot that bill on Stanford’s
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At first glimpse, the fee proposed by the County appears to be significantly higher than those paid by
other Universities (comparison in staff report)— it is possible that Stanford and other parties may
protest the fee on these grounds. However, the circumstances surrounding other Universities are
substantially different from those facing Stanford, justifying the difference in the BMR fee. First, several
of the other Universities mentioned in the staff report (e.g. Columbia, Yale) developed BMR fees through
Community Benefits Agreements (CBAs) or public-private partnerships. A CBA or PPP would reduce the
fee needed as both mechanisms include other measures (local hire requirements, living wage, etc.) that
combat housing affordability issues in other ways. Stanford is not bound to any such measure, and thus
should be required to pay the full fee. Furthermore, many of the agreements that established other
University fees were roundly decried by community members as failing to support communities and
combat negative externalities of development in meaningful ways1. Finally, it is safe to say that
Stanford’s situation is unique. First, Stanford already owns the land it is planning to develop on and
does not have to pay for property which typically drives up development costs in many cases, making
higher mitigation fees unreasonable. Second, Stanford lies at the heart of the most severe housing crisis
in America. Any fee levelled should reflect these unique circumstances.
We imagine that Stanford, and perhaps others, will object that the maximum fee found in nexus studies
is rarely used to set the actual fee, and that the fee suggested is exorbitantly high. However, the
maximum fee found in nexus studies is the fee that should be levied in order to fully mitigate the housing
impacts of a development project - it is only for political and practical reasons that a lower fee is
ultimately set. Such limitations do not exist for Stanford, and instead this is an opportunity to set the fee
at the level that the study shows is factually appropriate for the university. As a educational institution
Stanford is already exempt from nearly $80 million of property taxes towards the county which could
otherwise be used to mitigate its housing impact2 - this fee is necessary to allow the County to
compensate for the impacts studied and proven in the nexus study.
Stanford University, one of the world’s wealthiest institutions, can afford to pay the maximum BMR fee.
With an endowment of over $22 billion, the annual projected fee cost of about $19 million composes only
0.035% of Stanford’s annual operating budget. It is possible that the University may suggest that such a
fee might detract from financial aid and raise tuition costs. It should be noted, however, that financial
aid accounts for only 5% of Stanford’s annual operating budget, making it a strange place to start
trimming excess costs. Furthermore, unlike a normal municipality for whom a very high fee might
mean an impediment to growth of development and commerce as businesses flee the area to escape the
fee, Stanford is impervious to the potential issues brought about by a higher fee. Indeed, the university,
well on the campus land that it owns, will not simply move to another location with lower fees.

1
2

http://features.columbiaspectator.com/eye/2015/03/25/ties-that-bind/

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/grade-point/wp/2016/07/08/why-should-rich-universities-get-huge-prop
erty-tax-exemptions/?utm_term=.5b9b8026e663
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Finally, we believe that an ordinance is the appropriate tool through which Stanford’s impact fees should
be determined and assessed. Stanford’s affordable housing impact fee should be determined the same
way as all other businesses in the County, rather than through a political negotiation in the GUP process.
The process of establishing this fee has been driven by data and analysis, while Stanford’s own proposed
BMR fee through the GUP is decidedly isolated from any real impact calculation. For this reason, and the
many others described above, we are in support of the maximum fee as recommended by the Planning
Division.

Sincerely,
Dan Sakaguchi
Chiamaka Ogwuegbu
Courtney Pal
Amulya Yerrapotu
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1 North San Antonio Road
Los Altos, California 94022-3087

SENT VIA EMAIL: supervisor.simitian@bos.sccgov.org
May 16, 2019
Honorable Joe Simitian
Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors
Santa Clara County Supervisor, District 5
70 W. Hedding Street, 10th Floor
San Jose, CA 95110
Subject:

Stanford University General Use Permit

Dear Supervisor Simitian,
The City of Los Altos appreciates the opportunity to go on the record in support of the County
requiring full mitigation of the adverse impacts of Stanford University’s development on the
surrounding community. Areas of particular concern for the City of Los Altos include housing,
traffic congestion, and open space.
The University’s development should not worsen the already dire jobs/housing imbalance we face.
They can and must do better than providing 550 housing units for the several thousand new faculty
and staff their development will bring to the campus. We are not asking for, nor do we expect
Stanford to mitigate the impacts of prior development or the development of others, but they must
do more than what they have offered thus far in terms of providing housing, particularly affordable
housing.
On the matter of traffic congestion, simply measuring peak hour traffic in the commute direction is
not enough. That perhaps made sense a few decades ago when the current General Use Permit was
adopted, but the commute has worsened significantly and the way the County measures compliance
with no net new trips needs to evolve so it better reflects the conditions on the ground, including a
rush-hour which is much longer than an hour. Both peak periods and 24-hour restrictions need to
be implemented.
Finally, with respect to open space, the expiration of the additional protections for the foothills
expires in 2025. While the open space and field research land use designation and zoning district
exist in perpetuity, there needs to be an extension of the 4/5ths requirement to change them to
provide greater assurance of future protection. Our open space lands are precious and are deserving
of an additional increment of protection.
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Thank you in advance for considering these concerns.
Sincerely,

Lynette Lee Eng
Mayor, City of Los Altos
c:

Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors
Los Altos City Council
Los Altos City Manager Chris Jordan
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Supervisor Joe Simitian
Stanford University General Use Permit
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Thank you!
Christy Holloway

CHRISTINA HOLLOWAY
Doyle, Peggy
letter to Planning Commission to be posted for public record
Wednesday, May 22, 2019 2:13:58 PM
51419Santa Clara County Planning Commission.docx
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Santa Clara County Planning Commission
70 W. Hedding Street, 7th Floor
San Jose, CA 95110

Dear Chairperson Schmidt and Commissioners,
As homeowners on the Stanford campus, we write with three
major concerns:
(1) Protect the character and integrity of our established residential
neighborhoods;
(2) The university must be transparent about its long-term plans
for residential development; and
(3) Current homeowners need to be given a meaningful way of
participating in the land use planning and approval process for
Stanford’s campus residential area.
The purpose of this letter is to summarize Stanford Homeowners’
concerns that we share, and propose some potential solutions to address
those concerns.
Given that the GUP will authorize campus growth and land use
development for much of the next two decades, it is imperative that the
GUP, along with the County’s review and development approval
process, be crafted in a manner that protects Stanford’s residents. To this
end, the County should ensure that future development does not
adversely affect the character and ambience of the faculty/staff
neighborhoods. The County should also take full advantage of the
opportunity it has under the Development Agreement statute and
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through the conditions of approval process to ensure that future growth
at Stanford benefits the community as a whole.
Stanford’s faculty/staff neighborhoods vary considerably in style
and density, with lots in the oldest neighborhoods typically ranging from
½ to one acre or more, and lots in newer neighborhoods ranging between
1/3 and 1/4 acre. The Stanford Community Plan, adopted in tandem with
the 2000 GUP, designated the majority of the faculty residential
neighborhoods with a “campus residential--low density” land use
designation allowing up to 8 units per acre. As part of the proposed
GUP, Stanford seeks additional residential development that, unless
properly planned, could threaten these established residential
neighborhoods.
We respectfully request the County address the following
concerns:
•

Ensure that new development is compatible with existing
neighborhoods. The County should seek to ensure that the density
and intensity of new construction is compatible with existing
residential land uses. Initially, the County should add a Project
Objective to the GUP and the Stanford Community Plan calling for
the preservation of the character and integrity of established
campus residential neighborhoods.

•

Adopt appropriate zoning restrictions for the campus residential
neighborhoods. Through its long-term leases, Stanford imposes
certain zoning-type restrictions on campus homeowners,
including restrictions on lot size, setbacks, landscaping, and
changes that could affect neighborhood architectural
characteristics. These restrictions help define and preserve the
campus character and community and function in much the same
way as zoning regulations do in other areas of the County. In the
experience of Stanford Homeowners, however, Stanford must
apply these same restrictions to itself. From a land use planning
perspective, there is no valid reason why the governing zoning
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restrictions should vary based solely based on whether a particular
residence is the subject of a Stanford lease.
Accordingly, to help ensure the long-term protection of the campus
community, the County should modify its current zoning for the
campus to impose the types of lot size, setback, and other similar
restrictions as contained in Stanford’s leases. In addition, the
County should consider increasing minimum parcel sizes on the
campus to reflect the existing pattern of development. As
discussed below, this would help discourage the type of
subdivision Stanford appears to be contemplating and
simultaneously help incentivize provision of housing on other
Stanford lands where it is more compatible and can be more
efficiently served through existing urban infrastructure.
•

Require that Stanford disclose long-term residential development
plans. The proposed GUP does not adequately disclose Stanford’s
long-term residential development plans for the campus. For
example, the GUP FEIR acknowledges that Stanford currently
seeks a condition that would allow it to build additional housing
beyond the proposed development limit of 3,150 housing
units/beds, subject to additional environmental review and
approval by the Planning Commission. GUP FEIR at 3-23. It is
also our understanding that Stanford has been buying out leases for
existing homes on campus and letting those homes lie vacant, with
the apparent intent of future subdivision and/or redevelopment. It
is imperative that the County require Stanford to set forth its
comprehensive residential development vision through 2035. To
this end, the County should require Stanford to identify the full
extent of its residential development forecast through 2035—both
on-and off-campus—including the location, kind, size, and
intensity of its uses..

•

Given the scale of development to meet Stanford’s long- term
faculty housing needs, direct high density, new residential
development to sites beyond the current residential area. A
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compact form of urban development promotes use of non-auto
transportation modes and conserves land and other natural
resources. Accordingly, the bulk of Stanford’s planned residential
growth should be guided towards existing higher density and
urbanized lands under Stanford’s control. For example, although
the Stanford Research Park (SRP) is not within the County, it
provides an optimal location for additional Stanford-related
housing. SRP is situated squarely in the heart of Silicon Valley, is
in close proximity to the campus, is a short shuttle ride to the
Caltrain station, and provides easy access to numerous restaurants,
bars, and shops along California Avenue. The County should
consider incentivizing Stanford-related residential development in
this unique location.
•

Protect Stanford’s historic homes. Stanford’s campus residential
area has a rich history, spanning more than a century, of scholars
and their families sharing their lives beyond academia. The
residents in the faculty neighborhoods represent thousands of
important contributions to Santa Clara County, the state, and our
nation. Because certain of the homes in these neighborhoods are
associated with the lives of persons important in our past, they may
meet the criteria for the California Register of Historical resources.
Under the guidance of the County’s Historic Heritage
Commission, the County should undertake a comprehensive
inventory of the historic significance of these homes.
Establish a citizens advisory committee for the Stanford Campus.
To improve transparency and accountability in the implementation
of the GUP, the County should establish an advisory committee
that would allow Stanford residents the opportunity to participate
in the County’s implementation of the GUP. Such a committee
could be modelled after the County’s San Martin Planning
Advisory Committee (SMPAC). It could allow Stanford faculty
and staff to, among other things, provide advisory
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recommendations on land use proposals that have the potential to
affect Stanford’s residential neighborhoods.
Thank you for your consideration.
Christy and Chuck Holloway
730 Santa Maria Ave.
Stanford, CA 94305
christyhollowayecho@gmail.com
chollowa@stanford.edu
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Public Hearing

Stanford General Use Permit Application
County of Santa Clara Planning Commission
City of Palo Alto Council Chambers
May 30, 2019
6:00 p.m.
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Meetings
Planning Commission Public
Hearings:
• May 30, 2019 (today)
• June 13, 2019
• June 27, 2019

Board of Supervisors Study
Sessions & Public Hearings:
• Fall 2019
2
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Planning Commission’s Role
Provide Recommendation to the Board regarding:
• Certification of the Environmental Impact Report
• Stanford University Community Plan amendments
• Zoning Map amendments
• General Use Permit, subject to Conditions of Approval
• Water Supply Assessment
• Development Agreement application
3
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Governmental
Jurisdiction on
Stanford Land
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4
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Lands Subject to
General Use Permit
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Stanford’s GUP Application
6
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Development
3.5M s.f. of Academic Development
• 2,275,000 s.f. of academic & support space
• 1,225,000 s.f of 2,600 student beds

550 faculty/staff housing units
40,000 s.f. of childcare/trip reduction space
50,000 s.f. of temporary surge space
General Use Permit – Stanford’s Application

7
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Development
2,275,000
square feet

of academic & support
space

1,225,000
square feet

of student housing
(= 2,600 student beds)
General Use Permit – Stanford’s Application

3,500,000
square feet

of total development
proposed

8
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Stanford Existing Conditions + Proposed Project
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25,000,000

3,500,00
0

20,000,000

20,400,000 s.f.

15,000,000
10,000,000

16,900,0
00

5,000,000
0

Academic & Student Housing Building Area
(s.f.)
General Use Permit – Stanford’s Application

Existing

Proposed

9
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Location

Driving
Range Site

Land Use Map
Amendments
Existing
Designation
Campus
Residential –
Medium
Density

Faculty
Academic
House Sites Campus

Proposed
Designation
Academic
Campus
Campus
Residential –
Low Density

Community Plan – Stanford’s Application

10
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• Remove and revise outdated text
regarding future housing
• Remove
• Figure 3.1 – Potential Housing Sites
• Table 3.2 – Proposed Housing
Development Potential

Community Plan – Stanford’s Application
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Department Recommendation
Main Policy Areas:

HOUSING
Implementation of Linkage Policy

TRAFFIC
Ensure no worsening of traffic

OPEN SPACE
Ensure long-term protection of Foothills

12
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Policy Foundations for
Department Recommendation
County Housing Ordinances
Stanford Community Plan Policies
Zoning Ordinance Standards

13
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Community Plan Amendments
Department Recommendations:

14
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• Background text
• Accommodate changes
proposed by Stanford
• Updates necessitated by
Stanford’s GUP application
• Update policies reflecting
community concerns and new
regional issues
Community Plan – Dept. Recommendations
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Ch. 1 Growth and Development
GUP Application exceeds
17.3 million s.f.
development cap

Academic Growth Boundary
Current location until 2025,
and until development
reaches 17.3 million s.f.
Community Plan – Dept. Recommendations

Recommended

20.4 million s.f.
development cap
Recommended
Extend duration to 99 years,
and specific findings must be
made prior to any future
decision to change location

16
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Land Use Map amendments
• Accept proposed

Public School Site Designation
• May be relocated with approval of a
land use map Community Plan
amendment
• If the need for a school at a different
location of the campus is warranted by
future development patterns

Community Plan – Dept. Recommendations
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Align Zoning and SCP Policies and
Land Use Designations
• Periodically evaluate zoning
designations to ensure consistency
with SCP policies and land use
designations
• Evaluation of A1 District and Campus
Residential-Low Density
• Create new Campus Open Space
zoning district
Community Plan – Dept. Recommendations
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Ch. 3 Housing
• Affordable housing be provided at affordable income categories
documented in the Nexus Study
• Housing requirements apply to “other workers,” as well as faculty/staff

Community Plan – Dept. Recommendations
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• Social and Emotional Health
• Climate Change and Adaptation

Community Plan – Dept. Recommendations
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Department Recommendations:

General Use Permit
21
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• Housing and Affordable Housing
• Programmatic Development
• Traffic and Transportation
• Phased Academic Development
• Vehicle Parking
• Other Recommended Requirements
General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations

22
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Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation
Fee Ordinance

• $36.22 per square foot of academic development in the first year
• $68.50 per square foot of academic development thereafter

Effective July 1, 2019
General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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4.l
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Inclusionary Housing Zoning Ordinance
• Faculty/Staff Housing units - based on 1,239 units:
• 16% must be below market-rate (198 units)
• 15% extremely low- or very low-income (30 units)
• 45% low-income households (89 units)
• 40% moderate-income households (79 units)

• For Sale Units
• Affordable to Moderate-Income households

Effective July 1, 2019
General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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4.l
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Acute Housing Crisis
• Jobs/Housing imbalance
• 3.49 jobs for every housing unit in Palo
Alto
• Median Home Value in Palo Alto:
$3 million
• 3.5 million square feet of new
development proposed by Stanford
would intensity demand for housing
General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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4.l
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Nexus Study
• Stanford’s proposed 3.5 million square feet of development
would result in 4,010 net new workers
• Demand for 2,172 new housing units

General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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Development Type
Academic/Support

Stanford
Proposed

Department Recommended
Minimum
Maximum
Required
Allowed

2,275,000 s.f.

N/A

2,275,000 s.f.

Housing Units

550 units

2,172 units

2,892 units

Student Beds

2,600 beds

2,600 beds

2,807 beds

40,000 s.f.

N/A

40,000 s.f.

50,000 s.f. at any
50,000 s.f.
one time

N/A

50,000 s.f.

Childcare/Trip Reducing
Facilities
Construction Surge
Temporary Surge Space
Space

General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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Net New Development

4.l
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Faculty/Staff/Other Worker Housing
Min. 70% on campus
Max. 30% off campus
By income category

2,172

2,000

933

1,500

198

1,000

550

1,041

500

0

Department Recommended
Market-Rate

General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations

Inclusionary

Stanford's Proposal
Below Market-Rate
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2,500

4.l

28
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Faculty/Staff Housing - Existing

Off-Campus
Housing
59%

1,340

On-Campus Housing

942

On-Campus
Housing
41%

Off-Campus Housing

29
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Off-Campus
Housing
30%

651
1,520

On-Campus Housing

On-Campus
Housing
70%

Off-Campus Housing

30
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Faculty/Staff/Other Workers Housing –
Department Recommended

4.l

Packet Pg. 610

Off-Campus
Housing
45%

1,991

On-Campus Housing

2,462

On-Campus
Housing
55%

Off-Campus Housing
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Combined Existing & Department
Recommended Housing

4.l

Packet Pg. 611
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Potential
Housing
Sites
4.l

Packet Pg. 612

200,000 sf
1,100 units/beds

200,000 sf
666 units/beds

35,000 sf
666 units/beds
1,800,000 sf
200 units/beds

Academic Development
Units/Beds

General Use Permit – Dept.
Recommendations
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Development
Allocated by
Development
District

4.l

20,000 sf
2,267 units/beds
20,000 sf
800 units/beds
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Development Type
Academic Development
Childcare/Community
Center Space
Foothills Development
District

2000 GUP Carry-Over
Proposed in GUP
Application
182,920 s.f.
3,638 s.f.
1,540 s.f.

NOTE: Carry-Over amounts are approximate and will be finalized at the
effective date of the GUP
General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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2000 GUP Carry-Over Development

4.l
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• Unmitigable Intersections
• Unmitigable Freeways

General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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Transportation Impacts

4.l
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EIR Unmitigated Intersection Impacts
County of Santa Clara

City of Palo Alto

• Middlefield Rd/Oregon Expressway – ROW
constraints due to frontage road & bike access

• Middlefield Rd/Embarcadero Rd – proximity of
residential units to intersection

• Foothill Expwy/Hillview Ave – Proximity of nearby
intersection

• Alma St/Hamilton Ave – add left and right turn
lanes

• Foothill Expwy/Edith Ave – Residential & Retail
space near intersection

• Middlefield Rd/Lytton Ave – proximity of
residential units to intersection
• El Camino Real/Embarcadero Rd (CPA/Caltrans) –
add a 2nd left turn lane

City of Menlo Park/Caltrans
• El Camino Real/Encinal Avenue – add a shared thru right turn lane
• El Camino Real/Valpariaso Ave – add a shared thru right turn lane
• El Camino Real/Ravenswood Ave – add a shared thru right turn lane
• I-280 NB Offramp/Sand Hill Rd – add second northbound right turn lane
General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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Unmitigated Intersection Map
1. El Camino Real/Valpariaso Ave
(MP/Caltrans)
2. El Camino Real/Ravenswood Ave
(MP/Caltrans)
3. Middlefield Rd/Lytton Ave (CPA)
4. Middlefield Rd/Embarcadero Rd (CPA)
5. Middlefield Rd/Oregon Expwy (county)
6. El Camino Real/Encinal Ave
(MP/Caltrans)
7. Alma St/Hamilton Ave (CPA)
8. El Camino Real/Embarcadero Rd
(CPA/Caltrans)
9. Foothill Expwy/Hillview Ave (county)
10. Foothill Expwy/Edith Ave (county)
11. I-280 NB Offramp/Sand Hill Rd
(MP/Caltrans)
General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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EIR Unmitigated Freeway Impacts
Northbound 85

Southbound 85

• South De Anza to Stevens Creek Blvd (AM)

• Stevens Creek to South De Anza (PM)

• Stevens Creek to I-280 (AM)

Northbound I-280

Southbound I-280

• Wolfe Road to De Anza Boulevard (AM)

• Sheep Camp Trail to Edgewood (AM)

• SR 85 to Foothill Expwy (AM & PM)

• Magdalena to Foothill Expwy (PM)

• Foothill Expwy to Magdalena (AM)

• Foothill Expwy to SR 85 (PM)

• Sand Hill to Woodside (PM)

• De Anza Blvd to Wolfe (PM)

General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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NB 85
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EIR Unmitigated Freeways Impacts

4.l

1. South De Anza Blvd to Stevens Creek
Blvd (AM)
2. Stevens Creek Blvd to I-280 (AM)

Southbound 85

3. Stevens Creek Blvd to South De Anza
Blvd (PM)

Northbound I-280

4. Wolfe Rd to North De Anza Blvd (AM)
5. SR 85 to Foothill Expwy (AM & PM)
6. Foothill Expwy to Magdalena Ave
(AM)
7. Sand Hill Rd to Woodside Rd (PM)

Southbound I-280

8. Sheep Camp Trail to Edgewood Dr
(AM)
9. Magdalena Ave to Foothill Expwy
(PM)
10. Foothill Expwy to SR 85 (PM)
11. North De Anza Blvd to Wolfe Rd (PM)
General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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“The use will not
substantially worsen traffic
congestion affecting the
surrounding area.”
§ 5.65.030

General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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Zoning Ordinance

4.l

40
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• TIER 1: No Net New
Commute Trips – Peak
Hour, Period, Direction
• TIER 2: No Net New
Reverse Commute Trips –
Peak Hour and Period
• TIER 3: Average Daily Trips
(ADT)
Campus Gateway
General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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Transportation

4.l
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Traffic Monitoring
• Automated continuous traffic
monitoring and tube/manual
counts
• Trip credits for off-campus
transportation demand
management efforts
• Annual Monitoring Report

General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations

Full Housing Alternative A - Trip Credit Area
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Tier 1: No Net New Commute Trips

• AM and PM (Peak Hour and Peak 3-hour Period)
• Starting: Year 1
• Trigger: 1% or greater than the baseline in any 1 year
and any 2 years in a Phase
• Consequences:
• 1st Violation: Fair share payments for intersection mitigation
improvements to be paid, and;
• Suspension of approval for any new development until
Stanford demonstrates compliance for one year.
• 2nd Violation: No authorization of subsequent development
phase until compliance for one year
General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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TIER 2: No Net New Reverse Commute Trips

4.l

• AM and PM (Peak Hour and Peak 3-hour Period)
• Baseline: Established in Phase 1
• Starting: Beginning in Phase 2
• Trigger: 2% or greater than the baseline in any 2
consecutive years
• Consequences:
• 1st Violation: Suspension of approval for any new development
until Stanford demonstrates compliance for one year
• 2nd Violation: No authorization of subsequent development
phase until compliance for one year
General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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TIER 3: Average Daily Trips
• All day 24-hour traffic
• Baseline: Established in Phase 1
• Starting: Beginning in Phase 2

Average
Daily Trips
(ADT)

• Trigger: 3% or greater than the baseline in any
2 consecutive years
• Consequences:
• No authorization of subsequent development
phase until compliance for one year

General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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• 21,651 parking space cap
• 1,480 net new parking spaces

• Excluded types of parking:
• Parking for on-campus faculty, staff, postgraduate fellow, and medical intern
residents up to one space per unit
• Parking restricted to buses (shuttle, tour, charter), oversized vehicles, and
equipment
• Parking restricted to emergency vehicles (police, fire, ambulance)

General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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Parking

4.l

Packet Pg. 626

Safe Routes to School
• On-campus safe routes to school
improvements near Nixon and
Escondido Elementary Schools
• Fair-share contributions to fund
safe routes to school studies and
improvements

Escondido
Nixon

• Proposed by Stanford

General Use Permit – Stanford’s Proposal and Dept. Recommendations
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Off-Campus Bicycle Improvements
1. East Palo Alto: Clark Avenue-Newell
Road Connections; $450,000
2. Palo Alto: Hanover Street/Bol Park;
$250,000
3. Menlo Park: Oak Grove Avenue
Connection; $250,000

1
3
4
2

4. Unincorporated San Mateo County:
Santa Cruz Avenue/Alameda de Las
Pulgas; $250,000

General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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Special Events
• 10,000+ people
• Special Events Permit
• Special Events Management Plan
• Traffic control
• Public notification in newspapers
• Notification to Palo Alto, Menlo Park, Portola Valley, and East Palo Alto City or
Town Managers, and Caltrans
• Special events/construction information hotline and website
General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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Open Space
• Restricting development outside
of the Academic Growth
Boundary
• Limited development in the
Foothills

General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations

Parks
• Parks Standard: 5 acres per
1,000 residents
• Parks Study
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50

• Architecture & Site Approval (ASA)
• El Camino Real Frontage Plan Update
• Municipal Services Study
• Master Drainage Plan Update

General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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Other Recommendations
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Academic
Earliest Date
Development Authorization May
Phase
Occur

• Conditions of Approval

Maximum
Allowable
Increment of
Academic
Development (s.f.)

Phase 1

Effective date of
this GUP

Up to 568,750

• Housing Linkage
Requirements

Phase 2

5 years after
effective date of
this GUP

Up to 1,137,500

• Transportation
Standards

Phase 3

10 years after
effective date of
this GUP

Up to 1,706,250

Phase 4

15 years after
effective date of
this GUP

Up to 2,275,000

• Mitigation Measures

General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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Phased Academic
Development

4.l
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Water Supply Assessment
Department Recommendations:
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• Water supplies are sufficient to accommodate the potable and non-potable
water demand buildout
• The proposed project and Housing Alternatives A and B
• Through existing water entitlements and resources under normal, single dry,
and multiple dry water years

The Department of Planning and Development recommends approval
of the Water Supply Assessments for the proposed project and
Housing Alternatives A and B.
Water Supply Assessment – Dept. Recommendations
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WSA Recommendation

4.l
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Environmental Impact Report
Department Recommendations:
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CEQA Analysis
• No Project/No Development
Alternative
• No Project/Individual Use Permit
Alternative
• Reduced Project Alternative
• Historic Preservation Alternative
• Full Housing Alternative A
• Partial Housing Alternative B
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4.l
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• Air Quality
• Cultural/Paleontological Resources
• Noise and Vibration
• Transportation and Traffic
• Off-site environmental impacts from
off-site housing

Environmental Impact Report – Background
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Significant & Unavoidable Impacts

4.l
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• Adopt Full Housing Alternative A
• The Department of Planning and Development recommends that
the Planning Commission forward a recommendation to the Board
of Supervisors to adopt and certify the Stanford University 2018
Final Environmental Impact Report as completed and in
conformance with CEQA.

Environmental Impact Report – Dept. Recommendations
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EIR Recommendation

4.l
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Department Recommendations:

Development Agreement
Application
59
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The Department of Planning and Development recommends the
Planning Commission forward a recommendation to the Board of
Supervisors to deny Stanford’s application for a development
agreement.

Development Agreement – Dept. Recommendations
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D.A. Recommendation

4.l
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Department Recommendations
Certify the Environmental Impact Report

b. Adopt the findings pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act regarding
the environmental impacts of Full Housing Alternative A
c.

Adopt the proposed Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

d. Approve the text and land use amendments to the Community Plan, based on the
findings
e.

Approve the Zoning Ordinance Map amendments, based on the findings

f.

Approve the General Use Permit, based on the findings, and subject to the
Conditions of Approval

g.

Approve the Water Supply Assessment

h. Deny the Development Agreement Application
Department Recommendations
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a.
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Thank you
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Backup Slides Only:
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Academic Campus
Campus Residential – Low Density
Campus Residential – Medium Density

Campus Open Space
Open Space and Field Research
Special Conservation
Reservoir
Public School
Community Plan – Existing
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Land Use Map –
Existing

4.l
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Land Use Amendments
Requested by Stanford
Academic Campus
Campus Residential – Low Density
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Land Use Amendments
Requested by Stanford
Academic Campus
Campus Residential – Low Density
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A1 General Use
OSF Open Space & Field Research
R1S Low-Density Campus Residential
R3S Medium-Density Campus Residential
SCA Special Conservation Areas

Zoning Ordinance – Existing
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Zoning Map – Existing
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Location
Driving
Range
Site
Faculty
House
Sites

Zoning Map Amendments
Existing
Designation

Proposed
Designation

R3S –
Medium Density
Campus
Residential

A1 –
General Use

A1 –
General Use

R1S –
Low Density
Campus
Residential

Zoning Ordinance – Stanford’s Application
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Zoning Map –
Stanford’s Proposal
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Location

Driving
Range Site

Zoning Map Amendments
Existing
Designation
R3S – Medium
Density
Campus
Residential

Faculty
A1 – General
House Sites Use

Recommended
Designation
A1 – General
Use
R1S – Low
Density Campus
Residential

Zoning Ordinance – Dept. Recommendations
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Zoning Map –
Department
Recommendation
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AGB Modification Findings
a. Development of new academic facilities or housing cannot be feasibly
accommodated within the boundaries of the existing AGB or on other property
owned by Stanford in reasonable proximity to the Stanford campus.
b. Development of new academic facilities or housing outside of the existing AGB
will meet all transportation policies of the Stanford Community Plan and
transportation requirements of the current GUP.
c.

Adequate urban services and infrastructure can be provided to the proposed
new academic facilities or housing outside of the existing AGB.

d. Adequate water supplies are available to serve the expanded AGB without
adversely affecting the water supplies to any other existing users
71
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General Use Permit – Existing
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Development
Districts – 2000 GUP
4.l

Packet Pg. 652

72

General Use Permit – Stanford’s Application
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Development
Districts – Stanford
Proposed

4.l
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General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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Development Districts –
Department
Recommended

4.l

Packet Pg. 654

Development
District

Acres

Maximum
Academic
Development
(s.f.)

550 units
2,600 beds

Minimum
Housing
Requirements
2,172 units
2,600 beds

4.l
Maximum
Housing
Allowed
2,892 units
2,807 beds

Proposed
Housing

Quarry

25

200,000

550

914

1,100

Arboretum

186

0

0

0

0

DAPER &
Administrative

164

200,000

0

554

666

Campus Center

361

1,800,000

200

200

200

East Campus

234

20,000

1,600

1,885

2,267

West Campus

89

35,000

0

554

666

Lagunita

183

0

800

665

800

Lathrop

36

20,000

0

0

0

San Juan

446

0

0

0

0

Foothills

2,293

0

0

0

0

TOTALS

4,017

2,275,000

3,150

4,772

5,699

General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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Maximum
Development
Allocation by
District
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Faculty/Staff/Other Worker Housing
Market-Rate and 16%
Inclusionary Units

Minimum
Required

Maximum
Allowed

1,239

1,959

Moderate

347

N/A

Low Income

381

N/A

Very Low Income

133

N/A

Extremely Low Income

72

N/A

933

N/A

2,172

2,892

Below Market-Rate Units by
Income Category

Below Market-Rate Units All
Income Categories
Total
General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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Faculty/Staff/Other Worker
Housing Units

4.l
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Faculty/Staff/Other Worker Housing
Market-Rate and 16%
Inclusionary Units

Minimum
Required

Maximum
Allowed

1,239

1,959

Moderate

347

N/A

Low Income

381

N/A

Very Low Income

133

N/A

Extremely Low Income

72

N/A

933

N/A

2,172

2,892

Below Market-Rate Units by
Income Category

Below Market-Rate Units All
Income Categories
Total
General Use Permit – Dept. Recommendations
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Faculty/Staff/Other Worker
Housing Units

4.l
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# of Parking Spaces per 100 Population

Vanderbilt U
Stanford
Texas A&M
Georgia Tech
UNC Chapel Hill
Emory University
Case Western Reserve U
Syracuse
U of Michigan
Cornell
San Diego State U
UC Santa Cruz
UCLA
UC San Diego
U of Colorado Boulder
MIT
Carnegie Mellon U
UC Berkeley
Yale
Washington University
John Hopkins U
Boston College

65
63
60
55
49
45
45
44
43
42
41
37
35
32
27
27
24
17
17
17
16
11
0

10

20

30

40

# of Parking Spaces per 100 Population

50

60
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University
Parking
Comparison

4.l
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Packet Pg. 659
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Trip Credit Area –
Stanford’s
Proposed Project
4.l

Project and EIR Alternatives
GUP Application

Partial Housing Alt. B

Full Housing Alt. A

2,275,000 sf

(same as project)

(same as project)

Housing Units

550 units

1,825 units

2,892 units

Student Beds

2,600 beds

2,600 beds

2,807 beds

Childcare/Trip
Reduction Space

40,000 sf

(same as project)

(same as project)

Construction
Trailer Space

50,000 sf

(same as project)

(same as project)

3,480 spaces

3,537 spaces

3,594 spaces

Academic Space

Parking

Environmental Impact Report – Background
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Summary of Impacts – Air Quality

7A.2-4

7A.2-8
7A.2-9

Impact Description
Project operational emissions from new development
would result in emissions of criteria air pollutants (PM10)
at levels that would violate an air quality standard,
contribute to an existing or projected air quality violation,
and result in a cumulatively considerable net increase in
criteria air pollutants.
Project operational emissions from new development
could conflict with or obstruct implementation of an
applicable air quality plan.
Project operational emissions from new development
would result in emissions of PM10 that would be
cumulatively considerable.
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Impact Number

7A.4-1
7A.4-6

Impact Description
Project development could cause a substantial adverse
change in the significance of a historical resource as
defined in CEQA Guidelines § 15064.5.
Project development, in combination with past, present,
existing, approved, pending and reasonably foreseeable
future developments, could contribute considerably to
significant cumulative adverse changes in the significance
of historical resources.
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Summary of Impacts – Noise and Vibration

7A.11-2
7A.11-6

Impact Description
Project construction could result in a substantial
temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels in
the Project site vicinity.
Project construction noise, in combination with past,
present, existing, approved, pending and reasonably
foreseeable future developments could contribute
considerably to significant cumulative noise impacts.
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Summary of Impacts – Transportation and Traffic
Impact Description

7A.15-2

Project implementation could increase traffic volumes at area
intersections, creating adverse impacts under 2018 Baseline with
Project conditions.

7A.15-3

Project implementation could increase traffic volumes on area
freeways, creating adverse impacts under 2018 Baseline with Project
conditions.

7A.15-9

Project implementation, in combination with other past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable future projects, could increase traffic
volumes at area intersections, contributing considerably to
significant adverse impacts under 2035 Cumulative with Project
conditions.

7A.15-10

Project implementation, in combination with other past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable future projects, could increase traffic
volumes on area freeways, contributing considerably to significant
adverse impacts under 2035 Cumulative with Project conditions.

Environmental Impact Report – Background
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4.l

Impact Number

7A.17-1

Impact Description
The construction and/or operation of off-site housing
would result in offsite environmental impacts.
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From: Janet Davis <jadjadjad@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Sunday, April 28, 2019 8:28 AM
To: Loquist, Kristina <Kristina.Loquist@bos.sccgov.org>; Raymond Mueller
<menlo.mueller@gmail.com>; Don Horsley <dhorsley@smcgov.org>; Supervisor Simitian
<Supervisor.Simitian@bos.sccgov.org>; Michael Callagy <mcallagy@smcgov.org>
Cc: Diana Gerba <dgerba@mac.com>; Patsy Villarreal-Wong <patsyvw@aol.com>; Diane
Schiano <dianejschiano@gmail.com>; Rick Voreck <voreck.rick@ssd.loral.com>; Susie Cohen
<susiejco@gmail.com>; Robert & Esther Dicks via Gmail <bobby.esther@gmail.com>; Rebecca
Altamirano <rebecca@altamirano.org>; Ron Snow <ronsnow@univpark.org>; Cheryl Phan
<cchophan@gmail.com>; Molly Glennen <mollyglennen@gmail.com>; Kathleen Davis
<zotta7745@gmail.com>
Subject: COMPLAINT - STANFORD FIREWORKS
Last night everybody within miles of Stanford was subjected to a barrage of significant
explosions from Stanford Athletics Dept. to celebrate some game. We were given notice of the
event but it is utterly intolerable that something so counter to environmental and social standards
should be foisted on the public. My cottage actually shook last night, it frightened my pets, and
presumably terrified wildlife. Since the VA hospital is very close, it must have been hell for
some of the veterans with PTSD in that facility.
Fireworks are forbidden in most Bay Area cities and there are plenty of ways to celebrate an
event without destroying the environment and causing harm and annoyance to everyone within
miles, even if the bombardment is temporary.
The fact that the county issued Stanford a permit under the last GUP is an indication that the
county is utterly irresponsible with respect to the negative impact that SU has on nearby
neighborhoods.
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SCoPE 2035’s Comments on the Silicon Valley/Alameda
County Affordable Housing Impact Fee Nexus Study

Stanford Coalition for Planning an Equitable 2035
May 1, 2018
We are members of the Stanford Coalition for Planning an Equitable 2035, a group of Stanford students
committed to seeing just outcomes from the 2018 GUP, in terms of housing, transportation, and labor.
We have reviewed the draft nexus study and feel strongly that Stanford should be required to pay the
maximum fees determined, for both Academic Space and Faculty and Staff housing.
It seems clear to us that the maximum fees found are the correct and appropriate fees for Stanford
during its development under the 2018 GUP. Although our group is concerned with the housing impacts
caused by anyone not housed on campus by Stanford, we believe the methodology used appropriately
adapts the nexus study methodology to Stanford’s unique development pattern. We note, however, that
the study is explicitly intended to be a “conservative” (pg. 36) estimate of Stanford’s true housing
impacts. For example, the indirect housing impacts caused by student housing is not included in the
estimate due to “data limitations” (pg. 36), which would yield an even higher Academic Space fee. This
suggests that anything less than the maximum fee found would be even more inadequate to address
Stanford’s housing impact.
Any fee below the maximum recommended level translates to a failure to mandate accountability for
housing impacts, which will be felt directly by constituents throughout Santa Clara County. The
thousands of people added to Stanford’s campus in the coming years have to live somewhere, and if
sufficient funds aren’t set aside to provide them housing, rest assured that they will come knocking in
other districts throughout the county. Stanford affiliates will come looking for housing in San Jose,
increasing displacement pressures for a city that has only built 7% of its affordable housing construction
goal for 2022, and flooding a rental market that saw rents rise 3% in the last year. Approving a fee below
the full mitigation level recommended by the nexus study will only add more people to the already long
line of County residents in search of affordable housing. The truth of the situation is that the impact fees
for full mitigation will be paid regardless. The decision that rests in the hands of the Board is whether
Stanford should pay for its own impacts, or whether County taxpayers should foot that bill on Stanford’s
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behalf.
At first glimpse, the fee proposed by the County appears to be significantly higher than those paid by
other Universities (comparison in staff report)— it is possible that Stanford and other parties may
protest the fee on these grounds. However, the circumstances surrounding other Universities are
substantially different from those facing Stanford, justifying the difference in the BMR fee. First, several
of the other Universities mentioned in the staff report (e.g. Columbia, Yale) developed BMR fees through
Community Benefits Agreements (CBAs) or public-private partnerships. A CBA or PPP would reduce the
fee needed as both mechanisms include other measures (local hire requirements, living wage, etc.) that
combat housing affordability issues in other ways. Stanford is not bound to any such measure, and thus
should be required to pay the full fee. Furthermore, many of the agreements that established other
University fees were roundly decried by community members as failing to support communities and
combat negative externalities of development in meaningful ways1. Finally, it is safe to say that
Stanford’s situation is unique. First, Stanford already owns the land it is planning to develop on and
does not have to pay for property which typically drives up development costs in many cases, making
higher mitigation fees unreasonable. Second, Stanford lies at the heart of the most severe housing crisis
in America. Any fee levelled should reflect these unique circumstances.
We imagine that Stanford, and perhaps others, will object that the maximum fee found in nexus studies
is rarely used to set the actual fee, and that the fee suggested is exorbitantly high. However, the
maximum fee found in nexus studies is the fee that should be levied in order to fully mitigate the housing
impacts of a development project - it is only for political and practical reasons that a lower fee is
ultimately set. Such limitations do not exist for Stanford, and instead this is an opportunity to set the fee
at the level that the study shows is factually appropriate for the university. As a educational institution
Stanford is already exempt from nearly $80 million of property taxes towards the county which could
otherwise be used to mitigate its housing impact2 - this fee is necessary to allow the County to
compensate for the impacts studied and proven in the nexus study.
Stanford University, one of the world’s wealthiest institutions, can afford to pay the maximum BMR fee.
With an endowment of over $22 billion, the annual projected fee cost of about $19 million composes only
0.035% of Stanford’s annual operating budget. It is possible that the University may suggest that such a
fee might detract from financial aid and raise tuition costs. It should be noted, however, that financial
aid accounts for only 5% of Stanford’s annual operating budget, making it a strange place to start
trimming excess costs. Furthermore, unlike a normal municipality for whom a very high fee might
mean an impediment to growth of development and commerce as businesses flee the area to escape the
fee, Stanford is impervious to the potential issues brought about by a higher fee. Indeed, the university,
well on the campus land that it owns, will not simply move to another location with lower fees.

1
2

http://features.columbiaspectator.com/eye/2015/03/25/ties-that-bind/

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/grade-point/wp/2016/07/08/why-should-rich-universities-get-huge-prop
erty-tax-exemptions/?utm_term=.5b9b8026e663
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Finally, we believe that an ordinance is the appropriate tool through which Stanford’s impact fees should
be determined and assessed. Stanford’s affordable housing impact fee should be determined the same
way as all other businesses in the County, rather than through a political negotiation in the GUP process.
The process of establishing this fee has been driven by data and analysis, while Stanford’s own proposed
BMR fee through the GUP is decidedly isolated from any real impact calculation. For this reason, and the
many others described above, we are in support of the maximum fee as recommended by the Planning
Division.

Sincerely,
Dan Sakaguchi
Chiamaka Ogwuegbu
Courtney Pal
Amulya Yerrapotu
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1 North San Antonio Road
Los Altos, California 94022-3087

SENT VIA EMAIL: supervisor.simitian@bos.sccgov.org
May 16, 2019
Honorable Joe Simitian
Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors
Santa Clara County Supervisor, District 5
70 W. Hedding Street, 10th Floor
San Jose, CA 95110
Subject:

Stanford University General Use Permit

Dear Supervisor Simitian,
The City of Los Altos appreciates the opportunity to go on the record in support of the County
requiring full mitigation of the adverse impacts of Stanford University’s development on the
surrounding community. Areas of particular concern for the City of Los Altos include housing,
traffic congestion, and open space.
The University’s development should not worsen the already dire jobs/housing imbalance we face.
They can and must do better than providing 550 housing units for the several thousand new faculty
and staff their development will bring to the campus. We are not asking for, nor do we expect
Stanford to mitigate the impacts of prior development or the development of others, but they must
do more than what they have offered thus far in terms of providing housing, particularly affordable
housing.
On the matter of traffic congestion, simply measuring peak hour traffic in the commute direction is
not enough. That perhaps made sense a few decades ago when the current General Use Permit was
adopted, but the commute has worsened significantly and the way the County measures compliance
with no net new trips needs to evolve so it better reflects the conditions on the ground, including a
rush-hour which is much longer than an hour. Both peak periods and 24-hour restrictions need to
be implemented.
Finally, with respect to open space, the expiration of the additional protections for the foothills
expires in 2025. While the open space and field research land use designation and zoning district
exist in perpetuity, there needs to be an extension of the 4/5ths requirement to change them to
provide greater assurance of future protection. Our open space lands are precious and are deserving
of an additional increment of protection.
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Thank you in advance for considering these concerns.
Sincerely,

Lynette Lee Eng
Mayor, City of Los Altos
c:

Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors
Los Altos City Council
Los Altos City Manager Chris Jordan
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Thank you!
Christy Holloway

CHRISTINA HOLLOWAY
Doyle, Peggy
letter to Planning Commission to be posted for public record
Wednesday, May 22, 2019 2:13:58 PM
51419Santa Clara County Planning Commission.docx
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Santa Clara County Planning Commission
70 W. Hedding Street, 7th Floor
San Jose, CA 95110

Dear Chairperson Schmidt and Commissioners,
As homeowners on the Stanford campus, we write with three
major concerns:
(1) Protect the character and integrity of our established residential
neighborhoods;
(2) The university must be transparent about its long-term plans
for residential development; and
(3) Current homeowners need to be given a meaningful way of
participating in the land use planning and approval process for
Stanford’s campus residential area.
The purpose of this letter is to summarize Stanford Homeowners’
concerns that we share, and propose some potential solutions to address
those concerns.
Given that the GUP will authorize campus growth and land use
development for much of the next two decades, it is imperative that the
GUP, along with the County’s review and development approval
process, be crafted in a manner that protects Stanford’s residents. To this
end, the County should ensure that future development does not
adversely affect the character and ambience of the faculty/staff
neighborhoods. The County should also take full advantage of the
opportunity it has under the Development Agreement statute and
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through the conditions of approval process to ensure that future growth
at Stanford benefits the community as a whole.
Stanford’s faculty/staff neighborhoods vary considerably in style
and density, with lots in the oldest neighborhoods typically ranging from
½ to one acre or more, and lots in newer neighborhoods ranging between
1/3 and 1/4 acre. The Stanford Community Plan, adopted in tandem with
the 2000 GUP, designated the majority of the faculty residential
neighborhoods with a “campus residential--low density” land use
designation allowing up to 8 units per acre. As part of the proposed
GUP, Stanford seeks additional residential development that, unless
properly planned, could threaten these established residential
neighborhoods.
We respectfully request the County address the following
concerns:
•

Ensure that new development is compatible with existing
neighborhoods. The County should seek to ensure that the density
and intensity of new construction is compatible with existing
residential land uses. Initially, the County should add a Project
Objective to the GUP and the Stanford Community Plan calling for
the preservation of the character and integrity of established
campus residential neighborhoods.

•

Adopt appropriate zoning restrictions for the campus residential
neighborhoods. Through its long-term leases, Stanford imposes
certain zoning-type restrictions on campus homeowners,
including restrictions on lot size, setbacks, landscaping, and
changes that could affect neighborhood architectural
characteristics. These restrictions help define and preserve the
campus character and community and function in much the same
way as zoning regulations do in other areas of the County. In the
experience of Stanford Homeowners, however, Stanford must
apply these same restrictions to itself. From a land use planning
perspective, there is no valid reason why the governing zoning
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restrictions should vary based solely based on whether a particular
residence is the subject of a Stanford lease.
Accordingly, to help ensure the long-term protection of the campus
community, the County should modify its current zoning for the
campus to impose the types of lot size, setback, and other similar
restrictions as contained in Stanford’s leases. In addition, the
County should consider increasing minimum parcel sizes on the
campus to reflect the existing pattern of development. As
discussed below, this would help discourage the type of
subdivision Stanford appears to be contemplating and
simultaneously help incentivize provision of housing on other
Stanford lands where it is more compatible and can be more
efficiently served through existing urban infrastructure.
•

Require that Stanford disclose long-term residential development
plans. The proposed GUP does not adequately disclose Stanford’s
long-term residential development plans for the campus. For
example, the GUP FEIR acknowledges that Stanford currently
seeks a condition that would allow it to build additional housing
beyond the proposed development limit of 3,150 housing
units/beds, subject to additional environmental review and
approval by the Planning Commission. GUP FEIR at 3-23. It is
also our understanding that Stanford has been buying out leases for
existing homes on campus and letting those homes lie vacant, with
the apparent intent of future subdivision and/or redevelopment. It
is imperative that the County require Stanford to set forth its
comprehensive residential development vision through 2035. To
this end, the County should require Stanford to identify the full
extent of its residential development forecast through 2035—both
on-and off-campus—including the location, kind, size, and
intensity of its uses..

•

Given the scale of development to meet Stanford’s long- term
faculty housing needs, direct high density, new residential
development to sites beyond the current residential area. A
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compact form of urban development promotes use of non-auto
transportation modes and conserves land and other natural
resources. Accordingly, the bulk of Stanford’s planned residential
growth should be guided towards existing higher density and
urbanized lands under Stanford’s control. For example, although
the Stanford Research Park (SRP) is not within the County, it
provides an optimal location for additional Stanford-related
housing. SRP is situated squarely in the heart of Silicon Valley, is
in close proximity to the campus, is a short shuttle ride to the
Caltrain station, and provides easy access to numerous restaurants,
bars, and shops along California Avenue. The County should
consider incentivizing Stanford-related residential development in
this unique location.
•

Protect Stanford’s historic homes. Stanford’s campus residential
area has a rich history, spanning more than a century, of scholars
and their families sharing their lives beyond academia. The
residents in the faculty neighborhoods represent thousands of
important contributions to Santa Clara County, the state, and our
nation. Because certain of the homes in these neighborhoods are
associated with the lives of persons important in our past, they may
meet the criteria for the California Register of Historical resources.
Under the guidance of the County’s Historic Heritage
Commission, the County should undertake a comprehensive
inventory of the historic significance of these homes.
Establish a citizens advisory committee for the Stanford Campus.
To improve transparency and accountability in the implementation
of the GUP, the County should establish an advisory committee
that would allow Stanford residents the opportunity to participate
in the County’s implementation of the GUP. Such a committee
could be modelled after the County’s San Martin Planning
Advisory Committee (SMPAC). It could allow Stanford faculty
and staff to, among other things, provide advisory
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recommendations on land use proposals that have the potential to
affect Stanford’s residential neighborhoods.
Thank you for your consideration.
Christy and Chuck Holloway
730 Santa Maria Ave.
Stanford, CA 94305
christyhollowayecho@gmail.com
chollowa@stanford.edu
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

sandra pearson
Planning Commission
Doyle, Peggy
Stanford"s Land Development for Residential Subdivision Districts
Monday, May 27, 2019 9:42:45 AM

Kathy Schmidt, Chairperson
Marc Rauser, Vice Chair
Aimee Escobar
Bob Levy
Aaron Resendez
Vicky Moore
Erin Gil
Dear Chairperson Schmidt and Santa Clara Planning Commissioners,

As faculty/staff lease-holders and long-time residents on the Stanford
campus, we are appealing to the Planning Commission (and the Board
of Supervisors) for consideration of our concerns.
My husband and I have been homeowners on campus for over 50
years.  One of the attractions of Stanford, when my husband accepted a
teaching position in 1968, was the opportunity to live on campus and to
be a part of the community.  But we did not understand that, as
“leaseholders,” we would have no voice in governance issues.  
In recent years, we have become aware of “lease creep,” ground-rent
and water issues, infill development controversies, inconsistency in
remodeling “rules,” and lack of transparency on long-term
development plans for faculty housing on campus.
As Stanford seeks to expand the numbers of its student body, faculty,
and research facilities, there is an increased demand for housing.
Currently, we are saddened that the homeowners on campus do not
have a voice to influence the governance of our residential
neighborhoods.  We worry that our neighborhoods will change
dramatically as the University buys homes that deteriorate as they sit
empty. In our neighborhood alone there are four large, vacant homes.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rikki Hawkins
Planning Commission
communityrelations@stanford.edu; Shweta Bhatnagar; Rosanne Foust
Stanford University - GUP
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:14:28 PM
image004.png
Stanford GUP - Letter of Support_signed_05.28.2019.pdf

Dear Santa Clara County Planning Commission Members,
In anticipation of your hearing Thursday, May 30th, please find attached a letter of support for
Stanford University’s General Use Permit.
Should you have any questions, please let me know.
Kindest regards,
Rikki Hawkins
Senior Policy Associate
San Mateo County Economic Development Association (SAMCEDA)
1900 O’Farrell Street, Suite 380
San Mateo, CA 94403
650-413-5600, Ext. 3
rhawkins@samceda.org
www.samceda.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Carol Ruth
Planning Commission
May 30th GUP meeting
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:34:31 PM
CRuth_Planning_Commision_May_30_2019 (1).pdf

Hello,
Please see my attached letter to add to the public comment section of the agenda packet for the
upcoming GUP meeting on May 30th.
Thank you,
Carol Ruth
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May 27,2019
Kathy Schmidt, Chairperson
Marc Rauser, Vice Chair
Aimee Escobar
Bob Levy
Aaron Resendez
Vicki Moore
Erin Gil
Santa Clara County Planning Commission
70 W. Hedding Street, 7th Floor
San Jose, CA 95110
planning.commission@pln.sccgov.org
Dear Chairperson Schmidt and Commissioners,
As a homeowner on the Stanford campus, I write with three major concerns:
(1) I want the character and integrity of our established residential neighborhoods to be
preserved;
(2) I would like the university to be transparent about its long-term plans for residential
development; and
(3) I ask that current homeowners be given a meaningful way of participating in the land
use planning and approval process for Stanford’s campus.
I ask for the Planning Commission’s (or some other committee’s) help on these issues. In
some cases, the GUP may be the appropriate place to resolve these issues. In other cases, related
amendments to the Stanford Community Plan and County Zoning Map, or the Conditions of
Approval (COA), or the Development Agreement (DA), or some other agreement may be the
most appropriate way to resolve them. However the County proposes to proceed, I urge it to find
a solution while the GUP is on the table and while Santa Clara County, the university, and
campus homeowners are intently focused on the university’s long range plans for development.
1. Preserving the character and integrity of established residential neighborhoods
The character and integrity of established neighborhoods could be preserved in the
following ways, all of which I support:
(A) As detailed in the Shute, Mihaley &Weinberger letter of April 18, 2019 (I.A.2), the
Community Plan Amendment should introduce two new land use designations: Campus
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Residential- Very Low Density (no more than 2 units per acre) and Campus Residential - Low
Density (no more than 4 units per acre).
(B) Zoning for the historic San Juan District should be modified so that minimum parcel
sizes are fully parallel with the existing pattern of development within the various areas of the
District. The lot sizes, setbacks, and similar restrictions that Stanford currently imposes on its
lease-holders should be imposed on all lots by the County. In other words, the university and its
lease-holders should not live by two sets of rules. If the university purchases a house or a lot, it
should have to respect all the rules, concerning set-backs, architectural style, etc., that it would
normally impose on a faculty lease-holder. These rules can be found in the Residential
Subdivision Building Regulations issued by Faculty Staff Housing (FSH), in our Residential
Ground Leases, and in the lot by lot set-backs, etc., established by FSH. From a land use
planning perspective, there is no valid reason why the governing zoning restrictions should vary
based solely on whether Stanford or a lease-holder owns the property.
(C) Under the guidance of the County’s Historic Heritage Commission, the County
should undertake a comprehensive evaluation of the significance of faculty houses. The faculty
residential areas were omitted from Stanford’s historic survey for its GUP submission. That
omission was cited by County Planning Staff when it concluded, in reviewing the Dolores/
Cabrillo infill proposal, that there was “no evidence” that the San Juan District was historic. A
survey must be performed to establish the presence or absence of buildings of historic
significance. It should be conducted by someone without ties to or conflicts of interest with
Stanford University.
(D) To ensure that the County gives Stanford no incentive to destroy its historic
neighborhoods, the County should consider giving Stanford zero credit in the GUP for any new
unit that is created by “infilling” historic neighborhoods with homes that are not in keeping with
the lot sizes, setbacks, architecture, landscaping, and general character of those neighborhoods.
(E) As a complimentary measure, the County should encourage Stanford to develop
housing in more appropriate infill areas by issuing housing credits for development (i) outside
the faculty/staff neighborhoods and (ii) in appropriate infill locations, such as Stanford Research
Park.
(F) The County should consider the effects of Stanford’s ground leases and its lottery
system on historic preservation and long-range planning for residential development. Stanford is
currently acting as a monopolist and monopsonist of residential housing, i.e. it is acting as the
only seller and buyer. It has revised, or is revising, its ground-leases to require owners to sell
their houses to the university. It is then either holding those properties vacant for years –
presumably with an intention of “infilling” – or it is selling them through lotteries for artificially
low prices. These practices threaten the preservation of historic houses, drive down the value of
houses in established neighborhoods, and either diminish the tax base of the County or place
owners in the position of paying taxes based on theoretical house values that they themselves
will never be able to realize in this non-market based system. Here are the specific problems
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posed by this current system:
(i) When almost no houses are truly being sold on an open market with multiple bidders,
then sellers are subject to the sole buying power of the university. It becomes almost
impossible to appeal to a market price as the just price, because there is no longer a
market price. This gives home owners no incentive to make investments in, or
improvements of, their houses. They have no reason to believe that they will recover
their investments, especially if the university’s intention is to level their houses for infill
developments. This precipitates a downward spiral in which homeowners may not invest
in the preservation of their historic homes and Stanford may connive in their deferred
maintenance so that they have a pretext to destroy the houses to make room for infill.
(ii) A lottery is a poor system for allocating historic houses. Historic houses are
individual creations with particular appeals and shortcomings. In free market conditions,
prospective buyers can inspect houses, decide whether the appeals outweigh the
anticipated investments, and bid accordingly. Historic houses need to find the right
buyer, the buyer who places value on their strengths and who is prepared to forgive or to
remedy their shortcomings. Since the odds of winning a housing lottery are so slim,
eligible faculty tend to put their name in for any house, only to find, upon inspection, that
the particular house offered to them for an arbitrarily determined price is not right for
them. Imagine if we offered spouses by lottery. It would not surprise us if some of the
“deals” fell through. Matching an owner to a house, especially a historic house with
idiosyncrasies, is not easy and should be left to a free market so that buyers and sellers
can find good matches at prices agreed upon by the market, not set by the university.
(iii) Buyers who do purchase at a fixed price in a lottery face an impossible situation.
The County, which believes that these sale prices do not reflect the true market value of
the property, wants to tax owners at a rate commensurate with what it considers “true
market value.” Yet the truth is that unless there is a true market in campus residential
housing, neither Santa Clara County nor the university can know what true market value
is. Residents, in the meantime, face the prospect of paying inflated taxes for many years,
then selling their house back to the university at a marked-down price. Most of these
problems would be solved if Stanford simply allowed home owners to sell their houses
directly to eligible buyers (i.e. university faculty and staff) in a free market, without
Stanford acting effectively as the sole buyer and seller.
2. Promoting transparency
Stanford has been buying up houses on campus and letting those houses lie vacant for
many years – despite frequent requests from eligible faculty to buy them – with the apparent
intent of letting them decay until future, denser developments can be proposed on an ad hoc basis
outside of the GUP framework. The County should require that Stanford set forth its
comprehensive residential development vision through 2035 – both on- an off-campus –
including the location, kind, size, and intensity of its use. The university’s account of its vision
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela A Matson
Planning Commission
Wasserman, Mike; Chavez, Cindy; Cortese, Dave; supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org; Supervisor Simitian;
CommunityRelations@stanford.edu; Smith, Jeff; Gallegos, Sylvia; Doyle, Peggy
Letter concerning Stanford"s 2018 General Use Plan
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 4:28:50 PM

May 26, 2019
To:  Members of the Santa Clara County Planning Commission
From:  Pamela Matson, Goldman Professor and Dean Emerita, Stanford
University School of Earth, Energy and Environmental Sciences
Subject:  Evaluation of Stanford's 2018 General Use Plan
I unfortunately am unable to attend any of the three upcoming Planning
Commission hearings; thus, I write this letter in support of Stanford’s
future.  
We live in a rapidly changing and highly complex world, and Stanford
University is deeply committed to improving the lives of people and
engaging in problem solving through our research and education in
ways. We seek to educate citizens and leaders who can work effectively
with many different kinds of people, for the well-being of all people and
their organizations. We carry out research to discover how all parts of our
world work – from human minds and bodies to technologies and policies to
resources and environment -- and to develop knowledge that can support
decision makers as they try to lead us in this complicated world.  
To do this effectively, we can’t stand still; if we do, we will fall behind,
and our efforts to build leaders and useful knowledge will, too.  Through its
2018 general use plan, Stanford has proposed academic space and housing
as well additional academic facilities that will support continued evolution of
our mission in this rapidly changing world. I feel Stanford has taken a very
balanced approach in this proposal, with great concern not just for our
mission but also our community; I hope that the effort can be treated with
respect and reasonable evaluation.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alice, Committee for Green Foothills
Planning Commission
Tell the Planning Commission to Protect Open Space in the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 1:14:35 PM

On Thursday, you have an important opportunity to tell the County Planning Commission to protect the open space
in the Stanford Foothills.
View this email in your browser <https://mailchi.mp/greenfoothills/ask-supervisors-to-fund-farmland-preservation440701?e=eb78a32fb5>  
<https://gallery.mailchimp.com/e461bef4dd8f81538c816552b/images/55143417-a522-414c-8feabad62cda0461.png>     
       
Tell the Planning Commission to Protect Open Space in the Stanford Foothills
Dear Commissioners,
On Thursday, you have an important opportunity to tell the County Planning Commission to protect the open space
in the Stanford Foothills.
Take Action: Please sign our petition <https://greenfoothills.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?
u=e461bef4dd8f81538c816552b&id=26d35b7424&e=eb78a32fb5> and come to the Planning Commission meeting
or send an email <https://greenfoothills.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?
u=e461bef4dd8f81538c816552b&id=54f3bf1d77&e=eb78a32fb5> urging them to protect open space in the
Stanford Foothills.
What: Santa Clara County Planning Commission meeting
Where: Palo Alto City Hall Council Chambers, 250 Hamilton Ave, Palo Alto
When: Thursday, May 30, 6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

What's Happening

Currently, the Stanford Foothills (the area roughly west of Junipero Serra Boulevard) are protected from
development by the Academic Growth Boundary (AGB), which was established in the year 2000 in the Stanford
Community Plan. A supermajority vote (4 out of 5 Supervisors) is required to change or move the AGB, but this
requirement expires in 2025.
County Staff has proposed extending the AGB and its 4/5 vote requirement for 99 years (until 2118). We’re urging
the Planning Commission to adopt this recommendation and to add even greater protection for the foothills by
making the 4/5 vote requirement permanent.
This would be consistent with the findings of the County’s Sustainable Development Study Supplement, which
found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density while still remaining within the AGB -- and without
becoming denser than other comparable universities. Thus, Stanford has no need to develop outside the AGB in
order to add more campus development.

Why It's Important

The Stanford Foothills include over 2,000 acres of grassy hillsides and oak savannah that provide irreplaceable
habitat for wildlife, including the rare California tiger salamander. Most of this habitat in the vicinity of Stanford has
been developed; we need to protect what remains.
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Please sign our petition <https://greenfoothills.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?
u=e461bef4dd8f81538c816552b&id=41587db3ab&e=eb78a32fb5> and come to the Planning Commission meeting
or send an email <https://greenfoothills.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?
u=e461bef4dd8f81538c816552b&id=ae1065b5d8&e=eb78a32fb5> urging them to protect open space in the
Stanford Foothills.

Act Now <https://greenfoothills.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?
u=e461bef4dd8f81538c816552b&id=47d27a0d0e&e=eb78a32fb5>     Donate <https://greenfoothills.us4.listmanage.com/track/click?u=e461bef4dd8f81538c816552b&id=34c727cdeb&e=eb78a32fb5>
Thank you for speaking up! Your voice makes a difference.
Sincerely,
Alice Kaufman
Legislative Advocacy Director, Committee for Green Foothills
<https://gallery.mailchimp.com/e461bef4dd8f81538c816552b/images/2c087783-d34c-461b-8882d2f64e6b538c.jpg>     
       
       
       
<https://greenfoothills.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?
u=e461bef4dd8f81538c816552b&id=88e451c43e&e=eb78a32fb5>      
<https://greenfoothills.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?
u=e461bef4dd8f81538c816552b&id=01b5410de8&e=eb78a32fb5>      
<https://greenfoothills.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?
u=e461bef4dd8f81538c816552b&id=80507a2a28&e=eb78a32fb5>      
Copyright © 2019 Committee for Green Foothills, All rights reserved.
You are receiving this email because of your interest in open space and environmental issues.
Our mailing address is:
Committee for Green Foothills
3921 East Bayshore Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303
Add us to your address book <https://greenfoothills.us4.list-manage.com/vcard?
u=e461bef4dd8f81538c816552b&id=34557b4260>

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences <https://greenfoothills.us4.list-manage.com/profile?
u=e461bef4dd8f81538c816552b&id=34557b4260&e=eb78a32fb5> or unsubscribe from this list
<https://greenfoothills.us4.list-manage.com/unsubscribe?
u=e461bef4dd8f81538c816552b&id=34557b4260&e=eb78a32fb5&c=ab04d2b021> .
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Guy
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 1:10:44 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Guy Zahller
95003
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robin
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 1:11:25 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Robin Shepherd
95037
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aaron
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 1:14:24 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Aaron Brinkerhoff
94030
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ryan
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 1:15:25 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Ryan Clark
95959
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Monica
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 1:17:17 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Monica Donovan
94087
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 1:17:48 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Judith Smith
94601
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 1:19:18 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Mary Shabbott
33950
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 1:22:10 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Karen Kirschling
94117
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 1:23:04 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Margaret DeStaebler
94028
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kit
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 1:24:32 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I STRONGLY urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the
Academic Growth Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the
Stanford Foothills by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Kit ODoherty
94019
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 1:26:55 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Nancy Martin
94303
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrew
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 1:30:01 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Andrew Bear
95124
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 1:30:07 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Jane Robinson
95404
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Annie
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 1:31:43 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Annie Belt
95126
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 1:42:21 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Steve Berman
94703
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shwetha
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:02:47 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Shwetha Shivarama
94303

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)

4.n

Packet Pg. 737

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alison
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:03:14 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Alison Elliott
94025

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)

4.n

Packet Pg. 738

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Connie
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:05:59 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Connie Rogers
95020

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 739

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janice
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:05:59 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Janice Carr
94024

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 740

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terri
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:12:09 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Terri Ducay
94025

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 741

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:14:08 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Mark Grotkopf
94040

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 742

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christine
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:14:42 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Christine Nagel
95126

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 743

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pooja
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:17:07 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Pooja Balani
84086

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 744

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:18:53 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Nancy Hay
94022

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 745

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:23:27 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Thomas Ferrito
95030

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)

4.n

Packet Pg. 746

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

margaret
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:34:22 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
margaret heath
94306

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)

4.n

Packet Pg. 747

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeanine
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:34:44 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Jeanine Peek
95050

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 748

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maureen
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:42:45 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Maureen O'Kicki
94305

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 749

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Morgan
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:56:22 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Morgan Aitken-Young
94061

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 750

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 3:01:59 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Nancy Devine
94043

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)

4.n

Packet Pg. 751

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Craig
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 3:12:20 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Craig Britton
94022

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 752

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alice Anne
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 3:29:17 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Alice Anne Martineau
94041

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 753

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Virginia
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 3:29:43 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Virginia Tincher
943033606

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 754

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Craige & Jan
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 3:36:30 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Craige & Jan Edgerton
95138

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 755

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 3:51:10 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Susan Odriscoll
94028

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 756

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 3:56:12 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Margaret Goodale
94044

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 757

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christopher
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 4:05:06 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Christopher Mossing
95120

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 758

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 4:09:03 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Robert Jacobsen
94024

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 759

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stanley
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 4:15:54 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Stanley Gould
95125

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 760

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elaine
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 4:18:42 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Elaine Gould
95125

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 761

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marcia
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 4:31:41 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Marcia Mireles
95139

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 762

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jordan
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 4:34:02 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I udemand that you adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic
Growth Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford
Foothills by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Jordan Briskin
94306

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 763

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

saundra
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 4:45:09 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I write to you today to urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend
the Academic Growth Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for
the Stanford Foothills by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
saundra holloway
92021

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 764

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 5:33:28 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Mike Andrewjeski
94121

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 765

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maggie
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 5:46:38 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Maggie Heilman
94025

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 766

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 5:59:05 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Peter Hartzman
94087

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 767

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carolyn
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 6:03:33 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Carolyn Straub
95111

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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Packet Pg. 768

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 6:06:49 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Stephen McHenry
95111

Attachment: Public Comments for 5-30-19 Meeting (97428 : Stanford General Use Permit Application, EIR, and Associated Approvals)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mariquita
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 6:11:03 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Mariquita West
95033
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristal
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 6:17:55 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Kristal Caidoy
95035
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 6:39:36 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Diane Siemens
950305220
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

david
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 7:38:51 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
david marancik
95125
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kate
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 7:42:44 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Kate Ague
94025
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 3:38:28 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I support open space for everyone on the Peninsula. I give money to the San Mateo County Parks Foundation.
Doctors are beginning to see the value of writing prescriptions for patients to get out in nature for their physical and
mental health.
There is something soothing about knowing that open space exists near you -- that you can see it. Even if you just
pass by it in a car, it is helpful to be reminded of the calm of the natural environment.
The open space around Stanford is very important to the quality of life for its faculty, staff, and students. It's
important as "breathing room" for EVERYONE who lives here. I have visited Jasper Ridge and urge Stanford to
develop more wildlife studies in the open space it owns.
They have plenty of room to expand on campus as it now stands.
I am in favor of making it necessary for supervisors to vote 4/5 before the limits of Stanford's building space is
expand beyond what it is today. I hope that can be put into place as a permanent law.
THANK YOU FOR LISTENING! - Susan Bryan, Menlo Park
Susan Bryan
940252706
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carole
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:29:31 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I grew up on Stanford Campus during a time of tremendous expansion not only on campus, but throughout the
peninsula. The open space foothills region of Stanford campus west of Junipero Serra known locally as "the Dish"
has through the decades avoided being developed for a variety of reasons, and since being opened to the public in
the 1980's has included a treasured local open space walking trail. That land does belong to Stanford (I think
sometimes people forget that), but there are other already developed local lands also belonging to Stanford that
could be used for academic expansion. Stanford already has taken back and redeveloped properties in the Stanford
industrial park; more of those properties could be reverted to academic use. Also, most of the plots currently used
for faculty housing are generously sized and as older campus homes come on the market, Stanford should purchase
them and subdivide the lots for denser faculty housing.
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Carole Grace
94025
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:01:12 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
As one who studies the behavior of the gray fox and has been for a decade now, it is of great importance that we
stop inserting ourselves into the wildlife's habitats in the foothills. This kind of incursion into these wild places is the
MAJOR reason why since 1970 to the present 70% of all wildlife that was living on our planet has become extinct. I
hope that you think very deeply about this issue and that you do not allow Stanford to expand into the foothills of
the Santa Cruz Mountains.
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Bill Leikam
94306
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Arthur
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:10:23 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
ps I support this proposal from both an environmental and personal point of view. I cannot imagine allowing the
open space that is currently enjoyed by so many people to be encroached on by buildings. -arthur
Arthur Niell
01450
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eric
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 3:50:08 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent, or, better, by requiring a permanent open
space easement as an essential mitigation to the proposed scope of new development.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Communities throughout the Bay Area have made open space a priority. It's time that Stanford does the same.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Eric Richert
94025
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eric
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 3:50:08 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent, or, better, by requiring a permanent open
space easement as an essential mitigation to the proposed scope of new development.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Communities throughout the Bay Area have made open space a priority. It's time that Stanford does the same.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Eric Richert
94025
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 5:15:56 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
As a long time leader in local efforts to steward public lands, including those that directly abut lands within the
Academic Growth Boundary (AGB), I strongly support protecting the Stanford Foothills from development. In
addition, these lands are adjacent to the world class Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve. The preserve needs
undeveloped buffer lands around it as a wildlife corridor and to protect the unique habitat that serves a global
community of researchers.
Thus, I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the (AGB) for
99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills by making the 4/5
Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
David Smernoff
94028-8113
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Blair Hoxby
Planning Commission
Letter for May 30 meeting
Wednesday, May 29, 2019 4:52:31 AM
Hoxby_Planning_Commision_May_30_2019.pdf

I attach a letter related to the May 30 meeting of the Planning Commission. Will you please provide this to the
commissioners and relevant planning staff?
Best wishes,
Blair Hoxby
-Sent with https://mailfence.com
Secure and private email
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May 28, 2019
Kathy Schmidt, Chairperson
Marc Rauser, Vice Chair
Aimee Escobar
Bob Levy
Aaron Resendez
Vicki Moore
Erin Gil
Santa Clara County Planning Commission
70 W. Hedding Street, 7th Floor
San Jose, CA 95110
planning.commission@pln.sccgov.org
Dear Chairperson Schmidt and Commissioners,
As a homeowner on the Stanford campus, I write with three major concerns:
(1) I want the character and integrity of our established residential neighborhoods to be
preserved;
(2) I would like the university to be transparent about its long-term plans for residential
development; and
(3) I ask that current homeowners be given a meaningful way of participating in the land
use planning and approval process for Stanford’s campus.
I ask for the Planning Commission’s (or some other committee’s) help on these issues.
In some cases, the GUP may be the appropriate place to resolve these issues. In other cases,
related amendments to the Stanford Community Plan and County Zoning Map, or the Conditions
of Approval (COA), or the Development Agreement (DA), or some other agreement may be the
most appropriate way to resolve them. However the County proposes to proceed, I urge it to
find a solution while the GUP is on the table and while Santa Clara County, the university, and
campus homeowners are intently focused on the university’s long range plans for development.
1. Preserving the character and integrity of established residential neighborhoods
The character and integrity of established neighborhoods could be preserved in the
following ways, all of which I support:
(A) As detailed in the Shute, Mihaley &Weinberger letter of April 18, 2019 (I.A.2), the
Community Plan Amendment should introduce two new land use designations: Campus
1
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Residential- Very Low Density (no more than 2 units per acre) and Campus Residential - Low
Density (no more than 4 units per acre).
(B) Zoning for the historic San Juan District should be modified so that minimum parcel
sizes are fully parallel with the existing pattern of development within the various areas of the
District. The lot sizes, setbacks, and similar restrictions that Stanford currently imposes on its
lease-holders should be imposed on all lots by the County. In other words, the university and its
lease-holders should not live by two sets of rules. If the university purchases a house or a lot, it
should have to respect all the rules, concerning set-backs, architectural style, etc., that it would
normally impose on a faculty lease-holder. These rules can be found in the Residential
Subdivision Building Regulations issued by Faculty Staff Housing (FSH), in our Residential
Ground Leases, and in the lot by lot set-backs, etc., established by FSH. From a land use
planning perspective, there is no valid reason why the governing zoning restrictions should vary
based solely on whether Stanford or a lease-holder owns the property.
(C) Under the guidance of the County’s Historic Heritage Commission, the County
should undertake a comprehensive evaluation of the significance of faculty houses. The faculty
residential areas were omitted from Stanford’s historic survey for its GUP submission. That
omission was cited by County Planning Staff when it concluded, in reviewing the
Dolores/Cabrillo infill proposal, that there was “no evidence” that the San Juan District was
historic. A survey must be performed to establish the presence or absence of buildings of
historic significance. It should be conducted by someone without ties to or conflicts of interest
with Stanford University.
(D) To ensure that the County gives Stanford no incentive to destroy its historic
neighborhoods, the County should consider giving Stanford zero credit in the GUP for any new
unit that is created by “infilling” historic neighborhoods with homes that are not in keeping with
the lot sizes, setbacks, architecture, landscaping, and general character of those neighborhoods.
(E) As a complimentary measure, the County should encourage Stanford to develop
housing in more appropriate infill areas by issuing housing credits for development (i) outside
the faculty/staff neighborhoods and (ii) in appropriate infill locations, such as Stanford Research
Park.
(F) The County should consider the effects of Stanford’s ground leases and its lottery
system on historic preservation and long-range planning for residential development. Stanford
is currently acting as a monopolist and monopsonist of residential housing, i.e. it is acting as the
only seller and buyer. It has revised, or is revising, its ground-leases to require owners to sell
their houses to the university. It is then either holding those properties vacant for years –
presumably with an intention of “infilling” – or it is selling them through lotteries for artificially
low prices. These practices threaten the preservation of historic houses, drive down the value of
houses in established neighborhoods, and either diminish the tax base of the County or place
owners in the position of paying taxes based on theoretical house values that they themselves will
never be able to realize in this non-market based system. Here are the specific problems posed
2
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by this current system:
(i) When almost no houses are truly being sold on an open market with multiple bidders,
then sellers are subject to the sole buying power of the university. It becomes almost
impossible to appeal to a market price as the just price, because there is no longer a
market price. This gives home owners no incentive to make investments in, or
improvements of, their houses. They have no reason to believe that they will recover
their investments, especially if the university’s intention is to level their houses for infill
developments. This precipitates a downward spiral in which homeowners may not
invest in the preservation of their historic homes and Stanford may connive in their
deferred maintenance so that they have a pretext to destroy the houses to make room for
infill.
(ii) A lottery is a poor system for allocating historic houses. Historic houses are
individual creations with particular appeals and shortcomings. In free market
conditions, prospective buyers can inspect houses, decide whether the appeals outweigh
the anticipated investments, and bid accordingly. Historic houses need to find the right
buyer, the buyer who places value on their strengths and who is prepared to forgive or to
remedy their shortcomings. Since the odds of winning a housing lottery are so slim,
eligible faculty tend to put their name in for any house, only to find, upon inspection, that
the particular house offered to them for an arbitrarily determined price is not right for
them. Imagine if we offered spouses by lottery. It would not surprise us if some of the
“deals” fell through. Matching an owner to a house, especially a historic house with
idiosyncrasies, is not easy and should be left to a free market so that buyers and sellers
can find good matches at prices agreed upon by the market, not set by the university.
(iii) Buyers who do purchase at a fixed price in a lottery face an impossible situation.
The County, which believes that these sale prices do not reflect the true market value of
the property, wants to tax owners at a rate commensurate with what it considers “true
market value.” Yet the truth is that unless there is a true market in campus residential
housing, neither Santa Clara County nor the university can know what true market value
is. Residents, in the meantime, face the prospect of paying inflated taxes for many years,
then selling their house back to the university at a marked-down price. Most of these
problems would be solved if Stanford simply allowed home owners to sell their houses
directly to eligible buyers (i.e. university faculty and staff) in a free market, without
Stanford acting effectively as the sole buyer and seller.
2. Promoting transparency
Stanford has been buying up houses on campus and letting those houses lie vacant for
many years – despite frequent requests from eligible faculty to buy them – with the apparent
intent of letting them decay until future, denser developments can be proposed on an ad hoc basis
outside of the GUP framework. The County should require that Stanford set forth its
comprehensive residential development vision through 2035 – both on- an off-campus –
3
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including the location, kind, size, and intensity of its use. The university's account of its vision
should include its plans for the many homes that Stanford has been acquiring in San Juan Hill, on
Gerona Road, in the Frenchman's area, and in Governor's Comer, among other sites. As of
March 15,2019, Stanford was proposing to move in the opposite direction by proposing to delete
the location of all its proposed housing sites in the Community Plan. This is of particular
concern because the GUP FEIR acknowledges that Stanford is seeking a condition that would
allow it to build additional housing beyond the proposed development living of 3,150 units/beds,
subject to approval by the Planning Commission. The university should be required to be
forthooming about its future development plans through 2035 in order to ensure good planning.
3. Giving voice to home owners
Homeowners on the Stanford campus find themselves in a position that is unique in the
United States. Although they pay property taxes, land use rates, utilities, and the like, they are
not able to vote for their own govenìment: their governors are both their land-lords and their
employers. They have no meaningful voice through the university because the university
determines their pay, their research facilities, their promotion or denial of tenure, etc. They
depend entirely upon a single member of the Board of Supervisors of Santa Clara County to
defend their interests. The County should find a way to increase the voice of County taxpayers
in decisions that will affect the future of their neighborhoods. Stanford Campus Residential
Leaseholders, Inc. (SCRL) is beholden to the university and cannot perform this function.
Specifically, we ask that the County establish an advisory committee that would allow Stanford
residents the opportunity to participate in the County's implementation of the GUP and related
agreements. Such a committee could be modeled after the County's San Martin Planning
Committee. lts members should be appointed by the County, rather than by Stanford, given
Stanford's evident conflicts of interests and disproportionate power over its residents. The
County should consider asking Stanford to pay for a senior member of the planning staff to work
with this committee.

In closing, I ask that you take these concerns seriously and, more specifically, that you
heed the suggestions of Shute, Mihaly, &Weinberger, who can suggest practicable ways that the
County, the university, and the homeowners on campus can work toward a sensible plan of
development that will be in the interest of all parties.
Sincerely,

Blair and Caroline Hoxby

4
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

shani kleinhaus
Planning Commission
Doyle, Peggy; Katja Irvin; James Eggers; Loquist, Kristina; Dashiell Leeds
Comments on Stanford GUP
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 9:13:56 PM
SCVAS_SC-StanfordGUP_5.29.19.pdf
SC-SCVAS EIR Comments Stanford GUP EIR (1).pdf
Stanford Campus Birds (Compiled from eBird) (1).xlsx

Dear Chair Schmidt and Santa Clara County Planning Commissioners,
Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society and the Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter submit the attached letter and its two
attachments to your consideration.
In this letter, we express support for strong protections to Open Space outside the Academic Growth Boundary, and
ask that you include in the Conditions of Approval conditions that protect birds, oak and nature on campus.
While we comprehend the urgent need and focus on housing and transportation, we believe that these critical needs
should not divert all attention from the importance of birds and ancient oaks, and nature and ecology on campus.
We attach our CEQA comment letter, and a list of bird species found on the Stanford campus.
Thank you,

Shani Kleinhaus, Environmental Advocate
Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society
Katja Irvin, Conservation Co-Chair
Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter
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May 28, 2019
To: Santa Clara County Planning Commission
RE:

Agenda item #4: Stanford General Use Permit

Dear Chairperson Schmidt and Commissioners,
Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society and the Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter have engaged in the public
process for the Stanford General Use Permit (GUP) application since its start. We commented on the
Environmental Review Documents, submitted letters and provided comments in public meetings (please see our
CEQA letter attached). In all our communications, we requested strong protections for the Stanford open space
outside of the Academic Growth Boundary. We also provided a multitude of resources and scientific evidence
supporting our requests for stronger protection for biological and ecological assets on campus.
With members and supporters within the Stanford community and in communities around the Stanford campus,
our organizations have a long history of advocating for the protection of open space, birds and nature in Santa
Clara County and beyond. We are glad Staff Recommendations include the protection of open space, but are
greatly disappointed that our other requests are not reflected in the Community Plan or the Conditions of
Approval for the Stanford GUP.
We ask the Planning Commission to augment the Community Plan and the Conditions of approval:
1. Require Bird-Safe Design principles as mandatory for all newly constructed buildings and major renovations
(use the American Bird Conservancy “Bird Friendly Design Guidelines”1 to provide specific guidance).
Hundreds of millions of migratory birds are killed each year in the United States due to collisions with windows
and other man made structures. This is why Santa Clara County Supervisors required Bird-Safe Design for the
County’s own new Civic Center campus. Many jurisdictions around the bay require bird safe design (including
but not limited to San Francisco, Oakland, San Jose, Sunnyvale, Mountain View). Stanford should be held to the
same standard for expansion of development on its campus. Considering that over 150 avian species have been
documented on Stanford’s campus (see list attached), the plans for expansion must incorporate bird-safe design to
protect local and migratory bird populations from colliding with buildings and other structures and to minimize
hazards to birds.
2. Require Light Pollution Reduction Standards as mandatory for all lighting fixtures and mandate a Lights-Out
Program.
Artificial light at night disrupts the circadian rhythms of human beings and wildlife, confuses migratory behaviors
and impacts human health. The International Dark Sky Association developed specific guidelines2 to reduce light
1

American Bird Conservancy Bird-Friendly Building Guide
https://abcbirds.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Bird-friendly_Building_Guide_WEB.pdf

2

IDA model lighting ordinance
https://www.darksky.org/wp-content/uploads/bsk-pdf-manager/16_MLO_FINAL_JUNE2011.PDF
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pollution and improve human and environmental health. The National Audubon Society adds specific guidelines3
that reduce artificial lights to protect migratory birds. Stanford should be required to implement the guidelines
offered by the International Dark Sky Association and by National Audubon Society.
3. Require the preservation of all Valley and Live Oak trees that are older than 140 years (trees that have existed
prior to the establishment of Stanford University in 1885). Oaks “increase the biodiversity and ecological
resilience of urban ecosystems, improve critical urban forest functions such as shade and carbon storage, and
enhance the capacity of cities to adapt to a changing climate.4” Oaks are the backbone of our ecosystem. These
ancient beings should not be destroyed by new development.

While we comprehend the urgent need and focus on housing and transportation, we believe that these critical
needs should not divert all attention from the importance of birds and ancient oaks, and nature and ecology on
campus.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,

Shani Kleinhaus, Environmental Advocate
Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society

Katja Irvin, Conservation Committee Co-Chair
Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter

3

Audubon Light's Out Program
https://www.audubon.org/conservation/project/lights-out

4

San Francisco Estuary Institute Re-Oaking Project
https://www.sfei.org/projects/re-oaking
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Santa Clara Valley
Audubon Society
Established 1926

David Rader
Santa Clara County Planning Office
February 1st, 2018

via email

RE: Stanford University 2018 General Use Permit (GUP) and Draft Environmental
Impact Report (DEIR)
Dear Director Girard,
The Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter and the Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society
appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Stanford General Use Permit (GUP) and
the associated Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR). The GUP proposes to add
2.275M square feet of academic and academic support (non‐residential) space and
3,150 dwelling units or beds, and 40,000 square feet of additional building space to their
campus between 2018 and 2035.
Together, our organizations represent thousands of residents in Santa Clara and San
Mateo Counties. Our members value nature and the environment, birds and wildlife, and
believe that a sustainable approach to development is critical to our future, and that open
space and the preservation of our biological assets are an inherent part of a sustainable
future in our region and beyond.
We are concerned with Stanford’s growth plans and the impacts on the environment and
biological resources. Here are our comments:
1. Open Space
The 2018 GUP provides that Stanford does not seek growth beyond the current Academic
Growth Boundary (AGB) at this time. However, as organizations that focus on the
preservation of open space and biological resources, we remain concerned that current
open space protections will expire in 2025 and that the 2018 GUP and DEIR do not
include the extension of these protections. The AGB is critical to the containment of
development and its separation from open space and habitat, and protects Stanford
neighboring communities from sprawl and all the maladies associated with it. Indeed, the
2000 Stanford Community Plan described the AGB as “the primary mechanism for
promoting compact urban development and resource conservation on the Stanford
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campus.” Currently, growth beyond the AGB requires approval by a super‐majority of
Santa Clara County Supervisors. This protection should be extended in perpetuity
2. Bird-Friendly Design
It is now widely recognized that bird collisions with man-made structures, especially
glass buildings and glassy elements, are significant contributors to bird-mortality and,
most importantly, to the decline of bird populations in North America. When birdfriendly design is implemented as a guiding principal, the hazards can be greatly reduced.
Many neighboring cities recognize bird-collision with glass as an important issue and
make an effort to minimize hazardous construction. The issue is addressed in General and
Specific Plans (San Jose, Palo Alto, Mountain View), in ordinances and mandatory
Guidelines (San Francisco, Oakland, San Jose, Sunnyvale, Richmond) and in Mitigation
Measures for areas near the Bay (Menlo Park). All of these cities look to provide
standards and ordinances for bird-friendly design for any buildings located along and
near the Bay. Some cities also require or recommend bird-friendly design and the
regeneration of ecosystems along wetlands and creek corridors. For example, Mountain
View has established a 200-foot “habitat overlay zone” for creeks and sensitive habitats
in the North Bayshore. Companies such as Google, Facebook, Intuit, Microsoft, and
LinkedIn are also incorporating bird-friendly design into their buildings, signifying the
easily attainable union between ecology and building design and preserving the integrity
of our natural ecosystems while allowing our region to develop.
The Stanford campus is rich with birdlife. We used eBird (a citizen science-based,
national database that provides data on bird abundance and distribution), to compile a list
of bird species observed at several areas on campus in all years, and in the past 10 years.
The results are presented in Figure 1 (see also attachment Stanford Birds ). The data
clearly show the importance of Lake Lagunita for migratory birds.

Figure 1:
Campus
locations
and
number
of avian
species
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Bird-friendly design measures may include: a substantial reduction in the amount of
glassy material used in the building’s design; avoidance of glass glazing that reflect the
bay, the sky and surrounding vegetation; incorporation of visual cues into glass facades to
alert birds of the structure; avoidance of see-through situations such as transparent
skyways and free standing walls; and avoidance or reduction of light emissions.
We ask the Stanford GUP and EIR to:
• Provide respectful setbacks of development from sensitive habitats where birds
aggregate (such as Lake Lagunita)
• Require all new construction, and major renovation of existing buildings, to
implement Bird-Friendly Building Design feature.
• Monitor bird collisions with all new construction, and major renovation of
existing buildings, to implement Bird-Friendly Building Design feature
Resources:
• The City of San Francisco Standards for Bird Safe Buildings
o http://sf-planning.org/standards-bird-safe-buildings
• Richmond Bird-safe standards
o https://www.ci.richmond.ca.us/DocumentCenter/View/41218 (See 6-105)
• Sunnyvale Bird Safe Building Design Guidelines (required)
o https://sunnyvale.ca.gov/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=23799
• In Mountain View, the North Bayshore Precise Plan requires Bird Safe Design for
all new buildings North of Hwy 101 and installs a 200-ft Habitat Overlay Zone
setback near wetlands and creeks.
o http://www.mountainview.gov/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=2
4429
• American Bird Conservancy Bird-Friendly Design Guide
o https://abcbirds.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Bird-friendly-BuildingGuide_LINKS.pdf
• Monitor bird collisions
o Loss, S.R., Loss, S.S., Will, T., Marra, P.P. 2014. Best practices for data
collection in studies of bird-window collisions.
https://abcbirds.org/program/glass-collisions/learn-more/
3. Light Pollution
Impact 5.1-4 (Significant Impact): The Project could create a new source of
substantial light or glare that would adversely affect nighttime views in the area.
Mitigation Measure 5.1-4: Stanford shall submit a lighting plan for approval by
the County Planning Office, as part of an ASA review, for each development
project that would include exterior light sources. The plan shall show the extent of
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illumination that would be projected from proposed outdoor lighting. State-of-theart luminaries shall be used where necessary, with high beam efficiency, sharp
cut-off, and glare and spill control. Upward glow shall not be allowed in
residential or academic uses.
While this mitigation may suffice for aesthetic purposes, it is not adequate for
minimization of impacts to biological resources – especially migrating birds. Artificial
light at night – light pollution – is now pervasive as a background, with few brightly
contrasting beams or buildings. How does this impact migrating birds?
Two recent papers now confirm that urban glow attracts birds towards the built
environment.1,2 This applies primarily to migrating songbirds, found in unexpectedly high
densities in areas lit at night. As the birds stopover in these areas, they are vulnerable to
collisions with glass, predation by cats, and other unintended consequences of urban life.
Given that high-quality stopover habitat is critical to successful migration, and hindrances
during migration can decrease fitness, artificial lights present a potentially heightened
conservation concern for migratory bird populations. Effects of increased illumination on
bird behavior include changes in singing times 3 , disruption of breeding cycles 4 , and
extended foraging5, all of which can result in significant impacts to bird populations.
We are concerned that lighting associated with development in the AGB in general, and
specifically with new or relocated sports fields may contribute to light pollution in the
Stanford area and impact migrating birds in the region. Sports fields can create a
luminous dome of bright white light where it is currently darker than the surrounding
city, increasing ambient illumination over a wide area to levels that are ecologically
1

McLaren, J. D., Buler, J. J., Schreckengost, T., Smolinsky, J. A., Boone, M., Emiel van Loon,
E., Dawson, D. K. and Walters, E. L. (2018), Artificial light at night confounds broad-scale
habitat use by migrating birds. Ecol Lett. doi:10.1111/ele.12902
2

McLaren, J. D., Buler, J. J., Schreckengost, T., Smolinsky, J. A., Boone, M., Emiel van Loon,
E., Dawson, D. K. and Walters, E. L. (2018), Artificial light at night confounds broad-scale
habitat use by migrating birds. Ecol Lett.
doi:10.1111/ele.12902 https://doi.org/10.1111/gcb.13792
3

Longcore, T., R. Mattoni, G. Pratt, and C. Rich. 2000. On the perils of ecological restoration:
lessons from the El Segundo blue butterfly. Pages 281–286 in C. J. Fotheringham, editor. 2nd
interface between ecology and land development in California. U.S. Geological Survey,
Sacramento, California.
4

De Molenaar, J. G., M. E. Sanders, and D. A. Jonkers. 2006. Road lighting and grassland birds:
local influence of road lighting on a black-tailed godwit population. Pages 114–136 in C. Rich
and T. Longcore, editors. Ecological consequences of artificial night lighting. Island Press,
Washington, D.C.
5

Rohweder, D. A., and P. R. Baverstock. 1996. Preliminary investigation of nocturnal habitat use
by migratory waders (Order Charadriformes) in northern New South Wales. Wildlife Research
23:169–183.
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disruptive. The EIR should address the potential for sports fields to increase nightlighting in the area and provide appropriate mitigation measures to reduce light shed and
reflectivity. At a minimum, sports field lights should be turned off during bird migration
seasons and under foggy conditions, as fog can exacerbate light shed.
Bright lighting with shorter wavelengths is especially damaging to humans and wildlife.
The conclusion from a number of studies on humans and wildlife is that whiter light (that
is, full-spectrum light with blue and violet light included) has more adverse impacts than
warmer light that does not have emissions in the shorter wavelengths. The blue-heavy
spectral character of metal halide lamps and LED lights have the potential to affect
human health because blue light gives a physiological signal to humans that it is daytime,
disrupting circadian rhythms.6 Metal halide lamps and LED lighting should be avoided.
The EIR should include thorough analysis of the potential impacts of new lighting,
including: light scattering by aerosols, such as dust, pollen, or droplets of water; light
scattering by air, known as Rayleigh scattering; and light reflection.
4. DEIR Project Description (Section 1.4)
•

•
•

•
•
•

6

The 2018 GUP provides a shifting project description that allows, overtime, for
additional housing and for changes above-identified thresholds, in the distribution
of academic, academic support, and housing development within the Academic
Growth Boundary. Providing “habitat overlay zones (see above) can protect
biological resources on campus from a shifting project. In addition, oak
woodlands and wetlands should be protected from development for the largest
extent possible, and Stanford should be required to avoid development in oak
woodlands, riparian areas and wetlands.
Please provide explicit list of all types of infrastructure, structures or other
developments that may be defined as “associated infrastructure”.
Please specify if sport facilities are included in “associated infrastructure” and
describe any such facilities in detail. Please include lighting, noise and, if
pertinent, event-related car trips. Please analyze impacts associated with light
pollution, noise, and event-related traffic. If fire-works are to be deployed, please
analyze noise and pollution impacts.
Please provide a general description of any new infrastructure that may be built
outside the ABG and outside the AGB. Please provide detailed description of on
all “water supply improvements” that may occur outside the UBG.
Please provide discussion of vehicle emission-associated nitrogen deposition on
native habitats, and mitigate for the impact.
Sustainability – why defer implementation of the final California Air Resources
Board Tier 4 standards?
o Stanford should meet final California Air Resources Board Tier 4
standards for all construction equipment, without exception, as well as
Marguerite buses and Stanford fleet vehicles by 2020 at the latest.

Pauley, S. M. 2004. Lighting for the human circadian clock: recent research indicates that
lighting has become a public health issue. Medical Hypotheses 63: 588-596
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5. Please identify on a map any campus lands that were set-aside as part of development
agreements in the past.
6. Please define clear consequences and incorporate those into the language of use
permits mitigation measures.
7. Please provide an independent, transparent monitoring program – so the public can be
informed.

We thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Stanford Gup EIR. Please do not
hesitate to contact us if you have question,

Michael Ferreira, Conservation Chair
Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter
3921 E Bayshore Rd., Palo Alto, CA 94303

Shani Kleinhaus, Environmental Advocate
Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society
22221 McClellan Rd., Cupertino 95014
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eBird Field Checklist

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

Common Name
Campus (10 years) Campus (all years)
Acorn Woodpecker
1
1
Allen's Hummingbird
1
1
American Avocet
1
American Coot
1
1
American Crow
1
1
American Goldfinch
1
1
American Kestrel
1
1
American Pipit
1
1
American Robin
1
1
American White Pelican
1
American Wigeon
1
1
Anna's Hummingbird
1
1
Ash-throated Flycatcher
1
1
Bald Eagle
1
1
Band-tailed Pigeon
1
1
Barn Owl
1
1
Barn Swallow
1
1
Belted Kingfisher
1
1
Bewick's Wren
1
1
Black Phoebe
1
1
Black-crowned Night-Heron
1
1
Black-headed Grosbeak
1
1
Black-necked Stilt
1
Black-throated Gray Warble
1
1
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher
1
1
Bobolink
Brewer's Blackbird
1
1
Brown Creeper
1
1
Brown Pelican
1
Brown-headed Cowbird
1
1
Bufflehead
1
1
Bullock's Oriole
1
1
Bushtit
1
1
Cackling Goose
1
1
California Condor
1
California Gull
1
1
California Quail
1
1
California Scrub-Jay
1
1
California Thrasher
1
1
California Towhee
1
1
Canada Goose
1
1
Canvasback
1
Caspian Tern
1
1
Cedar Waxwing
1
1
Chestnut-backed Chickade
1
1
Chipping Sparrow
1
1
Cinnamon Teal
Cliff Swallow
1
1
Common Goldeneye
1
1
Common Merganser
1
1
Common Raven
1
1
Common Yellowthroat
1
1
Cooper's Hawk
1
1
Dark-eyed Junco
1
1
Double-crested Cormorant
1
1
Downy Woodpecker
1
1
Eared Grebe
1
1
Eurasian Collared-Dove
1
1

Jan 23 2018

BeWell

Arizona

data from the last 10 years

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Papua

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1

Lagunita

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1
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59 European Starling

1

60 Ferruginous Hawk
61 Forster's Tern

1

1

1

64 Glaucous-winged Gull

1
1

1

66 Golden-crowned Kinglet
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118

Golden-crowned Sparrow
Great Blue Heron
Great Egret
Great Horned Owl
Great-tailed Grackle
Greater Scaup
Greater Yellowlegs
Green Heron
Green-winged Teal
Hairy Woodpecker
Hermit Thrush
Herring Gull
Hooded Merganser
Hooded Oriole
Horned Grebe
House Finch
House Sparrow
House Wren
Hutton's Vireo
Iceland Gull
Killdeer
Lazuli Bunting
Lesser Goldfinch
Lesser Scaup
Lincoln's Sparrow
Loggerhead Shrike
MacGillivray's Warbler
Mallard
Mallard (Domestic type)
Marsh Wren
Merlin
Mew Gull
Mourning Dove
Nashville Warbler
Northern Flicker
Northern Harrier
Northern Mockingbird
Northern Pintail
Northern Rough-winged Sw
Northern Shoveler
Nuttall's Woodpecker
Oak Titmouse
Olive-sided Flycatcher
Orange-crowned Warbler
Pacific-slope Flycatcher
Palm Warbler
Peregrine Falcon
Phainopepla
Pied-billed Grebe
Pine Siskin
Purple Finch
Pygmy Nuthatch

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

62 Fox Sparrow
63 Gadwall
65 Golden Eagle

1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1
1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
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119 Red-breasted Nuthatch
120 Red-breasted Sapsucker
121 Red-eyed Vireo

1
1
1

1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

122 Red-necked Phalarope
123 Red-shouldered Hawk
124 Red-tailed Hawk
125 Red-winged Blackbird
126 Redhead
127 Ring-billed Gull
128 Ring-necked Duck
129 Rock Pigeon
130 Ruby-crowned Kinglet
131 Ruddy Duck
132 Savannah Sparrow
134 Say's Phoebe
135 Sharp-shinned Hawk
136 Snowy Egret
137 Song Sparrow
138 Sora
139 Spotted Sandpiper
140
141
142
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
171
172
173
174

Spotted Towhee
Steller's Jay
Summer Tanager
Townsend's Warbler
Tree Swallow
Tricolored Blackbird
Turkey Vulture
Varied Thrush
Vaux's Swift
Violet-green Swallow
Virginia Rail
Warbling Vireo
Western Bluebird
Western Gull
Western Kingbird
Western Meadowlark
Western Screech-Owl
Western Tanager
Western Wood-Pewee
White-breasted Nuthatch
White-crowned Sparrow
White-tailed Kite
White-throated Sparrow
White-throated Swift
Wild Turkey
Willow Flycatcher
Wilson's Snipe
Wilson's Warbler
Wood Duck
Wrentit
Yellow Warbler
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Zonotrichia sp.

1

1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

142

157

37

54

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

143

1

1

1
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

shani kleinhaus
Planning Commission
Doyle, Peggy; Katja Irvin; James Eggers; Loquist, Kristina; Dashiell Leeds
Comments on Stanford GUP
Tuesday, May 28, 2019 9:13:56 PM
SCVAS_SC-StanfordGUP_5.29.19.pdf
SC-SCVAS EIR Comments Stanford GUP EIR (1).pdf
Stanford Campus Birds (Compiled from eBird) (1).xlsx

Dear Chair Schmidt and Santa Clara County Planning Commissioners,
Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society and the Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter submit the attached letter and its two
attachments to your consideration.
In this letter, we express support for strong protections to Open Space outside the Academic Growth Boundary, and
ask that you include in the Conditions of Approval conditions that protect birds, oak and nature on campus.
While we comprehend the urgent need and focus on housing and transportation, we believe that these critical needs
should not divert all attention from the importance of birds and ancient oaks, and nature and ecology on campus.
We attach our CEQA comment letter, and a list of bird species found on the Stanford campus.
Thank you,

Shani Kleinhaus, Environmental Advocate
Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society
Katja Irvin, Conservation Co-Chair
Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter
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May 28, 2019
To: Santa Clara County Planning Commission
RE:

Agenda item #4: Stanford General Use Permit

Dear Chairperson Schmidt and Commissioners,
Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society and the Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter have engaged in the public
process for the Stanford General Use Permit (GUP) application since its start. We commented on the
Environmental Review Documents, submitted letters and provided comments in public meetings (please see our
CEQA letter attached). In all our communications, we requested strong protections for the Stanford open space
outside of the Academic Growth Boundary. We also provided a multitude of resources and scientific evidence
supporting our requests for stronger protection for biological and ecological assets on campus.
With members and supporters within the Stanford community and in communities around the Stanford campus,
our organizations have a long history of advocating for the protection of open space, birds and nature in Santa
Clara County and beyond. We are glad Staff Recommendations include the protection of open space, but are
greatly disappointed that our other requests are not reflected in the Community Plan or the Conditions of
Approval for the Stanford GUP.
We ask the Planning Commission to augment the Community Plan and the Conditions of approval:
1. Require Bird-Safe Design principles as mandatory for all newly constructed buildings and major renovations
(use the American Bird Conservancy “Bird Friendly Design Guidelines”1 to provide specific guidance).
Hundreds of millions of migratory birds are killed each year in the United States due to collisions with windows
and other man made structures. This is why Santa Clara County Supervisors required Bird-Safe Design for the
County’s own new Civic Center campus. Many jurisdictions around the bay require bird safe design (including
but not limited to San Francisco, Oakland, San Jose, Sunnyvale, Mountain View). Stanford should be held to the
same standard for expansion of development on its campus. Considering that over 150 avian species have been
documented on Stanford’s campus (see list attached), the plans for expansion must incorporate bird-safe design to
protect local and migratory bird populations from colliding with buildings and other structures and to minimize
hazards to birds.
2. Require Light Pollution Reduction Standards as mandatory for all lighting fixtures and mandate a Lights-Out
Program.
Artificial light at night disrupts the circadian rhythms of human beings and wildlife, confuses migratory behaviors
and impacts human health. The International Dark Sky Association developed specific guidelines2 to reduce light
1

American Bird Conservancy Bird-Friendly Building Guide
https://abcbirds.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Bird-friendly_Building_Guide_WEB.pdf

2

IDA model lighting ordinance
https://www.darksky.org/wp-content/uploads/bsk-pdf-manager/16_MLO_FINAL_JUNE2011.PDF
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pollution and improve human and environmental health. The National Audubon Society adds specific guidelines3
that reduce artificial lights to protect migratory birds. Stanford should be required to implement the guidelines
offered by the International Dark Sky Association and by National Audubon Society.
3. Require the preservation of all Valley and Live Oak trees that are older than 140 years (trees that have existed
prior to the establishment of Stanford University in 1885). Oaks “increase the biodiversity and ecological
resilience of urban ecosystems, improve critical urban forest functions such as shade and carbon storage, and
enhance the capacity of cities to adapt to a changing climate.4” Oaks are the backbone of our ecosystem. These
ancient beings should not be destroyed by new development.

While we comprehend the urgent need and focus on housing and transportation, we believe that these critical
needs should not divert all attention from the importance of birds and ancient oaks, and nature and ecology on
campus.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,

Shani Kleinhaus, Environmental Advocate
Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society

Katja Irvin, Conservation Committee Co-Chair
Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter

3

Audubon Light's Out Program
https://www.audubon.org/conservation/project/lights-out

4

San Francisco Estuary Institute Re-Oaking Project
https://www.sfei.org/projects/re-oaking
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Santa Clara Valley
Audubon Society
Established 1926

David Rader
Santa Clara County Planning Office
February 1st, 2018

via email

RE: Stanford University 2018 General Use Permit (GUP) and Draft Environmental
Impact Report (DEIR)
Dear Director Girard,
The Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter and the Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society
appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Stanford General Use Permit (GUP) and
the associated Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR). The GUP proposes to add
2.275M square feet of academic and academic support (non‐residential) space and
3,150 dwelling units or beds, and 40,000 square feet of additional building space to their
campus between 2018 and 2035.
Together, our organizations represent thousands of residents in Santa Clara and San
Mateo Counties. Our members value nature and the environment, birds and wildlife, and
believe that a sustainable approach to development is critical to our future, and that open
space and the preservation of our biological assets are an inherent part of a sustainable
future in our region and beyond.
We are concerned with Stanford’s growth plans and the impacts on the environment and
biological resources. Here are our comments:
1. Open Space
The 2018 GUP provides that Stanford does not seek growth beyond the current Academic
Growth Boundary (AGB) at this time. However, as organizations that focus on the
preservation of open space and biological resources, we remain concerned that current
open space protections will expire in 2025 and that the 2018 GUP and DEIR do not
include the extension of these protections. The AGB is critical to the containment of
development and its separation from open space and habitat, and protects Stanford
neighboring communities from sprawl and all the maladies associated with it. Indeed, the
2000 Stanford Community Plan described the AGB as “the primary mechanism for
promoting compact urban development and resource conservation on the Stanford
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campus.” Currently, growth beyond the AGB requires approval by a super‐majority of
Santa Clara County Supervisors. This protection should be extended in perpetuity
2. Bird-Friendly Design
It is now widely recognized that bird collisions with man-made structures, especially
glass buildings and glassy elements, are significant contributors to bird-mortality and,
most importantly, to the decline of bird populations in North America. When birdfriendly design is implemented as a guiding principal, the hazards can be greatly reduced.
Many neighboring cities recognize bird-collision with glass as an important issue and
make an effort to minimize hazardous construction. The issue is addressed in General and
Specific Plans (San Jose, Palo Alto, Mountain View), in ordinances and mandatory
Guidelines (San Francisco, Oakland, San Jose, Sunnyvale, Richmond) and in Mitigation
Measures for areas near the Bay (Menlo Park). All of these cities look to provide
standards and ordinances for bird-friendly design for any buildings located along and
near the Bay. Some cities also require or recommend bird-friendly design and the
regeneration of ecosystems along wetlands and creek corridors. For example, Mountain
View has established a 200-foot “habitat overlay zone” for creeks and sensitive habitats
in the North Bayshore. Companies such as Google, Facebook, Intuit, Microsoft, and
LinkedIn are also incorporating bird-friendly design into their buildings, signifying the
easily attainable union between ecology and building design and preserving the integrity
of our natural ecosystems while allowing our region to develop.
The Stanford campus is rich with birdlife. We used eBird (a citizen science-based,
national database that provides data on bird abundance and distribution), to compile a list
of bird species observed at several areas on campus in all years, and in the past 10 years.
The results are presented in Figure 1 (see also attachment Stanford Birds ). The data
clearly show the importance of Lake Lagunita for migratory birds.

Figure 1:
Campus
locations
and
number
of avian
species
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Bird-friendly design measures may include: a substantial reduction in the amount of
glassy material used in the building’s design; avoidance of glass glazing that reflect the
bay, the sky and surrounding vegetation; incorporation of visual cues into glass facades to
alert birds of the structure; avoidance of see-through situations such as transparent
skyways and free standing walls; and avoidance or reduction of light emissions.
We ask the Stanford GUP and EIR to:
• Provide respectful setbacks of development from sensitive habitats where birds
aggregate (such as Lake Lagunita)
• Require all new construction, and major renovation of existing buildings, to
implement Bird-Friendly Building Design feature.
• Monitor bird collisions with all new construction, and major renovation of
existing buildings, to implement Bird-Friendly Building Design feature
Resources:
• The City of San Francisco Standards for Bird Safe Buildings
o http://sf-planning.org/standards-bird-safe-buildings
• Richmond Bird-safe standards
o https://www.ci.richmond.ca.us/DocumentCenter/View/41218 (See 6-105)
• Sunnyvale Bird Safe Building Design Guidelines (required)
o https://sunnyvale.ca.gov/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=23799
• In Mountain View, the North Bayshore Precise Plan requires Bird Safe Design for
all new buildings North of Hwy 101 and installs a 200-ft Habitat Overlay Zone
setback near wetlands and creeks.
o http://www.mountainview.gov/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=2
4429
• American Bird Conservancy Bird-Friendly Design Guide
o https://abcbirds.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Bird-friendly-BuildingGuide_LINKS.pdf
• Monitor bird collisions
o Loss, S.R., Loss, S.S., Will, T., Marra, P.P. 2014. Best practices for data
collection in studies of bird-window collisions.
https://abcbirds.org/program/glass-collisions/learn-more/
3. Light Pollution
Impact 5.1-4 (Significant Impact): The Project could create a new source of
substantial light or glare that would adversely affect nighttime views in the area.
Mitigation Measure 5.1-4: Stanford shall submit a lighting plan for approval by
the County Planning Office, as part of an ASA review, for each development
project that would include exterior light sources. The plan shall show the extent of
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illumination that would be projected from proposed outdoor lighting. State-of-theart luminaries shall be used where necessary, with high beam efficiency, sharp
cut-off, and glare and spill control. Upward glow shall not be allowed in
residential or academic uses.
While this mitigation may suffice for aesthetic purposes, it is not adequate for
minimization of impacts to biological resources – especially migrating birds. Artificial
light at night – light pollution – is now pervasive as a background, with few brightly
contrasting beams or buildings. How does this impact migrating birds?
Two recent papers now confirm that urban glow attracts birds towards the built
environment.1,2 This applies primarily to migrating songbirds, found in unexpectedly high
densities in areas lit at night. As the birds stopover in these areas, they are vulnerable to
collisions with glass, predation by cats, and other unintended consequences of urban life.
Given that high-quality stopover habitat is critical to successful migration, and hindrances
during migration can decrease fitness, artificial lights present a potentially heightened
conservation concern for migratory bird populations. Effects of increased illumination on
bird behavior include changes in singing times 3 , disruption of breeding cycles 4 , and
extended foraging5, all of which can result in significant impacts to bird populations.
We are concerned that lighting associated with development in the AGB in general, and
specifically with new or relocated sports fields may contribute to light pollution in the
Stanford area and impact migrating birds in the region. Sports fields can create a
luminous dome of bright white light where it is currently darker than the surrounding
city, increasing ambient illumination over a wide area to levels that are ecologically
1

McLaren, J. D., Buler, J. J., Schreckengost, T., Smolinsky, J. A., Boone, M., Emiel van Loon,
E., Dawson, D. K. and Walters, E. L. (2018), Artificial light at night confounds broad-scale
habitat use by migrating birds. Ecol Lett. doi:10.1111/ele.12902
2

McLaren, J. D., Buler, J. J., Schreckengost, T., Smolinsky, J. A., Boone, M., Emiel van Loon,
E., Dawson, D. K. and Walters, E. L. (2018), Artificial light at night confounds broad-scale
habitat use by migrating birds. Ecol Lett.
doi:10.1111/ele.12902 https://doi.org/10.1111/gcb.13792
3

Longcore, T., R. Mattoni, G. Pratt, and C. Rich. 2000. On the perils of ecological restoration:
lessons from the El Segundo blue butterfly. Pages 281–286 in C. J. Fotheringham, editor. 2nd
interface between ecology and land development in California. U.S. Geological Survey,
Sacramento, California.
4

De Molenaar, J. G., M. E. Sanders, and D. A. Jonkers. 2006. Road lighting and grassland birds:
local influence of road lighting on a black-tailed godwit population. Pages 114–136 in C. Rich
and T. Longcore, editors. Ecological consequences of artificial night lighting. Island Press,
Washington, D.C.
5

Rohweder, D. A., and P. R. Baverstock. 1996. Preliminary investigation of nocturnal habitat use
by migratory waders (Order Charadriformes) in northern New South Wales. Wildlife Research
23:169–183.
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disruptive. The EIR should address the potential for sports fields to increase nightlighting in the area and provide appropriate mitigation measures to reduce light shed and
reflectivity. At a minimum, sports field lights should be turned off during bird migration
seasons and under foggy conditions, as fog can exacerbate light shed.
Bright lighting with shorter wavelengths is especially damaging to humans and wildlife.
The conclusion from a number of studies on humans and wildlife is that whiter light (that
is, full-spectrum light with blue and violet light included) has more adverse impacts than
warmer light that does not have emissions in the shorter wavelengths. The blue-heavy
spectral character of metal halide lamps and LED lights have the potential to affect
human health because blue light gives a physiological signal to humans that it is daytime,
disrupting circadian rhythms.6 Metal halide lamps and LED lighting should be avoided.
The EIR should include thorough analysis of the potential impacts of new lighting,
including: light scattering by aerosols, such as dust, pollen, or droplets of water; light
scattering by air, known as Rayleigh scattering; and light reflection.
4. DEIR Project Description (Section 1.4)
•

•
•

•

•
•

6

The 2018 GUP provides a shifting project description that allows, overtime, for
additional housing and for changes above-identified thresholds, in the distribution
of academic, academic support, and housing development within the Academic
Growth Boundary. Providing “habitat overlay zones (see above) can protect
biological resources on campus from a shifting project. In addition, oak
woodlands and wetlands should be protected from development for the largest
extent possible, and Stanford should be required to avoid development in oak
woodlands, riparian areas and wetlands.
Please provide explicit list of all types of infrastructure, structures or other
developments that may be defined as “associated infrastructure”.
Please specify if sport facilities are included in “associated infrastructure” and
describe any such facilities in detail. Please include lighting, noise and, if
pertinent, event-related car trips. Please analyze impacts associated with light
pollution, noise, and event-related traffic. If fire-works are to be deployed, please
analyze noise and pollution impacts.
Please provide a general description of any new infrastructure that may be built
outside the ABG and outside the AGB. Please provide detailed description of on
all “water supply improvements” that may occur outside the UBG.
Please provide discussion of vehicle emission-associated nitrogen deposition on
native habitats, and mitigate for the impact.
Sustainability – why defer implementation of the final California Air Resources
Board Tier 4 standards?
o Stanford should meet final California Air Resources Board Tier 4
standards for all construction equipment, without exception, as well as
Marguerite buses and Stanford fleet vehicles by 2020 at the latest.

Pauley, S. M. 2004. Lighting for the human circadian clock: recent research indicates that
lighting has become a public health issue. Medical Hypotheses 63: 588-596
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5. Please identify on a map any campus lands that were set-aside as part of development
agreements in the past.
6. Please define clear consequences and incorporate those into the language of use
permits mitigation measures.
7. Please provide an independent, transparent monitoring program – so the public can be
informed.

We thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Stanford Gup EIR. Please do not
hesitate to contact us if you have question,

Michael Ferreira, Conservation Chair
Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter
3921 E Bayshore Rd., Palo Alto, CA 94303

Shani Kleinhaus, Environmental Advocate
Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society
22221 McClellan Rd., Cupertino 95014
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eBird Field Checklist

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

Common Name
Campus (10 years) Campus (all years)
Acorn Woodpecker
1
1
Allen's Hummingbird
1
1
American Avocet
1
American Coot
1
1
American Crow
1
1
American Goldfinch
1
1
American Kestrel
1
1
American Pipit
1
1
American Robin
1
1
American White Pelican
1
American Wigeon
1
1
Anna's Hummingbird
1
1
Ash-throated Flycatcher
1
1
Bald Eagle
1
1
Band-tailed Pigeon
1
1
Barn Owl
1
1
Barn Swallow
1
1
Belted Kingfisher
1
1
Bewick's Wren
1
1
Black Phoebe
1
1
Black-crowned Night-Heron
1
1
Black-headed Grosbeak
1
1
Black-necked Stilt
1
Black-throated Gray Warble
1
1
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher
1
1
Bobolink
Brewer's Blackbird
1
1
Brown Creeper
1
1
Brown Pelican
1
Brown-headed Cowbird
1
1
Bufflehead
1
1
Bullock's Oriole
1
1
Bushtit
1
1
Cackling Goose
1
1
California Condor
1
California Gull
1
1
California Quail
1
1
California Scrub-Jay
1
1
California Thrasher
1
1
California Towhee
1
1
Canada Goose
1
1
Canvasback
1
Caspian Tern
1
1
Cedar Waxwing
1
1
Chestnut-backed Chickade
1
1
Chipping Sparrow
1
1
Cinnamon Teal
Cliff Swallow
1
1
Common Goldeneye
1
1
Common Merganser
1
1
Common Raven
1
1
Common Yellowthroat
1
1
Cooper's Hawk
1
1
Dark-eyed Junco
1
1
Double-crested Cormorant
1
1
Downy Woodpecker
1
1
Eared Grebe
1
1
Eurasian Collared-Dove
1
1

Jan 23 2018

BeWell

Arizona

data from the last 10 years

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Papua

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1

Lagunita

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1
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59 European Starling

1

60 Ferruginous Hawk
61 Forster's Tern

1

1

1

64 Glaucous-winged Gull

1
1

1

66 Golden-crowned Kinglet
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118

Golden-crowned Sparrow
Great Blue Heron
Great Egret
Great Horned Owl
Great-tailed Grackle
Greater Scaup
Greater Yellowlegs
Green Heron
Green-winged Teal
Hairy Woodpecker
Hermit Thrush
Herring Gull
Hooded Merganser
Hooded Oriole
Horned Grebe
House Finch
House Sparrow
House Wren
Hutton's Vireo
Iceland Gull
Killdeer
Lazuli Bunting
Lesser Goldfinch
Lesser Scaup
Lincoln's Sparrow
Loggerhead Shrike
MacGillivray's Warbler
Mallard
Mallard (Domestic type)
Marsh Wren
Merlin
Mew Gull
Mourning Dove
Nashville Warbler
Northern Flicker
Northern Harrier
Northern Mockingbird
Northern Pintail
Northern Rough-winged Sw
Northern Shoveler
Nuttall's Woodpecker
Oak Titmouse
Olive-sided Flycatcher
Orange-crowned Warbler
Pacific-slope Flycatcher
Palm Warbler
Peregrine Falcon
Phainopepla
Pied-billed Grebe
Pine Siskin
Purple Finch
Pygmy Nuthatch

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

62 Fox Sparrow
63 Gadwall
65 Golden Eagle

1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1
1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
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119 Red-breasted Nuthatch
120 Red-breasted Sapsucker
121 Red-eyed Vireo

1
1
1

1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

122 Red-necked Phalarope
123 Red-shouldered Hawk
124 Red-tailed Hawk
125 Red-winged Blackbird
126 Redhead
127 Ring-billed Gull
128 Ring-necked Duck
129 Rock Pigeon
130 Ruby-crowned Kinglet
131 Ruddy Duck
132 Savannah Sparrow
134 Say's Phoebe
135 Sharp-shinned Hawk
136 Snowy Egret
137 Song Sparrow
138 Sora
139 Spotted Sandpiper
140
141
142
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
171
172
173
174

Spotted Towhee
Steller's Jay
Summer Tanager
Townsend's Warbler
Tree Swallow
Tricolored Blackbird
Turkey Vulture
Varied Thrush
Vaux's Swift
Violet-green Swallow
Virginia Rail
Warbling Vireo
Western Bluebird
Western Gull
Western Kingbird
Western Meadowlark
Western Screech-Owl
Western Tanager
Western Wood-Pewee
White-breasted Nuthatch
White-crowned Sparrow
White-tailed Kite
White-throated Sparrow
White-throated Swift
Wild Turkey
Willow Flycatcher
Wilson's Snipe
Wilson's Warbler
Wood Duck
Wrentit
Yellow Warbler
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Zonotrichia sp.

1

1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

142

157

37

54

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

143

1

1

1
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Sunny Scott
Planning Commission
Doyle, Peggy
2020 GUP
Wednesday, May 29, 2019 1:06:16 PM

Kathy Schmidt, Chairperson
Marc Rauser, Vice Chair
Aimee Escobar
Bob Levy
Aaron Resendez
Vicky Moore
Erin Gil

May 29, 2019
Dear Chairperson Schmidt and Santa Clara Planning Commissioners,
I am Sunny Scott and I have lived on the campus for 30 years. I have served as a member of
the SCRL board and was actively involved in the last GUP. Since 2000, I have focused on
historic preservation on the campus, primarily through the research and production of the book
series “Stanford Historic Homes”. I am currently working on the history of the oldest
residence on campus – the home of the Frenchman, Peter Coutts, built in 1875.
I appreciate that the University, is looking to the future, and wants to expand. However, I look
back and wish to preserve. Mrs Stanford had a unique vision of a residential University. In
moving forward we should remain faithful to that vision.
It is my hope that the 2020 GUP hearing process will not only protect and preserve our
individual homes but that in so doing will preserve the unique residential University, which
greatly enhances the academic and community experience.
Please consider:
1.   Creating residential zoning neighborhood by neighborhood, with minimum lot sizes and
set-backs so they better preserve the existing character and protect our home values.  We
recognize the need for infill housing but ask that the new structures reflect the character of the
neighborhoods.
2.   Requiring the University to clarify its long-term plans for residential development.
3.   Establishing a temporary citizens advisory board to meet with the County and University
as the 2020 GUP is implemented to establish a line of communication, as well as to improve
transparency and consistency.
4.   Conducting an historic inventory to identify all campus structures over 50 years old. The
purpose of the inventory should be for historic preservation not historic designation.
5. Not incentivizing the University to use infill projects within existing residential
neighborhoods to meet housing needs. I suspect the small gains made by cramming many
houses into vacant lots, in the long run does more harm than good.
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Sunny Scott

PERSONAL INFORMATION
REDACTED
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Alice Kaufman
Planning Commission
Katja Irvin; ldrruff psychology
Stanford GUP
Wednesday, May 29, 2019 11:32:28 AM
StanfordGUP_5.29.19_CGF-SCLP-CNPS_letter.pdf

Dear Chairperson Schmidt and Planning Commissioners,
Attached are comments from the Committee for Green Foothills, the Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter, and the California
Native Plant Society, Santa Clara Valley Chapter with regard to the Stanford GUP.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
photo

Alice Kaufman
Legislative Advocacy Director, Committee for Green Foothills
650.968.7243 x313 | greenfoothills.org
Love what we do? Become a sustaining member today!
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May 29, 2019
Santa Clara County Planning Commission
70 W. Hedding
San Jose, CA 95110
RE:

Agenda item #4: Stanford GUP

Dear Chairperson Schmidt and Commissioners,
This represents the comments of the undersigned organizations concerning the Stanford GUP application
and associated documents. Our organizations have a long history of advocating for the protection of open space
and environmental resources in Santa Clara County, with thousands of members and supporters in the vicinity of
the Stanford campus.
We urge the Planning Commission to protect open space in the Stanford Foothills by adopting the Staff
recommendation to extend the Academic Growth Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, we urge you to give
even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills by making the supermajority (4/5) vote requirement to change
the AGB permanent.
Background and History
In 2000, the County adopted the Stanford Community Plan and made it part of the County General Plan.
The Community Plan is intended to guide future use and development of Stanford lands according to principles of
compact urban development, open space preservation, and resource conservation. To further these goals, the
Community Plan established the Academic Growth Boundary (AGB), which roughly parallels Junipero Serra
Boulevard in between Sand Hill Road and Page Mill Road. At the time the Community Plan was adopted, the area
within the AGB was already largely developed, while the area outside the AGB (the Stanford Foothills) was
almost entirely undeveloped. Thus, the AGB served the purpose of directing all new development to infill areas,
avoiding sprawl and preserving open space.
The Community Plan directed that the AGB would remain in place for a period of at least 25 years, and
that during that 25-year period, a vote of 4/5 of the Board of Supervisors (e.g. a supermajority) would be required
to modify the AGB. This 25-period is due to expire in the year 2025.
The importance of protecting the Stanford Foothills does not only lie in encouraging infill development
and avoiding sprawl. The Stanford Foothills area -- approximately 2,000 acres of grassy hills and oak savannah -provides irreplaceable habitat for wildlife, including the rare California tiger salamander. Most of the hillside
grasslands in the northern part of the County have been lost to development, meaning that these rolling golden
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hills, which drivers see on both sides of Highway 280 for several miles, are some of the last grassland habitat in
the vicinity of Stanford.
Staff Recommendations
We applaud County Staff for recommending that the Community Plan be amended to extend the AGB for
99 years. This extension of the AGB follows naturally from the findings of the 2018 Sustainable Development
Study Supplement, which determined that Stanford could nearly triple its existing density without extending
beyond the AGB and without becoming more dense than other comparable universities. Thus, Stanford has no
need to develop in the Foothills in order to add more campus development.
Staff recommends that the 4/5 supermajority vote requirement to modify the AGB be extended for 99
years. We urge the Planning Commission to add greater protection for the Stanford Foothills by instead making
the 4/5 vote requirement permanent. This would not forever prohibit all development in the Foothills, but would
merely require a supermajority vote to do so. Other jurisdictions have growth boundaries that cannot even be
modified by the Board of Supervisors or the City Council, only by the voters in a ballot initiative (e.g. San Jose's
Greenline, Morgan Hill's Urban Growth Boundary). A 4/5 vote of the Board of Supervisors is actually a lower bar
than exists for many growth boundaries.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
Sincerely,

Alice Kaufman, Legislative Advocacy Director
Committee for Green Foothills

Katja Irvin, Conservation Committee Co-Chair
Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter

Linda Ruthruff, Conservation Chair
California Native Plant Society, Santa Clara Valley Chapter
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kathleen Wortham
Planning Commission
Nathan Ho
Leadership Group Comment Letter for Stanford General Use Permit
Wednesday, May 29, 2019 2:53:39 PM
Stanford GUP Letter.pdf

Dear Chair Schmidt, Vice Chair Rauser, and Honorable Commissioners Escobar, Gil, Moore,
and Resendez,
Please find attached a comment letter on behalf of the Silicon Valley Leadership Group for the
Stanford General Use Permit to be heard tomorrow, May 30th.
Feel free to reach out to myself or my colleague Nathan Ho, who I have copied on this
message, with any questions. Thank you for your service and consideration of our comments.
Best,
Kathleen
-Kathleen Wortham
Associate, Housing & Health Policy
Silicon Valley Leadership Group
kwortham@svlg.org
408-501-7854
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Wednesday, May 29, 2019 2:10:45 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Jean Harris
94022
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roberta
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Wednesday, May 29, 2019 3:02:42 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Roberta Stone
94303
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Wednesday, May 29, 2019 3:47:19 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Paul Goldstein
94301
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karlette Warner
Planning Commission
Fwd: Stanford Development Project--General Use Permit
Wednesday, May 29, 2019 5:23:52 PM

Cc: Supervisor.Simitian@bos.sccgov.org <Supervisor.Simitian@bos.sccgov.org>
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2019, 5:36:50 PM PDT
Subject: Stanford Development Project--General Use Permit

Dear Planning Commission Members:
I am unable to attend the May 30 hearing on the subject project, and I am
therefore sending my comments via email:
1. My overriding concern is that this project is too large! Where is the
justification for the huge increase in people (nearly 10,000)?
2. Palo Alto and surrounding areas are already at a breaking point in
terms of traffic congestion. Stanford is proposing only about 25% of the
housing needed for the increased population. Where will the others live?
How will they get to Stanford on our already crowded streets?
3. Open space is gradually being taken over by development. This is just
one more instance of open space being gobbled up. Our quality of life is
suffering.
I urge you to take action to reduce the size of Stanford's project, for the
good of us all.
Thank you.
Karlette Warner
PERSONAL INFORMATION REDACTED
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Shelby Elizabeth Valone
Planning Commission
SCoPE 2035 Written Comment for 5/30 Stanford GUP Hearing
Wednesday, May 29, 2019 7:58:34 PM
5_30 Written Comment.pdf
SCoPE 2035 Recommended Conditions of Approval for Equitable Stanford Development (1).pdf

Dear Planning Commission Members,
Below we have attached our written comments for the hearing in Palo Alto tomorrow night
regarding Stanford University's GUP. We have also attached our CoA recommendations as
supplementary material.
Thank you,
Shelby Parks
Stanford Coalition for Planning an Equitable 2035
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Santa Clara County Planning Commission:
Stanford Development Public Hearing Written Comment
Stanford Coalition for Planning an Equitable 2035 (SCoPE 2035)
May 30, 2019

TO:

Santa Clara County Planning Commission

FROM:

Stanford Coalition for Planning an Equitable 2035

SUBJECT: Conditions of Approval for Stanford University 2018 GUP
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Planning Commission
Special Meeting for the 2018 Stanford University General Use Permit (GUP).
As University students, affiliates, and community members, we value
community-informed, equitable development. We applaud the County for a
strong set of draft Conditions of Approval, and ask that the following
comments be taken into account:
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Introduction
We are the Stanford Coalition for Planning an Equitable 2035, also known as SCoPE 2035. We are a
group of Stanford students that has been advocating for equitable outcomes, particularly concerning
affordable housing, from Stanford’s General Use Permit process for the past three years. Our
comments will be organized loosely into three main parts. First, we’ll provide some context regarding
the lack of affordable housing at or near Stanford and how this impacts the lives of service workers and
staff at Stanford. We hope this will shed light on why the groundbreaking affordable housing
requirements in the draft conditions of approval are so important. Second, we’ll discuss the
importance of viewing Stanford’s development holistically, and why sustainable,
environmentally-friendly development and building affordable housing should not be viewed in
competition with each other. Finally, we’ll turn our attention to the potential development agreement,
and remind everyone why it’s important to be critical and skeptical of Stanford’s promises in all future
DA negotiations, if there are to be any at all. All of this reflects a very simple, common-sense fact:
housing workers on campus, rather than forcing them to drive hours every day, is the environmentally
conscious, socially responsible, and necessary thing to do.

Context and Background
It is well-known that the Bay Area is experiencing an unprecedented housing crisis. But what does it
look like within the Stanford community, and how is it impacting different groups in our
community? Here’s an example of the stark differences you’ll find: just last week, Stanford students
opened up their email inboxes to find out the results of what we call The Draw, the annual lottery in
which undergraduates choose where to live the following year, ranking hundreds of different options,
from academic theme dorms to fraternities. Stanford even releases detailed statistics about The Draw
every year, allowing you to make educated guesses about how likely you are to get into a specific dorm
based on your lottery number. It’s a lottery process, but in reality, all of us are winners, since
undergraduates are guaranteed four years of housing on campus.
For workers, however, the story is very different. There is a lottery process for workers to get housing,
but the process is opaque and no one is guaranteed housing on campus. Out of a group of 1300 service
workers, only 12 were able to receive units on campus. For comparison, all 8,000 of Stanford’s
undergraduates are guaranteed beds on campus. As a result, 37% of Stanford’s service employees live
outside of the Bay Area, with 88% of workers citing the cost of housing as the main reason why. One
out of every three of those workers commutes more than ninety minutes each wayto get to
campus. That commute comes with enormous environmental costs, the need to find flexible and
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affordable childcare, and is made more difficult by the lack of transportation options available to
service workers, who often get off their shifts at 2 or 3 AM.
If Stanford does nothing, we know this problem will only get worse: between 2000, the year the last
GUP was implemented, and 2013, the number of affordable housing units in the Bay Area decreased
by half, and there’s no sign that this trend will change anytime soon. The skyrocketing value of land which makes it so hard for low-income families to find housing - directly benefits Stanfordthrough
its commercial land leases and the enormous amount of property it owns. If the County does not
create strict requirements for Stanford to build housing on campus, there will be zero incentive for
Stanford to address its role in the housing crisis.
Against this backdrop, the fact that the draft CoAs contain a requirement that Stanford build 933
affordable housing units, at least 70% of which must be built on campus, is historic and crucial to
offsetting the impacts of Stanford’s development.We also applaud the County for breaking these
units down by income category and pairing them with a strong linkage ratio that requires Stanford to
build units in pace with its growth. However, these 933 units must be viewed as a starting point. In
our own CoA recommendations (attached), SCoPE 2035 advocates for 1,067 affordable unitsto be
built out of a total of 2,549 units beyond Stanford’s original proposal, in order to completely offset
off-campus housing demand generated by Stanford’s development.
Moreover, these 933 units are intended to offset future demand generated by Stanford’s expansion.
This means that the thousands of service workers employed by Stanford today who need affordable
housing aren’t factored into that calculation at all.The total current and future need for
affordable housing for the Stanford community is therefore almost certainly much higher than 933
units. We hope this highlights how important each and every one of those 933 units are, and that the
County can’t afford to go any lower.

Environment vs. Affordable Housing: A False Dichotomy
Now that we’ve provided some context around the housing crisis at Stanford, we want to re-emphasize
that point that the environment and affordable housing are not at odds. When the Final
Environmental Impact Review was released, Stanford’s representatives were quick to publicly point
out the FEIR found three unavoidable environmental impacts associated with Housing Alternative A,
the scenario in which Stanford would build 2,549 extra units to mitigate its effect on local housing
demand. But let’s use our critical thinking skills - something that Stanford purports to teach - and dig a
little deeper into where those three impacts come from.
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It turns out that all three impacts have just one root cause: according to the analysis in the FEIR,
adding more people to campus means more vehicles miles traveled, or VMT for short. Each mile
traveled releases more particulate matter in to the air. Out of all the different air pollutants analyzed,
PM10 was the only one where the predicted amount released annually would exceed state air quality
significance thresholds, by about one ton per year.
This conclusion is surprising; after all, shouldn’t adding on-campus housing for workers reduce total
VMT, since they’ll have to drive a shorter distance to work? Well, it turns out that the calculation in
the FEIR rests on the assumption that every additional worker housed on-campus equates to
some additional quantity of VMT, based on vehicle trips associated with getting groceries or
dropping kids off at school. It does not account for the fact that the workers Stanford plans to
hire, if not housed on campus, will be generating VMT anyway, probably elsewhere in Santa
Clara County.In other words, if a person isn’t housed on campus, the analysis assumes that they are
not generating VMT whatsoever, an assumption that is almost certainly false.
Even if one believes that the FEIR’s method of calculating VMT is sound, there is yet another flaw in
Stanford’s self-reported numbers. When calculating total annual VMT, the analysis makes an
assumption about how many vehicle trips students take. To be specific, it assumes that 8,317
undergraduates generate 12,143 vehicular trips per weekday. That means that every day, the average
student is taking more than one vehicle trip. As students, we can say that this assumption is
categorically false. Almost all of us bike to our classes, dining halls, and dorms. Everything we need is
right where we live, so there’s no need to drive off-campus. When we do, it’s usually for a special trip
like a hike, and we almost always carpool. When you adjust this assumption to a more reasonable 1
vehicular trip per student per week, the total estimated amount of PM10 released annually drops
by more than a ton, below the BAAQMD significance thresholds. Stanford collects data every
year about students’ transportation habits, yet none of that data is released. An average member of the
community reading the FEIR would thus have no reason to question Stanford’s claims.
Furthermore, if what PM10 is measuring is the risk to human health, we ask that you weigh that
against the harm to physical and mental health of workers when they have to sit in their cars driving
for over 3 hours a day, time that is taken away from caring for their families, exercising, or even just
getting sleep. Regardless, we repeat that once fundamental assumptions are corrected, it becomes clear
that Stanford mitigating its housing impact will not generate unsafe amounts of PM10. We
even go so far as to believe that with the proper assumptions, you will find that housing workers
on campus will decrease emissions, just like you’d expect.
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Ultimately, we understand that we are advocating for more required housing development on
Stanford’s campus. We understand that with more development comes more impacts like traffic,
which we know local residents are concerned about. However, we’d like to point out that the FEIR
found plenty of significant environmental effects, including traffic, that Stanford’s original proposal
would generate. The key here is that all of those effects were found to be mitigatable if Stanford took
the necessary steps. Similarly, when the FEIR analyzed the impact of housing more workers on
campus, it also found that traffic would probably increase, more than the original proposal, but would
still be mitigatable. If we don’t believe that Stanford will mitigate its effect on local traffic or schools,
we shouldn’t approve Stanford’s development at all, regardless of whether it houses workers on
campus or not. So let’s not pit affordable housing against the environment or traffic or health, and
view Stanford’s development in a more holistic way.

Environment vs. Affordable Housing: A False Dichotomy
Now that we’ve covered why affordable housing is necessary and compatible with environmental
concerns, let’s talk about the risks of continuing to negotiate a development agreement, or DA, with
Stanford. We’d argue that Stanford is a bad-faith negotiator, and what it says it’s going to do isn’t
always what happens.
First, we’d like to note that a development agreement is not necessary to the approval of
Stanford’s development. It’s purely optional, and all of the previous General Use Permits granted by
the County have not been accompanied by a DA. A DA would potentially allow the County to
negotiate more community benefits from Stanford in exchange for certain guarantees regarding
development restrictions. But negotiations only work when both parties are acting in good faith,
especially when community concerns are at stake. When Stanford negotiates, we’ve seen time and time
again that the only party it’s really concerned about is itself.
First, let’s talk about the PAUSD conditional DA agreement. Regardless of whether you believe
Stanford technically broke the negotiation ground rules, we know for sure that the County was caught
off guard by Stanford’s bald-faced attempt to gain unfair leverage in the process. If Stanford really
cared about the community, why not work together with the County or at the very least bring them to
the table with the PAUSD school board? Strong communities aren’t built behind closed doors. If
Stanford is truly committed to working together with partners for a stronger community, then they
should have nothing to hide from fully involving the County and all community stakeholders. But
Stanford, unlike the County, is a private entity and it isn’t accountable to the public. In negotiations
between Stanford and the County, we’d strongly advise against believing that Stanford is the party that
has the public’s best interest at heart.
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If you needed another reason to believe that Stanford’s commitment to the local community is not
totally sincere, consider the fact that while the Stanford was supposed to be negotiating the DA in
good faith with the County, it was simultaneously suing the County in federal court for the
inclusionary zoning ordinance,which would have required a certain percentage of units built to be
affordable housing. Let it sink in that Stanford would rather spend tens of thousands of dollars on
legal fees suing the County than invest in affordable housing. We wonder why Stanford’s GUP
website, which proudly proclaims that Stanford is “working closely with local residents and county
government,” makes no mention of Stanford suing the County.
What if Stanford’s legal claims were justified? Not according to the judge who recently dismissed the
lawsuit. Stanford used the equal protection clause of the 14th Amendment, which has historically
been used to end segregation and legalize gay marriage. Stanford - one of the most elite private
institutions in the world with a $28 billion endowment - used the 14th Amendment to claim that it
was being unjustly singled out to bear the burden of fixing the affordable housing crisis. No one said it
better than the judge herself: “Stanford failed to make ANY factual allegations that the Court could
use to evaluate its claim that it had been unconstitutionally singled out.” Furthermore, the judge said
"that the housing crisis and jobs/housing imbalance are particularly acute in and around the Stanford
Community Plan area, and that the Ordinance is necessary to mitigate the impacts of future planned
development within the Stanford Community Plan area."
Stanford’s hypocrisy becomes clear when you consider the fact that at the same time they were suing
the County, they were releasing “calls for information” from the community for input to their
“Affordability Task Force” as part of their long range planning process. That’s right: at the very same
time they claimed to be listening to the community for ideas about how to make Stanford more
affordable, they were suing the County for an ordinance that the Board of Supervisors, officials who
were elected by the community, had universally passed.
From where we students stand, Stanford’s number one commitment is to itself, as you would expect
of any private entity. It has spent likely tens of thousands of dollars on legal fees to fight the County,
on glittery Facebook ads to sway public opinion, and on a Long Range Planning Process that seems
like little more than a giant PR project. Trusting such an institution to follow through on promises
made behind closed doors seems overly optimistic. If and when the County re-enters DA negotiations
with Stanford, we’d ask for regular updates and transparency to the public on such negotiations.
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Solidarity Statements
The County of Santa Clara must intentionally include the City of East Palo Alto in conversations
about Stanford’s impact and development. We ask that the county host a town hall in East Palo Alto,
in conjunction with the City Council and Planning Commission, to incorporate East Palo Alto
residents’ concerns in the negotiation process. The County of Santa Clara should privately meet with
the City Council and Planning Commission of East Palo Alto to explore which resources can be
shared.
East Palo Alto has been and will be acutely impacted by Stanford’s development, but according to
standard procedure, they are not guaranteed to receive any of the affordable housing fees, transit
extensions, traffic improvements, or other community benefits. Furthermore, a large number of
Stanford workers live in East Palo Alto and would benefit from a more equitable distribution of
resources. For example, an additional Marguerite line that goes from East Palo Alto to Stanford would
allow workers to save money on parking passes and reduce emissions caused by commutes. We ask that
the County start or continue outreach efforts to East Palo Alto and make the outcomes of such efforts
accessible by the public.
We continue to advocate for development that is respectful to their Muwekma-Ohlone knowledge
and culture. Stanford must not develop on protected or unprotected indigenous sacred sites and
should be more accountable to members of the Muwekma-Ohlone tribe.
We are in solidarity with advocates for open space protections, including the Committee for Green
Foothills. We are in solidarity with the Stanford Solidarity Network and groups advocating for
affordable housing for graduate students as well.
We are in solidarity with advocates for public transit, including Californians Advocating Responsible
Rail Design (CARRD) and Friends of Caltrain. CARRD’s analysis, submitted as a comment on the
DEIR, determined that Stanford’s projected growth has significant impacts on Caltrain. We continue
to advocate that Stanford contribute monetary resources to Caltrain for grade separations,
electrification efforts, and long-term system maintenance.
We are in solidarity with the parents, students and school board of the Palo Alto Unified School
District, and support their calls for the full mitigation of school impacts.
Additionally, we cannot pit housing against schools. We advocate for more housing, and more school
impact fees. Palo Alto Unified School District is an incredible resource in our community, and
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students from low income families should have the opportunity to attend. But Stanford must pay for
the impacts it creates. Stanford must build affordable housing, AND Stanford must be the one to pay
for the costs of additional pupils. In fact, affordable housing is crucial for local school districts to find
and retain talented teachers who can’t afford regular Bay Area rent.
This is not a popularity contest about Stanford University. As Joe Simitian has recognized before, we
can all agree that Stanford as an institution is an asset and a resource in our community. I personally
am incredibly grateful for the opportunities that I have received from the university. But this
conversation is not about the merits or weaknesses of Stanford as an institution: it is about their
development permit and their responsibility to this community.

Conclusion
We’ve seen that housing workers is both essential to improving the lives of our community members
and not at all in conflict with environmental concerns. Furthermore, we’ve established that the
sincerity of Stanford’s commitment to our community is questionable at best, concerns which should
be taken seriously if DA negotiations are re-opened.
In closing, we’d like to remind the Commission that housing workers on campus is not just about
access to a place to a live, though it certainly involves that. It’s the right to spend time with your kids at
home, instead of commuting three hours plus a day. It’s about bringing much-needed economic and
cultural diversity into a space that has historically excluded folks from those backgrounds. It’s about
the devoted service workers who toil at all hours every night and every day to make our campus a home
for its students and faculty. It’s about time that Stanford was home for them, too.
Thank you so much for your time.
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Recommended Conditions of Approval for Equitable
Stanford Development
Stanford Coalition for Planning an Equitable 2035 (SCoPE 2035)
March 15, 2019

Overview of the Conditions of Approval
Call for Engagement with the City of East Palo Alto
We stand in solidarity with other groups impacted by Stanford’s development.
● Muwekma-Ohlone People
● The City and People of East Palo Alto
● The Board, Parents, and Students of PAUSD
● Advocates for Open Space Protections
● Advocates for Public Transportation
Conditions of Approval:
1. Housing
a. Adoption of Housing Alternative A
b. Housing Linkage Ratio Update
c. Affordable Housing Proportion and Unit Requirements
d. Adoption of Housing Ordinances in Conditions of Approval
2. Transportation
a. Expansion of Transportation Benefits
b. Expansion of Stanford-Managed Transportation
c. Transportation Survey Updates
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Call for Engagement with the City of East Palo Alto
The County of Santa Clara must intentionally include the City of East Palo Alto in conversations
about Stanford’s impact and development. The county must host a town hall in East Palo Alto, in
conjunction with the City Council and Planning Commission, to incorporate East Palo Alto
residents’ concerns in the negotiation process. The County of Santa Clara should privately meet with
the City Council and Planning Commission of East Palo Alto to explore what resources can be shared.
The City of East Palo Alto must be included as a part of negotiations between Stanford and the
County of Santa Clara. East Palo Alto has been and will be acutely impacted by Stanford’s
development, but according to standard procedure, they are not guaranteed to receive any of the
affordable housing fees, transit extensions, traffic improvements, or other community benefits.
Furthermore, a large number of Stanford workers live in East Palo Alto and would benefit from a
more equitable distribution of resources.
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We support other advocates and groups that continue to demand equity and/or
are impacted by the Stanford General Use Permit process.
We are in solidarity with the Muwekma-Ohlone, and continue to advocate for development that
is respectful to their knowledge and culture. Stanford must not develop on protected or unprotected
indigenous sacred sites and should be more accountable to members of the Muwekma-Ohlone tribe, as
outlined in our Platform for Equitable Stanford Development (May 2018).1
We are in solidarity withthe parents, students and school board of the Palo Alto Unified
School District, and support their calls for the full mitigation of school impacts. We support their
seven mitigation requests, outlined in the PAUSD school board resolution 2018-2019.07,2 the PTA
Council Fact Sheet,3 and the PTA Safe Routes to Schools letter to the Santa Clara County Board of
Supervisors:4
1. Annual per-student payments for each student living in a property tax exempt residence;
2. Land for a new elementary school for Quarry Road students;
3. Funds to build the new school;
4. Contributions to PAUSD safe routes to school;
5. Funds for the expansion of oversubscribed after-school childcare on PAUSD school sites;
6. Housing for PAUSD full time teachers and staff;
7. Regular GUP meetings when school is in session for meaningful parent engagement

We are in solidarity with advocates for open space protections, including the Committee for
Green Foothills. Their request to extend the current requirement of a supermajority vote by the
County Board of Supervisors for any development in the Stanford foothills to be a permanent
requirement in perpetuity is vital to responsible development.
We are in solidarity with advocates for public transit, including Californians Advocating
Responsible Rail Design (CARRD) and Friends of Caltrain. CARRD’s analysis, submitted as a
comment on the DEIR, determined that Stanford’s projected growth has significant impacts on
Caltrain and must be considered in negotiations. We continue to advocate that Stanford contribute
monetary resources to Caltrain for grade separations, electrification efforts, and long-term system
maintenance. We also support adjustments to the “no net new trips” policy that will hold Stanford
accountable for its long-term transit impacts.

1
2
3

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pgsi7-eBH7FRnd4SGupdTNxdzDvQVNzuz8bmw9oOFyQ/edit
https://ptac.paloaltopta.org/wp-content/uploads/PAUSD_BoardResolution_StanfordtoMitigateGrowthImpact.pdf

https://ptac.paloaltopta.org/wp-content/uploads/PTAC_Stanford_GUP_Development_Agreement_Fact_Sheet_final.pdf

4

https://ptac.paloaltopta.org/wp-content/uploads/GUP_SRTS_2019_Signed_Letter.pdf
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Housing Conditions of Approval
Condition of Approval 1A: Adoption of Housing Alternative A
Stanford shall be allowed to build a total of 5,699 new on-campus housing units/beds, an equivalent
increase of 2,549 units/beds over the proposed 2018 General Use Permit. (See “Housing Alternative
A,” Final Environmental Impact Report.)
Rationale:
Under the County’s analysis in the FEIR, it was determined that the proposed 2018 General Use
Permit would result in an estimated increase of 2,425 off-campus housing units. The FEIR ran a new
analysis under a scenario called Housing Alternative A in which the off-campus housing demand
would instead be accommodated by building on-campus housing. This accommodation would
translate to an equivalent increase of 2,549 new on-campus housing units/beds.
We acknowledge that the FEIR cites three significant and unavoidable environmental impacts of
Housing Alternative A. However, all three impacts boil down to just one root issue:the projected
emissions of PM10, mainly as a result of increased vehicular miles traveled, would slightly exceed
BAAQMD thresholds. We find that this conclusion is fundamentally flawed due to a set of inaccurate
assumptions in the County’s analysis. An example of such an assumption in the County’s analysis is
that, on average, every undergraduate student takes at least one vehicular trip per weekday. In reality, it
is well-known that Stanford students live on campus (eliminating the need for vehicular trips to
campus) and typically take a few trips off-campus per month. By correcting this single assumption, we
find that the projection for the tons of PM10 generated by Housing Alternative A per year falls by 0.92
tons/yr to a level that does not exceed the BAAQMDsignificance threshold. (cf. Appendix A:
VMT Analysis for more detail.)
In addition, the County’s VMT analysis effectively assumes that new Stanford residents appear out of
thin air: it does not take into account that many of the Stanford population expected under the 2018
GUP — in particular, newly hired staff — were already generating VMT in Santa Clara County.
Under the current analysis methodology, simply moving a sufficiently large number of Santa Clara
County residents to the Stanford area would create “significant and unavoidable impacts,” even if the
move would not actually change their average VMT/week. Thus, the analysis overstates the VMT
generated by the proposed Project. Notably, we could not correct for these assumptions in our own
analysis, so our VMT estimates, which find that PM10 emissions would not exceed BAAQMD’s
significance threshold, likely overstate the emissions that would be generated.
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In addition, even if the PM10 projections are accurate, we note that other large-scale development
projects in the Bay Area have been approved even after a final environmental report concluded that
there would be significant and unavoidable impacts due to violations of BAAQMD’s air quality
standard. For example, Facebook’s Campus Project was approved by Menlo Park’s City Council in
2013, despite the City of Menlo Park’s findings in its Final Environmental Report that the total
project would generate emissions of ROG, NOx, and PM10 exceeding BAAQMD’s significance
thresholds.5
Considering historic approvals of projects that have slightly exceeded BAAQMD’s significance
thresholds and the mistaken assumptions present in the County’s VMT analysis, we recommend that
Stanford build a total of 5,699 new on-campus housing units/beds, an equivalent increase of 2,549
units/beds over the proposed 2018 General Use Permit.

5

City of Menlo Park, Facebook Campus Project Final Environmental Impact Report
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Condition of Approval 1B: Housing Linkage Ratio Update
Stanford shall comply with the following housing linkage requirements:
a. Stanford shall provide a cumulative net increase in housing commensurate with academic
development that counts toward the GUP building area cap as specified in Table 1B-1. This
housing shall be provided on Stanford land in unincorporated Santa Clara County in
compliance with the Community Plan and all conditions of this GUP.
z
Table 1B-1: Housing Linkage
Academic Development (gsf)

Number of Housing Units

500,000

1,252

1,000,000

2,504

1,500,000

3,756

b. For additional academic development between 1,500,000 and 2,275,000 square feet that
counts toward the GUP building area cap, Stanford shall provide a net increase in housing at a
rate commensurate with academic development by providing 1 additional housing unit for
every 399 square feet of development.
Rationale:
According to projections in Table 7A-1 of the 2018 GUP Environmental Impact Report, Stanford’s
academic expansion will generate demand for 5,699 new housing units over the next seventeen years.6
As in the 2000 GUP and per the Stanford Community Plan, Stanford should comply with a housing
linkage requirement to ensure that housing development meets this demand concurrently with
academic space development.
As a point of comparison, the linkage ratio set in 2000 required that the University build 605 units for
every 500,000 sq ft. of academic space development. The linkage ratio set in 2000 was based on data
from 1993, and should be updated to reflect local trends. The ratio proposed by SCoPE approximately
doubles the 2000 ratio, a reasonable increase given that:
1. The City of Palo Alto, a close analog to Stanford, recently raised its affordable housing
mitigation fee from $20 to $35, an increase of 75%.
6

Santa Clara County, Recirculated Draft Environmental Impact Report (2-56)
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2. The affordable housing mitigation fee set by Santa Clara County in the Affordable Housing
Impact Mitigation Fee Ordinance raised Stanford’s affordable housing mitigation fee from $35
to $68.50, an increase of slightly less than 100%.7
In other words, local policy is moving toward proportionally similar increases in housing
requirements, reflecting the escalating severity of the Bay Area housing crisis. An increase in the
linkage ratio would be in line with these efforts.
Furthermore, raising the linkage ratio would complement other policy efforts, such as the affordable
housing ordinances. A higher linkage ratio incentivizes more development on campus, which in
combination with the inclusionary zoning ordinances, promotes the development of affordable
housing. This requirement also benefits the University, since by building affordable units on campus,
the University avoids paying the in-lieu fee set in the Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fee
Ordinance.
Many stakeholders in this process, including Stanford, have emphasized a preference for producing
units over paying fees. A higher linkage ratio is crucial to ensure that this preference is met, leading to
more units being built sooner, instead of money being collected in the form of fees and potentially
never being converted to actual units.

7

Santa Clara County, Ordinance No. NS-300.929
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Condition of Approval 1C: Affordable Housing Proportion and Unit Requirements
Stanford shall build affordable housing on its on land, and shall comply with the following affordable
housing requirements:
a) For every 2,132 square feet of academic space development, Stanford shall provide one
affordable housing unit.
b) The units should be supplied at the proportions specified in Table 1C-1.
Table 1C-1: Affordable Housing Proportions
Income Level

Percentage of Affordable Units

Extremely Low Income

12.1%

Very Low Income

15.4%

Low Income

34.1%

Moderate Income

38.4%

c) None of the units shall be occupied by persons who are undergraduate students, graduate
students, post-graduate fellows, or medical residents associated with Stanford or its affiliates
(e.g., Stanford University Medical Center).
d) To ensure affordability, the units shall be made available at an annualized rent not to exceed
30% of the income level for the group (extremely-low, very-low, low or moderate income) for
which the units are provided, or at a for-sale price not to exceed 40% of the income level for the
group for which the units are provided. The affordability of each unit shall be ensured for a
period of at least 50 years from the date a certificate of occupancy is issued for the unit. For
purposes of this condition, extremely-low income persons are those who earn less than 30% of
the Santa Clara County median income; very-low income persons are those who earn 30-50%
of the Santa Clara County median income; low income persons are those who earn 50-80% of
the Santa Clara County median income, and moderate income persons are those who earn
80-120% of the Santa Clara County median income.
In implementing this condition, Santa Clara County must include strong legal language in its
Development Agreement, equivalent to the legal standard found in Regulatory Agreements signed
between housing developers and cities or counties. Such language must provide provisions that
guarantees that these units will be built on the time frame specified above, that they will be marketed
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and rented to households at the appropriate income levels, and that there are strong repercussions for
violations of such standards.
In order to fully mitigate Stanford’s affordable housing impact by housing all low and moderate
income households generated by the 2018 Stanford General Use Permit, Stanford shall build units in
accordance with the linkage and proportion outlined above and in accordance with Table 1C-2.
Table 1C-2: Affordable Housing Units
Income Level

Number of Units

Extremely Low Income

129

Very Low Income

164

Low Income

364

Moderate Income

410

Total

1067

Rationale:
As the housing crisis worsens and land becomes more expensive, Stanford is uniquely positioned to
mitigate its environmental impacts by building units on large swathes of undeveloped land. Stanford
must be encouraged to build affordable housing with its own funds and on its own land in order to
accommodate workers and other low-income staff members. Such an approach will have a range of
positive impacts on the environment and equity outcomes for Stanford development, as fewer staff
members will need to drive to campus and more low-income families will be able to take advantage of
the resources offered by an affluent, well-educated, and well-resourced community on campus and in
the surrounding municipal jurisdictions.
In the Conditions of Approval for the 2000 General Use Permit, the county defines a separate
linkage-ratio for affordable units, as well as a proportion of what income levels the units should be
offered as, as we replicated in stipulation (a) and (b). To derive the linkage-ratio in stipulation (a), we
divided the total 2,275,000 square feet by 1067 low income units, which would be the number of low
income units necessitated by a full-mitigation approach. While this methodology would be standard
for a housing-linkage ratio, even if fewer low income units are expected of Stanford, we believe that the
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housing linkage ratio should remain at the rate presented in (a): 1 unit for every 2,132 square feet of
academic space development. In order to meaningfully reduce displacement effects of new
employment centers, low income housing must be built prior to the construction of buildings that will
generate population growth (academic space development). As such, we encourage a strong
housing-linkage ratio for affordable housing because it is a necessity to ensuring that affordable
housing is built promptly and in accordance with other development. An aggressive housing-linkage
ratio for affordable housing is an important potential mechanism for reducing displacement effects.
The proportions in stipulation (b) and the table of units (which totals 1067 units) constitute what is
required if Stanford is to mitigate its full affordable housing impact. The affordability proportions and
total amount of housing required are tailored to affordable housing needs of Stanford’s workforce. In
particular, we have outlined the full number of BMR-units needed to accommodate the
low-income households generated by the development of the 2018 General Use Permit,
disaggregated by income level of employee households as defined in the Nexus Study
(methodology is outlined in Appendix B). Thus, if the County is to have Stanford fully account for its
affordable housing impacts, it should require the linkage ratio and affordability proportions that we
described.
Additionally, strong legal language within the Development Agreement or Conditions of Approval
for any condition in which Stanford must build affordable housing is crucial. If Stanford is required to
finance and construct affordable housing through such mechanisms, the language may not bind the
university to the same compliance standards as developer would in the event that local, state or federal
funding sources would be used. Such enforcement language is critical to ensure that Stanford will face
actual consequences in the event of non-compliance. Furthermore, negotiations for the Development
Agreement occur between Stanford and Santa Clara County behind closed doors, limiting public
input during the process. The County should include oversight and accountability measures to ensure
Stanford complies with its affordable housing development in a timely manner.
Lastly, there are current provisions that the county must use as a baselinefor a minimum
acceptable number of affordable units:
1. The Inclusionary Housing Ordinance as applied to Housing Alternative A (which houses the
full population generated by the General Use Permit) would produce 465 units.
2. A Net-Present Value Analysis of Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fee Ordinance and
the Inclusionary Housing Ordinance would produce between 556 - 662 units, depending on
when the units are built.
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We understand that our proposal of 1067 units requires more than the Inclusionary Zoning
Ordinance passed by the County last year. The Inclusionary Zoning Ordinance requires that 16% of
non student-housing (not undergraduate or graduate housing) must be BMR. Under the original
GUP application in which Stanford proposed to build 550 non-student units, the ordinance would
require Stanford to build 88 affordable units.
If the County were to adopt SCoPE’s proposed conditions 1A and 1B, Stanford will then build 2342
additional (not currently proposed) non-student dwelling units to compensate for off-campus housing
demand.8 Therefore, Stanford must build 0.16 *(2342 + 550) = 465 BMR units under Housing
Alternative A and the Inclusionary Zoning Ordinance.
Breakdown by Income Level (as required by Inclusionary Zoning):
Extremely Low Income and
Very Low Income

0.15 * 463

70 (round up)

Low Income

0.45 * 463

209 (round up)

Moderate Income

0.4 * 463

186 (round up)

Total

465

In the event that Stanford refuses to build more than 465 units of affordable housing on its own land
as suggested by the baseline above, we encourage the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors to
consider requiring a number of units to be built and financed by Stanford on-campus as a floor. This
“affordable housing floor” would ensure that affordable housing is built on campus on a faster
time-frame and will provide BMR units to low-income Stanford workers. Yet, it also ensures that
Stanford is providing its fair share toward its affordable housing impacts for the county and region.
While the 465 affordable units that would be required under the Inclusionary Zoning Ordinance with
Housing Alternative A, this is still far from the 1067 affordable units needed for full mitigation, as
Stanford can opt entirely for the in-lieu fee instead of building housing beyond the level required.
If the County decides not to require that Stanford fully mitigate its affordable housing impact, it at
least ought to adopt the affordability ratios proposed by SCoPE. These ratios ensure that those most
impacted by and vulnerable to housing instability are provided for, instead of being neglected as is
currently the case under the Inclusionary Zoning Ordinance.

8

Santa Clara County, Recirculated Draft Environmental Impact Report (82)
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Overall, the SCoPE proposal of 1067 below market rate units is necessary to ensure that Stanford is
held fully accountable for its affordable housing impact. Any lower standard will lead to an escalation
of the housing crisis, with impacts felt by the County and other municipalities. Further, any agreement
that offers considerably less affordable housing than the baseline suggested above will be unacceptable
and will force County residents to bear the burden of Stanford’s housing impact.
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Condition of Approval 1D: Adoption of Housing Ordinances in Conditions of Approval
Stanford shall follow the requirements established in County Ordinance No. NS-1200.368 and
County Ordinance No. NS-300.929 to guide its affordable housing development through
inclusionary zoning and payment of in-lieu fees. If these ordinances are declared unconstitutional by
court during the timeframe of this General Use Permit, the County shall establish the amount of
payment required moving forwards and proportion of affordable units required. This proportion and
payment should be based on the results of the KMA Nexus study, accepted by the County in
December 2016, and enacted with the same level of stringency as required by the two ordinances (e.g.
same definition and duration of affordability, same reporting requirements for Academic Space Fee
payment, etc.). The payment shall be made to an escrow account established and maintained by the
County for the purpose of funding affordable housing projects within a 6-mile radius of the boundary
of the Stanford campus. Units funded with Stanford payments shall provide first priority to Stanford
employees to the extent allowed by law and/or financing restrictions.
In the event that the ordinances are abolished, similar conditions should be included in the Conditions
of Approval. If Stanford chooses to pay the in-lieu fee for academic space development, instead of
building affordable units, Stanford shall comply with the mandates set forth in the Affordable
Housing Impact Mitigation Fee Ordinance. As Stanford builds residential units, Stanford shall
comply with the mandates set forth in the Inclusionary Housing Ordinance. The Ordinances should
be adopted as conditions of approval within the Stanford General Use Permit.
Rationale:
In December 2018, Stanford filed a lawsuit against Santa Clara County to challenge the Inclusionary
Zoning Ordinance, alleging that the ordinance violated the Equal Protection clauses of the U.S. and
California Constitutions. They have stated their intention to file a second suit challenging the
Affordable Housing Mitigation Fee.
It is unlikely that these suits will be resolved before the acceptance of the General Use Permit.
Consequently, it is important that the County establish mechanisms to ensure Stanford’s housing
development remains equitable if either of the ordinances are struck down. To accomplish this, the
County should adopt the ordinances in some form as Conditions of Approval for the General Use
Permit.
The County has already stated that the ordinances are intended to serve as a baseline for negotiations
on a Development Agreement with Stanford. Stanford’s lawsuit has made that baseline more
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uncertain: if the University believes that the ordinances will be struck down, they have no reason to
negotiate with the ordinances in mind.
Furthermore, if the ordinances were to be struck down after the passage of the General Use Permit,
there would be no provision for an affordable housing mitigation fee or inclusionary zoning
requirement built into the Conditions of Approval. Given that the 2000 GUP established an in-lieu
fee and an affordable housing linkage ratio, it is reasonable for the County to do duplicate this
mechanism in 2018. While the ordinances currently serve this role, if voided there would be no
mitigation for housing impacts in the 2018 GUP. The establishment of an in-lieu fee and affordable
housing linkage ratio consistent with the ordinances would solve this issue.
Passing the ordinances as a Condition of Approval would strengthen the County’s negotiating
position, create regulatory certainty, and ensure that County taxpayers are protected from paying for
Stanford’s housing impacts in all possible future outcomes.
It is important to note that Stanford’s lawsuit against the Inclusionary Zoning Ordinance is not aimed
at inclusionary zoning requirements in general. While the University might disagree with the
methodology of the Nexus Study, they do not contest the legality of its findings. Instead, they object
to the mechanism of a County Ordinance, arguing that the County violates Equal Protection by
passing an ordinance that they purport specifically targets Stanford.
Stanford cannot argue the same if the ordinances were passed as Conditions of Approval. The
existence of the General Use Permit itself represents how Stanford is treated differently from any other
institution in the County. Other major developers of both housing and businesses must submit fully
fledged building permits for proposed projects. The General Use Permit allows Stanford to bypass this
process and build with flexibility. In exchange for this flexibility, the County is allowed to pass blanket
Conditions of Approval, instead of approving buildings on a project-by-project basis. By definition, all
of the Conditions of Approval single Stanford out because all of the requirements are specific to
Stanford’s planned development. Passing the ordinances as Conditions of Approval therefore would
not leave them vulnerable to the same arguments in court of being in violation of Equal Protection.
Indeed, the 2000 Conditions of Approval already set an inclusionary zoning requirement through its
affordable housing linkage ratio and an affordable housing mitigation fee through its in-lieu fee.
Stanford did not see any reason to sue the County then, and they would have no standing to sue the
County over similar requirements now.
If Stanford takes issue with the mechanism of a policy, but not the content of the policy itself, the
County should take steps to ensure that the content of the policy is enacted instead of allowing worse
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policy outcomes due to technicalities. Passing the ordinances as a Condition of Approval ensures that,
regardless of what courts decide on the legality of the ordinances, Stanford still accounts for the full
extent of its impacts, which the County always has been and always will be legally allowed to mandate.
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Transportation for Workers - Conditions of Approval
Condition of Approval 2A: Extension of Transportation Benefits to All Workers
Stanford shall extend transportation benefits equitably to all people who are at Stanford or at
Stanford-affiliated places primarily for employment, regardless of status and place of residence, and
Stanford shall strongly publicize information about the availability of these benefits. These individuals
include but are not limited to: subcontractors, casual and temporary workers, staff, janitorial workers,
unionized workers, and night-shift workers. These changes should include the following:
● Stanford shall extend Commute Club eligibility to all people who are Stanford or
Stanford-affiliated places primarily for employment, regardless of status and place of residence.
This especially includes employees who do not work on main campus, subcontracted workers,
part-time workers, and night-shift workers.
● Stanford shall extend Caltrain Go Passes to all people who are at Stanford or at
Stanford-affiliated places primarily for employment and who are eligible for the Caltrain Go
Pass by the eligibility standards set forth by Caltrain9. This especially includes employees who
are working less than 20 hours per week and interns.
● Stanford shall extend VTA SmartPasses to all people who are at Stanford or at
Stanford-affiliated places primarily for employment, regardless of status and place of residence,
in accordance with the allowances made in the 2019 VTA SmartPass Agreement Form and
future iterations of this agreement form.
● Stanford should fully subsidize transportation needs, including transit passes, transit parking,
and parking permits for all people who are at Stanford primarily for work. This especially
includes workers who live outside a 6 mile radius from Stanford and workers who live in their
vehicles on-campus.
● Stanford should ensure that all employees are aware of the transportation benefits for which
they are eligible.
Rationale:
Stanford provides an array of benefits to encourage alternative transportation, mitigate traffic, and
lower commute costs. However, the University restricts access to these benefits to certain classes of
workers, regardless of whether those workers have greater need. For instance, the Caltrain Go Pass,
VTA SmartPass, and transportation tax deductions are not available to temporary, casual, contracted,
9

http://www.caltrain.com/Fares/tickettypes/GO_Pass.html
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and part-time workers. In addition to being unavailable for those categories of workers, Commute
Club membership is also explicitly denied to night-shift, evening-shift, and off-campus workers, and
the SmartPass is unavailable to postdocs. Stanford manipulates its Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) program to comply with the “no net new trips” requirement while excluding
certain classes of workers. Stanford should modify the TDM program to allocate transportation
benefits to workers effectively and equitably.
Lower-income workers, often must commute longer distances to Stanford, from places such as
Monterey and Stockton, and face associated scheduling hardships (see also Figure 9).10 Lower-income
Stanford workers must also bear a disproportionate financial burden of their transportation costs.
These workers should receive the same or better commute benefits than moderate to high-income
employees who commute during peak hours.
Certain employees are excluded from Commute Club eligibility, preventing them from receiving
benefits such as Clean Air Cash or free carpool parking permits11. We ask that Stanford extend
Commute Club eligibility to all employees. These employees include:
● Employees who do not work at Stanford’s main campus or Stanford Redwood City
● Employees at the VA Hospital, SLAC, and any other worksite that do not participate in
Stanford's parking permit system or that does not have an arrangement with P&TS
● Workers who are not directly employed by Stanford, such as subcontracted workers and
third-party workers
● Employees who work less than 20 hours a week on Stanford’s main campus or Stanford
Redwood City
● Evening and night-shift workers
These individuals still commute to Stanford’s campus or Stanford-affiliated properties on a daily or
weekly basis, and accordingly, they should be eligible for the Commute Club. Furthermore, evening
and night-shift workers face additional hardships while commuting, such as safety concerns while
walking, biking, or using public transportation at night.
Stanford currently excludes temporary and casual employees, contractors, and employees working less
than 20 hours per week from Go Pass eligibility12. However, Caltrain allows institutions to extend Go

https://magazine.stanforddaily.com/2018/05/19/getting-by-in-the-bay/
https://transportation.stanford.edu/commute-club/about-commute-club/are-you-eligible
12
https://transportation.stanford.edu/transit/free-transit-incentives/caltrain-go-pass/eligibility
10
11
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Pass eligibility to employees working less than 20 hours per week and interns13. Stanford shall continue
to extend Caltrain Go Passes to all persons who are at Stanford and Stanford-affiliated places primarily
for employment and who meet Caltrain’s Go Pass eligibility requirements.
According to the 2019 VTA SmartPass Agreement Form14, students and all classes of employees,
including part-time employees, contractors, and staffing agency employees, are eligible for the VTA
SmartPass. However, individuals currently excluded by Stanford from VTA SmartPass eligibility
include:
● Students
● Workers on campus who are not employed directly by the University or the Hospitals
● Contingent, temporary, and casual employees
● Postdoctoral scholars and visiting scholars
● Employees working less than 20 hours per week
Stanford should extend the VTA SmartPass in accordance with the allowances made by VTA in the
2019 VTA SmartPass Agreement Form.
According to our conversations with workers and Service Employees International Union Local 2007,
many employees are unaware of the transportation benefits for which they are eligible. Stanford does
not make the eligibility of transportation benefits transparent to its workers, especially to those whose
first language is not English and those who have limited Internet access. Stanford should be more
sensitive to its communication with workers by better advertising its transportation demand
management programs and employee eligibility for transportation benefits.

13
14

http://www.caltrain.com/Fares/tickettypes/GO_Pass.html
http://www.vta.org/getting-around/fares/smartpass
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Condition of Approval 2B: Expand Funding for Stanford-Managed Transportation
Stanford shall extend and fully fund public transportation initiatives for which there has been
demonstrated worker need. Specifically:
● Stanford shall reinstate and fully fund the Marguerite shuttle connecting the University
Avenue Caltrain Station and various locations in East Palo Alto. Stanford shall work with
SamTrans to connect to the current route for the SamTrans Route 280, which currently
extends from Palo Alto Transit Center to the edge of East Palo Alto.
● Stanford shall extend the hours of the SLAC shuttle, which runs between Stanford’s main
campus and SLAC facilities, to begin service at 6:00 AM.

Rationale:
Between 2014 and 2016, a partnership between Palo Alto and East Palo Alto created a free bus shuttle,
the East Palo Alto Caltrain shuttle, that ran from West Bayshore and Cooley Avenue to Woodland
and Newell to the Palo Alto Caltrain Station15. This shuttle was terminated when Stanford withdrew
its funding and EPA could not cover the added expense.16 The shuttle was then replaced with
SamTrans Route 28017. The shuttle’s closure has forced workers to resort to alternate means of
transport, which can be prohibitively expensive. Workers may drive to work and pay a minimum of
$396 for a parking permit18, ride SamTrans and the Marguerite and pay a minimum of $787.20 a year19
, or use expensive ride-sharing services such as Uber and Lyft. Other workers are forced to bike to work
along unsafe routes. The creation of a free East Palo Alto shuttle would provide a critical service for
vulnerable workers.
SLAC shuttles that run between the Palo Alto Transit Center, Main Campus, and the SLAC campus
do not have sufficient hours. Many workers work early shifts, and current SLAC shuttles do not offer
these workers transportation from Caltrain to the SLAC campus. As such, Stanford should extend the
hours of the SLAC shuttle to begin at 5:00 AM, when the first Caltrain arrives.
Both expanding transportation benefits (2A) and expanding Stanford-managed transportation (2B)
would facilitate progress towards CEQA environmental impact targets and Stanford sustainability
http://paloalto.parkingguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/EPA-final-Shuttle-Brochure.pdf
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/53872
17
http://trainer.samtrans.com/schedulesandmaps/timetables/280/Route_280_-_Effective_08_07_16.html
18
https://transportation.stanford.edu/parking/purchase-a-parking-permit/permit-prices-2017-18
19
http://trainer.samtrans.com/fares/faretypes.html
15
16
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goals. Increased public transit and carpool options will reduce VMT for individuals commuting from
East Palo Alto and the East Bay, a large yet undercounted population. These expansions will also boost
public transit ridership, broadly increasing compact development in the Bay Area.
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Condition of Approval 2C: Transportation Survey Update
Stanford shall ensure that its annual Transportation Survey20 reaches all classes of workers — including
third-party and contracted workers, not just full-time University employees, students, and part time
workers. The Transportation Survey should be disaggregated by worker type and income level, and it
should gather information on the previous commutes of new employees to more accurately determine
how new employees affect regional VMT and greenhouse gas emissions.
Using the results of the survey, Stanford should expand its transportation demand management
(TDM) programs accordingly. Stanford shall conduct comprehensive transportation and commute
surveys and research to determine the transportation needs of its workforce. Finally, the methodology,
anonymized data, and results of this survey should be made publicly available.

Rationale:
Everyone in the Stanford community should have the opportunity to participate in the annual
Transportation and Commute survey, including but not limited to undergraduate and graduate
students, faculty, postdocs, staff, and other workers. Currently, third-party contracts, janitorial shift
workers, and construction workers, who make up roughly 1,740 of Stanford’s nearly 23,000 faculty,
staff, and workers (GUP DEIR Vol 3, Appendix VMT), do not have the opportunity to participate in
the Transportation and Commute Survey. This exclusion is particularly concerning given that
low-income workers spend a disproportionately higher share of their income on transportation and
housing, especially when they must drive to work.21 Stanford should expand the survey population to
capture the transportation patterns of all workers. The survey results should be anonymized, publicly
released, and used to inform TDM programs that support low-income workers.
Stanford should ensure that, where possible, it includes questions on the Transportation and
Commute Survey that are directly relevant to VMT analysis. These may include, but are not limited
to:
● How many vehicular trips do you take on an average weekend? How many of these are to
off-campus locations?
● How many vehicular trips do you take on an average weekday? How many of these are to
off-campus locations?

20
21

https://gup.stanford.edu/transportation-no-net-new-commute-trips
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/0314_transportation_puentes.pdf
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● On average, how many other people do you share the vehicle with when you take these trips?
Which mode of transportation do you use?
This is especially important given the decreasing value of the “no net new commute trips” standard.
Stanford has frequently touted its ability to reach this standard, but reducing commute hour trips
merely has the effect of shifting congestion to different hours and expanding the range of peak
commute time. Furthermore, reducing commute hour trips has no effect on greenhouse gas emissions.
Finally, in attempting to reach this standard, Stanford is incentivized to give workers shifts with
unorthodox hours, leading to more night shifts and inconvenient hours for workers. These scheduling
shifts lead to complications for workers, such as with arranging carpools, providing child care, or
spending time with family.
In order to move away from the “no net new commute trips” standard, the public needs clearly
communicated information regarding current transportation trends in VMT, a more holistic standard.
After setting a baseline for Stanford’s VMT impact, the County will be better equipped to regulate
Stanford’s VMT. Improved data collection will also enable more accurate analysis and regulation of
VMT standards.
Data from the Transportation and Commute survey should be made public once completed. The
methodology for the survey, including any “reweighting” schemes to account for response rates,
should also be made public. In addition, there should be a public feedback mechanism for anyone who
has questions about the survey design or the results. Survey results should be disaggregated by worker
type (student, faculty, staff, other workers, etc.) and income level to yield further insight into the
transportation and commute patterns of different Stanford populations. Specifically, survey results for
faculty/staff should be disaggregated.
Each employee and student will be asked to submit an initial transportation and commute survey,
with requests for update sent out quarterly. In this survey, students and employees will list their
current place(s) of residence and current means of transportation for each day they work, including
rail, bus, and automobile usage.
Stanford should conduct comprehensive research to provide estimates for the transportation and
commute impacts generated by members of employee households before being hired at Stanford (e.g.,
how long was their commute at previous jobs before being hired at Stanford?). This would allow
Stanford to have realistic estimates of how hiring and housing new workers impacts regional VMT and
greenhouse gas emissions, recognizing that many employees were already generating VMT in the Santa
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Clara County prior to being hired at Stanford. These estimates should then be incorporated into any
future VMT analyses, especially any future Environmental Impact Reports on Stanford development.
Stanford will conduct additional research for employee commutes for each region of residence, such as
greater research on commuting from the East Bay, Central Valley, and so forth. Stanford will then list
out commute options by rail and bus, vanpool, and carpool, and send this information to each
employee. The employee’s preferred method of transportation among these options will be fully
covered (or tax-deductible) by Stanford, with no change in employee wages or other benefits.
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Appendix A: VMT Analysis
In the following analysis, we present a series of modified statistics based upon corrections to
assumptions about vehicular travel made in the FEIR.
1. 8,317 undergraduates generate a total of 1,109 vehicular trips per weekday.
a. Original Calculation in FEIR: 8,317 undergraduates generate 12,143 vehicular trips
per weekday (Figure 1, column D)
b. Corrected Calculation: Most undergraduates make an off-campus vehicular trip about
once or twice a month, and when they do, they often carpool with someone else. If we
assume that the average undergraduate makes 2 vehicular trips every 15 weekdays (i.e.,
every 3 weeks, the average undergraduate takes 2 vehicular trips on weekdays), we see
that (8,317 undergraduates) * (2 vehicular trips per undergraduate) / (15 weekdays) =
1109 total vehicular trips per weekday.
2. 8,317 undergraduates generate a total of 8,317 vehicular trips per weekend-day.
a. Original Calculation in FEIR: 8,317 undergraduates generate 12,143 vehicular trips
per day of weekend (Figure 1, columns M + N)
b. Corrected Calculation: A very conservative estimate is that every single undergraduate
takes one vehicular trip for every single day of the weekend/holiday per year. If we
assume that the average undergraduate makes 1 vehicular trip per day of the
weekend/holiday, we see that (8,317 undergraduates) * (1 vehicular trips per
undergraduate) / (1 day of weekend/holiday) = 8,317 total vehicular trips per day of a
weekend.
3. Undergraduates generate a total of 2,806,332 VMT / year.
a. Original Calculation in FEIR
i.
12,143 vehicular trips per weekday results in 6,685,122 weekday VMT/year
(Figure 1, column J).
ii.
12,143 vehicular trips per day of weekend/holiday results in 3,205,956
weekend VMT/year (Figure 1, column S).
iii.
Total UG VMT/year: 6,685,122 + 3,205,956 = 9,891,078 VMT/year (Figure
1, Column U)
b. Corrected Calculation
i.
VMT scales linearly with the # of vehicular trips made per day. Therefore, if
we use our new assumption of 1,109 vehicular trips per weekday, the
VMT/year generated by undergraduates on weekdays is (6,685,122
VMT/year) * (1,109 / 12,143) = 610,504 weekday VMT / year.
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ii.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Next, we use the assumption of 8,317 undergrad vehicular trips per day of
weekend/holiday to calculate the contribution from weekends/holidays:
(3,205,956 weekend VMT/year) * (8,317 / 12,143) = 2,195,8286 total VMT /
year.
iii.
Total UG VMT/year: 610,504+ 2,195,828 = 2,806,332 VMT/year.
Total annual VMT of Stanford population: 223,169,584 VMT / year
a. Original Calculation in FEIR: Total VMT / year at Stanford is 230,254,330 VMT /
year (Figure 6, bottom row). This figure includes the 9,891,078 VMT / year from
undergraduates.
b. Corrected Calculation: Substituting the old 9,891,078 VMT / year from
undergraduates with the newly calculated 2,806,332 VMT / year, we find that the
total annual VMT / year is: (230,254,330 - 9,891,078 + 2806332) VMT / year =
223,169,584 VMT / year.
31.24 tons of PM10 are generated per yearby entrained roadway dust.
a. Original Calculation in FEIR: 230,254,329 total VMT/year * (0.00028 pounds of
PM10 per VMT) * (1 ton / 2000 pounds) ≅ 31.9 tons per year from entrained roadway
dust. (The calculated number is actually higher than this, so they likely rounded up the
emissions factor in the figure. We use the rounded emission figure anyway, so we likely
overreport PM10 emissions.) (Figure 2, , “FO Alternative” Column)
b. Corrected Calculation: 223,169,584 VMT / year * (0.00028 pounds of PM10 per
VMT) * (1 ton / 2000 pounds) = 31.2 tons per year from entrained roadway dust.
Undergraduates generate 0.14 tons of PM10/ year by “mobile use”
a. Original Calculation in FEIR: Total undergraduate VMT / year: 9,891,078 * linear
scaling factor = 0.51 tons of PM10 / year.
b. Corrected Calculation: Total undergraduate VMT / year: 2,806,332 * linear scaling
factor = 0.51 tons of PM10 / year * (9,891,078 / 2,806,332) = 0.1447 tons of PM10 /
year.
Total tons of PM10 generated per year by Housing Alternative A: 47.98 tons PM10/ year.
This is a net change of +14.98 PM10/year from 33 tons of PM10 / year, which falls below the
significance threshold of 15 tons PM10 / year.
a. Original Calculation in FEIR: Total tons of PM10 year = 49. (Figure 3, PM10 column
of FO section, bottom row)
b. Corrected Calculation: Replacing the two incorrect tons of PM10 / year numbers, we
arrive at: 49 tons / year - (31.9 tons/yr from entrained roadway dust) - (0.51 tons of
PM10 / year from mobile sources) + (31.2437417739 tons of PM10 per year from
entrained roadway dust) + (0.14469902778 tons of PM10 / year from mobile sources)
= 47.98 PM10 tons / year.
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Appendix B: Affordable Housing Unit Methodology
According to the Nexus studies prepared for the County in April 2018, levels of affordable housing
need (as measured by income category) are distributed among various employee types as follows22:

Therefore, based on HUD 2017’s AMI breakdown, Stanford’s development would result in
affordable housing need as described below:

22

2018 Affordable Housing Nexus Studies, page 204
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Staff

Other workers

Total23

Total

1385

610

1067

Extremely
Low

8

120

129

Very Low

46

118

164

Low

277

86

364

Moderate

327

82

410

The above calculations are elaborated on below:
Staff, Extremely Low Income: 0.6% of 1385 total new staff households = 8.31 households
Staff, Very Low Income: 3.3% of 1385 total new staff households = 45.705 households
Staff, Low Income: 20% of 1385 total new staff households = 277 households
Staff, Moderate Income: 23.6% of 1385 total new staff households = 326.86 households
Because housing need is broken down in Table II-7A of the Nexus studies by subcategories of the
Other Workers employee type, we use Figure 7 to estimate breakdown of Other Workers into these
subcategories.
Other workers, Extremely Low Income: (18.75% of other workers households from contractors) *
(33.3% of contractors households with ELI) * 610 other workers + (14.775% of other workers
households from janitorial) * (25.2% of janitorial households with ELI) * 610 other workers + (53.41%
of other workers households from casual and temp) * (18.2% of casual and temp households with ELI)
* 610 other workers = 120.087101 other workers households with ELI
Other workers, Very Low Income: (18.75% of other workers households from contractors) * (36.6% of
contractors households with VLI) * 610 other workers + (14.775% of other workers households from
janitorial) * (36.4% of janitorial households with VLI) * 610 other workers + (53.41% of other workers
households from casual and temp) * (13.3% of casual and temp households with VLI) * 610 other
workers = 177.988 other workers households with VLI

Total numbers are the sum of the unrounded numbers under the “Staff” and “Other workers” column, rounded up to
the nearest household.
23
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Other workers, Low Income: (18.75% of other workers households from contractors) * (21.9% of
contractors households with LI) * 610 other workers + (14.775% of other workers households from
janitorial) * (20.9% of janitorial households with LI) * 610 other workers + (53.41% of other workers
households from casual and temp) * (12.9% of casual and temp households with LI) * 610 other
workers + (13.07% of other workers households from contingent) * (0.4% of contingent households
with LI) * 610 other workers = 86.2256 other workers households with LI
Other workers, Moderate Income: (18.75% of other workers households from contractors) * (6.8% of
contractors households with MI) * 610 other workers + (14.775% of other workers households from
janitorial) * (14.7% of janitorial households with MI) * 610 other workers + (53.41% of other workers
households from casual and temp) * (18.0% of casual and temp households with MI) * 610 other
workers + (13.07% of other workers households from contingent) * (3.5% of contingent households
with MI) * 610 other workers = 86.456 other workers households with MI
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Supporting Figures
Figure 1. VMT analysis of housing alternative A - p. 2378 of RDEIR Appendices
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Figure 2. Entrained roadway dust calculations - p. 36 of RDEIR Appendices
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Figure 3. Summary of Emissions - p. 28 of RDEIR Appendices
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Figure 4. Project alternative CAP Emissions (Mobile Use) - p. 31 of RDEIR Appendices
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Figure 5.Summary of air pollutant emissions - p. 102 of RDEIR
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Figure 6. Annual VMT Summary of Full-housing Alternative
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Figure 7. According to the Nexus Study24, new employee households in 2018-2035 will follow the
following distribution:

Contract, Janitorial, Casual and Temp, and Contingent categories comprise the “Other Workers”
category referenced in the FEIR. Percentage-wise, the new “Other Workers” households will fall into
these categories as follows25:
Total net new “Other Workers” households:
33 Contract + 26 Janitorial + 94 Casual/Temp + 23 Contingent = 176 net new Other Workers
households
Contract % of Other Workers: 33/176 = 18.75%
Janitorial % Other Workers: 26/176 = 14.77%
Casual and Temp % Other Workers: 94/176 = 53.41%
Contingent % Other Workers: 94/176 = 13.07%

https://www.sccgov.org/sites/osh/HousingandCommunityDevelopment/Documents/County%20
of%20Santa%20Clara%20Affordable%20Housing%20Nexus%20Studies%20Public%20Review%20Dr
aft.%2004-04-2018.pdf
25
NOTE: household #s don’t add up to the EIR total “other workers” households, but we assume that
the rough percentages stay the same. We assume contract, janitorial, casual and temp, and contingent
= Other Workers (see Housing Alternative A)
24
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Figure 8. EIR Estimated Growth for Off-Campus Housing Demand (Housing Alternative A)26

26

Final Environmental Impact Review (page 817)
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Figure 9. Number of SEIU Local 2007 Employees by Zip (2017)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michelle
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Wednesday, May 29, 2019 9:02:48 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Michelle MacKenzie
94025
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Penny
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Wednesday, May 29, 2019 9:49:23 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Penny Proctor
94303
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Wednesday, May 29, 2019 11:32:34 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Margaret Spak
94025
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

David H. Weibel
Planning Commission
Robert "Perl" Perlmutter; Laurel L. Impett; webmaster@stanfordcia.org
Stanford Application for General Use Permit
Thursday, May 30, 2019 10:33:23 AM
image001.png
Ltr to Planning Commission from Stanford Homeowners - 5-30-19.PDF

Councilmembers:
Please see attached a letter from Robert Perlmutter of this office regarding Stanford
University’s application for a General Use Permit. This letter is submitted for
consideration at today’s Planning Commission hearing.
Please contact the undersigned if you have any difficulty accessing the attachment.
Also, please confirm receipt of the letter via reply e-mail.
Thank you,
David Weibel
Legal Secretary
Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP
396 Hayes Street
San Francisco, CA 94102-4421
v: 415/552-7272 x. 234
f: 415/552-5816
www.smwlaw.com
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail or attachments.
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396 HAYES STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102

ROBERT S. PERLMUTTER

T: (415) 552-7272 F: (415) 552-5816

Attorney

www.smwlaw.com

Perlmutter@smwlaw.com

May 30, 2019
Via Electronic Mail Only
Members of the Planning Commission
Santa Clara County
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
planning.commission@pln.sccgov.org
Re:

Stanford University General Use Permit Application

Dear Commissioners:
This firm represents Stanford Homeowners, a coalition of hundreds of Stanford
faculty and staff members and spouses who own homes on the Stanford campus and have
been actively involved in the County’s consideration of Stanford’s application for a
General Use Permit and related amendments to the Stanford Community Plan and County
Zoning Map (GUP).
In three prior letters to the County, we summarized the primary concerns of
Stanford Homeowners and offered general recommendations to address those concerns in
four key areas: (1) the proposed Historic Study of the San Juan Community District; (2)
development standards for Stanford’s faculty neighborhoods; (3) non-zoning and land use
mechanisms for protecting campus residential neighborhoods; and (4) opportunities for
public notification of, and involvement with, Stanford’s long term development plans.
See January 25, 2019, March 15, 2019, and April 18, 2019 letters to the County, attached.
In the April 18, 2019 letter, we identified specific recommendations and policy language
for the County to consider adopting as part of the 2018 GUP process and related actions.
It is our understanding that the members of the Housing, Land Use, Environment
and Transportation (HLUET) Committee recognized the need to address these concerns
and that the County would be taking them into consideration and proposing specific
mechanisms to address them. However, after reviewing the May 30, 2019 Planning
Commission staff report and the recommended conditions of approval (COA), we were
unable to locate any conditions of approval, or other measures, to address these concerns.
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Members of the Planning Commission
May 30, 2019
Page 2

Accordingly, on behalf of Stanford Homeowners, we request that the Planning
Commission direct staff to undertake the following steps prior to its June 13th hearing so
that we have the necessary assurance that the Homeowner’s concerns have been
addressed:
1.

Update the County’s planning and zoning standards for campus residential areas.
To help ensure the long-term protection of the campus community, modify current
Community Plan policies, land use designations, and zoning for the campus to
preserve the existing community character and to impose the types of lot size,
setback, and other similar restrictions as contained in Stanford’s leases. See, April
18, 2019 letter, attached, for the specific planning and zoning proposals.
We respectfully request that this planning and zoning be enacted over the next few
months, prior to the approval of the GUP. It is our understanding that the GUP
will not be considered by the Board of Supervisors until Fall 2019 which would
appear to be ample time to enact these planning and zoning measures.

2.

Establish an independent citizens advisory committee. To improve transparency
and accountability in the implementation of the GUP, the County should establish
an advisory committee that would allow Stanford residents the opportunity to
participate in the County’s implementation of the GUP. This committee could be
modeled after the County’s San Martin Planning Advisory Committee.

3.

Protect the Integrity of Existing Faculty Housing. Under the guidance of the
County’s Historic Heritage Commission, the County should undertake a
comprehensive evaluation of the historic significance of faculty homes. In
addition, to ensure that the County gives Stanford no incentive to destroy its
historic neighborhoods, the County should consider giving Stanford zero credit in
the GUP for any new unit that is created by “infilling” historic neighborhoods with
homes that are not in keeping with the lot sizes, setbacks, architecture,
landscaping, and general character of those neighborhoods.

4.

Eliminate language calling for additional units in the San Juan District. The
COA call for no new housing in San Juan District. See COA Table 2: Maximum
Development Allocation by District at page 10. However, COA section 9,
“Housing Distribution by Development District” would allow a maximum of 20
units in the San Juan District. (See COA at 15, “In all development districts, the
amount of housing may exceed the proposed distribution in Table 2 by 20% of the
maximum number of units allowed in the development district or 200 units,
whichever is less. In a district where no proposed distribution is identified, the
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Members of the Planning Commission
May 30, 2019
Page 3

maximum number of units allowed to be redistributed is 20.” (emphasis added).
The language allowing up to 20 units to be constructed in the San Juan District
should be stricken from the COA.
It continues to be Stanford Homeowners’ view that once the aforementioned
issues are satisfactorily addressed, the GUP will serve the needs and goals of the larger
Stanford community as well as the County as a whole.
Very truly yours,
SHUTE, MIHALY & WEINBERGER LLP

Robert "Perl" Perlmutter
Attachments:
January 25, 2019 Letter to Supervisor Joseph Simitian
March 15, 2019 Letter to HLUET
April 18, 2019 Letter to Chairman Wasserman and members of the HLUET
cc: Clients
1124791.4
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396 HAYES STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102

ROBERT “PERL” PERLMUTTER

T: (415) 552-7272 F: (415) 552-5816

Attorney

www.smwlaw.com

Perlmutter@smwlaw.com

January 25, 2019
Via Electronic Mail and U.S. Mail
Joseph Simitian, President
Members of the Board of Supervisors
Santa Clara County
70 West Hedding Street
7th Floor East Wing
San Jose, California 95110
Re:

Stanford’s 2018 General Use Permit Application

Dear President Simitian and Members of the Board:
This firm represents Stanford Homeowners, a coalition of hundreds of Stanford
faculty and staff members and spouses who own homes on the Stanford campus and have
been actively involved in the County’s consideration of Stanford’s application for a
General Use Permit and related amendments to the Stanford Community Plan and County
Zoning Map (GUP). Two decades ago, during Stanford’s prior GUP planning process, we
worked closely with the County to ensure that Stanford faculty and staff had a voice in
the land use decisions affecting their neighborhoods. We believe we made significant
progress in that regard. The current GUP process affords the Stanford Homeowners,
along with the County, the opportunity to build on the lessons learned during the
intervening twenty years of GUP implementation.
The Stanford Homeowners’ primary concerns and key goals are, first, preservation
and protection of the character and integrity of established residential neighborhoods and
second, transparency and the ability to meaningfully participate in the land use planning
and approval process for Stanford’s campus. The purpose of this letter is to summarize
Stanford Homeowners’ concerns, propose some potential solutions to address those
concerns, and initiate a dialogue with County with the intent of ensuring that that the
County’s negotiations of the Conditions of Approval (COA) and the Development
Agreement (DA) associated with the GUP adequately protect the interests of all members
of the Stanford community.
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Santa Clara County
January 25, 2019
Page 2

Given that the GUP will authorize campus growth and land use development for
much of the next two decades, it is imperative that the GUP, along with the County’s
review and development approval process, be crafted in a manner that protects Stanford’s
residents. To this end, the County should ensure that future development does not
adversely affect the character and ambience of historic faculty/staff neighborhoods. The
County should also take full advantage of the opportunity it has under the Development
Agreement statute and through the conditions of approval process to ensure that future
growth at Stanford benefits the community as a whole.
Stanford’s faculty/staff neighborhoods vary considerably in style and density, with
lots in the oldest neighborhoods typically ranging from 1/2 to one acre or more, and lots
in newer neighborhoods ranging between 1/3 and 1/4 acre. The Stanford Community
Plan, adopted in tandem with the 2000 GUP, designated the majority of the faculty
residential neighborhoods with a “campus residential--low density” land use designation
allowing up to 8 units per acre. As part of the proposed GUP, Stanford seeks additional
residential development that, unless properly planned, could threaten these established
residential neighborhoods.
We respectfully request the County address the following concerns:
•

Ensure that new development is compatible with existing neighborhoods. The
County should seek to ensure that the density and intensity of new construction is
compatible with existing residential land uses. Initially, the County should add a
Project Objective to the GUP and the Stanford Community Plan calling for the
preservation of the character and integrity of established campus residential
neighborhoods.

•

Adopt appropriate zoning restrictions for the campus residential neighborhoods.
Through its long-term leases, Stanford imposes certain zoning-type restrictions on
campus homeowners, including restrictions on lot size, setbacks, landscaping,
driveways, design, and all changes that could affect neighborhood architectural
characteristics. These restrictions, which generally go far beyond the restrictions
imposed by Santa Clara County, are enforced by Stanford’s Faculty and Staff
Housing and are described in general terms in Stanford’s Residential Subdivision
Building Regulations. The restrictions help define and preserve the campus
character and community and function in much the same way as zoning
regulations do in other areas of the County. In the experience of Stanford
Homeowners, however, Stanford does not apply these same restrictions to itself.
In other words, while Stanford usually imposes larger setbacks (determined on a
lot-by-lot basis) and stricter design reviews on homeowners than the County does,
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it does not impose the same setbacks and restrictions on itself when redeveloping
lots. From a land use planning perspective, there is no valid reason why the
governing zoning restrictions should vary based solely based on whether a
particular residence is the subject of a Stanford lease. Rather, sound planning
requires that Stanford’s own redevelopment or “infill” development on the campus
be consistent with the standards Stanford imposes on homeowners in its leases.
Accordingly, to help ensure the long-term protection of the campus community,
the County should modify its current zoning for the campus to impose the types of
lot size, setback, and other similar restrictions as contained in Stanford’s leases. In
addition, the County should consider increasing minimum parcel sizes on the
campus so that they are fully parallel with the existing pattern of development. As
discussed below, this would help discourage the type of inappropriate subdivision
Stanford appears to be contemplating and simultaneously help incentivize
provision of housing on other Stanford lands where it is more compatible and can
be more efficiently served through existing urban infrastructure.
•

Require that Stanford disclose long-term residential development plans. The
proposed GUP does not adequately disclose Stanford’s long-term residential
development plans for the campus. For example, the GUP FEIR acknowledges
that Stanford currently seeks a condition that would allow it to build additional
housing beyond the proposed development limit of 3,150 housing units/beds,
subject to additional environmental review and approval by the Planning
Commission. GUP FEIR at 3-23. It is our understanding that Stanford has been
buying out leases for existing homes on campus and letting those homes lie
vacant, with the apparent intent of future subdivision and/or redevelopment. It is
imperative that the County require Stanford to set forth its comprehensive
residential development vision through 2035. To this end, the County should
require Stanford to identify the full extent of its residential development forecast
through 2035—both on-and off-campus—including the location, kind, size, and
intensity of its uses. This would include the many homes that Stanford has been
acquiring in, for example, the San Juan Hill, Gerona, and Frenchman’s areas

•

Adopt procedures for processing future Stanford development requests. Once the
County adopts the GUP and associated approvals governing Stanford’s long-term
development plans, it is important that future development proceed in accordance
with these documents. Accordingly, to encourage orderly development consistent
with these plans, and discourage Stanford from seeking ad hoc development
applications that were not contemplated in the current planning process, the
County should consider establishing a mechanism that limits consideration of
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projects inconsistent with the GUP and Community Plan. For example, the
County could adopt a procedure that applications proposing amendments to the
GUP or Community Plan would be subject to a threshold determination of whether
the applications should even be processed. The County could conduct a
preliminary evaluation to ensure each project’s consistency with the GUP’s
residential development vision. Based on this preliminary evaluation, the County
would consider which projects, if any, would be authorized to proceed with a full
application. Several neighboring jurisdictions have adopted such mechanisms to
discourage ad hoc consideration of projects requiring general plan amendments.1
•

Direct new residential development to infill sites. A compact form of urban
development promotes use of non-auto transportation modes and conserves land
and other natural resources. Accordingly, the bulk of Stanford’s planned
residential growth should be guided towards existing higher density and urbanized
lands under Stanford’s control. For example, the Stanford Research Park (SRP) in
Palo Alto provides an optimal location for additional Stanford-related housing.
SRP is contiguous with existing housing, already contains hundreds of affordable
housing units, is situated squarely in the heart of Silicon Valley, is in close
proximity to the campus, is a short shuttle ride to the Caltrain station, and provides
easy access to numerous restaurants, bars, and shops along California Avenue.
Even though the County does not have land use regulatory control over the SRP, it
should consider incentivizing Stanford-related residential development in this
unique location. One potential mechanism for doing so would be for the County
to credit every housing unit in the SRP—at a ratio of at least 1-to-1 and possibly at
a higher ratio—toward Stanford’s quantified housing development requirements.

•

Protect Stanford’s historic homes. Stanford’s campus residential area has a rich
history, spanning more than a century, of scholars and their families sharing their
lives beyond academia. The residents in the faculty neighborhoods represent
thousands of important contributions to Santa Clara County, the state, and our
nation. Because certain of the homes in these neighborhoods are associated with
the lives of persons important in our past, they may meet the criteria for the
California Register of Historical resources. Under the guidance of the County’s
Historic Heritage Commission, the County should undertake a comprehensive
evaluation of the historic significance of these homes. To ensure that the County

1

See City of Cupertino Resolution No. 15-078, A Resolution of the City Council of the
City of Cupertino Adopting Procedures for Processing of General Plan Amendment
Applications (attached as Exhibit 1).
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gives Stanford no incentive to destroy its historic neighborhoods, the County
should consider giving Stanford zero credit in the GUP for any new unit that is
created by “infilling” historic neighborhoods with homes that are not in keeping
with the lot sizes, setbacks, architecture, landscaping, and general character of
those neighborhoods.
•

Establish a citizens advisory committee for the Stanford Campus. To improve
transparency and accountability in the implementation of the GUP, the County
should establish an advisory committee that would allow Stanford residents the
opportunity to participate in the County’s implementation of the GUP. Such a
committee could be modelled after the County’s San Martin Planning Advisory
Committee (SMPAC). It could allow Stanford faculty and staff to, among other
things, provide advisory recommendations on land use proposals that have the
potential to affect Stanford’s residential neighborhoods. Given the magnitude of
development contemplated under the GUP, the County should also consider
requiring Stanford to provide funding to ensure that this advisory committee is
adequately staffed and overseen by a senior planner.

We hope to be able to work with the County staff and decisionmakers over the
next few months to ensure that the GUP and associated approvals will not only allow
Stanford to continue to grow and thrive over the coming years but also serve the needs
and goals of the larger Stanford community, as well as the County as a whole.
Thank you for your attention to this matter. I will be in touch with the
Supervisors’ staff to discuss next steps.
Very truly yours,
SHUTE, MIHALY & WEINBERGER LLP

Robert “Perl” Perlmutter

cc:
1082292.2

Clients
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T: (415) 552-7272 F: (415) 552-5816

Attorney

www.smwlaw.com

Perlmutter@smwlaw.com

March 15, 2019
Via Electronic Mail
Members of the Housing, Land Use,
Environment and Transportation
Committee
Santa Clara County
70 West Hedding Street
7th Floor East Wing
San Jose, California 95110
Re:

Stanford’s Land Development Stanford’s for Residential
Subdivision Districts

Dear Committee Members:
This firm represents Stanford Homeowners, a coalition of hundreds of Stanford
faculty and staff members and spouses who own homes on the Stanford campus and have
been actively involved in the County’s consideration of Stanford’s application for a
General Use Permit and related amendments to the Stanford Community Plan and County
Zoning Map (GUP). Two decades ago, during Stanford’s prior GUP planning process, we
worked closely with the County to ensure that Stanford faculty and staff had a voice in
the land use decisions affecting their neighborhoods. We believe we made significant
progress in that regard. The current GUP process affords the Stanford Homeowners,
along with the County, the opportunity to build on the lessons learned during the
intervening twenty years of GUP implementation.
The Stanford Homeowners’ primary concerns and key goals are, first, preservation
and protection of the character and integrity of established residential neighborhoods and
second, transparency and the ability to meaningfully participate in the land use planning
and approval process for Stanford’s campus. The purpose of this letter is to propose
recommendations to address those concerns in four key areas: (1) the proposed Historic
Study of the San Juan Community District; (2) development standards for Stanford’s
faculty neighborhoods; (3) non-zoning and land use mechanisms for protecting campus
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residential neighborhoods; and (4) opportunities for public notification of, and
involvement with, Stanford’s long term development plans.
1.

Historic Study of the San Juan Community District

We are encouraged that staff is recommending that an Historic Study be conducted
of the faculty neighborhoods. Unfortunately, the recommendation omits important details
about who would take the lead on the study, how historic resources criteria would be
identified, or the timing of the study. It is imperative that this Study be prepared by the
County, not Stanford. Specifically, the Historic Heritage Commission—under the
authority and direction of the County Board of Supervisors—should undertake the study,
including the identification of historic resources criteria.
2.

Development Standards for Stanford’s Faculty Neighborhoods

We appreciate staff’s acknowledgement that land development standards should
be adopted for faculty neighborhoods to preserve their character. Specifically, staff
recommends that information from the Historic Study regarding the historic nature of any
houses or neighborhoods would inform the preparation of the development standards.
Yet, by tying the need for new or amended zoning to the Historic Study, staff is
overlooking an important point. The character and ambience of Stanford’s faculty
neighborhoods are worthy of preservation regardless of their historic status.
Given that the GUP will authorize campus growth and land use for the next two
decades, it is imperative that planning and zoning steps be taken now to ensure that future
development does not adversely affect established neighborhoods. First, we believe it
would be reasonable for the County to include a new policy in the Community Plan. Such
a policy could state: “Subsequent to the approval of the 2018 GUP, enact zoning that
provides for the preservation of the character and integrity of established campus
residential neighborhoods including compatible densities, setbacks, design, landscaping,
etc.”
Second, we urge the County to include a new land use designation— “Campus
Residential – Very Low Density”—for the oldest faculty neighborhoods to reduce
densities. This new land use designation would essentially allow 2 units per acre. In
addition, for the newer faculty neighborhoods, we believe it would be fair for the County
to amend the existing “Campus Residential -Low Density” land use designation so that it
allows no more than 4 units per acre.
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Finally, through its long-term leases, Stanford imposes certain zoning-type
restrictions on campus homeowners including, for example, restrictions on lot size,
setbacks, and landscaping. It does not, however, apply these same restrictions to itself
when it redevelops lots. From a land use perspective, there is no valid reason why the
governing zoning restrictions should vary based solely on whether a particular residence
is the subject of a Stanford lease. Rather, sound planning requires that Stanford's own
redevelopment or "infill" development on the campus be consistent with the standards
Stanford imposes on homeowners in its leases. Accordingly, to help ensure the integrity
of faculty neighborhoods, when the County amends its zoning, it should impose similar
development restrictions as contained in Stanford’s leases. We believe this is a fair and
well-balanced request.
3.

Additional Mechanisms For Protecting Campus Residential
Neighborhoods

In the absence of strong land use policies and zoning, Stanford’s ongoing
development will very likely threaten the character and ambience of established faculty
neighborhoods. Yet, the Community Plan explicitly recognizes that housing on
Stanford’s lands in other jurisdictions can be used to augment the regional housing
supply. To promote housing at appropriate infill sites, we believe it is fair and reasonable
to include two additional land use policies in the Community Plan:
o

“Avoid haphazard development of historic neighborhoods on campus by
limiting subdivision of historic neighborhoods.”

o

“Encourage Stanford to develop housing in more appropriate infill areas
by issuing housing credits for development (1) outside the faculty/staff
neighborhoods and (2) in appropriate infill locations, such as Stanford
Research Park.”

As regards this last policy, we urge the County to use its “Linkage Policy” to
encourage Stanford to avoid additional residential development in the faculty
neighborhoods and instead develop housing in appropriate infill locations. One potential
mechanism for doing so would be for the County to credit every housing unit in an infill
location (such as the Stanford Research Park) at a ratio of at least 1-to-1 toward
Stanford’s quantified housing development requirements. Conversely, the County could
opt to give Stanford no credit for units built in existing faculty neighborhoods.
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4.

Public Notification and Involvement

Stanford’s lack of transparency regarding its long term development plans has
historically been a source of frustration for the Stanford Homeowners. Unfortunately, it
appears Stanford intends to continue this practice. For example, Stanford is proposing to
amend the Community Plan to delete the location of all of its proposed housing sites.
Taking actions such as this not only eliminates the transparency from the Community
Plan but it also garners public mistrust and anxiety about Stanford’s long term plans. This
is particularly concerning as the GUP FEIR acknowledges that Stanford is seeking a
condition that would allow it to build additional housing beyond the proposed
development limit of 3,150 housing units/beds, subject to additional environmental
review and approval by the Planning Commission.
It is also our understanding that Stanford has been buying out leases for existing
homes on campus and letting those homes lie vacant, with the apparent intent of future
subdivision and/or redevelopment. We respectfully urge the County to require Stanford to
identify the full extent of its residential development forecast through 2035—both on-and
off-campus—including the location, kind, size, and intensity of its uses.
The County could also undertake additional procedures to assuage the public’s
concerns about haphazard development. First, to ensure that future development proceeds
in accordance with the 2018 GUP, the County could establish a mechanism that limits
consideration of projects inconsistent with the GUP and Community Plan. One approach
would be for the County to adopt a procedure that applications proposing amendments to
the GUP or Community Plan would be subject to a threshold determination of whether
the applications should even be processed. The County could conduct a preliminary
evaluation to ensure each project’s consistency with the GUP’s residential development
vision. Based on this preliminary evaluation, the County would consider which projects,
if any, would be authorized to proceed with a full application. Several neighboring
jurisdictions have adopted such mechanisms to discourage ad hoc consideration of
projects requiring general plan amendments.
Second, to improve transparency and accountability, we urge the County to
establish an advisory committee that would allow Stanford residents the opportunity to
participate in the County's implementation of the GUP. Such a committee could be
modeled after the County’s San Martin Planning Advisory Committee. It could allow
Stanford faculty and staff to, among other things, provide advisory recommendations on
land use proposals that have the potential to affect Stanford's residential neighborhoods.
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I appreciate the opportunity to share the Stanford Homeowners’ concerns and
welcome the opportunity to continue working with the County to ensure that the 2018
GUP serves the needs and goals of the larger Stanford community as well as the County
as a whole.
Very truly yours,
SHUTE, MIHALY & WEINBERGER LLP

Robert “Perl” Perlmutter

cc:
1097161.1

Clients
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April 18, 2019
Via Electronic Mail
Chairman Wasserman and members of the
Housing, Land Use, Environment and
Transportation Committee
Santa Clara County
70 West Hedding Street
7th Floor East Wing
San Jose, California 95110
Re:

Standards for Development of Stanford University’s Residential
Subdivision Districts

Dear Chairman Wasserman and Committee Members:
This firm represents Stanford Homeowners, a coalition of hundreds of
Stanford faculty and staff members and spouses who own homes on the Stanford campus
and have been actively involved in the County’s consideration of Stanford’s application
for a General Use Permit and related amendments to the Stanford Community Plan and
County Zoning Map (GUP).
In two prior letters to the Committee, we summarized the primary concerns
of the Stanford Homeowners and offered general recommendations to address those
concerns in four key areas: (1) the proposed Historic Study of the San Juan Community
District; (2) development standards for Stanford’s faculty neighborhoods; (3) non-zoning
and land use mechanisms for protecting campus residential neighborhoods; and (4)
opportunities for public notification of, and involvement with, Stanford’s long term
development plans. See January 25 and March 15, 2019 Letters from Robert “Perl”
Perlmutter
The purpose of the present letter is to offer more specific recommendations
and policy language for the Committee (and ultimate the Board of Supervisors as a
whole) to consider adopting as part of the 2018 GUP process and related actions.
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I.

Update the County’s Planning and Zoning standards for campus residential
areas

Objectives:
•

To help ensure the long-term protection of the campus community, modify current
Community Plan policies, land use designations, and zoning for the campus to
preserve the existing community character and to impose the types of lot size,
setback, and other similar restrictions as contained in Stanford’s leases.
A.

Planning
1.

2.

Community Plan Amendments (Policies):
(a)

“Within six months of approving the 2018 GUP, enact zoning
that provides for the preservation of the character and
integrity of established campus residential neighborhoods
including compatible densities, setbacks, design, landscaping,
etc.”

(b)

“Avoid haphazard development of historic neighborhoods on
campus by limiting subdivision of historic neighborhoods.”

(c)

“Encourage Stanford to develop housing in more appropriate
infill areas by issuing housing credits for development (1)
outside the faculty/staff neighborhoods and (2) in appropriate
infill locations, such as Stanford Research Park.”

Community Plan Amendments (Land Use Designations):
(a)

Add: “Campus Residential – Very Low Density”—for the
oldest faculty neighborhoods to reduce densities. This new
land use designation should allow no more than 2 units per
acre.

(b)

Amend: “Campus Residential -Low Density” land use
designation so that it allows no more than 4 units per acre.
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B.

Zoning: As attachment A to the staff packet shows, under the existing
zoning, the historic San Juan District could be built-out to allow a total of
2280 parcels in a cookie-cutter pattern that would destroy the existing
character of the campus residential neighborhoods without making a
meaningful dent in Stanford’s long-term housing needs. Accordingly, to
help ensure the long-term protection of the campus community, the County
should modify its current zoning for the San Juan District to:
1.

Increase minimum parcel sizes so that they are fully parallel with the
existing pattern of development within the various components of
the District; and

2.

Impose appropriate lot size, setback, and other similar restrictions
based on the existing pattern of development and the restrictions
standards that Stanford imposes on homeowners through its leases.

II.

Establish an Independent Citizens Advisory Committee

•

The existing Community Resource Group does not provide an adequate basis for
protecting homeowner concerns because it is not sufficiently independent of
Stanford University.

•

To improve transparency and accountability in the implementation of the GUP, the
County should instead establish an advisory committee that would allow Stanford
residents the opportunity to participate in the County’s implementation of the
GUP.

•

Such a committee should be modelled after the County’s San Martin Planning
Advisory Committee (SMPAC). It could allow Stanford faculty and staff to,
among other things, provide advisory recommendations on land use proposals that
have the potential to affect Stanford’s residential neighborhoods.

•

Given the magnitude of development contemplated under the GUP, the County
should also consider requiring Stanford to provide funding to ensure that this
advisory committee is adequately staffed and overseen by a senior planner.
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III.

Historic preservation

•

Under the guidance of the County’s Historic Heritage Commission, the County
should undertake a comprehensive evaluation of the historic significance of
faculty homes.

•

To ensure that the County gives Stanford no incentive to destroy its historic
neighborhoods, the County should consider giving Stanford zero credit in the GUP
for any new unit that is created by “infilling” historic neighborhoods with homes
that are not in keeping with the lot sizes, setbacks, architecture, landscaping, and
general character of those neighborhoods.
Very truly yours,
SHUTE, MIHALY & WEINBERGER LLP

Robert “Perl” Perlmutter
RSP/dw
1110366.1
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Cindy McMackin
Planning Commission; Doyle, Peggy; Gallegos, Sylvia; jeff.mith@ceo.sccgov.org
Wasserman, Mike; Chavez, Cindy; Cortese, Dave; Ellenberg, Supervisor; Supervisor Simitian;
CommunityRelations@stanford.edu
Voicing concern and support for Stanford General Use Permit
Thursday, May 30, 2019 11:37:44 AM

Dear All Concerned:
I am writing today to voice my support of Stanford University and the General
Use Permit that is in consideration.
Stanford has been an excellent partner for the area. They give back in many
ways. The University is engaged with the local community, local schools, local
businesses and then further with all of California, and -- our nation and the
world. It is time for the Palo Alto Planning Commission to support them here
with the approval of the General Use Permit as requested. The GUP has a
responsible balance of academic space and housing and additional facilities to
support Stanford’s academic mission. The GUP is needed to continue the path
of extraordinary education and outstanding partnerships for the future.
The Planning Commission should work with Stanford and the County in a
collaborative process. Not against Stanford, but with Stanford. They have
planned for a great future for the University that should be seen as positive
growth and change – because they are responsible, true partners that greatly
benefit the area around them and beyond. There is a win-win here if the
Planning Commission will consider this in an integrated package, look at the
big picture and work with the University.
I am President of a large California company. We are fortunate to have been
able to work with Stanford for over 10 years. Throughout, we have been
impressed with the amount of care they put into planning and the community at
large. We have had many employees on the campus to assist in the construction
of the new hospital and various new projects and facility upgrades. There are
many companies like ours that have benefited from the partnership with
Stanford and feel fortunate, like we do, to have them in our region. And,
actively working to make the campus better for all.
I am in support of Stanford and the GUP. I urge you to move forward, delay
unnecessary hearings until you have time to work with the County and Stanford
as partners. I guarantee, there are few better partners to work with.
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If there is anything I can personally do to assist in this process, I will. I can be
reached at the number below.
Sincerely,
Cindy McMackin | President
Pan-Pacific Mechanical
TELEPHONE REDACTED
cindy@ppmech.com | Pan-Pacific Website | Please Contact Us

Learn about CORAL by checking out Roxy’s YouTube Video! She’s a 13 year-old full of creativity and
passion:
https://youtu.be/Aby4o1YmM8M

This e-mail, including any attachments, is the property of Pan-Pacific Mechanical and is meant only for the intended recipient and may be
a confidential communication. If you are not one of the named recipients or otherwise have reason to believe that you received this e-mail
in error, any review, use, retention, dissemination, distribution, printing or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please notify the
sender immediately of the error by return e-mail and please delete this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your
cooperation.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ng, Judy
Planning Commission
Council, City; Shikada, Ed; Stump, Molly; Lait, Jonathan; Monroe, Margaret; Onciano, Jacqueline; Geoff Bradley
Letter re Special Meeting Agenda Item #4 Regarding the Stanford General Use Permit
Thursday, May 30, 2019 12:15:25 PM
Letter re Special Meeting Agenda Item #4 Regarding the Stanford General Use Permit 05.30.19.pdf

Dear Chairperson Schmidt and Planning Commissioners,
On behalf of Palo Alto City Manager Ed Shikada, please see the attached letter regarding Special
Meeting Agenda Item #4 (Stanford General Use Permit).
Thank you,
Judy

Judy Ng
City Manager’s Office|Administrative Associate III
250 Hamilton Avenue | Palo Alto, CA 94301
Phone: REDACTED
Email: Judy.Ng@CityofPaloAlto.org
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May 30, 2019
Santa Clara County Planning Commission
70 West Hedding Street
San Jose, CA 95110
Subject: Special Meeting Agenda Item #4 Regarding the Stanford General Use Permit
Dear Chairperson Schmidt and Planning Commissioners,
Thank you for conducting your special meeting in Palo Alto. Our community is deeply concerned about
impacts Stanford’s expansion will have on our City. Even with robust conditions of approval, Palo Alto
will experience an increase in traffic, demand for municipal services and a deterioration of existing
infrastructure.
The City continues to support President and County Board Supervisor Joe Simitian’s commitment to
ensuring Stanford fully mitigates its project-related impacts. Our City appreciates the hard work County
staff and consultants have put into managing this application and its consideration of Palo Alto’s
interests. There are, however, a number of outstanding issues that we request the Planning Commission
consider in its review.
While the City has not yet completed full review of the recommended conditions of approval, we felt it
important to provide you with initial review comments in advance of your May 30th hearing. The
following require further clarification or minor amendment to the draft conditions (in order of
appearance in Attachment F):
1. Condition A.6 related to the definition of Programmatic Approval. The City requests that any
academic support space built by Stanford intended to serve large group events such as
stadiums, auditoriums and performance venues be clearly stated as being subject to additional
environmental review to assess traffic and parking impacts and that the City of Palo Alto be
provided the opportunity to review and comment on such reviews.
2. Condition B.3, Table 2 regarding Maximum Allocation by District (Foothills District). The staff
report on page 12 suggests that development may shift between development districts and that
the GUP application would allow for a development transfer to the Foothills District. The City
understands there remains approximately 1,500 square feet available for future Foothill District
development under the previous GUP, but seeks clarification that condition B.3.b would
preclude any additional development in the Foothills District without amendment to the GUP
application.
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3. Condition C.8 regarding On- and Off-Campus Housing. This condition appears to require newly
constructed housing units. The City requests this condition be clarified to exclude acquisition of
housing projects or multi-family buildings previously constructed in order to achieve the intent
of creating net-new housing units.
4. Condition H.3 regarding Residential Parking Permit Programs. The City appreciates inclusion of
this condition and seeks clarification that the word ‘participate’ in the first sentence is a
reference to funding parking studies to help determine if there is a demonstrated parking
impact, and if found, financially support to establishment of the program. It is anticipated that
should a permit program be established that Stanford would not benefit from on-street parking
privileges established by any program.
5. Table 5, Appendix B regarding Intersection Impact Mitigation and Fair Share Contribution. The
City requests the mitigation measure for Bowdoin Street / Stanford Avenue (#34 Table 5) be
expanded to include, in addition to fair share funding toward the installation of a signal, related
intersection improvements, such as lane re-alignment, signage, restriping and concrete work.
6. Condition R related to Construction Management. Missing from the list of construction-related
impacts is consideration for temporary housing for construction workers. Stanford should
provide a stipend or make other qualifying arrangements for construction workers with long
commutes that cannot reasonably be accommodated through the duration of a construction
project.
7. Condition O.9 related to the Municipal Services Study. The City of Palo Alto provides some of the
services used by Stanford and included in the proposed study. The City anticipates having a
meaningful role forecasting service level needs and impacts associated with the project and,
where appropriate, a funding source to off-set the costs of services not already accounted for in
the conditions of approval.
The City also seeks clarification in Condition O.9.c, as to whether the Director, Commission, or
Board of Supervisors has decision-making authority over the disbursement of any in-lieu fees
that are collected or deferred to service providers.
8. Director Discretion. Throughout the conditions of approval, the County Planning Director has
broad discretion to make a variety of adjustments or modifications. The City would like to see a
formalized process whereby those administrative decisions are published to the broader
community with ample time for interested parties to provide comment or request a hearing
before the Planning Commission.
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The City of Palo Alto will have additional comments and recommendations for items not adequately
addressed in the final environmental impact report and missing from the draft conditions. The City
anticipates a subsequent letter being submitted to the Commission to address Stanford’s impact on
issues related to:
•
•
•
•
•

transit center improvements,
Caltrain grade separation,
local transit support,
street maintenance, intersection and safe routes to schools,
pedestrian and bicycle tunnel improvements.

Thank you again for taking the time to conduct your meeting off-site and making yourselves available to
hear from our community regarding this important project and learning more about the enormous
impact it has on our community.

Respectfully,

Ed Shikada
City Manager

CC:

Palo Alto City Council
Molly Stump, City Attorney, City of Palo Alto
Jonathan Lait, Director, Planning and Community Environment, City of Palo Alto
Margaret Monroe, City of Palo Alto
Jaqueline Onciano, Director of Planning and Development, County of Santa Clara
Geoff Bradley, President and Principal, M Group
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Justine C
Planning Commission
I Support Stanford"s Proposed General Use Permit
Thursday, May 30, 2019 1:49:14 PM

Dear Planning Commission,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit.
We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of
affordable housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and
with some of the most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula,
Stanford is doing its part to address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations
with the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important
additional benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its
academic mission. Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its
accessible campus, activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the
university to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Justine C
Concord, CA 94521
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Lane
Planning Commission
I Support Stanford"s Proposed General Use Permit
Thursday, May 30, 2019 1:59:14 PM

Dear Planning Commission,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit.
We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of
affordable housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and
with some of the most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula,
Stanford is doing its part to address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations
with the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important
additional benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its
academic mission. Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its
accessible campus, activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the
university to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
James Lane
REDACTED
Boston, MA 01824
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brian Carilli
Planning Commission
I Support Stanford"s Proposed General Use Permit
Thursday, May 30, 2019 2:09:15 PM

Dear Planning Commission,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit.
We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of
affordable housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and
with some of the most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula,
Stanford is doing its part to address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations
with the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important
additional benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its
academic mission. Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its
accessible campus, activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the
university to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Brian Carilli
Palo Alto, CA 94306
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Bove"
Planning Commission
I Support Stanford"s Proposed General Use Permit
Thursday, May 30, 2019 2:19:15 PM

Dear Planning Commission,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit.
We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of
affordable housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and
with some of the most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula,
Stanford is doing its part to address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations
with the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important
additional benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its
academic mission. Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its
accessible campus, activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the
university to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Michael Bove'
REDACTED
San Francisco, CA 94105
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Fox
Planning Commission
I Support Stanford"s Proposed General Use Permit
Thursday, May 30, 2019 2:29:16 PM

Dear Planning Commission,
I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit.
Yesterday I found it especially disheartening to read the Mercury News article outlining Santa
Clara County's proposal to require construction of thousands more housing units as part of the
General Use Permit. It is clear that Stanford is being singled out for a special tax on
development that exceeds the requirements of all other employers or developers.
We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of
affordable housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and
with some of the most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula,
Stanford is doing its part to address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations
with the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important
additional benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its
academic mission. Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its
accessible campus, activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the
university to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Michael Fox
San Francisco, CA 94127
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter
Planning Commission
Please Protect the Stanford Foothills
Thursday, May 30, 2019 2:50:10 PM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I urge you to adopt Staff’s recommendation to amend the Stanford Community Plan to extend the Academic Growth
Boundary (AGB) for 99 years. In addition, I urge you to provide even greater protection for the Stanford Foothills
by making the 4/5 Board of Supervisors vote requirement permanent.
The 2018 Sustainable Development Study Supplement found that Stanford could nearly triple its current density
without going beyond the AGB, and without becoming any denser than other comparable universities. Thus,
Stanford has no need to develop in the foothills in order to accommodate future campus growth.
Thank you for protecting the open space in the Stanford Foothills!
Peter LaTourrette
94024-5045
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Loquist, Kristina
Planning Commission
FW: East Palo Alto Stanford GUP Comment Letter
Thursday, May 30, 2019 3:15:58 PM
image001.png
Stanford General Use Permit Letter 5-19.pdf

I think they meant to send this so it could be part of the record for tonight’s meeting.
Kristina
From: Sean Charpentier <scharpentier@cityofepa.org>
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2019 1:19 PM
To: Rader, David <David.Rader@pln.sccgov.org>; Kumar, Kavitha
<Kavitha.Kumar@PLN.SCCGOV.ORG>; Geoff Bradley <gbradley@m-group.us>;
geoff@mplanninggroup.com
Cc: Loquist, Kristina <Kristina.Loquist@bos.sccgov.org>
Subject: FW: East Palo Alto Stanford GUP Comment Letter
David et al:
See attached comment letter from East Palo Alto.
Sincerely,

Sean Charpentier
Assistant City Manager
City of East Palo Alto
2415 University Ave.
East Palo Alto, CA 94303
REDACTED
scharpentier@cityofepa.org
www.cityofepa.org

From: Sean Charpentier
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2019 1:08 PM
Cc: Loquist, Kristina; 'scott.strickland@bos.sccgov.org'; 'kathy.sutherland@bos.sccgov.org'; Lisa
Yarbrough-Gauthier; Regina Wallace-Jones; Jaime Fontes; Michael Callagy
Subject: RE: East Palo Alto Stanford GUP Comment Letter

Dear Santa Clara County Supervisor Cindy Chavez, Supervisor Dave Cortese, Supervisor Susan
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The East Palo Alto City Council approved a fourth comment letter on the Stanford GUP at the
5/28/19 City Council meeting. I have attached the 5/28/19 letter, which includes all prior letters
from East Palo Alto and a joint letter from East Palo Alto, San Mateo County, Menlo Park, Atherton,
Redwood City, Woodside, and Portola Valley.
We look forward to working with Santa Clara County to support balanced growth that mitigates the
negative impacts of the proposed Stanford General Use Permit.
Sincerely,

Sean Charpentier
Assistant City Manager
City of East Palo Alto
2415 University Ave.
East Palo Alto, CA 94303
REDACTED
scharpentier@cityofepa.org
www.cityofepa.org
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7. Provide or help fund the provision of child care for people living, working or studying
on the Stanford campus.
A 2017 study by Brion Economics determined that it costs $42,000 to provide one child
care space, and that cost has likely increased since that time. Given that there is already a
deficit in child care service in San Mateo County, and that the proposed expansion of the
Stanford campus will generate increased demand for child care by those living, working
or studying on the Stanford campus, Stanford should strive to meet that demand.
This is East Palo Alto's fourth individual City letter submitted on this topic. The other
three letters (dated 1/26/18, 7/25/18, and 9/24/18) are included and incorporated for
reference. In addition to these East Palo Alto specific letters, the City of East Palo has
participated in a collaborative effort with San Mateo County and the cities in southern
San Mateo County that are negatively impacted by the unmitigated traffic, housing, and
other externalities created by the Stanford's 2018 General Use Permit ("GUP"). The
joint letter is attached and incorporated into these comments. The City of East Palo
reserves the right to submit additional comments until the final close of the Public
Hearing.
On behalf of the entire City Council, I appreciate your efforts and consideration of our
requests. We look forward to continuing to be an active and constructive participant in
supporting balanced growth and avoiding potential impacts that may intensify the current
housing crisis. If you have any questions, please contact Sean Charpentier, Assistant City
Manager at REDACTED or scharpentier@cityofepa.org.
Sincerely,

c: City of East Palo Alto City Council
Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors
San Mateo County Board of Supervisors
Stanford University
Attachment 1: 3 Letters from East Palo Alto
Attachment 2: Joint Letter from San Mateo County and Cities
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City of East Palo Alto
Office of the Mayor

January 26, 2018
Santa Clara County
Department of Planning and Development
Planning Office
70 West Hedding Street, 7th Floor East Wing
San Jose, California 95110
Subject: Comments on the Stanford University 2018 General Use Pe1mit Environmental Impact Rep01i
Dear Santa Clara County Planning Dept:
This letter and its attachments are provided in response to the Notice of Availability for Public Review
of the Draft Environmental Impact Report prepared for the Stanford General Use Permit. The impacts
of this project are critical to East Palo Alto due to its proximity and scale. As indicated in this letter
with its attachments, including a letter from JARVIS, FAY, DOPORTO & GIBSON, LLP; the DEIR
raises a variety of serious legal, public policy and technical questions.
I want to emphasize that East Palo Alto values its relationship with its Stanford University, and we
hope to continue to work cooperatively on the many issues common to both of our communities. We
are accordingly prepared to work hard to resolve our concerns through good faith negotiations with
Stanford University. In light of that prospect, East Palo Alto reserves the right to withdraw the
enclosed comments by a further letter. If you have any questions you can call me anytime, or contact
either Carlos Martinez, City Manager, at REDACTED or cmartinez@cityofepa.org, or in his absence,
Sean Charpentier, Assistant City Manager, at REDACTED or scharpentier@cityofepa.org.
Yours tmly,
��

Ruben Abrica, East Palo Alto Mayor
cc:
East Palo Alto City Council
Attachments:
1. East Palo Alto Comments and Questions
2. SFJCPA Letter
3. Comment Letter from JARVIS, FAY, DOPORTO & GIBSON, LLP
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In the event that all housing units identified in Housing Alternative A cannot be developed
on Stanford's property, our recommendation is that a combination of methods be employed,
thereby balancing the needs of Stanford and the region and the impacts on neighboring
jurisdictions. The combined approach could involve building units on-site and establishing
an impact fee that would be available to jurisdictions to fund the development of affordable
housing. As substantiated by the Nexus Study, an impact fee of $143.10 per square foot of
non-residential development could be approved by the Board of Supervisors to help off-set
the housing demand created by such development.
The criteria for the allocation of future potential affordable housing funds should ensure that
East Palo Alto and other impacted jurisdictions are eligible locations for the funds, and that
the criteria related to proximity to transit does not disadvantage cities that do not have fixed
rail transit stations.
To mitigate the housing demand created by Stanford's proposal, it is essential that the
jurisdictions in San Mateo County that are located near Stanford have access to impact fee
revenue for the purposes of developing affordable housing.
The recirculated DEIR also identifies other impacts associated with the housing options. If
Stanford does not mitigate all housing impacts its proposal will create including the housing
needs of its low income workers, the housing crisis will be exacerbated and other cities will
have to bear that burden.
On behalf of the entire City Council, I appreciate your efforts and consideration of our
requests. We look forward to continuing to be an active and constructive .participant in
supporting balanced growth and avoiding potential impacts that may intensify the current
housing crisis. If you have any questions, please reach out to Sean Charpentier, Assistant
City Manager at REDACTED or scharpentier@cityofepa.org
Sincerely,

Ruben Abrica, Mayor
c: City of East Palo Alto City Council
Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors
San Mateo County Board of Supervisors
Stanford University, Jean K. McCown
David Rader, Santa Clara County Planning Department
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR

2415 UNNERSITY AVENUE
EAST PALO ALTO, CA 94303
September 24, 2018

Subject: 9/25/18 Public Hearing #9: Stanford Academic Space Affordable Housing Impact Mitigation Fees
Joe Simitian
Board President
Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors
70 West Hedding Street, 10th Floor
San Jose, CA 95110
Dear Board President Simitian:
I am writing to support the efforts by the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors to ensure that the Stanford
General Use Permit (GUP) has balanced growth and does not exacerbate the housing crisis. The Bay Area is
experiencing a severe housing crisis caused by cities developing more jobs than housing units. The housing
crisis shows no signs of abating. The Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) estimates that in 2017 the
Bay Area added 52,700 new jobs and only 14,900 new housing units.
Controlled for size, East Palo Alto is a leader in providing housing and affordable housing. East Palo Alto has:
1. One of the highest population densities in the Bay Area and a low jobs to housing ratio, with
approximately 0.2 jobs per employed resident.
2. Affordability restrictions on approximately 40% of the total housing units in the City.
3. Developed 6.2% of the total housing units in the City as Tax-Credit affordable rentals.
4. One of the strongest rent stabilization and tenant protection programs in the State.
Despite these efforts, the City of East Palo Alto is experiencing an acute and debilitating housing crisis with
increasing homelessness, displacement, and housing distress. The City supports the efforts of the Santa Clara
County Board of Supervisors to fully mitigate the housing demand created by the GUP with a mixture of onsite
production and mitigation act fees, and strongly supports the use of any affordable housing funds generated by
Stanford within a 6-mile radius of the campus. I have attached the detailed letter approved by the East Palo
Alto City Council on July 17, 2018.
We look forward to continuing to be an active and constructive participant in suppotiing balanced growth. If
you have any questions, please contact Sean Charpentier, Assistant City Manager at REDACTED or
scharpentier@cityofepa. org.
Sincerely,

�� '"' b�l-v..\P

Carlos Martinez, City Manager
c:

/

City of East Palo Alto City Council
Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors
San Mateo County Board of Supervisors
Stanford University
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Lucy W. Wicks
Planning Commission
Doyle, Peggy; Gallegos, Sylvia; Smith, Jeff
comment letters: Stanford GUP
Thursday, May 30, 2019 3:21:47 PM
comment Letter batch 1 for 5-30-19 hearing .pdf

Dear Chair Kathy Schmidt,
Vice Chair Marc Rauser,
Commissioner Aimee Escobar,
Commissioner Robert Levy,
Commissioner Aaron Resendez,
Commissioner Vicki Moore, and
Commissioner Erin Gil,
In light of the first Planning Commission hearing tonight for Stanford’s General Use Permit, please
see the attached letters that were sent to County leadership in support of Stanford University’s
General Use Permit.
Thank you.
-Lucy Wicks
Government & Community Relations
Stanford University
Direct: REDACTED
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
andrew cunningham
REDACTED
San Francisco, CA 94108
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Brian Carilli
Palo Alto, CA 94306
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I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I am a Palo Alto
downtown resident and am well aware of how fortunate I am to have such a welcoming and
sensitive neighbor. Stanford University is our gem and is committed to improving the environment
and the education of our future generations. They need a place to grow, study and live.
As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the most
successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Cecele Quaintance
Palo Alto, CA 94301
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Claire Maxfield
REDACTED
San Francisco, CA 94103
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Denys Robertskjmnm
REDACTED
San Jose, CA 95128
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Frederic Knapp
REDACTED
San Francisco, CA 94103
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
GARY LAYMON
REDACTED
San Francisco, CA 94133
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
GEORGE SANDOVAL
REDACTED
San Jose, CA 95148
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Glen Simmons
Pleasanton, CA 94588
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Ipshita Sengupta
REDACTED
Palo Alto, CA 94306
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
James Lane
REDACTED
Boston, MA 02116
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Jeff Epstein
REDACTED
Atherton, CA 94027
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Justine C
Concord, CA 94521
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

I have been a Palo Alto resident and home owner for over twenty five years. My children went
through the PAUSD where I was an active volunteer. My husband is active with Actera and other
environmental initiatives. I have worked for Stanford for over 30 years. We live nearby so that my
commute is short and so that we can take advantage of the many wonderful benefits that Stanford
offers the local community - the Dish, the parking garages where my kids learned to bike and drive,
the Bing Concert Hall, the many sporting activities, the childcare, and the many tutors who helped
my kids.
We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Laura Breyfogle
REDACTED
Palo Alto, CA 94301
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
LIsa Ma
Palo Alto, CA 94304
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Michael Bove'
REDACTED
San Francisco, CA 94105
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

Yesterday I found it especially disheartening to read the Mercury News article outlining Santa Clara
County's proposal to require construction of thousands more housing units as part of the General
Use Permit. It is clear that Stanford is being singled out for a special tax on development that
exceeds the requirements of all other employers or developers.
We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Michael Fox
San Francisco, CA 94127
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Mina Mohamadi
Palo Alto, CA 94303
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Please support Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. Stanford has been at the forefront of
making this a beautiful, livable, and culturally interesting region, and we all rely on it for so much.
They provide me and my family with affordable housing so we can live here and created new streets
for our complex to ease congestion. Please allow it to continue acting in these responsible ways.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Neir Eshel
Palo Alto, CA 94304
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

Stanford University is key to the economic success of this region. Its academic programs contribute
to the wealth of future employees and entrepreneurs necessary to support the continued growth of
the County. It's approach to a responsible balance of academic space with well designed housing,
along with additional facilities that evolve the university's academic mission in its General Plan will
help sustain this region for the next 20 years.
We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I support Stanford’s comprehensive proposed General Plan and I hope the County Planning
Commission will work together with the university to create a General Use Permit that benefits the
County and all its residents.
Thank you,
Paula Parisi
REDACTED
West Menlo Park, CA 94025
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Rosenna Yau
REDACTED
Palo Alto, CA 94303
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Dear Supervisor Joe Simitian,

We have many critical challenges in our region, including traffic congestion and a lack of affordable
housing. As one of the largest providers of affordable housing in the region, and with some of the
most successful sustainable transportation programs on the Peninsula, Stanford is doing its part to
address these issues.
I urge you to engage in comprehensive and collaborative development agreement negotiations with
the university to ensure the General Use Permit provides the community with important additional
benefits and provides Stanford with the necessary certainty while fulfilling its academic mission.
Stanford is an important part of our community, and we all benefit from its accessible campus,
activities and programs.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and work collaboratively with the university
to create a General Use Permit that works for everyone.
Thank you,
Steve Conn
REDACTED
Menlo Park, CA 94025
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Sue Allen
Planning Commission
Stanford plans
Thursday, May 30, 2019 4:12:34 PM

Dear Commissioners,
I'm not going to clog the streets and hearing room tonight as you meet in Palo Alto, but I do
want to express my opinion. And I'm not alone.
Stanford should not be allowed to expand unless it builds enough housing ON CAMPUS for
all the new employees. Six miles is too far away, and where is there land? Stanford has an
amazing amount of vacant land that could be used for high-density housing.
And this housing needs to mostly include all the support staff. Students have lots of housing.
Faculty can afford expensive houses.
But most of the people who go to Stanford University and Stanford Hospital everyday are not
in those two categories. They are secretaries and janitors and cafeteria workers. They are the
ones commuting from South County or the East Bay and ruining their quality of life with long
hours in the car, and our quality of life with the crazy clogged traffic.
Please make Stanford house their employees. ALL of them.
Thank you,
Sue Allen
REDACTED
Palo Alto
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Alicia John-Baptiste
Planning Commission
SPUR Comments on Stanford"s proposed general use permit
Thursday, May 30, 2019 4:45:53 PM
SPUR Letter_Stanford GUP.pdf

Dear Commissioners,
Attached please find SPUR's letter of support for Stanford's general use permit.
We look forward to the dialogue with the commission and welcome any feedback you would like to share.
Sincerely,
Alicia John-Baptiste
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May 30, 2019

Santa Clara County Planning Commission
70 W. Hedding Street, 7th Floor
San Jose, CA 95110
Re: Stanford’s proposed 2018 General Use Permit
Dear Commissioners:
Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on Stanford’s proposed 2018 General Use
Permit. The proposed permit and proposal put forth by Stanford reflects the university’s regional
leadership and commitment to education and housing. As a critical anchor institution within the
region, the university has a unique opportunity to work directly with the County to support the
development of more on-campus housing and more affordable housing in the broader region.
SPUR supports Stanford’s application to update their permit granting an extension for
future campus development through 2035.
SPUR is a nonprofit member-supported urban policy organization. We bring people together
from across the political spectrum to develop solutions to the big problems our cities face.
With offices in San Francisco, San Jose and Oakland, we are recognized as a leading civic
planning organization and respected for our independent and holistic approach to urban issues
around the region.
Stanford has proposed a multi-layered approach for not only addressing its own affordable
housing demand but a development plan that prioritizes infill growth and protection of natural
green space. Through the 2018 permit, Stanford seeks to add 3,150 units and student beds with an
additional estimated $56 million over the course of the permit for affordable housing projects
benefiting the broader region. These contributions significantly aid in the County’s goals for
building more housing units.
We appreciate the County’s concern regarding the impacts that future development may have
on traffic congestion, jobs-housing balance, and the pressure of displacement from
neighboring communities, and we commend the County on its efforts to ensure that housing is
developed in sufficient supply to meet demand. Additionally, we commend the County’s and
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Stanford’s joint commitment to addressing the transportation impacts associated with
development activity. We support a regulatory framework that allows Stanford to continue to
successfully manage transportation demand within its growth footprint.
Stanford has indicated that it is prepared to provide significant resources for community
benefits to address and mitigate the impact of their growth on housing, transportation, and
education. Those benefits should be mutually agreed upon and clearly defined to provide
certainty to both the community and the university through a development agreement. That
certainty would enable the university to provide some community benefits in the near term,
confident that the terms will not change in the future. A development agreement also provides
extended opportunity for both parties to solicit feedback and ideas from the community in a
transparent and democratic way. This binding agreement also allows for both parties to have
security over their shared responsibility to deliver on the items outlined in the General Use
Permit.
Thank you for the opportunity to share thoughts with you on this issue. Please do not hesitate
to reach out if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Alicia John-Baptiste
President & CEO
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Drew Hudacek
Planning Commission; Doyle, Peggy; Gallegos, Sylvia; Smith, Jeff
Wasserman, Mike; Chavez, Cindy; Cortese, Dave; Ellenberg, Supervisor; Supervisor Simitian;
CommunityRelations@stanford.edu
Please delay the vote on the Stanford GUP conditions
Thursday, May 30, 2019 5:20:52 PM

Santa Clara County Planning Commissioners,
I am a concerned resident of the County. I am a resident of Palo Alto and a Stanford alum and
quite frankly have been asked by friends to support both sides of the issues on the current
discussions around the GUP. First and foremost, however, I am an experienced real estate
developer and I would encourage you to delay the current matter and work toward a
Development Agreement with Stanford.
A development agreement is a contract that by its very definition, allows both sides to
negotiate terms that are important to them. It is also something in my experience that must be
combined with a project proposal and conditions of approval. Piecemeal negotiations will
likely produce a sub-optimal outcome for both sides.
Please delay the current vote until such time that a development agreement can be negotiated
and approved. This is standard industry practice and for good reason.
Thank you,
Drew Hudacek
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19-5-19-Group Rapid Transit + sEl + cc + UHPC + Ron + Dumbarton project

offer a business and industrial ecosystem of disruptive power and transit technologies that can
enable you to resolve seemingly conflicting stakeholder wishes, with a huge first-to-market
advantage. Some of the technologies are well-proveno the baüery is probably within weeks of a
prooÊoi-concepto and the solar PV is a pair of concepts that may require a year or more of
development. Each of them already is or will be highly competitive in its category.
Our ceramic semiconductor battery technology will make it possible to operate Group Rapid
Transit (GRT) entirely on solar photovoltaic power, from solar photovoltaic canopies along the
lengfh of the line. Inventor and CTO V/illiam Todorof is also a pioneer in ceramic semiconductor
pholovoltaic power, and has advanced solar PV technologies on the drawing board, waiting for
.,r to btittg the battery into volume production. William estimates PV cost in volume production
as 15 to 25 cents per Watt, with high conversion efficiency.
The high energy efficiency of self-powered, ultra-ligh;weight, aerodynamic coaches, with
phenolic honeycomb sandwich body shells and laminated window construction, maximizes
kilometers per kWh used. A 30-passenger (including standing room) coach is 30 feet long, and
weighs under 10,000 pounds with all the fittings - seatso windows and drive train included. There
wifprobably be an operating energy surplus, which might be used for heavy rail running at
grade or on the bridge deck below, especially if the PV canopy is made wider.
The Group Rapid Transit system is bi-directional, for close headways. It is autonomous, so
drivers are not necessary. Each coach can be routed and controlled individually, or strings can be
made up. Scheduling software can direct coaches to where they are needed in real time, and it
*ti"ipate shifts in passenger loading across the system, with increasing accuracy over time.

.*

Ron Powers, founder of Powers Design International and American Transit Vehicles Inc., built
the coaches for a quarter-scale working model that was demonstrated to transportation managers
from throughout North America around 2000. (They all said they'd consider it when they see a
fu11-scale operating system, which the consortium could not afford to build on spec.) Ron has
tooling for fuIl-size coach body-shells in a warehouse, waiting for use. The tooling is adjustable,
so it can be used for a range of transit coach applications from high speed rail (9 feet high, 8 feet
wide, and as long as is necessary), to buses, to GRT, to Personal Rapid Transit (PRT, primarily
for collecting people on large campuses and in neighborhoods, and for routes and times with
predictably low passenger volume). Ron also has a plan for moving into a factory he designed.
The battery specific energy target is 600 to 900 Wh/kg for the proof-of-concept prototype which
we are working on now, and 900 to 1,200 Whlkg in production. This, an expected selling price
of under $100/kwh capacþ, and provision of grade-separated bike paths (see below), can raise
the proportion of elcctric bicycles from the current lYo - 2o/o in the United States, to the 50yofhat
is typical in Europe. 'If you build it, they will come.'
The guideways for Group Rapid Transit above the heavy rail (if it is retained), separate fast and
slow bicycles abovç the GRT, and pedestrians above the bicycles, carì be made using the Bosch
Captive Column structural geometry, U.S. Patent 3,501,880, www.CaptivçColumn.com, which
effectively reduces the unsupported column buckling length in the columns and beams to zero.
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That makes possible strength-to-weight ratios of over 150:1 in beam loading (e.g. in balsa wood
and fìberglass), and up to 5,000:l in column loading (with low slenderness ratio, in fiberglass
and aluminum, tested at the Denver Bureau of Mines).

I worked part time with its inventor, Lawrence R. Bosch, most of the years from 1975 to 1985,
and I am advising and consulting tbr his son and daughter. They have almost all his papers,
including multiple books and shorter studies on the Bosch Captive Column in general, and on
specifïc applications such as bridges and transmission towers. The engineering studies go back as
far as Robert Mast of ABAM Engineers, founders of earthquake engineering.

I explained the Captive Column to apioneering earthquake engineer who deeply understands
balancing tension and compression forces, and I received a quote from him for a basic structural
analysis, followed by sufficient detail to support the engineering profession in working with it, to
be provided in today's software, as a six-week project. The goat is to enable large numbers

of

engineers to be able to work with it productively, with relatively short training.

The use of advanced composites such as Ultra-High-Performance-Concrete (a fabricated, highabrasion-resistance mineral, also known as UHPC) with basalt fiber reinforcement can result in
verytn$rtensile and compressive strength, material costs under a dollar a pound, and working
lifespans of over 200 yearso despite UV and salt exposure. The Pantheon in Rome was built with
Roman UHPC using Vesuvius fly ash, and it has been in continuous use for 2,000 years.

This geometry and materials combination can be used for pile-driving, to replace rotten pilings
supporting the Dumbarton Rail Bridge. The UHPC can also be applied, set and cure under water,
so it could economically be used to encase pilings as a permanent repair, where appropriate. I am
advising the North American UHPC distributor, Asante, a startup north of Houston, Texaso
which provides formulated material from the European team that pioneered its modern
adaptation and use. Well over 100 application-specific formulations have been developed and
tested during 25 years of use in the most demanding environments on the planet.
The old Dumbarton swing bridge can be replaced with a Bosch Captive Column and UHpC
structure that can çarry a stack of guideways, and last for 200 or more years. It can also be
designed with large clear spans.

Conidor neighbors wanted the project to provide benefïts for local residents, not only for longerdistance commuters. These needs can be accommodated by providing local service with some of
the GRT coaches (and / or PRT), and through service to points north and south.
Mark Roest, Marketing & International Development, Sustainable Energy Inc.; 650-888-3665;
MarklRoest@smail.com, http://SustainableEnergylnc.com, San Mateo, California94403
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19-5-30 cost issues for transit increases
Mark Roest
MarkLRoest@gmail.com
San Mateo, CA

I got a request asking for my participation in testifring in Palo Alto to make Stanford mitigate a
growth plan in which they plan to grow 35yo.I found a document which lays out the
transportation impacts that a¡e going to happen and need to be fully studied and mitigated, to
prevent them from critically burdening everyone around them. My immediatc take on it is that
Stanford needs to pay for a frrll network of GRT, and possibly significant moving sidewalk
capacity in critical areas for potential pedestrian movement -- or even more GRT -- and some
PRT service to feed GRT, shuttles ('Marguerite'), CalTrain, the hospital campuses, and the
campus core from sparsely-used origins and destinations.

It also discusses Google planning to put in a San Jose campus near CalTrain with 20,000
additional employees! Google and Stanford will be competing with San Francisco workers for
spacç on CalTrain, even after the electrification and 20Yo expansion of CalTrain capacþ.
This is a key opportunity to put your GRT on the table in public again.
Have you made any headway finding capital for the reboot? What about the few people who are
putting up new railroads? What about other eccentrics game for a challenge?
Here is the bottom line: I found, on a table at the bottom of page 28, a smoking gun on the cost
of CalTrain Electric Multiple Units;
56 for conversion, $375,300,000 (divided by 56 $6,701,785.71 each!!!) (This was the
original order)
40 for expansion, 5224,700,000 (divided by a0 $5,6170500 each!) (This was an add-on order)
At https://sf.streetsbloe.or€12014104/03/caltrain-crowding-to-worsen-even-withJonger-trains-in20151 I found that the average CalTrain coach has 130 seats, and certain trains had another 26
standees, total 156 per car.
Divide $5,617,500 by 156 to get low end of $36,009.62 per passenger; divide it by 130 to get
$431211.54 per passenger seat.
Divide 56,701,785 .71 by I 30 to get high end of $51 ,552.20 per passenger seat!
Do you see that you can carry 30 passengers for the cost of one or two seats?
That is a disruptive difference times 3, according to Stanford professor Tony Seba, who has
YouTube videos on Disruptive Technology.

:

:

This also shows you how much of a discount they get for the add-on order {about t6%1.
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Plea

for Caution and Due Diligence to the County of Santa Clara

Thankyou forthe invitation to registered votersto attend this hearing-on Stanford University's
Development Project; with the cover photo that pictures less than half of the current core
facilities, but has an adequate view of parts of Coyote Hill, Cow Hill, and Deer Creek, and
features the pledge that the County is "committed-to ensuring that the development, if
approved, does not negatively impact surrounding neighborhoods and residentsf'.
Dear Commissioners, Government Staff, Friends and Fellow Citizens:
To rephrase the task here tonight, it is to hear from us what we think the County should

require concerning Stanford's land use under law and the auspices of its Founding Grant.
I believe that the current offerings in

the University's development scheme do not present

a

strong case for allowing any expanded use at this time. Past build-out has been excessive and

mitigation inadequate, especially in regard to housing, traffic and environmental impacts, so
much so that surrounding municipalities are struggling with growth and concomitant impacts
Questions over rail line improvements, overall transportation, and immense campus expansions
by other industrial giants such as Apple, Google, Oracle and Facebook continue to mount.

Therefore, in a very real way, your protection of the quality of life in all of our neighborhoods
depends on your weighing the cumulative impacts and the environmental degradation of the
last 75 years. ln the over-arching context of the post-World War ll boom, the West Coast has

over-reached, and California's 40 million residents likely exceed carrying capacity, especially
during drought years should we desire to maintain balance between growth and quality of life
I believe that

two general areas would benefit from further consideration and review:

1.) Complete compensatory mitigation for all prior

unaddressed issues

Real traffic and concomitant pollution and disorder
b. lnadequate housing for students, faculty, and workers

a.

c. Water assessment metrics and management
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2.) Restrictions on all building in natural areas of historical importance
and vital to diverse species survival
a. Preservation in perpetuity of Coyote Hill, Deer Creek, Cow Hill
or The Dish, and Felt Lake, Searsville Lake, and Jasper Ridge areas
b. Completion of all studies and court disputes over San Franscisquito
Creek and watershed and laganita, both intake and drainage
c. Strict scrutiny of and specific rubrics for expansion in the entire
region of the North County in conjunction with South San Mateo
County to fulfill your promise of no negative impacts
In the 50 years that I've lived here much of the precious natural world has been obliterated.
The high price value of land and the astronomical increase in real estate values mean that
excessive expansion by large corporate capital institutions, public or private, amounts to a
taking by the big players from the smaller stakeholders as we reach the point of diminishing
returns. I would expect those issues and ones related to the Environmental Protection Act (EPA)
and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) to remain substantive in legal proceedings.
The approval of any plans from Stanford University at this time for anything other than more
housing and improved transportation, with all necessary past, present, and future mitigations
obtaining, including compliance and enforcement language, would cast serious doubt as to the
sincerity of your above-cited pledge to do no harm. Stanford University is asking for too much.
I appreciate being given the opportunity to address these concerns in public, here in Palo Alto.
John Karl Fredrich
REDACTED
Palo Alto, CA 945306
REDACTED
May 30, 2019

Bachelor of Arts with Distinction, Political Science, 1968
Master of Arts, Education, 1979
Stanford University
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Summary of Stanford's remarks to the Santa Clara County Planning Commission

Stanford University seeks to work with the Planning Commission to develop a set of conditions that further the
County's poticy objectives while ensuring Stanford can compty with each of the County's requirements.
Stanford also wants to provide additionat benefits to the community in exchange for the certainty that comes
with a Development Agreement.
Stanford's primary concerns are:
1) some of the proposed conditions of approval, especially those that may discourage or prevent housing;
and
2) staff's recommendation that the Commission deny Stanford's development agreement application.
Conditions of Approval
After a week of review:
1) Example of conditions of approval that are unworkable:
r A minimum of 1,500 new facutty/staff housing units means Stanford will be unable to meet the No
Net New Reverse Commute Direction Trips condition'
2) Many questions:
o Given that most of our workers prefer not to live on campus, must 70% of our new workforce
housing be constructed on core campus land, or could the percentage to be closer to 500/o?
¡ How do the draft conditions give Stanford credit for the 1,525 rental apartments that Stanford is
voluntarily adding to the local housing supply right now?
¡ ls there a way to place reasonable limits around the conditions that appear to require Stanford to
write a blank check for parks and municipals services so they don't stand in the way of more

o

housing?
How do the conditions of approval incorporate the policy decisions that the Board of Supervisors
made when approving the affordable housing ordinances last fall?

Development Agreement
We ask that, rather than rejecting Stanford's Development Agreement application, this Commission give
Stonford time to work with the County Administration to find o way to provide benefits that our community wonts
in return for the certointy that comes with o Development Agreement.
Benefits that can be provided through a Development Agreement include (and are not limited to):
St3B mittion in funding for Palo Alto Unified School District (in contrast to approximatety S4.2 million
that the County can require in statutory school fees).
Funding for off-campus bicycle and pedestrian improvements that are not mitigation measures, but
that would improve quality of life in the communities.
provision of affordable housing now, before development of new academic facilities.
provision of funding for affordable housing in individuaI communities, including those in San Mateo

o
¡

o
.

County.

Summary
We request that the planning Commission encourage staff to work with Stanford over the summer so we can
come back to the planning Commission early this fallwith a comprehensive package that includes feasible

Conditions of Approval and a Development Agreement that works for the County, community and the
university. We further request that you refrain from taking action on the General Use Permit application until
such time as you can consider the permit in its entirety.
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